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FUTURE SYMPOSIA
The following meetings are already well along in the planning
stages. Please mark your calendars for the following:
CAR '95 - Computer Assisted Radiology
June, 1995 - Berlin, Germany
S/CAR '96 - Symposium for Computer Assisted
Radiology
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center
June, 1996 - Denver, Colorado

Introduction
Background

The 12th Conference on Computer Applications in Radiology is one of
a series of meetings which began in 1964 under the sponsorship of the
American College of Radiology (ACR) . These symposiums emphasize
recent developments in medical imaging with particular attention to
advances in computer technology that affect information systems.
Beginning with the 9th conference, which was held in Hilton Head,
South Carolina, in 1988, and continuing through this current year, the
symposium has been cosponsored by the ACR and the Radiology
Information System Consortium (RISC), a nonprofit organization
dedicated to stimulating the development of quality computer-based
systems in our field .
The Society for Computer Applications in Radiology (SCAR) was
formed several years ago to provide a forum for the exchange of
scientific information concerning the use of computers in radiology.
SCAR was formed under the umbrella of RISC. The symposium
directed by SCAR has been augmented by the society's affiliation with
the international organization of Computer Assisted Radiology (CAR).
The CAR symposium, held every other year, is organized by Heinz U.
Lemke, Ph.D., of the Technical University of Berlin . This biennial
symposium has provided an outstanding forum for organizing the
European leadership in the technical and clinical aspects of computer
technology in the field of radiology. The present symposium represents
the merger of these two previously separate series of conferences and
provides a global view of an exploding opportunity in medicine.
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Dr. Atsuko Heshiki is a well-recognized expert in the field and has been
a major contributor to several Image Management and Communication
(I MAC) conferences. She is an authority on the transmission of
medical images for primary diagnosis in Japan.

S/CAR Program
The program consists of tutorials , scientific presentations, technical
exhibits, poster sessions, and computer-based medical imaging
demonstrations both at the Convention Center and The Bowman Gray
School of Medicine, Wake Forest University.

Tutorials
Several tutorials were designed to introduce the fundamentals of
computers , digital imaging , and DICOM standard. The remaining
tutorials will provide overviews of a radiology department's early
transitional experiences in film less imaging and of the evolving trends
in computer-based medical record and telemedicine opportunities with
the use of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks.

Picture Archiving and Communications Systems (PACS)
Digital image management systems represent a major subset of topics
addressed at the symposium . This evolving concept of electronically
acquiring, transmitting, storing, and displaying radiographic images has
received renewed enthusiasm from academic and industry as a result
of technological advances, cost-effective potential , DICOM standard,
and an overall better understanding of the opportunities associated with
digital imaging. The subjects of these presentations range from clinical
experiences, text and image integration, and DICOM improvements to
assessment and evaluation.

x
Image Processing
Image processing and three-dimensional (3-D) presentation of digital
images have had significant clinical impact on the overall diagnostic
process. Benefits have increased with the expanded use of digital CT
and MR imaging , faster computer-based processors, flexible
programming languages, and an overall understanding on the part of
physicians of the opportunities available. Twenty-four papers describe
a wide range of image processing and 3-D techniques that support and
enhance diagnosis and disease.

Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence
Ten papers will present current experiences with expert systems and
artificial intelligence and will show how their applications are influencing
and assisting in the diagnostic process.

Information Systems and Teaching Applications
Computer-based radiology information systems are mature systems
that have been successfully implemented for many years . The
presentations concerning management systems deal with modular
applications such as radiotherapy, nuclear medicine, and administrative
research .
The advancement of personal computer technology has greatly
expanded the teach ing methods available. Several presentations also
demonstrate new multimedia technolog ies for correlating computerbased patient files .

XI

Computed Radiography and Research
Computed radiography , which uses photostimulable phosphor
technology to produce digital radiographs , is the subject of several
papers that compare digital technique to analog plain film and discuss
specific clinical optimization applications. In the research section, the
concept of neural networks is the focus of some promising diagnostic
applications. Research is also represented in the fields of bone, MR
imaging, and mammography.

Government Agency Sessions
There will be two special-interest sessions related to medical imaging
supported by government agencies. The senior staff of the Medical
Diagnostic Image Support (MDIS) project will present various
experiences related to digital image management over the last 18
months. The Public Health Service will present recent developments
in the areas of mammography, legal aspects of digital management and
communication , and progress toward an international informatics
standard.

Keynote Address and Focus Session:
Reality

Current State of Virtual

The opening keynote address by Daniel R. Masys, M.D., Director of
Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications, provides
insight into the opportunities for health care on the Information Super
Highway. The closing focus session is expected to be a thoughtprovoking discussion of the current experiences and future applications
of virtual reality . The opening and closing sessions promise to develop
a base for future technological directions in health care .
Johannes M. Boehme, Ph.D.
Associate Professor Radiology
Vice Chairman
The Bowman Gray School of Medicine
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Tutorials

computer Basics: The Computer in the Radiologist's Office
Tim B. Hunter, M.D.
Department of Radiology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

Computers are the hackbone of cr, MR!, and digital imaging systems,
and computer chips are found in all modem radiographic equipment, even the
simplest portable unit. Computers are essential for radiology information
management systems (RIS) and hospital information management systems (HIS).
Today one is able to equip his or her office with a powerful personal computer
system equivalent to the large mainframe computers of just a few years ago.
There is no one best personal computer system. Any reasonably
equipped system will work well if the user takes the time to learn the system
thoroughly. Computers are fun and are invaluable for many personal and
professional uses. However, they require considerable inveshOent of both money
and time. In fact, monetary concerns may be less important than time concerns.
No matter what is purchased, it will require some inveshOent of time to learn the
system hardware and software. Time invested up front may pay large dividends
down the road. One bas to be prepared to spend $3000-5000 on a powerful
system and many hours learning bow to use it It is unwise to scrimp on the
initial time and money invested on a new system.
If funds permit, purchase of a Pentium chip, Power PC, or "fast" 486 or
equivalent system with 300-600 megabytes of hard disk storage, 16 megabytes of
random access memory (RAM), a high resolution color video card and monitor,
and a laser printer is recommended. The practical uses for such a system are
almost limitless and include: word processing, spreadsheet and database
management, telecommunications, multimedia presentations, business
applications, teleradiology, resident and medical student education, and research
applications.

Becoming familiar with computer technology is not easy at flfSt
Finding a good computer buddy, taking simple night school courses, attending
computer related conferences, and reading computer articles and magazines are a
good way to get started.
No matter how much one becomes involved in computer applications, it
is essential to establish good habits. One of the most important good habits to
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establish is the backing up of critical data fIles and programs. Computers are
wooderful devices. but they are capable of failing at any time. In a momen(s
notice you can lose a year's worth of work it you have not prepared a backup
system for your important data fIles.
Today's personal computers are "awesome." 1llere is so much they can
do for so little relative cost it is hard to imagine a radiologis(s office without
one. Since the 1970's. computer technology has been an important part of the
radiologis(s professional life, and modem imaging would be impossible without
it. This same power should now be brought into the radiologis(s office.

The Transition to the Filmless Imaging Department: Early
Experience at the Baltimore VA Hospital
Eliot L. Siegel, M.D.
Department of Radiology, Baltimore VA Medical Center
Department of Radiology, University of Maryland , Baltimore, MD

The Baltimore VA Medical Center which opened in January 1993 ,
installed a large scale PACS (Picture Archiving and Communications System)
and has made the transition to over ninety percent soft copy (filmless)
operation . Parameters required to evaluate a filmless imaging system were
identified prospectively and baseline data was collected approximately five
months after the hospital opened, prior to widespread usc of the PAC system.
The tutorial will review the methodologies and the parameters
required to evaluate a filmless imaging system, the baseline data collected
from the Baltimore VA, and the early experience with soft copy interpretation
in the imaging department and throughout the hospital.
Emphasis will be placed on the lessons that were learned in the
process of data collection and strategies that were developed to increase the
validity of the infonnation that was obtained.
Our early experience has indicated that the installation of a PAC
system and filmless operation results in a number of operational, technical,
and educational tradeoffs, some of which were not anticipated. The
applicabi lity of the early data collected at the Baltimore VA Medical Center to
other hospitals ",;11 be discussed.
Finally, future strategies and plans for additional data collection
including comparisons with comparable hospitals and teleradiology will be
discussed .
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The Computer-Based Medical Record
W Ed Hammond, Ph.D.
Duke University Medical Center, Durham , NC

The information management requirements necessary for health care reform can only be met through an
expansion in the availability I functionality I completeness
and integration of patient data systems.
I

The heart of these regional information system must be
the patient-centered computer-based patient record
(CPR).
Unfortunately there is no accepted universal
definition of the patient record, and the words CPR 1
electronic health record, computerized medical record,
or whatever means everything from capturing data for
reimbursement to complete clinical records.
Over 500

vendors claim a computerized medical record as a product.
In reality , no healthcare facility enjoys the
CPR necessary to meet the needs of the next century.
This tutorial presents, first, a concept model
of the CPR and discusses many of the issues relating
to such a model - who is developing concept models,
how many models are there, is the an in-patient model
and an outpatient model, is there a record for each
specialty, is the record distributed and is there a
master dataset?
Can the functions related to clinical care, research,
education,
admninistration,
and reimbursement be
derived from the same record?
Next, the tutorial will discuss details of the
CPR. How is the content defined and what is the best
way to present that data
an object-oriented approach?
National efforts in developing a global
patient data model will be discussed.

What kinds of

data are contained in the patient's record and how are
the data organized? The major classes of data include
demographic, people involved in patient care, reimbursement data, appointments, summary problems,
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studies, therapies, histories and physical examination
data, encounter detail, and accounting data. What are
the different types of data and how are they repre-

sented?
Must the CPR be multi - media?
What are the
requirements for report generation and query?
What
kinds of data presentations are necessary?
What
approaches work for the real-time capture of data at
the source?
One major component of the CPR is the vocabulary
used to express medical tasks and concepts.
What
coding schemes work? How close are we to a universal
medical language? Should data be stored as free text
or should data be stored as codes? Who is working on
these problems and what progress is being made? How
are mandatory differences among specialty groups
accommodated?
The tutorial will discuss, in detail,
a comprehensive data dictionary which defines vocabulary,
information flow,
user characteristics and
privileges,
specializations, and decision support
algorithms.
What functions must the CPR perform?
The CPR
must provide data at the place and time it is needed
as well as in the proper format.
The CPR must organize and manage the flow of data and insure timely
awareness and response to important details. Linkages
to knowledge bases and bibliographic retrieval systems
expand the value of the system to health care providers.
How are such systems accessed and how are they
linked into the CPR.
Decision support algorithms
working in the background insure patient care rules
are carried out. How are such algorithms def i ned and
how are they carried out?
Finally, real implementations of CPR systems
will be discussed.
The most conunon model being
implemented today is a client / server architecture.
Most CPRs will draw data from a v ariety of systems.
These interfaces among component systems must be
generic and seamless.
A necessary condition to
accomplish this ideal "plug and play" environment is
workable a data interchange standard.
At least six
groups are working to produce components of such a
standard: HL7 for clinical data interchange; ACR / NEMA
for imaging standards; ASC X12 for reimbursement,
benefit and payment plans, and purchasing documents;
ASTM for clinical observations and waveform data;
NCPDP for drug reimbursement; and IEEE MEDIX for an
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ISO compatible patient data model.
(The tutorial will
even define what all these letters stand for ).
How
complete are these standards and how far have these
standards penetrated the vendor market?
As records become more widely accessible through
modems, local area networks, wide area networks, and
Internet issues of security, privacy and conf identiality become increasing important.
The tutorial will
discuss these issues and suggest practical and realiz-

able solutions to the problem.
The tutorial will include examples from a
computer-based patient record system
The Medical
Record (TMR) - which has been in development at Duke
University Medical Center since 1975. The system has
been implemented in a variety of settings from primary
care, secondary care, tertiary care and intensive care
and in academic settings , community settings, group
practices I doctors off ices, nursing homes, skilled
nursing facilities and home health.
Combined inpatient and outpatient records are supported as well as
a regional database for obstetric patients.
TMR
supports complete storage of all heal thcare related
data.
Current systems include patient databases
exceeding 1 60,000 patients.
What are some of the practical problems encountered in implementing the CPR? How can data integrity
be insured? Are we ready for complete dependence on
the electronic patient record?
When will we get
there?

Basics of Digital Imaging
Jeff L. Creasy, M.D.
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Department of Radiology and Radiological Sciences

I.

Attributes of t h e Digi t al Image
A.
B.
C.

II .

Acquiring the Digital Image
A.

B.

Ill .

Cross - sectional images/direc t digi t al da t a
1 . Ultrasound
2 . CT

3.

MR

4.

Nuclear Medicine

Capture of X- ray images
1. Direct digi t al image cap ture
2 . Computed radiography (CR)
3 . Fil m digitalization

Moving the Digital Image
A.
B.
C.

IV .

Matrix size
Bit depth
Examples of digital images

Ne twork Architecture
Types of Data Transmission
Protocols/Standards

Storing th e Digital Image
A.

Classification of Storage Types Hiearchival
Leve l
1. Immediate
2 . Intermed ia te
3. Long - Term
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B.

V.

Cl assification by Type of St orage Media
1. Magnetic Media
2. Optical a nd Electro - Op tica l Media

Displaying the Digi t a l I mage
A.

Classification of Display St ations by Function
1 . Screening Stations
2 . Consultation/Review Sta tions
3. Diag nostic St a tions

B.

Attribut es of a Workstation
1. Screens/Moni tor s
a . Ph ys ic al s i ze
b . Layou t of screens
c . Resolu tion
d . Number of screen s

2.

Inter face to worksta t ion
a . Light pen
b. Touch screen
c . Mouse
d. Keyboard
e. Voice

3.

Software capab i lities
a. Image p l acement
b. Image movement/arra nging
c. Viewing (wind ow, l eve l, contr as t )
d. MPR, MIP, cine
e. Meas ur ement (distance, ROI)

4.

Storage capabiliti es

5.

Hard copy output capabi litie s of a wo rkstation

The DICOM Standard
Steven C. Horii
Department of Radiology, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

Fred W Prior
Department of Radiology, Pennsylvania State College of Medicine

W Dean Bidgood, Jr.
Department of Radiology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

ACR-NEMA Version 3.0, also called DICOM (for digita l imag ing and
communications in medicine) is a stand ard for communication of medical images and
associated data I, Much of th e data structure of the earlier versions of ACR-NEMA is
retained. A lso, the existing point-ta-point interface will continue to be supported.
Added are support for network communication, specifically using transmission control
protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) and the International Standards Organization-Open
Systems Interconnection (ISO-OSI) standards. A layered structure for DICOM is
retained , and the des ign is such that the same im aging application can run over any of
the supported communications option s (point-to-point, TCPIIP, or ISO-OSI)2,3

The increased capability of the standard means that the document is much larger
than that of Versions 1 and 2. Following ISO practice and guidelines, the standard will
be published in multiple parts. Parts I through 9, the basic "core" of the s tandard , have
already passed the ACR and NEMA balloting procedures and are being printed. Work
on new parts and annexes for the ex isting parts is underway. These wi ll cover new
information objects (the basic data s tructure used in th e s tandard) for x-ray
angiography, fi le formats and med ia for data exchange, and a point-to-point
connection for printing devices.
In 1992 and 1993 important de monstrations of DICOM took place in the RSNA
ilifo RAD exhibit area. At the 1993 RSNA, the demonstration included manufacturerto-manufacturer communication and an independ ent European implementation of the
test node (the co mputer to which the different dev ices are required to connect). The
demonstrat ion used Parts I through 8 of DICOM (Part 9, the point-to-poi nt
spec ification was not used since the emphasis wa s on the network co nnection). The
software developed for the demon stration by the Mallinckrodt Institute has been mad e
widely available at no cost.
One of the major important features of DICOM is that it provides a structure for
modeling th e way medical imag in g is organized. Manufacturers adhering to the
standard then understand the mea ning of "study" , and "patient name" in an
unambiguous fashion. The effo rt of building these models is part of the objectoriented design process. The modeling and use of object-oriented des ign means that
extending the s tandard is straightforward. The basic information unit of the standard is
the information object. This is a structured collect ion of data elements that describe
(in an abstract way) something used in medical imag ing , such as the image itse lf. The
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basic operational unit of DICOM is the service class. Services include such actions as
"s torage" and "querylretrieve" operation s. Combining a service w ith an informati on

objec t res ults in a fun ct io nal pair, the Service-Objec t Pair (SOP) th at is the building
bl ock of DIe OM co mmu nicat ion . E xtending the standard means creatin g new
inform ati on obj ec ts or services. When crea ted, these provi de all of the ex istin g
services fo r the new obj ect, and often allow the old obj ec ts to be used with the new
service as welL

A ques ti o n fac in g users is how to go about adding DICOM to equipment
purchase requirement s and understanding what the ve nd ors mean when they say they

are DICOM co nformanl. The manufacturer co nfo rm ance s tate me nts w ill c lea rl y
identify how they are conformant , and th e structure of Part 2 ensures that these claims
will have the same overall stru cture . Thi s will make it simpler for users to compare
them and determin e if th ey are co mpatible. 11 would al so be reasonabl e for a user to
require th at perspec ti ve ve ndors mee t with th e user and expl ain how th eir

implementations of DICOM would work together. This could , fo r example, be part of
a requ est for proposal (RFP) or requ est for q uotatio n (RFQ) when preparin g to
purchase new equipment.

Interest in OICOM extends beyond radi o logy. Coll abora ti ve work w ith the
A meri can College of Cardiology, other medical specialty societies, and expanded work
with the N EMA N uclear Medicine and U ltrasound secti ons is further ex tending the
applicati on of the standard. Formal representa ti on on th e A meri can National

Stand ard s Institute (ANS I) Healthcare Informati cs Standards Plannin g Pane l (HIS PP)
by ACR-NEM A DICOM is in place, and wo rk with HI S stand ard s groups, inc luding
HL-7, ASTM , and IEEE MEOlX is ongoing.
DI COM will likely emerge as the maj or medical im age communi cati on

standard , and its support from manufacturers is quit e stro ng.

The AC R- N EMA

Committee wo rks towards standards co mmonality and harmoni zation not onl y with
oth er U .S. standard s developers, but al so with intern ati onal groups including CEN in

Europe and IS&C/JIR A in Japan. At the end of 1993, the CE N Tec hni cal Committee
25 1 dec ided to adopt DICOM as the basis for th eir Europea n MEDIC OM effort. In
1994, several j oint meet ings of AC R-NEMA and CEN have bee n organi zed to fos ter
the coordi nated further develop ment of DICOM.

I.
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and its Applicability to
the Telemedical Environment
Frank E. Ferrante
Principal Engineer, The MITRE Corporation

DESCRIPTION
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been chosen by the
telecommunications standards committecs around the world as the underlying
swilChing and multiplexing technology that would be used within the very high speed
(broadband) communications systems that are evolving. It offers the promise of
eliminating the barriers between local and wide area networks, providing seamless
interconnection of Local Area Networks (LANs) across the country and the world.
For those knowledgeable of the issues related to acquiring telecommunications
circuits that could be used in the transfer of video images and information related to
medical diagnoses. ATM is the start of a process that is predicted to remove one of
the typical barriers to telemedicine acceptance by eliminating transmission speed as
an issue in acquiring services. ATM offers the capability for flexible bandwidth on
demand. Neither circuit switching (commonly used to support voice telephone
applications) nor packet swilChing (a data oriented service arrangement offered by
commercial telephone carriers) are considered as capable and effective as ATM
swilChing in satisfying the needs of users that want to process video. data. and voice
simultaneously. with minimal delay. Figure I illustralCs data cells comprised of an
asynchronous mixture of video. data. and voice being processed concurrently through
a single ATM multimedia switching environment.
This tutorial on ATM will provide the novice in the telecommunications
environment with the basics of ATM and its applications. Some basic definitions of
the terms used. such as asynchronous. and transfer mode. will be presented followed
by a discussion of why we need ATM. how it works (in very straight forward terms).
and how is it implemented in today's rapidly changing telecommunications world.
The attendees at this tutorial will hear about some of the factors that are making ATM
a reality. including a discussion on the efforts of standardizing ATM. Current
products that are on the market and services supported by using ATM relative to other
types of telecommunications will be identified. Finally. ATM telemedical
applications will be described followed by brief multimedia demonstration of an
ATM collaborative application using an ATM switch system.
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Wide Area PACS
Chair: Bob W Gayler

Worldwide Experience with Large PACS Systems
Roger A. Bauman, M.D.
Department of Radiology, Massach usetts General Hospital , Boston, MA 02114

The term, Picture, Archiving, and Communications Systems (PACS),
was first used about 1980.

rn

spite of the benefits, the introduction of practical

systems over th e last decade and a half has bee n slo w.

The single most

important reason for th is slow development is th e complexity of the software

req uired for the systems. The lack of components with adequate capacity and
speed has also been a significant problem, and component and lotal cos ts also
remain as barriers.

Installation s of smaller clusters of PACS, known as mini-PACS, arc
now fairly wide ly used.

Yet there is a common perception that larger

departmental systems are not yet feasible . The surv ey of larger PAC Systems
worldwide reported here dispels that belief.

A survey was made of 38 departments with potentially large PAC
system s identified through venders and personal contac ts.
An immediate problem was selec tin g a definition of a PAC Sys tem.

The most practical and thoughtful definition by Dr. Christian C. E. Greinaeher
was used for thi s stud y: "A PACS consis ts, nt leas t, of one or multiple imaging
modalities (acq uisition devices), a communica ti on network, an intermed iate
and/or long term storage device, and an image review and/or post processing
wo rkstalion."

Still more complicated is identifying what constitutes a large PAC
System. As a resulL of soliciting opinions from many experts in the fi eld, the
follow ing perimeters were all offered as use ful in delining such system s:
In daily clinical usc
Incl udes three or more modalities

Images ava ilab le in and outside of Radiology
Number and percentage of included studies
Number and percentage of interfaced primary acquisition devices
Archive size
Not limited to one campus
On ly digital interfaces
Filmless operation
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Unusual complex ity
D epartm enta l Volumes

Each ind ividua l PAC Sys tem present s unique numbers of in terfaced

acq uisi ti on devices, which mayor may not be in daily clinical usc, and images
from which may or may not be archived on the PACS.

Some instituti ons

acqu ire and display images, but do not archi ve them. Many combi nati ons exist.
The definition of a large PAC System used in thi s survey employs the
first three criteri a li sted above. The large PACS mu st include three or more
modalities in daily clinical usc wi th images avai lable both inside and outside
Radiol ogy. The survey identified 13 insti tu tions wi th PACS th at met thi s

criteria on the survey date o f November I, 1993 as fo llows:
Large PAC Systems

1987

Landcskrankenhaus Graz, Austria

1988

North Carolina Baptist Hospital

1989

Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

1991

Free Uni versity of Brussels

1992

UCLA Health Sciences Ce nter

1992

Madigan Army Medical Center, Tacoma, FL

1992

Shands Hospital, Gai nesville, FL

1992

Sozialmedizin isches Zenlrum Ost der Stadt, Vienna

1992

Uni versity Hospital of Geneva, Switzerland

1992

W ri ght-PaLterson A.F.B. M edical Center

1993

Balt imore VA Medical Center

1993

Brooke Army Hospital , San Anto nio

1993

Un iversity of Pi tt sburgh

The first system in clin ical use was accomplished by linking hard ware
components wi th software developed on site by Professor Guenther Gell and
colleagues in Graz, Au stria. Nine dig ital ly interfaced acq uisition devices
coverin g four modalities provide images to th e network, but at present only 14
percent of the images are stored in a long-term archi ve. North Carolina Baptist
Hospi tal was next, using a commercial sys tem. The granddaddy of th e large
PAC Systems is the HU-PACS at Hokkaido Universit y in Sapporo, Japan,
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deve loped under the leaders hip o f the latc Professor Goro Irie. C linica l
operati on began in 1989, and substant ial pon ions of this large depanmen t are
displayed with archi ving of many images. Exact numbers are difficull to define,
but th e percent age or long-term archi ved im ages is hi gh. Several other
pioneerin g in stituti ons began cl inica l operat ions in 199 1.

M adigan Army

Med ical Center, the first or three United States Mil itary Hospitals on th e list,
began operati ons in 1992. The sys tems on the list arc a mi xt ure of those
developed almost ent irely with so ftware done at the in sti tution to those done

entirely by a commercial finn and some blending these two approaches.

One of the clear chall enges fo r PAC Systems is directly interfacing
acquisiti on devices.

The foll owing tabl e shows th e number of digit all y

interfaced devices by modality at a number of in stitution s. O lder equ ipment

mi ght be interfaced by analog means; th ose dev ices arc not shown on the
fo ll owi ng table. Allhough not meeting the cri teria of three or more modality in
cli nical use a t th e c ut -oil date selec ted ror thi s stu dy ( 11 / 1/93), the hos pital o f
the Uni versity of Pennsylvania has the most modality and the most acq uisition
devi ces interfaced to their PACS. They ill ustrate each of the seven modality of
dev ices studied. Th e institution s in thi s table arc show n in descending order
according to the tOlal number of digitall y interfaced devices.

CR

CT

Hospital of the
Un iversity of
Pen nsy lvania
(HUP)

2

2

Sozialmcdizinisches Zentrum
Ost (S MZO)

3

2

Shands Hospital

I

Baltimore VA
Med ical Center

OF

MR

NM

US

All

#MOO

2

5

7

II

30

7

3

4

0

4

17

6

2

2

a

6

4

16

6

3

2

2

2

a

2

12

6

Madigan Army
Med ical Center

5

2

a

4

a

a

12

4

UCLA Health
Sciences Center

3

4

0

a

3

a

a

10

3

6

0

a

3

a

+

10+

4

a

a

10

4

2

2

9

6

Non h Carolina
Baptist Hospital
Ho kkaido
Un ivers ity
Hospital
Un iversity
Hospital of
Geneva

12

OA

a

3

2

0
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Landeskrankcnhaus Graz

0

5

0

2

0

9

4

4

a

8

4

0

0

7

4

Free Univers ity of 0
Brussels

0

2

?

3

2

0

0

0

0

2

5

3

0

0

5

0

0

0

3

Wright-Patterson
A.F.B. Medical

2

Ce nter

Brooke Army
Hospital
University of

10

Pillsburgh
CR = Computed Rad iograp hy ; CT = Com put ed
= digital Angiograp hy: DF = Digital Flu oroscopy; MR ::: M ag netic
Res idence Im aging: NM = Nucl ear Medicine; US = Ultrasound ; #MOD = number of
Abbreviati ons include:

Tomography; DA

modality.
As mentioned earlier a number of departments di splay images of their
system for the short-term, but Ih ey do not store them in a long-term archive.
Whi le the 13 sys tems identified in th e survey are truly large, the percentage of
images stored in long-term archive varies markedly. Th e following tabl e shows

the annual number o f exami nations per year, the bed size, and the number and
percentage of studies stored in the long term archive.

Baltimore V A Medical
Center
Sozialmedi zinisches
Zc ntrum Ost der Stadt
Madigan Army Medical
Center
UCLA Health Sc ie nces
Center
Wr ight-Patterson A.F.B.
Medical Center
Uni versity Hospital of
Geneva
Free University o f Brussels
Shand s Hospital
Brooke Army Hospital
Landeskrankenhaus Graz
Hospital of the University o f
Pennsy lvania (HUP)
North Carolina Baptist
Hospital

Exuminations per
year
42,000

Archi ved
Long Term
on PACS
42,000

Per
Cent

Beds

100%

324

170,000

165,000

97%

580

138,067

120,000

87%

4 16

ISO,OOO

100,000

56%

600

8 1,000

40,000

49%

205

150,000

44,000

29%

1600

130,000
15 1,000
190,000
160,000
225,000

30,000
3 1,600
37,000
23,000
12,500

23%
2 1%
19%
14%
6%

700
533
350
2,400
722

22 1,000

5,490

2%

805
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No te that o nl y s ix inst itution s meet a cri te ria of approximate ly 50
percent o r more images stored in long-term arch ive, namely th e first five
hospi tal s in the tabl e above and Hokkaido Un ive rsity. Narrowing the criteria
further to approximately 90 percent of the depart ment on long-term arc hi ve, only
four system s remain : The Bailimorc VA Med ical Center, SMZO in Vi e nna,
Madigan Army Medical Cen ter, and Hokkaido Un ive rs ity.

A Model for the Evaluation of PACS
Justin Keen, Stirling Bryan, Nicole Muris, Gwyn Weatherburn
and Martin Buxton
Health Economics Research Group, Brunei University, Uxbridge , Middlesex, UK

I. INTRODUCTION
A small but growing number of hospitals in North America, Europe and
elsewhere in the world are implementing PACS . In principle, the work of
pioneering hospitals should inform decisions made by the majority of hospitals
which have not yet invested in PACS ; that is, the pioneers should provide a
detailed understanding of its costs and benefits. In practice, however, there are
a number of problems in establishing the value of PACS. The most obvious is
that few current implementations are being formally evaluated, so that their costs
and benefits will not be known. Even where evaluation is being attempted,
though, the complexity of the technology itself makes evaluation difficult.

This paper describes the methodology that has been developed in the evaluation
of PACS being und ertaken in the National Health Service (NHS) in England .
The two main study sites are: a hospital-wide PACS at the Hammersmith Hospital
in west London ; and a system linking radiology to a limited number of
departments (orthopaedic and fracture clinics, and orthopaedic in-patient wards)
at the Conquest Hospital on the south coast. In particular, the paper focuses on
the strategy that is being used to establish links between PACS , clinical processes
and changes in patient care. The evaluations have been designed and baseline
measures taken . Both systems are due to go live during 1994, and further
measurements taken during 1994 and 1995.

II. THE DESIGN OF THE EVALUATION OF PACS
Many clinicians now accept that innovations in health care should be accompanied
by careful evaluation. In practice, though, many innovations do not lend
themselves easily to evaluation, and randomised clinical trials are not feasible.
PACS is a technology which poses a substantial challenge to the evaluator.
Experimental studies can not be conducted, since the technology can not be
randomly assigned to a number of hospitals - it is too large and expensive to be
practicable. This makes it difficult to link the introduction of PACS to observed
changes in clinical practice and patient care. Moreover, PACS is a multi-faceted
technology, and is used in different ways by radiographers, radiologists and other
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clinicians. As a result, it is not possible to assume that any observed effects will
result from a single causal mechanism. The task, therefore, is to develop an
approach which offers a credible alternative to experimental studies, and which
also addresses the problems posed by the complexity of the technology.
Broadly, there are two approaches that might be adopted . One is to conduct
detailed quasi-experimental or observational studies of individual elements of
PACS, such as those by Kundel and colleagues in Philadelphia'. These are very
valuable in establishing the value of PACS in specific settings such as intensive
care, particularly where those settings arc deemed to be ones where benefits of
PACS are most likely to accrue. If benefits do not accrue there, then the value

of PACS is called into question; and if they do then additional work can be
conducted in other areas . These studies do, though, leave open the question of
the overall value of the more extensive networks which many observers regard
as inevitable. A sequential 'case-by-case' approach runs the risk of answers
arriving too late to influence investment decisions.
The second approach is designed to address these problems by evaluating PACS
as a whole. It is predicated on the assumption that PACS is likely to exert its
effects in different ways with different users. As a result, no single study will
reveal the value of PACS , and a number of studies of different aspects of PACS
are required. It might be that negative results in one area are outweighed by
positive results in others, and judgments are required about the overall balance
of evidence.
The HERG evaluation of the systems at the Hammersmith and Conquest Hospitals
has adopted the second approach. The evaluation has been designed so that the
results of individual studies can be combined using a 'triangulation approach '2
The orienteering metaphor stresses the concept of using multiple reference points
to locate an object's position; researchers combine methods to improve the
accuracy of their judgments.
The assumption is that the (unavoidable)
weaknesses of individual methods can be overcome when results are carefully
combined. In the case of PACS , the further assumption is made that the
approach can be used to describe and explain causal links; judgments about PACS
depend on understanding these links, and so merit close attention. For example,
a si ngle study of PACS in an out-patient clinic might demonstrate reductions in
resource use. By comparison three careful studies, using different methods, each
converging on the conclusion that PACS leads to reductions in resource use, are
that much more convincing. (Note that this in no way constitutes a proof; it
should, though , give people deciding whether or not to invest in PACS more
confidence in their judgements. )
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The triangulation approach has often been used in evaluations of health care.
Anderson and colleagues' promote the use of multiple methods in the evaluation
of information technologies, and present examples of different methods applied
to a range of technologies. There appear to be few previous examples of the use
of the triangulation approach for a single information technology, and none of a
digital imaging technology.
Ill. LLNKING CAUSE AND EFFECT
The process of linking PACS and its effects can be outlined as a four stage
process.
1.

The first step is to examine the overall organisational context for the
implementation of PACS, since this may influence the distribution of
costs and benefits in time and across an organisation, and hence where
they shou ld be sought by evaluators. It is possible to imagine four
distinct possibilities.

Direct influence on clinical behaviour. The effects of PACS may be
conceptually straightforward, and causally influence clinical behaviour
and patient care.
Clinical behaviour forces changes in the technology. If users are
determined not to change their behaviour, then they may insist that
PACS is modified to reflect their current practices. If this occurs then
benefits will not be realised. Anecdotally, there is evidence that this
often occurs when computer systems are implemented' . The point
emphasises that PACS is not an immutable technology , and like
information technologies in general can be modified in line with the
wishes or needs of users; it would be naive of evaluators to imagine
otherwise.
Organisationa l change precedes implementation . Some writers on
organisational change argue that benefits only accrue from the
introduction of information technologies when the organisation is
prepared in advance, and then the technology is introduced to facilitate
and consolidate a desired change"'. If this preparatory change phase is
omitted, it is argued, the system will achieve few benefits or even be
rejected . If this view is correct, and a primary driver of change is
organisational , the nature and timing of benefits may be very different
to the first case. Indeed , important benefits may be realised before the
technology is implemented.

Interplay between PACS and clinical behaviour. The fourth possibility
involves users developing an understanding of how to exploit the new
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technology over time. Where software updates and redesign can be
undertaken rapidly, PACS may also be continuously modified to support
improvements in patient care . This may occur in combination with onc
or more of the other possibilities .
The HERG evaluation focuses primarily on the first of the four, though
the second and third are being investigated qualitatively. The fourth
pattern, while potentially important, is particularly difficult to monitor;
it will be investigated where possible.
2.

Second, it is possible to imagine PACS being associated with distinct
patterns of change at the point where the system 'goes live'.

Step change. PACS is associated with a step increase or decrease in
performance. This pancrn might occur in circumstances where the
technology itself is the agent of change through an automation effect; or
where there is a significant change in the quality of information
available .
Gradual, ullidirectional change. PACS is associated with a gradual,
medium-term increase or decrease in performance. For example, a
positive change might occur where users are learning how to exploit
PACS; that is, usage is related to a medium-term learning process.
Variable change over tillle. PACS is loosely associated with observed
changes in clinical practice or patient care . This might occur in
circumstances where PACS (and perhaps radiology in general) is only
onc of several important inputs to service delivery, and other factors

innuence the usage of PACS.
It is probable that each of these three patterns can be found in different
parts of a hospital at different times, particularly in the early period of
operation of a system. The HERG evaluation has elected to focus
mainly on step changes. The turbulence of the NHS in England in the
wake of major reforms means that analysis of data over a time period of
a few years is difficult, and so the presence and order of the other two
patterns would be very difficult to establish; time series data are being
collected to test whether any effects can be established, using an
interrupted time series design.

3.

In practice, it is not possible to study all possibilities, and the last two
steps are designed to address this problem. The third step involves the
development of a model to assist in the identification of appropriate
methods. It should be stressed that this is a research model intended to
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help design a research programme, and does not make any specific
assumptions about the li kely costs and benefits of PACS. Since a key
objective is to be able to comment on the causative links between PACS
and clinical behaviour and patient care, the model seeks to identify
essential links without presuming their scale or direction.
Figure
Research model of the costs and benefits of PACS

Input

Process

Behavioural
Outcome

Service
Outcome

Final
Patient
Outcome

Mix of
staff and
other
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Turnround
time for xrays
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radiography
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Radiation
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other
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The Figure is a modified version of the classic structure-process-outcome
model , extended by Rossi and Freeman'. By itself, the model does not
indicate which methods should be used to test which patterns of change
for particular elements of PACS. The model suggests though that
multiple methods should be used to establish, as nearly as possible,
causal linkages in different parts of the hospital. Different strategies
were used to identify the most appropriate methods . One was to canvas
'expert' opinions within the case study sites and elsewhere, particularly
about the areas of a hospital where PACS might have its greatest impact
on resource use or patient care, and the aspect of the service which
might be affected. The term expert is used advisedly, since PACS is too
new and innovative for anyone to be sure of patterns of costs and
benefits, but future clinical users and technical specialists are clearly in
a better position than most to make informed judgments about PACS.
These discussions suggested inter alia that the radiology department,
intensive care, accident and emergency services and outpatient clinics
might cbange substantially when PACS was turned on. A second
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strategy was 10 select services which, in combination, provided a
reasonably representative spread of services; fo r example, it was thought
imporlant 10 include at least one medical and one surgical specialty since
their use of medical images differs in imporlant ways. In effect, a
purposive sampling strategy' was used; there was no definitive way of
making these selections.
Then, in common with other case study evaluations9 a number of
hypotheses were identified which could be tested for specific services .
As far as possible , the hypotheses were generated from well established
theo ries, or null hypotheses were postulated aboUl the impact of PACS
on a parlicular service. For example , an economic perspective led to
hypotheses about the relationship between PACS and in-palientlength of

Slay and resource use in oUl-patient settings, and quantitative studies
were designed to test them. The literature on the relationships between
information technologies and organisations' led 10 hypotheses about the
relationship between the way that the technology was implemented and
the order of benefits that would be achieved . And, the belief th at
investments in PACS will be justified only if they bring substantial
benefits to patients led to the design of studies which measured patient
outcomes direct ly or provided the best achievable proxy measures of
outcome.
Indi vid ual srudies were, then, designed 10 illuminate particular aspects
of PACS. What most did not do , however, was provide the desired
links between inputs, processes and oUlcomes. With regard 10 the
immediate impact of PACS on clinical work, qualitative methods such
as cognitive mapping lO are included 10 help draw causal links between
processes (using PACS) and intermediate outcomes (changes in
behaviour of clinical users). These methods were designed 10 provide
the 'glue' between boxes in the model , and hence contribute 10
understand ing why other (quantitative) results were found.
4.

The more general approach to the problem of causation is the focus of
the fourlh step , the triangulation, involving combination of th e methods
10 make comments about the overall value of PACS. The evaluation

was designed, within practical constraints (such as researcher time and
access to specialties), to facilitate combination of results in a way that
maximises understanding of causal links. The model incl udes examples
of linkages, which show that combinations of different quantitative
studies, and of qualitative and quantitative studies, are both used to link
causes and effects. So , if some studies suggest that clinicians do not
change their practice when PACS goes live, then doubt is cast upon the
likelihood that other observed changes are due to PACS . If, more
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positively, (urnround limes for images being produced for intensive care
patients are reduced, and length of stay in intensive care is also reduced,
then PACS may be responsible for any associated reductions in resource
use. Similarly , if it is shown that in-patient length of stay falls when
PACS is turned on, and an interview programme with relevant clinicians
eliminates any obv ious confounding effects (eg introduction of a new
pharmaceutical at around the same time) then the possibility that PACS
is wholly or partially responsible is enhanced.
Adopting a slightly different type of argument, there is a degree of
overlap in the hypotheses being tested in different clinical areas. For
example, the extent to which digital images change the effectiveness of
diagnosis (compared to conventional film) is being tested in different
ways in an accident and emergency setting and for an elective
orthopaedic condition. If these point in the same direction, then the
underlying hypothesis being tested (that the digital images are no
different to conventional images for diagnosis) is more strongly
supported than if only one study were being conducted. Of course, if
the studies point in different directions then a more complex hypothesis
may be required , or further work undertaken to enhance understanding.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
It can not be stressed enough that this approach will not prove that particular
causal links have been correctly identified, and hence conclusions about costs and
benefits of PACS will be presented with important caveats attached to them. To
some extent this reilccts the fact that PACS is so novel, and there is relatively
little prior experience or published work to inform judgments about causation.
Even more important is the complex nature of PACS, which precludes more
rigorous research designs.
The evaluation will, though, help to resolve some of the many detailed questions
about the economic and clinical value of PACS. Presented as individual papers ,
the results should help to illuminate specific issues. Together, they will
contribute to the process of forming overall judgments about PACS; better
understandin g of causal links will be a crucial element in forming those
judgments. The evaluation described here is, therefore, probably nearer the
beginning than the end of the debate about the value of PACS.
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Clinical Routine Operation of a Filmless Radiology
Department: 20 Months Experience
Hans Mosser, Michael Urban, Gerald Partan, Walter Hruby
SMZO Danube Hospital, Radiology Department, and Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for
Dig ital Radiology (chairman: Univ. Doz. Dr. W. Hruby)
Langobardenstrasse 122, A-1220 Vienna , Austria

I. INTRODUCTION
Since almost 2 years the concept of filmless radiology on the basis of
a large scale PACS has been realized in clinical routine in a major teaching
hospital with currently 560 acute-care-beds.
Filmless radiology implies that all image acquisition sources are
intrinsically digital, all exams reported from monitors, and the resulting
product "image & report" communicated and archived in digital format. This
fully digital infrastructure in the hospital has proven to be reliable and safe in
clinical routine.
Since 1990, this PACS has been developed by a single major
manufacturer (Siemens Erlangen, Germany and Vienna, Austria) in cooperation
with the radiology staff of the Danube Hospital. In Europe, PACS is primarily
a user-driven technology, in particular radiologists, who set upfunclionai
rather than technical requirements in taking advantage of the upcoming new
developments in eomputer- and information sciences. The way PACS is
planned determines its performance in routine operation: so the involvement of
radiologists right from the earliest planning stages is a conditio sine qua non
for its successful implementation!
After having set up the PACS eventually other digital systems - such
as the Radiology- and the Hospital Information System (RIS and HIS) and a
digital Speech Recognition System, from different vendors - have been coupled
with the PACS to ensure an integrated clinical operation and increase the
efficiency of our department.
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The feasibilily of film less radiology already has been documented in
lilerature, and is not lhe objecl of lhis presentation 1-6. Il is ralher lhe issue of
benefilS and justificalion of PACS , which is controversially discussed in lhe
lileralure 1,7-9 This papcr aims al contributing 10 lhis debate by providing
faclS and data based on our expcrience.
So far (stalUS: February 1994) 586.047 digital images have been
generaled resulling in 1,3 Terrabyle of data slored on optical disks. Currenlly
lhe daily data produclion is 5 10 6 Gigabyle and lhe nelwork trnffic (archiving,
communicaling, retrieving) is 15 10 18 Gigabyle.
II. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION
• 3 DLR-systems (2 Digiscan 2H®, I casselleless aUlomatic chesl unilDigiscan 2~)
• 5 digi tal fluoroscopic units (all wilh FluoroSPOl H®)
• 8 ultrasound units
• 5 mobile x-ray unilS
• 3 angio suiles (I biplane digital coronary angio HICOR®, I Angiostar® and
1 Multiscop®, each wilh a POlytron®)
• 2 CT (1 SomalOm Plus S® and I AR.~)
• 16 diagnostic reporting consoles wilh 2 10 6 monilors in the radiology
department (DRC 102, 104 and 106®)
• 26 pcripheral image viewing consoles allhe wards and outpatient clinics
• 3 speech recognition systems (IBM Speech SCric®) with interface 10 RIS
• I leleradiology system (PhOlophone®, Image Data Corp.)
• 2 camera scrvers (SIENET CS®)
• 1 film digitizer (Lumisys®)
• Hospital information system (KIS-WIKIS MDADV, Vienna)
• Radiology information system (SIEMDOS®)
• HIS-RIS-PACS-Interfaces
• PACS (SIENE~ ,Siemens) based on a double ring FDDI backbone
• Opcn system based on standards (ACR/NEMA, DICOM extension and SPI
specificalions)

IlL EXPERIENCE IN MONITOR REPORTING
It is one of lhe key iss ues of filmless radiology to be able 10 rely on
monilOrs for reporting radiological exams. The necessary technical
requirements are defined by the diagnostic accuracy of monilOr that has 10 be at
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least equal to film based reporting. The monitors of our installation correspond
to Ibese requirements with a high luminance of 175 FL, llickerfree image (72
Hz), a CRT size of 21 in., and a spatial resolution of up to 2000 lines.
In our experience it is of great importance Ibat Ibe reporting rooms are
not dark but moderately lightened, olberwise Ibe radiologists sitting in front of
Ibe diagnostic consoles complain of early fatigue and eye strain.
Own studies have shown lhat Ibe monitors of Ibe reporting consoles
have diagnostic superiority over laserhardcopies of digitally acquired images
and show equal diagnostic performance as optimal exposed conventional filmscreen systems 10 This is even true for mammography, a radiological
procedure placing Ibe highest demands on an image display system II.
Allbough Ibe diagnostic reporting console has a variety of features to
evaluate, display and postprocess images, in routine operation Ibere is very
limited need felt to utilize evaluation procedures olber Iban Ibe following:

* For digital luminescence radiography (DLR) images such as chest and
skeletal exams, and for fluoroscopic and angiographic images: (I) window and
level adjustment (to evaluate structures wilb different x-ray absorption) and (2)
distance.

* For Computertomography: (I) window and level, (2) measuring region-ofinterest values, (3) distance measurements, (4) reformatting, reconstruction and
3-D display.
More sophisticated postprocessing of DLR images concerning
contrast (manipulations of Ibe gamma-curve) and spatial frequency (unsharp
masking, frequency rank, enhancement factors) is very occasionally performed
in questionable cases, e.g. to enhance rib structures in a chest exam when a
fracture is indieated, but more often utilized in comparative studies of
diagnostic accuracy.
In general these postprocessing capabilities so far have not
significantly increased Ibe diagnostic quality of radiological exams in routine
operation (partly also due to Ibe increased amount of time necessary to perform
Ibis kind of work), yet in our opinion Ibese features have not fully been
exploited so far. Furthermore, Ibe use of expert systems in radiology to
increase the diagnostic performance (e.g. microcalcifications or stellate lesions
in the breast, or nodules in Ibe lungs) and more advanced image postprocessing
melbods (segmentation, fusion) have not rcached a level where a routine
application is possible in a clinical selling.
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IV. INTEGRATION ISSUES
The work of reporting radiological cases demands access to (I) images
of lIle exam to be reponed, (2) exam request willl patient data and lIle
diagnostic question. Funhermore in case (3) previous images as well as (4)
previous reports are available, lIlese may contribute to lIle understanding of a
case, and lIlerefore must be easily and rapidly accessible. While some data are
stored in lIle PACS olllers arc in lIle RIS and/or lIle HIS. It was a radiologist's
requirement from lIle earliest planning phases to integrate a1ll1lese systems in
order to form one functional entity where relevant data are accessible regardless
where stored 12. During lIle first phase of our clinical operation 1992/93 there
was only a rudimentary coupling ofPACS and RIS via a magnetic card, lIlat
matched image and patient data. The lack of lIle fully integration made it
necessary to access data of lIle same procedure at different terminals. Thus
beside each PACS console a RIS terminal was installed. This meant double
data entries to access lIl.e relevant"information, thus increasing lIle time spent
to report a case. Recently a gateway between the PACS and the RIS has been
installed, that enables lIle radiologist to access previous repons by clicking the
"repon"-button at lIle PACS console. What remains is lIle radiologist's
demand to have an "exam request"-button as well, which of course implies the
fun her development of the PACS-RIS interface.
The exam rcouest is entered into one of 250 HIS terminals on lIle
wards and in lIle outpatient clinics, and electronically transferred into the RIS,
where a technician schedules lIle exams. Work lists for lIle different exam
rooms and for the patient transponation service are created. The exam is
administrated in the RIS, billing is performed in the HIS, which could be done
in the RIS as well.
The repon, as soon as it is finalized either by lIle secretary or one of
lIle speech recognition computers, which are coupled willl lIle RIS, can be
electronically transferred to lIle ward's HIS terminals, but most of the wards
still prefer lIle repon as a printed document. Neverllleless lIle electronic access
to the report in lIle HIS might save a lot of unnecessary phone calls, as every
radiologist easily can imagine.
Full systems integration takes advantage of cenain actions performed
in one system to trigger evenlS in the olller. As an example: the scheduling of
an exam will trigger the prefelChing of previous exams of the same type to an
allocated workstation, where it automatically is displayed together willl the
new exam. The same is true for the "post"fetching, which means that the
generation of lIle final repon triggers lIle transfer of the reported image to the
respective server on lIle ward, where it - together willl the repon - is accessible
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from the ward's viewing stations. These are requirements that have to be met
soon, in order to relieve the radiology staff of the work of sending images to
peripheral viewing stations or preloading case conferences. These were only a
few examples of what is left for a "PACS project" rather than the PACS
experience.
V. TIME PERFORMANCE

To assess the time performance of analogue versus digital operation
our department was compared to 2 filmbased teaChing hospitals in Vienna
(Krankenhaus Rudolfstiftung and Krankcnhaus Lainz). Various routine tasks,
concerning the handling of images - so primarily organizational issues in a
radiology department - have been evaluated and compared. It docs not include
the reporting time and other tasks (such as teaching) of the radiologist: For
"general" radiological exams such as the skeleton PACS saved 25% of the
time used in the film based systems (table I). For the cassetteless chest
examinations PACS saved 45% (table 2), and digital fluoroscopy exams were
32% faster than film based fluoroscopy (table 3).

Table 1. Time performance of skeletal, abdominal and portable exams, using 2
cassettes:
DIGITAL (storage
phosphor techn ology)
transport cassette
write magnetic card

ANALOGUE

min.

(conventional

0,25
0 ,50

tran sport cassette

write/print scribor

data entry (image 10), image
rcad·oul, Quality check

finalize exam in RIS

film)

min.
0,25
0,50

film 10 (,cribor), film

2,50
0,25

development. Quali ty check

film administration. ID film
jacket
transport film to rcadil)g_ area

3 5

3,25
0,75
0,25
5,0

Table 2. Time performance in cassel/eless chest exam units:
DIGITAL (storage
phosphor technolog y)
wrile magnetic card
data entry (image 10)

I Quality

check

finalize exam in RIS

ANALOGUE

min.

(co nve ntional

0,50 write/print scribor
0,25 film 10 (, cribor)
1.50 film development
0.25 . qualilY_check
fi lm administration. 10 film
I

2 5

min.

film)

0,50
0 ,25
2.75
0.25
0,75

iacket
4 5
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Table 3. Time peiformance offluoroscopic examinations:
DIGITAL
entcr patient data

image selection,
I

ANALOGUE
film)

min.

FLUOROSCOPY

min.

0,25
3,00

(conventional
transport cassette
wrile/print scribor

0,50

film ID (scribor)

0,25

film development. quality
check
film administration, ID film

3,50

0,25
0,50

postprocc ss in~

send selected images to
workstation

0,75

I iacket
transport film to reading area

3 7

0,25

5,5

The radiolog ist's reporting time ilSClf, i.e, the time an image is read
and a diagnosis is dictated, currently increases with PACS by approximately
20-50%. This is primarily due to the fact, that still there is no prefetching and
previous images have to be retrieved by the radiologist, which adds an extra
15-45 seconds period to the reporting time for each ease. This is the reason
that soon a prefelChing mechanism - explained earlier in this paper - will be
inlroduced. Nevertheless for reading new cases without previous images the
reporting time is almost the same as with a preloaded alternator, because while
reporting an exam the next patient on the worklist of unreported cases already
is preloaded into the RAM and immediately is available by clicking a button.
So to achieve the same reporting time as a preloaded alternator
following features will have to be implemented, which are:

• 1. prefelChing images related with the current exam,
• 2. when a new exam is selected, aUlomatic display of:
2.1. current exam request, and
2.2. relevant old images.
Together with automatic preloading the next current exam into the
RAM no preloaded autoalternator will beat this system. We expect this to be
the case in summer 1994. By then, taking into account the shorter
examination times already achieved (tables 1-3), the eleclrOnic infrastructure
will be superior to the filmbased system concerning time performance.
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VI. CHANGES DUE TO PACS AND RELATED BENEFITS
As one can see from the paper so far. PACS primarily serves as a 1001
in the handling of images and patient / exam related information. The great
difference - and the advantage - ofPACS is the constant and reliable access to
this information. which increases efficiency in the radiology deparunent and
the quality of patient care. This is easy to investigate when one thinks of the
time (and nerves) spent in searching old or even newly acquired images for
reporting or for organizing a case conference. How many exams have been
repeated due to lost images? In a society increasingly aware of medicolegal
issues. what are the implications of this? Furthermore in evaluating PACS
one cannot just compare the a1most100-years old filmbased syslem with an
electronic system. One has to anticipate changes in the development of
radiology and medicine in general. You have to consider that medicine is
changing tremendously. MR is just an example that new procedures mean
increasing amount of data. Medicine more and more is dam accumulation.
Electronic syslems by selecting the appropriale query pararnelers allow fast and
easy selection of the relevant dam for the task to be performed. No
conventional archive system can cope with that.
So the benefilS of PACS and the changes it brings about have to be
seen from this point of view by anticipating the changes already happening in
medicine instead of a rather static comparative attitude. This means that PACS
is not just the replacement of film. but that a film based organization in
medicine will not be able to handle the task medicine demands already today.
and even more in the near future.
Finally some paramelers concerning efficiency of the department and
medical benefilS that we have experienced are listed:
• We have shown that PACS reduces the examination time and how it soon
will be capable to reduce the exam-reporting time as well .
• Very short report turnarou nd time (3 minutes for ICU. 5 minutes to a
maximum of 12 hours for all other exams for in-patienlS). The deparunent's
policy of delivering the report on the same day the exam is performed could
easily be achieved with PACS infrastructure.
• Our hospital has the shonest hospiuJii7J1tion time in our country: 6.4 days
(including the ICU. excluding out-patienlS) versus 8-11 days in comparable
hospitals.
• visitors of our department oflen mention the abscence of a hectic atmosphere
due to good organization and probably primarily due to the abscence of
personell hasting around with films or in search of them. which oflen is the
case in conventional departmenlS.
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• Improvements in our teaching organization by easily generating so called
"Teaching folders" to organize cases for residents and students
• Teleradiology system which connects another hospital to our department,
mainly used for expen consulIation or when patients are transferred
• 3 speech recognilion compUiers are used for times when no secretaries are
available (nights and weekends). These are coupled with the RIS and enable
very simple and fast repon generation and delivery. The correct word
recognition rate is tremendously high (average 93%).

VII: WHAT IS LEFT ?
As alrcady mentioned in this presentation the full integration of all
digital subsystems is on the way. At the moment when we are able to remove
the RIS-terminals beside the PACS reporting consoles this goal - always
required by the radiologists - will be achieved.
Intelligent software to suooon the reooning process by prefetching
images (to the reponing console), postfetching (to the ward's workstation
server), correct image presentation on the screen, and the automatic
anticipation of cenain tasks will make PACS superior to the conventional
system also concerning time performance (comparison with a preloadad
conventional autoalternator) as it already is superior in other fields mentioned
earlier in this paper.
PACS provides the reliable infrastructure for additonal computer and
informatic applications aiming at improving diagnosis and treatment for the
benefit of the patient.
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1. Introduction
Thornton Hospital became operational in late 1993. It is a new hospital
which is part of the University of California San Diego system , sited 10 miles
from the main University Hospital in Hillcrest, near downtown San Diego. Thornton Hospital is designed for general medical and surgical services, with an emphasis on oncology, orthopedics and cardiovascular surgery.
All the modalities will be connected to the network. For now, CR, Digital Fluoro, CT and MR deliver images to the softcopy interpretation workstations. Later
this year, Angiography, Ultrasound and Nuclear Medicine devices will follow.
We will report our early experiences with softcopy diagnostic image interpretation. The parameters we are looking at are image quality, ease of use, image interpretation time as compared to the film alternator and system
acceptance by both radiologists and clinicians.
2. Configuration and Procedure Volume
Oigiscan 2C

Fluorospot H

Fluorospot H

ORC 102

SP 4000

S. Plus

ORC 102

Reading Area
Ethernet
Router

OVC

QICU

OVC

=-

~

Laser Camera

Fig 1: Configuration.
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The initial configuration, already operational, is shown in Fig 1. Two softcopy
diagnostic interpretation workstations share the workload of 5 modalities. Images are forwarded to the ICU to a DVC 101 (1 Display Review Workstation) . For
occasional remote overread and expert consultation, another DVC located in
the main radiology department of UCSD in Hillcrest connects to the network thru
a T1-line. All the Workstations are equipped with high brightness SimomedMonitors (up to 175 fL). One Laser Camera connects to the network to print all
the CR-images and periodically images from the other modalities.
Table 1 shows the according procedure volume for 100"10 utilization of the
hospital. The current utilization is in the range of 50-70"10 .

CR
Fluoro
CT
MR
TOTALS

exams!
year
29,000
7,500
2,400
1,600
40,500

imaJ
exam
2.5
10
60
tl0

imaJ
film
1
6
12
12

filmsl
exam
2.5
1.6
5
9.16
2.74

lilms!
year
72,500
t2,000
12,000
14,656
111 ,156

MBI

MBI

exam
20
10
30
14
18.5

day
1,933
250
240
73
2,496

GBI
year
580
75
72
22
749

Table 1: Procedure Volume
3. Clinical Experiences
Our early experiences with the imaging network has been positive. The images have been of acceptable diagnostic quality. The portable chest images in
particular have been well received both by the radiologists and by the clinical
staff. The specifics of use of the imaging network are outlined below.
3.1 Computed Radiography
The image quality at the workstation (WS) has been very acceptable. There
are definite advantages of being able to window and level the images on the
workstation. Most of the cases have been portable ICU films. The spatial resolution has been adequate . The use of the "magnifying glass" to magnify portions
of the image have allowed us to easily evaluate the 1K image presentation for
the presence of pneumothoraces.
The postprocessing which is done at the WS primarily involves window and
leveling adjustments. Although there is the capability for utilizing different gamma correction and spatial filtering, this is not used on a routine basis.
Reading studies at the WS requires a relatively long learning curve. Famililarity with computer keyboard and computer "mouse" manipulation facilitates the
use of the workstation. The use of nonphysician personnel to prepare for reading sessions is beneficial for efficient use of physician time. When the studies
are organized prior to a reading session, the time for actual reading of an image
is only slightly longer that that of conventional film reading. Software improve-
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ments need to be made in order to organize files for comparison of old images
with the current study more quickly and efficiently.
The images are distributed to the ICU for display on a monitor which is at the
nurses station in the unit. This has been quite well accepted, but again requires
a period of adjustment and learning. Designating personnel to helping train the
ICU staff and to answer questions is crucial. As the ICU monitor is used more
frequently, the clinical staff saves time by viewing the images in the ICU rather
than making the trip to radiology to view films.
Using CR plates for obtaining images has been well accepted by the technical staff. Software changes to allow barcoding or direct transfer of information
from the radiology information system to the imaging network need to be completed.

3.2 Digital Fluorography
The speed of accessing digital fluorographic images on the WS has been
very acceptable. The image quality again has been more than adequate. Having
a separate workstation allows for additional image manipulation outside of the
fluoroscopic room, thus allowing the technical staff to proceed with the set up for
the next patient. This allows for increased patient throughput. The separate
workstation also allows for clinical consultation on several patients without having to obtain films from the file room for each patient.

3.3 CT
The image quality for CT is not an issue. There is a significant time requirement for each radiologist to develop a format which is comfortable for image review and interpretation. The system has the capability to allow various modes
for viewing scans and not all modes are equally acceptable to each radiologist.
This is not a problem in terms of the capabilities of the equipment, but does require that the radiologists invest time and effort into creating the optimal display
mode. When this optimal display mode is developed , the speed of image review
and interpretation is considerable improved. More effort will need to be invested
in determining the optimal configuration for simultaneous viewing of current and
past studies.
The ability to transmit stUdies to a remote site for consultation or overreading
has been helpful. We will soon be transmitting images to a second site for interpretation of after-hours studies. The use of remote stations requires a highspeed data link.
3.4 MRI
The image quality of the MRI images has not been an issue. The transmission of images from the scanner has some difficulties which need to be addressed by new software. Images are not transmitted with the correct window
settings and require image manipulation prior to interpretation. Software enhancements are needed to be able to easily select multiple sequences for view-
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ing. Ideally these should be preprogramed so that sequences would
automatically appear on the screen in the predesignated viewing mode. Thus,
T1, T2, and proton gradient views would be arranged automatically for viewing.
As with CT, some time and effort needs to be expended for developing a
comfortable viewing display for each radiologist. The equipment is quite flexible
and easily allows for this customization.When the display parameters are in
place and when there are software upgrades which allow for better, automatic
image arrangement, the image interpretation time should be considerably improved. lime for interpreting studies may then approach that of using a film alternator. Using the workstation has however, the additional advantage of being
able to perform image manipulation while reviewing the images.

4. Conclusion
Our early experience with using a workstation for interpretation of studies has
been positive. However, there remains considerable room for improvement. In
terms of physician acceptance, familiarity with computer keyboard , "mouse"
technology and graphic displays help to speed the learning process of interfacing with the workstation . There needs to be a time investment for developing the
most comfortable viewing displays for each individual radiologist. This is particularly true for the studies with large numbers of images such as CT and MRI.
Physican acceptance of interpreting CR studies on the workstation has been
good. The siting of the remote workstation in the ICU has been warmly received,
and is being increasingly utilized. Other services are eager to have a workstation
in their clinics. The ability to transmit images to another site for consultation,
teaching, or offsite interpretation has been useful. Connectivity of all imaging
modalities, i.e., angiography, nuclear medicine and ultrasound needs to be completed. Having all the modalities on line would enhance the continuous use of
the workstation rather than the intermittent use which now occurs.
Software modifications are still required. There needs to be easier, automatic
sequencing of studies. This is particularly true with current MRI studies, but is
also a problem with the viewing for previous exams. Interfacing with the radiology information system is crucial to improve ease of use of the CR unit. It would
also allow for the transmission of reports with the images to remote sites such
as the ICU.
The optimal physical configuration of the workstation is still under study. The
number of monitors, position of the monitors and other ergonomic considerations deserve future investiqation.

Implementation and Experience with a Filmless Positron
Emission Tomography Center
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P.E.T. Center, Bowman Gray School 01 Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC

I. Introduction
The Positron Emission Tomography (P.E.T.) Center at The Bowman
Gray School of Medicine performed its first patient scan in January 1992. Since
that time, we have performed in excess of 800 PET scans. The PET scanner is
a Siemens ECAT 951131. It can simultaneously acquire 31 contiguous slices
over a lOA cm axial field of view with approximately 6 mm spatial resolution.
Also located in the P.E.T. Center is a Siemens MultiSPECT 3 three-headed
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) camera.
The host computer for the PET scanner is a Sun SP ARC 2 which is
located in the control area directly adjacent to the scanner. Online data
acquisition is controlled by a Motorola (MR) 68000 processor. There are 2 Sun
review stations, one a Sun SPARC 2 and the other a Sun SPARC IPC. The host
computer for the MultiSPECT 3 is a Siemens ICON, based upon an Apple
Macintosh Quadra_ In addition to these computers, there are 2 Sun SP ARC
IPCs, 3 Apple Macintoshes and 9 PCs.
Early in the desigu of this Center, we decided that we wanted to operate
in a filmless manner. This was for all of the obvious reasons such as data

reliability and accessibility. We also wanted to have our computers all
networked such that all users had access to all of the available data.
Connection to the rest of the Radiology Department, was an important
consideration.

Once it was decided that the P.E.T. Center would be filmless, a number
of desigu criteria were established. Some of the basic criteria included:
the ability to connect Suns, pes and Macintosbes into the network,
transparent data sharing among the three primary computer platforms,
adequate data and network reliability,
adequate display software to make diagnoses from the computer screen,
a data base management system containing information on all aspects of
our operation including patient demographics, referring physician

information and study results and
connection to others in the medical school particularly MR and nuclear
medicine.
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There were a number of secondary considerations including electronic mail,
access to the Internet, and the ability to display images in the departmental
conference room. All of these factors entered into our design.
The issue of reliability is not one to be taken lightly. There is one level
of reliability that is adequate if a film exists on all patients and another when the
only images available are those stored digitally. One concern is the ability to
retrieve image data previously acquired. This requires the archiving of data in at
least two separate locations (a "mirrored" archive). In this manner, if one copy
is lost the other is still available. Another issue is the ability to acquire patient
data or review previous patient data if the computer network is down for some
reasoD.

Based upon these criteria, a filmless P.E.T. Center was designed. The
basic components of this system are as follows:
a 10 Base T Ethernet hub would be the backbone of the system,
Sun Network File System (NFS) along with versions for the PC and the
Macintosh would be used for file sharing between the various nodes,
rewritable optical disks and magnetic tape would be used for system
archive,
the P.E.T. subnet would be connected to those in Radiology MR
Research through thin-wire Ethernet and through them to the rest of the
Radiology Department, the Medical Center and the Internet, and also to
the Nuclear Medicine Division through a fiber optic link,
DBase IV would be used for the P.E.T. Center database management
system and
software would be developed to enhance the diagnostic capacity of the
Siemens ECAT software.
II. System Description
A. Network Description
Figure 1 illustrates the basic components of the P .E. T Computer
system. The system currently contains 5 Sun computers, four Macintoshes
(including the Siemens ICON), an Apple Laser writer and 9 PCs. All computers
within the network have Ethernet interface boards and 10 Base T transceivers.
The backbone is provided by a 10 Base T hub. All of the phone jacks within the
P.E.T. Center are connected to the phone closet via category 5 wire. It is
important to use adequate wiring (for 10 Base T use category 3-5) in the design

of such a system in order to reduce noise which can slow down your network or
make it inoperable. All of these lines are plugged into a 3Corn Multiconnect 10
Base T hub which is located in the phone closet. Any computer can be moved to
a new location within the P.E.T. Center by connecting the computer to the
nearest phone jack and making sure that the jack is connected to the bub in the
phone closet. This hub is then connected to the computer network in MR
Research through a thin-wire Ethernet connection. MR Research is located in
the same building as the P.E.T. Center but up one floor. MR Research is then
connected to the Internet and to the rest of the Medical Center. A bridge isolates
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all of the computers in this building from the rest of the Medical Center. In
addition, the PET subnet is connected to the Nuclear Medicine Division located
in anotber building througb an optical fiber link.
Witbin the system, NFS is used for file sbaring. In this manner, tbe
clinical data can be reviewed from any of the Sun workstations witbin the
Center. A version of NFS for the PCs developed by Sun, PC-NFS, is used.
This allows the PCs to utilize one of the Sun Workstations as a file server. A
file system designated "!borne/public" is mounted sucb tbat all the PCs bave
access to it. On the PCs this file system is referred to as drive J:. Thus, files
placed on J: are placed on the Sun and are available to all PC users within the
system. For example, the file J:\testljunk.txt can be accessed by all PC users by
that name. On the Sun, it is referred to as !bome/public/test/junk.txt. For the
Macintosbes, NFShare developed by Intercon is used. In this case, tbe mounted
file system appears as a disk icon referred to as Public. In the above example,
tbe file, junk. txt, would be on Public in a folder named "test". Thus the same
file can be accessed by Suns, PCs and Macintoshes. In addition, PC-NFS and
NFShare both support tbe TCP/IP functions, ftp and telnet, as well as electronic
mail.
At present the image data can be reviewed from any of three review
stations: two in the reading room and one in the Radiology Conference Room
whicb is located in a separate building. This conference room workstation is
interfaced to a Barco projector system, such that the PET studies can be
interactively reviewed in conference. In addition to these, the scanner host Sun
workstation and the 2 programmer workstations can be used to review image
studies.
B. Archive Description
Our system utilizes a distributed image database with a single study
being archived on various media in various forms. When tbe data are acquired
the raw (sinogram) data are stored on a bard disk associated with the MR 68000
acquisition computer. Within the first day, tbese raw data are eventually
archived onto 4 mm belical tape. After these data are reconstructed into a
contiguous set of transverse images, they are then stored on a 660 MB disk
associated with the scanner's host Sun workstation. Therefore, within minutes of
the completion of the study, the data reside in two separate locations. By the
end of the first day, these image data are archived onto rewritable optical disks
for permanent storage. Write once read many (WORM) optical disks could bave
been used for this purpose, but the rewritable optical was provided with the PET
scanner. At midnight on that first day, the image data are copied to a 2.3 GB
dri ve associated witb the review station in the reading room and deleted from tbe
host computer disk where they will reside for 30 days at which time they are
deleted. In this manner, all of the PET image data can be reviewed from hard
disk for thirty days post-acquisition. To review studies older tban thirty days,
they must be de-archived from the optical disks and placed back onto tbe system.
There are two optical disk drives on the system: one in the control area for
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archiving and one in the reading room for de-archiving. In the event that one of
the optical disk drives fails, the other can be used for both archiving and dearchiving. In addition to the image archive described above, the system and
user-generated software are backed up weekly onto helical tape.
C. Data Base Description
Although a skeletal database was included with the Siemens ECAT
software, it lacked flexibility and expandability. We required the ability to
record detailed patient information and to easily generate comprehensive reports
in order to support both our research and clinical efforts. In addition, we felt
the need to select a database product that was supported on all three of our
hardware platforms: Sun, PC, and Macintosh. The above requirements led to
our choice of dBASE IV. We currently have a hierarchically designed database
with comprehensive support for table lookups to aid data entry. The following is
a rough sketch of our current database:
PATIENT INFO
MAIN KEY: Patient Medical Record Number
DESCRIPTION: A record consists of static patient demographic information
such as medical record number, name, race, and date of birth.

VISIT INFO
MAIN KEY: Patient Medical Record Number + Visit Date
DESCRIPTION: A record contains information that is true for the day that the
patient is seen. Variable patient demographic data such as age, height, and
weight is included as well as referring physician, reason for visit andlor research
protocol. Also recorded is a paragraph describing the conclusions of the
radiologist reading the scan(s), and a result code that summarizes the conclusions
("definitely normal ":probably normal", .. . "definitely abnormal") . There is the
facility to enter variable amounts of data describing
patient history and current medications.
STUDY INFO
MAIN KEY: Patient Medical Record Number + Visit Date
SECONDARY KEY: Study Number - a unique scan number generated by the
ECAT software.
DESCRIPTION: a record contains information particular to a particular scan
acquired during the patient's visit to the PET Center. A patient may have
several study records for a given visit, each describing a single scan. Data
recorded includes the time of injection of radiotracer and the radiotracer batch
number. There is also a field which describes the number of the optical disk on
which the scan data is archived. This provides a directory to the library of
optical disks.
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ID. Current Issues
A. Software Development
In order to rely on the computer display for diagnosis, the software
provided with the scanner had to be enhanced. First, many of the studies
performed in the Center have associated correlative imaging data such as MR,
CT or SPECT. Since the Siemens ECAT software could easily handle all the
pertinent matrix sizes and was to be the basis of further software development, it
made sense to convert these correlative image files to ECAT format. At present,
we have utilities that will convert GE CT and MR files, Trionix SPECT files,
Siemens ICON files and Interfile into ECAT format.
It was also necessary to enhance the provided display software. Due to
the nature of our images, it is sometimes difficult to determine the placement of
lesions in an anatomical context. By using maximum pixel reprojection (Wallis
1990), 3D images of the scanned volume can be generated. A series of such
images can be generated and displayed in cine mode to give the user a 3D gestalt
of the volume of interest. This display has, been incorporated into a 3 view
display of the transverse, sagittal and coronal images. A location can be selected
on any of the images (including the 3D images) with the cursor and the
corresponding views going through that same location are selected.
As mentioned above, there are often imaging correlates to our PET
studies from SPECT, CT or MRJ. The ability to "register" the image sets is
extremely important in these cases. We have developed methods using or a
surface matching technique (Pelizzarl 1989). Once the images are registered, it
is important to have a tool specifically designed to display and analyze registered
image sets so the user can most easily and accurately glean the diagnostically
relevant information available from the studies. We have developed two
"mirrored" displays for this purpose. The first brings up a single view (say
transverse) of the registered image sets side-by·side. The user can then page
through the entire set of registered images. The cursor can be placed on one of
the images and it is mirrored on the other registered images. For analysis, a
region of interest (ROI) drawn on one of the images is mirrored onto the others
and the quantitative data from all of the registered images can be obtained for
that RaJ. In the second version of this program, transverse, sagittal and coronal
images are displayed for all registered image sets. We have found these tools to
be of substantial value in the review of these registered image sets.
B. Reliability
Many radiology and nuclear medicine divisions boast about having the
capacity to be all digital but most maintain the practice of printing a film as
backup for each study. When a division decides to no longer print film on a
routine basis, the requirements for reliability cbange dramatically as bas been
previously discussed. This affects the working of the network, and tbe manner
in whicb studies are arcbived. The P.E.T. Center network provides our users
with an easy-ta-use, efficient and convenient means of accessing the data.
However, the daily number one priority is the acquisition of that day's studies
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and their review. For this reason, we have designed our network and distributed
archive such that we can continue to acquire data from the PET scanner (or the
SPECT scanner) even if the network is down. For the PET scanner, this
requires connecting the PET scanner host Sun workstation to tbe MR 68000
acquisition processor by a backup thin-wire Ethernet. At this point, the data can
be acquired and reconstructed and reviewed at the host workstation.

IV. Future Directions
As requests for new studies increases and the archive of old studies
grows, the required storage capacity for our system continues to grow. As
described, our current system has a 2.3 GB drive for long term (30 day) online
storage. This archive is consistently in excess of 95 % full. It is expected that
this wiJl need to be increased in the near future. We also plan to add new
review and processing workstations to our system to meet the needs of our

investigators. In addition, as the locations of our investigators extend beyond the
local campus, access to the data must be provided at these locations. Two such
locations (the Friedberg Primate Center and the Piedmont Triad Research Center
located 8 and 2 miles form the main campus, respectively) wiJl be connected to
the main campus Ethernet backbone through TI lines and eventuaJly through
ATM. We will also continue to enhance the display software to meet the needs
of our coJlaborators and investigators.
V. Summary
We have designed and maintained a filmless, aJl-digital PET Center for
over two years. This network contains Sun workstations, pes and Macintoshes
and aJl of these can share data. In addition, we are connected to the rest of the
Radiology Department and routinely retrieve correlative image data (MR, CT
and SPECT) from these sites. The totaJly filmless design has placed added
requirements for reliability both in terms of the operation of the network and the
archive. Our experience and the experience of other limited filmless divisions
such as ours provides essential data in the design and understanding of the larger
filmless radiology departments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Early detection of breast cancer is the key to successful treatment , low cost
treatment , and redu ction of mortality. Routin e mammograms are recommended
for a large percentage of th e fema le population as the most reli able detection
method. Massive screenings across the population are still not a reality because
there are a number of problems encountered in mammogram screenings. One o f
the major problems is the high cost of the procedure. Significant part of this cost
is associated with mammogram readings, whi ch a re performed by highly ski lled
experts. Additional problems are related to the inconsistency in readings o f
human experts due to fatigue . Recently, researchers have concentrated o n automated mammogram analysis as a viable solution to th ese prob lems. The research
efforts primarily concentrate on specifi c subproblems, emphasizing mammogram
enhancement , detection of microcalcifications , and detection of parti cular classes
of tumors (Stewart et al. l review related approaches).

The work described in this paper concentrates on digital im age processing
methods which autonomously single out mammograms that exh ibi t early cancerous changes. These methods are envisioned as a computer-based aid for mammogram screening with the obj ective of drawing the altention of medical experts
to particular regio ns in mammograms and of helping to estab lis h the correct
diagnosis. The methods perform two ty pes of tas ks: ( l )mammogram segmentation with obj ective of finding suspicious regions and (2)enhancement of detected
regions. The paper describes the essence of the segmentation method and its
two vers ions) the first version is aimed at the detection of microcalcifications
and the second at detection of masses . The two versions were evaluated usin g
syntheticall y generated objects superimposed on norm al mammograms and using
mammogram images for which the corresponding tru th images were generated by
medical experts. The objective of the first evaluation was to precisely determine
the method's capabilities and its sensitivity to object size, shape, and contrast..
The objective of the second evaluation was to establish the method's usefu lness
in helping medical experts to establish the diagnosis. The emphasis in this paper
is on evaluation using mammograms and corresponding truth images .

II. MAMMOGRAM SEGMENTATION
The objectives of our algorithms are to pre-scree n mammograms and separate
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them into two groups, those containing potential cancerOllS signs, and those that
contain no suspicious signs. The mammograms in the first group are segmented

into '(suspicious regions" and normal tissue. The segmentation algorithm described in lhis paper is based on th e fuz zy pyramid linking mtthori'. The essence
of this method is multiresolution image analysis that allows , similarly to human
perception , first comprehension of the global stru cture of a mammogram , fo l-

lowed by a search for fine detail. The multiresolution pyramid is created by using
lhe original image 10 of dimensions 2n x 2n as lhe base of the pyramid. Each
subsequent level of the pyramid , h
Inl is a square array whi ch is half th e
dimensions of its predecessor. These arrays are lower reso lution representations

of the original image. The top l ev~1 In of the pyramid is a 1 x 1 array. An element
(node) of the array I, (I > 0) is obtained by a Gaussian weighted averaging of
the 1,-1 nodes within a k x k neighborhood . The nodes belonging to a given
level of the pyramid are connecled with nodes at adjacent levels using links . The
pyramid is redefined iteratively and new links are determined. We lise links sllch

that a son node is linked to all four candidate father nodes. In the proposed algorithm , the following variables are defin ed for the linking and ensuing iterative
pyramid redefining process:

• tl(i , j): the local image property (in this paper intensity) ;
• PI(i , j): the pointer to the node 's fath er one level above having the maximum link strength hereafter referred to as th e maximum link;
I

• s,(i , j) : the strength vaille of the lillk between the fath er and lhe son nodes .
The iterat ions proceed in the following manner:

1. For level I = 0 set

so(i,j ) = 1 and t o(i , j ) = Io(i, j).
2. For each level I from 1 to n - 1 set

s,(i, j) =

2:

SI_1

(i' ,i'l ¢i.j,i',j ',

i'j I

where

<Pi,j,il,jl

denotes th e strength of th e link between th e node (i ,j ) at

level I and its son (i' , j') at level I - 1,
and

tl(i , j)

= 2:)I-I(i',j')¢i,j,i',j',
iii'

with summations performed over all sons of the node.

3. For each node at level I, for 0 ~ I < n - 2, t he pointer p, (i, j) points to
the fath er node at level I + 1 that has lhe maximum link strength among
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the four candidate father nodes. If two or more parents have the same link
strength , a link is chosen randomly ; howeverI if eith er link ex isted in th e
previous iteration, th e link remains unchanged.
4. Once t he links have propagated to t he top of t he pyramid the value of every
node , ex cept those at level 0 , is recompu ted in the foll owing manne.r:

I,(i ,j) =t,(i , j)/s,(i,j)

J01'

s,(i , j) > O.

5. If no link is reassigned during the current iteration , it is assumed that a
steady state has been reached . If a ny number of links have been reassigned
durin g the current iteration, the procedure is repeated starting from Step

2.
Upon reaching steady state, image segmentation is achieved in one top-dow n
pass beginning from level n - 1. In this pass, a son node at level ( is replaced by
the father node pointed to by p,(i , j). The proposed a lgorit hm limits the propagation of the links for specific nodes by requiring that t he links between the son
and fath er nodes (pointed by p,(i, j)) exceed a specified t hreshold T .

The choice of the fun ction ¢, representing the strength of the link , determ ines
the fl exibility of the pyra mid segmentation. In t his work , the strength of t he li nk
between nodes (i , j) and (i' , f) is modeled by

¢i,i,i',i'(U;o>,{3,-y)

= 1-

(I)

S(U;fX ,{3,-y),

where

for u $

0

S(u;o>,{3,-y) =

(u-o)'
,-0()2
1 - 2 u-,

2

1

forfr::;u::; {3

(2)
for (3 ::;

,-0

1

and U = II,(i , j) - I'_l(i' , j')I. T he parameters
the fun ction , and f3 = a~)'.

G'

U ::;

-y

foru 2:-y
0>

and -y determine the shape of

Presently we are usin g two versions of the algori thm ; the first versio n aims at
detection of microcalcifications and the second aims at detect ion of masses. T he
two versions differ in the way the segmented image is generated and in selectio n
of parameter r ; in both cases 0: = 5 and I = image fll.ean .

• Detection of microcalcificatio ns T he segmented im age conta ins o nl y pixels
whose links have not propagated from the top of pyramid wh en choosin g
small values for T. T he corresponding pixels are either sma ll objects or
edges , and the two groups of pixels can be easil y differentiated s in ce th e
groups corresponding to edge pixels in crease in s ize when r is in creased ,
while small objects retain t heir shape a nd size.
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• Detection of masses The segmented image consists of pixels which have
propagated from the top of the pyramid when choosing a small threshold
value.

III. MAMMOGRAM ENHANCEMENT
The objectives of enhancement algorithms are to make mammograms more
suitab le for examination by medical experts or to allow more detailed segmentation by the fuzzy linking pyramid algorithm. Sin ce the cancerous changes are
associated primarily with high intensities, our objective is to enhance intensity
differences among the high intensities and suppress the low intensities. The partiallist of the techniques that are presently under testing to achieve this objective
is as follows:
• Contrast stretching , i.e., increasing the dynamic range of intensities.
• Compression of dynamic range , i.e., bringing out the details that are not
visible due to t he wide range of intensities present in an image.
• Histogram manipulations, i.e., bringing out important intensity ranges , using methods of local and global equali zation .
• Pseudo-coloring , i.e., assigning a specific color to each intensity so that even
small intensity differences become visible.

All of these techniques are successful in bringing out details in some types of
mammograms. Particularly successful are the histogram equalization methods
applied to regions of the images labeled to be homogeneous by the segmentation
method. The subsequent segmentation of the enhan ced regions brings out details, such as microcalcifications that could not he detected initially.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the methods was evaluated in two ways. First, the performance was evaluated using synthetically generated obj ects superimposed on
normal mammograms. This allowed us to measure objectively the capabilities of
the method to detect objects of low contrast and small size. Nex t , the performance was evaluated on mammograms for which the truth images were generated
by human experts. In both cases the primary concern was that the method always detects potential cancerous signs considered. The secondary concern was
that the method minimizes false alarms. The generation of synt hetic images and
method evaluation is detai led in [2]. In the following we summarize performance
on real images.
The performance of the method regarding microcalcification detection was
evaluated on two sets of images. The first set consisted of low resolution mammograms and contained 17 examples of mi crocalcifications and 50 normal mammograms. Initial1y, the method has detected the presence of microcalcifi cations in
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13 images correctly. Microcalcifications were detected in the remaining 4 images
after enhancement Figure 1 shows one of these images . The second set of mammograms consisted of 10 images digitized at high resolution (pixel size .1 mm)
and the micro calcifications were correctly detected in all images. However, in this
case false positives were also detected in the same mammograms; no false positives were detected in low resolution imagery. Detection of masses was evaluated
on 12 abnormal cases and 50 normal mammograms. The masses were precisely
detected in 8 cases initially and in the remaining 4 cases after enhan cement. The
method has detected false positives in 5 out of 50 normal mammograms. An
example of the segmented mammogram is shown in Figure 1, together with th e
results of an enhancement algorithm applied to detected regions.
j

The performance evaluation indicates that the method has the potential to
be used in massive mammogram screenings. GenerallY I the method is capable of
detecting changes in mammograms , when th ey are visually present . Moreover, a
very low rate of false alarms is reported by this method. Presently, we are evaluating the impact of various enhancement methods on the fuzzy linking algorithm.
Appropriate enhancement methods can significantly increase th e detection rate
of true positives as already indicated by our preliminary results , where the detection rate improves after local enhancement .
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(a.)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: An example of mammogram ana lysis: (a)or iginal mammogram}
(b )initial output of the fuzzy linking pyramid-version detecting masses ,
(c)enhan cement of the two bright regio ns detected in (b)- each region is independently scaled 0 - 255, and small intensit.y differences are more obv ious.
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Abstract
An algorithm for early detection of breast cancer, which combines three criteria of malignancy, is presented. The proposed technique detects a possible mass, the presence of
microcalcijications, and it examines the contour of the skin to detect retraction or thickening. The procedure, which combines techniques of image enhancement andfeature extraction, is tested with a series of 32 mammograms. A success rate of 100% of the exemplars studied is shown for the detection of masses and enhancement of
microcalcijications, and a success rate of 88% is shown for the detection of the skin.

l.Introduction
Early detection of breast cancer has been the primarily goal for many researchers in the
past few years. Preventive checkups are carried out throughout the world with the intention of cancer prevention. Statistics show that breast cancer is the most cOIJ¥Ilon cancer
among women. It is estimated that in 1993 there were 182.000 new cases of breast cancer. and 46.000 women died from this disease (1). Considerable attention is given to
breast cancer because of the potential to reduce the mortality rate by participating in
screening programs (2). Mammography is the only method capable of screening nonpalpable breast cancer [3], and extensive research is carried out to improve the quality
of the mammograms for better feature identification. Even though mammography is
currently the best method for breast cancer detection. 10% to 30% of women who undergo mammography, and who have breast cancer. have negative mammograms [4]. One
of the reasons why this might happen is the poor quality of the obtained images.
Many attempts have been carried out with the intention of enhancement as well as detection of cancerous masses in mammograms. Brzakovic D .. Luo. and Brzakovic P. [5] describe a system for the detection of tumors in digitized mammograms. The system fIrst
fmds the region of interest in an image. and then analyses this region to determine if there
is a tumor. The algorithm used here for the analysis of the images is based on fuzzy pyramid linking for image segmentation. An adapting method for enhancing mammograms
is described by Morrow and Paranjape (6). Ibis method uses each pixel in the image
as a seed to grow a region. The contrast of each region is then calculated and enhanced.
Bankman et al [7] describes an algorithm for detecting clusters of microcaicifIcations
based on the contour map of mammograms. The algorithm extracts fIve features from
the microcalcifIcations. which are then used to classify the regions.
Even though the previous approaches showed relative success. a more consistent classifIcation method must use primary as well as secondary signs of cancer. Primary signs
of malignancy are a mass and/or microcalcifIcations. Secondary signs include. among
others. skin thickening or retraction associated with an underlying carcinoma [8].
This paper describes an algorithm for the detection of breast cancer which combines
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three criteria of malignancy: the presence of a mass, the presence of microcalcifications, and the analysis of the contour of the skin to identify skin retraction or thickening
associated with the possible carcinoma.
Figure 1 describes the approach which combines three processing stages: the detection
of a mass, the detection of the contour of the skin, and the detection and enhancement
of microcalcifications.
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Figure 1: Chart for Automated Detection of Masses, Skin Contour, and Enhancement of Microcaicifications in Mammographic Images,
2.Detection of Masses
To perform the segmentation process. the histogram of the image is first constructed
as shown in figure 2.
By assuming that all the gray levels for that particular image form one set of values.
such as SI . we can rwd a median mi for this set in such a way that half of the values
of SI are less than mi and half of the values are greater than mI. The numerical value
given to the setSI is given by Sl = (PO + PI + P2 + .... + Pn-l ) Ill. where PO...
Pn-l represent the pixel values. and n is the total number of pixels.
Two new sets are now created. S2 and S3, Set S2 is formed by the histogram's lower
intensities. or the intensities lower than the median ml . and setS3 is formed by the upper
intensities of the histogram. or the intensities greater than mI.
We can also say that the numerical values for S2 and S3 are given by
S2 =

L,P(j < ml)
r

S3 =

L,P(j > ml)

s

where P(i< ml) are all pixel values with intensities less than the median mi . P(i > ml)
are all the pixel values with intensities greater than median mi. r is the number oftotal
pixels with (i < ml) and s is the number of total pixels with (i > ml) [9].
A median m2 can now be found for set S2 in such a way that half of the intensity values
of S2 are less than m2 and the other half are greater than m2. Similarly. we can find a
median m3 for set S3. which will also divide set S3 in two halves. Medians m2 and m3
are used as the dividing borders for the formation offour new sets: S4. S5. S6. and S7.
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Figure 2: (a)Sample original mammogram, (b)Sample Histogram
Sets S4 and S5 are obtained from previous set S2. and sets S6 and S7 are obtained from
previous set S3. The numerical values for the four new sets are given by
S4

=

LPC 52t

(i < m2)

S5

=

LP C 52u (; >

m2)

S6

=

LPC S3v (i <

m3)

wbere t is the total number of pixels with intensities less than m2 in set S2. u is the total
number of pixels with intensities greater than m2 in set S2. v is the total number of pixels
with intensities less than m3 in setS3. and IV is the total number of pixels with intensities
greater than m3 in set S3.
This process of separating the original set of gray levels into sub-sets is repeated until
the number of sets requested by the user is reached. Mter all the sub-sets are found.
we can fonn a look up table mapping the original intensities of each pixel with the new
pertaining intensity value. It is important to experiment with several images when applying this process of gray level reduction to obtain a standard reduction level. If the
histogram of the image is divided into a small amount of sub- levels. then it would not
be possible to completely separate the detected mass from surrounding tissue. On the
other hand. if we divide the histogram into too many sub-sets. some of the area of interest might be lost in the process. In our work we found a sub-level of eight to be the standard level of division. When seven (or less) levels were used. it was not possible to completely separate the detected mass from its surroundings. If a value greater than eight
was used. some of the intensities which belonged to the detected mass were lost.
Figure 3(a) shows an example of an original mammogram in which there is a visible
mass. When six sub- sets are used for segmentation. Figure 3(b). the mass is not completely separated from other areas in the mammogram. On the other hand. when ten
sub-sets are used. Figure 3(c). some of the mass tissue is lost. Figure 3(d) shows the
best level for segmentation. or a level of 8.
The next step after segmentation is classification. By labeling the image. it is possible
to separate the mass from the rest of the breast tissue. Labeling was achieved by calcu-
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Figure 3: (a)Original Mammogram with arrow pointing to cancerons mass,
(b)Image segmented with level 6, (c) Image segmented with level 10, (d) Image segmented with level 8.
lating the likelihood distance among pixels and linkiog pixels at acceptable distances
from each other using a four connectivity criteria. The Euclidean distance was used for
distance computations [10]. Figure 4 shows the previous image segmented with level
8 after labeling.
Labeling depends strictly on the previous segmentation process. If. during segmentation. the detected mass is not completely separated from surrounding tissue. labeling
will not differentiate mass pixels from surrounding pixels.
~W'"'1

Figure 4: (a)Segmented image with level 8 (b)Same image after labeling. Arrow
shows detected mass.
2.Detection of Skin
It is difficult to correctly detect the skin in mammograms since it has low contrast and
tends to blend with the background. Several thresholding preprocessing steps are required to exclude all the areas of the mammogram with high intensities. Since the intensity for skin areas in all mammograms ranged from gray levels 65 through 95. all other
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values were thresholded for our analysis. The heart of the skin detection process is the
use of the Canny edge detector. which is an optimal line finding algorithm [II].
There are two common criteria relevant to edge detection performance. The first is the
prevention of missing an edge in the image. and that any edge found is not a suspicious
response. commonly known as low error rate [Ill. This is defined as the output signalto-noise ratio. which is given by
+W

f

SNR =

no

G( - x) f(x)<lx

j JW

j'(x)<Ix

where G(x) is the notation for the edge. f(x) is the notation for the filter. Hg is the convolution integral showing the response of the filter to the edge. and Hn is the rootmean-squared response to the noise n(x).
The second criterion is the correct localization of edge points. thus minimizing the distance between the points marked by the detector and the center of the true edge [II].
For localization. the reciprocal of the root- mean-squared distance of the marked edge
from the center of the true edge is used. which increases as localization improves. and
is given by
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where G(x) is the notation for the edge. and f(x) is the notation for the filter.
A third criterion is added to the Canny algorithm. which ensures that the detector has
only one response to a single edge. Thus. the response to the edge detector will guarantee a response to a global maxima in the region of an edge instead of finding local maxima in that particular region [II].

Figure 5: Mammogram after skin detection with (a)sigma = 1, (b)sigma = 3.
The Canny edge detection algorithm utilizes a Gaussian mask over a window of the
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image to compute edges. A two-dimensional Gaussian function G is given by

G

= exp (
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where a. or sigma. is used as the detection function.
By changing the value of sigma. we can increase the edges captured by the edge detector.
That is. when a lower value for sigma is used the algorithm becomes more sensitive to
edges. When a greater value for sigma is used. the edge detector is less sensitive to edges.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between varying sigmas when detecting skin contours.
In figure 5(a). a value of 1 was used for sigma. It can be seen how much sensitive the edge
detector is in contrast with figure 5(b). where sigma has a value of3.

3.Enhancement of Microcalcifications
Microcalcifications were enhanced using the Toboggan Contrast Enhancement algorithm. which is a non-iterative. single-parameter. linear execution time method for selectively augmenting the contrast of multi-spectral images of arbitrary dimensionality
[12].
The Toboggan algorithm applies Toboggan enhancement to the image. followed by contrast segmentation. which yields as result an image equal in quality to that of an optimal
region growing method.
By calculating a measure of discontinuity of the image at a certain pixel. we can slide
"downhill" on the discontinuity surface until reaching a pixel with is a local minimum
in discontinuity [121. Thus. the enhanced image is given by T(p) = I(l(P)). where p is
the starting pixel, l(p) is the pixel which is the local minimum. I symbolizes the image.
and T is the enhanced image.
A spatial mask is implemented for the calculation of the discontinuity measures. which
size affects directly the enhancement. or growing. of each pixel. As it can be seen in Figure 6. microcalcifications are greatly enhanced using a mask of size 22 for the discontinuity measures and Toboggan enhancement. However. if masks of greater sizes are used.
other high intensity areas of the mammogram. such as small glandular regions. will also
grow thus deteriorating the contrast between calcification and glandular tissue.

Figure 6: (a)Original Mammogram w/microcalcilications, (b) After Enhancement.
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4.Results
A series of 32 mammograms were analyzed to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. From the 32 mammograms. 16 had at least one visible mass. 16 were normal.
and 15 had some microcalcifications.
The evaluation of the algorithm was difficult because there is no standard for its performance. For this reason. parts of its evaluation was done visually. giving a qualitative
judgment on the result by experienced radiologists. Such a case is applicable for the
detection and enhancement of microcalcifications and for the detection of the contour
of the skin. Classification of the skin and enhancement of microcalcifications in the
segmented image were compared to the original mammogram and judged in appear·
ance by radiologists. All microcalcifications were enhanced. even some not easily visible by the human eye. yielding a success rate of 100% for the enhancement of microcalcifications. Seven out of 32 skin contours were not identificable due to the low contrast
between the skin area and the background noise of the image. giving a success rate of
88% for the detection of the skin contours.
mamm# mass area breast area %of mass

can1.dat

5.836

16.371

36%

can2.dat

16.101

158,219

10%

can3.dat

6.180

152.540

4 .05%

can4.dat

3.238

83.757

3 .87%

canS.dat

5 .463

130.168

4.20%

can6.dat

5.194

120.001

4.33%

can7.dat

15 .706

184 .024

853%

can8.dat

11 .655

156.778

7.43%

can9.dat

8.017

151312

5.30%

canlO.dat

7.518

163.858

459%

canll.dat

5352

134.963

3.97%

can12.dat

5.950

118.497

5 .02%

can13.dat

2918

199.052

1.47%

can14.dat

6.573

121 .078

5.43%

cystl.dat

3.922

131.811

2.98%

cyst2.dat

4.802

121384

3.96%

Table 2: Areas of detected masses (10 pIXels).
The algorithm identified all visible masses in the mammograms. The approximate area
for each detected mass was found to give an estimate of its size in contrast with the size
of the entire breast This was done by tresholding the noise in the image. based on histogram specifications. calculating the area of the detected mass and dividing it by the area
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of the entire breast Table 2 shows the approximate areas found for each mass.

Figure 6: (a)lmage after labeling, (b)After skin is detected, (d)After mlcrocalcifications are enhanced.

The values in the fust column of Table 2 represent the area of the detected masses in each
image. while the values in the second column represent the area of the breast tissue. excluding background noise. The last column gives an idea of the size of the detected mass
in contrast with the size of the image. For example. a mass is detected in the mammogram
labelled can3.dat which occupies 4.05% of the total breast tissue. An original example
and its results to each step of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6.
S.Conclusion
An algorithm for the detection of masses. skin contours. and enhancement of microcalcifications has been proposed. This method was designed with the purpose of combining
primary as well as secondary signs of malignancy for better detection of breast cancer.
It was shown how the results of the algorithm can benefit radiologists when reading mammograms. since enhancement preprocessing stages are a crucial part for this technique.
VISual evaluation of the algorithm was performed by experienced radiologists and approved in terms of enhancement and detection.
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Diagnostic Ability of Computer Recreated Images of
Pathological Lesions of the Alimentary System
Ishtiaq Kasem, Junji Uena and Hiramu Nishitani
Departme nt of Radiology, The University of Tokushima, Tokushima, Japan

Objective:
It is easier to diagnose a lesion when observed macroscopically. Such option also
helps to measure the size and extent of the pathology to decide the course of the
surgical intervention. Because of these advantages' modalities like endoscopy
gathered immense popularity in viewing luminal organs such as the gastrointestinal
tract. Our experiment endeavors to offer such facilities by recreating 3D images of
the pathological lesions of the gastrointestinal tract from CT data and in addition
display the images in a nat plane to enhance the diagnostic ability.

Methods:
We selected eleven patients with pathological lesions in different parts of the
alimentary tract; 3 cases were of the stomach; 3 of rectum and 6 were of the sigmoid
colon. We chose lesions of variable size and configurations to test the reconstructive
capability of the system and to observe the influence on the diagnosis. We scanned
the patients according to the site of involvement using a Helical CT scanner with a
slice thickness varying from 2 to 5 millimeter; transferred the scanned data to a
SUN SPARC graphics workstation through the ethernet network to reconstruct 3D
images from the helical data with the help of CEMAX graphical program. Initially,
the images were viewed through the view module of the software to observe the
extent of the disease along the lumen of the orga n. Next, a region of interest was
defined and the number of slices was selected depending on the extent of the
pathology. Since we observed the results of the alimentary tract, the tissue
classification had to be customized to obtain the optimum image. The classification
was based on the air-soft tissue interface, vessels and bone density. The bone density
was completely deselected to display the soft tissue structures only. After the final
classification, the axial images were rendered to create the 3D image. For each case,
we created a minimum of three 3D images; one image consisting of the whole organ
and the other two was the halves of the longitudinal cut section. The images were
then displayed and viewed from different angles, then saved as PICT files and
transferred to a Macintosh computer. In the Macintosh we used the Photoshop
software to view the images. The nat plane profile was created by placing the cut
sections side by side on a canvas of the software. It was then printed in plain paper
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using the Canon color copier. A simulation of a surgical incision on the wall of the
tract was made by the two halves of the 3D image simulating the two flaps of the
gut. The gap between the flaps were widened by increasing the viewing angle and
this simulated as if the two flaps had been pulled apart till the whole lesion was
exposed in a flat plane. This preserved the elevations and depressions of the lesion
but provided better perception of the pathology in relation to the wall and the lumen
interior. The tissue classification module of the program aided to enhance the tissue
characteristics of the lesion and distinguish the different tissue type. The coloring
tool helped to focus the diagnostician's attention to the lesion.

Discussion.
Since the alimentary tract is a hollow tube so far the existing modalities have
provided axial views of the interior or 3D views from each end of the tract. With the
computer reconstructed images we could in addition, recreate 3D images of the
lesions; reorient the planes of observation and view the images in a frontal plane
projection. The cases of the stomach were of type IIc like advanced gastric
cancer(n=l) and submucosal tumors (n=2). Submucosal tumors were easier to
identilY because of the induration on the stomach wall. One of these were
histopathologically proved to be of the leiomyoma type. Three dimension had no
advantage in detecting the other lesion of early gastric cancer (type lIb + IIc)and it
was the same in the case of leiomyoma. This type of lesion is also not detected in
upper GI series. It is possibly due to the absence of any elevation or excavation on
the mucosal surface that leads to an assumption of a normal mucosa. The rectal
cases were of Borrmann type II rectal cancer (n=2) and rectal polyp(n=I). [n cancer
of the colon(n=5) the extension was easily identified macroscopically and hence
through the 3D images. But at present it is not possible to differentiate submucosal
penetration for which we had to revert back to the axial images of the CT. [t was
also the same with the other cancer cases of the sigmoid colon; consisting of
applecore lesion(n=I), and Borrmann type II (n=2) and Borrmann type [ (n=l)
pathologies. This indicated that it would be better to evaluate 3D images with
conventional CT images and the composite may provide additional information in
specific cases. The other case (n=l) was of a polyp. Identifications of polyps on 3D
images were efficient as small polyps could be appreciated easily. The
disadvantages include the tissue dropouts on recreated images because of the
complexity of the threshold adjustment and the incapability of the system to
demonstrate the subtle changes like the lIb type of early gastric cancer.
Conclusion:
The new technique of viewing the lumen of the tract in a three dimensional flat
plane has provided us with a better and more accurate tool in defining lesions of the
alimentary tract.

Image Enhancement: Effects for Detection of Gastric
Carcinoma on Radiographs
Kazuo Inamoto and Tokuo Umeda
Dept. Med. Physics, Dept. Med. Engineering , School of Allied Health Sciences
Faculty of Med. Osaka University, Japan

1. Introduction
Malignant neoplasms are lead ing causes of death in Japan. Detection of the
tum ors in their early developing stage is indispensable for improvement of the
curable rates of treatment. Regular health checki ng is believed to be useful for early
detection. The examinees have been checked at almost the SCUl1C period in each year.
The procedure of health checking is carefully performed in comparison with past
examinati on records.
The acumulated data are also indispensable ones for
explication of process from healthy to pathologic condition.
Digital radiography has allowed new advances in gastrointestinal radiology.
Image processing techniques have been studied in radiographs of the gastric cancer
CA'1SCS that were proven at surgery.
The goaJ of this project is to improve the
detection rate of carly gastric cancer by using digital image enhancement.

2. Materials and Methods
(l)System Configuration
In digitalization and processing of the clinical radiographs, EXCEL system is
used (Fig 1). The EXCEL system is composed of CCO-TV camera using to input
an image to 512 x 512 x 8bit, processing software, 512 x 512 black I white and
color e Rrs displaying tJle processed image, video imaging camera recording a hard
copy and 5.25 inches in floppy disk storing images. The Display system for
processed image s equips 512 x 512 color display, image scanner and 3.5 inches
magneto-optical <tisk drive.
(2)lmage Processing Methods
The techniques are divided into Wee categories : grey-scale processing,
filtering. and algebraic manipulation. The first one is grey-scale transformation,
which helps select a look-up table to bc displayed on CRr. The second is Sobel
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Image Command 4198

Display system

EXCEL system

Fig. I System corlfiguratioll of the research project.

operator which is one of the well-known edge enhancement filters.
The
third, un sharp masking is high-pass filtering with blurred or unsharp mask
subtrac ti on.
(3) Image Processing Procedures
Original radiogrJ.phs were di splayed 0 11 a viewbox for selection of two or three
images that demonstrated malignant lesions Illost clearly.
The images were
processed by EXCEL system. With the CCD-TV camera (512 X 5I2). pixel size is
equivalent to 0.3 to 0.6mtn to a spot film size.
A hard copy of the processed
image was recorded 0 11 Karnea medical imaging film new C (20.3 X 2S.4cm) with
the video-imaging camera.

(4)Material Radiographs
Gas trointestinal radiography was examined by a remote-controlled X -ray
telcvision set (Shimadzu MS-2 : roll film type with tcn different spot sizes) with
automatic exposure condition, Kodak X-Omatic regular screen, Konica new A
regular type film. and 140% bariulIl meal.
\Ve selected 45 gastric cancer cases from the file. They have been examined
by the radiological procedu re in last 3 or4 years before detection of the gas tric cancer
lesion. The lesions had been proven with pathologic studies. Case types were
divided according to th e classificati on of the Japan Gastroi ntestinal Endoscopy
Society in the cases with early gastri c cancer.
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3. Results
( I) Image Processing
Both Sobel operator and high-pass filtering are indispensable techniques in
retrospective rollow ~ up studies on the same location as detected malignancy.
Each image processing method has its characteristics. The Sobel operator can
enhance a linear or curved margin and suppress the remainder. It depicts a lesion on
tbe margin of the stomach and excavated pattern on the mucosa. High-pass filtering
mel hod is superior in demonstration of texture pattem on the gastric mucosa. By
stressing elevated and depressed lesions on Lhe mucosa, superficial cancer extension
is more conspicuous. It is superior to enhance a protruded pattem on the mucosa.

(2) Clinical Results
Tumor occurrences are roughly divided into four groups (a) on the
llonpathologic mucosa; (b) on the abnonnal mucosa; (c) near the gastric ulcer scar;
and (d) progress from overlooked shallow
lesions suggestive of
malignancy (Table I).
Table I

Cancer dvelopment with type of gastric cancer.
Early G. C.
Protruded Flat &Depresscd

Nonpath .M.

3

4

Abnorm .M.

1

1 5

Gastric u .S.
Overlooked

Adv,mced G. C.

3

1 6
1

Nonpath : Nonpathologic
Abnonll: Abnonllal
M : mucosa
U.S . : ulcer scar G.c.: gastric eMcer
(a) On the Nonpathologic Mucosa
We found 8 cases (18%). Sobel operator is beneficial to depict the cbanges.
(b) On the Abnormal Mucosa
In tItis group. early gastric cancer develops 011 the coarse or atrophic mucosa
(Fig 2). 19 cases (42%) were found .
(c) Near the Gastric Ulcer Scar
Gastric ulcer scar is visualized as a tiny barium pooling with relief
convergence. Such a lesion can be stressed by image processing techniques. 17
cases (38%) were belonged illlhis group.
(d) Overlooked lesion
Although carefully checked by radiologists. a case was overlooked and
missed.
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Fig. 2 Gastric cancer development visualized
Irregular mucosal folds (arrow) are
Gastric

cancer

Bomnann I

by Sobel operator. left
seen
In
1987. right

type (arrowhead) is found in

1989.

4. Discussion
Recent advances arc found in development of 2048 X 2048 pixel image
intensi1ier-TV digital radiography sys tems l ). In the clinical evaluation Takahashi cl
al poi nted out that digital images processed with wlsharp masking teclmiques were
comparable in quality to screen -film images before and upgrade of the system for the
upper GI tract. Nakano et al indicated that high-pass spatial filtering enhances edge
definition and increases visibilit y of the micromucosal pattenl of the stomach in the
For improvement of image quality, histogram
computcdradiography(C R)2)
equali zation and grey-scale transfonnation facilitated better visualization of mucosal
However. for
patterns in the underexposed or thinly barium coated cases 3 )
enhancement of the lesion. Sobel operator or high-pass filtering is necessary.
Baba el aJ pointed out tlmt most important figures of the depressed type in
the early gastric cmlcer are (1) texture paltem on the depressed lesion composed with
erosi ve and regenerated mucosa; (2) serrated margin of the depression. (3) converging
mucosal folds,and (4) depth of tJw depressed lesion 4 ) . Nakai e t al pointed out tJ,at
the sizc of a tumor was essential to estimating the ex tent of carcinomatous invasion
These
into the gastric wall in gastric carcinoma with the protruded typeS).
characteristic figures are wcll visuali zed by image enhancemcnt teclmiques; Sobel
operator ,mel high pass-filtering.
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It can be said that the image processing techniques aid in analyzing tumor
growth on the radiographs and in detecting phenomen in gastric cancer development

from nonpatllologic or pathologic mucosa. The results suggest that, with these
image processings, malignant changes on the gastric mucosa may be detected ill
their early stage.

5. Summary
Computer image processing was used to enhance gastric lesions ill order to
improve the detection of stomach cancer. Digitalization was performed in 45 cases
of early gastric cancer that had been confirmed surgically and pathologically.
Utilized image processings were Sobel operator and high-pass filtering. Through
investigation of processed images. we found cancer growing types.
The results
suggest that the image processings on stomach radiograph are beneficial to clarify
early gastric cancer lesions by enhancing the pathologic lesions .
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New Automated Method for Registration of Bone Anatomy
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Abstract
Wc present a new algori thm for two-dimensional registration of
musculoskeletal radiographic examinations. The technique determines a best match
of bone anatomy by rotating and translating portions of digitized radiographs. To
align the two images, the algorithm iteratively minimizes the variance of the ratio of
one image to the other on a pixel per pixel basis. When the two images are not
aligned, some pixels from the object of the one image are divided by pixels from
another object or background of the other image creating a large variance. One
geometric transformation (either rotation in the ~'Y plane or translations along x and
y axes) is adjusted with each iteration. A three-dimensional extension of the method
is accomplished by adding adjustment to two rotations around the y and z axes and a
translation along the z axis. Validation studies showed that the method is able to
align images with an error less than I degree for rotation and I mm for translations.
This technique allowed us to evaluate the changes in alignment of the spine in
lateral flexion and extension films. This technique can be used to evaluate anterior
and posterior listhesis, integrity of bone grafts status post spine fusion, and changes
in alignment of fractures with standard radiographs.
Introduction
A significant number of radiographs are obtained to evaluate alignment of a
fracture, alignment of the spine, joint replacements and internal fixation devices.
Manual methods have been used to compare changes in alignment and degree of
angluation and displacement. An automated method to calculate the degree of
angluation, displacement and any interval change of alignment would be useful and
could provide more reproducible results. We present a new algorithm for twodimensional registration of musculoskeletal radiographic examinations. This
method can be used to calculate degree of angluation, displacement and any interval
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change. This methods relies on relatively constant positioning with the assumption
that the appearance of the bone anatomy stays constant except for alignment.
Materials and Methods
This technique determines a best match of bone anatomy by rotating and
translating portions of digitized radiographs. To align the two images, the
algorithm iteratively minimizes the variance of the weighted ratio of the two images
. The weighted ratio image is computed by taking the ratio of the two images on a
pixel per pixel basis and by assigning an appropriate weighting function. The
operation of this function is to ampliJY the ratios between pixels that belong to
different clusters and leave all other ratios untouched. A threshold which separates
the signal from the background area is provided by the user or calculated in a
preprocessing step. In this step the centers ofk=3 clusters of the two images are
computed with the k-means fuzzy clustering algorithm. These clusters correspond to
background, low and high intensity signal. Pixels that belong to the background
cluster arc set to a steady value which is the center of the cluster, while signal pixels
keep their original values.
Ratios between signal and background pixels arc amplified by a monotonically
increasing exponential weighting function of the signal intensity(figure I), while
ratios between signal areas arc not affected. When the two images are not aligned,
pixels from the object of the one image arc divided by pixels from another object or
background of the other image creating a large variance. One geometric
transformation (either rotation in the xy plane or translations along x and y axes),
the one with the largest variance derivative value, is adjusted with each iteration.
The iteration loop extrapolates the variance function from n Chebyssev points for
each transformation. The usc of the weighting function, eliminated the local minima
of the variance function and allowed us to limit these points to n=4 for 36
transformation units. The Newton Raphson method with the derivative ofthe
variance is then used to calculate the point of minimum. This method was
implemented on a SP ARC 10 workstation (SUN Microsystems, ) and written in C .
The processing time was 1-2 minutes for 512x512 images with n=4.
Digitized x-rays of foot and knee phantoms were used to determine if this
method could align bone structures taken in different degrees of rotation and
translation. Ten degrees of out of plane rotation in addition to in plane rotation and
translation was applied to one set of knee phantom images. The alignment algorithm
can be applied to two different sections of the radiograph thereby allowing
evaluation of the degree of angulation belween two different bony structures. A
modification of this method is to outline or segment the anatomical structures to be
evaluated and then determine the degree of angluation or translation. Clinical
examples of spinal fusion were used to compare this new automated method and
traditional manual methods.
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Results
Figure 2 demonstrates radiographs of a knee phantom taken in different
degrees of rotation and translation. The registered image and a difference image are
also shown. As can be seen there is good registration of the bone anatomy even with
some out of plane rotation. The registration of the phantoms was considered good
except when significant out of plane rotation was introduced or when one image
contained significantly different anatomy such as 112 of the femur vs 114 of the
femur. These problems can be minimized by standardized positioning and cropping
of the digital image before processing. Studies of knee and foot phantoms showed
that the method is able to align x-ray images with an error less than 1 degree for
rotation and 1 mm for translations given the above constraints.
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FIGURE 2 Original images, registered image and difference image of knee
phantom
Figure 3 shows a method to evaluate changes in vertebral body alignment.
The vertebral bodies to be studied are outlined manually and the filled outlines of
each vertebral body are registered on flexion and extension films. Figure 3 shows
registered images from a patient status post attempted fusion at the vertebral levels
shown. By registering the upper fused vertebral body it is obvious that there is
motion at the fused levels and the fusion is not complete. Comparison of manually
aligned images and automated methods of alignment on clinical example
radiographs showed good correlation.

FIGURE 3 Outline of lA and LS vertebral bodies in flexion and extension in a
patient status post attempted fusion. Registration of lA vertebral body shows
motion at the lA-LS le"el demonstrating incomplete fusion.
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Conclusion
We present a new automated method to register x-rays of bone structures.
Preliminary studies on phantoms and several clinical images show that this
technique can register x-ray images with an error of less than I degree for rotation
and I nun for translation. This technique allowed us to evaluate the changes in
alignment of the spine in lateral flexion and extension films. This technique can
also be used to evaluate anterior and posterior listhesis, integrity of bone grafts status
post spine fusion, and changes in alignment of fractures with standard radiographs.
Further studies are necessary to determine the clinical utility of this technique.
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1.

Introduction

Osteoporosis is usually defined as a disease characterized by a diminished bone mass
and an increased fracture risk. Fractures occurring due to osteoporosis are associated

with an increased morbidity and mortality. In the past, several methods have been
developed to measure bone mass. These methods assist in predicting fracture risk and
monitoring patients undergoing treatment for osteoporosis. However, the reduction in
bone mass is a consequence of a decrease in cortical thickness and in number and

size of the trabeculae. As the strength of bone is determined by mass and architecture
(I), a complete description of the osteoporotic state of bone should include, in
addition to bone mass , a quantification of the architecture. The architecture of bone
can be examined by using histomorphometric techniques. A less invasive way of

looking at bone structure is offered by radiography, as changes in the trabecular and
cortical structure are rellected in radiographs (2). Whereas cortical thickness can be
measured directly by radiogrammetry, quantification of the trabecular structure is not
as straightforward. The radiographic process reduces the three·dimensional trabecular
structure to a two-dimensional image texture.
Texture is a rather elusive property of images. It can be described as the spatial
distribution of different grey-tones in an image. In the image analysis literature a wide
variety of methods for the quantification of texture can be found. However, the link
between the quantifying features of texture and the texture visible in the image is
often unclear. Texture features should be discriminated from first-order grey-level
statistics, such as mean and variance of grey-levels. since these parameters do not
describe the spatial distribution of grey-levels.
In this paper we explore the usefulness of a selection of texture features and firstorder statistics for the discrimination of osteoporotic patients from their healthy
contemporaries. We employed two methods of texture analysis: the spatial grey-level
dependence matrix (SGLDM) method (3) and a method based on mathematical
morphology. Repeatedly it has been shown that features generated by the SGLDM
method perform better on classification tasks than other texture descriptors (4). A
disadvantage of this statistical method is that there is no clear correspondence between
the features and the textures perceived in the image. In contrast, features generated
by the method using morphological operators are more easily correlated with the
structures visible in the image.
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2.

Texture Analysis Methods

2.1 Spatial Grey·Level Dependence Matrix
The spatial grey-level dependence method, as described by Haralick et al. (3) ,
estimates the joint conditional probability distribution of the grey-values. The
frequencies of co-occurrences of grey-values at a specified interpixel distance and in

a certain direction are listed in a matrix. From this matrix, a number of texture
describing features, such as homogeneity, contrast, correlation, and entropy, may be
calculated. To ensure invariance under monotonic grey-tone transformations, the

histogram of the image has to be equalized and requantified prior to the application
of the SGLDM method.

2.2 Morphological Operators
Mathematical morphology provides techniques to describe shapes present in images.
Morphological operations are defined by the convolution of a structuring element with
the image. By varying size, shape, and direction (the morphology) of this structuring
element, different morphological properties of the image can be highlighted. Serra (5)
has defined the basic operations. erosion and dilation, for binary images. These
operations can be generalized to grey-level images by using minimum and maximum
filters. Also combinations of these basic operations can be performed.
As we are interested in oriented structures with a relatively high intensity on a dark
background, an operation such as the white top-hat transformation is an obvious

choice. When f represents the image and SE the structuring element, the white top-hat
transformation is defined by

where the opening y of an image is defined as the erosion of I by SE, followed by
the dilation of I by SE. This operation extracts the structures with a relatively high
intensity, whereas background variations in intensity are eliminated. The size and the

direction of the extracted structures is determined by the size and direction of the
structuring element. When each transformed image is characterized by the sum of its

grey-level values, varying the size and direction of the structuring elements yields a
set of texture features (6). We applied a linear structuring element. Since we found
that varying the size, within certain limits, does not yield additional information, we
confined our analysis to one length of the structuring element. The orientation effect
of the structuring element is shown in figure I. After nonnalizing (to a standard mean
and variance of grey-values) and smoothing the image, the following features were

computed: the horizontal pixel sum (HPS) and vertical pixel sum (VPS).

3.

Material and Methods

3.1 Material
High resolution radiographs were made of the right hand of 40 healthy persons and
40 osteoporotic patients. The diagnosis osteoporosis was based on the presence of

vertebral fractures visible on the lateral spine radiographs. In the hand radiograph we
selected two regions of interest which display visually a rather homogenous part of
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Figure 1 Trabecular structure (128 x 128 pixels) of normal (left) and osteoporotic
bone (right) and resulting images of the WTH transformation. Size of structuring
element from top to bottom II x II , I x II , II x I.
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the trabecular structure. One region is located at the proximal part of the metacarpal
phalanx, the other at the proximal part of the middle phalanx, both of the right index
finger. The area of both regions is approximately 3.5 x 3.5 mm. These regions were
digitized by an 8 bits CCD camera using a pixel size of 25 J-Im.
We used the method as described by Trouerbach et al (7) to obtain an objective
measure for bone mass density. Here the bone mass density is calculated by
calibrati ng the grey-values with the aid of a simultaneously radiographed aluminium
wedge, and combi nin g a lateral and PA radiograph of the right index fi nger. This
bone mass density measure was determined at the proximal part of the middle
phalanx.
Different preprocessing steps were appl ied for the two texture analysis methods.
Before calculating the SGLDM featu res a histogram eq uali zation to 8 grey-levels was
performed. The morphological feat ures were determined after normalizing the images
to a standard mean and variance. A uniform filter was applied for smoothi ng.

3.2 Reproducibility
For our analysis we computed, for both regions, the following three groups of
features:

I.
First order
: mean and variance of grey-levels
2.
SGLDM
: homogeneity, contrast, correlati on a nd e ntropy
3.
Morphology
: VPS and HPS
The SGLDM features were calc ul ated for different interpixel distances (d; I, d;2,
d;<\) in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the bone. In order to assess the
sensitivi ty of the features for repeated digitization and region selection, 40 rad iographs
were digitized and analyzed twicc. The average proportional difference of the feature
values thu s acq uired, was determi ned. The region dependence of the features was
determined

by using the Spearman rank correlation test.

3.3 Feature selectioli and classification
For th e classification experiment we computed for each feature an F-statistic. The Fstatistic expresses the ratio of the between-gro ups variance and the within-groups
variance. Class ification was perfonned using the Fisher's linear discriminant based
o n the features with the highest F-value. Only features w ith an F-val ue exceeding a
threshold value of 4.0 were incorporated in the disc rimin ant function. Since it is
known that in case of a li mited sample size add ing too many featu res to the classifier
will, due to over-specification, not improve the class ification performance, the
dimensionality of the classifier was restricted to three. Discriminative power of the
classifi er can be expressed as the percentage correctly class ified patients. For both
regions, bone mass density and the above mentioned features were subjected to the
F-test. Classification results of texture features alone and in combin ation with bone
mass density were compared,in order to assess the added va lu e of texture features in
discrimin ati ng between osteoporotk patients and healthy persons.

4.

Results

4.1 Reproducibility
The average difference between the feature values obtained from the two successively
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digitized radiographs of the same person varies between 2.5 and 5 %.
The Spearman rank correlation test shows a significant correlation between texture
features computed for the two regions of interest per radiograph ( P < 0.02).
However, the correlation coefficients are small (typically of the order of 0.3).

4.2 Classification results
For both regions and for both texture-analysis methods, the (combination of) features
with the highest value for the F-statistic were determined. The correct classification
rate (CCR) of the selected texture features, alone and in conjunction with bone mass
density, are listed in table I.
Table I The classification rates of the texture features

Phalanx

Method

Feature

CCR

CCR with bone
mass density

Middle

Bone mass

76.25

SGLDM

HomogeneitY4

68.75

71.25

Morphology

HPS

57.50

72.50

SGLDM and

Homogeneity 4

68.75

71.25

Morphology

HPS
HPS and Variance

63.75
73.75

78.75
80.00

SGLDM and
Morphology

HPS

63 .75

78.75

Morphology

Proximal

SGLDM

For both regions. bone mass density alone is a better discriminator than any of the
texture features. Except for the SGLDM features in the proximal phal anx, all texture
features yielded comparable results in term s of discriminative power. When the
morphological feature HPS is combined with the grey-level variance, a first order

statistic, its performance. in the proximal phalanx, is improved. The discriminative
power of the texture features is slightly improved by adding bone mass density to th e
classifier. However, the resulting classification rate is still lower than that of bone
mass density alone.

S.

Discussion

Osteoporosis is characterized by a change in bone architecture as well as by a reduced
bone mass, resulting in an increased fracture risk. At present, bone mass is used as
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the main predictor for fracture risk. Since the architectural changes in the trabecular
bone are reflected in radiographs, features expressing texture can be used for
extracting structural information from radiographs. In this paper we have investigated
the usefulness of two sets of texture features in discriminating osteoporotic patients
from healthy persons. It was then investigated whether the texture features have
additional discriminative power when combined with a measure of bone mass density.
To detennine the reproducibility of the texture features, radiographs were digitized
and analyzed twice. The relatively small average proportional difference between the
features thus computed implies that the features are relatively stable under redigitizing
and repositioning of the region of interest. The reproducibility of the features is
therefore satisfactory. Although the texture features determined in the two regions are
significantly correlated, classification results for the two regions are not directly
comparable. This discrepancy may be explained by the rather small correlation
coefficient. The usefulness of the different features has to be evaluated in relation to
the selected region. Proper region selection is of major importance to the successful
application of texture features. Since morphological features have a clear
correspondence with visually perceived structures, in contrast to the statistical method,
these features are suitable for guiding region selection.
The classification results show that bone mass density is a rather good discriminator
between osteoporotic and normal bone. Whereas the texture features generated by the
SGLDM method and the morphological features display an obvious discriminative
power, combining these parameters with bone mass density results in classification
rates which are below the performance of bone mass density alone. Hierarchical
classification may improve the classification results.
For the proximal phalanx, a morphological feature (HPS) in conjunction with the
grey-level variance yields the best classification result. It should be taken into account
that the discriminative power of the grey-level variance can originate from different
x-ray exposure conditions for the healthy persons and osteoporotic patients. By
calibrating the grey-values and so expressing the variance in terms of bone mass per
area, a more objective first-order statistic can be obtained. Texture features should be
independent of first-order grey-level statistics. By adding these features separately to
the classification process, their contribution to the classification can be made explicit.
In future research the discriminative power of other texture features and calibrated
first-order statistics will be investigated.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Progress in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) coincides
with the development of fast, inexpensive workstations and
sophisticated software for image display and manipulation.
Incorporating these changes in imaging technology, MRI system
designers try to find the most effective combination of capability and
efficiency.
Most MRI systems consist of a host computer with an array
processor for the more compute-intensive applications. As the
discipline matures and users become familiar with image processing
concepts, the demand for more functionality encourages
manufacturers to expand the system architecture. One direction of
this expansion is to increase the power of the array processor.
Array processors have become much faster in the last few
years as a result of ever-improving chip designs. Also, the
development of parallel processing has facilitated the use of multiple
CPU s on a single board [1]. These array processors present the
software engineer with some opportunities to make significant
enhancements to an MRI system.

2. METHODS
Our MRI system has a Silicon Graphics 4D/35 workstation
with a Mercury Computer MedCam array processor. The array
processor has four Intel i860 CPUs, each with 16MB of DRAM,
8KB of cache, and a private 160MB/sec bus to move data between
what Mercury calls the "compute environments", i. e., the four
CPU-memory subunits. Data can move from one compute
environment (CE) simultaneously to each of the other three, for a
total bandwidth of 480MB/sec.
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A typical application will generate five processes, one for the
host and one each for the four CEs. One of the CEs acts as the
master process and the other three are slave processes. Interprocess communication is done with sockets. The host process runs
the user interface, sends data and parameters to the master CE
process, and displays the resulting data. The master CE process
distributes some of the data and parameters to the other three CEs,
so that all four can work in parallel.
We wrote some of our code to be able to use any number of
CEs so we could compare processing speeds. Many imaging
applications derive no benefit from the extra CEs, since they involve
simple algorithms and do not require more than the 16MB of
memory available to a single CEo We will confine our discussion to
applications that take full advantage of the MedCam architecture.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Adaptive image enhancement

The adaptive image enhancement application is a multi-step,
multi-parameter filter algorithm which is an ideal candidate for
parallel processing. Each of the steps entails four one-dimensional
convolution filters in different directions (horizontal, vertical, and
the two diagonals), performed independently, and the four resulting
images are combined as a pixel-by-pixel weighted sum.
Because each convolution is applied in four directions, it is
natural to assign CE to a direction. The result of the filter remains in
the local memory of the CE until the four convolutions are all
complete and ready to be combined by the master CEo The filters
can be modified by user-selected parameters. Since the filtered
images are combined sequentially, whenever the user changes one
parameter some of the calculations may not have to be performed
again. Response times range from 800 msec for the full operation
(including disk read) to under half a second for a single parameter
change and redisplay.
On our older, slower systems individual parameter selection
was too time-consuming (up to 8 seconds per image) to be practical
in a clinical setting where patient throughput is important. The
manufacturer provided a limited menu of parameter sets as options
which the technologist or radiologist would have to preselect for an
entire study based on a priori knowledge of the characteristics of the
the anatomy, and the pathology being examined.
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In an interactive process, the manipulation of the filter
parameters can be a learning aid as well as a practical way to
maximize image quality. The immediate feedback helps the operator
to assess the effect of increased smoothing or edge sharpening, and
this assists in selecting the ideal parameters for a given image.

Maximum intensity projection (MIP)
Much recent work in MRI involves imaging of blood
vessels. It is hoped that at least some of the risky and invasive x-ray
angiography (XRA) examinations currently used for diagnosis of
vascular pathology can be replaced by magnetic resonance
angiography (MRA).
Most MRA sequences produce images in which the blood
vessels are the brightest (highest intensity) features. A relatively
simple and effective (and therefore popular) way to present these
images is a three-dimensional ray projection technique called
maximum intensity projection (MIP). For any desired view of an
image volume, a series of parallel rays is projected through the
volume, and the highest intensity pixel encountered becomes a pixel
in the projected view. In this simple version, no depth information
is retained, so the operator typically generates several views at
different angles and then displays them sequentially to get a sense of
rotation and the relative positions of vessels.
Due to the non-cubic voxels of MRI images and to the need
for many view angles, MIP requires a great deal of interpolation.
256x256x64 voxel data sets are not uncommon, although the
operator needs to select a subset ROI not onI y to reduce the number
of calculations but also to eliminate obscuring anatomy (usually fat) ,
so that 128x 128x44 is more representative of a useful MRA volume.
Unlike the adaptive filter algorithm, which divides
conveniently among four CEs, MIP can easily use one to four CEs,
so we configured it to be selectable in order to measure the
throughput improvement of each additional CEo For the following
calculations, we used a 128x128x44 volume, voxels measuring
.8 1x.8lx2.0mm, and we zoomed the images a factor of 2.
Projections at 90 degrees and 45 degrees are much faster than other
angles due to significantly less interpolation. Times are in the table
are approximate and are in milliseconds.
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CEs

90.0

67.5

45.0

22.5

1
2
3
4

1740
1350
1260
1180

3270
2090
1780
1530

1810
1370
1250
1150

3460
2180
1840
1580

The most significant speedup is seen with angles requiring
the most interpolation, such as 22.5 degrees. With a single CE it
took almost 3.5 seconds to produce a view, while with 4 CEs it took
less than half that time.
Note that these rotations were about the horizontal (X) axis
of the original volume. Rotations about the vertical (Y) axis are
slightly faster because the pixels are stored contiguously in the X
direction, so the page boundaries of DRAM are not crossed as
frequently. This effect is minimized, but not eliminated, by the use
of the 8KB cache.

Multi.planar reconstruction (MPR)
MPR is similar to M1P in that it creates rotated views of
volumetric data. These views, however, are cut planes rather than
ray projections. As of this writing, we had not optimized the MPR
code, so the absolute time to produce a view may not be the best this
architecture is capable of, but the relative times for mUltiple CEs
once again show a significant improvement (ROI = 128xI28x44).
CEs

67.5

1
2
3
4

5010
2980
2420
2010

4.

CONCLUSION

In our experience developing imaging software for MRI
systems we have frequently encountered situations where added
capabilities result in slower response time. For example, we added
an adaptive filter to the image display software which doubled or
tripled the time to paint an image on the screen. In general, the users
of the system became vocal when the time to paint approached four
seconds. (We call this the "annoyance threshold" .) Some operators
even chose not to use the filter because of the slower response time.
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Assigning time-consuming functions to background processes frees
the system for other uses, but it sacrifices the benefit of immediate
feedback in cases where the operator must select parameters which
may determine image quality.
For the three applications described here, the addition of
three compute environments running in parallel with the master CE
resulted in good response times, while the same applications were
near the "annoyance threshold" when run with a single CEo
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Summary:
Preoperative planning and computer assisted surgery techniques are
going to be used in several medical specialities. Although several
progresses have been made according to precision and accuracy of the
scanning procedures and 3D-image processing CT - and MRIexaminations. But up to now there is no aknowledged method available
for transfering -for instance- resection plannings based on the the 3Dimages back to the patient and the surgical procedure.
The potential of Spiral-CT, 3D-CAD and Sterolithographic models for
direct implant- or supporting structures construction will be discussed
as an alternative to overcome this disadvantage.
Introduction:
Since fast volume scanning methods became available in clinical routine
several progresses were made to increase the quality of3Dreconstructions based on CT - or MRI-images. But there are sti ll three
main drawbacks:
1. These procedures have been used as a kind of presentation tool,
providing impressive images with usually limited clinical relevance. In
most cases it was necessary to extend the CT -or MRI-examination by
the use of small slice thicknesses and intervals to get a sufficient spatial
resolution for 3D-reconstructions.

2. Common image-workstations are limited to 3D-reconstructions with
volume rendering or raytracing methods. Most of the systems on the
market do not provide any tools for real interactive manipulations of
the 3D-images like they are needed for surgical resection planning or
accurate implant-construction.
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3. Beside some stereotactic and neurosurgical tumor-resection techniques with intraoperative use of preoperative acquired scanning
data and plannings, there are no accepted methods for the
transscription of preoperative calculated surgical procedures into the
operation-room.
In order to overcome these drawbacks our group is working as a
member of the medical section within the "European Concerted Action
on Rapid Prototyping" (EARP) on an integrated solution for highresolution scanning, 3D-manipulation and interactive procedure
planning. As a part of technology transfer of industrial state of the art
production methods, the use of rapid prototyping is the main subject of
our study.
Material and methods:
1. Scanning procedure:

According to the complex bony structures of the craniofacial region
and the limited 3D-information within conventional multiaxial
radiographs, which are commonly used by the surgeons for detailed
procedure plannings, most of the cases were done on patients with
severe fractures or dysplasia of this region . All patients were scanned
with Spiral-CTs, using I or 2mm slice thickness and tablefeed. The
increment between two images was always equal to the original slicethickness. Two or three continous 40 sec Spiral-CTs were needed to
sacn the whole craniofacial region. All raw-data were stored to provide
post-examination recalculations. All patients were examined with dosereduced Spiral-CTs. The therefore slightly increased noise-level of the
images was diminished with medium edge-enhancement reconstruction
algorithms.
2. Image processing:
All images were 3D-reformatted using the conventional 3D-software of
the CT -scanner (Siemens Somatom Plus S) to control the scanning
procedure and to provide an 3D-overview. All areas of certain interest
were marked within the 3D-image and reconstructed by primary
zooming of the stored raw-data. All images were transfered by
network to the imaging console (Silicon Graphics). All bone conturs
were extracted with a specialized software and converted from voxel
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to a trigonometric data format, which is used in a 3D-CAD system
providing surface modelling (CISIGRAPH STRIM 100). Procedures
like cutting and moving, as well as precise 3D-construction were
available on this standard industrial system.
3. Implant construction and supporting structures:
The shapes of the calculated implants and supporting structures were
converted into a stereolithographic file and has been exposed on an
standard stereolithographic machine (3D-Systems). The result was a
solid 3D-copy of the interactive calculated and constructed structure,
which can be used for direct casting of the final ceramic ort metall
material.
Results:
Although there are still detectable differences between high-resolution
conventional CT and Spiral CT all 3D-reconstructions of Spiral-CT
images were superior compared to the conventional 3D-images. This is
caused by the reduction of patient-movements during the examination
and a scanning method depending slight smoothing effect. There was
no percept abel difference between images caculated with either 3600 or
1800 algorithm as long as I or 2 mm slice-thickness was used. But the
main advantage of the Spiral-CT was reduction of the examinationtime: Even children could be examined without general relaxation.
There is still interaction necessary for the image segmentation,
although we could use an advanced segmentation program for the
extraction of the bone structures. Once the images were converted to
the CAD-system all 3D-tools of the system could be used for the
construction of the needed implants and planned resections. Therefore
it was possible to construct individual implants in order to reduce
interoperative fittings and therefore operation-time.
By the use of rapid prototyping techniques like the stereolithographic
modeling and direct implant casting, it is possible to reconvert
computer aided and generated structures into solid 3D structures with
a certain accuracy. The overall resolution and precision of the whole
technical procedure is always higher than of the primary CT-scanning.
The 3D-stereolithographic printout can be used as a positive shape for
direct casting of materials like ceramic [7] or different metals.
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Unfortunately 3D-CAD systems are much more complex than
conventional medical image workstations and require detail experience
of the modeling principle which is very often timeconsuming.
Discussion:
The advantages of 3D-visualisations have been proven in several
studies [1 ,2,3, 4]. But in most cases it is still used only as a kind of
presentation tool. The 3D-image quality still depends on several scanand reconstruction parameters [5], but in our opinion high-resolution
spiral CT is a basic assumption for a "constructive" approach like
implant development. Although stereolithographic modeling adds real
new therapeutic aspects to 3D-visualisations, it is in most cases still
uesed as an -unfortunately very expensive- presentation tool.
In our opinion the next step towards preoperative interactive
construction became possible with advanced imaging, 3D-CAD and
rapid prototyping. Several applications are going to become available
and have to be proved in further studies.
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Introduction
The techniques and applications for 3-D visualization of CT and MR have become
more advanced in recent years. Most recently, the 3-D visualization of vasculature
acquired with CT, also known as CT Angiography (CTA) (I), has become possible
with the application of the Maximum Intensity Projection (MlP) lCchnique(2). As
imaging methods are becoming more sophisticalCd, there is a greater need to process data prior to 3-D rendering to ensure that organs of inlCrest are not obscured.
For example, the MIP technique works properly only if the organ to be imaged is of
the highest inlCnsity along the projection path. In order to depict vessels in CT data
with MIP, bone must be removed so that it does not obscure the less dense vascular
lumen. Up to ISO axial images can be acquired in a single examination, which
makes the interactive editing of individual slices an extremely tedious and time
consuming process. The effort involved in preprocessing the data could defeat the
utility of the imaging technique.
A system has becn developed that speeds up the preprocessing step by grouping the
entire stack of slices into several subsets or slabs. Each slab is processed by man ipulating an image that is a maximum intensity projection of the entire slab, and
propagating the manipulations to each slice in the slab. Thus, the processing time is
reduced by a factor that is the average number of slices in a slab. By manipulating a
MlP of a slab, one can very easily identify the bones in a CT volume since they are
of the highest intensity. This method applied to the CT imaging of vasculature has
provided a significant savings in preprocessing time over the conventional, one
slice at a time, approach. The slab method could be coupled with any existing segmentation method applicable to a single slice, such as region growing or edge
detection, to greatly speed up the processing of a series of images.
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Need for Segmentation
The MIP algorithm consists of ray casting through a volume and projecting the maximum intensity values encountered by the rays onto a final image (3). A limitation of
such a technique is that the highest intensity structures in the volume obscure all others. The MIP technique is effective in depicting vessels imaged with CfA only if the
contrast-enhanced vessel lumen is of greater intensity than all other structures. The
presence of bone in the volume violates this condition, as the vessels are obscured by
the superimposed bone. The bone must be edited out from the volume in order to
effectively visualize the vessels. Although some automated techniques exist for bone
segmentation, the most reliable method is manual editing (4·6).

Slab Editing
An editing system was developed that processes the entire image stack, instead of
individual slices. The technique takes advantage of the fact that, in most cases, the
location of bone does not significantly differ in adjacent slices. By looking at a cranial
MIP view of several adjacent slices, one is easily able to determine the greatest extent
of the superimposed bone structures. This is due to the fact that bone almost always
represents the highest intensity values in a Cf slice. By choosing an appropriate number of slices in such a subset, one can insure that the composite bone projcction does

not obscure the composite lumen projection. Under this condition, it is possible to
encircle the bone structures without encircling any of the vessels. Such curves can be
propagated to individual slices to remove the bones.
The time savings comes from the fact that editing operations are applied to groups of
slices instead of individual images. Such groups are called slabs. Slabs are selected
graphically by displaying a lateral MIP view of the entire image stack and selecting
the slab borders on the image (Figure I).
Upon the definition of the slabs, the operator will define a contour for each slab using
the cranial MIP view of the slab (Figure 2). This contour will be propagated to each
slice in the slab and will be used to eliminate all data outside the contour. Thus, the
bone will be eliminated while preserving the vessel information. The user defines the
contour by specifying a number of vertices, which are the end points of the contour
segments (Figure 2). The contour can be modified by moving these vertices. In most
cases, the shape of the contour need change only slighUy between adjacent slabs.
Thus, the operator need only move a few vertices to define the correct contour, as the
contour from the slab is preserved. Once all the contours are defined, the images are
modified.
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Results
This editing IeChnique was applied to over 25 CTA cases. All the processing was
done with the VRT program of the Siemens SOMATOM Plus CT scanner. Figure 3a
shows a CTA study rendered with MIP before editing. Figure 3b is the MIP depiction
of the same case with the bones removed using the slab editor. The editing was
accomplished in three minutes. The case contains 147 slices that were grouped into
10 slabs. Figure 4 shows another CTA case edited with the slab editor. This case was
ediled in 7 minutes. It has 80 slices, which were grouped into 13 slabs. TIle results of
the two cases were representative of the results obtained for the rest of the cases.

Discussion
The MIP rendering in Figure 3b clearly demonstrates the extent of the mural calcification, while providing a vivid picture of the rest of the vaseulature. The infrarenal
aortic stenosis in Figure 4 is also very well depicted with MIP. The results demonstrate that anterior depictions of the vessels are not possible without removal of bone.
Manual editing of such CTA cases may take anywhere from 30 minute to an hour.
The use of slab-based editing cuts down the preprocessing time to about 5 minutes.
This time savings greatly reduces the level of difficulty necessary to obtain good MIP
CTA images, and it is an important factor for the eventual acceptance of CTA as the
clinical routine.
Although the current implementation allows only manual editing of slabs, automated
techniques can also be applied. Connectivity or automatic bone detection algorithms
applied to slabs would also be sped up by a factor that is an average number of slices
in a slab.
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Figure I. Selection of slabs from
a lateral MIP reference.

(a)

Figure 2. Definition of a bounding
contour on top of a MIP view of a
slab.

(b)

Figure 3. MIP depiction of a erA data set without (a) and with (b) editing
The slab editor was used to remove the bones. A mild stenosis of a lower pole.
left renal artery is demonstrated (arrow).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. MIP rendering without (a) and with (b) bone removal.
Slab editing was used 10 remove bones. An infrarenal aortic stenosis and mild
renal artery stenoses are observed.

Interactive 3D Medical Visualization: A Parallel Approach to
Surface Rendering 3D Medical Data
Terry S. Yoo and David T. Chen
Department of Computer Science, University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill , NC 27599-3175

I.

INTRODUCTION

Using Pixel-Planes 5, a parallel multicomputer for computer graphics [Fuchs 90], we
have constructed a system for visualizi ng vol umetric medical data based on polygonal
approaches to surface rendering. The goal is a medical visualization system that has
intuitive navigation and exploration capabilities to present 3D clinical data using three
dimensional images. T o provide a natural navigation of patient data, segmentation
parameters should provide user feedback at minimum rates of one update per second,

and viewing direction and lighting control should respond in tenths of seconds. Our
approach differs from other methods under investigation at UNC [Yoo 92] as we take
advantage of the hardware graphics accelerators for polygon rendering rather than
attempt direct volume rendering.

II.

BACKGROUND

Fuchs and his colleagues developed an approach for generating surface models from 3D
slice-based medical data. Their method uses extracted contours of anatomical elements
on individual slices. The contours are subsequently stacked, and a polygonal model is
generated by interpolating surfaces between the segmented curves [Fuchs 77]. More
recently , Loren sen and Cline circumvented the intermediate contour generation stage

usi ng an algorithm called "Marchillg Cubes" that generates pol ygonal representations
of the anatomy directly from the segmented volume data [Lorensen 87][Cline 88].
There is a continuin g debate over the relative merits of surface extraction as a
presentation method ve rsus direct volume rendering. In particular, marching c ubes
suffers from an algorithmic flaw which leads to mathematical inconsistencies,

violating the "Jordan Property" [Kong 92]. That is, the algorithm does not guarantee
that the generated polygonal representations are closed orient able surfaces (that they
partition space into sets of 'inside' and ·outside'). Other in vestigation s comparing
surface and volume rendering have based their fi ndings upon the expected memory

requirements and computational load imposed by the various methods [Udupa 91].
We contend that developments in parallel computer architecture enabling fast
computat ion and rendering have removed many of the obstacles to effective volume
visuali zation through surface rendering . In particular, interactive generation of the
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polygonal representation of anatomical surfaces cou pled with real time control of the
display overcome many of the visualization problems in surface renderin g techniques.
Visualization flaws arising from the non-oriented surfaces generated by marching cubes

may be easily overcome by interactively modifying the segmentation parameters and
checking the persistence of anomalous features through different segmentations.
Moreover, approaches to volume visuali zation based upon polygons as primitives
take better advantage of loday's graphics accelerators. Systems capable of processing in

excess of 200 thousand shaded triang les per second (S un Microsystems Leo) to a half
million shaded triangles per second (SGI Extreme Graphics) are now commerc iall y
available.
III.

DISPLA Y ARCHITECTURE

OUf development platform, Pi xel-Planes S, is a heterogeneous graphics architecture

using both MIMD (multipl e instruction multiple data path) and SIMD (s ingle
in struction multiple data path) parallelism. Thi s machine has multiple i860-based
Graphics Processors (GPs), and multiple SIMD pixel-processor arrays called Renderers.
Each Renderer is a I 28x 128 array of pixel processors capable of executin g a general
purpose instru cti on set. GPs send Renderers apcade streams which are executed in

SIMD fashion. The GPs, Renderers, several Frame Buffers, and a works tation host
communicate over an eight-chan nel ring-n etwork whose bandwidth is 80 MB per

channel (aggregate bandwidth of 5 gigabits per second ).
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

We parallclized the marching cubes algorithm , op timi zing the implementation for
Pi xel-Planes 5. Questions examined in thi s research include how to subdivide the data
amon g multiprocessors and how to accelerate th e surface ex trac tion given th e

subdivision . Data must be distributed so that the computati onal load is balanced the
among the processors. Figure I shows a schemati c of the data and command now for
marching clI bes o n Pixel-Pl anes 5. The MIMD section is respo nsible for the
construction of th e surface models. performin g geometri c viewing and lighting

transformations, and finally invoking the SIMD Renderer units, sending opcode
streams to render the polygon primitives of the model. Figure 2 shows a description
of the system implemented on the ind ividual grap hics processors. The sequence of
processing steps include: dataset distribution, voxel gradient es timation, interactive
user segmentati on and generati on of the surface model , geometri c view ing

transformation, and distributed rendering.
Daraset-distriblllion: Typically, X-ray CT and MRI data have significantl y higher
resolution in two of the major ax is dimensions (x and y), and are fa irly sparse in the
third (z) dimension . After some considerati on, we elected to preserve the orientation of

th is innate coordinate system of the medical data, and distribute the data as sets of X-Y
slices. Overlapping slice sets. four contiguous slices each, are distributed in a roundrobin fashion among the available graphics processors.

Gradiellt estimatioll : The data in its initial distribution is replicated four tim es
throughout the processors. A method of central differences is used to es tim ate the
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gradient vectors at each voxel location. After this calcu lation is complete, two of the
four data slices may be discarded. This step results in estimated normals for re ndering
smooth surfaces and reduces the data replication by fifty percent.
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Figure I. - Schematic of the Pixel-Planes 5 marching cubes algorithm

Interactive segmentation (isosurface selection): User controlled inputs supplied via
the host interface are broadcast among the graphics processors. Upon receipt of new
threshold in formation the processors use the marching cubes edge intersection
calculations and polygon lookup tables. A table based approach, though prone to
interpolation error proves to be o ne of the fastest mechanisms for compu tin g
polygonal surfaces.

Imera ctive viewing cOlltrol and distributed rendering: Parallel rendering is
accomplished usi ng the existi ng graphics software infrastructure. Polygon primitives
are transfonned to screen space coordinates, and the resulting polygon primitives are
distributed among the Renderers for rasterization to one or more frame buffers. PixelPlanes 5 is capable of sustained frame rates of 20 frames per seco nd and polygon rates
exceeding 2 million smooth (Pho ng) shaded triangles per second.

v.

OPTIMIZATIONS

The slice based data distribution suggests raster based encoding for data compression.
Run length encoding provides both a mechanism for memory optim ization and a
means of travers ing intervals between isosurface boundaries. Run-length encoding
accelerates the intersection calculations for edges along the compressed row. The
isos urfaces wi ll not intersect edges between voxels of the same value. So the edges
that are between voxe ls of simi lar value may be skipped. No such acce leration is
attempted for edges across rows or between slices.
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VI.

RESULTS

Using the data distribution and control fl ow described in the previous sec ti ons, we
constructed the system and measured its performance on several different data sets. The

Pi xel-Pl anes 5 configuration that we used included 36 graphics processors and 16
Renderers which represents approx imately 60% of the maximum configuration.
Figures 3 through 5 show a CT pelvic study ( 128x 128x56 voxels) display ing
between 40,000 and 110,000 triangles at frame rates of between 8 and 20 fra mes per
second (depending on the complexity of the representation). The system can perfonn 2
to 3 isosurface calculations per second of this data. Figure 6 is a renderi ng of volume
ultrasound data ( 128x64x96 voxels) of the face of a human fetus in utero. The surface
model was generated in 357 milliseconds. The surface is rendered at 87 1 thousand
polygons per second (I2 frames per second). Figure 7 is an MR study of a human
female (resampled to 96x96x I 09 voxels). The surface model was generated in under 6tenths of a second and contains 269720 triangles. Because of the complexi ty, the view
update rate is limited to 3 frames per second.
VII.

RELATED WORK

Alternat e approaches to parallcli zing volume visuali zation through surface renderin g

have been developed in conjunction with different architectures. Notably, significant

effort has been extended in the deve lopment of SIMD algorithms for fine-grain
mass ively parallel surface extraction [Hansen 92J[Song 93]. Alternate image analysis
encoding may be employed if the volume is not subdi vided. Wilhelms and van Gelder
explored oc ttree based sorting and searching algorithms to accelerate the ge neration of

surface models [Wilhelms 90] .
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Finally. simplifying the surface representation is a straightforward approach to
increasing the speed of rendering complex surfaces. Graphics and visualization
literature contain several algorithms for simplifying polygonal models [Schroeder
92][Turk 92][Hinker 93]. Each of these methods arc hindered by the distributed nature
of volume data in our implementation and subsequently were not incorporated.
VIII.

INTERACTIVE HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAYS

Fast polygonal renderin g cnables the technology of virtual reality along with its many
applications in medicine [Bajura 92]. The emphasis of this work has been to provide
fast, natural, interactive navigation of 3D medical data. We have implemented a
prototype VR interactivc medical display (Figure 8). The future may lie in more
personal prese ntation of volume data through YR. The applications and opportunities
to the field of computer aided medicine arc manifold, and arc yet to be explored.
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Motion Estimation in Dynamic MR Studies
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I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic MR image sequences are acquired to study either the movement of an
organ, e.g. the hear~ or the dynamic behavior of signal intensity in different
tissues following contrast agent enhancement with the aim of extracting
functional information. Studies are disturbed by involuntary patient movements,
which may cause incorrect data processing and errors in the evaluation of the
quantitative and dynamic parameters. For the automated analysis of sequences, it
is essential to detect and correct inter-frame motion by registering the images [2].
The registration of an image pair necessitates implicit or explicit establishing of
correspondences between elements of the two images. These correspondences can
be displayed as a two-dimensional (20) displacement vector field. This
displacement field is a low-level description of image motion which does not
imply any explicit or parametric motion model, but its estimation requires
smoothness or uniformity constraints [4].
Image matChing methods roughly fall into two categories: continuous and
discrete. Continuous approaches assume that the image intensity or a
spatiotemporal derivative of intensity is conserved over time. They yield a dense
displacement field, but the assumption that the intensity of the same tissue is
constant from one image to the next is not correct for dynamic MR studies with
contrast enhancement.
Discrete approaches proceed in two steps. Firs~ robust features are extracted from
the images: these features are supposed to carry the essential information and be
insensitive to intensity variations that are not due to motion. Nex~ corresponding
features are matched in consecutive images, producing sparsely located
displacement vectors.
We aim to compare two methods, one from each category. The first method is
based on the conservation of the Laplacian of the intensity, using multiscale
Mrukov random field modeling and a pyramidal multigrid estimation strategy. The
second one computes image correspondences at conspicuous points on contours,
using a relaxation technique applied to edge features. Motion simulations are
carried out on real data to assess their performance.
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II. MOTION ESTIMATION

Continuous approach
Motion estimation can be cast as a problem in energy minimization, by modeling
the displacement field as a Markov random field (MRF) [5], [3]. The equivalence
of a Gibbs distribution and a MRF allows one to find a Bayesian estimate, using
the maximum a posteriori probability criterion.
Let d represent the displacement field. The energy function to minimize, E(d),
consists of two terms, the conservation constraint, Ec(d), and the smoothness
constraint, E,;(d):
E(d) = Ec(d) + E,;(d).
Let S be the set of all pixels, V a neighborhood system for S and C the set of all
cliques dermed over S with respect to V,
Ec(d) = ex L II,(s)-I,(s+d{sll l' a:xI
•e S

E,;(d) = ~

Y.

(SI.i2'r E C

I d{s,) -

d{s,lI',

where ex and ~ represent weighting coefficients, d(s) the displacement vector for
pixel s. I t and 12 are the image intensity or any spatiotemporal derivative of the
intensity. We assume the conservation of the Laplacian of the intensity.
The minimum of the multidimensional and non convex function E can be
estimated using deterministic methods, which may be unable to localize the
global minimum, or stochastic methods at higher computational costs [5]. We
use a multiresolution method, asssociated with multiscale MRF models, which
converges faster than stochastic methods and toward better estimates than
deterministic ones [3].

Discrete approach
Edges are interesting features to be used for motion estimation because they can
be relatively stable under motion, even with intensity variations. But the location
of edges themselves is not sufficient for local motion estimation mainly because
of the apenure ambiguity problem.
The method we use computes correspondences at critical points or nodes on image
contours, such as corners and intersections. The binary images are represented by
a network of nodes connected by branches. They are compared using an iterative
relaxation process which assigns and updates matching probabilities between the
nodes [8].
Initially, nodes are matched on the basis of the lengths and angles between
connecting branches. During iterations, auxiliary matching metries are computed
to reinforce or weaken the likelihood of accepting a match between a given pair of
nodes, searching for consistency in the structure and relative motion of
neighboring nodes. In order to enhance the reliability of detected matches, the
relaxation procedure is applied in both the forward and backward directions of the

sequence.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Motion simulations were canied out by applying geometrical transformations to
images extracted from dynamic MR studies. We selected two consecutive images
from a Gadolinium-enhanced study, performed to assess the response of a femoral
osteosarcoma to chemotherapy (Fig. 1) [1]. Rigid transformations (one translation
and one rotation) were applied to the second image. The translation vector is
(+ 2,- 1); the rotation angle is 3° and its center is in the middle top of the image.
The simulated motion fields are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3a.

Fig. 1. The original images.

For the continuous approach, the Laplacian images were computed using the
Laplacian of Gaussian filter [6] .
For the discrete approach, edges were detected at the zero-crossings of those
Laplacian images (Fig. 4). After thinning using Tamura's algorithm (SPIDER
package [9]), the dominant points of the contours were detected following
Rosenfeld's algorithm [7].

a

Since the true motion fields are known, the quality of motion field estimates
can be assessed through the mean square error (MSE) and the bias calculated for
each component of the 2D vectors. The MSE and the bias are defined as follows
[5]:

MSE=

AL (<I(s) - i1(s))'

and bias =

ir L (d(s) - i1(s)),

where N is the number of computed vectors.
IV. DISCUSSION - CONCLUSION
For the translational motion, where the displacement field is uniform, reliable
estimates are obtained with both methods. With the continuous approach, the
estimated motion field corresponds exactly to the simulated motion (Fig. 3a).
For the rotational motion (Fig. 3b and 5b), the quality of the estimates
deteriorates in terms ofMSE and bias with both methods. The number of matched
nodes in the discrete approach is drastically reduced. The errors and lack of
matches appear especially near the center of rotation, where the displacement
vectors have a small amplitude.
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The difference in quality of the results between the two types of motion can be
explained by the fact that the conservation of the Laplacian of the intensity is not
true with rotational motion and by the fact that this effect is worsened by conlraSt
enhancement. The contours are modified due to the intensity variations (Fig. 4).
The MSE and the bias have larger values for the second component than for the
first one. This is due to a particularity of those images, which present long
structures parallel to the vertical axis. Thus there is less information for local
motion estimation in this direction.
The results obtained with the discrete approach (Fig. 5), which tend to be worse
than with the continuous one, illustrate its difficulties:
- extracting reliably stable contours and points of significant curvature,
- estimating local motion by edge matching.
Opportunities for future work include:
- developing a cooperative approach integrating the different kinds of information;
- handling more complex types of motion;
- using the displacement fields to register the images and assessing the quality of
this registration.
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Fig. 2. Simulated rotational motion field .
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Fig. 3. Molion fields estimated with the continuous approach

a) Translation: MSE = (0.00,0.00); bias = (0.00,0.00).
Estimate eq ual to the simulated translational motion field.
b) Rotation: MSE = (0.51,3.01); bias = (-0.23,0.97).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4. Edges detected with the Laplacian of Gaussian filter.
a) First image. b) Translated second image. c) Rotated second image.
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Fig. 5. Motion fields estimated with the discrete approach

a) Translation: MSE = (0.05,0.61); bias = (-0.02,0.48); N = 108.
b) Rotation: MSE = (0.57,4.33); bias = (-0.05,1.22); N = 58.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major promises of the Integrated Broadband Communications
(IDC) is to remove the geographical constraints concerning the way in which work
is organised within the community. It is of great importance to develop a
technology platform which takes advantage of !BC facilities and also supports
teleworking procedures via a new Medical Teleworker's Terminal (MTT). The
proposed terminal is under impl ementation, according to the requirements of the
RACE APTITUDE research program.

II.

TELE-WORK

The use of information technology and telecommunication systems has
already changed the way in which geography affects the organisation of work
within society. Telework' , in the most general sense, is the use of
telecommunication facilities in order to enhance the performance of work. However
the term teleworking is used to name situations where performance . organisation
and social nature of work has changed due to the use of telecommunication
facilities.
It is very important to mention that teleworking affects the social aspects
of work and promises far reaching changes in society. At the level of work,
relations and contact with colleagues can change and career prospects and
opportunities may be different. At the level of society it can be expected that the
labour market will be affected and the need for mass transportation reduced. The
benefits of teleworking are clear:
•

increased productivity and quality of work

•

reduced energy use and road congestion for communities

•

greater variety and flexibility of work
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•

beller quality of life for teleworkers

However there has not been a wide understanding of the true benefits and
potential of teleworking. The barriers 10 the growth of teleworking can be
expressed from the point of view of individuals, companies and society. The
problems can be separated into three main categories: technical, social and
organisat ional. The intersection of the point of view of different levels of agency
with the three categories of problems is shown in Table I .

TECHNICAL

ORGANISATIONAL

SOC IAL

•
•

•

SOCIETY
COMPANY
INDIVIDUAL

•
•

•
Table 1.

m.

PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES FOR TELEWORKING

Generall y, in order to support teleworking , a range of techno logies need
10 be developed and made available. The term leleworking platform refers 10
networks infrastructure, operating systems and of course machine architecture .
The platform, used by teleworkers, mus t offer a variety of services both
locally and in terms of access 10 their own enterprise, other teleworkers and clients .
Technical solutions comprise of the commercially available products such as
communication equipment , operating systems and software tools. It is of great
importance, for the process of the platform's development , the applicability of such
products as graphical interfaces, presentation faci li ties , windows toolkit s etc. As a
result a suitable terminal must provide an integrated environment for managing
m edical facilities using high speed communicmion nctworks2 .

A brief description of the major options regarding networks and
machine/operating systems is important for further analysis and includes three

different potential teleworking platforms which are:
a)

PC architecture under MS-DOS OS

b)

PC architecture under UNIX OS

c)

Workstation architecture under UNIX OS

The strengths and weaknesses of each, as the basis for a teleworking
platform , are identified taking into account the below faclOrs:
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The advantages and disadvantages of using WindowslDOS or Unix as
the operating system .
The operating system is one of the major keys for the teleworking
application and a careful study of all available choices should be evaluated. The
main operating systems used with PCs and Workstations are MS-DOS/MSWindows and UNIX . Although UN IX supports more sophisticated applications than
DOS , includes more powerful tools and allows real multi-user and multi-tasking
procedures, MS-DOS via MS-Windows Ver. 3.1 is also a powerful OS which
offers toolkits, great presentation facilities and also supports multi-tasking
applications in a significantly lower price.
The suitability of the underlying machine architecture (PC versus
Workstation)
Two are the key parameters regarding this factor. First, the existence of
networking capabilities (network cards and drivers) for connection with Local
Area Networks (LANs) and the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).
Second, the existence of multimedia products which enable the building of the
teleworking terminal. It is very difficult to separate the choice of the machine from
the OS since these two are ticd together. Finally two main options have been
identified :
•
•

Intel based Personal Computers - PCs (386/486)
Workstations - WS (SUN, HP, IBM , DEC, etc)

Certainly the use of WS offers a lo t of advantages. RISC technology is
available and at the same time we have higher computational power, integrated
Graphical Use r Interfaces (GU Is), integrated multimedia applications, very high
resolution screens and in some machines integrated 2xB+ D (2 x 64 Kbps + 16
Kbps) ISDN outlets.
But in our days, PCs technology seems to be very close to the one of WS.
From one hand the Multimedia PC (M PC) standard is already available in the
market providing PCs with built-in multimedia tools. From the other hand LOCAL
BUS technology has dramatically enhanced graphics performance in personal
computing. At the same time the latest INTEL's announcement 80586 PENT ruM
is certainly a challenge for users and of couree teleworkers, since it is a vel)'
powerful processor available in a low price.
Finally , using the results of the analysis, which briefly described above,
it was decided that the PC /MS-DOSfMS-W!NDOWS approach, was the best
choice for the teleworking platform in order to develop a suitable MTT which takes
into account the specifications and the requirements of medical applications'4 and
at the same lime makes interactive work possible and easy for the physicians.
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IV.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MEDICAL TELEWORKER'S TERMINAL
The proposed MTT has, at least , the following configuration:
PC AT Compatible, 80486/66 MHz, LOCAL BUS
8 MBytes RAM
256 KBytes CACHE
120 MBytes Hard Disk Drive
SVGA graphics card, I MB VRAM, 1024x768x256 , LOCAL BUS
17" , SVGA color monitor, 0.28 dot pitch, 1024x768 Non-Interlaced
Serial mouse, Microsoft compatible
MS-DOS 6.2, MS-WINDOWS 3.1

The MTT creates and maintains a windows workplace (WWP) for the
teleworker (physician) which is actually his own private virtual office space. WWP
provides access to functions which perform various types of communication like file
transfer, e- mail , fax, video phone and screen sharing. The WWP contains direct
workplace objects which actually are mouse activated labelled icons of other
individual or groups of co-workers (physicians) with whom the teleworker regularly
communicates. Co-workers can be added or removed from the WWP, thus
activating or deactivating them.
Physicians work with a number of different media types that represent the
direct products of most of their work. The produced data files may be either audio,
text, video, graphics or a composition of the above media. These files are created
as part of regular work tasks using applications provided from the MTT. There are
three non-interactive methods of sending or receiving the files from co-workers:

electronic mail , file transfer and facsimile . Unlike communication operations. no
dialogue is required. Files are sent by dragging them from the Windows File
Manager to the co-workers acti vated workplace. The MTT will choose a send
method according to document type, co-workers capabilities and transfer properties
e.g ., compression, encryption, express delivery etc.
Administration objects (phone books, document groups, in trays , out trays)
and communication objects (te xt talk, e-mail, video phone) are represented on the
operations palene. Operations are activated, either by dragging icons from the
palene to the workplace or by clicking the mouse over an icon engaging a menu
based sub-dialogue. A phone book provides information which enable
communication with an individual co-worker such postal address, telephone
number, types of commun ication and available transfer functions. All electronic
mail, facsimiles and fil e transfers are received through the in tray. Any item in the

in tray can be viewed automatically in appropriate display. The out tray is where
facsimiles, document transfers and e-mail items are held until successfully
transmined to co-workers. The phycisian can also group any media documents for
easy transfer to co-workers via the document group icon. A single mouse click

initiates a document selection and grouping sub-dialogue via the Windows File
Manager. The groups are named and can be referred to at any time separately.
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Indirect lVorkplace objects are not specifically teleworking objects but
regular Windows objects. The MTT exploits the existing representation of
documents through the Windows File Manager rather than int roducing an
alternative representation and duplicating regu lar Windows operations. Documents
are speci fied through a sub dialogue and are thus considered indirect objects.
Finally , the MTT provides four r eal time interactive methods of
communication with co-workers: Text talk and Screen sharing are one-lo-one
communication faci lities while Video phone and White Board are many-to-many.
All are initiated by selecting the appropriate icon from the operations palenc and
either dragging it to an acti ve co-worker or clicking the mouse over it and selecting
an available co-worker from the phone book .

Text talk enables Ihe physician to communicate with olhers by
simultaneously typ ing and receiving text messages through a text message display.
This is the same as lalki ng to a co-worker through a telephone and has Ihe
advantage Ihat a lex I file of Ihe conversation can be savcd.
Screen sharing enables the physician to send a duplicate image of an active
appl ication on his screen to a co-worker 's screen, or receive a duplicate image of
a co-worker's acti ve applicalion. As a result , physicians can work together on a

medical application at the same time developing remote expert consultat ion
procedures.
Video phone racility enable physicians to view each other on their
respective computer screens as they talk .
Whiteboard is used by physicians 10 illustrate Iheir idcas as they discuss
them with others. The Whiteboard is displayed in all partici pant screens and has
two differcnt modes of operation. In the first mode , any participant can have the
control and his changes to the whiteboard are queued for display . In the second
mode there is a chairperson who manages the interaction between physicians with
the use of a token which is given to a participant in order to allow him the floor
(temporary control of keyboard and mouse).

V.
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Physician Acceptance of Primary Interpretation of CT and
MR Examinations on a Workstation:lmplications for Future
Functional Design
Bradford J . Richmond, MD., David W Piraino, MD. and
Jeffrey Ross, MD.
Department of Rad iology, Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Wolfgang Rueger, PhD.
Siemens, Iselin, NJ

ABSfRACT
Primary interpretation of images using a workstation is one criteria for

acceptance of picture archiving and communications Systems (PACS). Primary
interpretation of CT and MR examinations was performed on a physician
workstation (DRC 106, Siemens, Iselin, NJ) for a period from two to six months.
Approximately 7,000 CT and MR examinations were primarily interpreted. The
quality of the images was rated the same or better than the film alternator.
Interpretation time using the physician workstation was perceived to be significantly
longer (20 percent to 300 percent). Workstation image interpretation time was felt
to be increased primarily for three reasons: I) window/leveling; 2) arrangement of
the images prior to viewing; 3) paging through images. Forty-three percent of the
physicians preferred the workstation and 57 percent preferred an alternator. Our
experience with the workstation interpretation demonstrates good acceptance within
several months while maintaining quality. Primary areas of functional improvement
include ease of use, intuitive ways to arrange images. faster methods for doing

windowllevel, faster ROI measurements, faster distance measurements, and easier
methods to compare several studies.

INTRODUCTION
In the near future a physician workstation will replace the film alternator
for primary interpretation . High quality images and an acceptable interpretation
environment is necessary for this transition to workstations to occur. Ergonomic
considerations must be considered in the design of the workstation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Primary interpretation of CT and MR examinations was performed on a

physician workstation (DRC 106 [six monitors]. Siemens. Iselin, N.J.). Figure I
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demonstrates several configurations. The network was Siemens PACNET via

Ethernet.
Fig I shows the configuration. 5 MRs and 4 CTs are connected to
5 Workstations for Softcopy Interpretation. All the images will be
stored on the RAID of the File Serve (ISA-Image Store &
Archive) for short term and written on optical disks for permanent
storage. On Laser Camera COtulects to the network for occasional

film printing. The Workstations are equipped with high
brightness Simomed-Monitors (up to 175 fL).

GE signa

S. Plus

-,

Impact

"""

S. Plus

Vision

. ('!,~~ ~

S. Plus

SP 4000

Impact

-

Router

Ethernet

Laser Camera

Fig 1: Configuration.
Approxi mately 7000 CT and MR examinations were primarily interpreted.
Written and verbal comments were collecting concerning functionality of the
workstation compared to the film alternator. Comments were obtained from 16 of
19 physicians interpreting images. The physicians were a mix of junior and senior
staff. The start time of hanging or loading examinations, start of interpretation, end
of interpretation, and time th e physician completed the exam including deleting or

taking down films was recorded by the interpreting physician for a limited number
of examinations.

RESULTS
The quality of the images was rated the same or better than the film
alternator. Interpretation time for the physician using the workstation initially was
considered to be significantly longer (20 to 300 percent longer) than interpretation
by alternator. The recent limited evaluation of interpretation

ti~e

after greater than
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six months experience demonstrates the opposite. Mean interpretation time for the
workstation was 5: 13 minutes and for film on alternator was 7:44 minutes. Quality
of interpretation was felt to be the same or better on workstation than on film the
alternator. The most common functions performed on the workstation were
window/ level, distance, ROI measurements, sequential scrolling of images, and

arrangement of images. Stacking of exams from different patients was used to
facilitate rapid reading , however, the present software version presents problems
which in fact add time to interpretation using this feature.
Workstation image interpretation time was felt to be increased primarily

for three reasons: I) window/leveling; 2) arrangement of the images as selected
individually by interpreter prior to viewing; and 3) paging through images. In spite
of this forty-three percent of physicians initially preferred the workstation and fiftyseven percent preferred the alternator. This pre ference is changing with experience.

Table 1 shows the percent of time using the workstation and using film
during primary interpretation of CT and MR images. The total interpretation time
was divided into actual interpretation time (viewing images, cognition and dictation)
and time in loading, arranging and taking down images.
TABLE 1 demonstrates the percent time devoted to interpretation and noniDle relive activities er examination using a workstation versus film/alternator.
Workstation

Hardcopy

26% non-

34% no n-

intllrpret

ioe/pllIl

a~on

aion

..%
74%

aton

inl8rprfl t

a10n

Ergonomic considerations using the workstation were elicited by interview.
No complaints of extraordinary eye fatigue was encountered. Orientation of

monitors (6) were not considered a problem. One staff member complained of
"mouse finger", tendoniti s of the index finger, related to the number of
mouse clicks required for image interpretation on a workstation.
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No signi ficant problems were encountered with the workstation except for
the necessity to replace one video monitor which did not affect interpretation since
six monitors were avail able. Occasional network problems resulted in the inability
to transfer images to the workstation. These were software problems which have
subsequently been resolved.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Based o n data we accumulated from

OUf

image network and a s ing le

wo rkstation estimated required performance based on a years' worth of CT and MR
image interpretations and storage are presented in tables 2 and 3.

Table 2 shows the esti mated procedure volume.
exams!
year

I
I

CT (4)
MR (5)
TOTALS

imagel
exam

24 .000
18.000
42,000

imagel

films!

filmsl

MBI

film

e xam

year

exam

50
110
160

12
20

4.17
5.5
4.74

100,000
99.000
199,000

26
14
21

MBI
d.y
2,097
865
2,962

GBI

year
629
260
889

Table 3 shows the needed performance. The daily workload will be spread over a
17 hour period. However, for peak performance, il is assumed that 60% of the
procedures will take place within 5 hours

CT

MR

Total

Modalities
New exams
peak
peak

exams/day
exams/hour
kB/s

4
80
9.6
17

5
60
7.2
6

9
140
17
11

Workstations
I/O per WS (peak)
I/O per WS (peak)
Storage J'er WS

#
exams/hour
kB /s
MB/day

2
15
108
2,097

3
7
30
576

5
10
61
I , 184

ISA (archive)
I/O (peak)
Storage
Opti cal Plalters

#
kB /s
MB/day

Backbone-Load

#

#/day

1
197
2,962
2.47

kB/s

306

The workstation-II0 is based on receiving the according new examinations

from Ihe modalities, storing them on the local disk and forwarding them to tbe
archive. Additionally. previo us exams will be retrieved from the archive. The data
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amount of the previous exams will be retrieved from the archive. The data amount
of the previous exams matches around one days workload. Accordingly, the I/O of
the archive is based on receiving as many new exams as sending previous exams to
the workstations. To store all new exams permanently on optical disks, about 2.5
platters/day (600 MB/disk) by using lossless compression 1:2 will be needed. All
the network is based on Ethernet. The accumulated backbone-load reaches
300kByte/s, which means the average utilization of 25 % during peak hours.
Although the 110 of the workstation allocated for MR is relatively low compared to
CT, 3 workstations are necessary. because reading MR exams is more time
consummg.

DISCUSSION
OUf experience with workstation interpretation demonstrates good and
improving acceptance within several months while maintaining quality. Primary
areas of functional improvement for workstations include ease of use, individualized

intuitive ways to arrange images, faster window level capabilities. faster ROJ and
distance measurements, and easier methods to compare several studi es. There are
indications th at workstations w ith four monitors are satisfactory for MR
interpretation, although six monitors which may be advantageous when comparing
current prior studies.
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Interactive Display of Computed Radiographic Images on
Personal Computers
Thurman Gillespy III, M.D. and Brent K. Stewart, M.D.
Departm ent of Radiology, University of Was hington, Seattl e, WA

We are investi gating the hardware and algorithm requ irements fo r
interacti vely displaying computed radiographic (CR) images on Macintosh personal
computers. Of all Ule dig ital image types commonl y encountered in radiology, CR
images are probably the most chal lenging to display because of their large size and
because of the significant computational requiremellls for contrast and spatial
frequency image processing. The targe t system is a Macintosh Quadra 800 with
24M RAM and a 128k cache card. The Quadra 800 uses a 33 MH z 68040 cpu. The
algorithms are implemented on OUT 16 bit image display Mac intosh application, Dr
Razz t .
Nonprocessed images are obtained from the image reader UlOugh a di gital
interface (DASM). Contrast processing and the 16 bit to 8 bit gray scale
conversion are perfo nned WiU, lookup tables 2 The user can select Ule gamma
table (GT A - 0), the slope of the GT curve (GA), the rotation celller point (GC)
and the global contrast shift (GS). The base GT tables are precalculated and are
stored in memory. Different values of GA, GC and GS are used 10 dynamically
alter GT. Spatial processing is perfonned by unsharp masking with an optimized
NxN smoothing filler using a rec ursive filter algori Ulm 3 The user elm select RN
(kernel rank), RT (beta table) and RE (global enhancement faclOr).
Our preliminary benchmarks indicate that spatial processing WiU, a different
RN can be perfonned in under 15 seconds fo r a 2K image. Contrast processing can
be perfonned in under 5 seconds if the NxN blurred image is retained in memory.
We believe hi gh perfonnance personal computers may be useful as CR image
display workstations for research, educalion and in less demanding clinical
environments.
Re ferences.
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Interactive Visualization of 3D Medical Image Data
Bradley M. Hemminger and Michael J. North
Department of Radiology, University of North Carolina
Chapel Hiff , NC, 27599·7510

Timothy J. Cullip
Department of Radiation Oncology, University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill , NC 27599-7510

1. Introduction
Ovcr the past fiftccn ycars th e field has progressed from coarse 3D computer graphic
rcnderin gs to high quality 3D vi suali zations of medical image data. The rendering
times for crea ting th ese images have also significantly decreased from periods of days
in 1980 to tens of secontls on standard workstations in 1992. HOlVever, very limited
clini ca l usc has been maclc of 3D renderings at this tim e. Probably th e most
significant rcason ror thi s is th e lack of interactive user comfol of the renderings. 3D
visualizations hold grcaL promi se if th e user can interacti vely segment and classify the
elma, and interac ti ve ly choose viewpoint and rendering parameters to optimally

visualize information present in the datascts.
In 1993, for th e first lime, com mercially available workstation hardware is capable of
rcal ·timc 3D volume renderin g of medical image data in a clinically useful fashion.
Our experience at UNC using non-interactive and interactive renderings indicates that
three primary clements arc necessary for a clinically slIccess ful rea l-time interactive
volume renderin g LOol: 1) th e user mu st be able to interacLively classify the data to

visualize difficult to derine "surfaces", such as soft-ti ssue/sort-ti ssue boundaries in the
ches t and abdom en, as we ll th e more easil y defined boundaries such as bone/soft-tissue

and skin/air; 2) th e user must be able to interactively and conveniently choose the
parameters determi ning th e rendering of th e scene (i.e. arbitrary viewpoint, zoom,

lighting conditions, rendering algorithm); and 3) the ability to cut away the volume to
reveHI occ luded portions of th e anatom y (using cutting planes or sculpting tool s).
A few prototype very high speed renderin g engines have been developed that support
realtime volume renderin g, including Pi xe l Planes l , and th e Princeton Engine2 . While
these systems have allowed research into realtim e 3D vo lum e rendering. there have not

prev iously been commerciaff y available sys tems supporting the speeds necessary ror
interacti ve vo lum e rend erin g. This paper will con centrate on the two new
commercially availabl e sys tems, the Denali from KubOla Pacifi c Computer Inc.

(Kubota) and the Reality Engine based systems from Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI),
which we round capable of rcHI-time, clinicaffy use ful, volume rendering.
The second sec tion of this paper provides background on 3D volume rendering and its
application to medical imaging. The lhird secLion of the paper will discuss several
aspects of realtim e volume renderin g: hardware requirements for realtime volume
renderin g or medical image volumes; descriptions of D enali and Reality Engine

sys tems; anti, benchmarks of these two systems and anal ysis of their performance. The
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fourth sectio n describes specifics of realtime algorithms. Finally, the fifth section of
thc paper discusscs th e preliminary results of us ing ou r realtime volume rendering
application, SeeThru, for clinical cardiothoracic surgery planning at UNC Hospitals.
Due to space constraints, s ign ificant portions of sections 3 and 4 have been left ou t of
thi s version of the paper. Contact the author [or a complete version.

2. Background
As computers with video displays bccame accessible to researchers during the 1970s
and 1980s, people began to ex periment with displaying medical image data on th em.

Initially, most work was to di splay collections of individual 2D images from film on
video displays, espec iall y images from the newer, digital modalities (n uc lear medicine,
CT, MR, PET). As computing power inc reased, developments in the field of
computer graphi cs led to ule design of algorithms that wou ld depict 3D structures on
2D di splay sc reens so that the human observer wou ld ha ve a se nse of th e 3D scene.
The appearance of a 3D scene from a static 2D image was accompl ished us ing visual
cues such as occlusion, perspec ti ve, shading. and stereo (when using stereo display and
glasses), These resul ts were then applied to medical image data that could be acquired

as a 3D vol ume. Initiall y, this was mainly sets o f parallel 2D s lices in 3D space,
which were th en treated as a 3D volume sam pl e. More recenLl y. acquisition techniques
have been developed allowing for the acquisition of actual volumes samples. In either
case, th ese se ts of volume cicmcnLs, usually referred to as voxcls, make up a 3D
volume that can be displayed using computer graph~c techniques on a 2D screen.

The ori g inal methods used to di splay the 3D scene as a 2D image on the video display
are now referred LO as .'iLlrface rendering methods.

These methods required the

determination of a su rface o f interest from the 3D volume. Identifying the s urface of
an object of interest required generating a contour on each 20 slice. This meant hand
conto uring th e object on eac h slice, or using image processing techniques

(thresholding, reg ion grow in g/d ilation) to semi-automate th e process, and then
following thi s by a method to crea te a polygonal surface from the cOlllours 3 • These
methods had two signifi cant disadvantages. Firs t, th ey required tim e consuming
contouring steps, often requ iring hi ghl y skilled medical person nel to do the conto uring
and follow-up editin g. Second, they drastically reduce the information content of the
stud y by making a binary decision as to where surfaces lie, thus reducing the dataset

from a 3D vo lume of density values, to a list of surfaces . Reducing the 3D volume to
a list of polygonal surfaces creates a very compac t representation, that could be rendered
fairly quickly on graphi cs works tations, which generall y had hardware support for

rendering polygonal type objccLS.
In the last several years, as computer power has increased and hardware prices have
declined, expcrimenLation with actually rendering th e enLire daw volume has become

poss ible.

Rendering directly th e entire volume without th e interm ediate step of

definin g surfaces is generally referred to as volume rendering.

Volume rendering

methods model the vox cis as objects in space and calculate the interaction of lighL with
these objec ts as seen from the observer's viewpoinL. The treatment of voxels as

different types o f objec ts (point samples, blobs, cubes, etc.) with different possible
reflectance and sca tLer characteri stics has lead to th e creation of many different volume
rendering tech niques. A general discussion of volum e rendering can be found in
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Drebin', and a receill sur vey of volume rend ering techniques applied to medical

imaging can be fOllnd in Yao5.

The 2D images reprcsenting 3D vo lumes arc even more realistic La th e observer if they
can be interacti ve ly rotated in space via user control due to kineti c depth effecL."·7 Since
this req uires at least 5-10 frames per second upd ate rates to maintain tile visual precept
of u single object in continuous motion , currcm workstations have not been capablc of
realtime volume rendering. However. as computation limes have decreased to seconds
and minutes, th e cill e presentation has been increas ingly popular. This invol ves the
prccalcui ulio n of mul tiple angles of view along a rotation of the object. These

precomputed individual views arc then displayed as a cine sequence over the predefined
rotati on, and this provides kinetic depth effect benefits similar La those of interactive
control of the ro tation. Currentl y, as seen at RSNA 1993, commerciall y avai lable
presentations generall y suppon: non-interactive hi gh quality 3D image renderin gs, precomputed cine prcscnunions of low and high quality renderings, near-realtime

presenullions o f less complex vo lume renderi ng methods such as MIP, IsoS urface, and
rend ering by intermediate process ing to pol ygo nal surfaces via Marching Cubes or
s imilar al gorithm s. A very signifi cant development occ urred in 1993. For the first
time, commercia ll y ava ilab le off the shelf workstati on hard ware is capable of realtime
high quality volume renderin g. Th e two commercial sys tems supportin g realtime

rendering arc the Kubo la Denali and the SOl Reality Engine.
3. Realtime Volume Rendering Systems
The requirements of a rea ltime volume rendering systems can be estim ated for an

average CT stud y of 5 l 2x5 12x64 (224) voxels. In order to render the image daut, the
vol ume renderer essentiall y has to sample at the resolution of all the voxels , or perhaps
s lighLly finer. When samplin g, th e des ired (x,y,z) posi ti on at whi ch th e vo lume
sho uld be s",npled generall y docs not fall direcLl y on existing voxe ls, and must be
properl y es timated from its neares t neighbors. Thi s requires performing an opermion

referred to as a trilinea r interpo lation. The simples t 3D neighboring sampling requires
accessing each o f th e 8 adjacent neighbors and results in performin g about 23 add itions
and 12 mu ltiplications per samp le. Finally, in order to have interactive rendering we
need at least 10 fram es a second . Thus a lower bound es timate of required operation s
would be
224.\'lIlI/ples

*

aboLll30
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level operations

*

IO/rames second

o r about 5 Giga-operations per second. The best measure o f speed is the res ultin g
number o f frames per second for a certain rendering method. Beca use this depends on
several variables, it is often more con veni ent to use the number of 3D trilin ear
interpolations per second [hm the renderer can pCrfO IlTI to compare systems since thi s is
the basic common operation. Thu s to achieve len frame s per second for Lh e above CT

s tud y a sys tem should be ca pable o f approx imately 224 • 10 , or 160 million trilinear
interpolations per second.

The major problem in ac co mpli shing this goal is the s ize of th e dataset to be held in
memory (2 24 for ou r CT exa mp le), and the rate whi ch it must be sampled. Most
methods that ha ve attacked th is problem have done so by some form of paralleliza tion,
either in screen space or in image space. Thi s essenti ally divides the problem into
smaller pieces thm can be rendered marc quickl y, reducing the size of Lh e problem. The
tradeoffs arc th e panial redundancy in copies of th e image voxels and communication
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between subparts during rendering, especially during the recombining of information.
As computer power increases and prices drop, at some point we would expect to sec
direct hardware support for holding an entire vo lume of dma as a single entity and
rendering il direclly. One melhod of accomplishing ~li s is ulilizing the 3D lexlure
map memories on hi gh end graphics engines. These 3D texture memories were
developed lO allow lexl urin g of 3D objecls in add ilion lO 2D ones. lO further support
lhe needs of hi ghl y realislic rendering of sYl1lhelic sce nes. Importanlly. however.
lhese 3D lexlure me mo ri es are essentiall y the 3D volume resa mpling mechani sm
nceded for direcll y rendering the emire volume. The sampling of the volume from
tex ture memory is accomplished by sampling planes throu gh the cmire volume texture
perpe ndi c ular lO the viewpoint. and composiling the resulls of each sampled plane lO
creaLe th e final 2D imllgc. Because th e planar sampling from texture memory and the
composit ing have hardware support, th e rend erings can be accomplished in realtime.
We refer to thi s tcc hnique as planar texture volume sampling, and a description of our
algorilhm as implemenled on the SGI RealilY Engine is given in seclion 4.

3.1 Kubota Denali
The KubOia Dena li is comprised of Transform Engine Modules (TEM) and Frame
Buffer Modules (FBM ) modules. The Denali syslem supports having up lO 6 TEMs
and up La 20 FBMs. The TEMs perform the firsl slages of the graphics rendering
pipeline. geometry lrans forms. lighling and shading calculations. and scan conversion.
The FBMs arc responsible for per pi xel operations. To achieve reallime performance
lhe full volume is panilioneci inlo pieces which arc s lored on separale FBMs for
The p ixel engines on each FB M supporl 600.000 lrilinear
paralle l processing.
il1le rpolmions per seconci. allowing a maximally configured Kubala (20 FBMs) lO
achieve approxima tely 12 mi llion trilinear interpolations per second. The Denali has
direct support for manipul ati ng and rendering volumc dmascls in the KuboLa Volumc

EXlension lO th e Kubma X server. All he lime of our be nc hmarking th e syslem in
OClober 1993. th e KubOia Volume EX le ns ion supporled projec lion summing
( maximum intensit y proj ec tion, minimum imcnsity projection , and ray sum

projeclion) and IsoS urface re ndering melhods. In follow-up discussions with Kubota.
lhey have indicaled lhal opacilY based composiling methods arc under development.
3_2 sea Reality Engine
The SGI Realily Engine c urre mly supporlS the largesl 3D lexlure memory size. On
lhe Realily Engine vo lumes ca n be held in the 3D lexlure memory o n the raSler
manager (RM) boards. Parallclizalion of work can be do ne ~1fough the use of mulliple
raSler manager (RM) board s. each of which has ilS ow n independent copy of the en lire
tex turc memory. The Rcali ty Engine supports 1,2 and 4 board configurations. Our

initial work has been done using the RM4 boards which hold 4 Mbyles of lex lure
me mory dma. In January o f 1994. SGI rel eased lheir RM5 boards which hold 16
Mbyles of lex lure me mory. We benchmarked a sing le Rea lily Engine RM4 board at
approximalely 37 million tril inear interpolated samples per second from ~le 3D lex lure
memory, and the two raster board sys tem at twice thaL amounl. Using four board s

s hould quadruple the sing le bmtrd raLC. We have implemenled a planar lex lure volume
res ampling method (h m supports severa l rendering methods including MIP, Xray
Projeclion . o pacily-based co mposiling. and gradient-based composiling. The Realily
Engine allows sevcw l different configurations of texture mcmory, leading to many

diffe re nt possible rendering com binalions. Under ou r current implementalion. lhe
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renderin g

lim es arc all equi val ent becau se the size o f information sLored and

manipulated ror each voxel is 16 bi ts, so ror th e benc hmarks we used the opacity based
method.
Only the portions or the Denali and Reality Engine arc hictec tures pertinent to realtime
volum e re nde ring ha ve been described. The Kubota sys tem is described more
comple tely in the ir tec hni ca l white paper doc ume nts,',9,IO and the ir realtime volume
re nderin g is more comple tel y desc ribed by Ouan.11 A technical description or the SGI
Reality Engine is a vailable as a tec hnical re porl,I2 and the upcoming pa pe r" will
desc ribe th e application or the Reality Engine to volume renderin g. Additionally, more
in-depth discussions of realtime volume rendering archictccLUrcs, such as Pi xel Planes,1
Pi xel Flow,2 3ml Pri nceton Enginc,2,24.25 can be found in computer graphics literature.
Finally, bO ~l the Pi xe l Planes (under Division) and the Princeton Eng ine (under David
Sarnorr Labs) p rojccl~ arc also being turn ed imo commercial products.
3.3 Benchmarks
Complete de ulil s o r th e be nchmark res ults, ex perime nwl protocol and analys is can be
ro und in th e compl ete paper 2 (' As a summ a ry, we co mpa re th e standard process we
have ro und use rul clinicall y: rende rin g a 256x256x32 dmase t using opacity blending
and trilin ear sampling to a 51 2x 51 2 window. Thi s choice or window size, combined
with choosing a zoom o r 0.70 on the Reality Engine yielded the most similar resulting
image s ize, as well as the mos t similar amount or samplin g (image quality). On the
Kubota we substituted MIP renderin gs ror the opac ity me thod. With these sCllings,
th e Ku bala ca n achieve margi nal realtime speeds (4.92 rram es/sec) whe n re nde ring. It
also has the ability to render larger dalasets (s uch as our example 51 2x51 2x64 study),
but at less th an realtime speeds (2.30 rrames/sec). The Realit y Engine with one ras ter
board can achie ve between margi nal and good realtime rates (7.86 rmmes/sec), and with
two raster board s it can achieve slighLl y better th an good rea ltime raLeS (11.39
rmmes/sec).

4. Realtime Volume Rende ring using Volume Texture Memory
We ha ve previously published the algo rithm ror plan ar tex ture volume resa mpling ,
named Vol /ex, and described an implementation for rendering vo lume datasets in
rea ltime on the SO l Reality Eng ine l S An updated desc ription o r th e al gorilhm can be
round in the comple te version o r th is paper26 More rece ml y, similar algorithms have
bee n desc ribed by the tec hni cal starr or both Kuba la " and SOl "; additionall y,
example vo lume re nde rin g soft ware is provided wilh th ose syste ms.

S. C linical Experience using S ee Thru Vi s ualization Application
See'fh",@ is an appl icatio n deve loped in the Departme nt o r Radio logy at UNC ror
visualizing 3D medicu l image vo lume dalaSels. IL is based on the V oltex rendering
ulgoriLhm. Previ ous work has been done in visuuli zing surfaces th at are easily
definabl e, including bon e/so fL·li ssue,I7· 18 comraSL in vessels in angiographic

slUdies ,,,,20 and skin ror plasti c surgery. SecThru was developed to test wh e the r we
could e rrecti ve ly address the proble m or vis ualizin g dirri c ull to defin e surraee
boundari es such as so ft·ti ssue/so ft·Li ssue interfuces. Our previous experi ence using

Pi xel Pla nes and the 501 led us to believe this was reasible ir we could provide
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clTcctivc interactive control of three things: the parameters of the rendering. the

parameters of viewin g, and tools for cUlling or cropping away parts of the study,
Afte r some ex perimenUltion in early 1993 using SeeThru on phantoms and clinical test
cases, we made the tool available for clinical usc in the fall of 1993. At this time a
wide ran ge of pilot cases has been done in the chest, abdomen, head and breast using
both CT and MRI. Our mos t successful effort to date has bce n in thorac ic surgical
planning using spiral CT co ntrast studies and SecThru to visualize the internal softti ssue structures of th e patient 21 The overall res ult is that clinicians active ly request
and usc the SeeThru visualization tool, while they have not utilized existing clinical
3D applications on th e scan ner (cine loop and static MIP projections). or earlier
research efforts (non-interactive high quality pictures). In our initial s ix months of
clinical experience we ha ve learned several important things about our rendering tool,
and al so about the visualization Lask. These arc summarized below.
Information learn ed about choice or rendering tool and parameters
Effec ti ve and easy to usc compuLCf human interfa ce tools afC required for
manipulating the vo lum e. Th e major opera Li ons arc speci fying rounions and
CUlling/c lipping plan es . For rotation. for exa mple , use r preference seems to be
( first to last) : using passive interface props22 where actions on a 3D prop directly
correspond to acti ons 011 the 3D screen object; using virtual sph ere intcrfacc23
where 2D mou se movements kin es th eti cally correspond to roullion s of the 3D

object on the sc reen; specifying motions via unbounded dial knobs; specifying
motions via slider bars.
Classification via opacity based composilin g control eliminates need for
segmentat ion in man y of studi es.
Interactiv e segmentation tool s will still be needed to visualize Objects that cannot

be isolnted by classification and/o r cutting; additionally, clearly segmented objects
wo uld improve the visuali za tion in some lypes of studi es.

Opacity based re nd ering has provided the bes t visualizatio ns to date. Especially
important is the ability to interactively classify to see certain clements of the
vo lume.

Gradient based methods arc not effcctive at finding. and visualizing surface for softtiss ue/soft· tissue interfaces because of lack of clear well defined boundaries.
A n important add ition wo uld be to ha ve cOl1lrol ovcr light sourcc. Currcntly. the
light so urce is fi xed in relationship to the volume. This is to reduce storage and
process ing cos t by not storing th e normal at each voxcl loca tion (i.e. thi s would
require LwO ex tra bytes to properly store 3D gradient, whi ch wo uld aL least halve

the currenL performance).
Stereo may improve performance; however, other studies have shown that given
thc kincti c depth effects of interactiv e rotation, sterco does not significantly
enhance the 3D perception(,. Oflen, though, th e clinician may want to conccntrate
on a single view, rather than have the object in motion; thus, thi s scenario may
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benefit from a stereo presenUltion. We have not tested using stereo at this time
becau se it halves the fram e mtc, and reduces the resolution of th e y axis.
Realtime rendering of the vo lume makes cxp lonllion possible. This is often
imporLanL in trying La find a visualization to an swer a specific clinical question.

Often, a 3D s Ullic visua li zation or cine loop failed to answer the clinical question,
while the ability to interactive ly find the best, or suffi cient visualization that
allowed finding a satis factoril y answer to the c linical question. One initial
drawback of this is th at, unl ess users are provided excellent computer human
interaction methods, Lh ey may spend lens of m ioules searching out optimal

visualizations, compared to the seconds

10

[ew minutes generally required by our

expert users.
Information learned in lIsing realtime visualization clinically
Experienced radiologists do not benefit as much except for complex or uncommon

anatomy, as they arc well trained at reconstructing the expected anatomy in 3D
from 2D cross sections.
Other people, without s ign ificant experience

al

reconstructing 3D from 2D slices,

seem to benefit sign ifica ntl y from seeing and interacting w ith the 3D

visualization.

S urgeo ns seemed to be especia lly comfortable us ing the 3D

vi sualizlltion tools, perhaps because it is closely ti ed to th eir clinical experience in

manipulating the tru e 3D objects (i.e. th e patient'S body).
In addition

LO

using th e 3D visualization for unders tandin g the anatomy, the

surgeons made significant usc of the 3D representation as a model to communicate
with Olher surgeons llnd mcdicul slaff in planning the operation.
The typi cal scenari o using SceThru to assist in surgical planning was to classify
th e vo lume to see appropriate areas of intcres t; then to cut away and rotate the

volume to get th e bes t view; th en cut back and forth through the 3D vo lume to
see interior objec ts bCLLcr, especiall y cuning in <lncl oul from an angle similar to

the planned surgical entry.
We found that being "bl e to present a separate wi nd ow with multiplanar
reformatting information to be more preferred th an to present this data on top of a
volume slice. Presentin g the 2D slice (intensity w indowed version of density
values) on the 3D volume (rendered to realistically s imulate physical lighting
model) takes away from th e 3D perception of the object, and docs nOl present the
2D slice at high resolution. Also, the addition of separate multiplamtr 2D views
essentially provide a combination 2D and 3D presentation environment combining
views depicting both th e 3d object and 2d dens ity presentations. Since the 2D
views support in teractive access to all views from thm angle, thi s combination
prescntmion may serve as a replacement for secing tiled presentaLions of the

images on the lighthox or monitor, as they "re commonly clinically presented at
thi s tim e.

The ability to conveniently bring up the study immediately , without preprocessing
steps, and th e ability to sec and interac t with th e volume in 3D to visualize
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infonnation not see n on 2D slices were the reasons clinicians gave for using
SeeThru .
Radiologists and clinicians generally preferred not lO usc successive refinement
because of constant changing of the objects due to the refining made
comprehending UlC 3D nature of complex objects even more difficulL. Thus, for
medical imaging, while successive refinemenL may useful in helping the user kccp
track of g lobal pos ition whi le manipulating the object, it was detrimental to
comprehending the object in 3D, which was the main objcctive of the medical
users.
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The Visibility Control: A Simplified Interface for
Selecting Window Width and Window Level Settings
for Radiographic Images
Thurman Gillespy III, M.D. and Alan H. Rowberg, M.D.
Department of Radiology , Univers ity of Washington, Seattle, WA

Window widU, and window level conlfOls are present on most consoles and
workstations that display extended range gray scale radiologic images. However,
ine xperienced users often enco unter difficulty when using these controls because:
I. ) most of the possible wi ndow wid!b and window level settings do not result in
an optimal image, and 2.) Ule relationship between these settings and the visibility
of desired image features is not readily apparent.
We have developed a simplified windowlIevel user interface !bat utilizes a
single control -- Ule visibilit y control -- that adjusts both !be window widU, and
window level settings. As Ule control is adjusted across it's range, !be window
level settin g varies from the lowest to !be highest setting. At each position of the
control, each window level is matched with a predetennined optimized window
width setting (Figure I). Therefore, all positions of the visibility control result in
an acceptable image. When the pairs of window width and window level settings
are plotted, a characteristic "V" shaped curve is fanned (Figure 2). FurUlennore,
U,ere is illl orderly progression of image features as Ule control is adjusted. For
example, in a CT scan of Ule chest, the lungs, soft tissues, mediastinum and bones
are optimally visualized in sequence as the control is changed.
We have implemeIlled !be visibility control on an application for MaeiIllosh
computers and on RS -6000 and Sun 3/260 X-windows work stations. We believe
this control is ideally suited for image display workstations in clinical
environments utilized by inexperienced users.
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Figure 1. The visibility control as implemented on a Macintosh computer. A (top
left). Lung windowllevel settings. B (top right). Medias tinum settings.
C (bottom). Bone settings. Note how changing a single control affects bolh
wi ndow and level settings.
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Figure 2. Visibility control settings. A plot of window settings (y-ax is,
logarilhmic scale) and level settings (x-axis, linear scale).
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Accurate, Model-Independent Determination of Cardiac
Volumes
Michael Chuang and Justin D. Pearlman
Department of Radiology, Beth Israel Hospital, Boston , MA 02215

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the accuracy of left ventricular
volume measurement using fast-acquisition card iac magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) in conjunction with automated border detection, partial
volume correction, and the novel integrated contiguous stack (ICS) method
for volunle determination.
Techniques for determination of left ventricular volume fall into two
broad categories: model-based and model-independent [2]. Model-based
techniques assume tha t left ventricular shape conforms to a specific
geometric model. A relatively small number of images are acquired from
which measurements are made. These measurements can be thought of as

model parameters. The pitfall in the model-based approach is that disease,
such as aneurysnl , lnay violate the geometric assumptions implicit in the
model used, thus lead ing to Significant error. Model-independent cardiac
imaging on the o ther hand images the entire region of interest, typically as
a stack of contiguous cross-sectional slices. Here abnormal cardiac geometry
is not a confounding factor. However, for model-independent methods to be
practical, it must be pOSSible to acquire many images in reasonably short
time. The effort required for image segmentation and measurement can also
be an important factor. Fast MRI techniques [1] s uch as segmented
turboFLASH and echo-planar imaging (EPI) have reduced imaging times
from minutes for "conventional" MRI to seconds (turboFLASH) or even
milliseconds (EPI). These methods not only make it possible to acquire large
numbers of images within the duration of a typical clinical session, but can
also reduce artifact due to patient respiration and other motion. The rea ltime automated border detection (segmentation) used in this study reduces
both processing time and the interobserver variability associated with
hand-traced borders.
For contiguous stacks, it is most reasonable to orient imaging planes
(slices) either perpendicular to axes in the magnet coordinate sys tem or
perpendicular to cardiac axes. In the former case, s lices are typically
obtained in the transve rse (TRA) orientation, perpendicular to the bore of
the scanner; for the latter, the best choice of imaging planes is perpendicular
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to the long axis of the left ventricle. We refer to the latter orien tation as
"cardiac short axis" (CSA). It is typically not possible to align the patient
so that magnet and cardiac axes coincide. In the general case, two singleplane angulations (leading to "double-oblique" imaging) are required to
rotate the imaging plane to cardiac axes. Images acquired in the TRA
orientation are subject to partial volume effects due to obliquity, and the
problem of defining basal extent. These issues can be important, as not all
echo-planar MRI scanners are capable of double-oblique EPr. In this s tudy
we acquired image stacks in both TRA and CSA orientations.
Methods
Normal human volunteers (n=10) and Yorkshire pigs (n=6) were imaged
using a 1.5 Tesla echo-planar whole body scanner (Siemens Medical Systems,
Erlangen, Germany). Images were acquired with ECG-trigger and breathhold for all studies.
Yorkshire pigs ranging from 30 to 50 kg were anesthetized with 1.25%
isofluorane and m echanically ventilated . Following a series of scout images
to determine orientation of cardiac axes, three turboFLASH cine series were
ob tained in the following orientations: mid-level CSA, four-chamber long
axis and two-chamber long axis. Echo-planar stacks in CSA orientation were
obta ined at diasto le . Imaging parameters are given in Table 1. Upon
completion of all imaging studies, animals were sacrificed by intravenous
injection of satura ted solution of KCl resulting in diastolic arrest. The hearts
were excised and casts of left ventricle were made using five-percent agar
solution. Volumes of casts were measured by fluid displacement.
In human studies, the same sequence of scout and turboFLASH cine
acqusitions were used, after which EPI s tacks in both CSA and TRA
orientations were obtained at systole and diastole.
m(ms)

TE(ms)

Thk(mrn)

FOV(rnm)

Matrix

Cine

30

10

5

250

64x128

Segmented
turboFLASH

130

7

3

300

130x256

EPI

n/a

28

3

360

64x128

Sequence

Table 1. Magnetic resonance imaging parameters.
Images w ere ana lyzed on a SPARC2 workstation (Sun Microsystems,
Mountain View, CAl using automated border recognition/segmentation
software (Unified Medical Systems, Brookline, MA). Segmentation follows
two mouse-button clicks: the first click initiates a border, the second selects
the object and automatically computes s tatistics (area, circumference,
moments, signal mean and variance). The border determined is the optimal
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discriminant between pixel populations in the neighborhood of the first
click. The entire process occurs at interactive speed in well under a second.
The full depth of source pixel values are used; the computation is wlaffected
by display depth or choice of window and center settings. Border definition
can be au tomatically propagated through the entire stack, or local updates
can be made on a slice-by-slice basis. Measurements are displayed
graphically and written to a text file .
Left ven tricular volumes we re calculated using a biplane area-length
formu la (V=81!A4cA2c13Lmin) from two- and four-chamber long axis images
[2] . CSA and TRA stack volumes were computed using partial volume
correction and the "integrated contiguous stack" (ICS) method. ICS
integrates a polynomial fit to the cross-sectional area va lues; this is
depicted by figure 1. Given the reasonable assumption that the function
representing the areas is continuous, ICS allows control of the maxin1Um
approximation error over the region of interest by selection the order of the
approxinlating polynomial. Partial volume effect (figure 2) arises when a
cross-section is obtained using a plane oblique with respect to the barrel of
the left ventricle. This produces bordering "grey" voxels in our EPI images,
where myocardial signal is "bright" and bloodpool is "dark". Partial
volume correction computes bordering-voxel intensity as a fraction of the
difference between bright and dark. This method provides subvoxel accuracy
[4].
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Figure 1. The rectangles
represent cross-sectional
s lices. The curve is a
sixth-order polynomial, P
fitted to the mid points of
the slices. Volume by ICS
is
determined
by
integra"tin g P over the
extent
of
the
l eft
ventricle .
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Figure 2. Partial volume effects. (Left) Projection of slice perpendicular to
long axis of right cylinder produces sharp profile. (Right) Projection of
oblique slice causes "spread" of signal intensities.
Results
There was excellent correlation between porcine left ventricular volumes
measured by CSA stack and by cast (r=0.99). There was significant difference
between biplane area-length volume and cast volume (p<0.05), as two of the
six pigs had left ventricular aneurysm. In particular, one pig with aneurysm
had a CSA-measured diastolic volume of 43.7 ml, compared to 64.5 by arealength. Actua l diastolic volume de termined by cast was 43.3 ml. The
aneurysms produced both morphological and functional abnormalities
(figure 3). Excluding pigs with aneurysm, there was no significant difference
between cast and biplane volumes.
.,
Aneurysm

I

Figure 3. Mid-level cardiac
short axis (CSA) view of excised
porcine left ventricle with
aneurysm. Aneurysm was a
resu lt of ch ronic ischemia
produced by gradual occlusion of
the coronary artery responsible
for supplying the afflicted
region.

In normal humans there was good correlation (r=0.95) between volumes
determined by CSA and TRA stacks. There was lower correlation (r=0.65)
between CSA and biplane volumes, but differences were not significant.
Examples of echo-p lanar images of normal left ventricle at diastole are
shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Dark-blood double oblique echo-planar images of normal human
heart at diastole. A transverse-plane (TRA) cross-section is shown at left,
cardiac short axis (CSA) at right.
Discussion
Left ventricular volumes determined by integrated contiguous CSA stack
agree well with cast vol umes. In the absence of infarction, modelindependent CSA stack and model-based biplane area length methods both
produce acc urate results. In the presence of infa rction however, biplane
volume error can exceed fifty percent, while CSA stack volumes remain
accurate.
Results from human subjec ts indicate that there is good agreement
between transverse and cardiac short-a xis Ies (stack) volumes when
attention is paid to extent of the base of the left ventricle and when partial
volume correction is applied to account for obliquity of s lices relative to
cardiac axes. Polynomial fit to the measured slice areas allows control over
the maximum difference between the approximating polynomial and the
underlying curve of cross-sectional areas through selection of polynomial
order. Integration of the approximating polynomial provides the ICS
volume es timate. When selec ting polynomial order, there is the usual
tradeoff between desirability of fidelity to measurements and the peril of
overfitting to poor "w ild point" measurements. For the cases we studied,
there was no Significant benefit in using polynomials of order higher than
s ix.
In conclusion, for normal left ventricular shape, model-independent stack
methods and geome tric model-based methods both produce accurate
estimates of ventricular volume. Integrated contiguous stacks in the CSA
orientation provide the best measures of volume; with partial volume
correction transverse stacks do not differ significantly. If obtaining the
number of images required for stacks is difficult, due to lac k of fast MRI
capability or low patient tolerance, for example, area-length methods can
be used with confidence in the absence of abnormal cardiac geometry. In the
presence of abnormal ventricular geometry, volume error with area-length
methods can be substantial and significant.
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Quantitative Metrology of Coronary Arteries with an
Integrated Coronaries Measurement (ICM) System
Robert Stampfler, Ph.D., Jean Laurier, M.Sc.A. , Jacques Lesperance,
M.D. , Gilles Hudon, M.D. , Daniel Trahan and Louise Dragon
Montreal Heart Institute and Universite du Quebec it Trois-Rivieres

1.0 Introduction
Since the technique of selective coronary arteriography has been described over three
decades ago. the production of high quality coronary angiograms has dramatically
improved. Despite enhanced image acquisition and display. the basic analysis of coronary arteriograms has generally remained uncbanged. Tbe vast majority of clinical
catheterization laboratories continue to rely on visual estimates of percent diameter
stenosis to quantify the severity of artery disease. Unfortunately visual estimates of
lesion severity are neither reproducible nor accurate [1].
Computer-assisted procedures can improve quantitative analysis of coronary arteriograms in two respects. First. automation reduces the interobserver and intraobserver
variation for determining the severity nf coronary artery stenosis [1.21. Second. efficient
computer algorithms are essential to analysis procedures of high computational
demand. such as determination of coronary blood flow from sequential frames of arteriograms [3.41 and reconstruction of three-dimensional vascular structures from biplane
angiograms.
Two different strategies can be employed for identification of vessel contours. i.e. scanning and tracking. Scanning is typically a two-pass operation. There. the user begins
by indicating the proximal and distal end of the vessel segment containing the stenosis.
and the algorithm estimates an initial centerline. The data are resampled along straight
lines. denoted scanlines. perpendicular to the local centerline directions. and initial contours nf the arterial segment along the scanline are determined. Contour definition is
performed by computing the first and second derivative functions of the scanlines. The
contours along the segment are defined by the application of a so-called minimal cost
criterion to a weighted sum of the first and second derivative functions. The minimal
cost technique takes into account all the intensity and derivative information along the
arterial segment. and the contours are obtained by searching the cost matrix for a minimal cost path. This technique minimizes the effects of intervening structures. such as
crossing vessels. since contours are not determined by individual scan lines but all scanlines in composite. The algorithm has shown to be fast and robust [41. but has a number
of disadvantages as reported by the designers themselves [5]. First. only one point per
scanline will be selected by the algorithm. This assumes that every scanline will be
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more or less perpendicular to the edge of the coronary artery. Especially when the coronary artery is irregular within an abrupt lesion. this condition is not satisfied. By the limitations of the algorithm only one point will be selected on each scanline. even when. in
reality. more points of the scanline should be included in the edge. Another disadvantage of the minimum cost algorithm is the way the grey values are used. Since the image
is resampled and derivatives are only calculated along the direction of the scanlines.
edge information perpendicular to the scanline is discarded. In case of an irregular contour. the edge runs parallel to the scanline. as a result. this edge is totally ignored by the
algorithm. Depending on the position and direction of the scanline. other. less prontinent edges may have the lowest cost values. thus leading to falsely detected edges and
to a larger variability in the contour detection techniques. It is also well known that the
edge detection based on the weighting of first and second derivative functions (50:50)
overestimates vessels in the small diameter range « 1.5 mm). To improve the accuracy
in the small diameter range. deconvolution technique based on the system transfer function or modification of the kernels for the computation of the first and second derivative
functions have been proposed and reported. but to our knowledge. the details of the
algorithms have never been "clearly" reported.
Tracking operation also begins at an a priori known position on the image plane. In a
single-pass operation. extraction of the image features and recognition of the vessel
structure are simultaneously accomplished by exploiting the continuity properties of the
vessel. In the proposed algorithm. data obtained from phantom studies based on different systems and different clinical conditions are used dynamically by the edge detection
mechanism to compensate for the different pointspread functions between the different
diameter ranges of vessels.
2.0 Algorithms for tracking and edge determination
We have developed and implemented algorithms for the identification and quantitation
of vessel contours in coronary arteriograms based on a tracking approach proposed by
Sun [6]. The algorithms consisted of an extrapolation-update process which was guided
by a matched filter. The robustness and accuracy of tracking are improved by exploiting the following continuity properties of a blood vessel:
1- Continuity of position : the centerline and edge pixel positions vary continuously
along a vessel segment on the image plane.

2- Continuity of curvature: the vessel direction varies continuously along a vessel segment.
3- Continuity of diameter: the lumen width varies continuously along a vessel segment.
However. abrupt changes of lumen width or irregular shapes of lumen cross section may
be observed at a stenotic section.
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4- Continuity of density: although the image background may present abrupt changes in
density, the dynamic range of the cross-sectional density profile (the vessel) varies relatively continuously along a vessel segment.
The optimal design of a tracking algorithm would require the a priori information
regarding the probability distributions and spatial frequency characteristics of position,
curvature, diameter, and density functions, The problem is further complicated by the
variation in imaging quality, resolution, and calibration process. While such information
is unavailable at present to facilitate an overall optimal design, a combined mathematical and heuristical approach are used here.
The tracking algorithm developed has an extrapolation-update structure similar to that
of a Kalman filter. Given the estimation of centerline, width, and orientation for the current incremental section of the vessel, the next incremental section is extrapolated along
the current vessel direction. A matched filter locates the next centerline position based
upon the vessel cross-sectional density profile at a look-ahead distance away. In the
update process, the vessel direction, width, and centerline position for the next incremental section are determined. The look-ahead distance and the search window size
are adapted to the current vessel width(a small vessel is more likely to exhibit abrupt
changes in its orientation than a large vessel is). The tracking process is actuated by the
operator's definition of the start and end points of the coronary segment to be analyzed.
The two edge points are identified by searching for the roll-off point at a density level
related to the signal (the vessel) and the background. Because the roll-off point is determined by an averaging process and using information of the entire density profile. this
edge detection scheme should be less sensitive to high frequency noise than a maximum
slope method which employs a differentiation process. Furthermore. the threshold or the
ratio between the vessel and the background is dynamically adjusted to the actual size of
the tracked vessel based on the data obtained from the calibration phantom.
The empirical parameters in this algorithm are lintited to the following four:
1- Ro initial half width in pixels of the vessel lumen at the starting point. automatically
determined;
2- Kd proportionality constant for look-ahead distande (d). where d = KdR in pixels;
3- Kw proportionality constant for search window (w), where w = KwR in pixels;
4- 1(,. ratio based on the expected vessel size used for the determination of the roll-off
point at a density level equal to or less than (Vessel_lumen + Background)1(,..
Initially Kd starts at 0.50. if the search is unsuccessful it is automatically incremented by
0.25 for each iteration. Kw is set to 2.00. 1(,. varies from 0.30 for the smallest vessels to
0.70 for the biggest.
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It can be seen with Figure I that the density profile varies greatly with the dimension of
the tube. In the upper right comer we have the O.66mm tube, in the center the O:78mm
tube and in the lower right comer the 5.05mm tube. This variation of the signal (the vessel) level to the background is appreciated by the 1(, parameter.

Figure I - Density profiles for 0.66mm (upper right), 0.78mm (center right) and 5.05mm
tube (lower right).

3.0 Results
The performance of the algorithms was evaluated using a film of an arterial phantom.
To simulate clinical conditions, exposures were made with a variety of imaging conditions 70Kv, 90Kv, 5 and 7 inches image intensifier, calibration with a cm grid and with
the biggest tube 5.05mm, superposition on plexi base and on a patient as background.
The plexiglass phantom contains eleven (11) precision drilled lumens, 5.05, 4.03, 3.56,
3.04,2.52, 1.99, 1.70, 1.32, 1.01, 0.78 and O.66mm.
Each was measured over a length of approximately 2 cm. For each vessel, the mean
diameter and standard deviation were measured, and these values were compared to the
true sizes of the phantom tubes. The overall quality of the contour detection applied to
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the vessel phantom is described by the overall mean signed difference (accuracy)
between the measured and true values. and by the pooled standard deviation (precision)
of the individual measurements. A positive accuracy being associated with an overestimation of the vessel size.
The measurements showed accuracy of t{I.OO7 mm and precision of 0.06 mm. These
figures can be compared with two commercially available algorithms. Phillips Digital
Cardiac Imaging System (DCI) and the Medis (CMS). giving respectively for accuracy
(precision). -0.03 mm (0.10 mm) and -0.08 mm (0.09 mm). nevertheless one has to be
cautious with the interpretation of those figures since we used signed average.
Figure 2 presents the average difference (measured - true) for the CMS and ICM combining all the imaging conditions.
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Figure 2 - Average Difference ICM/CMS for all the imaging conditions. 70Kv. 9OKv. 5
and 7 inches image intensifier. calibration with a em grid and with the biggest tube
5.05mm. superposition on plexi base and on a patient as background.

4.0 Technical specifications
The implementation is opened using Xli window system on any Sun workstations. it
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can be interfaced easily with new developments and with data bases.
Figure 3 gives an idea of the available displays. At the center lower part, one can see the
diameter function.

Figure 3 - The system exhibits the possibility of many user manageable windows.
5.0 Conclusion
One of the main feature of this algorithm is its ability to detect small vessels « 1.5 = )
without the well known overestimation encountered with the algorithms using weighting of the 1st and 2nd derivative of the density profile. In conclusion a new system has
been developed for automated identification of vessel contours in coronary arteriograms. By a combined mathematical and heuristical approach the spatial continuity
properties of the vessel's position, orientation, and width were incorporated in an adaptive tracking algorithm. The tracking process is fast and robust. The algorithms accurately measured the vessellurnen width over a broad range of image quality and stenosis
severity. The authors thank Dr Ymg Sun, University of Rhode Island.
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Parametric Myocardial Blood Flow Imaging Using Parallel
Virtual Machine (PVM) Software and Compartmental Model
Analysis of Dynamic PET Images
C.S. Patterson and G. T Smith
Biomedical Imaging Cenler, The University of Tennessee Medical Center, Knoxville, TN

TIle ability to evaluate myocardial blood flow (MBF) noninvasively has
lead to ~le routine use of positron emission tomography (PET) in ~le practice of
cardiology. PET provides infomlation both unique and complimentary to o~lcr
diagnostic modalities including echocardiography and single photon emission
computed tomography. TIte clinical utility of PET MBF imaging depends on its
ability to answer ~le specific clinical question: Docs ~le patient have evidence of
myocardial ischemia at rest or under stress? Methods to answer this question using
PET include visual analysis of tracer activity distribution within the myocardium,
semiquantitative polar map display of tracer distribution, and quantitative analysis of
myocardial blood flow . This paper will describe a method to quantitate MBF using
compartmental model analysis of PET scan data and show our results of applying
this model on a parallel virtual machine to create MBF parametric images.
Early work by Hunter l showed that intravenous injection of [13N]_
ammonia (13 NH3 ) yielded an activity distribution within the myocardium which was
proportional to myocardial perfusion. l3NH3 is a cyclotron produced agent which
decays by positron emission and can be detected by a PET scanner. Today,
diagnosis of coronary artery disease using cardiac PET usually is done by the nuclear
medicine specialist using simple visual analysis of l 3NH3 uptake in the
myocardium. It is of interest to quantify cardiac perfusion in order to avoid errors in
visual interpretation in ~\Ose eases with little activity contrast between heart
segments and in complicated clinical studies with multiple segmental abnormalities.
Quantification may enable tlle clinician to numerically define risk for ischemic
events in selected patients, detemline coronary flow reserve, and assess subtle
changes in perfusion and metabolism due to cardioactive drugs.
Quantification of MBF usin PET requires understanding of the biokinetics
of 13HN3. Schelbert demonstrated 3NH3 is nearly completely extracted from ~le
blood pool in the first pass through heart muscle2 Following extraction, 13NH 3 is
metabolized by conversion to glutamine and glutamate by glutamine synthetase.

y
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Within 5 minutes of injection, ncarly 50% of the circulating 13N is in tllC form of
3
urea and amino acids
A significant portion of the extracted I3NH 3 remains
trapped in the myocardium, allowing imaging up to 15-20 min following injection,
Activity distribution is nonlinearly related to true MBF as measured by
microspheres. The non-linearity is a result of decreased tracer extraction at high
flow rates as dcfined by the following equation 2:
E

= Hl.607e I. 25/MBF

(I)
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where is measured in units of ml/ minlg. Using this relationship, Smitl1 validated a
2-compartment model to estimate MBF as shown below .
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Variable
MBF
Ca
Cv
VI
V2
QI
Q2
K]
K2
SPF

Descriution
Blood Flow
Isotope Conc. in Artery
Isotope Cone. in Vein
Distributed Volume (of state I)
Distributed Volume (of state 2)
Isotope Activity (in state I)
Isotope Activity (in state 2)
Rate Constant (or flux)
Rate Constant (or flux)
Spillover Factor
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countslsec/m]
mllg
ml/g
countslsec/g

counts/sec/g
mllminlg
mllminlg

none

Witl, tlle measured input data providing activity and ammonia concentration
in the artery, there are two unknown variables to solve for: SPF and MBF. The
spillover factor (SPF), is used to compensate for spatial resolution limitations of the
PET scanner. MBF is estimated by the differential equations describing tlle model
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using a a non-linear 1<:.1st squares approach (Clrlc, Conlrol Systems Technology, Palo
Alto, CAl. CIrIC is a computer aided engineering workbench tool which provides
matrix analysis. conlrol system design, digital signal processing. and engineering
graphics. The CIrIC package implements a solution to U,e two compartment model
by using a maximum likelihood algorithm.
Typical processing times for a single myocardial region of interest
calculation requires approximately 9 sec on a SPARC-2 (Sw, Micorsystems,
Milpitas, CA) workstation available in our laboratory. To put th e mathematical ta sk

of calculating MBF parametric images into perspective, consider running an entire
study blindly (processing every pixel on every plane) for one patient with 15 planes.
Using a Spare2 workstation and CIrIC it would take roughly 26 days to do all the
processing ( 16K pixels)!
In preliminary investigation, we detem,ined U,at U,e region of interest
around U,e heart comprises about 2000 pixels. Full processing of all planes using the
region around the heart would still require over 3 days. n,erefore, it is important for
parametric imaging to process even fewer points without losing any infonnation
needed in U,e medical analysis. We looked at utilizing two approaches: (I) only
process those pixels which have a value above a certain threshold percentage of the
maximum value in Ule image, and (2) averaging four pixels togeU,er (blocks of 2x2 ,
inside U,e ROI), U,en processing. We decided to usc a simple Ulfeshold approach to
reduce U,e number of pixels processed and delayed implementing and testing the
four pixel averaging. Our clinical tests supported ignori ng pixels Umt are less than
400/0 of the maximum value in tile image. Even \ViOl this reduction. it is was
apparent U,at fast er processors or multiple parallel processors were necessary to
perform U,e parametric image calculation. Because each pixel to be processed is
independent of all others, all MBF pixel values can be calculated simultaneously.
This type of application lends itself to a parallel computer where many CPU nodes
on a network are all being used to create the MBF image simultaneously. We
decided to utilize Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software to take advantage of the
resources available in our laboratory.
n,e PVM software very smoothly provides U,e functionality to use all the
workstations on any generic network for this purpose. The functionality of PYM
allows the progrnmmer to create a virtual machine consisting of whatever
workstations, mini-super and supercomputers that arc on the network. With the
PVM software, one writes a master program and any number of slave programs. The
master program is U,e fi rst program initiated and conlrols U,e starting of all the slave
programs U,at U,e programmer has specified. The slave programs generally perform
the time-consuming calcu lations while the master program controls the data flow
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between master and slave as well as startup and shutdown of the slave programs
within the entire virtual machine. In the MBF application there is only one unique
slave program which is initiated on each of the nodes.

Master Program
mbCbuf

ext bur

Slave Program
MBF Calculation
Sparc2: isotope

Slave Program
MBF Calculation
Sparc1: quantum

The virtual machine illat is set up willI PYM can vary from that of a single
workstation to one that equals supercomputer power. In the UTMCK Image
Processing Lab where illis research was developed, wc had local area network access
(initially Eillernet, illen FDDI) to seven different SWI Workstations and regularly
used five of them.
Running the MBF calculation virtually pushes ille CPU to 100% utilization.
Each time ille slave program exchanges data wiill ille master program there is a
slight drop in the CPU utilization. As eXllected, ille Sparc 2 IPX operating at nearly
twice ille Sparc I rate has twice as many drops. To simplif)' the load balancing of
the machines, the slave programs are not programmed with any assumptions; they
just wait for a data set, calculate MBF and SPF, return the results and wait for
another data set. The result is illat each CPU is operated at full utilization with idle
time only occurring at the end of processing a plane where some machines must wait
for the last pixel to be processed before data sets from ille next plane are sent out.
In illis project, only Ilwse pixels which had an intensity of 60% or greater value of
the maximum value in the final dynamic image were processed. n,is alone reduced
the number of pixels to approximately 32% of Ille total number of pixels in Ille
image.
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The equation used to project processing times with additional Sparc Stations
then we have in the lab is:
Number of Pixels to Process
Pixel Process ing Rate, Spare 10/30
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Realistically, it is not possible to process an entire dynamic scan within a
few minutes by using only Sun Sparcstations unless four pixel averaging is used. To
make a really big impact on processing time one must use a massively parallel
machine. Study of the MasPar shows the dominate influence of the massive number
of processing elements. The MasPar MP-2 has 4096 processing elements that, in
practice, perform about 50 times slower than a Sun Sparc 10/30. Even though much
slower, the 4K PEs more than compensate for tlle lessor CPU performance. For a
dynamic scan of 7,500 pixels (roughly one 15 plane dynamic study), a MasPar
implementation would produce a turnaround time of roughly 4 minutes. This
compares to a turnaround time of 70 minutes on the VM we used in this research
project.
Overall, the combination of PVM and the CtrlC engine in a workstation
environment is excellent. All the products and code were integrated easily and
operate homogeneously. Using several Sun workstations and PVM together to create
a virtual machine does provide turnaround times that are conducive for research, but
the number ·of Sparc machines required to achieve turnaround times necessary for
clinical practice is slightl y out of reach of the current Sparc workstation processing
power.

The current method has a useful niche which is to provide an easy
mechanism to develop a mathematical research model and to test it. The emphasis is
on providing an easy development environoment and not on ule processing speed of
the code or model used.
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Vessel Imaging with CT
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Introduction
CT Angiography (CTA) has demonstrated great potential as a non-invasive screening
tool for vascular pathology. The current state of the art in CTA involves imaging the
vessels using Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) technique. The MIP technique
depicts the highest intensity regions imaged by CT and projects these regions onto an
image plane. The MIP projection displays only a subset of all the information available after image acquisition; it is a 2-D projection and CT data is acquired as a 3-D
volume. Although a MIP projection is effective in depicting a general contour of the
lumen, some vessel information may be missed. For example, it could miss intravas-

cular pathology, such as a low intensity structure, or a stenosis obscured by a high
intensity calcification.
Using a MIP projection as a reference, it is possible to define curved or cross-sectional reformats along a vessel. The curved reformat shows a grey-level cut along the
vessel, which could serve as an aid in confirming stenoses suspected with MIP, or as a
tool to examine miscellaneo us vascular anomalies. Cross-sectional reformats generate a series of cuts of a vessel, tracing along its length. Since all of the acquired greylevel data is used, the information content of this depiction is potentially much more
abundant than that of a MIP projection. It is possible to confirm or exclude stenoses,
image vascular anomalies, determine the exact location of plaque and calcium, measure the diameter of the lumen and follow any irregularities in the flow with a high
degree of reproducibility.

Vessel Depiction with MIP
The MIP algorithm is an effective tool for depicting vascular pathology imaged with
CTA (I ,2). Although MIP is a popular technique for visualizing CTA data, it has first
gained acceptance as the preferred display method for MR Angiography (MRA) (3).
In MIP, the 3-D volume is projected onto a plane by casting rays through the volume.
Each ray cast projects onto a pixel of the output image, where the value of the pixels
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is the maximum intensity value traver.;ed by the ray in the volume. The highest intensity structures of the volume are depicted, while the lower intensity structures are
suppressed. In CTA, the contrast agent in the lumen is nonnally of higher intensity
than the surrounding tissues, and is thus depicted by MlP. However, the presence of
high intensity structures such as bone or calcium will interfere with the proper visualization of the vaseular lumen. The bones must be removed from the original data
prior to the application of MlP.
Although MIP provides useful infonnation about vessel pathology, it has some fundamental limitations. Structures of the highest intensity obscure all other tissues, thus
the presence of calcifications or metallic stents suppress the display of the underlying
vessels. Moreover, low intens ity structures, such as plaque, are completely hidden by
the superimposed lumen. In a MIP display, the depth information is lost, and it is difficultto infer the relative positions of lumen and pathology. A CINE display of MIP's
viewed at varying angles is often necessary to beller gauge the depth infonnation.

Vessel Depiction with MPR
One way to visualize vessels while preserving more of the original data is with Multiplanar Refonnatting (MPR). This can be done with a curved refonnat along the vessel
or with a series of oblique refonnats perpendicular to the length of the vessel. This
kind of depiction is similar to the one used in dental CT applications (4). Since MPR
is a 2-D cut of the original volume, grey level infonnation is preserved. Cross-sections of the vessel depicted with MPR show both the lumen and the adjacent structures independent of their intensities or positions. Furthennore, cross-sections can be
correlated to the curved refonnalS along the vessel. The MlP display is an idcal reference for defining both the curved and cross-sectional refonnats since the general contour of the vessel present in the entire volume is well displayed.

Results
A renal CTA study was visualized with both the MIP and the MPR techniques. Processing was done on the Siemens SOMATOM Plus CT seanner. The MIP depiction of
the renal arteries is shown in Figure I. The bones were removed from the original
data before the application of MIP. The bone editing and the MIP generation were
accomplished using the VRT program of the SOMATOM Plus. The enlire processing
was done in ten minutes. The MPR depiction of the renal artery is shown in Figures
2-5. The Dental program of the Somalom Plus was applied to generate both the
curved and the cross sectional reformats of the vessel. The curved reformat (Figure 2)
was defined using a cranial MIP view (Figure 3). The cross-sectional refonnats were
reconstructed along the entire length of the curve (Figure 4). No editing of the original data was necessary. The entire processing was accomplished in five minutes.
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Discussion
The cross-sectional refonnalS (Figure 5) clearly demonstrate the extent of the blood
flow through the calcified renal artery. Cross section 30 shows that the right renal
anery is not occluded. The curved refonnat (Figure 2) also demonstrates the presence
of blood flow around the calcification. Such assessment would not have been possible
with the MIP depiction alone. Grey-level reConnalS of the vessels can supplement
MIP by providing additional infonnation, as well as, confinning pathology depicted
by MIP views. Refonnatting is potentially an important tool in beuer assessing data
acquired with CTA.
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Figure I. Caudal MIP demonstrates
calcified renal artery origins.
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Figure 2. Curved reformation of the
vessel demonstrates blood flow
around calcification (arrow).

Figure 3. Definition of the curved
reformat line.

Figure 4. Definition of cross-sectional
reformats.

Figure 5. Cross-sectional reformation
of the vessel. Contrast is observed
adjacent to calcified plaque in view
30 (*).
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Introduction
On account of the short time required for examination, the technique of spiral-computed
tomography provides for possible angiographic contrast medium investigations using
CT equipment. The examination time required by spiral CT is something between 20
and 40 seconds and is much below that needed for conventional CT. CT angiography
(CTA) is at present still subject of research. Studies have so far been reported on
examinations of carotid, pelvic and intracranial arteries as well as on the aorta [2 - 5].
Beside the assessment of vessels additional information about the entire organ is
obtainable in the CT data. Thus, the topographic relation between a pathologically
alterated vessel and its neighbouring structures is clearly visible. This presents a
diagnostic advantage compared to other imaging modalities which cannot provide
infonmation about soft tissue and bone structures as detailed as CT can achieve.
Conventional diagnosis of CTA images has so far been limited to the assessment of
vascular cross-sections, as presented in the slice images. Results are still far from
satisfactory when it comes to visual inspection of two-dimensional images for answers
to more complicated questions, such as the configuration of a stenosis or the shape of a
bifurcation or the course of a given vascular system. Hence, three -dimensional
representation of vessels is very helpful.
First of all, it requires the segmentation of the vessels of interest from surroundin g
structures. Such segmentation of relevant regions is usually achieved by the interactive
adjustment of a threshold or by the manual plotting of object contours. However, for at
least two reasons neither approach to object definition is suitable for eTA exam ination:
th e densit y of vesse ls filled with contras t medium is similar to that of man y other

structures . Second, manual ploning of dozens of object contours for each of the
tomographic slices would be an excessively time-consuming. tedious exercise.
In addition, three-dimensional imaging of vessels by means of the max imum intensit y
projection (MIP) of unprocessed CTA data is somewhat problematic: the intensity of the
contrast medium (CM) is poor compared to that of other structures. In most cases, if
MIP is usedon unprocessed volume data only the bone is visible on acco unt of its high
density. The vessel system with its low intensity is hardly visible at all du e to
superimposition by other structures. One way to solve this problem is the manual
removal of interferin g structures like bones by interactive marking. But this manual
ploning of regions of interest (R01) in all CT slices is difficult and tedious and highl y
time-consuming.
Digitial subtraction of native and contrast medium images in corresponding tomograms
seems to be a promising approach for the visualisation of CTA data. In an ideal case,
this method of image processing will enable exclusive presentation of the contrast
medium and is well known from conventional angiography for its excellent results.
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1. CT A Imaging
Two separate CT sequences are taken, one native series without contrast medium and
one sequence with CM. The contrast medium, usually 100 to 150 ml, is intravenously
injected to the patient's arm. CT examination is started 15 to 30 seconds after injection.
This delay depends on which organ. resp. which part of the vessel system (arterial or
venous) is to be examined. Due to the time required for scanning and preparation of the
CM injection. there is a gap of 3 to 5 minutes between the native and the CM sequence.
This interrupt is the reason for the patient movements between the two imaging
sequences. We used a Somatom Plus S Siemens CT scanner. 512 2 pixels in resolution.
Table feed should be 2-4 mm and slice thickness approx. 2 mm. The CT device
parameters have to be set the same for both sequences (table feed, scanning program).
The patient is asked neither to move nor to breathe during scanning. In order to keep the
time between the two sequences short . image reconstruction from ra w data should be
done after complete scanning. For post-processing. the CT images of Ole two sequences
are transferred via a network (Ethernet) onto an image processing workstation (SunSparc 10).
The Figs. 1 and 2 show two corresponding tomograms of the head region. (Fig. 1 native,
Fig. 2 with contrast medium). The vascular cross-section s with contrast medium in Fig.
2 are not very bright and have less contrast to the surrounding tissue.

Figs. J and 2: CTA slices of a brain examination (left: native, right: wi th CM)

2. Subtract jon of CT A images
Digital image subtraction includes subtraction of a native image (without CM) from a
contrast medium image of the corresponding plane. This results in a new image that
visualises merely the differences between the two original images. which in the case of
CTA is the contrast medium. This technique unfortunately is not directly applicable to
CTA images, since the calculation of subtraction images on the basis of CT angiography
tends to be accompan ied by many problems and artefacts. Here are some of them:
The contrast medium bolus of the intravenous eTA is not as high in intensity

as that of arterial angiography.
CT images usually show a higher number and more contoured objects, as
compared to the projection mode of conventional X-ray. Thus, even
small displacements of the two images relative to each other may lead to highintensity disturbances in the subtraction image.
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- Numerous, mutually add itive and complex motion anefacts may resull
from patient movements, respiration and movements of individual organs.
The result obtained from direct, uncorrected subtraction of the two tomograms in Figs. 1
and 2 can be seen from Fig. 3. Numerous motion-related artefacts occur at the outer
contour and at bone stru ctures. While the vessels filled with CM are somewhat more
distinctively visualised than in the non-subtracted image, they are cross-faded by
anefact superimposition. To take remedial action on such motion interferences, a new
technique for the computation of a more suitable subttaction mask was developed.

3. Correction of motion-related artefacts
All corresponding image pairs of the two CT sequences are successively processed.
First, a matrix of displacement vectors is calculated based on the movements of small
image regions of the two images. These motion vectors serve as the input for a
mathematical transformatio n to generate a new mask image which incorporates the
movements of all local regions. This computed synthetic image has the maximum
congruence with the CM image and becomes the new mask in the subsequent
subtrac tion process.
No global approach is take n with our new technique for motio n correction. In this
approach a large number of local displacement vectors valid for small local image
regions is calculated. This method requires more computation , but it has enabled the
detection of all types of image warping due to movement and the correction of all kinds
of motion anefacts in one step.
The approach of computing the displacement vectors is now described in greater detail.
A grid of n x n equi-distant base points (n = 64) is defined on the native image (512 2).
Square-shaped regions of interest, Tlen pixels in length (Tlen = 16), are defined around
these base points and are used as identification templates. The position of a template is
transferred to the CM image. The templates are shifted in an area of Tshifl pixels (Tshift
= 11) around the actual base point.
Cross-correlation is used to calculate the degree of congruence between the original
template in the native image and the pertaining 121 templates in the contrast medium
image. The method of least squares of grey value deviations was chosen as criterion of
similarity. Function K to evaluate similarity is wrillen as follows (see eq uation I):

KXS,ys =II[(JCM( XO +x+Xs ,YO+Y+Ys )-fNati v(XO +x+xs,YO+Y+Ys ))2] (Eq. I)
xY
Kx s,ys

: cost func tio n allemplatc position xs, ys

feM, fNative
'O,YO

: image function of contrast medium rcsp. native image

xS,ys

'.y

: coord inate of base poin t
: shift of template
: for all points of template

The cost function K is computed for all 121 candidates of a given base point. The
template representing the minimum of the cos t function is of closest similarity to the

reference template in the native image and is chosen as winner from among all
candidates. Hence, the position of this particular template relative to its base point gives
its displacement vector v. Application of this procedure to the entire image results in a
matrix of displacement vectors Vxy.
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The search for similar regions in the contrast medium image relative to the reference
template in the native image will not be carried out unless significant structures are
detected in the original template. To increase the reliability of the recognition, only
templates with high gradient magnitude are regarded in the search process. Comparison
of regions would not make sense if only homogeneous elements are present in the
template, e.g. image background. Significant structures are considered to be present if
the standard deviation of grey values of the original ROI exceeds a predefined threshold.
This limitation wiU improve both the quality of region recognition and the processing
speed.
The displacement vectors are post-processed in the next working step. Mismatches that
occur are detected and corrected using the continuity constraint in the correspondences.
The orientation of a given vector is compared to the orientations of surrounding vectors
to detect "runaways". Should in a 3 x 3 neighbourhood the orientation and magnitude of
a vector stray away from surrounding vectors, that particular vector will be replaced by
a weighted mean of its neighbours. Global smoothing of vectors for the entire image is
not required and would even be detrimental to the subtraction result.
The matrix of vectors thus calculated is used as a framework for computation of
additional displacement vectors. An individual vector is determined for each pixel of the
image matrix (512 x 512), proceeding from the 64 x 64 grid points. These additional
vectors are computed with reference to the base point vectors Vx ,y around the actual
poin!. One actual point, surrounded by four vectors, is the most common case. Bilinear
interpolation is used to derive an adequate new vector from the orientations of
surrounding vectors. Special cases are applied to the image margin where only one or
two neighbouring vectors are present.
The number of base points, template dime nsions and magn itude of tem plate
displacement are configurable and were optimally adjusted by empirical s tudies to CTA
images. The size of a reference template Tl en is adapted to the size of significant parts
of an object. Template displacements Tshift are affec ted by the expected maximum
object movements between the two images. If different types of images have to be
handled (CTA, MR , cardiac angiography), these parameters can be readjusted for
optimum adaptation of the procedure.
Now, the motion vectors determined are used to generate a new mask image which
incorporates the movements of all local regions. The local movement of each pixel is
computed and traced back. The pixel of the new mask image is derived from the
surroundin g grey values located at that particular spot. This computed synthetic mask
image has the maximum congruence with the contrast medium image.
Once displacement vectors have been calculated, an appropriate vector is available for
each coordinate of the image matrix. These vectors are now used to generate a new
subtraction mask. For each pixel of the 5122 matrix of the native image, the vector
related to that coordinate is traced back. A displacement vector can assume real values
and, therefore, is not necessarily oriented to one pixel but usually is oriented to a range
between morc than onc. Bilinear interpolation is used again to derive a new grey val ue
from the surroundin g pixels. This new grey value is the result which is entered to the
new mask image.
This procedure results in a new mask image in which the displacements of all image
regions are considered. Finally, the computed synthetic mask is subtracted from the
contrast medium image. The outcome of this motion corrected subtraction is depicted in
Fig. 4.
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FjI... 3 and 4' Subraction of CT angiograms (I. without, r. with motion correction)
The vessels filled wit h contrast medium are clearly enhanced after motion correction.
Subtraction-related artefacts, as in Fig. 3, have almost completely disappeared.
The method was also implemented for region recognition from two-dimensional to
three-dimensional space. In this approach, similar regions were looked for not only on
the corresponding slice of the given CTA sequence but also on the adjacent planes
above and underneath. However, whi le much more time was required for computation.
the result was not superior to that obtained from the two-dimensional approach.
For CT angiograph y, displacement of image pairs was mostl y found to occur in
transversal direction (respiralioll , patient move ment) . Therefore, evaluation of two-

dimensional images is generally sufficient for consistent results.

4. Visualisation of CT A volume data
On completion of computation of corrected subtraction images for all CT slices, a new
series. a subtraction seq uence has been created. A separate, spec ial-purpose graphic
workstation (Voxel Flinger. ARRI / Reali ty Imaging, Munich) is used in our clinic for
visualisation of three·dimensional medical data. This parallel computer is eq uipped with
a specific hardware architecture to enable fast presentation and manipulation of threedimensional data. An in-house network (Ethernet / NFS ) is provided for direct access
from the Voxel Flinger to images computed at the SUN workstation.
The Voxel Flinger provides fo r real·time presentation of volume data (max. 128 x 512 x
512 voxels), using threshold segmentation , surface modelling, and maximum intensity
projection (MIP). MIP includes transmission of projection rays throu gh the data sel.
with presentation being confined to the maximum grey value along the ray. The Voxel
Flinger also provides for fast, interactive manipulation of the th ree-dimensional data,
such as rotations, thresholding, cutplanes and coloured display.
At las t, a 3D reconslIuction of a CM examination of the brain is presented here. A 3D
presentation based on images of direct , un corrected CTA subtraction results in a
worthless representation full of sublIaction artefacts. Due to severe interference by
motion artefacts at the outer contour and bones, no vessels are visible at all.
The result obtainable from use of the motion correction procedure is shown in Fig. 5.
Almost all of the motion-related artefacts have disappeared. The brain vessels can be
identified with high contrast. Hence, as opposed to images of uncorrected subtraction ,
the procedure for motion correction is shown to yield results which lead to a highl y
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enhanced representation and to clinically relevant information on the vascular
morphology.

~

Brain vessels - presentation after motion corrected subtraction

Symmary
Conventional image subtraction of CT angiographic data cannot provide the physician
with satisfactory results. Vascular presentation is hampered by severe motion-related
artefacts. This shortcoming was the background against which efforts were made to
develop a correction method to compensate subtraction artefacts. Small, local image
templates in two corresponding CT slices are compared to each other to compute motion
vectors which describe region displacements. Knowledge of this displacement pattern is
the basis on which to compute a new, adjusted subtraction mask. The high effectiveness
of this registration method can be seen from comparison of subtraction results prior to
and after usc of the correction procedure.
This approach is universally applicable in this area of medical image processing for
which generation of subtraction images is required (conventional. cardiac, CT- or MR
angiography). Simple minor modification of system parameters is required for optimum
adaptation of the motion correction algorithm to any imaging modality under review.
The method was successfully applied to CT images of intracranial. pelvic and ctlrotid
arteries. The procedure performs completely automatic and no interaction. e.g.

demarcation of landmarks, is necessary.
The computed subtraction images are sent to a specialised 3D workstation (Voxel
Flinger) where the computed three-dimensional data is visualised. The presentation of
the 3D data is done either by a surface model or by using MJP. Three-dimensional
visualisation of motion-corrected subtraction images provides for presentation of vessels
clearly enhanced over what had been achievable in the past from unprocessed data or
uncorrected subtraction.
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Conclusions
I) The procedure presented in this paper for detection and correction of motion artefacts
in CT image subtraction provides for a high presentation quality of the vascular
structure. The results of this motion correction are clearly superior to those obtainable
from uncorrected subtraction. This procedure works fully automatic and has eliminated
the need for tedious, time-consuming manual plotting of object contours or manual
removal of interfering structures.
2) Images from arbitrary views can be calculated using the resulting 3D subtraction data.
This enables the choice of the optimal projection and the best view to the region of
interest after the examination. Especially projections, that can nOl be obtained with
conventional modalities (e.g. inferior view), can be calculated instantly and easily
modified without interfering superimposition.
3) Better assessment of calcified vessels is an additional diagnostic benefit: with
conventional techniques, calcific deposits and contrast medium overlay to each other
and can hinder the correct assessment of the obstruction. However, the subtraction
image enables the proper representation and evaluation of the actual vascular lumen.
Given the high quality of vascular representation this procedure of corrected subtraction
could become an alternative to conventional angiography , MR angiography and
sonography.
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Processing and Manipulation of Pulmonary Magnetic
Resonance Images
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is commonly held that magnetic resonance (MR) has a limited role to play
in the investigation of pulmonary parenchymal disease. l However, with the rapid
scanning sequences now available, better lung imaging is possible 2 The object of this
work was to develop a means of improving the clinical usefulness of pulmonary MR!.
This was achieved by various post processing techniques, using CT as a means of
correlation. High resolution CT is currently used to diagnose interstitial lung disease,
using the appearance of ground glass attenuation as an indicator of activity3.6 By
demonstrating active and inactive disease MR may have distinct advantages over CT,
but it must first be shown that MR is capable of detecting parenchymal lung disease.
High resolution CT scanning produced images of the lungs with high
contrast and definition and it was the aim of this study to demonstrate that this MR
sequence could be used not only to rival CT but to improve the diagnostic capability
of axial scanning. High resolution CT scans are breath held, 2 mm thick at 10 mm
spacing. This means that the who le lung field is not imaged. The MR technique
however uses contiguous slices. Consequently, the possibility of absolute
quantification of disease is only available with MR.
In the normal lung, there is little or no MR signal 7 ,8 This is due to the low
number of protons available to provide signal and large number of tissue air interfaces,
each of which creates its own magnetic gradient. This tends to degrade the MR signal
and is known as susceptibility. Cardiac motion and breathing both produce artefacts
and diminish image quality. These problems have in part been overcome by using a
rapid gradient echo sequence, using very short TE times, to overcome susceptibility,
and breath holding to combat movement 9
The sequence described here is a modified TurboFlash technique, performed
on a Siemens Impact 1.0 T scanner. Turbo flash uses very short TR times combined
with small flip ang les to produce 128 x 128 matri x images in I second. A 180 0
inversion pre-pulse is used to improve signal contrast. The sequence is repeated so that
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4 acquisitions can be summed to improve the signal to noise ratio by a factor of.!4 or
2.

n. IMAGE PROCESSING
The CT and MR images were compared visually to assess that each modality
was taken at the same anatomical level. The scans were then transferred via Ethernet
to a Sun Sparcstation running ANAL YZETM image manipulation software. The
following techniques were then used.
Filtration
The filter that gave the best visual results was the Sigma filter. This is
designed to smooth noise, preserve edges and leave thin lines untouched.
Segmentation
In order to allow accurate comparison between CT and MR it was decided to
overlay the images. This presented problems of matching and distinguishing two grey
scale modalities when superimposed. The MR scan needed to be enlarged, rotated and
transposed so that it occupied the same file space and the same number of pixe ls as the
CT sl ice. In fig I the two segmented images are seen before registration. The area
within th e MR needs to be registered with the lungs of th e CT scan.

Figure I
Surface matching
Surface matching calculates geometric transformation parameters between
the base and match volumes. Effectively, the two segmented slices are com pared and a
transformation matrix is generated.
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Matrix operations
The original MR image was then multiplied by the generated matrix so that
the registered MR image was now the same size and position within the file space as
the CT scan. The MR image is a 128 x 128 matrix whereas the CT is 512 x 512.
Correct overlay of the images required that each picture matrix is the same, so the
registered MR image was converted to 512 x 512 matrix by pixel expansion.
MR Thresholding
Window thresholding of the pixel values is a standard method of displaying
regions of interest within a scan. It was decided to highlight the pixels related to
disease as a colour and then overlay onto the CT. All the pixels in the given range are
displayed red, whi lst the rest of the scan is grey scale as normal. This kind of display
has some clinical benefit especially where diffuse disease is present.
Image Algebra
The CT scan has pixel values from -1024 to 3072, and the MR scan values of
o and I. The CT values are redefined to run rrom 0 to 4096 as this is more convenient
for the final display. Since tho lung tissue is being observed, the appropriate
windowing for the CT scan would be -1024 to -200 or 0 to 800 approximately. The
colour display of the workstation allows 256 separate colours or grey levels. 6 levels
are used to display the screen menu, leaving 250 for the image. The CT values rrom 0
to 800 were compressed into 249 levels, leaving I for the binary MR scan .
Image Display
The display is still grey scale so a colour table was introduced. All pixel
values rrom 0 to 249 are displayed as green and value 250 is displayed as red.
Alternatively, the CT data can be displayed as a continuous grey scale and the MR as
red. Figs 2 and 3 show the CT and MR scans for a patient with cryptogenic fibrosing
alveolitis. In the monochrome image, the disease appears as grey areas around the
periphery of the lung fields and correlates well with the ground-glass appearances in
the CT scan.

Figure 2 CT

Figure 3 MR
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111. TISSUE QUANTIFICATION

Fig 4 shows the MR scan of a patient with cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis.
The diseased area highlighted as "fibrosis" in the ri ght lung has been outlined using a

seed pixel and setting the window range to encompass the area of interest.

Figure 4
The area of fibrosis has been calculated as 32.49 cm 2 and the total area of the
lung in this slice is 128.92 cm 2 Consequently. the proportion of affected lung is
25.2%. This could be applied to all the slices in the lung to produce an overall
proportion of affected lung. This may be a more definitive way of reporting the extent

of disease rather than "mild, moderate or severe".
IV. TISSUE DIFFERENTIATION

The pathological proce"es in diffuse parenchymal lung disease cause
thickening of the lung tissue resulting in increased proton density and reduced
numbers of tissue air interfaces leading to reduced susceptibility. The va lues of signal
to noise ratio (SNR) in normal and diseased lu ng is very low (values of 5.89 and 7
have been quoted 2. 10) and consequently the latitude available is very small.
Signal intensity in MR is not directly proportional to tissue density but to the
types of tissue imaged. By colour coding the MR signal intensities, a colour overlay
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map can be produced. In order to obtain a reproducible method of relating colour to
signal intensity a series of scans were performed on nonnal volunteers.
We suggest that the diseased state can be simu lated in normal volunteers by
performing the scan on full or mid expiration. This has the effect of decreasing the
lung volume, reducing susceptibi li ty effects and increasing proton density. The SNR
was at a maximum of 1.0 on full inspiration and the maximum value reached on full
expiration was 10.0. SNR was felt to be a suitable means of normalising the colour
distribution and areas of SNR I to 4 were coloured red, SNR 4 to 8 were coloured
green and areas with SNR > 8 were coloured blue. The use of SNR in MR imaging
has been described previously. I I

The modified equation we used for SNR is:
SNR

=

Signal intensity - noise
a noise x 1.53

: . Signal intensity

=

(a noise x 1.53 x SNR) + noise

So values of signal intensity were calculated with SNR of I, 4 and 8. The

value of noise and a noise were measured in an area outside the patient volume. The
colour display clearly showed the anterior - posterior gradient of signal intensity
present with the patient lying supine. Variation w ith full inspiration, full expiration
and suspended mid expiration are clearly demonstrated. The resulting scans wi ll be
shown and discussed.
The technique was then used on patients with known pathology (from CT
investigation) to demonstrate the feasibility of the method for tissue differentiation and
quantification.
V. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that it is possible to enhance the appearance of pulmonary
MR images by the use of post processing to generate a colour map. This allows
identification of normal and abnormal lung tissue and would appear to be a promising
technique for differentiating tissue types. Certain ly, the differentiation of active
infiammatory disease and inactive fibrosis in interstitial lung disease would increase
the clinical utility of pulmonary MR. The active disease may respond to treatment, and
repeat scans could then be performed to qualitatively and quantitatively monitor
disease progression or treatment efficacy.
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Abstract - In this paper, we describe tools allowing the 3-D visualization of the deep cortical sulcal topography from a Tl-weighted
MR image. These tools have been developed in the frame of a project
aiming at the automatic detection and recognition of the main cortical
sulci. They provide first a powerful assistance to study the interindividual variability of the cortical topography, second an appealing way
to locate activations obtained from functional modalities.

1

Introduction

The analysis of cerebral functional data, obtained for instance from positron
emission tomography (PET) or magneto-encephalography (MEG), often requires
complementary anatomical information obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A number of intrasubject intermodality registration methods have
been proposed for this purpose [1]. Then, in order to apply various forms of
signal averaging to the functional data or to perform comparative studies accross
subjects, two approaches are possible:
1. Using a standard brain space: the most usual methodologies rely on the

proportional system of Talairach [2, 3, 4]. The main limitation of this approach resides in the anatomical variability among subjects. To overcome
this limitation, 3-D deformable computerized atlases have been proposed,
nonlinear deformations being performed either interactively [5, 6] or automatically [7, 8].
2. Using a set of regions of interest (ROI) specifically defined for each individual anatomy.
Whereas atlas based and ROI based methods perform well for the internal brain
structures (thalamus nuclei, caudate nuclei ... ) because of their low variability
[9]' they appear much more difficult for the cortical structures (sulci and gyri)
because of a higher variability [10, 11 ].
This paper describes new visualization tools developed in the frame of a
project aiming at the automatic detection and recognition of the main cortical
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sulci, which would be an importan t contribution to the design of new methodologies for the human brain mapping research es [12]. This project consists of three
main parts:
1. The design of a robust method allowing to extract from a TI-weighted 3-D

MR image a high level representation of the cortex topography [13].
2. T he constitution of a large database of such cortex re presentations in which
th e main sulci a re identified [14].

3. T he elabora tion of a generic structural model of the cortex topography
from this database and the design of a method matching this model and
any individual cortex representation [15] .
The tools described in this paper are dedicated to the 3-D visualization of the
cortical sulcal topography. They are used mainly to study th e interindividual
variability of this topography. Moreover, they provide an appealing way to locate
anatomically in 3-D a focus of activation buried deep within a sulcus and hence
not visible on the brain surface [16J. This would be particularly int eresting for
MEG , which is mostly confined to activation from tangential dipoles usually
found in the sulci .

2

Extraction of a cortex representation

The representation of the cortical topography extracted from a MR image is an
attributed relational grap h (ARG). The ARG nodes represent corti cal surface
folds, i. e. mainly sulcus parts or branches. This ARG is constructed automatically with the following algorithm [13]:
1. Segmentation of the brain using 3-D mathematical morphology.

2. Segmentation of the union U of t he cortex and of the cerebr ospinal fluid
enclosed in the brain hull. Topological and regularization constraints are
included in th e segmentation process using the hom otopic ally defo rmable
region method proposed in [13]' in order to increase the robustness of the
further steps.
3. 3-D homotopic skeletonization and pruning of U.
4. Segmentation of the skeleton in simple surfaces (ARG nodes) and junctions
between surfaces (fi rst type of ARG relations) [17].
5. Identification of the brain external surface and of the inter-hemispheric
fissure in the skeleton (ARG special nodes).
6. Detection of simple surface pairs composin g a gyrus using several generalized Vorono'j diag rams (second type of ARG relations).
7. Computation of various semantic attributes describing ARG nodes and
relations (size, location, orientation ... ).
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3

Identification of the sulci

As soon as the ARG is constructed! the neuroanatomist may label the ARG
nodes according to the sulcus nomenclature using a dedicated editor [14J. This
editor allows the superimposition of simple surfaces or surface junctions on a 3-D
rendering of the brain surface and on three orthogonal slices of the MR image
(see Fig. 1). The editor offers a browser which allows the sorting of the ARG
nodes according to the various semantic attributes and which gives access to the
various neighbours of a node. The identification strategy is hierarchical: first,
the larger sulci are identified, then the neuroanatomist looks into the smaller and
more variable ones.

4

3-D visualization of the sulci

Identified sulci are then visualized in 3-D using either colored wireframes (see
Fig. 2) or surface renderings (see Fig. 1). The sulci can be visualized one by
one in order to study the variability of features across subjects (general shape,
branches, interruptions). One of our goals is to study the relationship between
sulcus interruptions and fiber bundles allowing communication between gyri. The
sulci can also be visualized by group in order to study the variable patterns
accross subjects and the shape of the delimited gyri.
This visualization tools will help to resolve the current uncertainty about
the functional significance of individual sulcal patterns. Indeed, they provide an
appealing way to study the intersubject variability of the anatomical location of
a given focus of activity (the physiological response to a given stimulus).

5

Conclusion

Many of the current limitations facing human brain mapping hinge on the variabality of the highly convoluted human cortex. Our project aims to develop
robust and reproducible methods to identify various cortical structures. At this
moment, the tools described in this paper provide the neuroanatomist with a
powerful assistance for the sulcus identification. The next challenge is to automatize as far as possible this cumbersome identification work. The final goal may
be to propose an in terface allowing the visualization of any individual cortex like
the anatomical atlas described in [181.
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Figure 1: Surface rendering mode of visualization: this figure presents first
the visualization panel allowing to label the ARG nodes (in this example, the
junctions between several folds and the external surface of the brain are superimposed on a surface rendering of the brain and on three orthogonal MR slices, the
four views being interactively conjointly driven by th e yellow 3D cursor [14J) and
second, a surface rendering of an identified sulcus set.
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Figure 2: Wireframe mode of visualization: the same sulcus set as in Fig. 1
is visualized in 3-D using two types of colored wire/Tames (one color per sulcus on
the left, a color scale indicating the distance to the projection plane on the right).
The parallelepipedic box corresponds to the orientation of the MR image (in this
case approximaiiveiy the orientation of the Talairach frame). The neurologist may
interactively change the point of view, select a sulcus to get some information or
visualize a slice of the initial MR image. The bottom image corresponds to the
manual delineation of the sulci in the slices of the MR tmage.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In brain vascular disorders, accurate 3D rcconstruction is essential for diagnosis and treaUTIent planning. True 3D reconstruction of the human cerebrovascular
system is hampered by the inberent properties of current imaging systems. X-ray angiograpby bas bigb vessel resolution but is acquired as 2D projection images. Magnetic resonance images give a 3D volumetric representation of the blood vessel tree of
the patient's brain, bowever they are limited in resolution and contain no temporal information to allow arteries to be distinguished from veins. In current clinical practice,
the combination of different types of images is currenUyaccomplisbed visually by the
radiologist and surgeon in order to obtain a qualitative impression of the relative position of Ule vessels in three dimensions. Tbis may introduce error which can bave a
profound impact upon both diagnosis and treaunen!. Our research aims a t divising
techniques to reconstruct the cerebrovascular tree from the partial information collccted [rom x-ray angiograms and MR angiograms. We look 10 a higher accuracy resulL
In the interests of improving endovascu lar therapy, our task is the reconstruction of important patient cerebrovascular system elements from the partial information
collected from a variety of medical imaging instruments including magnetic resonance angiograms (MRA) slices, and pairs of x-ray angiograms (XRA). Knowledgebased techniques allow us to resolve many of the inherent ambiguities in twoprojection x-ray angiography by combining both anatomical and structural vascular
information. The association of image processing techniques and a knowledge-based
approach has been followed by otherg3,4,5,7,9. One of the fundamental problems left
unsolved is the appropriate type of knowledge and its underlying representation.
Following the results of previous research, we propose a method for modelbased 3D reconstruction and visualisation of cerebral vasculature based on symbolic
image fu sion12. ln our approacb to 3D reconstruction, the symbolic, structural model
provides guidance to XRNMRA processing and image fusion, resulting in a patienti
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specific description of the blood vessels. During program development, there is a
need to establisb an environment for generating a standard data set for determining algorithmic error and to investigate the requirements for different preprocessing algorithms.
Tbis paper discusses our development of a standard data set for the determination of an appropriate knowledge representation and for estimating algorithmic
error. The two models described here arise from basic anatomy and from neurovascular radiologists and comprise (I) a structural model represented by frames ll and (2) a
Computer Aided Design (CAD) model based on simple geometric elements. We
cboose to simulate the vasculature with CAD to provide us with absolute control and
knowledge of the base geometry. Tbe CAD model allows us to derive pseudo-XRA
projection images for different projection planes and we can also generate pseudoMRA images by voxelisation of the CAD solid model.Thst image data sets, both projectional and tomograpbic, can be computed by introducing image noise, distortion,
contrast, and olber faclOrs when constructing the derived pseudo-clinical images.

11_

GRAPHICAL MODEL

We began the development of the CAD model of the cerebral vasculature by
drawing lbe main arteries and their principal branches, using an 'off-lbe-shelf' 3D
drawing program. Only the centre lines needed to he drawn by hand. We then added
the blood vessel thicknesses to tlle data file output by the drawing program. The vessel diameters were estimated from patient angiograms.This procedure allowed the au tomatic construction of solid cylinders of corresponding diameters around the centre
lines. The resulting model (Figure I), currently consists of 170 solid tapered cylinders.
We bave developed a computer program to simulate x-ray imaging techniques. X-ray angiography is a projection of the imaged vasculature. The two standard
views are: Anterior Posterio~ where lbe x-ray source is at the front of the head; and
Lateral, where the x-ray source is at one side. In clinical use, images are also often
produced as a stereo pair with relatively small angular displacement (commonly 4'
to 7' ).
Our program can create perspective and parallel projections from different
angles of the cylinder model. It also allows specification of a rectangular prism to be
used as a clipping volume. The x-ray imaging technique was simulated by projecting
a ray through eacb pixel. The ray is a rectangular prism, one pixel in cross section.
Tbe intensity of the pixel is set proportional to the volume of the intersection of the
ray with the solid model. The program approximates this volume by computing a
number of sample points that falls inside the solid model. To avoid aliasing artifacts, a
large number of samples is used. The images can be produced at arbitrary resolutions.
Figure 1a shows the lateral view of the Rigbt Internal Carotid Artery and its main
brancbes. Figures 1a and Ib sbow a stereo pair taken with a 4 ' angle of separation.
After creating the base images, different filtering tecbniques are used to introduce
noise and to sbow the effect of limited resolution (Figure 2a). For example, a simple
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averaging filter can introduce blurring to any desired amount (Figure 2b).
In clinical imaging prior to an endovascular therapy session, images are acquired with various MRA flow protocols resulting in sets of from 30 to 120 axial
slices. To create pseudo-MRA images, we take the CAD model of the vasculature and
transform it into a set of voxels. Our program can construct these slices by setting
the clipping volume to that sampled in an MRA slice. Two slices of the Internal
Carotid Artery are shown in Figure 3. These simulate a selective 3D MRA. Variations
in resolution (voxel size, aspect ratio, and slice gaps) can easily be introduced. As in
the XRA simulations, noise can be added.
The CAD model and associated programs provide an environment in which
algorithms that attempt to reconstruct 3D structures from the 2D images can be tested.
We have a known structure that can be transformed to simulate the effects of various
imaging techniques. Thus, we can perform controlled experiments with the reconstruction algorithms. Some other features of this environment are:
•

The model is able to simulate images from typical x-ray angles with exact information of the imaging geometry. This information provides parameters which are
required by many reconstruction algorithms.
Being able to create many projections allows studies which relate the projection
angle, the position of the imaged object and the success of the reconstruction technique.
The model can be enhanced with various additional vascular structures that can be
alternately introduced or removed to verify algorithmic robustness. Thus the complexity of the model can grow with time.
The model can be modified with various pathologies including stenoses,
aneurysms, emboli, etc. This allows it to be used in both normal and abnormal situations.

III. STRUCTURAL MODEL
Algorithmic methods for 3D reconstruction have many limitationss. They require a number of known corresponding points in the 2D images, and the corresponidng points on the imaged object. Knowledge is also required of the distances between the x-ray source, the imaged object and the imaging plane, and the centre of rotation. In practice these parameters are often not known and highly variable. Furthermore, the 3D reconstruction is only an approximation to the original anatomical structure since all imaging techniques lose some 3D information which cannot be fully recovered.
Radiologists deal with this deficiency of information by drawing on their
knowledge of anatomy. For example, if the radiologist cannot trace the complete
course of a narrow blood vessel, he or she may first locate a known, structure and
search for the desired structure in its neighbourhood. Many researchers have claimed
that if automatic reconstruction methods are to be successful, they must also use
model-based strategies, in much the same way as radiologists do 1.5.6.9 This modelbased strategy is pan of our approach.
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We construct a structural model that is, in effec~ an augmented CAD model
which includes additional anatomical, topological, relational and spatial information.
We have used a 'frame' representation because it is well suited to 'expectation-driven'
programming. By this we mean that frames provide an easy way of identifying properties that our knowledge tells us should be present. If these properties are not eviden~
then executable procedures, attached to the properties, can be automatically invoked
to determine the value of the property. Thus, if we have identified a particular blood
vessel and its frame contains information about branches, procedures attached to the
branching information can begin a search for those branches in predicted locations.
Further enhancement of the knowledge-base will allow the encoding of anatomical
variants, so common in human brain vasculature2 .

IV. USING THE MODE LS
Th be able to calculate the 3D position of points from stereo images, we must
calculate the disparity betwee n corresponding points in the two images. One of the
main problems in reconstruction from stereo pairs is the problem of finding corresponding points4·lO • In some of our work we usc DSA stereo pairs, taken with a 4'
separation angle and propose to usc the anatomical model to assist in finding correspondence points. To reconstruct the tree structure we use the following information
and assumptions: the site of contrast injection (usually the right or left internal carotid
artery), the blood vessels represent connected structures and; the blood vessels in
DSA are high-contrast regions.
Our reconstruction procedure is as follows. The centre lines of the blood vessels are obtained by applying thresholding and thinning operations on the angiograms.
Similar techniques were proposed by Gerig el al6 and applied to 3D MRA data. The
result of these operations is a set of blood vessel segments, many of which will be disconnected because of the inability of the thresbolding algorithm to detect faint vessels. These segments may be connected by line-following to form a skeleton-like
structure. Unfortunately, line-following algorithms are easily deceived by noise and
overlying anatomy and, in many cases, the algorithms require manual intervention 9, IO.
Using the anatomical model of the vasculature we can match and label the
segments belonging to one arterial branch and connect them into a tree structure. The
angiogram contains the label of the blood vessel into which the contrast material was
introduced. This label indicates which frame represents the root of the tree that is to
be constructed. Branching information in the frame indicates where adjoining line
segments may be expected or where individual patient anatomic variation deviates
from the "ideal" vascular tree. If there are gaps in the image where a branch is expected, a search for the line maybe initiated in the region indicated by the frame in the
image. In elfec~ this is a graph matching procedure which invokes heuristics when
there is a loss of information in the image.
We apply the same procedure to each image of a stereo pair. Provided that
the blood vessel segments have the same anatomical interpretation in both projections,
we can use the labels to identify corresponding points in the stereo images. The calcu-
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latiolJ of disparity and the 3D coordinates of each point can now proceed using Slandard methods 10. A similar procedure can be applied for creating a skeleton structure
from MRA volume data. Implementation of this method is still in progress.

V.

CONCLUSION

We are developing a prototype system for 3D image reconstruction and visualisation. There are many parameters associated with image capture and these often
have a significanteffect on the performance of algorithms. This paper argues that there
is merit in having a model representation where the effects of these parameters can be
studied. Having an anatomical CAD model of the vasculature can be used to generate
data sets representing different imaging modalities where the accuracy of the reconstruction algorithms can he measured. Having an anatomical structural model of the
vasculature can facilitate the image processing task.
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Fig I.

Stereo pair Lateral view

Fig 3. MR A slices at positions shown in fi gure 2
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I. INTRODUCTION
On-line interactive visuali zati on of th e human brain 's surface and subcortical

anatomy is increasingly important for recently developed techniques showing
activations of brain perfusion. Functional magnetic reso nance imagi ng (fMRI) is one
such novel technique which allows focal blood fl ow increases in the range of 2 x 2 x
2 mm (8 mm 3 or less in the ncar future) to be detec ted in multiple brain planes
simultaneously.I -4 Techniques for the visualization of such data in realistic threedimensional recon struction s at the time of such experiments poses a considerable

technical challenge. Such techniques are needed to allow rapid feedback on the
success of activation paradigms, so that valuable and expensive imaging Lime is used
mos t efficiently, and experimental hypotheses can be refined during the same imaging

session.

This report presen ts our experience using a networked Unix-based workstation
system, des igned 10 facilitate fMRI image acquisition, image trans fer and rapid
processing to display reconstructed three-dimensional and manipUlable brain volumes
detailed enough to guide subsequent imaging. At present this system utili zes disparate
hardware platforms, custom code and stock applications, but in future will no doubt
s implify. This system has made possible an interacti vity not previously available
durin g fMRI experimentation, and seems equ all y app licable to o th er on-line
radiological image processing applications.

II. METHODS
The fMRI experiments reported here required the ge neration of high- resolution
magnetic resonance (MR) images in co ntiguous thin slices which cou ld be vis uaHzed
as a realistic three-d imensional rendered volume. This was used as an indi viduali zed

anatomical reference to determine the specific location of the experimental slice
planes (functional images), "Acti vation maps" arc a further functional image derived
from a pixel-wi se subtractio n of the perfusion image of a baseline behavioral
condi tion subtracted from that of an "active" behavioral condition. The anatomical
informati on of the activation images is limited making accurate co-registrat ion of the
two types of images essential in delennining the speci fic loci of functional change in

an indi vidual activation experiment. The number of variables in such experiments is
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vast, and includes subject, experimental paradigm, and imaging technical factors, any
of which could invalidate a specific experimental trial's images. Interactive
visuali zation of these images thus offers a significant improvement in fMRI research
methods.
Imaging technique
A three-dimensional magnetization prepared, rapid acquisition gradient echo

(MPRAGE) sequence is used to acquire the high resolution anatomical image (a 200
mm slab of 128 sagittally oriented partitions, each 256 x 256 acqui sition matrix with a

280 mm field of view, effective in-plane pixel resolution of 1.6 x 1.1 mm, TR 10 ms,
TE 4 ms, TI 500 ms, TA 9' IT'). Imaging was performed using a whole-body 1.5
Tesla MR with echoplanar capabi lity (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen,
Germany). fMRI images are acquired using a variety of imag ing sequences designed
to display differences in blood now, most commonly based on blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) T2* contrast2-., or more recently echoplanar imaging with signal
targetting wi th alternati ng radiofrequency (EPISTAR). ' These sequences usually vary
in field of view and pixel dimensions relative to the MPRAGE images necessitating
interpolation in co-registration. All images arc acquired within a conceptu al "magnet

space" whose center is at the center of the magnetic field, and uses a tri-axial
coordinate system.

All scans have a 6144 byte header which includes details of the incident and in-plane
vectors wi th respect to magnet space, completely specifying the imaged plane's
location and offset. The consecutive pixel intensity values (as 16-bit integers) follow
this header, file size depending upon the num ber of pixels in the image. The images
are acqu ired using a Siemens Magnetom running custom Numaris software, and the
images are then transferred over the hospital network to a I or more gigabyte storage
disc. The Numaris software allows simple image manipulations onl y, necessitating
the use of more speciali zed software. We have chosen A VS (Advanced Visualization
Systems, Inc, Waltham, MA) for this purpose. It is resident on a network-accessible
Hewlett-Packard Apollo 9000 Series 750 computer, which offers sufficient processing
power to manipulate and render the large data sets with acceptable speed. The
common scratch storage can be accessed by both systems, and the AVS can be cloned
to a Sun SPARC 2 workstation console immediately adjacent to the imaging console.
A VS contains general image processing tools, and a modular framework, allowing the
easy incorporation of specialized custom C code fragments ("modules") used in a
"plu g and play" vis ual user interface e nviro nment. We have written custom modules
to extract the relevant vector infonnation from the raw image files, in order to register
all images relative to magnet space, and hence correctly to each other.

Image p rocessing

Once the remote login procedure has been accompl ished, a pre-configured AVS
network (the AVS metaphor for a lin ked group of modules accomp lishing a specific
task) is activated . This sequentially extracts the pixel information for the MPRAGE
images, creates a three-d imensional array of these ("voxels"), and then uses the
header information to place this volume correctly in magnet space. Thi s is achieved

by using the FovX (field of view in the x direction), FovY (field of view in the y
direction), slice thi ckness, number of slices and center coordinate fields of each
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image. Prior to displaying this volume. a custom module implements an automatic
segmentation algorithm which effectively removes all of the high signal scalp tissue
and many of the brain's thick investing membranes. The algorithm is based on a

weighted average and custom edge detection techniques. which seek the low intensity

layers deep to the high intensity scalp layers, and then zero all voxels outside this
location. It effectively "scalps" the volume providing sufficient detail of the cortical
surface for the recognition of anatomical landmarks. A ray tracing algorithm is then

used to display a grey scale image of the scalped volume, to allow the planning fMRI
slice angles and offsets using the individual unique anatomy. Tools also exist to place
a proposed slice plane in the volume, and to resHee thi s volume arbitrari ly to view
anatomical relationships. When the desired plane has been selected, the appropriate

slice angle and offset is read from the A VS module which created the plane. These
parameters match those required by the MR scanner for the fMRI slice planes.
After the fMRI image, eg EPISTAR, is finished , which usually involves a baseline
condition image (or images) subtracted from an active condition image, the fMRI
image is transferred over the network to the storage site and incorporated into the

scalped 3-D volume, using the two normalized orthogonal plane vectors defining the
phase and frequency encoding directions. Given these vectors, the magnet space
locations of the four corners of the plane are calculated, whose voxel equivalents are

then computed with respect to the volume. The location of each pixel on the fMRI
image can then be compared with its equivalent voxel location and its 24-bit value
substituted for the volume's voxel 24-bit value if the plane intersects the volume at
this pixel. Variou s processing strategies can be used to enhance regions of interest,
most commonly involving such steps (each by I or more modules) as excluding all

pixels with intens ities below a ca\culated noise threshold, computing a fractional
change (or other statistic) on a pixel-wise basis, mapping a pseudo-color scale to the
intensities, applying a filter, eg nearest neighbor or gaussian, then replacing volume

pixels by those of the manipulated fMRI image. The opacity of the volume can be
manipulated to make the activation map visible overlaid upon the grey-scale ray
traced volume, to allow anatomo-behav ioral correlations. On the current system, then
image incorporation typicalIy takes between 5 and 10 minutes for each new image or
se t of images.

Multiple slices can be incorporated into the volume sequentially (or simultaneously),
and the further manipulations of the volume performed. For example, it is common to
need to re-slice the volume to follow the activation along a cortical landmark, to label
or mark an anatomical site (such as a sulcus), or to extract coordinates in other spatial
coordinate systems. Relatively simple volume manipulations such as zooming,
rotation , tran slation, arbitrary slicing, or cinematic display are easily implemented.
Thi s process can proceed in parallel with the acquisit ion of the next experiment's

fMRI images.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Thi s system currently supports effective on-line visualization of fMRI experimental
images and enhances the effectiveness of fMRI imaging sessions. It allows less
wasted exploratory fMRI imaging and promotes directed functional experimentation.
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There are still difficulties with this technique, most specifically the reliance upon the
integrity of the network and several different computer platforms. In addition, the
speed of processing these large data sets is only just sufficient to accomplish these online analyses. and we await fas ter more powerful processors eagerly. However, we do
conclude that this and future similar systems can provide on-line support for studies
of functional human imagi ng.
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Abstract

We report here the development of a frameless means of stereotactic
localization coupled to an advanced graphics work station for interactive
computer-assisted interventional radiology and surgery. It provides for real-time,
intraoperative visualization, and registration of 3D patient data (CT, MR, PET,
etc.). It obviates the need for uncomfortable patient head rings or frames
commonly in use for stereotactic craniotomy and neurosurgical biopsy. This
technology has been extended for clinical use in spine surgery and CT-table imageguided needle biopsy procedures. Motivations for this work include increased
patient acceptance, improved quality of care, and streamlined procedures that
reduce costs.
Introduction

Image assisted intervention has the potential to increase the utility of
minimally invasive surgery and treatment. Registering previously obtained images
to the patient at the time of intervention provides the physician with a patient
specific map to guide surgery[1]. Stereotatic neurosurgery takes advantage of
previous imaging procedures to guide surgery. This work uses framesless
stereotatic methods and real-time computer reconstructed images to allow image
guided surgery.
Methods

An ultrasonic 3D digitizer (Science Accessories Corp.) was interfaced to a
ViStar medical graphical supercomputer (picker International). Customized
"wands" were build as handheld pointing devices and surgical tools for use with
the digitize r. The "wands" were constructed with 2 or more ultrasonic emitters.
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The requisite microphone array used to triangulate wand positions was mounted
on, or proximal to, the operating table.
Intraoperative registration was performed using three or more small,
hollow, spherical fiducials filled with CTIMR visible solution. The ultrasonic
wand was used to locate the fiducial positions, providing anatomical coordinates to
register the patient's anatomy with the 3D scans. In cases where external fiducials
were problematic, as in spinal surgery, bony landmarks served as anatomic
reference points. Following registration, multi planar reformatting software on the
work station then locates axial, sagittal, and coronal planes corresponding to the
wand tip. Oblique planes normal to (Wand View) and inclusive of the wand
pointing axis (Track View) arc also presented to assist the clinician. Real-time 3D
surface rendering of the patient's CT or MR data provides useful orientation
information.
CT guided biopsy was done with the patient on the CT table. A scan of
the lesion and area around the lesion was obtained. The scan in then transferred to
the ViStar computer. The images are registered to the patient on the CT table
using 4 fiducials . This method relies on the relative positions of the fiducials,
lesion, and skin not changing or not changing significantly over the course of the
procedure.
Results
The reproducibility of a point in space using 4 trials is +/- 0.6 mm[2].
The mean linear error localizing 66 points in 22 patients was 3.1 mm sd
1.5mm121. In phantom studies done on a CT table placement ofa needle tip
greater than 7 cm from the surface showed the needle tip to be within 9 mm of the
expected location.
To date, the framcless stereota,1' system described here has been used to
perform over 190 procedures consisting of neurosurgical biopsy, craniotomy,
spinal instrumentation, and CT-table needle biopsy. In a group of patients with
gliomas there was a neurological morbidity of 4% as compared to conventional

craniotomy in a separate group of controls with a neurological morbidity of 12%
[31 . Four CT guided procedures where oblique orientation of the needle was
necessary were also done without complication and correct needle placement.
Placement of pedical screws has also been done using bony fiducials .
Conclusion

Compared to traditional framed stereotaxy using rings attached to patient
heads, this system has significantly shortened operating room times and overall
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procedure cost. It ofTers interactive visualization of 30 CTIMRI for surgical
treatment. System use will be extended to other procedures such as VIP shunt
placement, endoscopy, placement of electrodes for epilepsy monitoring, and other
interventional radiologic procedures.
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SUMMARY
Th e cont.ribu tion presents a possible solution [or depicting the complete
brain surface in one \'iell'. The system uses 3D tomographic data. Ray tracing is
used to get the map of the brain surface on the sphere surrounding th e 3D data
volume. Cartographic azimuthal equidistant projectioIl is then applied to map
the sphere Oil til e plene. Possible epplications include EEG mapping, surgery
planning, etc.

1. INTRODUCTIO N
Resea rch in brain topography requ ires un amb iguous and visuall y clear
representations of the morphological structures. 3D reconstruction based on
I\HU data is a su itable visualization method for such tasks. For example, EEG
parameters in m ental activit ies reseach can be mapped onto a 3D rendered view
of Lhe human brain wiLh morphological daLa obLained from a 3D MRI sLudy [1].
Such mappings arc very graphic and allow the use of a large variety of tools for
representing the measured data (color, shadin g, textures etc .) without losing
the morphologi ca l context. However! t his visualization method has a significant
drawback: l'.'lore than one 3D view is required for a complete description of the
whole brain surface (usually, Lhe len and righ L laLeral views and a Lop view are
used ).
In our work , we have used a simple method for producing maps of th e

huma.1/ bn/.'in that dep icts the comp lete brain surface in one view using ray-tracing
and cartographic pl'oj ect ion. \Ve call t his method spherical mapping, because
the primary projection maps the brain surface onto a surrounding sphere.
The cUlTent cont ribution gives a brief explanat ion of the geometry of
the spherical mapping , desc ribes the practical procedure of h and li ng the data
and brings illu strative examples .
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II. GEOMETRY OF THE SPHEIlICAL PROJECTION
Standard volume renderers produce planar projections of the objects.
In this casc, rays are casted in parallel (axonometric views) or in bundles (perspective views). Such images correspond to the common visual perception and
are therefore 'realistic'. However, the ray-tracing-based volume rendering can be
used not only for generating realistic scenes. For example, if the projecting rays

are normal to a non-planar surface in all its points, we get a map of the depicted
objects on this surface (this is similar to the well-known texture mapping).
\Vc have proposed to use a sphere surrounding the 3D volume block
as the reference surface for mapping brain struclures (Fig. 1) . The rays are cast
normally to the spherical surface towards its centre and the characteristic values

of the ray- object intersections (according to the shading method chosen) are
mapped onto this sphere (called projection sp/m·e).

BR

INTERSECTION POINT

Fig. 1: Geometry of the spherical mapping.

The most critical fa ctor of the mapping is the choice of the centre of
the projection sp here relatively to the depicted object. In order to achieve standardization, anatomic landmarks have to be used for positioning the mapping
coordinate system. We propose the lise of t he orbito-meatal (OML) plane as the
base, sin ce the whole brain (including cerebellum) lies over this plane in most

cases. The point on the skin sllt·face of the sllpra-OML part of the head with the
maximum distance from the O~'1L-plane has been defined as vertex. The centre
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of the projection sphere lies on the normal to the OML-plane passing through
this vertex.

The height It of the centre over the OML-plane (relatively to the vertexto-OML-plane distance J-f) has to be optimized wi t h respect to the quality of
mapping. Intuiti vely, a good mapp ing quality can be achieved wh en the projection rays are normal to a smooth , ap proximating hull of the object. In the case
of the brain, for examp le, using this hull we get high depth contrast between
su lci and gyri. A typica l brain fonn (i.e. iis convex hull) is non-spherical with a
considerab le diITerence in curvat.ure measured in t.he sag itt al and coro nal planes
(see Fig. 2). Thus , the op timum heigth It has to be found as a trade-off bet.ween the sphere that would optimally map the sagittal reg ion (i.e. the region of

the brain sm·face close to the sagittal plane) and the sp here mapping optimally
the region near the plane per pend icular to the Olin-plane and passing through
the vcrtex. In our experi me nts with various data sets, we have found the value
It '" 0.1If to be optimal. 1I 0wever, using this value, the maps of the temporal

and occipital lobes exhibi t lack of details of the cortical structure (sec Fig. 4) .

Fig. 2: SeLLing up the optimum centre position of the projection sphere in the

two mut.ually perpendi cular planes. (This figure depicts the actual geometrical
configurat.ion llsed for rendering Fig. 4 and 5 .)

The problem of trans form ing a coordinate system defin ed on a nonplanar surface to a planar coord in ate system is solved in cartography ([2]) . Obviously, the problem is non-tr ivia l in the case o f undevelopable surface (e.g . sphere),
if certa in geometr ica l conditions are to be met. In standard cartography, such
cond ili ons can includ e conservation of distances, angles, areas, or some combination wit.h optim izat.ion of some composed dist.orlion fun d ion. These conditions
make sense when the dep ided objects li e closely to the spherical surface. In our
case however, the sphe re is only an in termediate geometrical abstradion used to
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Fig. 3: Full-scale spherical map of the cube (th e cube centre and the projection
sphere cente r co in cid e ). The nu mbe rs stand for colat itud e in degrees .

dete rmin e ray diredions. Therefo re , th e simpliest transform is the best choice.
If t.h e drawing plane is tan ge nt ia l to th e projection sphere (the common point is
called polc), th e natural solu tio n is to defin e a po lar coo rdinate system (1' ,W) in
t he drawin g pl a ne wi t h t he po le as the origin and

/' =
w

RO

(1 )

Here, (0,9 ) is the spheri cal coordinate system on t he projection sphere (0 stands
for colatitud e - the angul ar di stance from the po le ; ¢ stands for longitude), and
R is the radiu s o f the project io n sphere . The parameter R has only the meaning

of the magnifi cation factor. This mapping mode is called azimuthal equidistant
proJectio n (AEP) in car tog raphy, because th e radial dis tan ce r is equal to the
geodes ical distan ce from the pole to a given point (0 ,9) on the sphere, Obviously,
t his trans fo rm is a one-to-o ne m a pping betwee n th e points on the sphere and
th e inn er o f a circl e wi th th e ex ce ptio n of th e opposite pole .

In ord er to demon strate th e characteri sti c geome trical distortions int rodu ced by these mappings, Figure 3 shows a cube proj ected by AEP, In this
case, th e ce nt res o f t he proj ect io n sphere and o f the cube phantom coincide.
Gradi ent shading was used La re nder th e surface, t herefore the darkest regions
correspond to t he po in ts on t he cube t.hat are hit by the rays perp endicular to
the surface.
A full -scale spheri cal m ap o f the brain is s ho wn in Fig. 4. The polar
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coordinaLe system is centered in the verLex. The concentric circles represent

the parallels at 90, l BO, and 270 degrees, respectively. Clearly, the area above
approx. 270 degrees is unusable due to the extreme distortion. Note that the
large black regions are caused by (holes' in th e segmented brain data set (no
surface defined). A pract ica lly usable map provided with anatomic descriptions
of the major reg ions is shown in Fig. 5.

In standard mapp ing mode, the luminance of the pixels is used for

shap e coding (e.g. using common gradient shading). The chromaticity coordinates of the pixels can be free ly ut.ilized to represent measured data (EEG, as in
our applicat ion) or any other relevant quantity.

III. PRACTICAL PROCEDURE
At first, th e tomographic data set obtained using a 3D scanning se-

quence is resampled to

para-O ~'1L

sli ces (the sli ces parallel to the OML plane).

The da ta is then segmented usi ng an in te racti ve tool based on threshold ing and
repeated app li cat ions o f morphologic and connected component labeling opera-

tions ([3]). The position of the vertex is found as the centre of gravity of the
highest non-empty para-O~'lL head slice. The mapping software (brm - BRain
l\'lapper) is implemenled as command-line-driven program allowing setting of geometric parameters (positioning of the projection sphere, magnification), various
shading modes, etc.
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Fig. 4: Full-scale spherica l map of the brain .

Fig. 5: Relevant deta il of the map with anatomic descriptions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Much attention has heen directed recently to the compression of images for
the purposes of archival and transmission. The recent effort by the American
College of Radiologists and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(ACR/NEMA) to define a workable standard for the interaction of medical
imaging equipment has highlighted the need for effective evaluation of
compression techniques included in such standards. The Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG) has defined a standard that includes an irreversible
compression technique using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which
has already been widely applied outside the medical imaging community.
Irreversible compression techniques potentially allow for more effective use
of limited storage and transmission bandwidth than the less effective
reversible compression methods. Before such methods can be adopted for
medical applications both the fidelity of the reconstructed images and the
effect of any information loss on diagnostic accuracy must be evaluated.
Magnetic resonance (MR) images are somewhat different from other forms of
radiologic images in their spatial and contrast resolution, and noise
characteristics. Though individual images are small, they are ' acquired in ever
increase volumes as faster acquisition techniques proliferate, hence the need
for effective compression techniques is increasing. The different nature of
MR images requires that evaluations of irreversible compression be
specifically directed, rdther than drawing conclusions about effectiveness and
accuracy from studies of other modalities.

In this study, brain MR images of differing contrast are compressed using
one of the JPEG algorithms at varying degrees of compression , and evaluated
by a team of neuro-radiologists for a specific diagnostic task involving the
detection and enumeration of discrete white matter lesions. The purpose is to
determine whether the JPEG algorithm is suitable for this application, and
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what degree of compression can be achieved before diagnostic accuracy
suffers. The hypothesis is that a greater degree of compression can be
achieved than with reversible compression techniques while still preserving
sufficient information to maintain diagnostic accuracy. These results will be
used to plan the methodology of a larger, more rigorous study.

n.

METHODS

Sixty intermediate weighted (rW) and 1'2 weighted (T2W) images were
selected by one neuro-radiologist from a group of patients undergoing routine
MR examination of the brain. Only patients with normal images or images
showing evidence of white matter disease were included. Those with space
occupying lesions were excluded. Images were acquired on a General Electric

Signa 1.5T magnet with 4X level software. Conventional multi-planar spin
echo acquisition parameters include a repetition time of 2800 ms, echo times

of 30 ms and 80 ms for lW and 1'2W images respectively, a slice thickness
of 4 mm, a matrix size of 256 and a field of view of 200 mm resulting in an
in-plane resolution of 0.78 mm per pixel.
Image data was transferred to a Sun SparcStation IPC for processing. The
code from the Independent JPEG group (UG) version 2b was modified to
read and write 12 bit images and used to compress each image at five
different degrees of compression. The compressed images were then
decompressed, converted back into images acceptable to the Signa, and
pooled to form a total of 360 images. The order of images in this series was
then randomized to prevent observers from correlating the same image at
different degrees of compression.
The images were then transferred to a Signa diagnostic console for
evaluation. All observations were made at the console. No images were
printed. The observers had access to the limited imaging functions on the
console, which included adjustment of window level and width and
magnification, but no form of filtration.
Three other neuro-radiologists experienced in reading brain MR images then
evaluated the entire series independently. Each was asked to determine for
each image, the number of discrete white matter lesions in size categories of
< 2 mm , 2-5 mm, and > 5 mm, and the presence or absence of confluent

peri-ventricular white matter changes (CPVWMC). Each observer was also
asked to make a subjective assessment of image quality on a scale of one to
five.

The degree of compression and its effect on image quality, the number of
lesions stratified by size, and the presence of peri-ventricular disease, was
evaluated using the uncompressed image as a standard. Comparison was
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performed using the non-parametric Wilcoxon's matched pairs signed ranks
test for lesion detection and the McNemar test for matched pairs of
dichotomous values for peri-ventricular changes. Significant differences were
regarded as present when the two-tailed probability of a difference was less
than 5 %. A two-tailed test was chosen as the compression process could
conceivably alter the image in a manner that improved lesion detection.

m.

RESULTS

No significant difference in number of lesions detected was apparent until
compression ratios reached 40:1 (Z~-6.63,p<.OOOI). This was despite a
highly significant difference in subjective assessment of image quality
observed at compression ratios of 20: I (Z~-6.22,p < .0001). However, even
at the highest level of compression, significant differences were observed
only for small « ~5mm) lesions. No significant differences were observed
in the detection of confluent peri-ventricular white matter disease at any level
of compression tested. The same results were obtained when IW images and
TZW images were considered separately.

IV.

DISCUSSION

The cost of archival storage media and tranSmISSion bandwidth remains

relatively high despite recent advances in technology. The increasing volume
of digitally acquired medical image data is driving the search for more
effective compression techniques. Reversible techniques have been applied to
the compression of MR images, but even with techniques especially chosen to
handle such images, compression ratios of at most 3.05: I have been attained
(7). A ratio of 2: I is more typical (10). The effectiveness of compression is
limited by the relatively high level of noise (10) and the high contrast
resolution and low spatial resolution (7) compared with other modalities.
A family of irreversible compression algorithms has developed using the
principle of transformation into the frequency domain to decorrelate
components of an image to facilitate more effective entropy encoding. The
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is usually chosen as algorithms are known
for fast discrete implementation, it closely approximates more ideal
transforms for decorrelation, and has only real components in the frequency
domain unlike the Fourier Transform.
Greater compression can be achieved by selectively quantizing frequency
components that carry information of less importance to the diagnostic
process, such as the higher frequency coefficients that carry edge rather than
contrast information. It is the selection of the quantization parameters that
primarily dictates the effectiveness of compression and the degree of
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information loss. An effective and reversible method of encoding is chosen
for the subsequent entropy encoding such as Huffman encoding.
What distinguishes variations on this theme, are whether the image is

transformed as an entire image ( I,ll ) or split into smaller blocks, whether
adaptive techniques are used on a regional basis to locally optimize the
quanti Zlltion process (6,8), and whether special techniques such as bit
allocation are used to handle images containing significant edge and contrast
information (2,3,4). The JPEG process chosen (extended sequential DCTbased mode with Huffman coding and 12 bit sample precision)(9) splits an
image into 8 by 8 pixel blocks and uses the same quantization algorithm for
the entire image, and in some ways represents the worst member of such a
family for this application. It is however computationally the simplest,
amenable to commercial hardware implementation (most of which are for 8

bit deep data only however) and well understood. A well tested and freely
available software implementation that runs on almost any processor was
available for this project. The entire family of reversible, irreversible, and
hierarchical compress ion techniques described in the JPEG standard has been
incorporated as the basis for compression in the new ACR/NEMA Digital
Image Communication in Medicine (DICOM) standard version 3.0, and
hence is destined to be the focus of considerable attention.
The application of these irreversible techniques to medical images has
received scrutiny before. High resolution (4,096 by 4,096) scanned
radiographs of the hand compressed with a full-frame technique were found
to retain diagnostic information up to a ratio of 28 : I for the difficult task of
detection of subperiosteal resorption (I ). Digitized chest radiographs have
been compressed with adaptive block based techniques achieving compression
ratios of 25: I (8) and 20: I (6) before loss of diagnostic accuracy.
Application to MR images has been described, but without evaluation of the
effect on loss of diagnostic information (3,5).
The diagnostic task chosen in this study to compare the effect of compression
is one that entails detection of both small and large lesions in relatively high
(T2W images) and low (IW images) contrast conditions. The lesions are
common enough that a sufficient number of cases could be acquired, and the
task has clinical relevance in that the number of lesions is regarded as being
of prognostic signi ficance, partiCUlarly in the setting of demyelinating disease.
Each lesion represents a discrete signal that is either present or absent,
reducing the ambiguity in the observer's mind.

The technique of analysis was chosen to prov ide a mechanism for
determining the probability of a significant difference between images . Many
similar studies use the ROC methodology for this purpose. That technique
was thought unsuitable for the present task that involves counting lesions,
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rather than assessing a degree of confidence in their presence or absence.
Though it is fashionabl e to quote sensitivity and specificity in such situations,

without a meaningful gold standard to refer to, these parameters have little
meaning outside a single study. Rather than recast the problem into one
suitable for ROC analysis, a non-parametric comparison of lesion counts
considering matched pairs maximizes use of the available data.

The findings suggest that for the specific task of detecting and counting
discrete white matter lesions and detecting the presence of peri-ventricular
changes, high degrees of compression can be tolerated. Interestingly, the

subjective assessment of image quality reduced significantly at lesser degrees
of compression. For this kind of image, it would appear tbat compression of
at least 10: I can be tolerated before there is a perceptible loss of quality, and
20: I before there is a loss of diagnostic accuracy. Contrast enhanced
difference images between tbe uncompressed original image and the
compressed image appear to contain very little anatomical structure. With a
greater degree o f compression, more structure is apparent. Though artifacts
due to the block-based algorithm used are perceptible with higher degrees of
compression, these are neither particularly prominent nor objectionable. No
difference was seen when TZW images and IW images were considered
separately, presumably reflecting the fact that these lesions have a high
contrast with the white matter on both types of images.
The results of thi s study suggest that the use of the irreversible compression

technique tested may be feasible for such tasks. A larger study with more
rigorous methodology is indicated before such a technique can be widely
applied. Other more difficult tasks that involve the detection of lesions
requiring very high spatial reso lution or subtle changes in image contrast also

need to be specifically assessed.
Irreversible techniques are already finding wide application for teleradiology,
where primary reading is not the objective, and access to the original image

is ultimately available. Considerable debate has ensued as to the applicability
of irreversible

techniques

to

long

term

archival

storage,

and

more

controversially, to images for primary reading. Medico-legal factors related
to

the

implications

of

deliberately

discarding

infonnation,

however

meaningless, will undoubtedly play a role in determining the future
applicability

of

irreversible

scientifically sound.

compression ,

perhaps

beyond

All modem digital acquisition methods,

what

is

including

magnetic resonance imag ing, computed tomography, and computed
radiography, involve a conscious decision to limit spatial and contrast
resolution according to cost and time and patient discomfort and motion. Such

new techniques as fast spin echo, GRASE, and keyhole dynamic imaging
entail even more deliberate decisions to sacrifice information content to

achieve a specific goal, and yet are readily accepted by the imaging
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community once the artifacts involved are well understood. Compression
techniques that alter images in similar ways do not seem to be received with
the same liberal attitude in the present litigious climate.
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An Integrated PACS-RIS: Experiences and Developments
M. Wiltgen, G. Gel!, R. Pitz/er and A. Kainz
Department for Medicaf fnformatics, Statistics and Documentation
University of Graz, Austria

1

Introduction

Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) have been developed
to cope with the constantly growi ng number of digital images being produced. PACS
offers advantages such as reduced costs for archive space. fas ter transfer and handling
of the images and capabilities of processing the digital image at the viewing

stations 1-5.
At the Department of Radiology of the Uni versity of Graz an integrated
PACS-RIS runs as part of the dai ly routine6.7 . The PACS is comlected with a
Radiological Information Sys tem (RIS) so that the manageme nt of the image archive
is done by the RIS. The PACS was installed in cooperat ion with Siemens Erlangen
(Ge nnany) and the operation in routine work has been studied for a period of several
years. Software to improve the PACS handling and the image transfer to peripheral
departments and image viewin g at these places was developed. Since 1993. the PACS
has been ex panded by addin g components based on the Siemens SfENET concept.

2

P ACS components

The PACS in the Department of Radiology at the moment incorporates four
CT-scanners. two MRI-scanners. one DSA and one ullra-fast CT as modalities. In
addition. it includes a radiotherapy plann ing system. two reconstruction consoles and
several reporting (SIENET DRC) and viewing consoles (PACS-View). Each
department will be capable of producing hardcopies from the digital images by means
of a SIENET camera server component (CS). One archi ve unit (SfENET ISA) with
two jukeboxes (140 GB online) for optical disks (WORM) serves as longtime archive.
The network hardware is based on FDDI ruld Ethernet. The PACS partiall y consists
of a Siemens SIENET PACS and. on the other hand. of several components of an
older Siemens PACS version (fig. I). The SIE NET modules are based on SUN
SPARCstations. whereas the older parts are located on VAX systems. The older CTscanners (s till PDPll-based) arc connected to the SIENET world via a gateway
computer (Il- VAX II). The two MRI-scanners (which arc manufactured by Philips)
arc connected using a S IENET .. import spooler".
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fig. I: PACS components and their funclional dependencies

3

PACS-RIS in terface

3.1 RIS
In the Department of Radiology a RI S called AURA (AUtomatic Repon
Analys is) is in use since the middle of the seventies. T his RIS was developed inhouses and m,tinl y consists of (index-sequential) RMS database structure with
flexible record structu re. AURA today includes about 120 tenninals covering almost

all ao;;flCc1s of patient admission. report writing. retrieval of previous examinations
and scientific evaluat ions. All the exam inations from CT. US, DSA , MRI 'Uld
conventional radiography arc stored in the RIS.

3.2 Structure of the Interface
The PACS is interfaced with the RI S so that the manage ment of the image
archive is exclusively done by the RIS thereby giving access to the images onl y via
pat ient data . In the SI ENET environment the link between the archive and the RIS is
done by the lSI-Gateway (lSI: Informat ion System Interface). The lSI-Gateway is
based on a SUN worksUli ion. T he interface betwee n AUR A and the image archive is
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realized as a software process (AURA Gateway Server) exchanging message files
with the SlENET lSI-Gateway (fig. 2).

3.3 Function
The messages being exchanged between the SIENET Gateway Server and the
lSI-Gateway are conforming with the ACR·NEMA standard. In particular, there are
response and request messages for:
• Queries for A URA report texts
• Submission of image folder identification into AURA
• Retrieval of images

fi g. 2: structure and function of the PACS/R IS interface

3.4 Operation
Between the lSI-Gateway and the AURA Gateway Server the Request and
Response messages are exchanged by file transfer. Inside SIENET the messages are
transferred by process communication .
Queries for report texts: During the image transfer to a report ing console,
AURA is inspected for report texts of previous examinations. For this purpose a
GET·REPORT-Request is send from the SIENET component (via ISI·Gateway) to
the AURA Gateway Server. Amongst other things, this request contai ns patient
identifying infonnation and the log ical address of the initiator. The AURA Gateway
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Server searches AURA for exruninations of the requested patient 'Old sends a GETREPORT-response which includes either the report texts or, in case of failure, the
corresponding status back to the lSI-Gateway. The report request can also be initiated
manually at any DRC reporting console.
Submission into AURA: Once the images of an exrunination have been stored
on the ISA, the examination identification and the logical address of the ISA are
inserted into AURA. Therefore the lSI-Gateway sends a GET-PAT-INFO-Request
containing patient information as well as the required folder infonnation to the
AURA Gateway Server. The AURA Gateway Server stores the messages in a
temporary file ruld sends a GET-PAT-INFO-Response about the successful (or f,tiled)
operation back to the lSI-Gateway. After the report text has been inserted into AURA
by a secretary, the image folder identification and the logical address of the ISA are
added automatically to the report text. The exruninations in AURA arc selected by
patient name and birthdate (as there is no unique patient ID). As most of the
modalities are not able to obtain patient identification data from the RIS, the data
must be entered manually at tlle modalities and errors may occur.
If the patient data in the Request message from the lSI-Gateway and in AURA
are not corresponding, the process which inserts the image folder identification into
AURA tries in a sccond step to identify the corresponding examination using the
examination number (which is unique but the search in AURA is much slower). If the
link to AURA still cannot be done, the folder identification must be inserted
manually.
Retrieval of images: As soon as the submission of the image folder
identification into AURA is completed, the user has access to the images via the RlS.
The retrieving is initiated by selecting a patient. Then a list of all the examinations of
the patient is displayed. Aftcr having chosen an examination the user selects the
target for the images from a menu. Next, AURA sends a message (including the
image folder identification, the target address etc.) to the ISA. This communication is
still based on direct process communication and not by message file exchange with
the lSI gateway (as usual). In a futllre version the retrieval will also be done by means
of file transfer. The relrieved images can be Iransferred to any DRC reporting console
within the department, to the CT-scanners (where it is possible to make hardcopies)
or to an image viewing console (PACS-View).

4

Routine operation

4.1 Handling
Most operations in the PACS are done automatically by software processes in
the background. (These processes communicate which each other and execute tasks
like transfer and conversion of images, management of databases etc.). A special
interactive software process (pACS-Monitor) is used for the supervising of the PACS.
The process monitors the background activities of the PACS and allows the user to
get information about the status of the system at 'my time. To allow the routine
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operation of the PACS not to depend on the pennanent presence of an EDP-expen as
far as possible, a rule-based ex pen system (OPERAS: OPERating ASsistant) is used
for trouble shooting. Being started via the PACS-Monitor, OPERAS gains
infonnation about the current state of the PACS by opening a dialogue with the user,
analyzing the situation via condition-action rul es and finally either gives advice to the
user or eliminates the troubles automatically. OPERAS implements rules for most of
the troubles occuring during rouline work of the PACS. At the moment, both the
PACS-Monitor and OPERAS are limited to the old PACS.

4.2 Application
TIlC PACS is used in daily routine for archi vi ng and retrieving images. All the
images from CT, MRI , Ultrafast CT and DSA are archived on the ISA . Images are
sent across the diffe rent sub-departments of the rad iological department. Although in
our depanment the reporting from the digital diagnostic consoles is generally not yet
accepted in clinical routine, several radiologists do begin to turn away from the
traditional lig ht boxes preferring the reportin g on di gital consoles. Within the PACS ,
the images from different imag ing devices (such as CT. MRI, DSA) can be displayed
simultaneously at one (m ulti-screen) reporting console.
An urgent clinical interest in PACS is the availability of images in places
(neu rosurgery, radiotherapy etc.) where they have nOl (or only with heavy delays)
been available before. To give access to the images to anyone in such departments a
PC-based .Jow cost"-PACS-Tenninal software (PACSView) for image display has
been developed in·house.
A special soft ware (Process Configuration Editor) is used for the expansion of
the PACS software structure in that sense that new processes (for the image transfer
to and admin istration at each peripheral department) can simply be added to or
removed from the existing configuration without changes to the remaining process
structure. These processes are runnin g on the VAX that is used as Server for the
PACSView clients.

5

Conclusion

To the advantages of the RJS like sharing of da ta for patiem care, fas t access
to the case history etc. the PACS adds the benefits of a com pac t and easy to handle
image archi ve. fast access to the images and image processing capabilities at the
image consoles.
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Integrated RIS/PACS Architecture for Daily Practical Reading
(Utilization of HIS/RIS Information for Image Distribution)
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Mitsuhiro Aizawa, Hiroyuki Ookubo
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1. Introduction

During the past years, several efforts to transfer prototype PACS into an operational,
clinically useful system have been made. Much work remains to be done
before the system is able to completely replace conventional operating methods in a
radiology department 1.2.3)
The problems to be solved primalily are the improvement of the connectivity between
the modality and the system, tile response time to access an image, and the on-line
archive period of the image data base. However as the system is intended to support
routine reading, dynamic adjustment of the image destination become required because
the radiologists on duty is not at the viewing station all the time. This may cause
overloading of the specific viewing station. So, some intelligent algorithm for image
distribution to a multiple viewing stations becomes necessary.
In addition, because of the legal requirement in Japan tlmt films be kept as an official
archive of the image, it remains difficult for a radiology department to replace a
conventional film-based system with an electronic system.
We have developed an integrated RISIP ACS system which supports examination,
interpretation and management in tile diagnostic imaging department, also considering
dynamic control of image distribution. The purpose of tltis system is to provide a
means to support immediate and chronological comparative reading without film file
transfer. The system was installed at Toshiba Hospital in Tokyo in May 1993,
concurrent with renovation of the hospital facilities.
The system consists of a radiology information management system (TOSRJM1l') and
an Image Management System (lMS). TOSRJM1l' obtains ordering information,
including patient and examination information, from the hospital information system
(HIS), then transfers it to the modalities in the examination room as well as the system
manager (SM) in the !MS. The modalities combine ordering information and images,
then send them to the viewing stations via a file server, both in the !MS. The SM
searches and retrieves the images of the previous examination using a priority code,
then tile images are sent to tllC viewing station so that immediate and chronological
comparative reading can be performed there.
Using ordering information from HIS both in RIS and PACS, the effort required for
inputting patient or exam information was reduced, while maintaining sufficient speed
and accuracy of the system. To date, more than one thousand images, including CR,
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CT, MR and NM, have been acquired, archived and interpreted every working day.
The image transfer time from the examination to the viewing station is comparable to
that of a conventional analog film system. The time needed for interpretation is also
comparable to that when light boxes are used, but for the interpretation of some MR or
CT images, it is sometimes longer. Note that analog film files continue to be sent to
the viewing station until the system's file server has accumulated enough previous
images.
In spite of these limitations, the vast majorily of daily readings are performed with this
system.
In conclusion, integrated RISfPACS architecture seems to be acceptable for assisting
daily practical reading.
In this paper, we discuss the features of this system, especially the dynamic control for
image distribution and preliminary results based on workload measurements within
a day.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Overview of Toshiba Hospital
Toshiba Hospital is a 31O-bed hospital with 800 outpatient visits a day. It is not only
for Toshiba company employees, but is also open to local residents. It has 20 clinics
and 3 examination departments (diagnostic imaging, endscopy and ultrasound), and
has an affiliated health care check facility.
The hospital, excluding Ute health care check facilily, was renovated in May 1993,
including the installation of an HIS for the entire hospital and an RISfP ACS in the
Diagnostic Imaging Department. Expansion of the RISfP ACS to the wards and
outpatient clinics is now being planned.
2.2 Diagnostic Imaging Department
There are four radiologists, including two senior residents, in the Diagnostic Imaging
Department.
In preparation for the renovation of the hospital, the Diagnostic Imaging Department
began interpreting almost all images produced by the department, while only 60% were
interpreted previously. The integrated RISfP ACS system was installed with the
expectation that it would support such daily reading by offering an immediate and
chronological comparative reading function without film file transfer.
2.3 Objectives for RISIPACS installation
There were two objectives for installation of the RISfP ACS at Toshiba Hospital. The
first objective was to reduce the workload of radiology technicians by offering ordering
information from the HIS, by automatically returning examination information to the
HIS, and by keeping track of management information in the department.
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The second objective was to support daily practical reading in the Diagnostic Imaging
Department without film file tranfer, by supporting immediate reading, chronological
comparative reading and on-demand access to images.
2.4 Design requirements to support daily practical reading
2.4.1 Response time
Among the objectives stated in the previous section, we decided to place emphasis on
supporting daily practical reading. Therefore, the time needed for CRT interpretation
using the system must be comparable to (or preferably less than) that of a conventional
system. 4)
There are five items which affect the response of the system.
I)The ordering information transfer time from the reception desk to the examination
room.

2)The examination time, which consists of the time for inputting patient/exam
information to the modality and the examination time itself.
3)Image transfer time from Ule modality to the viewing station. In other words, the
time between the end of the exam and the beginning of image interpretation. The time
needed to retrieve previous images must also be considered.
4)Interpretation time, including preparation for displaying images.
5)Time needed for reporting.
The time required for each of Ule above items must be shorter or comparable to that of
the conventional system.
2.4.2 Image distribution algorithm
Generally speaking, some priority control for distribution of images to a multiple
viewing stations is necessary because immediate reading after the examination is
requird in some cases so that Ule patient can consult Ule referring physician at the
outpatient clinic. Some kind of dynamic workload adjustment is also necessary.
This is due to the fact that radiologists are not necessarily at the viewing station at all
times and the throughput for reading may vary from individual to individual.
In Toshiba Hospital, there are three types of examination order coming from HIS; for
urgent outpatients, for ordinary outpatients and for inpatients.
For urgent outpatients, interpretation has to be done as soon as possible because the
patient is scheduled to return to the outpatient clinic again to consult with Ule referring
physician on a same day. For other two groups, an interpretation is expected to be
finished within a same day. T hus, the examinations for urgent outpatients must have
priority for reading.
In addition, there are three viewing stations in Ulis department. Therefore, images
must be distributed adaptively to each viewing station so that all the required
examinations can be read within working hours.
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2.5 Integrated RISIPACS architecture
The integrated RISIP ACS architecture makes it possible to meet the goals stated in the
previous section (Fig. I) 5.6).
The system consists of a TOSRJMIM, which is our RIS, and an Image Management
System (IMS), which is our PACS, inteIfacing with the modalities and connected to
the IDS. TOSRJMIM obtains ordering information, including patient and examination
information, from the IDS, then transfers it to the modalities in the examination room
and also to the system manager (SM) in the IMS. The modalities combine ordering
information and images, then send them to the viewing stations via the file server, both
in the IMS. The SM searches and retrieves the images of the previous examination
using priority code, then the images are sent to the viewing station so that immediate
and chronological comparative reading can be performed there.
Using this architecture, the strategy described in the previous section can be
implemented.
As a result, we achieved fast image transfer by employing a IOO-Mbps LAN and 400Mbps LAN for immediate reading. Then, migration of the image from the optical disk
to hard disk is triggered by reservation information from the IDS for those patients
who already have the reservations ,and migration of the image from hard disk to the
viewing station is triggered by patient arrival information from the reception desk at
the Diagnostic Imaging Department. Preserving the window presetting information
and layout information in the image me helps to shorten the interpretation time.
In order to achieve the above design features, connection and interaction of IDS, RIS
PACS becomes necessary·?)
2.6 Configuration ofthe system
The configuration of the Toshiba Hospital system is shown in Fig. 2.
2.7 Dynamic control algorithm of image distribution
The algorithm for image distribution is as follows.
I)The destination will be the viewing station which has the least number of the
remaining examinations.
2)When there is more than one viewing station which has the same number of
remaining examinations, the destination will be assigned based on the time of image
transfer to the viewing station.
3)The examination which has the priority is then listed at the first line of the waiting
list for interpretation for each viewing station.
In order to determine the number of examinations left in the specific viewing station.
the SM keeps track the number of examinations sent and the number of examinations
interpreted.
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Fig.1 Integrated RIS/PACS system
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2.8 Performance measurement
We have measured the number of the examinations interpreted for a specified time
period within a day. They are categorized by the type of patientoutpatient(nonurgent), inpati en ts ou tpa tien ts( urgent).

3. Results
(I) Since May 1993, over 400 thousand images have been interpreted, and 250
thousand images have been filed since Sept. 1993.
(2) Approximately 120 examinations on average have been archived, transferred and
interpreted within the normal working period. As a maximum case, 152 examinations
was processed on Nov. 4, 1993(Fig .3). All the reading work required on that day was
finished by 5 o'clock.
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4. Conclusion
(1) The integrated RISIPACS architecture used at Toshiba Hospital is acceptable for
assisting daily practical reading.
(2) A more thorough study may be necessary to evaluate the system in detail.
(3) When a sufficient proportion of the previous images are in digital form, elimination
of film file transfer in the Diagnostic Imaging Department is expected.
S. Future directions
In the future, we plan to integrate the reporting function into the RISIP ACS and to
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distribute images to the wards and outpatient clinics, where the RISIP ACS and IDS
workstations can be used in combination.
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The Integration Between PACS and HIS at the University
Hospital of Lille
J.F. Lahaye, F.D. Druart, et at.
Service de Radiologie Ouest, Chru de Lille

I. INTRODUCTION:
Since 1990, the University Hospital of Lille has developed and instal led an
integrated Hospital Information System in collaboration with the DEC company, and
a PACS among the 9 Hospitals on its campus. In the same time, it decided to work
on an experimental PACS project concerning one Radiological department and two
clinical units.
And today, the University Hospital of Lille participates in an European
project called ISAR (Integrating System ARchitecture). There are two aims in this
project:
- The ["st one is to integrate several AIM t prototypes and to show how they work on
a real medical world.
- The second is to define a method for integration of AIM prototypes in some others

environments.
One part of ISAR concerns the improvement of the existing PACS, in
collaboration with DEC and MediCom Technologies, particularly by using different
modules of EurIPACS (European Integrated Picture Archiving and communications
Systems), and the implantation on a pilot site of a scenario about the integration of
the both systems: PACS and HIS.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS:
11.1. The CHRU of Lille.

I-lis capacity is about 4000 beds and it regroups 100 departments spread over
II buildings which are connected all together in a network. Tbis network was
installed in 1991, and is using 660 kilometres of Ethernet network and 20 kilometres
of Optic fibbers, 3500 connection sites bave been designed, especially within medical
units. The University Hospital of Lille is a multimanufacturers and multimodalities
environmen~ and all the modalities are sbared between the 6 radiological departments
of the campus.

tAlM: (Advanced lnjormalics in MediCine): European projects wbich include
modules concerning transmission of patient-related information, images, multimedia
and communication tools and video conferencing.
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11.2. tbe PACS:
The PACS will allow radiologists. through radiological workstations:
- to make image processing and diagnosis on radiological patient record from
dispatching devices to the different radiological units.
- to make a Computerised Imaging Summarised Record (CISR) for each
patient with the report and a selection of the most significant pictures of the exams.
The workstations used for the exams diagnosis and the elaboration of the
CISR have heen developed with C and C++. OSFIMOTIF and XWindow languages.
They works on UNIX plalforms (presently DEC alpha plalforms).
About the connections with modalities. 2 MR (one from G.E. and one from
SIEMENS). 2 CT (ELSCINT). 1 DSA (PHILIPS) and 1 Digital Radiography (G.E.)
will be conneclCd this year.
The protocols of communication are based on TC/PIP. And DICOM 3.0 has
been chosen for the data sttucture and encoding defmition and the message exchange.
About the PACS management. the solution will be given by an EurIPACS
product. This product concerns an Image Server which is an object oriented view of
networks. services and data management. encapsulating the key issues of second
generation PACS. The Object Server module of this Image Server is a distributed
database developed with an SQL (Standard Query Language) based commercial
database.
11.3. The HIS:
The HIS provides clinicians with basic software applications. including
communication facilities, common patient record and telecommunications
possibilities.
It is based upon a client·server architecture using:
- PC compUlers as terminals.
- UNIX machines (DEC alpha systems) for departmental machines.
- Main frames for archiving data and centralised applications.
the software architecture is realised with:
- ORACLE as data base management system.
The main idea was to build it on a kernel made with a tool kit which allows the
development or the integration of every kind of hospital applications and ensure their
relationship. This tool kit. called OTALIA. was devcloped with UNIF ACE as a
fourth Generation Language. by the users themselves in collaboration with DEC. It
works on an Windows and XWindow environments.
OTALIA defines the communication and the integrity of the information.
Particularly; there is one application concerning the management of medical and
administrative information of the patient and which have been developed with
OTALIA: the Common Minimum Patient Record (CMPR).
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III. HealthView: The Bridge between PACS and HIS.
Of course, it's obvious that the main interest of the development of such
systems, PACS and HIS, is to be able to transmit the entire set of the patient's
infonnation what ever the infonnation comes from, and to avoid having several
copies of the same dala in the different systems (demographic dala for example).
In particular, the University Hospital of Lille wanted to lay emphasis on
three points:
· the administrative record of each patient must give automatically tile
information about the patient identification to all the other kind of records.
· To make a diagnosis on an exam, radiologists need to obtain on their
radiological workslation the clinical data of the patients.
· the CISR must be integrated to the CMPR, because both clinicians and
radiologists must have always the access to the Radiological history of the patient.
(The fig 1 gives a general description of the scenario the PACSIHIS integration
chosen by the University HQspital of Lille.)
The issue was to find an answer to these problems, which interfaces all the
systems without any changes on the existing products.
In that way, the University Hospital of Lille makes its choice on
HealthView.

,,1.1. What is HealthView?
HealthVicw is a DEC software platfonn, which provides a base level of
functionality as the foundation of a systems integration project. lis aim is to ensure
the relation ship between the different departmental systems of a healthcare
environment and the different applications of the global users (Physicians,
administration, ... ).
II works whatever the operating system (DOS, UNIX, VMS, MacOS, ... )
and network management (TCPIIP, DECnet, Novell, ...) used by departmental
systems and global users.
It is based upon international slandard for electronic dala exchange in
healthcare environment (HL 7, DICOM 3.0) and also has facilities to support
alternative standards and integration of non standards based systems.
There are 2 major components in Health View:
· The Connection Engine, released on OSF/I. It is composed of the
Intelligent Agent Modules which provide communication between
applications and the routing/translation mechanism. This is the platfonn for
connecting all applications and frameworks.
· The connection Manager, MS·Windows based manager for the connection
engine, concerns in the first hand, the configuration and the management of
the Intelligent Agent Modules, in the second hand, the monitoring and the
management of the Connection Infrastructure and Intelligent Agent Library.
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111.2. Healtb View in the University Hos pi tal of Lille.

In LiIIe, in the PACS module of the ISAR project, HealthView will be used
to make the link between (see fig 2):
- OTALIA applications and the different Image Servers of the PACS to
ensure the integri ty of the demographic data for example.
- the modalities and the different Image Servers, to make the
translation of the multi-vendors data formats into DICOM 3.0
- the radiological and clinical workstations and the different Image Servers, to
manage images queries.
- the radiological and clinical workstations and OTALIA applications, to
manage general information queries abou t patients (clinical data,
administrative data, ...).
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The principle is to create one Intelligent Agent Module (lAM) per
application whatever the number of destinations the data will be sent to.
These applications could reside anywhere and run on any type of platform. they are
connected together through the Health View Connection engine via the lAM.
The Connection Engine is Configure through a management console, the
Health View Connection Manager.
The AIM has all the information required for data to flow from/to the
application (see fig 3).
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fig 3: The general structure of an Intelligent Agent Module
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1

INTRODUCTION

At th e Istituto Nazionalc Tumori (I NT) in Milano a Hospital Information
Syslem (HIS) has been developed in Ihe Deparunent of Clinic-Scientific [nfonmatic
(DIeS). Also, a PACS module SIENET (S IEmens Medical NETworking) has been
in operation since the end of 1992.
The integration/interface of the INT-HIS and Ihe PACS is still in progress with the
objective to oblain a master system with expanded capabilities to manage,
synchronise and maintain the alignment between the two systems. Further the
DICS intends to integrate into the systcm a tape library with several TBytes on
line for image back-up and also an automated voice reporting system with the
capability of speech recognition. In this way the final product will be an integraled
radiological system with extensive capabilities to manage images, clinical data as
well as dictaled reporlS.
2

RADIOLOGICAL WORK LOAD
Examin. Type

Exam. Count

Gllyle/year

Chest

28.251

387

Bone

15.049

656

Breas t

13.248

613

Gastro Instcsl.

3.202

166

Gcnilo Urinary

4.944

103

US

5.452

27

434

21

cr

4.335

64

MR

3.572

17

NM

8.300

8

86.787

2.061

An giography

TOTAL

Tab. I: Official data relative 101992
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Based on the official dala from 1992, in the Department of Diagnostic Imaging
aL the INT, which includes five Radiological DeparLmenLs and one Nuclear
Medicine, more Lhan 86.000 exam inations wiLh abouL one million medical images
were produced during thaL period (Tab. I). If all these images were acquired digilally,
the digilal memory requiremenlS would exceed 2 TByLes.
IL'S proposed LhaL the amount of the radiological examinations will conLinue to
increase over the next years.

3
3.1

PACS SYSTEM
NeLworks

PACS includes one ELhcrneLand one FDDI LAN. BOLh neLworks are in
star-shaped physicallayouL, uLilizing fiber opLical cables.
The communicaLion lakes place via respecLively PACSneL-IO (SPI applicaLion
proLOcol, DECneLLranspon proLocol and physical IEEE 802.3) for ELherneL and
PACSneL-100 (SPI applicaLion proLocol and TCP/lP) for FDDI.
3.2

ConnecLed ModaliLies

The image sources connecLed wiLh the PACS sysLem are a Siemens CT
DR-H and Siemens MR GBS II. The images acquired wiLh these modaliLies can be
forwarded LO the PACS from the satell iLe consoles, Lrough a simple command
wiLhouL inLerfering wiLh the execuLion of on going diagnosLic examinaLions.
Unfonunately the existing imaging devices arc of old design: for Lhis reason each
modaliLY addresses iLS images Lo a dedicated Gateway which LranslaLes the images
inLO the ACR/NEMA-SPI formaL, used in side PACS. Images are Lhen
aULomatically rouLed La Lhc diagnosLic PACS consoles.
A film digiLizer from Lumisys (Lumiscan 200) is also connecLed LO the PACS so
thaL images acquired from modaliLies nOLconnecLed LO PACS or produced oUlSide
the hospilal, can be emered inLO PACS. The digiLized images are complemenLed
wiLh anagraphic and Lechnical daLa at an imerfacing workstaLion, and Lhen from
there they are LranSmiLLed LO the PACS via ule ELherneL LAN.
3.3

WorkstaLions

The PACS of INT includes Lwo DiagnosLic Reponing Consoles (DRC) wiLh the
lIade name of Magic-View 1102. They are connecLed LO the modaliLies Lrough the
EtherneL LAN and Lhey arc uscd for image visualizaLion, image processing,
reporting and printing.

Regarding the hardware, each DRC is based on a SUN SPARC 2 staLion with
some addiLional boards. Each one has a 2.6 GByLe Hard Disk, 214 MByLe RAM,
Lwo high resoluLion moniLOrs (1280x1024) wiLh 256 grey scale levels, a refresh
frequency of 72 Hz non-inLcrlaced and a brighUless of ap. 600cd/m2.
Each staLion is connecLed bOLh wiLh ELherneL and FDDI LANs bUL doesn'LaCL as a
gateway.
3.4

Digital archiving
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Image storage in PACS is done at four levels: local, remote, juke-box,
off-line.
"Local" means the DRC hard disks.
"Remote" means the RAID (Redundance Array of Inexpens ive Disks) hard disks in
the central archive, called Information Storage and Archiving System (ISA). This
disks has a capacity of 5,4 GBytes.
"Jukebox" means the WORM op tical disks ins ide the jukebox, which is SCSI
connected to ISA. The jukebox can host 56 WORM disks 5,25" with 625 MByte
capacity each. The images in the juke-box are stored in a compressed format with a
reversible algorithm and a 2,5: I ratio. In this way the capacity of the jukebox
exceeds 90 G Bytes.
"Off line" means the WORM optical disks outside the jukebox.
Image folders can be viewed and processed only if they are local.
Images coming from the modalities arc memorized dirccLly in the local storage.
Only those folders previously archived in tile ISA can be retrieved and examined on
both the PACS consoles, even simulumeously.

'-_,_/-~

Film Scanner
Inlerface

RAID HD
5,4 GByle

WORM
Jukebox
90 GB yle

3270

ISA

HIS

Fig. I: PACS layo ut
Transfer of images from the RAID HD to DRC takes about 1'30" for a folder of SO
CT images (S12xS12x16 bits each), while about 4'30" arc needed to retrieve a
folder of SO CT images from the juke-box.
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3.5

Laser printers

Two laser printers are connected with the PACS (Konica Li-IOA and 3M
M 959XL), each one close LO a diagnostic modality. The connection runs trough a
Carnera Server (SUN SPARC 2) which locally supports a dedicated software to
manage the printing queues and select and modify the LUT.
The "print" command is entered at the Magic-View console whcre it is also
possible to select, mod ify and sLOre the printing parameters (i.e. film format,
number of images for film, number of copies, etc.) .

4

HIS SYSTEM

The Hospital Information System (H[S) has been developed internally at
[NT, partly on an IBM 370 platform (VM/S P, SQL/DS, [SPF, REXX, and 3270
communication protocol) and partly on Personal Computers (DOS, CLIPPER)
connected to the mainframe in a client/server architecture. The mainframe acts
mainly as data base manager while PCs support the application front-end.
The database manages clinical information and scheduling for patients under
treatment or examination, and provides hisLOrical data of previous contacts with
patients.
R[S subsystem is part of a general scheduling, reporting system of H[S and
regulates data now from examination request, scheduling, execution and final
reporting. The system allows entry of patient information into the data now
independently at each step (request, scheduling, execution, reporting, invoicing)
needing only the prerequisite of patient registration.
PACS and R[S patient registration data can be aligned at two different times, but in
the reporting phase at R[S, patient data on PACS and on H[S must be aligned.
During reporting the list of coded examinations taken from the requests can be
updated and linked to one or more reports. The examination code list is also used
for invoicing.
5

PACS/ HIS INT ERFACE

The standard used inside PACS is the ACR/NEMA-SP[ and it extends its
definitions also in the PACS-H[S information exchange.
It is also similar to the concepts expressed in part 7 o f the DrCOM standard. It's
importantLO stress that DrCOM "is developed in liaison with other standardization
organizations including CEN/TC251 in Europe and JlRA in Japan, with review
also by other organization including [EEE, HL7 and ANS[ in the USA."
The ACR/NEMA-SPI uses the Scrvices-Objects-Pair (SOP) concept like DrCOM
docs. Therefore it's possible in the future to easily migrate towards DrCOM .
Because the HIS system has been "home" developed and because it was born before
the standards, it spcaks a proprietary language. There is a module between PACS
and HIS, called Information System Interface (IS[), which has the task to translate
ACR/NEMA-SPI messages into H[S language and viceversa.
Up to now the information exchanged through [SI, betwcen PACS and HIS, arc
request and response messages to reports, worklists, and patient-data-update.
The communication between PACS and [NT H[S is ready but at the moment is not
yet used in the routine cl inical work because it is in a testing phase.
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5.1

Patient Data Update.

The database inside PACS is fill ed with data extracted from the image headers.
Therefore only data which are provided by the modalities with their image header
are available on PACS . These data are not suffi cient. Some important items are
missing and other items may be wrong or misspelled. Therefore PACS makes a
request to HIS for receiving addi tional information when a new image folder arrives
inside PACS.
5.2

Worklist.

PACS uses the HIS worklists (one for each modality) to perform the preload of old
folders from the archive. With thi s approach these old folders will be available
when they are needed.
5.3

Report.

Report functional ity allows to see on the workstation screens, simultaneously
images and HIS reports.
5.4

Patient Data Check.

The adding of a new objcct in the PA(;S-HI S communication regarding the datapatient-check is in discussion.
The main goals of this new functi on are:
1) To garantee the consistency of the patient identification in the two systems.
This means that no image folder should be archived on ISA if SIENET
Patient-Name,
Patient-ID,
Patient-Birthdate
are different from those on HIS.
2) To create a link between any image folder archived on ISA and the
corresponding HIS in formation sLOred on the HIS database.
For each image folder stored into PACS arc hi ve several information exists on
HIS database:
Patient ID
Patient Name

Examination Date
Modality
Requesting Ward
InPatient/OutPatient Qualifier
Reportin g Physician
Examination Codes (Organs)
Report(s)
HIS data relati ve to o ne o r more exa minati ons should be linked to the
corresponding PACS image folder.
Since November 1993, on PACS at INT a semi·au tomatic routine is used to check
the identification data of the patients. This program iden tifies if patient data on
PACS are no t eq ual to th ose all HIS so that the users have the possibility to
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correct the mistakes. Obviously this situation appears to be unsatisfactory due to
the fact that data consistency is committed to the user's good will.
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Fig. 2: PACS-H IS communication
To avoid such dependencies some mechanisms are going to be implemented.
I) To force the check of th e PACS data (manually inserted on the modalities by
the radiological technician), relative to any image folder which has to be
archived, against HIS data. This data are,
Patient-ID
Patient-Name
Patient-Birthdate
Examination code 1, Examination code. 2, ... (Organs)
Reporting Physician
Requesting ward
Inpatient/Outpatient Qualifier
Every item may be already "HIS-like" (if for instance it comes from an HIS
worklist or is equal to an item in the HIS worklist) or may be transformed in "HISlike" status as follows;
Patient-ID, Patient-Name and Patient-Birthdate elements should come from a
worklist item opened for selection at the moment.
Equally other elements should be selected from code tables of HIS.
Only when PACS data are reduced to "HIS-like" status the archiving of the image
folder will become possible.
2) After the archiving of any image folder in the PACS archive, an
acknowledgement record containing the following information will be sent to
HIS for HIS database update:
Patient-ID
Patient Name
Organs (Examination Codes)
Modality
Requested Ward
InPatient/OutPatient Qualifier
Reporting Physician

Examination DaLe
Folder-ID
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7

CONCLUSION

Since the availability of the last software for PACS management, all the
CT and MR diagnostic examinations as well as some digitised images were
archived into the PACS.
Up to March 30 1994, 4023 patients were stored in our PACS, with a total
number of 7875 examinations and an image count of 250.535 (32 images average
for each examination) (Tab. 2). Because the compression algorithm has been
working since some months, the optical disks filled are till now 110.

Exam.

Modatity

Images

MR

3.368

118.010

cr

4.407

132.197

100

328

7.875

250.535

Film Scanner

Total

Tab. 2: Statistics
The described project is a testin g module for the entire hospital.
For the future further expansions are planned, with the goal to complete the
development and the implementation ofPACS and H[S:
1) Connection of the tape library for im:lge back-up;
2) Recently several speech recognition systems have been developed. Some of
these are dedicated to the medical environment and appear to be sufficiently
reliable with more than 95% of Ule words being correcLly identified.
In our Dcparunent, the physicians who tested th e devices, posi tively considered
their use in order to speed up the reporting cycle and to optimize the
management of our Radiological DeparunenlS.
After this experience we arc now considering the full integration of these
devices into the CT and MR reporting sites, connecting them to RIS on the
IBM host.
3) Step-by-step connection of Ule other diagnostic modalities;
4) Connection of the Department of Radiation Thempy;
5) Gradual adding of viewing consoles in non radiological wards.

8
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Introduction
There is a demand within the medical community to have access
of the patient infotmation scattered in various digital imaging equipment.
To meet this demand, the committee of Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) established a standard to support
open systems interoperability among different manufacturers' scanners.
Most health care institutes, however, have a large inventory of image
scanners in use based on "closed" architectural designs. These scanners
cannot be easily modifiable to meet the DICOM specifications, and
upgrading or replacing them would be costly. To retain the services of
the existing scanners and to achieve open system interoperability
environment is a challenging issue.
Since 1983, our group have been active in the design and
implementation of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems
(PACS) in two leading medical centers, UCLA and UCSF. We have
gained much working experience to integrate several imaging scanners of
major manufacturers into our PACS environment. Based on thi s
experience, we classify the existing architectures of interfac ing image
scanners to acqui sition computers into five categories and discuss their
pros and cons with respect to the costs, rate of data transfer, ease of
implementation, and system portability. In addition, we suggest a few
PACS design considerations wh ich are based upon the DICOM
standards, so that the designed PACS can support open systems
interoperability among other medical imaging systems and PACS'.
A General Interface Architecture

Generally speaking, the PACS image acquisition system consists
of three major components: (1) a medical imaging sys tem, (2) a
computer system that acquires images from the imaging system (i.e., an
acquisition computer), and (3) an interface mechanism (hardware and
so ftware) between the imaging sys tem and acquisition computer.
Specifically, thi s broad architecture can be further divided into five
models: (a) sequential chain, (b) direct interface, (c) memory access, (d)
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shared disk, and (e) interconnected network. We describe the
configuration and the characteristics of each model in the following .

Sequential Chain Model
Sequential chain model is the PACS acquisition computer that
links a medical imaging system through a chain of interface devices. An
example of the sequential chain model is the IDNET-I solution provided
by General Electrical Medical Systems (GEMS) to acquire CT images
from the GE-9800 CT scanners about five years ago. Figure 1 shows
the schematic diagram of IDNET-l. The parallel peripheral interface
(PPI) board, residing in the scanner system, functions as a virtual
magnetic disk driver that reads the data from the disk of the scanner to
one of the network interface equipment (NIE) units, which is located
next to the scanner system. At the NIE-l node (see Figure 1), the data is
encoded into an ACR-NEMA (the American College of Radiology and
the National Electrical Manufactures Association) format. For this
particular example, NIE-I communicates with NIE-2 using a GE
proprietary data transfer program and a dedicated Ethernet link within the
GEMS proprietary network.
NIE-2 is another node in the GEMS network and has a standard
ACR-NEMA output (50-pin connector) to an ACR-NEMA interface
board. DUling our implementation , the only ACR-NEMA interface board
available in the market is PC-based. Hence, we used a PCI AT as the last
unit of the interface chain. This PCI AT transmits the image data to the
acquisition computer in the PACS network with a PC Ethernet board.
Since thi s configuration requires several interface units, the cost
of the interface is high and the connectivity is complicated. Further, it is
difficult to measure the elapse time spent in each interface unit for
determining the data transfer perfOimance. The observati on, however, is
that the data transfer between the PC/AT and the PACS acquisition
computer is most time-consuming. We have measured the data transfer
rate between a PC/AT and a Sun minicompute r 3/260 (disk to disk) is
about 50 KBytes per second [I]. The seq uential chain model has the
disadvantages of being cosLly, complex, and low transfer rate, but it was
the only solution to acquire the images from the GE-9800 CT scanners to
the PACS five years ago.
Direct Interface Model
Direct interface model is a PACS acquisition computer that
connects a medical imaging system through a standard electronic
interface board. Examples for this model are a DRll-W interface of an
Abe-Sekkei (AS) film lase r digiti zer (model 2904) and the data
acquisition system manager (DASM), which is a SCSI device, of a Fuji
computed radiography (CR) reader. Figure 2(A) and 2(B) s how the
interface configurations of these two imaging systems respectively. In
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Figure 2(A), the quantized data are buffered in the DRll-W board. The
buffer size in our application is 32 KBytes. Whenever the buffer is full,
the data are then archived to the disk of the PACS acquisition computer.
In addition, the AS fi lm laser digitizer can also be interfaced by a SCSI
interface. The Fuji CR reader in Figure 2(B) outputs digitized data
through a set of RS485 cables, including a RS422 parallel bus cable for
pixel data transfer and a RS232 serial bus cable for text information
communicati on, to a memory buffer in the DASM. The PACS
acquisition computer then pulls the data into its SCSI disk.
The advantages of this model are: the interface units are
commercial products, the connectivity is simple, the cost is affordable,
and fast data throughput. We measured the rate of data transfer of both
configurations described in the Fig. 2(A) and 2(B). The transfer rate
between the AS fi lm laser scanner and the SCSI disk of a Sun SPARC
LX computer is greater than 1.2 MBytes per second. The data
throughput between the Fuji CR reader and the SCSI disk of the SPARC
LX is approximately 530 KBytes per second. The problem is that the
acquired image data is not DICOM or ACRINEMA compatible.
Direct Memory Access Model
Direct memory access model is that a PACS acquisition computer
connects a medical imaging system through a dual-pOri system RAM
(random access memory) [2]. Imatron Cine CT scanner utili zes an
interface product called MegaLink to acquire images from the Cine CT
scanner. The MegaLink is an example of the direct memory access
model, and Fig. 3 shows its configuration. The two MegaLink bus
adaptor boards are linked by a pair of 25-foot cables. The adaptor board
installed in the Fast Reconstruction System (FRS) of the Im atron CT
scanner contains I-MBytes dual ported RAM. The memory is accessible
by both the FRS and the PACS acquisition com puter. The FRS stores
the study information header and reconstructed image data in this
memory area. The PACS acquisition computer accesses the data via the
MegaLink bus adaptor board and the cables using the direct memory
access mechanism. A program uses a simple semaphore-based interlock
protocol to synchronize the data transfer between the two computer
system s.
Intuitively, one can see that the direct memory access model
provides fast data throughput because the data transfer is very similar to
the scenario of writing data from the CPU memory of an acquisition
computer to its own disk. Our measurement for the configuration in the
Figure 3 is greater than 1 MBytes per second.
Shared Disk Model
Shared disk model is that a PACS acquisi tion computer either
connects or mounts a common accessible disk of a medical imaging
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system. Examples of this model are GEMS' IDNET-2 and Sun
Microsystems' network file system (NFS) configuration. Figure 4(A)
illustrates the configuration of the IDNET-2, where a dual-ported SCSI
disk is connected with both the GE-9800 CT scanner system and the
PACS acquisition computer. Figure 4(B), on the other hand, shows the
NFS configuration, where the disk within the imaging system is
mounted by the PACS acquisition computer through NFS. Both
configurations, Figures 4(A) and 4(B), share a common feature, i.e.,
data available in the disks of the imaging systems are also available in the
acquisition computer at the same time.
Among all the interface architectural models introduced in this
paper, the shared disk model has the best image data availability. This is
because no image data propagation is required in this model. NFS
configuration, however, suffers a major disadvantage. In NFS, any
interaction with image data from the acquisition computer must require
the resources of the network and the imaging computer system at the
same time. This is an undesirable interruption to the operation of the
imaging system; especially, in the situation when the imaging system is
in busy use.

Interconnected Network Model
Interconnected network model is that a PACS acqUisition
computer and medical imaging system host computers are connected in a
network and communicate through standard communication protocols.
GEMS' newer CT and MR scanners, such as Hi-speed Spiral CT and
Signa-5X MR scanners, are designed based on this model. Figure 5
shows the configuration of a GE imaging medical systems'
interconnected network cUITently installed in our Radiology Department.
The network follows the Open System Interconnection (OSI) standard
layers specified by the International Standrads Organization (ISO) [3].
The layers of physical and data link are Ethernet, the network layer is
Internet Protocol (IP), and the transport layer is Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP). For the application layer, the GEMS' proprietary
communication programs based on TCP/IP and a File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) are currently used. We will soon replace this GEMS program with
a program using the DICOM protocols once the standard is available.
Since the interconnected network model follows the industrial
standards, its advantages include affordable cost, portable components,
and easy implementation. In our experience, the major effort to configure
this model is lay down the network infrastructure. For an existing
networking environment, there will be minimal effort require to
implement this interface model. As far as the speed of image data
transmission concern, we measured that the disk-to-disk performance
ranges from 100 KBytes per second to 400 KBytes per second. The
result is so wide ranged because it depends on: (I) types of computing
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systems (both the imaging system and acquisition computer), (2) types
of system disks, (3) utilization of the network, and (4) workload of the
computing systems.
Conclusions
In summary, we list the preference ordering of the five interface
models according to the four parameters, i.e., costs, rate of data transfer,
easy of implementation, and system portability, in Table I.
PACS is an essential ingredient for the realization of digital
radiology environment. One crucial task is to integrate various types of
image scanners and modalities into the open system PACS network.
Existing scanners, however, are developed based on closed system
design and do not communicate with one another. In this paper, we
categorize the current interface architectures and discuss their strengths
and weakness, as weII as the suitability of system integration. We
believe that this is the first attempt to classify interface mechanisms of
image acquisition systems. This paths the way for syste matic
modification or extension of the current scanners and fuse them into one
uniform PACS platfOtm.
In the near future, PACS will become a medical imaging input
system to other PACS '. To ensure PACS possesses the open systems
interoperability, we suggest the following considerations in designing
and implementing a PACS:
(I) For acquired image data (or object) foIIowing the InfOtmation
Object Definitions and the file format defined in the DICOM, PACS
remains the object as it is.
(2) For acquired image data not following the Information Object
Definitions and the file format defined in the DICOM, PACS image
acquisition systems need to convert the object based on DICOM
standards.
(3) To transmit image data out to other PACS', PACS image data
sending programs should follow the definitions in the DICOM upper
layer protocol for TCP/IP.
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Figure 2 - (A) The diagram shows thaI the DRII -W interfaces the Abs Sekkei film
laser digitizer to the acquisition computer. (B) The diagram shows the DASM
interfaces the Fuji CR reader through SCSI co nt roller to the acquisition co mputer.
Both configurations arc classified into direct interface modcl.
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Fi gure 3 - The diag ram demonstrates the McgaLink co nnect s the Imal ro n Ci ne CT
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fi g ure 4 (A) - The diagram shows the ID NET-2 configurati on. Reconstructed CT

image data arc sla red in the dual-ported di sk which is al so accessibl e by the
acqui sitio n computer.
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netwo rk (Et hernet) and standard com munication protocol s ( r CP/D') :Ind/or DICOM
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Table 1: Thc stunmary of the preference o rdering amon g the fi ve intcr r:lce mod els

~els sequentia l

parameters
<Os!

rate of d'll.'l

tran ~fe r

ease of implementatio n
system portability

chai n

direet
interrace

memory
access

Very high

Low I Higf

Hi~ h

sh a red
disk

in terconn ected
network

Hig h

Low

Slow

Fast

Fast

Very fas t

Medium

Difficult

Easy

Easy

Easy

Easy

Yes

No

No I Yes

No

Yes

Noles: l. The DRll-W is an in-e xpe nsive interface byt the DASM is a relative hi gh cost inte rface.
2. 'llle IDNET-2 is ,til expensive interface configuration.
The NFS config uration is not applicable.
3. If the PC is used as the PACS acquisition computer, no data transfe r is requi red.
If the PC is o ne of the interface com ponents, the image data need to be transferred to a
PACS acqui siti o n computer through Ethernet. In this case , th e d,lta tran sfer rale is
between slow and medium.
4. The IDNET-2 is onl y portable within certain GEMS imaging systems.
The NFS met hod is portable if the imaging system possesses the NFS con fi guration.

An HL7 Parser for HIS/RIS Communication for the Medical
Image Access System for Intensive Care Units (MIASIICU)
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Theron W Ovitt
Depart ment of Radiology, University of Ari zona

1 INTRODU CTION
The Medical Im age Access Syslem for Intensive Care Units (M IAS/ICU) is a modular system which provides digital display of X-ray cxnminntions in

leu environments

remOle from the depa nment of Radiology. MIAS/ICU has been operalional in one
ICU of Uni versity Medical Center (Tucson, AZ) si nce mid-Augusl of 1993. Due 10 a
strong demand from the clinicians th e hospital admini stration funded the Clcquisition

of a display wo rkstation 10 bring a second ICU on-line in December of 1993 . The
syslem aUlomalically caplures all Compuled Radiog raph y (CR) images generaled by
hospi," I's AC2 and FCR-9000 CR syslems (Fuji Medical Syslems U.S.A .. Slamford,
CN). Acquisilion of Ihese images requires no addil ional cffon by Ihc lechnologisl.
The images arc caplured al full resolulion (approx imalely 2048x2048 pixels by 10bils per pixel) and subsampled to a resolution of 1024x 1024 pixels by 8-bil s. Pyschophysical studies had previously delermi ned Ihat Ihis resolution wos adequale for Ihe
cli nical review tasks in the leu [KRU94]. Diagnosis and reportin g is still performed

by the Radiologist based on the film , All film s remain in Ihe c1epartmenl and arc nOI
availo ble in Ihe ICU. The acqu ired images are stored in a mag nelic disk hased shonlerm image archive opera li ng on a DEC 3000/500 AXP runn ing Ihe OSF-I operaling
system (Digit al Equi pment Corporat ion, Maynard, MA). Long-Ienll arc hiv ing remai ns film based.
In Ihe ICU image display is provided by a Slandard DEC 3000/400 AXP worksta lion
configured with dual 1280x l024 color Irinilron c1i splay monilOrs. The workslalion
operates usin g the OSF· l operatin g syste m and runs an X-W indows/Motif based appliC:llion which provides a vcI)' casy to use intcrracc. T he application illtc ri"ncc re-

quires no lra ini ng for Ihe end-users. Once a patiel1l is selecled Ihc inlerface aUlomali call y displays the two mOSI recenl images avai lable. The wo rkstalion provides local
disk slorngc ror caching or rccenlly accessed images. D isplay or IWO images from
local disk takes place in :lpprox imalely one second. D isplay or two images rrom the
image scrvcr, across the network , takes placc in approx imatcly two seconds.

MIAS/ICU is inlerconnecled using a 100 Mbps FDDI nelwork .
The rinal componcllI of the MIAS/ICU is th e da tabasc scrver which mai nta ins a rcla-

lional dalabase of paliel1l informat ion. This database operales on a DECSlaiio n
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5000/240 running the ULTRIX operati ng system. Thi s system supports two processes
which work together to maintai n a database of all the patients in the hospital. and service requests from the display workstntions and the image archi ve. This system also
acts as a tra nslator, receiving HL7 format messages from the hospital network and
converting it into format appropriate to updale the MIAS database [SIM92, SID90].
This translation function is performed by the HL7 parser, called M er/ill (a rter Medical
Record Listener).
2 HL7
The HL7 strlndard specifics th e sta ti c codi ng of information fl owing between indi vid·

ual medical information applications [ROB90]. The approach used in HL7 is to defin e
the forma t of the dnla sets exchanged between medical in formation and the sequences

of data sets which comprise meaningful transfers of information. HL7 is an application standard nnd is not concerned wi th lower level com munication pro tocols. or how

the exchange of data is accomplished.
3 TH E HL7 PARSER

The HL7 parser/translator provides a gateway for Admissions. Discharge and Transfer
(A DT) information to pass from the Hospital Informati on System (HI S) nctwo rk into
the MIAS database. In addition to the high leve l (a pplication) translation fun ction.
each side of the gate way is connected to" different type of physical network s and uses
different network protocols. The protocol stacks and thei r relationship to the H.L7
parser/translator is illustrated in Figure 3. 1 below.

er In

HL7 Parser

DEC NET
ETHERNET

TCP
IP

network

FDDI

Figllre 3.1 f'rolOco/ Stacks

Except for low-level handshaking bu ilt into the network protocol. all informat ion
now is one way from the HIS network into the MIAS. Thi s info rmation now is based
on ADT broadcast messages nnd requires no queries fTom the MIAS. The inform:Hion
now is illustrated in Figure 3.2 below.
Unsolicited
HL7 Messages

MIAS Messages

Gateway

Figllre 3.2 /lljorlllalioll Flow

MIAS
network
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3.1 Architecture
The HL7 Parser running o n Ihe gateway resides on lOP or Slandard reliable IrnnSpOri
mechanisms. as illustrated in th e Figure 3.1 above, and is wrillcn in the standard 'C '
programming tec hniques. The components of the parse r consist of the rollowing:
I.

Medical Record Listener
This component is a DEC net object which receives the unsolicited HL7 meso
sages from the H1S network . These messages arc targeled 10 Ihe approprinte
The listener passcs th e message 10 the
DECile I object num ber.
parser/trans lalor.

2.

HL7 Parser
This component processes an HL7 mcssngc using the followi ng fun ctions:
a.

FlL TER
This runction discards irrelevant messages based on a table of riit er cri·
terion which is dynam ically accessed ror each message.

b.

PARSER
This runeti on ex tracts speei ric data rields from th e HL7 message.

e.

TRANSLATOR
This runcti on maps fields rrom the HL7 message into MIAS eve nt meso

sages.
3.

MIAS Interrace
This component uses Ihe TCP/IP protocol Slac k to se nd MIAS event messages
to the data serve r.

3.2 Implementation
The relationship or these componenls is show n in Figure below . The design ro llows a
modular, open standards based approac h. This approa ch enables reuse or componenl s
and easy adaplationlo olher HIS and RIS dala sources.
Filler

Config llra/ion

PARSER

Figure 3.3 Relafionship of Merlin Software Compon ellls
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The use of confi guration and mapping files allow definitions of th e s tructu re of HL7

messages, the specification of which HL7 messages are of interest, and how the message fie lds should be mapped into the internal MlAS/ICU message format. These files
arc checkcd each time a message is processed. This allows M erlill to be dynamically
reconfigured without recompilation of the software. The fi les are simpl y ed ited with a
standard tex t editor and the processing of the nex t message will renect th e modifi cations. 111is allows a great deal of nexibility, re use o f code for othe r protocols and allows Merlillto adapt to institution speci fic HL7 segments.
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The MIAS/ICU provides fast access to chest images for clinical rev iew in th e intensive care units. Related informat ion necessary for constructin g th c appropriate patie nt
census and managi ng the dalabase of patients and images is acq uired from Ihe
HISIR IS using the facilit ies of Merlill . The design app roach used for th is informatio n
ga teway has proven to be very nexible and robust.
As the Uni versity Medical Center implements ils current moderni za tion program the
ex istin g DECnet based broadcasts will be mod ified to usc TCP/IP prot ocols :md :t c lient/server architecture. I-II SjR IS information will ori ginate from II Datagatc server and
the MRL portion of Mer/ill will be convel1ed to hc a client. The mod ul ar arc hitec ture
of this software will make this a simple process.
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I. Introduction
Breast cancer is a serious health problem with an estimated 182,000 new
cases diagnosed in Ule US this year. An estimated 46,000 women will die from
this disease in 1993 t. Early diagnosis can significanUy improve the long-term
outcome for patients with breast cancer. Mammography remains the most
sensitive technique for early breast cancer detection. Patients with
mammographic findings which indicate a moderate to high probability of
malignancy are sent to biopsy for confmnation. While mammography is a
sensitive [est, a significant fraction (70%) of those patients referred [0 biopsy do
not have a malignancy. While specific, biopsy is an in vasive, cosUy, and
emotionally stressful proced ure. In an effon [0 improve the accuracy and
consistency of diagnosis, an artificial neural network (ANN) technique is being
developed to predict the outcome of biopsy (benign/malignant) from radiographic
findings and medical history. This ANN provides an accurate prediction of
malignancy as an additional diagnostic finding for Ule physician to consider when
forming a diagnosis.
The full development of such a system provides Uuee significant
improvements for early breast cancer detection: l)increase the diagnostic accuracy
of mammography for predicting malignancy of breast masses; 2)decrease the
number of patients seIll to biopsy with benign lesions (and thus provide a
significant savings of healUlcare costs); and 3)increase the consistency of diagnosis
for mammography. This last improvement will be a result of the development of a
computer algorithm since it has no intra-observer variability.
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The implementation of an on-line reporting system for mammography
has provided an ideal environment for developing this system. With the ANN
connected to the reporting database, the network can be trained and evaluated as

new cases arc presented.

II Methods
An ANN for malignancy prediction was implemented as a two layer
hackpropagation architecture. Input feature values were the radiographic findings
assigned by the radiologists. The output was a number between a and 1. Output
values near I indicate that the outcome of biopsy will be malignant. The ANN
was trained by giving it a large number of examples of inputs (mammographic
findings) along with the true outcomes (results of biopsy). Internal numerical
weights were adjusted to minimize the mean squared error between the network
output and the known outcome from biopsy. The ANN training procedure results
in a network which can generalize from new input data (which it has not seen
before) to make an intelligent guess at the outcome. Once trained, the network
should predict the biopsy results when presented with the mammographic findings
as input. 111e strength of this approach is that Ule ANN "Ieams" the relationship
between findings and outcome based on many examples.
A two-layered backpropagation neural network was created for training
and testing with the mammography data. The input layer consisted of 8 nodes
which represented the eight categories of radiographic findings (excluding the
overall radiological impression). For the preliminary study, a paper checklist was
used to acquire the input data. The features include: I)mass size, 2)mass margin,
3)dcnsity asymmetry, 4)architectural distortion, 6)calcification number,
6)calcification morphology, 7)calcification density, 8)calcification distribution.
111e radiographic information was scaled and presented to the network as
numerical values. In addition, the checklist also contained an overall radiological
impression assigned by the radiologist. This impression was scaled such that
I=benign; 2=probably benign; 3=indeterminate; 4=probably malignant;
5=malignant. The hidden layer consisted of 12 nodes. The output layer consisted
of a single node representing diagnostic outcome. For Ule training cases, the
output node was set to zero if the biopsy pathology was benign and to 1.0 if the

result was malignant.
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The checklist-style findings entry fonn has been recently replaced with a
workstation with a graphical user interface. The findings are now entered directly
into a database using this workstation. In addition, medical history and biopsy
outcomes are also available through the database. This database is ideal for the
development of a computer aided diagnosis system.
In the preliminary experimen~ the network was trained on 153 cases (50
malignant and 103 benign) chosen randomly from the 203 cases which had been
followed up by surgical biopsy. The training was "supervised"; for each training
case the network was provided with both the input of radiographic findings and
the corresponding biopsy diagnosis (0.0 if the biopsy paUlOlogy was benign, 1.0 if
malignant). The remaining 50 cases (38 benign by biopsy, 12 malignant) were
used as the testing set. When presented with this testing set, the network provided
an output between 0.0 and 1.0 predicting the probability for malignancy. The
predictions of the radiologists and the network were compared using receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Differences in perfonnance were
evaluated by comparing the areas under the ROC curves (A z).

III Results
The ROC results for tlle 50 test cases are shown below. An important feature of
the ANN perfonnance can be secn by examining tlle true positive fraction for the
ANN. In this study, the decision threshold could be set to increase the specificity
to 60% while maintaining 100% sensitivity. The specificity for the radiologists
was 5% for 100% sensitivity.
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Fig. 1 ROC comparison of network and radiologists for the entire testing sel.
The radiologists' estimate of probability for malignancy detennines the
recommendation of biopsy for a patient. To use the results from a neural network,
a decision threshold must be sel. If a threshold were set at 0.7, tile network would
bave sent all of the malignant cases to biopsy but would only have sent 8 of the 38
benign cases (Sensitivity = 1.0, Specificity = 0.79).

IV Discussion
An ANN was developed to predict breast cancer from mammographic
findings. Radiologists read the mammograms and filled out a list of eight
findings. These findings were encoded as features for an ANN. Results from
biopsy were taken as truth for the diagnosis of malignancy. The ANN perfonned
more accurately than the radiologists. ROC curves comparing the perfonnance of
the trained network with the radiologists showed a significant difference in the
perfonnance of the ANN compared with the radiologists. The area indices (AZ)
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are 0.96 for the ANN and 0.85 for the radiologists. Az for the ANN is
significantly better with a p-value <0.05 . These results indicate that an ANN can
be trained to distinguish malignancy with a high degree of accuracy in cases
which are currenlly read as indeterminate, possibly suggesting a technique for
reducing the number of benign biopsies.
Several computer aides for extracting features from mammograms have
been investigated previously. A computer aided technique for detecting breast
masses has been described witll the conclusion tlmt while promising, the system
alone was not reliable enough for diagnosis 2.
Automated systems for detecting clustered mierocalcifications 3 and masses 4
have been described. From this work, a real-time CAD system was demonstrated
at RSNA in 1992 5 for computer aided identification of masses and clustered
mierocalcifications with a sensitivity of 0.85 and a false positive rate of 1.5 to 3
per image.
Computer aides for breast cancer diagnosis have been presented as either
discriminant function analysis 6, expert systems7, or ANNs 8 Radiographic
features have been used as inputs in a discriminant function analysis where the
CAD system improved specificity at the cost of decreased sensitivity6. A
preliminary report of an expert system for predicting malignancy of calcifications
7 quoted an accuracy of 73% for cases which radiologists had referred to biopsy.
The significant difference between previous work and the work described here is
the coupling of an ANN with a reporting database 10 allow continual update and
evaluation of the network on new eases.
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Introduction
Although patient reco rd s are increasing ly computer-based,
radiological reports typically are stored as "free" narrative text. Without
widely available natural language processing, it is difficult to reuse this
narrative data for automated decision support, for clinical research, or
even for automatic summarization of an individual patient's course. An
alternative to narrative text is provided by "structured data entry," in
which clinicians enter observations by selecting concepts direcUy from a
controlled vocabulary.
There is a long hi story of work on structured data entry in radiology
[1-4). More recent efforts have been directed at taking full advantage of
graphical user interfaces [5-7], leveraging the contribution of nonmedical
personnel (6) , and utili zing deeper models of the domain of discourse
[5, 8). Despite these efforts, no system has yet proved generalizable. One
obstacle to generalizing structured reporting systems is the difficulty of
sharing vocabularies and concept models.
We have developed a methodology that utilizes the conceptual graph
formalism to organize concept models for structured reporting (9) . We
have applied this technique to formulate concept models that incorporate
the main findings used in pelvic ultrasound and breast imaging reports.
In addition, we have developed of a software system that direcUy utilizes
conceptual graphs in presenting forms for structured data entry.
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Conceptual Graphs
Conceptual graphs consist of concepts and their relations to other
concepts [10,11]. Concepts may be linked to more general concepts; for
example, a [Right Breast] is a [Breast], which in tum is a [Paired Body
Part]. A concept's properties are expressed by its relations to other
concepts; these properties are inherited implicitly by its more specific
sUb-concepts. In the example above, one can write:
[Paired Body Part] -> (has laterality) -> [Laterality].
[Right Breast] -> (has laterality) -> [Right].
Existing controlled vocabularies, such as the National Library of
Medicine's Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [12]. the
American College of Radiology's (ACR) Index for Radiological
Diagnoses [13], and the College of American Pathologists' Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) [14] can index radiological
reports for retrieval, but typically lack sufficient detail to represent a
report's primary content [15].

Methods
The authors developed conceptual-graph models for reporting pelvic
ultrasound and breast imaging findings using the controlled vocabularies
of the UltraSTAR structured data entry system [6] and the ACR's Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System (BIRADS) [16] . Software tools for
manipulating conceptual graphs and for automatically laying out userinterface forms for report construction have been built in Macintosh
Common Lisp 2.0 using the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS).
Testing the original concept models with our software tools provided a
basis for modification of the models. This testing also revealed additional
software needs and stimulated modifications of our software tools.

Results
Software tools. The Model-Based Structured Reporting Toolkit
currently consists of three modules. Each module in tum consists of a set
of CLOS classes and associated functions. The Model Server module
manages a semantic network of concept types and relations. The
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Conceptual Graph Parser module converts ASCII conceptual graph syntax
into an internal (object-oriented) format and integrates new conceptual
graphs into the Model Server's semantic network. The Model Editor
module provides an interface for browsing and editing a semantic network
concept model. The Conceptual Graph Forms module generates userinterface forms for data entry from specifications that are represented by
conceptual graphs. Together, the four modules contain 29 CLOS classes
and 265 CLOS methods and Common Lisp functions.
Concept models_ The ultrasound model consists of 103 concepts and
13 relations. The breast imaging model consists of 386 concepts and 23
relations. The broadest organizing concepts in both models are Finding,
Anatomic Locus, Diagnostic Procedure, Attribute, Attribute Value, and
Observation.

Conclusions
These experiments demonstrate that conceptual-graph models which can represent concepts more deeply than existing controlled
vocabularies - can form a basis for structured reporting. Use of these
models for structured reporting can affect their design and content.
Further work is needed to optimize the model development process,
merge models from overlapping content domains, establish the clinical
efficacy of model-based reporting, and find the best methods of retrieving
model-based reports.
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The Utilization Trilogy: Three Software Programs That Focus
on Utilization of Imaging
Hugh Hawkins
Department of Radiolo gy, Univers ity of Cincinnati , Cincinnati, OH

During the past four years, three software programs have been developed
with the goal of improving utilization of imaging resources through the mechanism of a structured, data-driven, decision-making process. The programs have
similarities and differences related to their goals and how those goal are achieved.
The purpose of this presentation is to briefly describe the programs and to highlight the similarities and differences so as to shed light on the design of software
for improving utilization of imaging resources.
THE CLINICAL-EDUCATIONAL INTERFACE
The first in the series, the Clinical-Educational(CE) Interface was created
in SuperCard to give a visual view of the diagnostic and therapeutic course and (Q
encourage a logical evaluation of that course and its individual events. Just like a
history and physical, the CE Interface makes the student answer questions that are
relevant to the situation, an approach termed "event analysis." The CE Interface is
composed of two screens. One is a graphical representation of the patient's diagnostic course. The other is a more detailed representation of each event.
The key element in the CE Interface is the event card, the focus of which
is a rectangle entitled with the event to be considered. Buttons on the rectangle

link (Q fields residing on another cards. These fields are also titled and are "the
questions" which the students must ask about the event. For example, on a computed tomography event card, pressing the button labeled "images" links to a card
that has pertinent images on it. The "report" button links (Q the descriptive, texthased report about those images. There are categories of buttons. The "reports"
and "images" buttons link to information that is patient-specific. The "cos~"
"availability," and "preparation" buttons are event-specific. That is, they contain
information specifically about the CT examination. The information does not necessarily effect the evaluation of the disease findings, but is important in the decision-making process that occurs in the diagnostic course at that event. Other buttons link to functions or tools that may aid the physician in evaluating or learning
from the particular event. The " literature" button accesses information sources,
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such as Medline, and serves as a place 10 put that information. "AI" links to
expert systems, decision-making programs, and other tools in which the event and
eourse information may be placed and evaluated. Finally, some of the butlOns
link 10 fields where the student must assimilate information and make conclusions.
In the "appropriateness" field, indications for obtaining the cr in the patient must
be evaluated. This is a prospective evaluation that requires knowledge of the previous course, as well as knowledge about cr, such as its availability at the institution, its cos~ the risk that it entails, and its effectiveness in comparison with other
imaging modalities. Information from these other fields may be brought to the
"appropriateness" card. The student then composes his response.

The information environment in which such a card might be used is
extremely variable. il may be necessary for the user 10 obtain information from
paper-based systems and type in the data AulOmated information systems may be
available which allow the information to be electronically transferred from the
system inlO the CE Interface. In the latter siruation, the user may either cut and
paste information or they may click on a button which has embedded within it the
standard query that is performed using the information relevant to the event. For
example, clicking on the "cost" button initiates a query compiled by obtaining the
title of the card, "CT," and going to the "srudy info" card, which might say
whether or not contrast was used. The images query would obtain the information, patient name, date, and exam type, and would access the designated CT.
The diagnostic and therapeutic eourse template is designed to give a
overall view of the patient's time-related evaluation and treatment The template
is comprised of event cards in a matrix configuration. The event cards are visually
linkable and are color-coded for a information source. The rows define the lime
course of the events. All of the event cards for a particular information source
have the same structure. All of the imaging cards have the follo wing fields:
images, report, cost, study info, risk, appropriateness, preparation, availability, literature, AI tools, value, and quality assurance. Some of the fields, such as "imaging," are completely different than those in other information sources. Some of
the fields have the same title and general structure but access databases that are
particular lo that column. The "cost" database for imaging would be different than
that for surgery. Other fields are essentially equal; literature, AilOOls, etc. would
behave and be used similarly across the sources.
A retrospective analysis is performed. The clinician relmes the actual
information acquired by the examination to preliminary expectations, risk, cost,
etc. If any risks were realized, then they are evaluated. If availability differed
from the norm, it is described. The fields "value" and "QA" are provided for the
analysis. Evaluation then leads inlO a determination of subsequent information
needs and possible avenues to fulfill the needs.
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The advantages of the CE Interface include its simple,graphical representation of the diagnostic course and its focus on event analysis. Linked to a network, it provides access to information resources. It provides a rational structure
for evaluating and making decisions about an event. The two screens provide a
functional focus for group discussions about clinical situations.
On the other hand, filling in the categories and boxes required a moderate
amount of effort and considerable time in a busy clinical schedule. To do this for
each event in a patient's diagnostic course would be dysfunctional. It is more
applicable to occasional case discussions and presentations and not to direct clinical use. While emphasizing accessing information from a variety of sources over
a network, it was never completely implemented within the network.
RAYS AND MEANS
Rays and Means is intended for both clinical and educational use. A consultation tool as support for the radiologist or as a direct reference for the clinician, it is designed for the rapid access of specific bits of information that are of
common clinical significance. Rays and Means focuses on information useful to
making decisions about the utilization of imaging resources.
In the educational mode, Rays and Means provides a highly structured
presentation of information on clinical topics. Initially created in an outline, each
module limits the amount of text, relying more on the structure and design than on
grammar to make it readable. All of the information, including a background section, is related to imaging. A student, resident, or clinician learns how and why
various modalities are used in the diagnostic evaluation of clinical situations.
Rays and Means was developed concurrently with the CE Interface. It
borrows much of the CE Interface's event analysis approach, but specifies it for
imaging and adds other features for imaging. The information in Rays and Means
can be applied to a single event in the diagnostic course, but it focuses on the
imaging work-up of entities. It compares modalities that could be used for a clinical problem and addresses the sequence in which the modalities might be used.
To date, Rays and Means has been applied to emergency medicine clinical situations, where very goal-directed information is sought by clinicians. Emergency
phYSicians need specific bits of information, which they can quickly apply to the
situation at hand. They do not have the time necessary to work with a program
such as the CE Interface, which is more process oriented.
Rays and Means was initially developed using only HyperCard, a program that is card-based and hypertext-oriented. HyperCard has a search function
that is good for finding specific bits of information, a feature that matches the way
Emergency physicians work and seek information. An inexpensive and commonly
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available program, Hypercard is graphically-orienled and easy to use. On the
other hand, HyperCard requires that individual stacks be created for each entity
module. To alleviate this problem, a background database, HyBase©, was incorporaled into Rays and Means, resulting in easier data entry, improved function,
decreased stack size, and greater capacity. Rays and Means has been designed so
that relatively few clicks are needed to access any part of the application. To further simplify navigation, a map can be used to go directly to a card. Each module
addresses one topic, such as renal trauma. Topics are listed on the initial stack
card and are loaded by clicking on the term. At this time approximately thirty topics have been researched and created and four topics entered into modules.
Each module has two parIS, background information and imaging modalities. The background information section is highly structured section with emphasis on topic information that is pertinent to imaging. The section includes the
headings, "Introduction," "Classification," and "Clinical Status," of the outline.
Under each heading is information that impinges upon the choice of imaging
modality, the imaging possibilities for the topic, the associated clinical information, and information that serves to focus the role of imaging in the diagnostic
work-up. Most people access background information as part of an educational
process. However, information about sensitivity and specificity of history, physical examination, and other tests and examinations is stored here and may impinge
upon the ordering of a imaging examination or the interpretation of that examination in the clinical environment.
The heart of the application, the imaging modality section, yields information about a variety of factors, such as cost, availability, risk, and preparation.
Statistical information regarding the potential impact of an imaging exam is presented as is statistical information about the results of the exam. For the former,
statistics focus on the possibility of a particular test yielding relevant information
for a particular situation. For the latter, the statistics are associated with the examination fmdings and how those fmdings relate to the determination of a diagnosis.
In our experience, statistics from one article are not easily compared with statistics
from another. Therefore, they are grouped and listed as logically as possible.
In the imaging modality section, images are placed that illustrate the
modality as it used for the current situation. A variety of function s are available to
deal with the images. The users can seek images that demonstrate specific findings. They can find statistical information associated with specific findings. They
can list cases that they have had at their institution that demonstrate the findings or
have been used to evaluate the clinical entity. Thus, Rays and Means can be a utilization management tool for data coUection. The program also provides an easy
way to label and place arrows on images, which can be shown with and without
arrows
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SCORECARD
Whereas Rays and Means seemed to fit best in a consultative mode for
major imaging examinations, ScoreCard is an attempt to impact on the majority of
utilization decisions. For a clinician to use Rays and Means, they would access a
particular module, such as right upper quadrant pain, and seek specific information. It is very much a reference and separate from standard process or routine in
the emergency department ScoreCard was developed to tie utilization of imaging
to a common clinical practice, order entry. By linking the features of the CE
Interface and Rays and Means to physician order entry, we want to make consideration of imaging utilization both functional and unavoidable.
At this point, ScoreCard has been developed to Phase I in FoxPro, a programmable database. It is designed in several layers. Phase I is comprised of
exam selection, demographic information entry, and defmition of the indication.
For a selected examination, the clinical information includes the reason for the
radiographic study, a listing of clinical findings, and definition of selected points
from the physical examination. Data entry occurs via check boxes.
Our initial examination was plain film evaluation of the spine. Under
"Reasons for radiographic study" are listed motor vehicle accident, fall, assault,
medical legal, obtained because of protocol, and other. Motor vehicle accident is
further delimited by selecting whether or not a patient was restrained, unrestrained, ejected, traveling at least than 30 miles per hour, traveling greater than 30
miles per hour, or a pedestrian. For falls, a height of greater than or less than 10
feet can be selected. Clinical findings include whether or not the patient is a reliable historian, the reasons for unreliability or unobtainable history, the presence of
significant head trauma, an indication of whether or not other significant injuries
were present A simple listing of the history and physical includes presence or
absence of pain, tenderness, and an abnormal neuro exam.
The intent of Phase I is essentially to provide the clinician with a list of
acceptable indications for an examination. The ordering physician can assume
that an examination is reasonable if the indication is found in ScoreCard. If
"other" becomes the indication, then the physician should consult the radiologist
about the appropriateness of the examination. The vast majority of clinical situations will not require direct physician consultation. Only those that are truly questionable will be the subject of a consult.
In future phases additional information will be made available to the clinician during the order entry process. This information will be divided into
requestable and unrequested information. In the lauer might be the cost of the
procedure. This can be easily obtained and displayed at the end of the order entry
process by accessing cost schedules. On the other hand, requestable information
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would be that which requires some time and effon to either acquire or 10 assimilate. This would include information about examination sensitivity and specificity
for a particular indication. It might also include information about availability or
preparation, about which the physician can make a decision regarding the relevance in the particular situation.
Our goal is to structure ScoreCard so that information about the ordering
physician's utilization can be fed back to the physician during the ordering
process. For example the physician who orders shon term follow up chest radiographs on patients with pneumonia who are afebrile may find that their yield is
quite low. The yield could be related 10 other physiCians in the depanmenl. In
either case the information would be presented at the time of ordering for the
physician 10 evaluate. It could be requestable or, if the statistics are far out of line
with other physicians, could be made unavoidable.
The primary advantage of ScoreCard with regard to utilization is that it is
being tied to physician order entry, a point of decision making. Impact upon utilization is best made at the time a decision is made and when the decision maker,
usually the clinician, has authority 10 make the decision. 1 Just having information
about cost can decrease utilization. 1 In contrast 10 the approach of a simple database with ICD-9 and CPT codes and limited judgment fields, ScoreCard gives
clinicians more usable information from which to make a decision about their utilization patterns. Since it allows the clinician 10 evaluate the data and come to a
conclusion,. ScoreCard is potentially much less public and punitive. Finally, it
provides a database mechanism for collecting data that can be used 10 evaluate
specific indications for imaging procedures.
I. Tierney WM, Miller ME, Overhage JM, McDonald CJ. Physician inpatient
order writing on microcomputer workstations: effects on resource utilization.
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A Computer System for Providing Feedback to Physicians
to Influence Their Ordering Practices
Mahfuz Ahmed, M.D. , Ph.D. , Curtis Anderson, B.S., R. T. and
Charles Stuewe, B.S.
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center, Orange County
441 Lakeview Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92807

SUMMARY
In recent years there has been a constant public and governmental
pressure to reduce health care cost while providing high quality care to
patients. This can only be accomplished by appropriate utilization of
resources, and by eliminating procedures that have a low yield in terms
of patient management. Also, in order to provide optimal care,
patients need to be tracked to ensure that they are receiving the
appropriate screening procedures such as mammography.

This paper describes a computer system that analyses data and
provides feedback to physicians in order to influence their ordering
practices and encourage them to adhere to established guidelines,
assist in providing appropriate care, and reduce cost. This system is
designed as an automated electronic patient record with the ability to
track any type of data. Tracking can be instituted at multiple levels.
The initial system and some of its applications were described at
CAR'93 1
The system has been upgraded and a new application added which
provides data on physician ordering practices by individual procedures
in the Radiology Department (and other departments), and by volume
generated by individual physicians. The average cost per DRG
(Diagnostic Related Group) is calculated, and feedback on the
ordering practice, and the resultant cost, by individual member, is
provided to each department. The department and each member can
then review the data and establish guidelines for the appropriate
procedures necessary for the optimum care of a patient for each DRG.
The extent to which these guidelines are being followed can be tracked
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and the information disseminated to the department and the individual
physicians.
Both over-utilization and under-utilization of the
established guidelines can be determined.

System capabilities
The system is designed as an automated electronic medical record, in a
managed care setting, for inpatients and outpatients, with the ability to
track any type of data. The hardware consists of Data General
Minicomputer Distributed Processing System consisting of sixteen( 16)
DG S-280 minicomputers, 500 terminals, 100 printers and four( 4)
Gigabytes of main storage.
The system operates on the
RODS/CHAMPS operating system, with applications written in
Hybrid "Basic/Assembly" language with random access file structure.
The member base in the service area is 185,000. These members are
seen in a 243 bed hospital with a medical office and seven other
outlying clinics which is supported by 392 physicians and over 50 nonphysician practitioners consisting of physician assistants and nurse
practitioners. The Imaging Department performs 338 different imaging
procedures totaling over 160,000 examinations per year. The system
is capable of tracking all the orders generated by the physician and
non-physician practitioners to the Imaging Department and to all
other departments. It is, therefore, capable of calculating the cost of a
DRG, and providing feedback on the ordering practices of the
individual practitioners. An example of the ordering practice of a
particular department, e.g., the Internal Medicine Department is given
below.

Ordering practice of members of the Internal Medicine
Department
The Department oflnternal Medicine has 37 physicians. In the interest
of saving space, ten members of the Department and five of the 388
Imaging procedures have been randomly selected in Table I to
demonstrate the type of information available on physician ordering
practice. This data covers inpatients only, but the same type of data
can be generated for outpatients as well. As previously reported 1, the
function of the computer is very general, and it can provide feedback
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on the ordering practice of any number of practitioners on any number
of procedures performed in Imaging or in any other department within
the service area.
Patient-days in Table I is proportional to the number of patients
admitted to the hospital by an individual physician, and the severity of
the illness. The number of patients and the severity of their illness is
known but not indicated in Table I. The information covers a period
of one year. The number of studies shown may be smaller compared
to other hospitals since most of the work-up in our setting is
performed on an outpatient basis.

TABLE # I
PHYSICIAN

CHF. 'IT
UC 511

BE
UC 565

V/QSCAN
UC 5160

CfABD
UC 5320

MRl8RN
UC 5436

PATIENT
DAYS

I

6
2
0
0
0
2
2

I
I

2

3
4
6
7
\0
5
4
3

9
2
26
21
19
25
8
13
20
9

5
2

10

60
86
47
90
89
143
123
127
59
32

9
3
2
3
4
0

707
758
762
1021
858
1422
11 87
7 15
998
474

Avcraec

86

2

4

15

3

890

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

I
I

I
I

Ordering practice of ten physicians in Internal Medicine.

Each physician receives a report showing his/her practice pattern
compared to the department average in numeric and graphical form .
As an example, the practice pattern per comparable patient days is
shown in numerical form in Table 2, and in graphical form in Figure I .
The data is the same as that in Table I. A summary of the practice
pattern of each physician is sent to the Chief of the department. It is
left up to the members of the department to evaluate whether the high
or low utilization of a service by an individual physician was
appropriate, and if not, then to provide guidance regarding appropriate
utilization.
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TABLE #2
PID'SJCL\N

CHEST
1100 PD

BE
11000 PO

V/QSCAN
11000 PO

CJ'ABD
1100 PD

MRJBRN
11000 P O

PATIENT
DAYS

1
2

8.5
2.6
0
0
0
1.4
1.7
1.4
1.0
4.2

1.4

6
7
8
9
10

8.5
1\ .3
6.2
8.8
10.4
10. 1
10.4
17.7
5.9
6. 7

3.9
3.9
7.0
4.9
8.4
7.0
4.0
6.3

1.3
0.3
3.4
2. 1
2.2
1.8
0.7
1.8
2.0
1.9

7.1
2.6
1.3
1.0
10.5
2.2
1.7
4.2
4.0
0

707
758
762
102 1
858
1422
1\ 87
7 15
998
474

Avera~e

9 .7

2. 1

4.8

1.8

3.5

890

3
4

5

I.J

Practice pattern per comparable patient days.

ORDERING PRACTICE
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14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
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•

·

=

10
8

1- -
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1100 PO
IBEI

1000 PO

·
·
·
·
·

·6
-+-V/QSCA

·4
·2

11000 PO

•

0
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

tv'R1 BRN

11000 PO

10 11

Figure 1: Ordering practice in graphical format.

Results of feedback to physicians
The provider costing analysis program has been in effect for
approximately one year. Initial data shows that it is effective in
reducing cost, and in helping physicians adhere to practice guidelines.
An example is shown in Table 3 which compares the average len!,>th of
stay (ALOS), laboratory cost per case, x-ray cost per case, and total
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cost per case for DRG 209 (major joint and limb reattachment
procedures-lower extremity) in the department of Orthopedics, for the
period Jan 93 through June 93, and July 93 through December 93 .
There are other costs in the report that are not shown here. The data
shows that feedback to the physicians reduced the overall cost for
DRG209.

TABLE 3
Period

Number
of cases

ALOS
days

Lab cost
lease in S

X-ray cost
lease in S

Total cost
Icase in $

Jan93-Jun93
Ju193-Dec93

74
48

7.4
6. 1

21 3
186

15
17

277
223

Effect of feedback to physicians on cost.

Monitoring of Practice Gnidelines
The Imaging Department performs over 17,000 screening and
diagnostic mammography examinations per year. Prior to July 1993 ,
asymptomatic women between the ages of 40 and 50
were
encouraged to have a baseline mammography examination at age 40,
with follow-up examinations every two year, as recommended by the
American Cancer Society and other national medical specialty
societIes Investigations over the past 20 years by eight different
international groups have shown limited benefit from mammography in
the 40-50 year age group, in terms of survival, but significant benefit in
the 50-74 year age group. Practice guidelines were, therefore,
developed to ensure that the 50-74 year age group was screened every
two year, and the physician and non-physician practitioners in the
group were educated on the new criteria in July 93 . This computer
system allows the ordering practice of an individual practitioner to be
monitored, and the information is then fed back to the individual on a
periodic basis to assist that person adhere to the guidelines. The data
is distributed to each practitioner and to the Chief of service for
review. Table 4 shows two 9-month sets of data that represents a
20% sample size. The data shows that the feedback was effective in
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increasing the number of mammograms in the 50-74 year age group,
and in reducing the procedure in the lower age group.

TABLE 4
Period
Sep92 - Jun93
JuJ93 - Mar94

Number
cases
1548
2006

< Age 40

9%
6%

Age 4050
29%
26%

> Age 50

60%
66%

Effect of feedback to physicians on practice guidelines.

Conclusion
Preliminary results obtained from the system shows that physician
ordering practices can be influenced by feedback . It has the potential
to reduce cost by appropriate utilization of resources without
compromising patient care.
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The U.s. Military through the Medical Diagnos tic
Imaging Support (MDIS) System and the Telemedicine (T-Med) Project
are accessing, testing, and deploying various techno logies for military
med icine. MDIS and T-Med are actively involved in large scale Picture
Archival and Co mmuni cations Systems (p ACS), teleradiology,
telemedicine, speech recognition for dictation of medical reports, and
personal digital devices for physicians on the wards and in the clinics.
MDIS and T-Med are Military Tri-Service projects run ou t of a project
management office on Fort Detrick in Frederick, Maryland. The project
management office is compiled of a co mposite team of physicians
(Emergency Medicine and Radiology), phYSiCists, engineers, hosp ital
adminis trators, technologists, and specialists in compute r systems,
communica tions, and logistics. End users of the technology (usua lly
physicians) at clinical si tes drive the development of the vario us
programs. In genera l, a rapid prototyping approach is utilized. This
approach is indicated in advanced development situations where more
traditional research and development approaches are not able to keep
pace with the tempo of rapidly evolving technology such as high
bandwidth telecommunications and digital imaging. Under the rapid
prototyping approach, a technology must possess some immediate,
practica l, operational va lue in its deployment, and in add ition possess
elements that "push the envelope" to rapidly assess both new technology
and new operating concepts.
In this presentation, three projects under the MDIS / TMed umbrella will be briefly reviewed: 1] MDIS PACS, 2] Operation
Primetime (telemedicine for Macedonia and Croa tia), and 3]
ProjectProMED ( a personal digital assistant device for physicians on the
wards and clinics).
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MDISPACS:
The MDIS P ACS contract, was awarded to a jOint venture
between Loral and Siemens in late 1991. Presently, Madigan Army
Medical Center, Brooke Army Medical Center, and Wright-Patterson Air
Force Medical Center are undergoing phased implementation of this
system. Additional sites are planned for 1995. Madigan, which was the
first site to begin clinical operations (March 1992) will be emphasized.
Madigan, a 416 bed hospital, is located in Tacuma,
Washington. Four hundred physicians support more than one million
outpatient visits per year. Nearly 160,000 radiological procedures were
completed in 1993 in a radiology department staffed with 14 Board
certified radiologists and 20 radiology residents,
PACS equipment at Madigan presently includes
computed radiography (CR) for all plain radiographs except
mammography, a 40 Cbyte Working Storage Unit (WSU), a 100 platter
(1 Tbyte) Optical Disk Jukebox (ODJ), and 25 workstations, CR images
are processed by 2 Siemens Digiscan 7000s and 3 Fuji AC1 plus readers.
Third and fourth generation Fuji imaging plates with lead backing are
used.
The heart of the MDIS system is the Working Storage
Unit (WSU) which functions as the local and short-term storage device.
Originally developed and utilized for U.s. military reconnaissance, but
now modified for medical applications, the WSU uses a redundant array
of inexpensive disks (RAID, level 2 architecture) with 40 disks operating
in parallel; 32 disks for a 32 bit word, 7 disks for error correction, and
one disk acting as a "hot spare" (single disk failure detected and
corrected without loss of operation). Presently all images obtained
within the last 10-12 days are available on the WSU. Images are stored in
the WSU with approximately 2.5 : 1 lossless compression giving an
effective storage of 80-90 Cbytes of data (greater than 10,000 CR images
), Image retrieval bandwidth is greater than 400 CR image equivalents
per minute. The WSU is connected to the workstations by a fiber optic
network in a modified star topology.
Image data moves with FDDI-like speeds (100 Mbits/sec). Images are
transferred at the earliest opportunity from the WSU to the ODJ, The
ODJ holds 100 (10.2 Cbyte) 14" WORM optical disks. CR images are
stored with 10:1 lossy compression (modified jPEC format), The final
phase calls for two ODJs which will be able to store 4-5 years of images
on line [1-2].
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Figure 1: The basic MDIS PACS configuration.

The system utilizes two types of imaging
workstations,"diagnostic" and "clinical". The diagnostic workstation is a
high volume unit for primary diagnosis; the clinical workstation is a
lower volume unit for review of images. Diagnostic units can have either
2K (A type) or lK (B type) resolution portrait monitors. Clinical units
have only lK (C type) resolution landscape monitors. In the radiology
primary reading areas, diagnostic workstations use four 2K monitors. In
general, the wards and clinics have two lK clinical workstations, but the
entire 2K data set is available by magnifying the image. All workstations
have the same image manipulation functions. Presently there are 25
workstations throughout the hospital, but later in 1994 the numbe r of
workstations will increase to 116 .
The Macintosh-based interface, being extremely user friendly, is
one of the reasons for broad acceptance since many of our physicians are
computer illiterate. Ease of initial training and retention of training are
due to mouse-driven pull-down menus. "Quick keys" are available for
the commonly used functions so an experienced user can move through
the functions more rapidly.
Presently CR, CT, and Fluoroscopy are on the system with an
integrated Radiology Information System (RlS). Many other image
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moda lities are expected to come on-line in 1994 including MRI, Aegis
(Acuson) ultrasound miniPACS, Nuclear Medicine, Angiography, and
CHCS (the Department of Defense's Hospital Information System) .
At Madigan, greater than 500,000 digital images are available online to physicians. The system reliability has been 96-99%, and image
accountability on the PACS has been from 95-99% (with <0.6% truly lost
images). Image display time from the WSU is 4-5 seconds. Clinician
acceptance is high with greater than 98% stating that the PACS
significantly improves patient care [2]. Emphasis in 1994 will be on
converting the hospital into a truly filmless environment, connecting the
rema ining image modalities into the system, and integrating the PACS
with our hospital information system.

Operation Primetime (TeIemedicine):
Operation Primetime provid es Telemedicine support to
the 364 US so ldiers remo tely deployed in Macedonia as part of the
overall United Nations (UN) deployment within the former Republic of
Yugoslavia. Primetime also provides Telemedici ne support for patients
at the Air Transportable Hospital. The intent of the operation is to
deploy, establish and operate the Primetime Telemedicine Network
(Figure 2) for an extended period of time-anticipated to be at least 120
to 270 days .
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Five majo r va lida tion questions for ope ration of thi s telemedicine
project a re being evaluated:
1] Can a mu lti- nod e Telemed icine network be success fully designed,
deployed , and ope ra ted in s upp ort of re mo te milita ry m edi ca l
operations. Can such a network be operated over an extended period of
time with a high d egree of uptime and technical reliability?
2] What are the clinical benefits and drawbacks of such a system based
upon its actual use over an extended period and what are the economic
benefits and costs in using deployed Telemedicine networks?
3] Does a multi-med ia a pproach to Telemedicine using real time pa tient
video, h igh-resolu tion still imagery, as well as da ta, facsimile, and voice
communications provide the expected opera tiona l usefuln ess? What
technologies make sense for inco rpora tion into a multimed ia-based
Telemed icine system? Can such a system be successfull y integrated as a
open system that stresses the major properties of inter-operability, sca le
ability, and upgrade abili ty over time?
4] Is it possib le to es ta blish an image-ca pabl e mul ti-media pa tient
d atabase for a contingency opera tion and have it serve as a "medica l
fli ght recorder" of the clinica l activ ity of the opera tion for retros pec tive
ana lysis and epid emiological medica l research?
5] Is it possible to build a sys tem of seamless medical support in w hich
tertia ry ca re expert milita ry med ica l ca pabili ty can be aggress ively
teleprojected into a re mote med ica l setting thro ugh the use o f
Telemedicine techniques?
The enabling technologies are listed in fi gure 3.
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Each site possesses a distinct relationship for both receiving and
providing support to other elements of the telemedicin e network (see
figu re 4). The network operates under two integrating principles. All
telemed icine support is demand activated by the end user at the front
line and a ll requests for telemedicine support foll ow the typica l path of
pa tient evacuation. The end user retains control of the technology and
uses it when needed in a practical situa tion as o pposed to a project
designer trying to fo rce a new technology into situations which may not
benefit the healthcare provider and his patient.
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Proj ect ProMED
Frequently, the time pe riod be tween a physi cia n
d eciding to take an action on a patient (obtain a chest x-ray or write a
prescription) until tha t action is completed is leng thy. For exa mpl e,
dur ing ea rly morning ward round s a physician decid es to order a
medication on one of his patients. The order is written sometime after the
entire rounds are completed ( 1 hr.). Then a nurse takes ord ers off of the
patient's chart ( 3-6 times/ day). A "runner" ta kes the requests to the
pharmacy (every hour). La ter that d ay the patient actua lly receives the
prescribed medication.
We see an opportunity to improve the physicia ns
productivity and better serve patients by improving the information
pathway. Recently Personal Digital Dev ices (PDAs) such as the Apple
Newton have become available. These hand- held (4 inches by 7 inches)
dev ices a re like small personal computers with built-in communication
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functions ( pager, fax, infrared wireless communica tion), and some first
generation hand writing recognition capability.
With a PDA, a physician can write orders for his patients
as he does ward rounds. The order is immediately passed via wireless
infrared communications to the proper location i.e. prescriptions are
send directly to the pharmacy. This can significantly decrease the turnaround time from when an order is requested until it is completed. Also,
cost comparisons of alternative drugs to prescribe can be stored and
presented to the physician for consideration. Automatic drug interaction
warnings can alert the physician of possible problems.
The U.s military in a cooperative research program with
Apple Compu ters have set up 3 test sites to evaluate the Newton for use
in med icine. Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, D.C.,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio and Brooke
Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas are presently evaluating the
technology initia lly with a Smart-Rx (pharmacy order system) and a
form generator for patient history and physicals and nursing notes.
Conclusion
Technology is exploding, yet at the same time resources
within medicine are shrinking. The rapid prototyping format utilized by
the project office helps to convert newly developing technologies into the
medical field in a timely manner.
Supported by a diverse group of experts from various fields, physir':!nS
(as the end users) drive the requirements to keep the technology
integra ted usefu l and practical. The goal is to apply developing
technologies into the medical field in an attempt to improve patient
access and improve patient care, but at the same time decrease healthcare
costs.
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The Use of Teleradiology in Military Medical Field Exercises
Huu-Ninh V oao, M.D., Michael A. Cawthon, 0 .0. and
Gary E. Simmons, M.D.
Department of Radiolog y, Brooke Arm y Medical Center
Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234

INTRODUCTION:
Teleradiology is commonly used in transmitting and receiving images from the
office for preliminary interpretation by on-call radiologists or from fixed,
underserved remote sites to a central facility for primary interpretation or
consultation. In addition, military hospitals without full-time radiologists have
used teleradiology to send cases to large civilian institutions for primary
interpretation.' During Operation Desert Storm in 1991, selected CT images
and radiographs were sent from Saudi Arabia to Brooke Army Medical
Center in San Antonio, Texas via satellite and telephone linkages as an
evaluation of teleradiology potential from the baltlefield.' As this was a very
large scale deployment, the amount and weight of the equipment used were
not very critical. Many military deployments are smaller and shorter where
weight and cubic volume may have an important impact. The feasibility of
teleradiology as a support tool and a deployable asset was evaluated by using
two different commercial teleradiology systems in two field exercises in 1993.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:
In May and October 1993, members of multiple Army and National Guard
medical units from South Texas assisted the Texas Health Department in
providing health education, screening exams and basic medical services to
residents of Starr County, Texas, the poorest and most medically underserved
county in Texas. The facilities used were in Rio Grande City, which is
situated by the Mexican border and 250 miles south of San Antonio (figure 1).
One aspect of the services provided was taking and interpreting PA and
lateral chest radiographs of patients with positive PPD test. A Continental XRay ISOshelter and an adjoining three-section temper tent were erected as the
radiology department. An ISOshelter is a standard-sized, prefabricated
metal-sided building used in the Department of Defense Deployable Medical
System (DEPMEDS) of combat hospitals. Each unit measures approximately
8 foot x 16 foot x 20 foot expanded and can be transported by trucks or
transport planes. Each shelter also contains specific equipment for its
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designed task such as radiology, laboratory, or maintenance. This temporary
radiology department had all routine X-ray equipment which include
fluoroscopy and a ftlm developer, film interpretation area, a storage area, a
cbanging room, and a reception/waiting area (fignre 2). The commercial
teleradiology systems consisted of a film digitizer, a control computer (Intel
486 based), a lK or 2K resolution video monitor, and communication links.
The teleradiology equipment was set up in a corner of the laboratory
ISOshelter located about 40 feet from the main radiology area instead of
inside the temper tent to decrease dust exposure. The telephone service
consisted of two GTE voice-grade lines (one for image transmission, the other
for voice communication). Digitized images were stored on hard disks in
either 8 or 12-bit pixel depths witb lK or 2K matrices. Transmission of
stored images was in the form of lK or 2K data sets with 8 or 12-bit depths
and 3:1 lossless compression using a 14.4K bps modem. Telepbonic
discussion of the cases transmitted was made between radiologists at both
ends of the communication link after independent interpretations.
FINDINGS:
Fifty one images were transmitted during the first exercise and forty images
were sent during the second exercise. In both exercises, the difference in
contrast and, thus, diagnostic sensitivity between 1K resolution 8-bit deep and
lK resolution 12-bit deep images were significant enougb tbat only lK
resolution 12-bit deep images were transmitted after the first few cases. Tbe
average transmission time for each lK resolution 12-bit deep image with 3:1
lossless compression was about 5 minutes 30 seconds using the 14.4K bps
modem. The transmission cost for eacb image was about one dollar and 25
cents, assuming a telepbone cbarge of 18 cents per minute for bigh volume
users. During tbe first exercise, there were multiple rainstorms during whicb
the transmission time either was prolonged by many minutes due to noise
interference whicb decreased the effective transmission rate of the modem or
complete images had to be retransmitted in whole due to loss of telephonic
connection between the sites. The presence of a viewing monitor at tbe
sending site was found to be very belpful. This allowed the sender to check
the quality and tbe orientation of the image before sending it, thus, saving
money and time by not initially sending poor quality images. The first
teleradiology trial was conducted without such a viewing monitor at the

transmitting site. The sender can also use the monitor to adj ust the contrast
level and range, and to magnify specific areas of the stored image. This
allowed somewhat improved diagnostic sensitivity by tbe radiologist at the
transmission end in evaluating suboptimal radiographs without baving to
reexpose the patient. Only a few 2K resolution 12-bit deep images were
transmitted as a test because the lK resolution 12-bit deep images in this trial
were found to be of sufficient diagnostic quality for these screening
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examinations and the total transmission time of approximately 25 minutes per
image of tbe bigher resolution images was mucb longer and more expensive
using the trial communications equipment. One unexpected benefit of the
teleradiology system was the use of its archiving ability. Due to the
suboptimal field condition, the film processor occasionally did not function
properly and produced physically unstable film images. Tbese particular
films' emulsion lost its contrast over a short time, and started to flake off with
routine bandling. The archiving capability allowed these disintegrating
images to be saved at their best condition for future reference.

CONCLUSION:
Teleradiology from a remote site during field exercises is possible. Thus, it
can be used in rapid deployment situation, disaster relief, indigent health
support, etc. A viewing monitor at the transmitting end is necessary for
smooth transmission operation and assists in easy case discussion and
consultation between the sites. It may even be belpful in evaluating
suboptimal films without repeatedly exposing the patients to radiation and can
be utilized in the review of radiographs stored in the digital archive at the
transmission site. The best trade off in terms of image quality, transmission
time and expense for our limited population was to store and transmit the
radiographs as lK resolution 12-bit deep data sets with 3:110ssless
compression.
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MDIS Teleradiology in North America
David K. Lyche, Robert E. de Tre ville, Gary S. Norton and
Robert G. Leckie
MDIS Project Office, Ft. Detrick, Frederick, MD 21702

I.

Introduction
The Medical Diagnostic Imaging Support (MDIS) system is a large
project installing Picture Archival and Communications Systems (PACS) and
teleradiology at numerous military medical facilities in the U.S. and overseas using
a network of computer-based digital devices that electronically manage diagnostic
images within a medical treatment facility and its region, regardless of physical
distances. MDIS' functional specifications were compiled by a composite team of
radiologists, physicists, clinical engineers, hospital administrators, technologists,
and computer systems/communications specialists . As teleradiology sites become
operational, we are developing a better understanding of the capabilities and
limitations of the technology 1-4 All PACS sites are also capable of functioning
as teleradiology hubs. Presently, Madigan Army Medical Center, Brooke Army
Medical Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Medical Center, David Grant Air Force
Medical Center, and Wilford Hall Air Force Medical Center are undergoing phased
implementation of this system. Teleradiology implementation first began at
McConnell Air Force Base, Kansas, in the Summer of 1993. Teleradiology sites in
progress include: Holloman Air Force Base (New Mexico), Cannon Air Force Base
(New Mexico), Dyess Air Force Base (Texas), Davis Monthan Air Force Base
(Arizona), and Mountain Home Air Force Base (Idaho). Several other sites are
scheduled for implementation in the continental United States and Hawaii in 199495.
II.

Operational Description of the MDIS Teleradiology System

The ultimate success of teleradiology depends on acceptance by tile end
users - the physicians. Physicians in a managed health care system require several
major areas to be addressed in tile ideal situation. A teleradiology system needs high
image quality, a user-friendly interface, qualified radiologists interpreting images,
close communications between the clinician, radiology technologist and radiologist,
and images rapidly accessible to tile clinician with a dictated report tied to tile image.
Radiology departments require a highly reliable system with the freedom to shift
workloads as necessary within and between health care facilities. and a large database

of images for education and research purposes.
'lbe MDIS teleradiology configurations address tilese needs. Full image data
sets are transmitted (CR images- 2k resolution,1O bit contrast ; CT images- 512
resolution 12 bit contrast) from the spoke and tllen viewed on high resolution (2K)
monitors at the hub. All works tations in PACS and teleradiology sites utilize tile
same user-friendly Macintosh interface. Good communications are maintained with
an integrated teleconferencing system. The TI line is multiplexed such tlmt 22
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channels are used to send radiograpbic images and 2 channels are used to transmit
compressed audio/video to allow real-time interaction between sites. A radiology
information system (RIS) is integrated into the process sucb that every image is tied
to the patient's demographic information, clinical history, and radiological report.
Two- way teleradiology between sites allows workload sbaring, peer review, research
,and educational opportunities.
Plain radiography images (chest, bone, abdominal series) can be acquired
electronically either by laser digitization of radiographic film or by use of computed
radiography (CR). The CR system acquires digilal x-ray images directly witllOut
film by utilizing reusable phospbor plate tecbnology. Exposed plates are scanned
electro-optically to extract images in digital format [5]. The teleradiology network
can also support the transfer of images directly from existing digital imaging
modalities such as computed tomograpby (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
and ultrasound (US). These digilal images are passed to tlle network, through
gateways, for diagnosis, optical archiving and image management.
Digital images from remote spokes arc received at tlle central hub and
transferred by the network into an on line computer memory called the Working
Storage Unit (WSU). Images on the WSU are compressed approximately 2: 1
losslessly using a discrete cosine transfer protocol [6]. Once in the WSU, the
images are available for "soft copy" (filmless) interpretation and diagnosis by
radiologists. Radiological diagnoses arc then transcribed into the dalabase and
electronically sent back to remote sites for automated printing on laser text printers.
Following interprelation, images from the WSU are automatically archived onto
optical plalters housed witllin an Optical Disk Jukebox (ODJ). Images are lossy
compressed 10: 1 using a modified JPEG protocol. Each optical plalter is capable of
permanently storing approximately 10,000 chest equivalent digital images
(compressed) and related reports, for a total of approximately I TeraByte of digilal
information on a 100 platter 001. The ODJ conlains dual robotic mechanisms for
high speed access of archived images [7].
III.

Architectural Application of the MDIS Teleradiology System

Figure I shows the basic architecture of a small spoke in the MDIS
teleradiology architecture. The small spoke architecture will support a faci lity which
generates up to 100 images a day. It is configured with a single, image-capable
workSlation (IC Workslation) wbich is multi-purposed, serving as Computed
Radiography Acquisition Workstation (CRAW), Film Digitizer
Acquisition Workslation (FDAW), Teleradiology Server (TRS), and Quality Control
(QC) station . The workstation conducts its support activities serially; eacb service
must complete before the next support activity can start. The separate Integrated
Radiology Information System (IRIS) has been incorporated so radiology reception
and administration activilies can be performed in parallel with exam acquisition .
Figure 2 shows the basic architecture of a large spoke. 11le large spoke architecture
will support a facility which generates up to 350 images a day. It is configured to
support greater workload requirements and local primary reading function s. To
support the increased workload, additional acqui sition workstations were added to

provide greater parallelism in acquisition operations.
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FIG. 1 - SMALL SPOKE
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The flow of a radiology exam at !be small and large spokes follows:
Patient enters radiology reception, Local Database Query: [s
Patient Known? Yes: Order Scheduled / Patient "Arrived", No: Patient
entered, demographic dala entered, order scheduled/patient "Arrived"
Local Database is Updated wi!b Patient Information, Exam is
Scheduled/Ordered Upon Arrival, Bar code is printed or Acquisition
Worklist Updated
l-C Workstation Functionality.
In CR-based small spoke application: Exam Initiated (Bar Code,
Acquisition Worklists), Verify Patient Data / Exam Priority (STAT, Wet,
Routine), Read C R Plate / Stored to local disk, Conduct QC, release
patient. In FDAW application: As applicable, initiate historical exam &
digitize related historical images.
Image, Patient, Exam data is transmitted to designated reading
location, via !be teleradiology gateway server, in eiUICr Automatic Batch
mode or STAT mode or
Manual push to any configured location.
Exams pushed from spoke stored on and read from local disk at
reading location .
Report transcribed to database, Reports available for manual push
to spoke if requested, Reports are available for view (prior to approval) via
a remote query from spoke.
Automatic Transmission of Report back to spoke.
111e Large Spoke architecture provides a diagnostic reading station (two 2K
monitors) for local reading by !be radiologist. A micro-WSU allows for multiple
clinical worksk1tions to be added wi!b no degradation in system performance. The
additional workstations are required if a site is utilized in !be filmless mode.
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FIG. 2 - Large Spoke
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The hub shown in figure 3 can be configured willl a WSU or a microWSU. Note Illatllle "pure" hub does not contain any image acquisition devices; it
is used for reads and archiving for remOle teleradiology sites only. However, will]
Ille addition of a WSU and Ille desired image acquisitions components, it may be
utilized as a full PACS.
The hub provides Ille pennanentlegal record arcbive of all images sent to it
from Ille spokes. A radiologist at a spoke will "call-in" to Ille hub to retrieve old
exams for comparison with current exams. The exams will be retrieved from the
hub's ODJ and sent out via Ille 1.54 Mbitlsec T-l line. The hub and spoke can also
connect to each other via VAX modems. The V AX modems allow for remote
access for software upgrades and database maintenance.
In addition to Ille small and large spoke teleradiology configurations, Ille
architecture of a "micro-spoke" has been developed. The micro-spoke is a low cost
"bare-bones" system Illat allows a low usage remote site to send full resolution
images to a hub for primary diagnostic interpretation and archive. The current

version of Ille micro-spoke includes a film digitizer, a workstation, and a
teleradiology gateway server.
IV.

Lessons Learned

The military has several small medicaltreatrnent facilities in rural America,
some in very remole sites. At a low workload site where a radiologist must be
present due to the types of radiology procedures being conducted, we can send
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additional studies to be read, tbereby maximizing his utility. Traditionally, sites
witb only one radiologist get into trouble when tbe radiologist is on vacation, sick,
or on temporary duty elsewhere. Now, witb MDIS teleradiology implemented at
tbese sites, images can be routed to anotber site for interpretation. Also, given tbe
ability to send any image to any site in tbe teleradiology constellation, a radiologist
at a remOle site can receive images not normally available (CT and MRI) to
maintain tbeir skills. Clinicians also benefit from having imaging studies sent to
tbeir sites which present unusual or interesting cases.

FIG. 3 - Hub: Reading &J or Archive Location
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Full clinical use of MDIS teleradiology will begin in late 1994; however,
several system parameters have been evaluated to date. Image display times at a
large spoke average tbree to four seconds for screen paint time from intermediate
storage (micro-WSU). Image transmission time (chest radiograph) from a spoke to
a hub takes one minute fifteen seconds per image. Filmless imaging and
interpretation at Fort Detrick in Frederick Md. has been tested successfully and is
ready for daily operations.
When fielding a teleradiology system, tbe lines of communication between
all participants in tbe implementation activity must be strong, well coordinated and
very cooperative to be successful. Key elements of communication include defining
good operational and clinical scenarios, properly designing tbe systems to support
tbe scenarios, and tben ensuring tbat shipping, installation, integration and training
processes are closely coordinated and tracked. IL is very imporlantto involve tbe
sites' personnel as much as possible, and help tbem develop accurale and reasonable
expectations of upcoming events. Designating key c1inic.11 and technical points of
contact at each site is essential to developing clinical and operational scenarios tbat
make sense.
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Training of site personnel needs to be strategically planned and
implemented if it is going to be effective. Training needs to be accompanied by site
specific Standard Operating Procedures and well documented contingency plans. Tbe
addition of video teleconferencing capability is extremely useful to suppon training,
radiology consultation, maintenance, and enbancing radiologist/cl inician
professional relationships.
V.

Conclusions

Teleradiology provides immediate qualified radiology suppon to sites that
would normally wait days for diagnostic interpretations of their images. Tbe
teleradiology suppon of clinical consultations allows the "experts" to be shared by
all. Through the use of existing communications lines, the military is able to
provide instantaneous interpretation of emergency radiological exams and 24 to 48
hour turnaround on routine images. With an integrated RIS , teleconferencing
system, and two-way transmission of images, we are developing a vinual radiology
department that is truly time and distant independent. Using the system to balance
workloads, decrease repon turnaround times, and access subspecialty experts, we
hope to simultaneously decrease costs and improve patient care in our remote
medical treatment facilities.
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1

Introduction

This paper describes a novel approach at the design of the system software that
has several advantages over traditional proprietary system architectures.
This design methodology was successfully applied in the Thoravision digital
chest radiography system [Phi92j.
The first design proposal for this system was very complex and relied heavily
on the use of proprietary software and internal interfaces that were developed
in another group within Philips in Holland. It soon became obvious that the
training and communication effort between the development groups was becoming tremendous. Moreover the original design was complex enough to seriously
endanger reliable operation.
For these reasons we decided to design the system in a novel way. Although
a remotely similar approach is described in [FBP92] for a research system, we
know of no other commercial systems employing this strategy.

2

Overall design

When we designed the software architecture for the system we had the following
goals in mind:
Reliability As a medical system the system should be very reliable. This
means that all components should be as failsafe as possible, and that
the interaction of components should be full y tested. It also means that
recovery from failures be graceful.

Simplicity The architecture should be "as simple as possible, but not simpler."
• Currently with the Department of Radiology, Duke Uni venity Medical Center, Durham,
NC 27708, USA. email: ajlCorion.mc.duke.edu
I Currently with Philips Medizin Systeme, Abt. SE31, 22335 Hamburg, Gennany. email:
pralowOpms-hh .philips.de
l Currently with Hagenuk GmbH, 22869 Schenefdd, Gennany
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Flexibility and extensibility The system should be flexible and easily extensible. This includes interfacing to new modalities and third-party
equipment, implementation on different hardware platforms, as well as
upgradability.
Rapid implementation The design should encourage rapid development and
implementation.

To realize these goals we thought that the following criteria would be helpful:
openness As far as possible, software and interfaces are either based on standards or industry standards, or are publically documented.

modularity The architecture should be modular.
To satisfy the openness goal, we chose the following industry standards as
a development base: the Unix operating system, the X Window System, the
TCP /IP protocol suite, and the OSF /Motif Graphical User Interface.
The software was implemented on a general-purpose workstation with only
minimal proprietary hardware attached to it. Some hardware was was developed
in-house, because at that time no vendor could supply hardware that matched
our specifications.
To achieve the modularity goal, the overall architecture is based on a set of
modules communicating via messages. The modules were implemented as Unix
processes. The interprocess communication (IPC) was based on standard Unix
facilities that are well-tested and reliable. All messages are gatewayed through
a central process, that forwards them to the appropriate processes.

3

System structure

The system structure implements a clear division between the hardware and
the system software. The hardware is completely managed by the "system
controller", which is an independent microcomputer capable of handling realtime events. It talks to the workstation via the same message protocol as
all the other modules. Thus the hardware is not only nicely integrated into
our message-based communication mechanism, but it can also be completely
simulated via software and separately tested. This also provides for hardware
independence.
The image processing is done via a set of command scripts written in a
general-purpose interpretative language. This language is designed to be easy
to use and read, so that technicians and service personnel can do simple customizations, and researchers can develop, implement, and test new kinds of
processing easily.
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4

In practice

In practice, this design enabled us to assign the implementation of the modules
to team members, who could develop and test each module separately.
For testing we developed a generic dummy module, that performed ideally.
As the whole state-machine of the system is based on the passing of messages,
the dummy module could be implemented as just an application that generated
one of the possible messages on the press of a button. Thus the individual
module could be completely tested by stepping through the allowed (as well as
illegal) messages interactively.
The development was mostly hardware independent. Indeed most of the
prototype implementation was done without a real xray hardware behind it,
solely based on the specified message protocol.
Although images could not be passed through the gateway as messages, it
turned out that the design of the interprocess facility allowed point-tO-point
links without major difficulty, so that the performance of passing images was
adequate.
Besides it's control functions, the ALI image processing language was indeed
a very efficient tool for the development and improvement of the basic image
processing in the prototype system. It encouraged experimenting with different primitives and parameters, allowed prototyping new algorithms on-the-fly,
and supported checking them with different data sets easily. Furthermore, it
encouraged stepwise interactive development, because temporary intermediate
images could be stored as needed so that lengthy calculations were only done
once.
Certain ideosyncrasies of the selenium detector have been compensated onsite via modem and a locally developed scatter compensation technique has been
integrated into the system.[FBL +93, Lud94] For a more detailed discussion of
the ALI language and interpreter see [LP94j .
The Motif UIL language allowed rapid prototyping, as well as simple and
quick fine tuning.
The use of standard network interfaces facilitated interfacing to PACS and
HIS / RIS systems at some sites.
The software has successfully been used over an optical fiber connection between the Duke Hospital North and a research lab in the Department of Radiology.

5

Results

As shown in the above sections, our design has a number of advantages, both
in the development phase as well as in the application phase, as exemplified by
the system installed at the Duke University Medical Center:

Testability The system is extremely testable, through the use of a set of small
precisely defined modules that can be independently developed, imple-
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mented, and tested. Moreover, the implementation of the system state
machine as a whole can be very easily debugged by monitoring the central gateway process.

Maintainability The system is easily maintainable as necessary changes can
be easily integrated and tested. In addition, problem fixes and other
changes should only have local effects in one module, as modules are
disassociated v.ia the message passing.
As we make heavy usc of industry standard software and interfaces, ex-

ternally available maintenance personnel can service the system with only
moderate effort.

Portability Through the use of standard interfaces the system is fairly portable
to new host system architectures.
Rapid implementation Because modules caD be independently developed,
parallelization in the development is possible.
Use of standard software requires only minimal training effort for new
project members.

Flexibility The individual modules could easily be distributed across machines, or across CPUs within one machine.
Extensibility The system is very easily extensible, because the only change
needed to incorporate a new module, is adding the process to the system
and adding appropriate messages.
By using an interpreted language for the image processing subsystem,
on-site configurability is enhanced and factory extensibility is greatly facilitated.
Networking Through the use of a standard networked graphical user interface and the use of an interprocess communication mechanism that works
across the network, the system can be easily distributed, Moreover, teleradiology is ajust a matter of configuration and suitable network technology.

6
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EXPANDED ABSTRACT

The image pre-processing tasks involved in preparing a computed radiography (CR)
chest image from its original raw data format to that compatible for display at the
viewing workstation include: image reformatting, background removal, image
orientation, default optimal look-up table calculation, and auto-contrast enhancement.
The CR image reformatting routine in volves standardization of the image header,
image size and image format to an ACRlNEMA DlCOM3 compatible fi le format.
The task of backgro und removal is necessary to eliminate tile potentially distracting
unexposed (white) backgro und due to x-ray collimation at the time of exposure [11.
In the image orienk1tion program, the original image object orientation is determined
and image rotation is performed to re-orient the image to a standard viewing position
[2J. The generation of default look-up tables for initial display parameters for CR
images is based on the anatomical region, tile image histogram and the minimum and
max imum gray levels from which a default optimal display window and level are
calculated. In an effort to provide furUler automatic display window and level
optimization , piecewise-linear look-up tables are generated for a uto-contras t
enbancemem of Ule differem tissue densities (i.e., radiographically soft tissues s uch
as muscle, fat and overpenetrated lung, and radiographically dense tissues such as
mediastinum, subdiaphragm and underpenetrated lung) within a cbest image [IJ .
Currentiy, these tasks which are all computationall y intensive, are done sequentially,
and at separate computing resources. As a result, the operating environment is not
optimized and computing resources are wasted. Each of tilese pre-processing
algoriUllns share significant amo unts of commonality. The goal of Ulis paper is to
exploit these commonalties. consolidating similar tasks using a parallel paradigm
irrcspecLive of a specific supercomputing or multiprocessor architecture, resulting in

a streamlined operating environment and maximized computational efficiency.
The standard serial approach for each of tile CR image preprocessing tasks will be
described followed by an analysis of the commonalities among these tasks and a
description of the parallel paradigm designed for preparing CR raw image data for
display at a picture archiving and communica tion sys tem (PACS) viewing
workstation. Results will be presented comparing computer execution time for the
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standard serial approach versus the computation time saved by exploiting method
commonalities. A discussion of several parallel approaches concludes tile paper. The
parallel programming paradigms presented here include a purely "software parallel"
solution, a combination software-hardware schema utili zing the "poor man's parallel
computing architecture", and a moderately bardware-dependent implementation of CR
preprocessing tasks on a Sun 690fMP using multi-threading, multiprocessing.
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Introduction

Digital image data compression is an enabling technology for the cost effective
implementation of both Picture Archiving and Communications Systems (PACS) and
teleradiology. Sufficient levels of data compression can make the implementation of
partially or fully digital radio logy departments more practical using existing
transmission and storage media. With respect to teleradiology, data compression
reduces bandwidth requirements and allows cost-effective delivery of expert
interpretive services to remote areas (domestically or abroad) that do not have access
to advanced telecommunication infrastructures. Lossless compression techniques are
limited, only capable of aclueving compression ratios in the I.5 : I to 3: I range [1 ,2].
To significantly impact storage and transntission costs, compression ratios on the order
of 20 : I or higher are required for plain films . Lower compression ratios may be
sufficient for cross-sectional imaging modalities which are inherently of lower
resolution. Substantia l levels of compression can only be achieved using lossy
techniques. Lossy compression implies that some information is lost in the
compression/decompression process, but algorithms are designed to minimize the
effect of data loss on the diagnostic features of the image [3] .
Wavelets, discovered in 1987 [4], offer an alternative to JPEG (Joint Photographic
Experts Group) [3 ,5,6] and other discrete cosine transform (OCT) based compression
algoriUllllS [7,8] . The JPEG method suffers from blocking artifacts that become more
evident with increasing compression ratio [9]. The purpose of this study was to
evaluate the potential application of wavelet compression to digitized rad iographs and
cross-sectional images.
Wavelet Comllrcssion Technique - Radiographs
A mathematical description of wavelet expansions is beyond the scope of this
presentation, but review articles are available for the interested reader [2, 10,11]. The
data compression algorithm used is a commercially available software package
(Aware, Inc. ; Cambridge, MA) for gray-scale image compression. For radiographs,
the algoriUlllI uses a proprietary implementation of compactly supported wavelets for
2-D image compression thm was not optimized for use with medical imagery. Similar
to other transform compression algorithms [3,12] the wavelet technique requires three
main steps. These include a transformation of the image data using a pre-defined set
of basis functions, quantization of the basis function coefficients, and coding of tile
resulting data set to remove redundancy. There are an infinite number of possible
wavelet expansions which, by definition, must meet certain maUlematical constraints
[13] . Different sets of basis functions may be more applicable to specific imaging
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tasks. Wavelet expansions are multiresolution and orthogonal. Orthogonality implies
that there is no redundancy in the infonnation carried by the coefficients of a wavelet
expansion. From a signal processing standpoint, one may view the image data as a
signal which has high frequency (high spatial detail) and low frequency (smooth)
components. The algorithm filters the signal (image data) into high pass (i.e. high
spatial frequency) and low pass components. TillS process is then iterated on the low
pass component - typically 5 to 9 times. The resulting decomposition of the data is
then represented by a multiresolution set of basis functions. The basis functions used
in the Aware algorithm were discovered by Daubechies - and the Daubechies wavelet
basis designated D3 was utilized [4]. This series has performed well for a variety of
gray -scale image compression applications [13]. Once the image has been
uansformed to a wavelet representation, the basis function coefficients are quantized,
which results in many of the coefficients being rounded to zero. The final resulting
data set is encoded using a lossless technique, similar to modified Huffman encoding,
to eliminatc redundancy. The only variable under user control was the desired
compression ratio.
Digitized Radiograph Study
Twelve plain film cases with a variety of abnormalities were digitized using a
Dupont (FD-2000) film digitizer (resolution 1684 x 2048 x 12 bits) then
compressed (ratios 10: Ito 60: I) and decompressed on a SparcStalion 10 (Sun
Microsystems; Sunnyvale, CAl. Image compression took approximately 20-30
sec and decompression was slightly faster.
Images were presented on a two-headed, high-resolution (1792 x 2252)
diagnostic workstation (RST AR, Inc. ; Cambridge, MA).
Images were displayed in pairs such lh"t atl ..,st one of the two images was
always an original and the other was a compressed/decompressed version of the
same case. Control cases consisting of two original (uncompressed) images were
also included.
Image pairs were presented in random order to seven board eligiblelboard
certified radiologists.
Readers were asked to respond to the following questions:
1. Is there appreciable image degradation? If so, in which image?
2. If degradation is noted would it impact diagnosis of the case?
Readers were required to adjust contrast and magnify portions of the image to
evaluate the robustness of the compression algorithm.
Quantitative measures of image quality were calculated including the average
error per pixel and the root mean squared error (RMSE).
Results with Digitized Radiographs
A sample compression of a chest radiograph is shown in Figure 1. The graph of
perceived imaged degradation vs. compression ratio (Fig. 2) shows a sigmoid shape
with the steep portion of the curve centered at a compression ratio of 30: 1. Analysis
by image type (Fig. 3) shows that bone films were more frequently judged to be
degraded than chest films although the trend was not statistically significant. The
perceived degradation was judged to be of diagnostic significance in only a small
percentage of cases. Only one imagc was judged to bc significantly degraded by one
reviewer at a ratio of 30 : 1 (subtle cortical resorption in a patient with
hyperparathyroidism). No other degradation was judged to be of diagnostic
significance below a ratio of 40: I. Quantitative error measures (average error per
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pixel and RMSE) increased at a much slower rate tlmn the associated compression
ratio.
Advantages of Wavelets
Many radiologists will be familiar with the fast Fourier transform (FIT) due to its
wide application in MR imaging. The FFT represents image signal as the sum of sines
and cosines which are the basis functions of the transformation. The compacUy
supported wavelet transformation offers several advantages over the FFT. Wavelets
arc particularly well-suited to accurately depict localized phenomena which arc highly
relevant in medical imaging applications. Wavelets are much more efficient in
depicting abrupt changes and edges than is the FFT. Another advantage of wavelets
compared to other transformations (such as the FIT and OCl) is that they constitute a
multiresolution representation. The scale of multi resolution basis functions varies
logaritlunically rather tlmn linearly . Importantly, human sensory systems, including
the visual system, process information in the same manner. Another advantage of
wavelets is their computational efliciency [2,13] . "Wavelets are able to capture the
behaviour of complex, nonlinear dynamical systems with an accuracy and speed not
possible with known alternative techniques [2] ."
Alternative means of compression are available or under investigation. The most
widely employed algorithm is probably the OCT-based JPEG method [3,5,6] although
other variations are under investigation [7,8,14] . The full-frame DCT technique
[1 , 15, 16] has received attention in the radiologic literature. Using the full-frame
technique the nmximum computational complexity of the task increases linearly with n
log (n) where n is the number of pixels. The computational complexity of performing
the DCT on the whole image without dividing it into smaller blocks (as done by
JPEG) is so large that specialized hardware may be required for ncar real-time
applications. On the other hand compactly supported wavelets increase in
computational complexity linearly with n [2]. This translates into faster compression
which does not require extensive computing power or specialized Imrdware. While the
full-frame OCT approach is computatiolk,lly intensive, ROC studies using this
technique with chest radiographs have shown tlmt observer performance is not
significantly affected at compression ratios of at least 20:1 [1,14] .
Based on our initial experience, including nearly 600 observations, we believe that
compression ratios of at least 20: I are achievable for digitized radiographs using
compactly supported wavelets without sacrificing diagnostic illk1ge content.
Application of Wavelet Compression to CT ltnd MR
As image matrix size decreases for modalities such as CT and MR, compression
becomes more challenging. Typical matrix sizes arc 512 x 512 for CT and up to 256 x
256 for MR. The decrease in matrix size relative to radiographs limits the degree of
redundancy which may exist and hence the level of compression which can be
achieved. Using the full-frame OCT technique, Chan et al . achieved compression
ratios of approximately 5: I for CT and MR [16]. To process cross-sectional images,
the wavelet algorithm was modified (Aware, Inc.; Cambridge, MA) to perform 3-0
compression. In 3-0 compression, the software views sequential CT and MR slices as
comprising an imaging volume which is compressed simultaneously [12] . The
algorithm takes advantage of redundancy between adjacent slices enhancing
perfornlance.
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Initial subjective ex-perience with wavelet-based compression of CT suggests that
ratios on the order of 10: I to 20: I may be clinically acceptable . A sample
compression of a liver CT is shown in Figure 4. Gompression of MR images is more
complex. Achievable compression appears to vary with the pulse sequence used as
well as the body part being examined. For example, for brain MR compression ratios
on the order of 7: I to 10: I appear subjectively acceptable. Subtle textural changes are
appreciable on TI-weighted images at a ratio of 10: I when using magnification.
These changes are less evident on the associated T2-weighted images. For body MR,
ratios on the order of 10:1 to 15:1 may be acceptable. As with brain MR, the TIweighted images appear slightly more sensitive to the algorithm than T2-weighted
images. The increased sensitivity of T I-weighted images to compression may relate
to differences in signal-to-noise. T2-weighted images have lower signal-to-noise and
hence algorithms which preferentially eliminate noise will have a performance
advantage. Similarly, body images are noisier than brain images, possibly accounting
for the superior perfonnJUlCe of the algorithm with body studies.
Summary
Image compression is an enabling tec1Ulology that makes PACS and teleradiology
systems more practical and cost-effective using available storage and transmission
media . Our initial experience indicates tlmt wavelets can be applied to tbe
compression of both digitized radiographs and cross-sectional images. Based on our
initial subjective armlysis, compression ratios of at least 20: I appear acceptable for
digitized radiographs. 3-D wavelet techniques offer great promise for compression of
CT and MR images, although the degree of acceptable compression is limited by the
smaller image matrices relative to radiographs. Optimization of the compression
algorithm is ex-pected to yield higher levels of compression for all image types.
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Figure 1. Chest radiograph in a patient with metas tatic disease. Original image (left)
shows multiple lW1g nodules. Following compression/decompression at a ratio of 60: I
(right) all of the fUldings remain visible.
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Perceived Image Degradation vs. Compression Ratio:
All Images
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Figure 2. Grap h of perceived image degradation vs compression rati o shows a
sigmoid shape with the steep portion of th e cnrve centered at a compression ratio of
30: 1.

Perceived Image Degradation vs. Compression Ratio:
Comparison by Image Type
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Figure 3. Graph of perceived image degradation vs compression ratio by image type
shows that bone rad iographs may be morc sensitive to the algorithm than chest
rad iographs, although the trend was not statistically significant.
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Figure 4. CT scan of the liver in a patient with metastatic disease. Original image
(left) shows a small meta static deposit in th e right lobe of th e liver posteriorly (arrow).

Following compression/decompression at a ratio of 20: I (right) the lesion remains
visible and there is no appreciab le degradation in image quality.

Feature-Coded Image Database
Robert T Macura, Katarzyna J. Macura, Brandon D. Morstad,
Eugene F. Binet and Jon H. Trueblood
Department of Radiology, Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, GA

Introduction
Information is a resource that is needed to answer questions, to
make decisions, and to perform tasks. The amo unt of information
acquired by the observer will correspond to the difference between
what the observer knew after receiving the information and what he
knew before, The basic model of information retrieval is simp le.
lnformation is stored, and later, when needed, it is retrieved. The only
requirement for search is that information be indexed. Indexing defines
the accessibility of infonnation. For radiologists, the image is the basic
carrier of information. When making a diagnos is, radiologists
frequently need access to image collections for reference. One concept
for image delivery represents feature-based image database. The
radiologic information in the database needs to be organized and
indexed in a form that wi ll allow direct access to relevant images. This
kind of access will be provided if images are indexed through the
image content. The challenge is to determine how to transform
radiologic knowledge into usable indices which code image content.
When the database is in use, there is potential for a number of
communication problems to arise due to incompatibilities between
database constructor's indexing language and tenninology and that of
the user. Depending on the expertise, image findings are reported and
communicated at different level s, ranging from a purely perceptual
level of the beginner radiology resident to the highly interpretative level
of radiology expert. Thu s, designing databases with medical images
requires to involve structured indexing of image content that will
provide the potential for multilevel access to the information store [I].
[t is important that the knowledge be represented in form that is
compatible with intelligent behavior. Another major technical challenge
is to design the retrieval process, from formulation of a query, through
the search, to the retrieval of the relevant images. The success that a
particular retrieval process will have in meeting this challenge will
depend on the way that images are indexed, and the way that the
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relevance of images is assigned on the basis of query. There is a need
for a language (index) that describes the radiologic images so that they
can be tagged for later retrieval . Des igners of TMAGE/ICO N have
developed a prototype of image descriptio!! Language for chest
pathology that allows dy namic selecti on of images along relevant axes
of clinical relevance [2].
We are building a database that will manage heterogeneo us
(tex t and image) radio logic data in a way th at wi ll make that
information easy to store, access, and use. Our goal is to construct an
electronic Case Library, a radi ology fea ture-coded image database, that
can be searched for a combination of radiologic findings and can offer
quality images for comparison to the case in question. To achieve thi s
goal we have designed a hierarchicaL image descriptio!! vocabuLary for
image content coding in neuroradiology.
Concept Indexing with Hierarchies
The form of indexing required in a database depend s on the
types of query that are anticipated. The potential multileve l query
formulation needs to be translated into a form that is recogni zable by
the databa se. Thi s translation requires an organi za ti on of the
vocabulary that will be capable of co nveying relationships between,
and classification of, the terms. The fo rmation of a hi erarchy is a
useful way of achieving the desired organization. Thi s type of co ncept
indexing requires a representation of the knowledge domain much as is
typically seen in an expert system. The integration of a classification
scheme that is required for an expert system, with a database system
forms the framework of an intelligent database.
For index in g purp oses we have designed a hierarchical image
description vocabuLary. We use a semantic hierarchy comp osed of
basic observati ons and interpretations that form a continuum, in which
higher level finding s incorporate lower leve l findings (Figure I ).
Using this approach the image detail s are coded using both basic
observations such as CT density of cerebral co ntents (e.g., appearance
relative to brain ti ssue such as hyperdense, isodense, hypodense, CSF
den sity , below CSF) and higher level findings th at ex press
interpretation of basic observati ons (i. e., calc ified, blood , cyst, fat,
etc.). The relational database provides necessary flexibility in creating
a hierarchy. A hierarchy tree is implemented as a series of record s with
the record keys representin g nodes in the tree. A record key is
composed of slots that correspond to the levels in the hierarchy. A slot
may typically contain an alphanumeric code of one character (or more)
enabling subsequen t searching to be made with an alphanumeric key.
The first slot of a record key correspond s to the hi ghest level in a
hierarchy (root level of a tree) and the last used slot corresponds to the
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lowest level in a hierarchy (leaf node of a tree). A record key contains
as many slots as there are levels in the hierarchy. A particular record
key inherits all of the slots of its immediate parent and uses the
additional slot to uniquely identify itself.
The hierarchy can be easily updated and expanded interactively with
the assistance from the user.

CT Density
r - - - Below CSF

t=
1--

Fat
Air

(SF

Cyst (s)

,

Hypodense > CSF
Solid mass

t - - - lsodense

,

Solid mass

Hyperdense
Calcified
Blood
Dense protein
Hypercellularity
L..-_

Mixed
,"---- (Any combination of the above I

Figure I. A hierarchy of CT Density concepts.

Query formulation
There are two goals in defin in g the feature index for coding
images: I) to have a consistent way of coding and 2) to guide image
retrieval. As users attempt to find information in the inconsistently
indexed database, the inconsistency in indexing will be propagated
into uncertainty in how a particular information need concept can be
expressed as a query. The development of a well-defined query
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language has the potential of improving information accessibility
because the searcher utilizes a highly constrained vocabulary
correctly. Improved performance is obtained also by simplifying the
task of data entry. In our database a checkli st type entry form guides
the image reader to access and record a value for each radiologic
feature. The user may enter as many search criteria as desired and at
the level of granularity that the user feels co mfortable with. The
search criteria are transformed into the search keys in a similar way
the record keys are built, with the difference that they ca n be
considered as partial keys. A search in the database with a partial
search key would retum a selection of records that would belong to a
hierarchically organized sub-tree.

Retrieval
lnformation retrieval is a process where the information needs
of the users are compared with the information that is available.
Information need is represented as a query, and the potential
information (i.e. images) is represented as a co llection of index terms
which can be matched against the query. Those images whose index
representations most closely match the query are then assumed to be
relevant and they are passed to the use r. We are currently
experimenting with different approaches to the matching process to
develop representations of the query and image index space that allow
measures of similarity to be calculated between queries and images,
and to allow images ' to be sorted according to their similarity or
relevance to the query. The present retrieval method is deterministic
through a Boolean search. Images are retrieved only if they match
precisely the con straints expressed in the query based on a sum of
features in the input case that matches cases in the library. Presently
there are equal weights on all features considered as important. For
each case in the Case Library we use knowledge-based indexing that
applies radiologic knowledge to determine which features are
important for retrieving each case. As we improve the image retrieval
capability, we will attach a retrieval engine to the hierarchical index.
The results of nearest neighbor retrieval applied to radiologic teaching
flles has been described by Bramble et al [3].
Case Library Description
The present Case Library consists of 200 cases and above
1,000 images presenting intracranial masses for skull X-ray , CT,
MRJ , and angiography. Images are stored on a CD-ROM. The Case
Library helps the user reach a diagnosis by providing images from
proven cases that match the description of a specific case being
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evaluated along with the differential di agnosis list. The differential
diagnosis li st is formulated using rules embedded in the database that
incorporate critical diagnostic cues for brain lesions (age of the patient
and location of the lesion) and the judgment of neuroradiology experts
regarding the probability of a given diagnosis. Based on the search
criteri a defined by the user, relevant images includin g a textual
description are produced for comparison to the case in question. The
user may browse through retrieved cases, zoom images, make a
correlation between different procedures, or use the Quiz module for
self-testing.
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Figure 2. Image Input screen presents fields for coding information that describes
the image: procedure, lesion location following ACR code, lesion characteristics
and associated findin gs following the hierarchical image descriptioll vocabulary.
and image caption.

The Case Library was implemented in 4th Dimension™ (ACI US lnc.,
Cupertino, CAl, relational database management system. To run the
system, a Macintosh [J model with 16 megabytes of RAM and a dual
speed CD-ROM drive is the minimum recommendation. A 16" monitor
is required. Any of the Macintosh [J series computers with an 832 x
624 x 24bit color di splay graphics card may be used.
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Introduction

A research project at Prince Henry Hospital in volves in vesti gation of the organic basis
of latc-onset schizophrenia. As part of the project, several brain measures in volving
MR1 arc being used. The investi gators have been stru ck by the increased presence

of hyperintcnsitics on T2-weighted images in the white mailer ;md subcortical nuclei
(basal ganglia ruld thalamus). These whit e mailer hyperint ensities (W MHl s) ex hibit a
wide variety of size, shape, locmion and intensity. IL is common to characteri ze th em
into four groups: ventricular caps, peri ve ntricular rim s, focal WMHI s and confluent
WMHl s. The pathological signi fican ce o f th ese lesions is un cenain but we sec it ' IS
import ant to determin e th e number. size and anatomical location of til es!..: lesions. We
note that mmlUal methods are time consuming and suffer from poor illler-rat L:r n.:liabil il y.
We have looked for computer assistance as a way of obtaining reproducihk n:sult s ill .1
reasonable tim e.
A good automatic sys tcm would need minimal user interacti on. would run effi cientl y
0 11 standmtl hmdwarc and would be robu st against Ihe usual variatiolls oj' pati erll s and
data qu alit y. Mitchell et a1 [7) descri bed a multilevel process tu identify Multip le
Sclerosis lesions in double echo MRl data sets. The proc!..:ss included an interacti ve
clu ster analysis step. refinement of lesion locations and a I'ule-bast.:d accept/rejec t step.
Jerni gan et a1 [5) described a semi -automati c process for thc identifi cat ion o f WM I-l ls in
double ec ho MR 1 data sets. WMI-ll s were identified by appl ying a pi xe l elass ificati un
process on a per slice basis to the earl y and latc eehos, and rul image formed fro m a
lincar combinati on of the two cehos so as to optimize th e ealllrast between CSF and
brain. Th ese studies reported th ey could not identify all hyperintcnsc abnorm alities but
did not quanti fy the accuracy of th e identification processes. M oreover, they did not
indicate how th e perform ance was affected by different classificati on al gorithm s.
We present the results of the evaluati on of three supervised stati stical cl assification
algorithm s and one unsupervised classification algorithm Lo estim ate th e number and
volume of white matter hyperinten sities. These classificati on strategies were evaluat ed
for the ability to detec t hyperinten sities. to estimat e the volume of Il yperintcnsitics, for
classification stabili ty with respect to rraining area sclec ti on and for speed of execution.
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2

Statistical Classification to Segment Brain Tissues

Statistical classification strategies have been found to be effective for the identificati on
of differe nt brain tissue types [4, 6]. The slatistical classificalion algorithms provide
a way to conSLruct a " feature space" (lookup tabl e) to map from the pi xel brightness
values in multispectral images to the type of ti ssue. The dimen sionality o f th e feature
space depends on th e number of images used in Ihe classification. For double ec ho MRI ,
two images are used. The different Li ssue types give rise to "cl usters" in th e feature
space. When the different ti ss ues arc well characterized by Ihe pixel brightness va lues
the clusters are well separated, but if the tisslIes have similar inte nsities th en th e c luste rs
may overlap. For example, whit e matter and grey mail er clusters usuall y overlap eac h
other but not th e CSF c lusler.
Supervised ciassifical ion algorithms make usc of a trainin g phase in which an OpL:falar selects training areas ("regions of infeccs(") for each type of ti ss ue to di stin gui sh.
These regions arc used to describe the range o f pixel brightness values whic h c harac teri ze
eac h ti ssue class.
All of these algorithms estimat e th e probability densit y fun ction whi ch descrilx.:s
the way in which the pi xel brightn ess values of each ti ssue CI;.L'iS vari es. Till! l!s tilllaled
probability densit y functi on is then used to determine whi ch class has thl! hi ghesl
probability of occ urrin g at eac h locati on in feature spacl!. Thl!Y call be dislin g ui slled by
the way Ihe trainin g areas are used 10 chan-lc teri ze the ti ssue CIIISSCS.
The maximum likelihood C I ;L~s ifier [2] uses the assumption Ihal lile probaililil y
de nsit y functi on of the pi xel brightness values for each ti ss ue c iw.;s is a Gaussian. This
gives rise to a fc(uure space in which the boundaries be tween differe nt c lasses are give n
by hyperquadries. The K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [2] classifier makes no assumplion
about the shape of the clusters in feature space. The c lass for a give n locat io n in th e
feature. space map is found by locatin g all the training area pixels in feature space and then
selectin g th e class which occurs most often in th e K nearest pixel s. The Skidmoreffurner
classifier [8] is a fast nonparamelric classifier which works in a lIlanner similar to th e
KNN classifier. The class for each location in feature space is that which occurs most
often in the training area data at that locati on. When no training mea data fall s into
a locat ion in feature space no class can be assigned. To overco me Ihis problem , Ihe
feature space is "collapsed" by rescaling th e axes.
Unsupervi sed classification al gorithms attempt to determine th e featurc space Illap
withollt any trainin g area data. These algorithms use the pixel brigillness valu es direc tl y
(Uld altemptto delcrmine th e " natural " clusters which arc present. After the c l usters have
been found by Ihe un supervised classifier, the ti ssue type Ihat each cluster represent s
mu st be determined - usuall y by an observer. ISODATA [I] is a wel l know n unsupervised
classification algorithm. It operates by first mbilrarily assignin g c lusters Illeans. Thc
pixels arc th en classified on lhe bas is of whi ch cluster m{;<:m th l!Y ,-U"C closest to. Till!
mean of eac h cluster is reco mput ed ,- Uld the process is repeat ed until the c lusters <Ire
stable.
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Estimating Tissue Volumes from MRI

Computer based strategies for estimating the volume of brain ti ss lJes from MRI data
must be designed to cope with imaging factors whi ch alTc<..: t IIH.: qualit y o f th l! data.
These include inhomogeneity in th e magnetic fi eld , system Il uist..: and the partial vo lullle

errecl.
Magnetic fi eld inhomogeneity lead s to a smcaring out u f Iht..: clusll.:rs in h..:alu n.:

space. When the clusters are wcll sep,mlled segmcntation will not be affected 14 . 6j.
Anisotropic diffusion has been proposed as

,-tll

eff ec tive tec hniqlle for removing noise

fro m MR images whilst preserving fin e structures. Geri g et al [3] claim anisotropic
diffusion is an importrult prerequisite for the segmentation of brain and CSF from MR
data with minimal operator intervention.
The limited spatial resolution of MRI scanners gives rise to the partial volume
errect, whereby pixels along the border between difrerentti ssue cl",ses ha ve a combined
response from the tissue classes. The selection of Lraining areas must be done in such a
way as to avoid bias from this effect and the estimate of tissue volume should account
for the possibility of a mixed response from some pixels. This may be particularly
important for accurate estimation of the volume of small white mailer hypcrintensities.

4 Results
We compared the estimation of the number and volullle of WMHls as determined
by manual anaJysis, supervised statistical classification and unsupervised statistical
classification.
Ten patients with axial double echo MRI dala or Ihe whole brain. acquired un aG E
I.ST Signa scanner with slice thickness 5mm, intcrslice gap 2.5 1ll1ll , TR 2 1(lUlns. TE
30ms/90ms,l NEX, 24cm FOY, 256x256 pixels per slice wcre seleeled frolll the group
of patients participating in the stud y, Anisotropic diffusion Wil'i used 10 redlH.:e noise ill
the data.
Manual analysis of the patients was performed by two observers. They studied
the MRI data by displaying slices on a computer screen and determined the mea of
each WMHl by counting the number of pi xels. The Ilumber, area and anatomical
location of each WMJ-Il in each slice was recorded. Figure I shows the number of
WMHJ determined ror each patient, and fi gure 2 shows the volume or WMHI , me<tsured
in pixel s. The results indicate the difficulty of the estimation task ror both human
observers and classification algorithms.
A scatlerplot of pixels identified in the Lrainillg phase as WNU-U shows two separate
clusters. Oneoftheseelustersrepresents "bright" WMHl . such as bri ght rocallesions and
ventricular caps. These hyperintcnsities can be identified using statistical classification
techniques [7, 5]. The second cluster substantially overlaps the clusters 1'01' grey malleI'
and for white mailer. W-MHIs with pixel intensities in this cluster arc difficult to
distinguish from white matter rmd grey matter.
The MLC classifier describes the WMHJ class by an elliptical region in fcature
space that encloses both the WMHl clusters and the region between them. This is an
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Patient
PYH
DWMR
SGM

1
1
0
0

2
3
2

I

3

4

1
I
I

1
I
0

5
1
I
I

6
2
2

I

7
3
3
2

8

9

10

2
2
2

I
I
0

3
2
2

Table I: Qualitative assessment of severity of subcortical hyperintensities

inappropriate model for the data, and results in misciassificalion and overes tilllali oll .

The KNN algorithm and the STC algorithm are able to identify two separate WMH I
clusters. The KNN al gorithm exam ines th e neighbours of th e lOCal ion in featu re space
before deciding on the class, producing a slightly larger region than th e STC al gorithm
which cxmn incs only the locati on in feature space 10 be classifh;J. T he STC lIlakc:-; a
morc conservati ve estimm c than the KNN model but is morc re liant un acc uralc trai ning

data.

A qualitative assessment of the severit y of WMHl s in each palient was made so
that classificat ion perfonmUlce could be compared across pat ients with a simil ,lf (h.:grcc

of WMHI. The severity of peri ventricular hyperintensities (PYH), cleep white mallcr
hypcrintensities (DWMI-I) and hyperintensities in subcortical grey mailer (SGM)
assessed on a scale from 0 (absent) to 3 (severe) and m-e presented in table 1_
The difference in execution speeds between the classification algorithms depends on
how quickly the feature space is ealeulated_ Each of the supervised classifiers operates
by first calculating a lookup table for the brightness values, and then each pixel in the
volume is classified from the map. The lime to generate a classified volume includes
the time necessary to apply the lookup table to each slice in the volume and to perform
connected component labelling to extract the WMHls from the c1assilied image.
The time for the ISODATA algorithm to converge depends on the ini tial cluster
centres and the size of the data seL Since the algorithm failed to identify a cluster (or
clusters) for WMHIs we cannot report the execution time necessary to classify WMH ls
using the ISODATA algorithm_
The speed to identify WMHls with supervised statistical classification algorithms
will vary from patienllo patient since the size of the training mea data will vary. The
relative average speed of classifyi ng one double echo slice w<ts found to he I: I :4',
for MLC, STC and KNN classifiers respecti vely_ The KNN algorithm required approxilllaicly 3 minutes real tim e to classify a slice on a Si licon Graphics Indi go Entry
4000_
The classification process would be much Casler if training area data from Olll.: slin:

w,,,,

could be used to classify other slices, and other patients. The peri"onmUlcc of IhL:
algorithms when train ed by different observers indicates that the WMH I classi ti catiun
is sensiti ve to variations in training data selec ti on. It wa~ not possible to achieve
satisfactory classification performance using training data from one slice to classify

another and similarly the training data from one patient produced a poor classificat ion
when applied to anoth er patient.
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Conclusion

We have found that statistical classification algorithms cannOI identify subcortical hyperintensities wiLh the degree of accuracy we require. The unsupcrvisl!d [SODATA
algorithm fail ed to identify a separate cluster for WMH I at all.
In order to accurately identify subcorti cal hypcrinl ellsil ics we prupost..: a sl.:mi·
automatic (UmJy sis system which uses a training ph'L,)I.!. a supcrvist:d classilicalion
algorithm and an operator supervised correc ti on pIUL,)C. The sta ti stical <.:iassilicalioll
algorithms perform well at identifying brigh t while mallt..;fhyperint ensilies.slIch as
ventricular caps and bright focal hypcrintensities. :md th e aUlOlllatic area IIl CaSllft...:IIIl.:Il[
we usc removes much of the burden a ll the operator. However, SO lne while lIIalt !.! !"
hypcrintcnsities have a pi xel intensity in the same ran ge as normal brain ti ssue. These
cmmat be resolved by a stati stical ch\!o)sifier operating Oil pixel brightness values al one.
so we allow the operator to correct the classification .
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Use of Lateral Surface Views of the Brain to Improve the
Accuracy of Regional Localization within the Cortex
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Jim C. Gee
Department of Computer and Inform ation Science
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Summary
In order to improve the accuracy of regional localization within the cortex, a
facility to construct and display lateral surface views of the brain of a subject
from his MRI study was developed. A regional contour outlined by the
investigator on a surface view is automatically transformed to appear as a pair
of markers demarcating the same region on the transverse MRI slices . These
markers combined with the relative clarity of the grey-white interface in the
images generally provide sufficient detail to perform accurate localization of
cortical regions. The uncertainty in regional localization is considerably
reduced because in most cases the various gyri and sulci of interest can be
readily identified in the lateral views. In this way a template including regions
of interest within cortex for cach subject was created and used to match PET
images of the same subject. A comparison between a method using the lateral
surface view program and one that did not use it was made. The results
indicate that data analysis based only on transverse MRI sections may be
inadequate.

Introduction
PET images of brain have been widely used in clinical neurological studies . In
order to perform data analysis of PET brain images, a template of regions of
interest must be created idealy on the basis of MRI brain images of the same
subject since functional regions and not anatomical structures of the brain are
represented on PET images l . Given a registered pair of MRI and PET studies
of the same subject , region of interest (ROI) analysis of the PET images
typically requires that the regions first be localized based on the anatomy
apparent in the MRI images. Normally, this matching is perfomled on a slice
by slice basis using only the transverse sections of the MRI study as a
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reference. This procedure is prone to error especially when localizing
structures of the cortex because of the inherent difficulty in identifying
volumetric structures using only planar sections of the volume. In response to
this difficulty, we used lateral surface views of the brain reconstructed from the
transverse sections to outline each region on a surface view and to place
makers identifying the same region on the transverse MRl slices.

Methods
MRl scans of twelve normal subjects were obtained. The number of slices in
each study was 43 with 21 of Tland 22 ofT2 slices. Slices were 5 millimeters
apart with the length, width and thickness of each pixel size being 0.86
millimeters. Each subject's MRl was resliced in the anterior commissureposterior commissure (AC-PC) plane and the interval between slices was kept
approximately the same as in the PET images . Then a lateral-view program 2
was used to create lateral surface views of each brain using the new MRl
images resliced in AC-PC plane. The outlines of 12 cortical regions were
drawn on the surface views and were automatically transformed to appear as
markers demarcating the same region on the transverse MRl slices. Finally
cortical regions were drawn on the transverse slices according to these
markers. Subcortical and other regions were drawn based on the Talairach and
Tournoux atlas 3 In this wayan individualized anatomic template was created
and then applied to transverse PET images of the same subject resliced in the
AC-PC plane.
We also created a "standard" template in which all the cortical, subcortical and
other regions were drawn only based on the Talairach and Tournoux atlas
without using information from the surface view of the MRl . This template
was also applied to the PET images.
To illustrate the misplacement of regions by the method in which only the
"standard" template was used, we compared the location of 24 cortical regions
(12 on each side) in twelve MRl studies with the location of the same regions
obtained when the lateral surface views of the brain were used. The location of
each pair of corresponding regions was compared by measuring the distance
between their centroids.

Results
A lateral surface view of tlle brain with region contours outlined is shown in
Figure I. Figure 2 shows pairs of markers demarcating the same region
transformed onto the transverse MRl slice of the brain .
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Figure I. A lateral surface view of the brain with region contours outlined

Figure 2. Transverse MRl slice
with pairs of markers
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For the 12 studies, the distance between the centroids of each cortical region
using the two methods ranged from 1.9 to 27.1 millimeters (Figure 3), while
the mean distances of the 24 cortical regions ofthc 12 subjccts ranged from 5.6
to 13.5 millimeters, with thc occipital gyrus being thc minimum and the
angular gyrus thc maximum. The mean distance of the centroid of the whole
brain for each subject which was used as a control region and should be zero
theorctically, ranged from 0.5 to 2.3 millimeters with a mcan distance for the
12 subjects of 1.2 millimeters.
The following formula was used in calculating the distancc:

Xi~numbcr

of pixels for thc ccntroid's X axis coordinatc for template using
lateral surfacc view;
Yi~number of pixels for the centroid's Yaxis coordinatc for tcmplatc using
lateral surfacc view;
Xs~numbcr of pixels for the ccntroid's X axis coordinatc for standard tcmplate;
Ys~number of pixels for the ccntroid's Y axis coordinate for standard template.

Discussion
Use of a standard template based on a singlc brain may be attcnded by
substantial anatomical functional mismatching on brain images of other
subjects bccause of interindividual variation. Reccntly, studies of topographical
variation of the human primary cortices were perfonlled by J. Rademacher4
and a prominent variation was found. Our studies also revealed the mean
distances of centroids of 10 cortical regions were ovcr 10 millilcters between a
standard tcmplate and an individualized one. Although thcse rcsults reflect the
inadequacy of only one investigator's interpretation of thc cortical anatomy in
transverse MRJ images, it is not unrcasonable to believe that similarly poor
results will be obtained from other investigators performing the same task,
especially since we have found that cven subcortical localization within
transversc
MRJ
images can present difficulty to experienced
radioiogists 5 These data suggest that interindividual variation can not be
ignored and thc approach of using a standard template in PET image analysis
is not optimal.
When creating a template of regions of interest and localizing structures of the
cortex on a transverse sections of a MRI imagc slice by slice, it's difficult to
identify volumctric
structures and thcir border acurately by using only planar sections of the
volumc. Thc lateral surface view method we have developed can provide
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markers which are automatically transfered from the surface view of brain to
the transverse slices, thus damarcating the cortical regions. These markers
combined with the relative clarity of the gray-white interface in the MRl
images generally provide sufficient detai l to allow accurate localization of
cortical regions . The uncertainty in regional localization is significantly
reduced because in most cases the various gyri and sulci of interest can be
readily identified in the lateral views .
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Computer-aided Diagnosis of Acute Pulmonary Embolism
Using Artificial Neural Networks
G.D. Tourassi, C.E. Floyd Jr., H.D. Sostman, and R.E. Coleman
Department of Radiotogy, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC

I. INTRODUCTION
Acute pulmonary embolism (PE) is one of the most common
cardiovascular diseases. Despite advances in diagnosis and prevention,
monality is still high and pulmonary embolism causes as many as 50,000
deaths per year I. Since a significant number of pulmonary emboli go
undetected, it is conceivable that prompt and accurate diagnosis is very
important. Although pulmonary angiography continues to be the gold standard
for the diagnosis of PE, ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) scanning is the initial study
performed. Ventilation-perfusion scanning is noninvas ive, safe, and well
tolerated by the majority of the patients. However, there are limitations to its
effectiveness for ille diagnosis ofPE. Perfusion abnormalities may have
various causes, and ille rules used for the diagnosis of PE have been the subject
of controversy. Therefore, an improvement in ille diagnostic yield of the
current techniques could have major impact.
In this study, we present an artificial neural network (ANN) as a
computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) tool for prediction of PE using only image
findings from V/Q scans and chest radiographs. The findings and diagnoses
used in the implementation of the network were extracted from the Prospective
Investigation of Pulmonary Embolism Diagnosis (PIOPED) database. The
PIOPED study is ille largest cxisting study on the significance of V/Q scans in
ille diagnosis of acute pulmonary embolism. It is the COllaborative work of six
medical centers with more than 1000 patients. The PIOPED database contains
a detailed set of information - history, clinical findings, V/Q scans, chest
radiographs - for 1493 eligiblc patients from illc six participating medical
centers. Furthermore, 1099 of these patients had a pulmonary angiogram
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completed. Of these, 35 had angiograms with uncertain findings. Our study
was based on the remaining 1064 patients who had certain angiogmms. The
network was evaluated using the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
analysis and its performance was compared to that of the physicians
participating in the PIOPED study. [n addition. we tested the neural network
on 104 new cases acquired at Duke University Medical Center to further
evaluate its potential as a clinical diagnostic tool.

II. METHODS
The Neural Network Architecture
The neural network employed in our study had a three-layer, feedforward architecture. Specifically. the network had an inpUllayer with 21
nodes (each finding corresponded to an input node), a hidden layer with IS
nodes, and an output layer with a single, decision node. The network was
trained using the backpropagation algorithm with the sigmoid activation
function 2 According 10 this learning scheme the network tries to minimize the
mean squared error (MSE) between the desired and thc actual network output
following an iterative gradient search technique. The network was trained to
output I if PE was present and if not. The weights were initialized between
-I and + I and then they were adjusted each time a training pair was presented
10 the network. Also, the input data were scaled between and I. Both the

a

a

learning and the momentum coefficients were selected 0.5. The neural network
was implemented on a Stardent ST-lOOO [Stardent [nc., NewlOn, Mal.
The P[OPED database
The P[OPED study investigated the significance of V/Q scans for the
diagnosis of acute pulmonary embolism. A complete description of the
P[OPED data collection and the results of the study can be found in reference
3. From all the available data,we selected the 1064 cases (383 positive, 681
negative) for which there was a definite angiographic outcome. For those
cases, we extracted the physicians' interpretations of the V/Q scans, the chest
radiographs, and the angiograms. Specifically, the 21 findings which
comprised the input information for the network were the following.
According to the P[OPED consensus reponing form, each lung was divided
into three zones (upper, middle, and lower). From this reporting form entries,
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we eXlracted three parameters for every lung zone (for a total of 18 findings).
One described the chest radiograph, one the ventilation scan and, one the
perfusion scan at the particular lung zone of interest. Each parameter was given
a value belween 0 and 5 based on the presence and the size of a possible defecl
[0 = normal, I = defecl smaller than 25% of the lung zone, 2 = defecl25% 50% of the lung zone, 3 = defecl50% - 75% of the lung zone, 4 = defect larger
than 75% of the lung zone]. The other three input features were the following .
First, we eXlracted the number of mismatched perfUSion subsegmenls with
possible values [0-36]. According to the prolocol, a mismatched defecl
required that both the chest radiograph and the ventilation scan be normal in the
region of the perfusion defecL Second, we included the ratio of the number of
mismatched subsegmenls in the lefllung (I_seg) over the number of
mismatched subsegmenLs in the righllung (r_seg) with values belwecn 0 and 3
[0 if I_seg = r_seg=O, I if ratio < I, 2 if ralio = I, 3 if ratio > 1]. The final
feature was the size of the largesl effusion presenl in the chesl radiograph
[O=normal, I=small, 2=medium, 3=large]. The angiographic OUlcome
determined the desired oUlput value [O=PE absenl, I=PE present]. In addilion,
the participating physicians had assigned a consensus percentage probabilily for
PE derived from lheir own experience. This assigned probability was used to
compare the diagnoslic performance of the PIOPED physicians lO thal of lhe
neural nelwork.
Pcrfonnance Evaluation

Successful application of a feed-forward neural nelwork requires lwo
steps: (i) the Iraining phase where the network Iries to learn the training
examples, and (ii) the lesting phase where the nelwork is applied on new
pauerns differenl from lhose il was Irained on. Generally, if a nelwork has the
proper architecture and sufficientlraining data il will be able lo generalize; thal
is, lO give the correcl answer for palterns it has nOl seen during the learning
phase. The PIOPED sludy provided us wilh a large number of well described
clinical cases. Firsl, we applied the nelwork using the round-robin or jackknife
melhod 4. According lo this method, all the database bUl one pallern (in our
case 1063 examples) is uscd lO Irain the nelwork. Then, the trained nelwork is
tcsted on the paltern thal is lefl out. The same process is repealed so lhat every
pattern of the database is lefl oul once. Obviously, this technique was very
time-{;onsuming because we had lo Irain and tesllhe network 1064 times.
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However, the jackknife overcomes the problems associated with limited data.
It uses the full potential of the available data for training without sacrificing the
statistical significance of the testing phase. Second, we trained the network
with all PIOPED cases and then we tested it on the 104 cases (19 positive, 85
negative) acquired at Duke University Medical Center. The 104 cases were
reported using the PIOPED form and the participating physicians assigned a
consensus probability assessment
The results of our study are reported in the form of ROC curves. An
ROC curve plots the true positive fraction (TPF) vs. the false positive fraction
(FPF) for a continuous range of decision thresholds. We used the CLABROC
algorithm developed by Metz el al. 5,6 to fit ROC curves to both the network's
and physicians' responses for every testing case. The CLABROC algorithm
was employed for two reasons. First, it computes a maximum-likelihood
estimate of the ROC curve based on conlinuDus data such as the network's
output data and the physicians' probability assessment. Second, it takes into
account the case-sampling variation between the network and the human
observers. The selected index of performance was the area (A z) under the ROC
curves. Generally, a higher area index renects better diagnostic performance
III. RESULTS

The following figures summarize the results of our study. Figure I
shows the performance of the network after it was evaluated with the jackknife
method on the PIOPED cases. The network significantly outperformed the
physicians as this is indicated by the following ROC area indices:
Az (net) = 0.9121 ±0.0160
A z (doc) = 0.8172±0.0140
and this difference is statistically significant with a two-tailed p-value < 0.01.
Thus, the network was able to capture complex relationships underlying the
image findings and it made a more efficient use of the V/Q scans.
Figure 2 shows the diagnostic performance of the network on the 104 Duke
cases after it was trained with the PIOPED cases. In this case, the network
performed as well as the physicians:
Az (net) = 0.7939 ± 0.0688
Az (doc) = 0.8030 ± 0.0622
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Figure I: ROC curves comparing Ihe diagnostic performance of the ncural
network (evaluated with Ihe jackknife melhod) wilh that of Ihe PIOPED
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Figure 2: ROC curves comparing Ihe diagnostic performance of !he neural
network (trained on Ihe PIOPED cases and evaluated on Ihe Duke cases) wilh
that of Ihe Duke physicians.
Allhough Ihe network did not perform better than Ihe physicians. Ihis
result is very encouraging since Ihe Duke cases were different from Ihe
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PIOPED database. In the PIOPED study pulmonary angiograms were
performed independenUy of the postlestlikelihood of PE. However, the cases
reviewed at Duke Medical Cenler represent a rather selective sample where
angiography was felt to be essential for diagnosis. Furthermore, our network
was compared to human observers with a vast experience in the inlerpretation
of V/Q lung seans. Thus, we may say that our network was tested under very
difficult circumstances.
IV. CONCLUSION
The purpose of our study was the implementation of an anificial neural
network for the diagnosis of acule pulmonary embolism based only on findings
from V/Q scans and chcst radiographs. Our results show that a three-layer
neural network can be trained to successfully perform the diagnostic task.
Furthermore, our neural network could be developed as a computer-aided
diagnostic tcolla assist physicians in the diagnosis of PE.
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computer Aided Image Diagnosis System for Chest
Physicians-Lung Cancer Diagnosis
Hideo Suzuki, Ph.D. and Noriko inaoka, Ph.D.
Health Systems Operations, IBM Japan, Ltd. , Tokyo, Japan

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently. the incidence of lun g cancer in Japan has been inc reas ing. and it is
now the mos t common type of cance r. Some mcdic.:al labomtorics have installed spiral
CT uc\'iccs and started studying the rca~ibility o f JClct:ting isolated small nodules by
usi ng th em. in order to decrease the propoLion or ove rsights. However. it is known
that popularization of such ucyiccs anLl methods takes a long limc. Therefore. a basic
study o f the uclcdion or lung nodules in plain chest X-ray images is required in
clini ca l situations. Some work on computerized dctct:li on of lung nooulcs in chest
X-ray images h~Lo;; been publishcdl ~J. but no syste m is in practical usc by phy~ieians.
The primary problem in c..: uITenl sy~ le l11 s is that they require c..:omputer e nvironm e nts
that include a mOl digitizer. which a rc too c xpc n ~ i\'e to confi gure as stand -alone
sys tems. The sec..:ond problem is the al:c urat:y or the syste ms. Al tho ugh most sys te ms
ac hicvc a high level of se nsitivity (ovcr 80%). thc specificity is lowcr (u nder 50% ).
Clini c..:ull y, the required le\'el o r acc ufal:)' is over 80%: in pa rti c ular. the specirici ty
must be high.
Our proposed sys tem. runnin gonan IBM RS/6000 (a UNIX-based workstation ).
achicved scores org5.2%. 73.3%. and gY.7% ror the acc uracy. sensiti"i ty. and specirici ty.
rcspcclivcl/'7. Wc arc c.;ono ul:ting another st ud y or how to di slinqui sh malignant
nodules from benign o nes: thi s capability is essential ro r a pracLic..:al sys tcm .

II. METHOD
The proposcd system consists of sc vcn sub-sys tem s: image input. ROJ
e,'itraclion. nodule detec tion. rule-baseu false-pos itive elimination. statistical falsepositive elimination, benign- malignant cl ass ifica ti o n. and GUI for c hes t physicians. In
the image input process, four types or input de\'ice c.;an be connect 10 th c sys tem : a
drum sr.:anner, a lase r film readc r, NTSC video r.:amems, and a computctl r..ldiogr.1phy.
All the images input by e~H; h device arc re-sampled to 350 X 350 pixels, a nd quantized
to ~56 gray IelTIs (8bits/pi,cI); their resolution thus becomes I pi,ellmm ". The ROI

extrac ti o n pr<x:ess defines the lun g boundary and scts rclational x.-y coordinates for
normalization to cnrrcr.: t individual LiilTcrcnces. The nodul e uctcction proccss picks up a
number or lung I1rx.lule ca ndidates to int:rcasc the scnsiti\'it y of th e systcm, The tw o
false-posith"c climination procc!)ses arc clTcctive in incrcasing the specificity of the
sys tcm , Thc benign-malignant da!)!)ifiGllion is tll discriminate nodul es that ha\'c been
selec..:ted by the previous pnx.:css. All or the sub-systems run o n the X-w indow !)ystcm
under UN I X. and thcrefore mosl programs arc portabl c loother UN IX-ba.'iCO\\'orkslalions.
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Th e a lgorithm and the logic for the fl(xl ul c de tecti on and th e rul e-ba.o,;cd
eliminatio n a rc described below.

I ~ll se-pos ili ve

or

T o detec t lun g nodu les. we dev eloped a direc ti o na l contras t filter consistin g
three conce ntri c circles (Fig. I). In the fi gure, the rad ii o f the three concentri c c ircles arc
r, 3 r, and 5 r, respecti vely. The n iluc of r depends o n the sizes o f th e no dul es 10 be
detected ; it is se t a l 3 mOl in the syste m. T he inner annular reg io n is di vided into e ig ht
equ al seg men ts, a nd th e o uter an nul ar reg io n is di vided into sixteen equ al seg ments.
Each segme nt CotTcspon<..is to a plura lity of pix.cb. eac h hav in g a n image de nsity valu e.
T he segments a rc located symm etricall y re lati ve to the origin 0 make a pair, a nd as a
rcs uil the rilter has direc ti o nal d mractcristi cs. T he I"eature va lu e S fo r each pi xel , w ith
th e ori gin 0 of th e filter posit i(lncd {)Vcr the ce nte r of th e pixel , is calculat ed accordin g
tn the fo ll owin g equati o n:
I. When Max( W n) < Max(W,) < W,..

S = ( W/M a x (W n»
2. In o thc r cascs,

S

- I

=0

T he terms W.p W:-.:. a nd W B in th e respcdl vc segments deno tc th e avcr.Jge
image density values of the pixels located wi thin a pai r o f correspondin g segme nts.
Mi.l\(W x) a nd Ma\(W n) re prcse nlthe max im um ,·alues 01" W.x and WI\' respecti ve ly.

By lIsin g the previo usly uesctibeu filte r, the sys tem auto mati call y detect"
(we Illy frx.:i o f nooul c cand idates for each ...:ase, whi ch incl ude approximately nineteen
raise-positive foci. To elim inate these false-pos iti ve foc i, we de veloped a rul e-based
me thod , w hi c h conta ins six rul es that were hcuri s ti call y deve loped according In a
co mm o n me thod o f d iagnosis used by ches t phys ic ians. Physicians know led ge fo r
d iagnos is is comple x and am big uo us: such know ledge mll st be tran sl"erred to definite
rul es. Ou r rul es arc show n in Fig.::! a nd may be exp ressed as fo ll o\\'s:

3

.Ie
Sr

Fig. I Directional Contrast Filter for Nodules

sin 0

6
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F'ig.2 Rules

( I~ )

in the system
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Rule-I
Rule-2
Rule-3
Rule-4
Rule-S
Rule-6

Eliminating aOI"tic arch shadows
Eliminating symmetric bone shadows
Eliminating slender shaped shadows
Eliminating lar-ge shadows
Eliminating high-density e dged shadows
Eliminating shadows in the mediastinum

These rul es arc then converted inlo lower- level knowledge and tmnslatcd into
a progmmming language and data by knowledge engineers, as rollows:

Rule-I:
If{ (X c-0 . 15)(Y c-0.4)<O.1 5 &
Area(C»IOOmm'} Then E liminate C
Rule-2:
If{ IRank(C,)-Rank(C ,) I<S &
IA/'ea(C ,)-Area (C,) 1< I Om m ' &
IX ,,,+X n l<O.1 &
IY c,-Y o l<O . 1 ) Then Eliminate C ,.C,
Rule-3:
If{ MaxR(C)/MinR(C»4 &
Area(C)<200mm' } Then Eliminate C
Rule-4:
If{ Area(C»SOOmm' } Then Eliminate C
Rule-5:
If{ OvulayV(C»0.95 } Then Eliminate C
Rule-6:
If{ Y c<4X c+ 1.0 &
Y c<-4X c+1.0 } Then Eliminate C
C denotes a candidate. Xc and Y (' represent the values 01" relational X,Y
coordi nates forC Area(C). Rank(C) , M"sR(C), Mi nRC C) . and Overlay V (e) arc functions

fo r calculatin g the area of C. the ranking or C, the long diameter of C , the s hort
diameter or C, and th e proportion or the overlapped area between C and th e vessel
image extracted by the DCF-V (Direclional Contrast Filter for Vessels), respectively.
Though each threshold is esperimentally fised, the rules and thresholds can be modified
by knowledge engineers.

III. EXPERIMENTS
To {min the system. we collc<.:ted 192 cases of lun g cancer, each featuring a
small nodule approximately I to 3 cm in diameter. and 74 normal conlrol cases. We
collected a further 30 cases or lun g ca ncer and 78 normal con trol cases for evaluatio n,
and 40 c..:ases of lung cancer and 40 ClSCS of benign nodules for discrimination. These
cases were coll ccted from all o vcr .Iapan and sa mpl ed at random with a conuition that is
a small isolated mxJulc (Adenocarcinoma). Various image conditions were thus included
in the data.
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Ea.,.;h film was ui giti zcd by means o \" a laser scanner. The system takes about
minute from the lime of scanning to dassif)' a case as normal or abnormal.
Curren tl y. the benign-ma li g nan t classification s ub-system is scpamlc fro m the s ys tem .

IV. RESULTS
The acc uracy o r the DCF· N (Directio nal Contras t Filter ror Nodules) is
ex pressed by the propo rt ion o f lruc-pos ilir c res ults. Fo r 192 tra ining cases. 30
\' al ill,lli n n cases, and 40 d assificali o n cases o f lun g cancer, DCF-N o btained true-pos i Li \'c
rales o f 8R5%. 86.7% , and 87.5% fo r training cases, va lidatio n cases, and class ification

cases, res pecti vely. In the 40 benign

t.:ilSCS,

the true- positive raLe

WaS

()S.O%.

The effec ti ve ness of th e ru le-based sys te m is d etermined by the degree to
which the fai sc- pos iti\lc foc i are redu ced witho ut an increase in the fal se- negative rJte.
For the rul e-based sub-sys tem, the rates o f dec rease were 66.3 % of fal se-positive foci
with 5.0% of true-po s iti ve foci fo r the 192 trainin g cascs, and 68.Jl7o of fa lse-pos iti ve
foe i wilh O'1n o f trllc-positi\'c foci fo r the 30 validati o n cases.

To compare the acc uracy of the system with that or diagnosis by ph ysicians.
we did an interpretati o n experiment with 27 chest phys ician s, usi ng the same X -ray
fi1 l11 s. and o btained fi gures o f82. 1%, 79.7% . and 8 1.7% for the sensitivity. specifi ci ly.
and ao.': lIracy
thci r interp retati o n. O n the other hand . the system o btained figures o f
73.3 %, X9.7%. and 85.2% for th e sensitivity. specificity. and acc uracy. for thc
validati o n cases, as show n i s Fi g.3 .

or

Fo r beni gn-mali gnant dassifi l.:alio n, di scriminant anal ys is was done by us ing
six parame te rs thaI we re calculated by an i mage meas ure me nt functi o n ()( th e s ub-s ys te m.
Eac h parame te r showed a signifi cant diITc renc:.:e between beni gn and malignant ntxJuic.
As a res ult of the an alysis. we obtain ed fi g ures o f 70.0 % a nd HS'(Y7o fo r benign
classifi calio n and mali gnant c1a.~s in ca li o n , respec li vel y.

C ANCER

NORMAL

22

8

POS ITIVE

(73.3 % )
NEGATtVE

8

70
t89.7% )

T OTAL

30

78

SCIL';iti\"ily

Sp,dlkllJ'
Accuracy

73.3 Ck
H9.7 %
HS.2%

Fig.3 Result of the system
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v.

DI SCU SSIO N AND CONCLUSION

The DCF-N , whi ch was dc\'clopcd to detect nodu le pallcrns with obsc ure
periphe ri es. was cl'alu atcu as a hi gh-qualit y noi sc proo f nlle r by an examinati o n usi ng
vario Lls ac lua l cance r s hadows. T he pri mary rcason for the progress is that we designed
the filte r to e mbod y the knowled ge
expe rt ph ysicians. The de tectio n process is the
key techno logy in the sys te m.

or

In the processes for eliminating fal se-positiv e foc i, the rule-based sub-syste m
was clTcctivc in e liminatin g fal se- positi ve foci wit ho ut signifi cantl y increasi ng the
num ber of fal se- negatives. The rul es employed in the rul e-base were developed 10 be
uni\'crsal for both physicians and the sys tem. Therefore, the rul e-base meth od is no t
inJlucm.:cd by image 4ualili y.
We rounu six signin cant dirferences between be ni gn unu malignant shadows.
In parlicular, th e pammeters fo r measurin g th eir densit y slopes contribute to the
di s tingu ishability or s uch s hadows. These results are useful 1'01' classifyin g no dul es in
discri mina ti ve dia gnosis usi ng a computer-aided system.
T he to tal acc uracy o r the syste m was almost eq ual to that o r phys ici a ns j 11 the
interpretatio n experimcnt. In a dctailed comparison, 75% o r the ral sc- negative cases
detected by the ph ysic ians were dctectetl as true-positives by the sys te m. Th us the
system C~1I1 s upport physicians in double-c hccking by show in g c~lses Ihat it dctects as
trlle-posi ti ve.
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Abstract
An "expen assistant" system has been designed to recognise basic anatomical
features in anterior-posterior X-ray views of the chest The long-term aim is to
develop a model-based interpretation methodology which may be applied to other
imaging modalities and anatomical regions. Key features of this methodology
include a three-dimensional anatomical model, an inference engine, image-analysis
and visualisation tools and an overlying control structure. The anatomical model is
object-centred, incorporating shape and connectivity information, and is designed to
accommodate normal and disease-related variations.
The inference engine
incorporates into its model previously located structures for the identification of
funher structures. A preliminary version has been implemented using frame- and
blackboard-based architecture.
J Motiyation and Goals

The Medical Image Understanding (MlU) project aims to provide "expen
assistance" for radiologists in the context of high-throughput, digitally based
Radiology Departments. This is achieved through model-based automatic analysis
of images to provide "alerts" for abnormalities [I] and decision support for
equivocal diagnoses [2]. An imponant design criterion for such a system is the
ability to incorporate heterogeneous information sources, such as images formed
from different imaging modalities and non-imaging sources. Simple image
registration is not possible for many imaging modalities, for example, if a diagnosis
is to be performed using images made by projection (such as X-rays) and sectioning
(such as ultrasound). In this case both the image-formation physics and the image
geometry make direct image comparison impossible. Another aim of this project is
to explore image-understanding algorithms which may be applied to different
anatomical regions. Many of these aims are ac hieved by basing image analysis on
separable models of anatomical structure and image formation, and by performing
data fusion in the domain of actual anatomy.
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Many of the ideas inherent in the Medical Image Understanding concept are being
incorporated in a demonstration project restricted to one anatomical region and.
initially. to one imaging modality. Chest X-rays have been chosen for this initial
study. because they represent a common diagnostic problem where expert assistance
might improve diagnostic accuracy. and the projection imaging teChnique requires a
complete anatomical model for image interpretation.

Fig. I: Examples of the principal elements of the Medical Image Understanding
chest X-ray analysis system. Left to right: original X-ray image; derived features of
the image. in this case lung outlines; visualisation of a 5-parameter model of the
skeleton fitted to the X-ray image; visualisation of a soft-tissue model including
pleurae. diaphragm and mediastinum.
2 Methodology

The central feature of the MIU methodology is an object-centred. wee-dimensional.
deformable description of human anatomy. since the anatomical model is thought 10
be the paradigm for expert analysis of medical images. This description assists in
(a) guiding image segmentation by predicting features based on current instance
information [3] [41. (b) checking for abnormalities and (c) visual ising the resulting
instantiated anatomy. The model is sufficiently explicit to permit precise prediction
of features such as the edges of specific organs. The interaction between image and
model is via a feature space:
[ IMAGE SPACE

1+-+1

FEATURE SPACE

~[

ANATOMICAL SPACE

1
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"Anatomical space" refers to a description of anatomy, both normal and abnormal,
which may be varied to maximise the fit between model and image(s). Image space
is the pixel space, which may include multiple image modalities. Feature space
includes symbolic descriptions of image features (such as edges and textures)
derived from model and image space.

3. Preliminary Experimental System

The proposed methodology is being tested in an experimental system developed on a
Silicon Graphics Indig02 workstation using a frame-based blackboard architecture
written in C and Lisp. This paper describes preliminary analysis of images digitised
to 8 bits and up to lK by lK resolution from anterior-posterior chest X-rays. The
goal of the preliminary system is to locate features using anatomical knowledge and
then perform some simple tests to check for abnormalities.
Object recognition is edge-based, with comparison between image and model being
carried out in feature space, where an edge is represented by connected line
segments. For simplicity the preliminary anatomical model also uses line segment
models to describe edge shapes, though ultimately a full 3D model will be used to
generate the feature-space elements. The expected direction and length of each
segment in the model, as well as relational information such as connections and
position relative to other edges, are stored in the frame system [5]. This relational
information is described explicitly in the model, and is translated into constraints in
the feature space.
3,1. Control Architecture
The control architecture uses a blackboard [6] to store the contents of the feature
space. The blackboard consists of two types of frames:
I. Model frames, each containing a line segment translated from an edge in the
model into the feature space. Intrinsic and relational knowledge about the edge are
translated into constraints on the position, length and orientation of the
corresponding line segment.
2. Instance fram es , each containing pixel coordinates which are candidates to be
matched to a given line segment, i.e. they are instances of the edges predicted by the
model.
The blackboard also contains the instances which are currently considered to be the
best match to the model. Each instance frame has a confidence score based on how
well it satisfies the constraints given by its model frame.
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3.2. Major Landmarking
To provide initial guidance to the segmentation, some major landmarks are
identified first. The midline is found using a symmetry-detection algorithm [7].
The approximate boundaries of the body, lungs and ribs are then found using a
variety of segmentation techniques, such as seeded region growing [8] and
thresholding [9).
Since the edges in the image are inter-related, new edges found with high enough
confidence are used to update relational constraints on other frames. Backtracking
is likely to introduce convergence problems and be computationally intensive, and
so it is limited by grouping mutually dependent edges, such as connected edges, and
permitting backtracking within, but not between, groups.
To recognise a group of edges, the first step is to perform edge detection on the
image to create a set of candidate edges (instance frames) for each model frame.
Combinations of the candidates can be examined using backtracking to find the set
which yields the highest confidence. There are two elements to the strategy for
finding groups:
I. Careful choice of the order in which the groups are found. Groups which are
independent of others, and those for which the related groups have already been
found, are generally processed first.
2. When imposing constraints on a group via its relationship to another group,
attention is paid to the confidence with which that other group was found.
After matching the line-segment model to the image, actual pixel boundaries can be
located by performing local edge detection near the line segments.

Fig. 2: Initial landmarking and fitting of line-segment model. Left to right: original
X-ray image; midline and initial rib and lung landmarking; line-segment model
fitted to lung, diaphragmatic and mediastinal borders.
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The above strategy is used for landmarking lungs, mediastinum and diaphragm. An
important feature of chest radiographs is the depiction of ribs, and our project aims
to identify each rib using an explicit anatomical model. This will be used for fixing
parameters in the 3D anatomical model. Several techniques have been investigated
for identifying ribs in these images. For identification of incorrect patient
positioning it is necessary to match images of anterior and posterior rib segments.
This is done by fitting curved segments to the intersections of the rib images with
the lateral margins of the lungs, the continuity of the rib image providing the
information which links the anterior and posterior rib segments. A full, 3D rib
model now under development will permit more complete identification of skeletal
structures, and information on patient positioning. This skeletal model, together with
major soft-tissue landmarks, will assist in locating more subtle image features.
3.3 Three·dimensional Model
The requirements of the model are served through an object-centred anatomical
deseription being developed in parallel with the image processing and control
structures. Anatomical descriptions are incorporated into the frame structure used in
the image analysis system described above. Information stored in the slots for each
organ, or part of an organ, includes location in a prototype anatomy, shape
descriptors, inherited parameters, imaging properties (e.g. X-ray density),
connections to other organs and adjacency relationships.
Slightly different descriptors are used for the skeletal system and soft organs,
because of the different constraints imposed upon them. The parameters of the
skeletal system are determined directly from the image, and are not subject to a
space-filling constraint. However, soft-organ size and shape are partly determined
by space-filling and adjacency constraints, i.e. all internal body spaces are filled, but
no two organs can occupy the same volume.
The skeletal system is modelled as a hierarchy of connected elements, starting at the
C7 vertebra. Each element consists of a rib, rib segment or vertebra, whose location
and orientation depends on the previous element. Such a hierarchical representation
was achieved using three·dimensional parametric, L-systems, similar to the Lsystems description of plants [10]. Soft tissues are described in terms of nonuniform, rational, B-spline surfaces (NURBS). The shape parameters may be
altered within the constraints of anatomical connectedness (such as the lungsconnections to the mediastinum via the hila), space filling, non-overlapping of
organs and consistency with the image.
The symbolic linkages inherent in the object·oriented structure of the anatomical
model permit consistent variation of model parameters to fit images, or simulated
effects of specific diseases, while its explicit 3D structure facilitates generation of
feature-space information (such as the location of a given edge) which may be
compared directly with corresponding fealures derived from image space.
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4. CQucJJlsjoos and F.llllre Work

Image-processing techniques have been successfully demonstrated for segmenting
chest X-ray images, using mainly two-dimensional models for identifying lung
outlines and ribs_ A frame- and blackboard-based control structure has been created
for high-level control of the segmentation and linking to higher level descriptions_
A three-dimensional anatomical model has been constructed and is being linked to
the image-processing modules via the frame structure, and this will provide
guidance for the detailed segmentation of the X-ray images_ A logical extension of
the project is to include both lateral and anterior-posterior views, which can be
compared readily in anatomical space_ Because of the anatomical nature of the prior
knowledge, the clinical emphasis of the project is on diseases producing structural
rather than disseminated or focal change, and on diagnosis based on edge location
and characteristics, rather than textural analysis_
S,
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ABSTRACT
This papcr describes a Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system to improve
the accuracy and speed of object recognition in cluttered and noisy image
background. The detection method is based on a hybrid scheme of digital
processing, artificial neural network and knowledge base synergy. This CAD tool
was applied to early detection of cancerous pulmonary nodule from X-ray films. The
resulting hybrid system is a robust, effective and fa st Hybrid Lung Nodule Detection
(HLND) System. The system architecture and performance assessments are also
reported.
rNTRODUCTlON
Despite tlle vast improvements in digital computer technology in the past
few years, differentiation between the object of interest and the image background
which contains simi lar attributes as the object of interest (e.g. , true-positive and
false-positive of nodules from radiography) still remains a challenging problem.
Artificial neural network (ANN) techniques are chosen for this class of problems
because of its capability to learn and generalize from training data set. A Computer
Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system to improve the accuracy and speed of detection and
classification of lung cancerous pulmonary radiology is developed[2, 17, 18] . As
shown in Figure I, the configuration of the Hybrid Lung Nodule Detection (HLND)
system includes the following processing phases: ( I) pre-processing to enhance the
figure-background contrast ; (2) Morphology based quick selection of nodule
suspects based upon the most prominent feature of nodules; and (3) feature space
determination and neural network based suspect fields reduction; (4) neural network
based knowledge fusion processing and final classification of suspect fields.
Hybrid Lung Nodule Detection (HLND) system is developed to integrate the
robustness of ANNs and the logic reasoning of knowledge bases with the accuracy
of digital signallimage processing techniques in a single system for shape feature
analysis in diagnostic radiology which provides accurate and robust recognition
performance.
Doi and Giger of University of Chicago have shown that it is feasible to
automate tlle lung nodule detection process by semching in the chest X-ray
radiography for a set of preselected nodule femures [1,3-7] .
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Figure I. Schematic Diagram of Hybrid Lung Nodule
Detection System
Although the di gital processing method correctly identified cancerous
nodules, it also misidentified numerous other anatomic structures in the image as
nodules. Therefore, our scheme is to utilize the differential techniques suggested by
Doi and Gigerj3-7] to pre-process the chest X-ray image, and use ANN and
knowledge base to classify true-positive nodule from false-positive nodule selected
by the pre-processing and quick search process[ 15-1 8] .
PRE-PROCESSING
T he digital chest images were obtained from Georgetown University Hospital
and University of Maryland Medical Center. Each pulmonary radiograph was
digitized to 2000x2048x l2 bits where each pixel represents about 200 11m for a 14"
by 17" X-ray film . The images are later reduced to 500x512x12 bits image for
computational speed. Each image contains at least one nodule. The actual location
of the nodules are verified by computed tomography (CT) or followed by
radiologists. Potential nodule information in a pulmonary radiograph is enhanced
by a differential technique which subt racts a nodule suppressed image (through a
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median filter) from a nodule enhanced image (through a matched filter with a
spherical profile) [2-7] . This approach would reduce the camouflaging anatomic
background in the radiograph thereby enhance the signal to background ratio. The
difference image, containing nodule-enhanced signal, is used for morphology base
selection processing phase.
A search algorithm is applied for quick (pre-) selection of all possible nodule
suspects based mainly upon the most prominent feature of nodule - the spherical
profile [4-6] . The difference image is processed by locally-adaptively area
extraction process using edge and gray value tracking with different gray values for
thresholding and morphological operations. It provides an initial determination of
features, arising from nodules and arising from anatomic background. Circularity
and effective radius of the segmented image block are evaluated at different
thresholding levels to determine the location and the size of the nodule suspects.
All the suspect areas (blocks) with dense area (high gray values) equivalent to 3 mm
of diameter or less aTe captured in 32x32x 12 bits images for further evaluation.
FEATURE DETERMINATION
Since the quick selection process are based on the general features of lung
nodules -- the spherical profile, a classification algorithm based on localize
anatomic features is needed. We developed an algorithms for localized feature
extraction and classification based on gradient edge analysis of local anatomic
structure in the 32x32 image blocks [2,15-181.
After first two processing phases (pre-processing and morphology based
quick selection), nodule suspect A-Fields arc determined from each image. The
nodule suspect is extracted into a 32x32 pixel image (larger than 9 mm in diameter)
sufficient for the ANN-based development. After processing 31 radiographs, 457
nodule suspects in original and difference image blocks (32x32 pixel) are obtained
for further development of the ANN classification. The following table shows the
distribution of true-positive and false-positive nodule suspects.
bone endvssl
43
42
9.19% 9.41%

rbvsxn~

ribedge ribxing vessel vsclust unknow
40
41
54
30
96
15
8.75% 6.56% 21% 3.28% 8.97% 11 .82%

true

96
21%

The suspect image blocks are first classified into 8 classes: true nodule
(true), rib crossing (ribxing), rib-vessel crossing (rbvsxng), vessel cluster (vsclust),
end-vessel (endvssl), rib edge (ribedge), bone (bone), vessel, and unknow structures
based on the content of the image and previous related works [2, 11]. Generally, the
suspect image blocks contains more than one class of information. Since eight (8)
categories of anatomic classes are obtained from real radiographs, overlapping of
several phenomenon in single image block is quite common. The classification is
primarily based on the most dominant anatomic structure in the image. Based on
these image blocks, several fcatures are analyzed and extracted.
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Since the morphology search process are based on the general features of
lung nodules, the resulting suspect A-fields images will have some kind of
similarity within them. Thus, a feature extraction method that defines a feature
space in which the ANN architecture can easily converges to a decision surfaces to
separate the suspect A-fields into clusters representing different classes of anatomic
structures. In other word, a feature extraction function that can complement the
morphology filter function is desired. Such feature extraction algorithm should
reduce the similarity features arise from morphology search algorithm, yet focus on
the complementing features.
In the case of lung nodule detection's pre-processing phase, a median filter
was used to suppress the object (lung nodule) image. However, the median filter
also has the effect of smoothing the image and suppress the image noise. In the
feature extracting phase, we can reduce the effect of noise by smoothing the image
before applying the operator or we can use an operator that compute the differences
of local averages.
However, an operator based on differences of averages will respond blurrily
(weakened) to edges that are not optimally oriented. Therefore, a weighted
averages can be used to sharpen the response to less than optimally oriented
(0° and 90°) edges. The operator we choose to use in this case is:

[=~ ~ ~land[~
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0

1

-1

2

o
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These operators (called Sobel operotors) gives greater weight to points lying
closer to (x,y), thus its response to diagonal edges is not weakened as much as the
previous operators.
A 3x3 Sobel operator are defined for image edge enhancement. The Sobel
operator is applied to the suspect image A-fields to obtained two sets of gradient
images: one is differential amplitude image (amplitude) and another one is
amplitude orientation image (orientation).
By performing the histogram operation on gradient image, two sets of
marginal distribution curves are obtained: one for orientation distribution and
another onc for amplitude distribution. Feature vector pairs arc generated from

histogram of marginal distribution curves (histogramic sobel reponse). The
histogramic sobel reponse produced identifiable features in amplitude and
orientation gradient image.

ANN CLASSIFICATION
A supervised back-propagation (BP) neural network classifier is developed
for classification of each anatomic structure. The BP ANN classifier contains four
layers with three layers of trainable weights. Input layer consists of 64 neurons
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corresponding to combination of both amplitude and orientation bins of marginal
distribution. Two hidden layers contains 128 and 64 neurons, whieh are chosen as
multiple of eight (pre-<tetermined anatomic structure classes) since the properties of
","ch class arc desired to be coded evenly within the network. Finally a two-neuron
output layer is used to classify either true positive or false positive nodules.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It takes around 130 epoches to train the BP ANN classifier to learn up to
100% accuracy of tile training data set. With a fully-trained BP ANN, Truepositive classification accuracy can reach 9 1.5% over the overall image base as
shown in the following table. It is found that the trained BP ANN increases the
delectIOn accuracy 0f' true nod uIe up to 9 1 5%oWl·t11 aroun d 8 5%o f aIse d etectlO n.
class Samples Correc Error Correct % Error%, Samp/ Correct Err/Film
Film !Films
0.03
41
I
97.62% 2.38% 1.35
1.32
bone
42
0.1 9
37
6
86.05% 13 .95% 1.39
1.19
endvssl
43
0.1 0
92.50% 7.50% 1.29
rbvsxng
37
1.1 9
40
3
0.06
ribedge
28
2
93.33% 6.67% 0.97 0.90
30
0.29
ribxing
87
96
9
90.63% 9.38% 3.10 2.8 1
0.06
vessel
15
13
2
86.67% 13.33% 0.48 0.42
0.06
95 . 12% 4.88% 1.32
1.26
vsclust
41
39
2
0.16
unknow
54
49
5
90.74% 9.26% 1.74
1.58
0.29
87
true
96
90.63% 9.38% 3.10 2.81
9
457
41 8
1.26
total
39 91.47% 8.53% 14.74 13.48
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Application of Case-Based Reasoning to the Selection of
Diagnostic Imaging Procedures
Charles E. Kahn, Jr., M.D. and Gina M. Anderson, B.A.
Secti on of Information and Decision Sciences, Department of Radiology
Medical College of Wiscon sin, Milwaukee, WI 53226

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an approach to computer-based
cognition that involves learning and reasoning from prior experiences:
new problems are solved by recalling and adapting solutions that were
used to solve old problems [1,2]. A CBR system's knowledge base, or
"memory," consists of cases indexed by their pertinent features. Its
dynamic operation involves encoding new cases and storing them into
memory, activating (retrieving) cases from memory that are pertinent to
the current situation, and adapting the actions of retrieved cases to
compute a course of action for the current situation. Case-based
reasoning has been applied experimentally in medicine to clinical
audiology [3.4], diagnosis of heart failure [5]. and planning of radiation
therapy protocols [6].
ISIS (Intelligent Selection of Imaging Studies) is a case-based
decision support tool being developed to help physicians select
appropriate radiologic procedures [7,8]. It provides computer-based
expertise in the domain of diagnostic imaging procedures such as
computed tomography (CT), ultrasound (US), and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). A prototype version of ISIS, called ProtolSIS. was
developed based on Protos, a program that performs case-based
classification. Protos learns to classify cases based on associations
between categories and exemplary cases ("exemplars") [3,4]. Protos attempts to classify a new case by matching it to cases with similar features.
We implemented CL-Protos, a version of Protos in the Common Lisp
language [9]. in Macintosh Common Lisp 2.0 on Macintosh IIsi and
PowerBook 180 computers (Apple Computers. Cupertino. Calif.).
An "exemplar" is a case that particularly represents the speCified
category. Each exemplar in Protos consists of a name. a set of features
and a classification. Each tenn known to the system may have an abbreviation and one or more synonyms. This information is supplemented by
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explanations that relate two or more tenns. When a new case is presented,
ProlOs gi ves the user the choice to pre-classify the case or to let Protos
suggest a classification. If no suitable case is found, Protos asks the user
to classify the case and to provide an explanation that relates the features
of the case to the specified category.
ProtoISIS was trained with 200 consecutive cases of actual body cr
and ultrasound requests from one week of radiology department records.
After learning these cases, ProtolSIS incorporated a total vocabulary of
527 terms: 200 training-case names, 29 imaging procedures, 37
abbreviations, 40 synonyms, and 220 features of cases. To test the system,
100 new, consecutive ultrasound and body cr cases, grouped into four
sets of 25 cases each, were presented sequentially. After each case's
identifier and clinical features were entered, ProtolSIS attempted to assign
the correct category to each case. If ProtoISIS was unable 10 assign a
category or assigned an incorrect category to a case, we added that case
and pertinent explanations into memory. ProtoISIS incorporated into its
knowledge base all new terms - such as abbreviations, synonyms, and
features - that were encountered in the test cases whether or not the case
to which they belonged was itself added.
Overall, ProtolSIS correctly classified 72% of the imaging-procedure
requests on the first attempt. Its performance improved as it gained
experience: in the last two test series, it correctly classified 84% of the
cases presented, compared with only 56% in the first series. Such
improvement is typical of case-based learning. In many of the incorrectly
classified cases, the correct imaging procedure received the second highest
matching score. Only three test cases required new imaging-procedure
categories. On average, 40% of cases included terms that had not been
encountered previously; given the small number of training cases, the
large vocabulary of medicine, and the variety of ways that a single
medical concept can be expressed, this finding is not surprising.
ISIS builds on the framework of ProtolSIS and incorporates two
additional properties to overcome the prototype's deficiencies. First, ISIS
distinguishes between known features (patient history) and those being
queried (clinical questions). Second, ISIS treats imaging procedures as a
elements of a plan, rather than as categories. ISIS can modify a plan's
components instead of creating a unique category for each imaging
protocol. This approach facilitates proper sequencing of imaging
procedures and offers much richer interaction between computer and
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physician. In addition to the procedure requested and the clinical
information provided, each case includes information about the procedure
actually performed and the imaging technique or protocol. Each case
includes clinical questions to be asked of the referring physician to
determine the appropriateness of the requested imaging procedure and to
assist the radiologist in formulating a diagnosis.
Existing decision support systems for radiologic procedure selection
include rule-based systems [10,11], hypertexts [12,13], and belief
networks [14] . Our work with ProtoISIS demonstrates that case-based
reasoning can be applied successfully to the selection of diagnostic
imaging procedures.
The use of CBR techniques permits rapid
development and testing of medical decision support systems that will
allow continued revision as new cases are presented to the system.
Once ISIS has been completed and validated, it will integrated with
our department's clinical information system, where it will provide
interactive, on-line expertise to physicians at all times of the day, and be
available to physicians in their work areas, such as clinics, inpatient wards,
intensive-care units and the emergency department. Such a system will
have excellent potential to significantly improve the quality and costeffectiveness of medical care, and will offer an opportunity to study the
role of case-based reasoning in day-to-day medical decision making.
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Machine Learning for Radiological Image Retrieval
Knowledge
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Department of Management Information Systems
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

I

Introduction

A Picture ArChiving and Communications System (PACS) provides a totally
digitized system for acquiring, storing . managing. transmitting. retrieving. and
presenting radiOlogical images and relevant patient/examination infornlation
for supporti ng radiology services. However. the adoption of a PACS cannot
succeed without a re-engineered service delivery process and embedded valueadded intelligent infonnation analysis and retrieval support to get around the
problem of perfonnance bottlenecks in large-scale infonnation system applicaLions.

Our research has developed an Image Retrieval Expert System (IRES) which
embeds radiologists' knowledge of detennin ing the relevance between prior
examinations and the current examination to retrieve relevant prior examination images that can be used to confiml initial suspicions and/or to evaluate
disease progression during primary read ing [5. 6. 7. II] . One of the key issues
in developing IRES knowledge-base (KB) is the acquisition of radiologists'
image retrieval knowledge. The trad itional knowledge acqui sition approach
wh ich involves a series of interv iews/interactions with radiologi sts to acquire
knowledge has been used in the IRES development [5]. However. using thi s
approach. ule development of IRES KB was constrained by such bottlenecks
as radiologists ' difficulty to articulate image retrieval knowledge and the variation in image retrieval knowledge among radiologists. In addition. the lengthy
process of interviews renders it uneconomic to maintain the IRES KB at a
level of closely resembling up-to-date radiologists ' image retrieval behavior.
To overcome ulese bottlenecks of the IRES KB development resulted from the
traditi onal knowledge acquisition technique. a potential alternative techniqueinduct ive machine learning-was explored. Inductive mach ine learning facilitates knowledge acqu isi tion and maintenance through the induction of knowledge embedded in example radiological image reading cases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The research framework
is depicted in Section 2. In Section 3. the problem analysis and the selection
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Figure 1: Research Framework
of a desired inductive learning technique for image retrieval knowledge are
discussed. The design and implementation details of the selected inductive
learning technique as well as the case collection process are describcd in Section 4. followed by a summary of ille validation of image retrieval knowledge
induced by the leaming technique in Section 5. The paper is concluded in
Section 6 with a summary and a discussion of future research.

2 Research Framework
Inductive leaming induces knowledge from training examples. each of which
can be described by a set of characteristics (i.e .• input attributes) and ille decision result of the example. The validity of the induced knowledge depends on
the leamability of inductive leaning technique used. the selection of attributes.
and the quality of training examples [21. A research framework. as shown in
Figure 1. is proposed to improve the validity of induced knowledge.
Problem Analysis: Problem analysis. requiring cooperation between experts
and knowledge engineers. involves I) the identification of problem domain of
interest and 2) the analysis of input attributes which impact decision making.
the decision making pattenlS (i.e .• output classes). the characteristics of the
problem domain. etc.
Selection of Inductive Learning Technique: The most frequently used inductive techniques are symbolic leaming algorithms (e.g .• 103 [9]) and neuronetwork leaming teChniques (e.g .• Backpropagation network [10]). The ID3
algorithm has such strengills as understandable leaming results and requiring
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no parameter tuning as compared to the 8ackpropagation network technique,
wh ich is superior in noise resistance and faultlOlerance. The characteristics of
the problem domain will be used to faci litate the seleetion of the most desired
induetive learning technique.
Cases Collection: Cases will be used as training examples for the selected
inductive learning technique and testing examples during the validation phase.
As mentioned, the quality of examples wi ll affect the validity of induced
knowledge. The quality of examples can be best described as "how representative they are." Therefore, cases must be collected randomly and cover the
problem domain as completely as possible.
Design/Implementation: This phase is concerned with the design of the representation of input attributes and output classes, and the implementation of
the selected inductive learning technique.
Validation: This phase is to validate the performance of induced knowledge.
A set of validation criteria and an induction-validation design (e.g., how to
split cases between training and testing) need to be determined prior to the
knowledge induction and validation. If the 8ackpropagation network learning technique is used, parameter-tuning experiments need to be cond ucted to
deternline the optimal network structure. Upon the completi on of the above
(asks, the knowledge induction and validation can be performed .

3

Problem Analysis and Inductive Learning Technique Selection

The problem domain of interest is to determine the relevance between prior
examinations and the current examination, based on the the cu rrent examination information. Interv iews, questionnaire survey, and protocol analysis
techniques have been conducted in the University Medical Center at the University of Arizona in the problem anal ysis phase. Some important findings
are summarized in the following, whereas the detailed results can be found in
15,6,7,11].
13 input aLlributes which may affect the decision on prior image selection and
retrieval were identified. As shown in Table I, these aLlributes which can be
classified into three categories: current exam ination-related, patient-related,
and disease/abnormality-related.
T he listing of prior exam inations is nOt appropriate for the output classes
because each current examination varies in prior examination number, sequence, time interval, reason, and etc. Three dimensions (anatom ical portion,
modality, and time/sequence) were identified to describe the paLlerns of prior
examination selection/retrieval in a manner appropriate to construct the output
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Category
Current Exam ination

Related
PaLient Related

Disease/Abnonna liLy
Related

A natomical

Input Attribute
ponion of the examin ati on

ModaliLy of Lhe examination
Reason of examination (e.g., posL-injury trac ing, eLc.)
Sex of Lhe pati ent
Gene ml condiLi on o f Ule patient (e.g., satisfacLory, eLc.)
C linical slaLus of Ule pa tient (e.g., urgenL, eLc.)
Source o f Lhe pa tienL (e.g., emergency room, eLc.)
Preg nancy Lype
Use of alias (e.g., fo r tra um a patient)
Type of disease/abnorm aliLy (e.g., mass, eLc.)
Cause of disease (i.e., congenital or acquired)
Phase of disease (i.e., acu Le, subac uLe, or c hronic)
Ty pe of mass if th e disease Lype is a mass

Table 1: InpuL Attri b utcs fo r SelcctingIRetri eval Pri o r Im ages

Rela tionship wit h

Dimension of'
Prior Examiantion
Anatomical Pa n ion

Modal iLy
Time/Seque nce

Current Examination
•
•
•
•
•

Same anaLOrni cal porti on
Related anatomical portion
Same mooal ity
Related modality
Recency
t Most recent onc prior examination

t M ost recent two prior exam in ations
t Most recent three prior examinations

• Spec ificiLy
t Baseline examination with the sam e
reason as Lhe current examina Lion
i MOS Lrecent prc-opemtion examinaLion
• Interval
i One week pri or
t Two weeks prior
t One month prior
i Three monLhs prior
i Six months prior
t One year prior
T able 2: Dim e ns io nality o f O utput C lasses
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classes . Table 2 provides a detailed description of these dimensions. Since the
retrieval of multiple prior examinations was often observed, the output class
space should include all feasible combinations of these three dimensions. A
tOlal of 26 output classes was constructed.
As indicated in the past studies [5,6,7, II], the retrieval of prior examinations
has the following characteristics.
Incon sistent retrievals: Different radiOlogists may demonstrate different retrievals for the same examination. The retrievals of prior examinations by the
same radiOlogist for the reading of the same examination observed at different
times may not be identical.
Incomplete input information: The input attribute values are extracted from
consuhal1on reqUlslllon lorm and/or examination form of the current examination. However, these in formation may not always be complete.
Multiple values for an input attribute: Not aU input attributes are singlevalued. For example, an exammallon may be for ruling out one disease as
well as for tracing another disease . In this case, there are two values for the
reason for examination attribute.
Multiple decision instances: During the interpretation of an examination with
the ex istence of a tumor, for example, radiologi sts usually wou ld retrieve a
series of most recent prior examinations with the same modality and anatomical
portion as those of the current examination.
These retrieval characteristics require the desired inductive learn ing technique
be noise res istant, fault tolerant, and capable of handing both multiple values
of input attributes and a decis ion with multiple instances. To meet these
requirements, the Backpropagation network learni ng technique was chosen.

4

Design/Implementation and Cases Collection

The design of a Backpropagation network is concerned with representing the
input attributes and the output classes in a set of numerically coded input
nodes and output nodes. Two representation schemes have been proposed : 1)
local representation in wh ich every value of input attributes (or output classes)
is assigned to an input (or output) node and 2) distributed representation in
wh ich a cluster of input (o r output) nodes represents all possible values of an
input attribute (or a dimens ion of output classes) 13, 8]. Unlike the distributed
representation, the local representation is capable of representing multiple values for an input attribute and multiple decision instances. Thus, the local
representation was adopted as the encoding scheme. As a result, a Backpropagation network for prior image selection/retrieval, containing 64 nodes in the
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input layer, 26 nodes in the output layer, and a hidden layer whose number of
nodes will be tuned during the validation phase, has been developed in C++
on DECstation 3100/25MIPS running Ultrix [4].
210 cases, targeting at both radiologists and residents in the University Medical
Center at the University of Arizona, were selected from four radiological
areas (chest X-ray, Cf/MRI body, Cf/MRI neuro, and musculo-skeIetal Xray) and were stratified randoml y, based on reason for examination types.
The stratifi ed case collection reflects actual examination distribution with a
reasonably complete coverage. The infonnation (i.e., consultation requisition
fonn and examination fonn) of each examination along with radiologists'
retrieval of prior examinations were collected.

5

Validation

Two validation criteria were used for the validation of prior im age retrieval
knowledge induced by the Backpropagation network: recall rate (the percentage of the images used by radiologists that arc actually suggested by the
system) and precision rate (the percentage of the images suggested by the system that are actually used by radiologists). For tuning the parameters of the
Backpropagation network, a set of experiments were conducted to detennine
the network topology (number of nodes in the hidden layer), the learning rate
(how much of the weight change to have an effect on each pass) and the
momentum factor (how much a previous weight change should influence the
current weight). The experimental results suggested that I) 100 hidden nodes,
2) dynamic (Search-and-Converge [I]) learning rate (with the initial learning
rate of 0.25 and search time of 32), 3) and the momentum factor of 0 would
offer the best perfonnance. Thus , they were adopted in the validation task.
The cases were divided into two sets: training cases and testing cases. IO-f'old
cross validation technique I [12] was used. Table 3 summarizes the validation
results of the Backpropagation network learning and the KB acquired through
the traditional knowledge acqu is iti on approach [5] using the same set of cases .
As indicated, both the recall and precision rates of the Backpropagation network learning arc reasonably satisfactory when compared with those of its
convent ional counterpart.
leases arc assigned randomly into 10 groups. In each validation process, one group is
cho sen as th e tes ting sct and the res t as the training Ics t. As such, the validation process is
performed 10 limes and their average serves as the estimate of the validation res ult.
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Recall
BackpropagaLion Network
Traditional Knowledge Acquisition

Precision
64.87%
73.05%

Table 3: Validation Res ults

6

Conclusion and Future Directions

The Backpropagation network learning technique with a well-defined research
framework has been e mployed lO induce prior image relrieval knowledge.
The satisfactory validation result implies its applicability in the IRES deve lopment. Future related machine learning research for the IRES development
inc ludes I ) linking the developed Backpropagation network to operational
PACS databases, 2) inves tigating explanation capability of the Backpropagation network learning technique, and 3) adopting symbolic learning algorithms
(e.g .. 103) to facilitate the acquisition of image retrieval knowledge for IRES.
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I.

INfRODUcnON

The Mayo-IBM picture archiving and communication system (PACS)
[I] was designed initially to provide economical, automatic archiving of digital
images from MR scanners on the Mayo Clinic campus in Rochester, Minnesota.
111is PACS also provides an excellent infrastructure for supporting teleradiology
applications. The initial wide area network (WAN) extension of the PACS
involved connecting PACS networks at the Mayo Clinic campuses in Rochester
and Jacksonville, Florida, and Saint Lukes hospital in Jacksonville via Tl lines.
This link occurred by virtue of the fact that the PACS components were placed on
the Mayo institutional token ring network, and thus were able to communicate
over the institutional Tl network bridges that were already in place. Digital
images captured into the system at one location may be seamlessly retrieved to
remote servers or modalities and viewed on remote workstations for consultative
purposes.
More recently, a dedicated teleradiology system was put into place to
provide primary interpretive services for CT studies acquired at a hospital affiliated
with Mayo Clinic. This hospital is sited in Decorah, Iowa, 70 miles from
Rochester. Initially, films were printed in Decorah and then manually transported
by van (along with other clinical materials) to Rochester where an interpretation
was rendered and then faxed back to Decorah. The time from CT study acquisition
to report availability in Decorah was typically 24 hours or less. This system was
acceptable for many scheduled examinations but was of limited use in emergency
situations. A system based on electronic data transmission that could better handle
emergent cases was designed and built. This dedicated teleradiology system will
serve as the focus of tllis report ..

II.

MEll-IODS

A block diagram of the initial electronic system is shown in Figure I.
This system operates in a very similar manner to the Mayo-IBM PACS. Upon
completion of a CT study, native digital image data are automatically transferred
using a DICOM-like protocol from the scanner to a local workstation over
ethemet. The local workstation is an IBM PS/2 computer that performs much of
the same function U,at an image acquisition unit (IAU) performs in the
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Mayo"IDM PACS. [I] Image data are converted to ACR-NEMA fonnat and then
compressed in a loss less manner using a commercial compression utility. The
compressed data are then copied across the WAN using NFS. The WAN
implemented for this project consists of a leased 56 kbps digital line running
frame relay. After the CT study is completed, U,e indications for exam and other
administrative data arc faxed to Rochester.
A dedicalcd, 16-bit file server in Rochester receives the data, perfonns the
decompression. and manages it in a serve directory for access by READS [2). one
of the available PACS image review workstations. From READS, the study is
viewed, fonnatted and printed to film on a laser printer accessible via the PACS
network. The films and exam indications are Ulen hand-carried to the radiology
reading area appropriate to the type of stud y transmined. An interpretation is
rendered and faxed back to Decorah.

m.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

This system was installed in October 1993, and since that time has been
used to transmit 1-2 CT cases per day to Rochester. The IOtal processing and
transmission lime is 85 seconds (s) per image, broken down as follows: 20 s for
transfer from CT scanner to local workstation; 10 s for image refonnat and
compression; 50 s for WAN transmission; 5 s for decompression and READS
management on the telcradiolog y file server. The time required to transmit and
process a complete 50-image CT study is about 70 minutes. 111e lime from CT
study acquisition to reporl availability in Decorah is lypically 2-3 hours for cases
not marked as stat or urgent. Due to t.he localiulls of the available nClworketllaser

printers, system operation has been limited to use during standard Clinic working
hours. The use of the current system has influenced patient managment in several
cases where U,e need to refer a patient from Decorah 10 Mayo was in question.
Improvements to the system are plmmed which will allow 24 hour, 7
day per week operation, on-line consultation, more rapid data processing and
transmission and full integration into the existing Mayo-IBM PACS.
IV.
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1

Overview

The availability of high-speed networks, powerful display workstations and storage t echnology has spurred interest in developing a new distributed model for
medical care based on the concept of a hospital linked to satellite clinics and
physicians offices over high-speed networks. At SUNY, Stony Brook, the MultiMedia Image Consultation System (MICS) project jointly developed by the Departments of Radiology and Computer Science is aimed at developing groupware
which would allow radiologists to consult and share image and patient data over
a wide-area ATM network. A number of commercial entities have made widearea networks available on Long Island: these include the NYNET Cooperative
Research Network supported by NYNEX corporation, and FISHnet supported
by Cablevision, Inc.

The MICS project supports a range of communication modes between participants, and will provide for the use of a range of multi-media technologies:
video-conferencing, voice, use of shared pointers visible at both workstations,
text and graphics. One form of supported consultation will allow simultaneous
examination of patient folders by two or more medical personnel using pointing, voice and video-conferencing. An additional consultation mode will support
communication between medical personnel in which the patient folder and other
consultation details are packaged together as multimedia e-mail.
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We intend to test the system by experimentation over proposed link between
the Department of Radiology, University Hospital, Stony Brook and the Orthopedics Outpatient Facility in Setauket Technology Park. The Setauket Technology Park, located approximately three miles from the University Hospital,
provides outpatient services (esp. follow-up visits) and generates X-rays which
are cUllently physically transported to the Radiology Department for reading.
Patients from the Outpatient facility may also be refelled to the CT and MR
imaging centers in the University Hospital. CT and MR studies are read in the

Department of Radiology and reports are Iransfelled to the Outpatient facility.

2

MICS Architecture

Figure I shows the hardware architecture of the system. Two display workstations are connected via the ATM network to an Image and Communication (I+C)
Server. The I+C Server has 4 GB magnetic disk storage for short term archive
of patient images. It acts both as an image server running a SQL database server
and as a communication server running communication software that supports
consultation. The ATM switch supports high-speed data transmission at CUlrent rates of 155Mb/s with plans to extend it to higher rates in the future (upto
2.5Gb/s).

With the widespread acceptance of the ATM model in large segments of the
communication and computer-industry, it appears that such high capacity data
links between clinics and hospitals may be available on a "fee-per-usage" basis
in the near future .
Figure II shows the software architecture of the system as a sequence of layers. Each layer uses the functions provided by lower layers. UNIX (Operating
System) and Motif/X-Windows (GUI) are standard software layers widely available on a range of hardware. The lower-level architecture makes use of a set of
modules that provide software layers that hide details of communication. Standard medical imaging software is used to provide image-processing operations
that may be needed in a consultation situation. Images are stored in a database
using a SQL server and in a format that is closely related to the DICOM 3.0
standard accepted by the Radiology community.
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3

Research Issues

The enormous increase in connectivity offered by ATM network technology is
both an opportuni ty and a challenge. There is little high-level software available for making use of the full-power of the ATM network. Industry-wide groups
such as ATM forum are developing standards and APIs that will enable disparate
groups of users to engage in Video and Audio Conferences, transmit large data
files etc. We plan to carry out a range of experiments that will enable us to assess
the adequacy of currently available software and hardware as used for medical
image consultation.

We plan to develop a clearer characterization of a number of questions related
to network capacity and hardware requirements such as: (i) size and character
of network workload generated by Image Consultation, (ii) network configuration required to support such a workload, (iii) storage requirements for Image
Storage, (iv) trade-offs between computing power, storage and network traffic in
the system.
Finally, systems such as MICS must be accepted by many classes of users
including both clinicians and administration . One aspect of the project is the
development and investigation of a model for billing appropriate for consultation
as well as investigation of the overall acceptance of the new model by clinicians.

4

Background

An excellent survey of the technology issues involved in this project may be
found in [CMJB +92]. Detailed discussion of some of the issues in using digital
displays may be found in [ACSK90]. A description of one of the earliest and
largest experimental system for digital transmission of images may be found
in [HRB+91]. Discussion of the use of multimedia tools within a hospital and
between hospitals may be found in [TSA +92, OBANG92].
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Extending Teleradiology and Telepathology Services to
Space Station
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1

INTRODUCTION

The future will see growing number of peop le workin g at, Eart. h o rbi ta l, lunar and eventually Marti an bases with long term expo nent ial growth t hat will
I.urn into permanent set tlements. T he efforts to inhabit p lanets will be complemented by extending medical care to personnel on th ese set tl em ents. For
practi cal rea.c;ons, only trained m ed ical technicians with limit.ed m ed ical expert ise can be availab le on sites to render preliminary hea lt.h care. There is a
need to exte nd radi ology service to help in bette r diagn osis of illnesses . Technicians can operate image capturing equipment with th e ..lid of ex pert systems.
However, they need t he expert ise of a radiologist who is I,rain ed to recog nize
subtle details in diagnostic images. Thus , th ere is th e need to co mlllunicate
with medical experts on earth. Interp lanetary image ma.nagem ent and communi cation system (IIMACS) will deli ve r images acquired in space to radiologists
a.t different medical centers on earth. This concept is t elclll cd icin e, can be used
by radiologists or pathologists. It provides a facility to co nduct co nference sessions to diagnose th ese images. Furt her m ore, it. he lps to arc hi ve t hese im ages
for research an d teaching. The paper explores the state o f spa ce health care,
and advances in space explorat ion . T he paper discu sses t. hc implemc nt ation of
II !VI ACS by extend in g G lobal PA CS (GPACS) to difrerent planets, Different
lIsc r sce nari os attempt to explain how THv[ACS wi ll ope rate. Oll r co nclusion is
r hat. wil.hou l in currin g eno rm ous cost, UM ACS is pcollomi cally and tec hn o logically feasible by using t he maturing t.ec hn ology hn~(' o f r, PA CS.

2

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Im a.ge management. and communi catio n sys tem (1i\·JACS) will operate in a.
medical environment for managing digital im ages. Its componellts are: imaging equipment for acq uiring th e images, workstations fo r vie wing th e im ages,
database archive system for storage and ret ri eval of images , Clud com muni cation
network fo r connecting a ll of t hese components in an integ rated sys t.em. Recent
research envisions a Global PACS (GPACS) lhat wo uld utiJi;!;c t he Na.tional EdII cation and Research Network (NREN) to cove r a. wid e geog raphi ca.l a.rea [I}.
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G lobal PACS will provide tcleradiology services to remot.e geog raphi cal locat io ns. Moreover , it will a llow timely diagn osis between geog raphi cil ll y loca ted
expe rts. This fac ili ty will provide easy access to image a rchi ves fo r research and
ed ll c3iion.

2.1

COMPONENTS OF IIMACS
In terp lanetary IM ACS co nsis ts of three m ai n com po ne nts: space comrnu-

IIi ca tion network, G lobal PA CS system and th e link betweell t.h em at NASA
Cro und Te rminals as show n in Figures 1, 2. These cOlllpollents a re hi g hl y
feasible using current technology. Two sys tems provide cOlllmunication links
between the Earth and th e Un iverse. Trackin g a nd Dat.a Rel ay Stltell ite SysI,em is the main communication faci li ty to spa cec raft li p to 3 , 100 mi les. The
deep Space Network offe rs comm uni cation with remote plan ets lip to Nept ll ne .
The space communica tion ne twork, using th e Ku-band cha nn els eRn accommo date the medical im aging da ta t raffic. The Global PA CS wo uld utilize the
NS FNET which is recently being upgrad ed to T3 ('14 .73 ~Ibps) lines.
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2.2

EXAMPLE OF SPACE HEALTH CARE

Before hum an beings went to space, anim a ls were sellt as surr ogates . Inst. ruments m onitored vario lls physiological res po nses as t.h e a nimals expe rien ced
t he st.resses of launch , reentry, and the weighlless ell viro nm ent. However , we
will not di scuss issues related to th e hum a n bo dy's res ponse t.o mi crog ra vi ty or

research a nd ex periments a ttempting to lest or confir m t heoreti ca l explan ations
of how th e body reacts in space and why. \Vc will try t o foclls all health mainte na nce fac ilities, designed to respond to tr a uma and illness, whil e ast. ro naut.s
,He still in space.
Recent es timates indi cate th a t a crew of seve n ast ron a nts, selected fro m
t he general population for a IVfars expediti o n, wo uld pro babl y experi ence at
leas t one m edi cal proble m normally requirin g surge ry [2]. Thi s mea ns trained
pe rsonn el a ugm ented by compu te ri zed health ca re sys t.ellls and a link to medical experts on Earth a rc required fo r each ex peditio n. As t.rona u t.s get. initi al
tr a ining in the medical di sciplines during t he first year ro llowing selec t,io n. This
lI1edical curri culum enco mp asses approxim ate ly 16 hours of inst.ructi o n during
I,he year [3]. C rew members learn how t o dr aw a nd process blood sa mples and
reco rd their own physiological symptoms (4) .
On Space S tation , th e C rew Health Care Syste m is loca ted ill th e Ha bita-
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I,io n Module [5J, It includes test and diagnostic inst rum ents, a pal,ient rest raint ,
medical provisions to treat for illness and tra umas t hat may be encoun te red d uring a mission , exercise equip ment and a n environmental hea lt. h su bsystem . T he
last mentioned includes instrum ents for microbiologic-.a l [6], toxicolog ica l, rad iatio n , and aco llstics m eas urements. A compu ter ized health ca re system kee ps
t.ra.ck of medical supplies, cre w co ndition and checku p schedu les. As tronauts
wi ll be abl e to monitor t heir health t hrough vital signs , X-roy an d blood sam ples
using t his facili ty.

2.3

USER SCENARIOS

This section int roduces scenarios of IItvlA CS lI ser s. T hese sce nar ios a re lI se r
location independ ent , i.c. no distinction is m ad e whet her t.h e use r is o n Space
Station , a lunar base or on Mars. T hese scenar ios are based 0 11 exist.i ng pract.ices
ill radiology. They ass um e the exist.ence of space image acq uis it. io n dev ices t. hat.
are similar t.o t.h e radi ology ones currentl y in lI SC. \Ve rea li ze I.he need fo r new
dpsig ns o f t. hese devi ces suit. a ble for space deployment. T hese lIew desig ns will
need to ad dress implement.ation iss ues li ke power co nslImp l io n, weight., size a nd
image resoll! t. ion .
At earl y stages of sys tem deployment th e perso nn el Lh" mselves or medi cal
I.echnicians will use the imag ing equipment to capt.ure im ages. Expert systems
will help them in determining ma ny variables before performin g a n imaging
procedure an d walk th em t hrough image acquisit ion p ro t.ocol [7J.
T he im ages will be transmit.ted to eart.h via t he sa.tell it.e lin k. At ' ," hi te
Sa nds NM, t.h ese images are t ransported ove r th e NIlEN to a. medi ca l cent.er
wh ere they are stored. An ex pert will examine t hese images, provide diagn osis
and report th e result back to the pl aneta ry station. The remot.e cons ult.at.io n
and diagnosis scenario involves t.wo or mo re medi cal experl.s each locat.ed at.
remote viewing workstations. They dow nload th e im ages and es tabl ish a co nsultat ion session for the purp ose of exam inati on. They bot. h see t. he same im age
on t heir workstation screen . Each viewing workstation pro vides a. pointer t hat
a llows t.he phys ician to poi nt to sections o r th e image. " ' hen t he ph ys ician
moves th e pointer , t he remot.e site sees the res ult.ing movement. o f t. he pointer
on t heir im ages. Additionall y, wor kstations ha.ve im age p rocessing ca pa bilities
tlmt allow th e do ctors to analyze th e im age. These features are also displ ayed
a ll t he other co nsoles at t he sa.me t.im e as th e orig in at ing workstatio n. Voice interact ion between t he two do ctors is possible. In o rd er fol' all t. his to t.a ke pl ace
in rea l-tim e, o nly th e poi nt ing cOlllm ands and imCige processing pCll'a meters a re
t ra ns mi tt.ed 1,0 t he remot.e s ite.
In th e in teractive remote co nference scenario, real-tim c inw gi llg o r video are
l.ransm itted to earth. T he m edi ca l expe rts exchange digitized vid eo, images,
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vo ice and text in an in te ract ive session. There may be more I,ha ll two sites o n
t,he conference . Th is scenario ena.b les expe rts to st ud y ima ges in rea l- time ancl
prov id e feec1- back 1,0 perso nn el in space.
This user scenario shows t he collaboration betwee n t.e lepath ology and lelescience using I1MACS. Telescience is the combil1Cltion of I.elco perat ions and

teleanalysis. Teleoperations concept enables a lIser La inl,cra el wit.h a remote
system as if that system was "next door". Tcleanalysis extends the concept to
grou nd processing of th e system 's data. H includes t.he ab ili ty 1.0 locate and
extract useful data in dist ributed databases and ar chi ves, a nd to co mbine and
reprocess these data to produce new datasets of increased ut.ili ty. Telescience
is a mode of investigation in whi ch telecommuni cation reso ur ces a re used for
effective division of function s among ground facilities, and bet.wee n ground and
s pace (8] . These st udi es in remote control systems, wi ll enab le the extens ion
of te lepathology to planets. A techni cian on site ca n prepare t.h e sample a nd
set up the equ ipment. However, a pathologist o n ea rth ca n cond uct his st udy
remote ly, by studying images brought by [[MACS. In terplaneta ,'y IMACS will
prov ide the forward link to carry commands to co nt.rol t.he experim ent
jI.'ledical resear ch on humans and ani mals ill space st.udi es th e eITects of
extended-length living in space environments wit h dirfe l·ent. g nl\'ity levels ;md
hi gh radi ation doses. It studi es t he problem of bone dem ineralization , loss of
hody m ass, nu tr ition , fun ction ing of the body defense mec hanisms, a nd dyna mi cs of drugs ad ministered in space to name il fcw. Us ing difrel'ent imagi ng
I'f[ uipm enl. to capture images o f st udy it.ems , a nd transferrin g t. hem back t.o
1, ,"'I,h by lI MACS. The NaL ional Libra ry of Medi cin e, al 13cth esda M D, is a
na.tu ral cand idate for th e repository of these ima ges . These ima ges C<lll be ret.rieved by researchers through the N REN networ k. Furth erm o re, when s pace
is more inhabited by humans , these images wi ll beco me a n important teac hing material in r adi ology departments. Medi cal resea rcher/ rad iologist in ou tcr
spa.ce can access th ese medical archives to view relc.\tcd cases.

3

CONCLUSION

Hum an amb ition to es tablish manufacturin g plants in s pace requires m edica l supp ort. Globa l PA CS is becoming a reali ty, providing a 111 C<.l Il S o f a rchivin g
and transferring m edi cal im ages on Earth. lnter planetary Il\ lA CS is t he natura l extens ion fo r the g rowt h o f medical services with t he grow t.h o f huma nity.
C urrent technology can support such a system , and th e foundal.io ll fo r rea li zing
it is being laid by providing to resea rchers access t.hrough NR EN to im ages
ca ptured in space.
The establishment of this system wi ll open the doors widely t.o med ica l
services a nd research in outer space. Med ical needs o f hum a ns in space as cases
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of trauma and tumors can best be detecLed by radiology. Researchers need to
address design features of image acqu isition devices, s li ch as size, we ight and
power consumption. Furthermore, we expect the th e exte llsion of this system
to no n-med ical app lications of radiology s uch as testing mechani cal pa.rts and

botany.
[ like to acknowledge the fruitful discussion [ had with Kev in McNeill.
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Introduction
Modem concepts of telecommunication have the pOlemialto radically change
traditional habits in the medical world. Broadband-videoconfereneing has already
proven to be effective as a tool for further education and the integration of research
programs at dislantlocations. However, it has not becn able to position itself as a part
of the clinical routine. Till now this has becn mainly due to high costs of broadbandequipment and -networks necessary for satisfying speed and quality of image- and
videotransmission. The introduction of ISDN1 as a powerful narrowband network has
brought up a perspecti ve of inexpensive videoconferencing over public telephone
lines. The actual concept has migrated to the use of a simple desktop-system offering
an integration of medical imaging systems, hospilal information systems and digital
dala bases. It has been created especially for the use in radiological departments.
Methods
The study has becn designed to evaluate the rentability of Medical DesktopConferencing in radiology. To de fine the prospective need and effectiveness in
relation to the costs the actual Slatus of radiological servi ce for two external locations
in Berlin was examined. Those locations were a general practitioner and a 267-beds
orlhopeadic hospital with limited radiological facilities and no certified radiologist.
Both locations were linked to the Department of Radiology of the Universiliitsklinikum Rudolf Virchow in Berlin over ISDN during the ongoing study.
Over a 4-weeks-period all requested examinations, the dala of demonstration of
findings and the time until receivement of the final result were noted. Other focusses
were the value of previous examinations and delay of therapy or prolonged hospilal
stay due to late arrival of radiological results. To estimate the costs of traditional
demonstration of findings versus Medical Desktop-Conference an average wage of
DM 150/hour ($ 802 ) per physician was considered. The average dala relevant for the
demonstration by Medical Desktop Conference was collected by analysing 20 MRIand Cf-examinations nex t 10 an additional 6 conventional images.
1 Integrated Services Digital Nelwork

2 Exchange rale OM 1 = $ 0.6
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Finally, the on-campus Department of Oncology with a size of 20 beds and
ambulatory treatment was taken for comparison. Criterias were idenlical to the above
mentioned, the time period involved 2 weeks. The Department of Oncology has no t
yet been linked via network with the Department of Radiology.
Concept of Medical Desktop-Conferencing
Medical Desktop-Conferencing satisfies the needs of communication between two
physicians, for example a radiologist and a refferin g physician. It does not meet the
needs for communicati on with a large audience as tradi tional videoconfere ncing ma y
do. A factor that has shown high regard is the importance of visual contact among
communicating parOlers. Therefore a videotransmission wi th satisfying quality is
integrated in the system. A "shared workspace" on screen for the radiologist and the
consulting physician provides easy access to digital imaging systems as well as imageand data archives. Findings of the actual examination in relation to previous o nes can
be demonstrated and discussed over large distance directly after the images have been
generated. It is optional to add a wrillen report to the digital data- and image archive.

Medical Desktop-Conference

Systemconfiguration
The Medical Desktop-Confere nce system developed as part of BERMED3 is based on
a standard Sun Sparc Workstation and being ported to HP and Alpha. Communication
is provided via UDP and TCP/IP protocols. The network connecting external locat ions
like the orthopeadic hospital and the general practitioner is scalab le ISDN, data transfer rate max. 2 MBit/s (Narrowband-ISDN S2M, US: TI -<:arrier 1,5 MBit/s). Participants need a router to distribute the data on 30 ISDN S2M chanels and synchro ni ze at
the receiver. Access to the system is regulated by passwords for identification .
The videotransmission uses JPEG compression and the Parallax Xvideo card. A
concept of window-sharing creates a shared workspace for the users wi th selected
windows replicated on the remote screen. [mage processing tools (e.g. grey scale) are
integrated. Access to digital imaging systems and data archives as well as to hospital
information systems is managed by HDMS4 . Analogue information s uch as
3 Under scientific direction of Prof. R. Felix. Prof. E.Fleck and Prof. B. Mahe and
funded by DcTeBcrkom research project BERKOM
4 Heterogenous Distributed Information Management System
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ultrasound images or wrillen documents may be scanned by a document camem.
Demonstration of findings is supported by a real-time telepointer for each participant
to show points of interest. An object oriented database management system, Hasca, is
used as storage of patient information combined with image data. H has not been fully
integrated in the clinical project yet. In the future there will be need for large scale
databases to provide long-term on-line availability of previous patient data.
Costs of demonstrating radiological findings by Medical Desktop-Conferencing
The call set-up between the radiologist and the reffering physician takes 30 seconds.
To place 1 selected MRI- or CT-image on both screcn takes 5 seconds. Conventional
images such like a thorax take up to 15 seconds. The actual demonstration of an MRlor CT examination demands 6 single images in average. For setup of those images 30
seconds have to be accounted. The average time to explain an image is 15 seconds,
together 90 seconds. The dialogue at the end of the consultation takes 30 seconds.
Adding this up leads to an average of 3 minutes per patient. Considering DM 150 per
hour, the price for two physicians for 3 minutes is DM 15 ($ 8). ISDN takes DM 6,90
($ 4,14) per unit (local area at daytime: 6 minutes). Altogether the demonstration of 1
MRI- or CT-examination costs DM 21 ,90 ($ 13,14). The demonstration of conventional findings (2 images per patient) takes a total of 2 minutes. 30 seconds call set-up,
30 seconds placing the images on both screens, 15 seconds demonstration of each
image, 30 seconds dialogue. Including wage costs of two physicians plus network
charges this adds up to DM 16,90 ($ 10, 14) per patient.
As of March 1994 the workstation including the video-card and software estimates
about DM 25.000 ($ 15.000), the routcr for use of ISDN another DM 4.000 ($ 2.400).
The goal is to rcach a package price of DM 15.000 ($ 9.000) within a year's period via
migration to a regular Pc. The installation of ISDN S2M ranges at DM 200 ($ 120),
the monthly rent is DM 518 ($ 320,80).
Current service of the Department of Radiology at the Universitiitsklinikum
Rudolf Virchow
The Orthopeadic hOSDijal orders just MRI- and CT-examinations. Conventional
images are taken at own facilities. Since there is no radiologist at the hospital, the
demonstration of radiological findings is held fortnightly by an Assistent Professor of
the Department of Radiology of the University Hospital Rudolf Virchow at the
external hospital. Besides that the patient gets a brief handwrillen result by a
radiological resident after the examination. The final result of a patient's MRI- or CTexamination is drawn up by a specialist and sent via mail.
Within 4 weeks, 28 MRI- and 20 CT-scans were ordered. In addition to the handwritten report the detailed final result arrived 10 days after MRI-examination, 15 days
after CT. Previous examinations were of no interest in those cases. Demonstration of
findings for 20 MRI- (71 %) and 11 CT-patients (55%) took place in the fortnightly
session. 4 conventional images laken at the Orthopeadic hospital were added for
discussion. In a 4 weck-period there were 8 MRI patients (28%) who had to wait for
the radiologist's judgement before further treatment was possible. 5 of those patients
had got a CT-scan as well (25% of CT-patienlS). Since in 4 of those 8 unclear cases
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the tim e untill the regular demonstration was unacceptably long, consultation by
phone was necessary. The other 4 patients were dclayed in lICatment for an average of
3 days . The standard cost of I day in the Orthopeadic hospital is DM 450 ($ 270),
adding up to DM 5.400 (S 3240) for th e above mcntioned 4 patients.
The costs of immcdiate demonstmtions through the Medical Desktop-Conference for
the 13 examinations (8 MRI/5 CT) add up to 13 x DM 21,90 = DM 284,70 ($ 170,82).
Cost 4 patients' delay = DM 5.400 (S 3240). DM 5.400 - DM 284,70 = DM 5115,30
(S 3069,18) in savings. An advantage through the mdiologist's early and possibly
more precise diagnosis at an immediate demonstration of findings in all other patients
can not be quantified. The costs of the traditional demonstration result particularly
from the radiologist'S wage costs. The travelling time per demonstration is I hour oneway. The demonstration takes an average of 50 minutes. Ass uming that the wage of
the radiologist is DM 150lh, the cost for 2 demonstrations in 4 weeks is DM 850
($ 510). The cost of demonstrating all 48 MRI- and CT-patients over Network and
Medical Desktop-Conference would have been DM 1.051,20 ($ 630,72). The earlier
mentioned 4 additional conventional images presented at the traditional demonstration
add up to another DM 67,60 (4 x 16,90, $ 40,56). The overall cost for Medical
Desktop-Conference over 4 weeks would have been DM 1.118,80 ($ 671,28).
The General PracliJioner is serviced with brief handwritten reports afler examinations
in addition to the dctailed result follo wing by mail. There is no demonstration of fin dings. Within 4 wecks a tOlal of 12 rad iological exa minations was ordered. Besides
the handwriuen report ~l e fu ll result of 2 CT-seans arrived afler an average of 12 days,
the result of 4 MRI-examinations after 9 days and the result of 6 conventional images
after 3 days. Previous exam inations were not consulted for those patients. The
demonstration cost via Mcdical Desktop-Conference in 4 weeks would have been 6 x
DM 21,90 plus 6 x DM 16,90 = DM 232,80 (S 139,88). Since all requests were outpatients,thcre were no savings due to rcduction of hospital stay. The benefit of immediate treatment arLcr detailed demonstration in good time can nOl be quantified.

A differcnt prem iss has to be considcrcd for ~lC comparison in ~lC in-house Department of Oncology.Thcre is a dctailed daily dcmonstration of all radiological examinations that takes 35 minutes in avcrage. Usually a handw riuen report is not provided,
the detailed rcsult follows afler dcmonstration by in-house mail. In a period of 2
wccks thcre was a request for 2 MRI-scans, II CT-scans, 3 Angiograms and 44 conventional examinations. At the daily demonstration, important previous examinations
were missing in 2 CT-examinations (18%) leading to limited quality of the resull and
a prolongcd hospital stay of 4 days in I patient. This prolonged hospital stay led to an
increase of costs of 4 x DM 730 (S 438 = average charge/day, Department of Oncology) = DM 2920 ($ 1752). Again disadvantages in thcrapeutic delay ca n be assumed.
Since there is a daily dcmonstration of findings by an Assistent Professor, the detailed
report is not so important. MR I and CT 10 days, Angio 8, conventional images I day
until reeei vement. Wage cost for the demonstration of findings is DM 875 ($ 525) in 2
wceks for the Radiologist. In comparison, the demonstration by Medical DesktopConference and Campus Area Network wou ld increase costs specifically through the
extended time it takes to place conventi onal images. It has to be considered that Campus Area Networks have hi gher transfer rates ~lan ISDN at2 MBil/s. Demonstration
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time for MRI-/CT-findings is comparable to traditional demonstration since placing
the images on sc reen takes as much time as to prepare for traditional demonstration.

Discllssion
To create a Conference system that would show rentability in the daily use at a radiological department the development of inexpensive facilitie s was inevitable. Conventional videoconferencing does not only demand an expensive network infrastructure
with fibre optics but usually goes alon g with lavish user hardware. Advantage is the
opportunity of further education of large audiences th rou gh the use of large screens as
well as full integration of research activities way apart . In contrary. Medical DesktopConferencing benefits of using a standard Workstation and ISDN over public phone
lines. The concept has been designed to fit the needs of a "radio logical service center"
with easy demonstration of fi nd ings to ex ternal hospitals or general practitio ners.
Looking at the actual service to the Onhopeadic hospital. the Med ical Desktop-Conference will save costs by eliminat ing prolonged hospital stay. From now . the Orthopeadic surgeons can easily ask for the Radiologist's judgement in unclear cases. After the
first month followin g the installation of the system this settles around 30% of cases.
An ambiguous aspect of the traditional demonstration every 2 weeks is that the
pat ients discussed arc only of interest for a minorit y of participatin g ph ysic ians. In the
Orthopeadic hospital an avera ge of 12 phys icians is part icipatin g at those meetin gs
e;.ch knowing only 10% of the patients demonstrated. This leads to 45 minutes
unnecessary attendance per meeting. adding to 15 physicians x 2 meetings x 45
minutes = 1350 minutes. Wage cost for unnecessary attendance is 1350 x DM 2.50 =
DM 3.375 ($ 2.025) per 2 sessions. This amount cann ot be added to the general cost of
trad itional demonstration though since there is the important effcct of further education for the attending physicians. Consequently th e traditional demonstration has so
far not been canceled after installation of the Medical Desktop-Conferencing system.
The same argument fits the demonstration held for the Oncologists. Participating are
an average of IO phyisicians each knowing 30% of demonstrated patients. That leads
to 20 minutes unnccessary attendance = DM 50 ($ 30) per day and physic ian. In the
evaluated time of 2 weeks this adds up to wage costs of DM 5.000 ($ 3.000). Again,
there is the factor of further ed ucation that will make the traditional demonstration
inevitable. There is no win of lime using th e Medical Desktop-Conference for the inhouse Oncology since findings are demonstrated dail y anyway. The fi xed date of the
trad itional demo nstration helps to organize the Radiologist's day more efiic ientl y
wi thout being interrupted at unexpected limes for a Desktop-Conference.

A valuable addition to the system is a large di gital image- and data base with on-line
access to al l patient data. Especially in patients wi th freq uent examinations conventional image arc hi ves tend to be incomplete with a great loss of importan t inform ation
especiall y in oncological therapy. Ideally there is an access to the data basc on the
ward as well as at the demonstration via Campus Area Network .
As a result of the factors focussed in the study. no instant measurable redu ction of
costs by offering the Medical Desktop-Con ference to the General Practitioner was
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shown. An important point we have not accounted for are savings through avoidance
of double-examinations when patients are referred to a hospital or a different physician. The Medical Desktop-Conference combined with the di gital data base allows the
complete transfer of patient data and images to any location. The same procedure will
provide a complete report sent to the physician in practice including results and
images of examinations to optimize the patient 's treatment after leaving the hospital.
The data transfer rate of ISDN S2M at 2 MBit/s provides placement of MRI- and CTimages on participatin g terminals in short time without any loss of information .
However, the time of transfer for conventional image has to be improved. A useful
completion of the Medical Desktop-Confe rence would be the option for the immediate
preparation of a written report during or after the demonstration. To save the
radiologist's time the text processing should work with prepared text elements idealy
combined with a speech processing device as presented lately by major computer
companies. Quality control of the Radiologist's job through Medical Desktop-Conference may lead to improvement in the relation to external physicians. The better
service will stren gthen the ties to physicians in practice or ex ternal hospitals. After ·
installation of the system the General Practitioner has demanded a demon stration of
findings of all transferred patients. On the other hand there may result problems in the
Radiologist's compliance as a reaction to "tight control". Rising demands in quality
control will be a strong argument against this kind of re luctance.
In summary the in-house Department of Oncology obtains no major advantage by the
use of the Medical Desktop-Conference except for the easy access to previous examinations. Nevertheless the Medical Desktop-Conference has proved to increase
diagnostic and therapeutic quality and a great potential in cost savings when serving
external hospitals or physicians in practice. The acceptance of the Medical DesktopConference via ISDN by the staff of the Orthopead ic hospital and the General
Practitioner has been highl y encouraging.
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Network System for Medical and Radiological Check-up
E. Kirilenko
Scientific Technicaf Center "Vi ria Ltd .," P.B. 372, 252023 Kiev, Ukraine

I_ INTRODUCTION

At present the radioactive background in most of the regions of
Ukraine considerably exceeds the natural one. Only due to Chemobyl disaster
about 450 types of radioactive isotopes were blown out in atmosphere.
There was a number of long-living isotopes among them. The contamination
of soil and air exceeds the pemlissible level not only in made sanitary zones
but far away due to "speckled" character of fall outs on the ground.
Radioactive substances penetrate into a human body with food and air and
accumulate there. Even low radioisotope concentrations accumulated in
organism are danger to health of people having pennanent residence in
polluted area. The radioisotopes accumulation can also results in fatal
consequences for descendants' health. That is why the problem of the large
scale medico-radiological monitoring of people living in contaminated regions
is of vital importance. To carry out the check-up in wide territories, it is
necessary to create a network of similar high sensitive devices that can
measure y-radioactive isotope count of human body, food, water and other
samples, accumu late this infonnation and record it into a data base. The
devices conjugation into a network allows to systematize the infonnation
received from each device.
We have created such a device ( module of medical and radiological
control-MRC module.). It enables to control efficientl y the radioactive
contamination of people and samples and provides centralized processing,
storing and expedient usc of the collected information including the results of
medical check-up. A number of the devices has yet united into a network.
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ll. EQUIPMENT
Network MRC is a system of automated measuring modules
connected with the main coordination and information center by means of
modems through telephone communication . Each module MRC comprises : I.
Human whole body y- spectrometer. It is designed as a diagnostic chair with
built-in detector, protection system and electronic equipment. It is highly
sensitive. (Minimal detected activity (MDA) for Csl37 is 2 - 5 nCi for 3 min .
of measurement) ; 2. y-spectrometer for food, water and other samples (MDA
is 0.5 Bq for Cs l 37 for 10 min. of measurement) ; 3. PC/AT; 4 .. input/output
channels for automatic diagnostic medica l equipment ( such as cardiograph,
blood analyzer etc.) . The use of original software makes possible to determine
extra low radioisotopes concentration in human body and samples, to achieve
highly reliable measuring resu lts, to automate the course of measuring and the
data processing . The measuring method is based on the y-spectrometry in
the wide spectral range (0. 1-2.0 Mev).

ill. RESULTS

Before the beginning of yo-activity measurement it is necessary to fill
in a questionnaire that is displayed . Received infomlation is written in a data
base. It is also possible to introduce in it the results of patients' medica l checkup . There are a number of stage of received y-spectrum processing: the
background radiation subtraction taking into account human anthropometric
parameters; statistically resolved peaks search and their center of gravity
location; the determination of peaks amplitudes, energy and squares;
radioisotope identification using a specialized expert program . All these stages
are displayed. One of the yo-spectrum processing stages is shown in the Fig. I.
The next stages of y -spectrum processing a re: real whole body y activity calculation and its value reduction to average weight (70 kg); dose
evaluation . Diagram of whole body y-activity for a number of isotopes
received from spectrum processing is ShO\\11 in Fig.2 .. After the course of
measurement and processing is finished, the certificate contained the activity
and dose values is printed out automatically and all information is recorded in
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Isotope Cs 137: center-353; ampl.-78, energy 662 key; S-2516
Isotope ........ ..; center-590; ampl.- I, energy 11 0 1 key; S- 66
Isotope K 40; center-799; ampl.- 6; energy 1461 key; S-247
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data base. A consumer of MRC module can also receive tbe results of the
peoples' y-activity depending on the anthropometric, territorial, professional
and other parameters. For example, tbe results of the statistical processing of
data base received in the course of half-year from module MRC tbat was
established in the district hospital of town Zarechnoje are presented in this
paper (fig. 3-4).
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The data bases was obtained for 2000 people living in the neighboring
village. The statistical analysis shows that children under 10 years are exposed
to danger to a considerable extent (Fig.3). The exponential abatement of
radioisotopes accumulation with the human age growth is observed . The whole
body y-activity of people depending on the place of residence are presented
in Fig.4 .

IY. CONCLUSION

Using Network MRC it is possible to carry out mass regular radiological
and medical check-up, to accumulate and to systematize the infonnation
received from each separate module in order to detect the most dangerous
areas for living, to select" risk group" of people and to plan a number of
steps to provide the safety of population .

Diagnostic Imaging Through High Speed Network:
A Radiological Experiment on the Florence and Pisa MAN
Davide Caramella
Department of Radiology, Unive rsity of Pisa, Pisa, Italy

Stefano G. Coiro
Telecommunication Project, CNR , Roma, Italy

Raffaella De Dominicis
Departm ent of Radiology. University of Florence, Florence, Italy

INTROD UCTIO N
Ii is now recogni zed th at teleradi ology pla ys a key role in providing means of

displaying and generating consultations, in allow ing the remote process ing of images.
in support ing researc h and educatiollLt' activities. Howe ver. the most success ful

tcleradiology applications have been those directl y aimed at improv ing patient care. In
Radiology. beller pat ient care means higher quality of the diagnosis. and its timely
availability. Tclcradiology can impact on diagnostic qualit y both allowing the
production of beller diagnoses (remote expert consultation. remote access to databases
o f reference images) and helping to reduce some of the bottl eneck s that prevent timely

access 10 relevant inform ation (previous exams. clinical data . e tc). Moreove r
telcradi ology can improve Ihe communication between th e radio logist and the rcfclTing
ph ysician by makin g the diagnostic images more e fli cie nll y a vail able as we ll as by
allowing thc phys ician in c harge of the th erape utical decisions to seek furth er support
from the radiologist (in terms of a more focused description o f images. o r o f a
di sc ussion o n dia gnostic altcmati ves. etc).
Telcradiology has also been proposed for didactic purposes since it allows the
students to interac t with cxperienced teac hers. no matte r where located . with minimal
logisti cal di sadvantages. Also rcsenrch call benefit from teleradiology. thm pro vides for
th e collec ti on of homogeneo us series of cases. eve n if acquired in differe nt locati ons.
Finall y tcle radiology can solve problems in te rm s of more effi cient reso urce sharin g
and deploymc nt (partic ul arly relating 10 advanced image processing). A ll these aspec ts
can be nefi t fo rm fas t com mun icat ions links th at e nable to ove rco me Ihe limitations
imposed by the phys ical distance be tween ge neral radi ologist and ex pcl1. be twee n
radiologist and clinician . betwccn the place were the images are produced and th e place
where they arc processed ( I. 2. 3).

In thi s stud y we describe the system that all ows an inlercentcr manage me nt o f
radi ological images using the illlrconnected broadband Metropolitan Area Ne tworks
(MAN) prese ntl y opera ti ng in the two Ittllian law ns of Flore nce tinct Pisa.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE MAN I' ILOT
In Ihe fmmework of Ihe Telecommunicalion Projecl. a 5-year lIalian research
projeci promoled and funded by Ihe Nm ional Research Council (CNR). several pilols
have been implemented to explore the usc of new telecommunica ti on services in a
broadband environment. Application domains include leiemcdicinc, environmental
Iclemonilorin g. IcJclcaching and remote assistall ce for disabled people. A pilot in the

Tuscany region. providing MAN facilities in the towns of Florence and Pisa hns been
realized wilh Ihe aim 10 illierCOnnecl nodes 10C:lled in Uni versily Hospilals, in olher
University Dcpnl1lllCnlS and in eNR Institutes. Experimentations regard various
applications involving tran sfer. processing and storing of dala. voice and still or
moving images (4. 5).

The major objeclives of Ihis field Irial. Iha! slarled in 1992 and is going 10 be
compleled in mid 1995. arc Ihe followi ng:
• selection of user rcquiremenls for applicalions needing high speed nCl\vorking:
• idemificalion of applicalions wilh Ihe perspeclive of a wider diffusion in Ihe fUlure
broadband scenario;
• Idefinilion of funclional procedures 10 develop high speed applicalions;
• perfonnance eval umion of MAN lechnology;
• evaluation of the impac t on the user environment of advanced communica tion
services.

The fi eld Irial layoul is shown in Fig. I. where Ihe IOpology of Ihe Tuscany
MAN is depicted. cncompassing 27 access nodes in the subnetworks of Florence and

Pisa. The MAN follows Ihe guidelines of IEEE 802.6 slandard (DQDB , Dislributed
Queue Dual Bus). II is WOrilt nOl ing Ihal Ihe inframuclUre used in Ihe pilol is provided
by IWO vendors developing nelwork equipmelll implemenled wilh Ihe same QPSX
technology. while the scenario is of course wider for the user access equipments.

In bOlh cilies a backbone operaling a! 140 Mbil/s inlerconnecls Ihe Edge
Galways (EGW). Ihe Cuslomer Nelwork itllerface Unil (CN IU) and Ihe SMDS Access
Uni l (ACS). Each EGW has a 34 Mbil/s cuslOlner access nelwork i.lIerconnecling a
CuslOmer Ga!eway (CGW). The CNIUs arc illlerfaeed wilh roulers allow ing, on Ihe
user side, access for LAN (Local Area Nelwo rk). while Ihe ACS provide a 2 Mbil/S
SMDS (Swilched Mullimegabil Dma Service) access. The subnelworks in Pisa and
Florence are i.lIerconnec led, via Subnelwork Routers (SRs). by a link wich is abo ut
65 km long and operates al 34 Mbil/s.
The user access 10 lite nelwork. lhrough Ihe CGW. is made possible either by
10 Mbil/s Elhernel LAN imerrace, willt bridge func lionalilies, or by 2 Mbil/s
isochronuos interarce. based on Rec. cCin G.703. Moreover, 10 al low Ihe access for
a wider set of users with data communiction needs that can be satisfied by medium bit

rale links (2 Mbil/s). some CN IUs have been provided. In order 10 leSi on field Ihe
interoperabilily of SM DS willt Ihe LAN inlerconnection service provided on Ihe
MAN. a couple of users for bOlh subnetworks has been equipped wilh direc i 2 Mbil/s
SMDS access.
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CURRENT EXPERIENCE
In the Depurtments of Radiology of the Uni versi ties of Florence and Pisa a
coordinated PACS development has been can-ied out since 1990. as ajoint research
progmm between the two mdiologicalle~l1nS and some industrial partners (6). The

present implementation consists of 6 Silicon Graphics workstations connected to MR.
CT. DSA and US. in Florence. and 2 Silicon Graphic wo rkstations connected to MR.
CT. US. mId a laser printer. in Pisa. Mass stomge is ensureel by 56 and 20 GByte juke
boxes. respectively_ In both sites the PACS networks are compliant with the IEEE
802.3 (Ethernet) standard and arc connected to the MAN since Februruy 1993.
Such hi gh-speed network link as well :I S th e homogeneous software
environment proved suitable for integrating distributed imaging centers: namely. the
MAN connec tion is being used by the radiologists in Florence and in Pisa with three
main objectives:
• remole cXpCI1 consultat ion

• didactic applications
• teleprocessing
Remote expert consultation
Remote expert consultation enables the access to the professional kn owledge
and experti se of distantl y IOC3tcd rad iologists, when the interpretation of some specific
case might be particularly demanding (7).
An example of remOle consultation be tween Florence and Pisa concerns the

nonsurgical treat ment of Hepatocellular Carc inoma (HCC). As it is well known. HCC
is one of the most common malignancies in the world . However the pat ients with
HCC that arc eligiblc for surgery is very low, mainly duc to the severity of the
associated liver cirrhosis. Therefore. the therapeu tic mnllagemen t of unrcscc table HCC
has become a relevant issue, and several nonsurgicalt rca tm enls were proposed.
Percutancous ethanol injection perfonncd undcr sonogrJphic guidance was proved able

to achieve a complete necrosis of small (3 elll or less) HCC tumors (8). In larger
tumors. lranscatheler arterial chcmocmbolizalion using an oily contrast medium mixed
with an antica ncer drug followed by the injec ti on of gelatin slxlI1ge panic les is widely

used. Recentl y. the possibi lity to profitably associatc arterial chemoembolization wi th
ethanol injec ti on th erapy was demonstrated (9). However, th e selec tion of patients that
may be eligible for Olle of th e three aforementioned nonsurgical trea tm ents often

requires the consultation of an expert interventional ",d iologist. The MAN allowed
radiologists from Florence (where nonsurgical U'catmelllS of HCC are not perfolllled)
to efficicnli y consult their colleagues in Pis;! to asccJ1ain whether a patient carri er of
HCC les ions might have been se llt to Pisa for nonsurgical tTeatment. The

consultat ion requ ired that the rJdiologists at both sides eva luated and jointly
commented a large amount of image data: for doing th at efficiently the broadband link
proved indeed necess<uy (3).
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Didactic application s
Remote case presentation and discussion, telelecturing. consultation of a
distant image database are able to enhance continuing education for radi ologists and to
improve their diagnostic performance. These applications differ from the remote expert
consultation because the purpcse is not to solve actual clinical cases. but rather to
illustrate a pathological condition and its typica l features when examin ed with vari ous

imnging modalities.
The MAN all ows a high-pcrronnnncc dis tributed access to the Florence im age
reference data base (lRDB). Such data base was first developed in the period from
January 1989 to December 1991 as part of th e contribution of th e Department of
Radiology of the University of Floren ce to Telemed. a european proj ec t in the
framework of the RACE (Research & Development of Ad vanced Comunications in
Europe) Programm e. The Telemed IRDB. enables the radiologist to retrieve "reference"
im ages of normal and abnormal conditions (6).

Teleprocessing
Remote processing of diagnostic images is a teleradiology servi ce thaI
empowers the I~di o l og j s t with the resources needed for advanced image processing
without th e necessit y to purchase hardware and to acquire specific kn ow-how. In fact
the images to be processed are sent to scientific institutions were the processing is
actu ally performed and from were the outcome is sent back for clinical evaluation.

Teleprocessi ng trials c'UTied out over th e DQDB MAN proved able 10 beller
the cooperati on between the clinicians and the scientists who participated to the
teleprocessing trial s. Remote processing using high-speed communications enhanced
th e clinical applications of ad vanced image process ing. whi ch was previously impaired
by the complexity of image transfer and the difficult and untimely feed-back of the
radiolog ist 10 the engineer. concerning the cl inical usefulness of processed images.

DIS CU SSIO N
In our ex peri ence. the availability of digital communication services able to
meet the requirements for a hi gh-resolution high-throughput teleradiology allowed us
to tes t a wide ran ge of tcleradiology applications. In fact. although we never used the
M AN for pril11'u'y diagnosis. since both radiolog ical centers were "selfsufficienl " to
that purpose. we experienced the use fulness of remote expert consultation. that was
previously performed with much less frequency. despi te the frequent intra- institutional
exchanges. Moreover. interac ti ve teleprocessing of rad iological images allowed an
immediate feed-back of the radiologist. concernin g the clinical value of the image
processin g technique adopted. Finally. the possibility to share th e tcac hin g archi ves of
the Departments of Rad iology or the Universities of Florence and Pisa did enhance th e
learnin g opportuniti es or the res idents and radiologists workin g at bo th institutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Improving computer technology and availability of high specd
telecommunications has increased the feasibility of teleradiology as a means of
delivering radiological services. This is especially desirable in the emergency
depanment setting, where immediate accurate interpretations of radiographic
examinations are often crucial to patients' diagnosis and treatment If teleradiology is
to be used as the primary reading mode, interpretations made with the digitized films
displayed on a teleradiology workstation must be as accurate as those made with
conventional radiographic rums. Several recent studies (1,2) have concluded that
workstations are eapable of supporting diagnostic performance equal to film. Previous
studies (3,4) conducted in our radiology departmen~ however, have shown that
workstations do not support acceptable performance for primary diagnosis of typical
emergency department radiographic examinations.
The objective of the present study is to compare the accuracy of
interpretations based on conventional rum readings with that from digi tized images
displayed on a teleradiology workstation. In addition to sensitivity and specificity, a
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis is used to detect any significant
differences between the two reading modes. The cases selected for the study were
skewed toward the difficult so that the capabilities of the rum and teleradiology
systems would be tested stringently. Readers from both the emergency and radiology
departments participated in the study to determine acceptability of the teleradiology
system.

METHODS

Radiographic Case Selection:
Original film cases were selected from clinical practice at The Johns Hopkins
Hospital by a senior radiologist fY{.W.S.), who confrnned the selection with a senior
emergency physician fY{.M.). Neither was a reader in the study. Thirty-eight chest
exams, twenty abdomen exams, and sixty-two bone exams were chosen, with the
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selected abnonnalities listed in Table 1. The "gold standard" interpretation for each of
the 120 cases was detennined by two of the authors CW.W.S. and D.A.B.). Half of the
cases for each type of exam were identified as positive for one of the selected
abnonnalities. The same two authors also assigned a relative diagnostic difficulty
rating of low, moderate, or high to each case.
TABLE 1
Selected Abnormalities
Bone:

Chest:
pneumothorax (6)
cavity lesion (I)
mass (7)
infiltrate (5)

assorted fractures (total 32)such as:

sacrum
olecranon
metacarpal
pubic ramus
CI
C2

Abdomen:
pneumoperitoneum (4)
air in portal vein (I)
pneumatosis (2)
small bowel obslruction (3)

mandible
femur
scaphoid
scapula
radius

After aU readings were complete, a consensus panel of two radiologists and
two emergency medicine physicians verified the "gold standard" interpretation for
each case that was missed by three or more of the eight radiology readers, or three or
more of the eight emergency readers. The original interpretation was changed in only
one case.
The consensus panel also reviewed each of the 120 cases and identified 31 as
"critical" (Table 2). In these cases, an immediate, accurate interpretation of the exam
was considered critical to the patient's emergency triage and care.
TABLE 2
Critical Cases (n=31)
pneumoperitoneum (4)
small bowel obslruction (3)
fracture tibial plateau ( I)
fracture frontal bone (I)
intertrochanteric femur fracture (I)
false-positive pneumothorax (6)

pneumothorax (6)
pneumatosis of bowel (2)
air in portal vein (I)
fracture C 1 (I)
fracture C2 (5)
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Readers:
Sixteen readers participated in the study: four emergency medicine faculty,
four second-year emergency residents, four radiology faculty, and four second-year
radiology residents, Each reader was trained in the use of the display workstation and
the form designed to record study information. In four sessions of 30 cases each, the
sixteen readers interpreted 60 cases on the original films and 60 cases on the
teleradiology workstation. The order of case presentation for each session was
randomized.
Minimal clinical histories were provided for each case, e.g. "motor vehicle
accident" for bone cases, "cough and fever" for chest cases, and "abdominal pain" for
abdomen cases. For each interpretation, readers recorded confidence and relative
difficulty ratings of low, medium, or high, and gave their opinion of the technical
quality of the images.

Teleradiology System:
The original radiographs were digitized using a laser digitizer with a spot size
of 105 microns and a maximum resolution of 4096 by 4096 pixels. The digital data
were then compressed to 2048 by 2048 pixels and transmiued over a Tl line (1.5
Mbits/sec) to an optical jukebox for permanent storage.
For each reading session, the specified cases were transferred to local storage
at the workstation for display on two Vortcch PDS monitors with spatial resolution of
1200 by 1600 pixels. The workstation was located in a screened area in the pediatric
radiology reading room. Each digitized image required five to nine seconds to be
displayed from local storage. Once an image was displayed, functions such as
contrasl/brightness (window/level) control and magnification were available to the
reader. When images were displayed at original fllm size, 1.6 line pairs/mm could be
resolved. With full magnification, this improved to 2.0 line pairs/mm.

Analysis:
Diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and ROC values were calculated
to measure the results of the study. Accuracy is the percentage of correclly diagnosed
cases (true-positives plus true-negatives divided by the total number of cases).
Sensitivity is the percentage of correctly diagnosed positive cases (true-positives
divided by the total number of positive cases). Specificity is the percentage of
correclly diagnosed negative cases (true-negatives divided by the total number of
negative cases). The McNemar test was used to compare differences between fllm and
screen values by calculating the one-tailed probabilities (p-values).
The ROC analysis began with the pairing of readers within the four groups
such that each pair had read every case on both film and screen. Readers from the
same department and of the same status were paired so that similar confidence
thresholds and diagnostic experience were combined. Thus, eight correlated data sets
were produced for analysis using the computer program CORROC2 (MeLZ, CE, U. of
Chicago, 1989), resulting in eight sets of ROC indexes.
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RESIJLTS
The overall performance of all readers for all cases by mode is shown in table
3. The accuracy and sensitivity for film readings are significantly higher than those
for screen readings.
TABLE 3

Reader Performance by Mode
(960 readings in each mode)
Mode (percentages)

Measure

Film

Screen

Accuracy

645

573

p <.025

SensJUvJty

502

39.6

p < .025·

Spcclndty

792

75.6

Probability

*

p>.l

• statistically significant dirrereoce

Tables 4a and 4b include data from emergency department readers only.
Table 4a shows results by mode for all cases while table 4b is limited to critical cases
only.
TABLE4a

TABLE4b

All Cases - Emergency

CrItical Cases - Emergency

Mode (percentages)
Measure

Film

Screen

Accuracy
Sensitivity

54.8
38.1
72.0

49.2
29.1
69.9

Specificity

Mode (percentages)

Measure

Film

Screen

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity

48.4
44.0
66.7

36.6
34.0
45.8

Tables 5a and 5b include data from radiology department readers only. Table
5a shows results by mode for all cases while table 5b is limited to critical cases only.
TABLE5a

All Cases - RadIology

TABLE5b

Critical Cases - Radiology
Mode (percentages)

Mode (percentages)
Measure

Film

Screen

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity

74.2
62.3
86.4

65.4·
50.0·
81.4

• statistically significant difference

Measure
Accuracy
Sensitivity

Sneclflcltv

Film

Screen

82.3
81.0
87.5

67.7·
68.0·
66.7

• statistically significant difference
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For all 120 cases and the 31 critical cases, radiologists' and emergency
physicians' interpretations demonstrated more aecurate diagnoses on film than screen.
Also, interpretations by radiology readers on screen resulted in higher performance
values than interpretations by emergency readers on film. This is true for both "all
cases" and "critical cases" which suggests that in a teleradiology setting where
emergency physicians have access to original films and can obtain electronic
consultation with radiologists at workstations, patient care will benefit
Table 6 shows all readers' performance by diagnostic difficulty by mode.
The aecuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for ftIm and screen interpretations are almost
equal for low difficulty cases. For the moderate and high difficulty cases, ftIm
performanee is superior to screen performance.
TABLE 6
Reader Performance by Difficulty and Mode

,

D'Il agnostic
. D'ffi CU Iltv
Moderate

Low

Hi h

Measure

Fi lm

Screen

Fi lm

Screen

Film

Screen

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity

83.8
66.1
87.5

82.8
66.1
86.4

61.7
54.7
742

49.4·
40.5·
65.6

46.1
40.5
SO.O

38.2
31.0
56.3

• stanstlcally slgmficantly difference

The ROC results for all radiology readers are shown in figure 1. Because of
differences in confidence and rcading experience, the emergency deparunent results
could not be combined with the radiology deparunent data. The areas under the film
and screen curves are significantly different (one-tailed p=0.OI425). This clearly
indicates the superior performance of the readers when basing interpretations on
conventional ftIm examinations compared to their use of the teleradiology system.

FIGURE 1
ROC results ror all radiology readers
(p=O.01425).
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Questionnaire Results:
Mter the reading sessions were completed, each reader responded to a
questionnaire concerning aspects of the sbldy design, the reading environment, and the
functionality of the teleradiology workstation that may have affected their
interpretations.
Most readers were satisfied with the spatial resolution of the teleradiology
system; however, it was necessary to magnify many of the images to achieve
visualization of potential abnormalities. The image display time from local storage
(>5 sec) was considered by many readers to be too slow. Readers also noted that the
image manipulation functions were cumbersome and time consuming.
The reading environment was also criticized; several readers wanted a more
private reading area with fewer distractions and better lighting. A few readers stated
that longer, more intensive training sessions on the teleradiology workstation could
have improved their performance. Half of the radiologists and all of the emergency
readers stated that more clinical information regarding the indications for the
examination might have improved their performance.

DISCJ!SSJON
The results lead to the conclusion that the teleradiology workstation evaluated
in this study is not acceptable for primary interpretation of emergency department
radiographic examinations. However, the technological advances needed to resolve
the deficiencies secn in the teleradiology system are under way, and will soon be
available to develop a system that is acceptable for primary clinical diagnosis.
Emergency department physicians arc primarily concerned with the accuracy
of interpretations of radiographic examinations that are critical to patients' emergency
care. For these cases, both emergency medicine physicians and radiologists performed
better using the original films than the teleradiology workstation. The results also
indicate that the accuracy of initial fIlm readings by emergency physicians can be
improved by radiologists' consultation, either by fIlm interpretation or at a remote site
on a teleradiology workstation.
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User-Specific Interfaces for Image Display:
An Object-Oriented Approach
Kevin M. McNeill, Miguel Parra, Kris Maloney, William J. Dallas and
Theron W Ovitt
Department of Radiology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

1 INTRODUCTION
On-line radiologic image data is becoming marc readily available to non-radiologists
throughout the hospital for purposes other than primary diagnosis. Phys icians, nurses,
technicians and students are increasingly requiring access to radiological images for
tasks such as review and teaching. Although all of these groups utilize the same information, the presentation and operations provided by the interface must be different
to adequately support their diverse tasks.

The diversity in end-user requirements can impose a large burden on image management and communications systems designers if they are allowed to propagate
throughout the entire system. Atlhe University of Arizona we have designed and implemented a Medical Image Access System which provides access to digital
radiologic images obtained from two Fuji Medical Systems U.S.A. (Stamford, CN)
Computed Radiography (CR) machines. Images are made available to end-users in
two intclliiive care units wi thin minutes of the completion of the processing of the unaging plate by the CR unit. These images are suitable for clinical review tasks by
ICU personnel primarily concerning verification of tube ,md line placement. Tbis
task is much different than the task of a Radiologist using in,ages [or primary diagnosis. Acceptance of the system by the end-users is very dependent on the ease of use
and ease of learning. The design of the user interface based on task requirements
greatly enhances the acceptance of the system by end users. However, a CR unit connected to a high-speed computer network is a very valuable resource . Therefore, it is
important that the particular end-users task requirements are decoupled fTom the operations and architecture of the rest of the system. This will allow oU,er end-user applications to be easiJy added to the complete system without significant modification,
enabling the use of the val uable inlaging resource by multiple end-users. In addition,
it allows a higb-degree of reuse of software for different end-user image access systems.

To achieve this decoupling of end-uscr tasks ,md the underlying image management
and communications system we bave deve loped the ICU application module
(MIAS/lCU) based on the object-oriented paradigm [MAL93]. In this paradigm we
decompose a system according (0 key abstractions in the problem domain, using the
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vocabulary of the problem domain [B0094]. Ths paradigm separates infomlation architecture from the task for which the infonnation is being used. This design method
allows the easy development of t,,,k interfaces appropriate for different users while allowing the underlying common elements of their tasks to be implemented using reusable software.
2 MIAS/IC U IMAGE DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The image display subsystem provides eod-users with access to images in a task oriented manner. This means that the behavior of the interface, including the operations

provided by the interface, a appropriate and intuitive in their suppon for the task for
which the eod-user is accessing the images. The task related interface behavior is dccoupled from common image management and communications behaviors which are

non-task specific. To accomplish this decoupling four primary classes of objects are
used to implement the subsystem. These are:
1.

2.

Task - Ths class manages Ule data and functions necessary to provide system behaviors supporting a p,trticular task. Collaborates with the other classes to get Ule
necessary information and then controls the fomlalting and presentation of that
data as appropriate for the task.
Census - This class manages infonnation about the patients in the unit served by

the display system.
3.

Patient- Ths class manages information about individual patients.

4.

Exam - This class manages information about patient images.

5.

Repon - This class provides patient repon data and manipulation.

6.

Image - This class provides image data and manipulation.

Tbese classes arise from an object-oriented analysis of the problem domain lCU image
related tasks. The relationships among these classes of objects are illustrated in a Sinlplified class diagranl Figure 2.1 below (following Booch's notation [B0094]).
To implement a task interface we instantiate objects from classes which are derived

from the problem domain model. These objects provide the bebaviors attributed to
eacb class and collaborate to provide the system behavior which suppons the task.
The simplified object diagram in Figure 2.2 illustrates the objects which implement a
task and the links connecting them. In addition to the classes from the problem domain analysis, some additional objects are used to provide platfonn specific support.
In the MIAS/ICU display subsystem these platfoml specific objecls are instantiated
fTom class utilities which provide suppon for the graphical interface and network communications.
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Figl/re 2.1 Objects ill tile Problelll DOlllain
The X-Windows API (Applications Programming Interface) class utilities provide
services necessary for interaction with the platfoml specific display mId input hardware. The Data Comm and Image Comm class utilities provide services related network transfer of non-image and image data, respectively.

Figl/re 2.2 Objects in tile Soll/tion Domain

3 BENEFITS OF THE ARCHITECTURE
This architecture isolates task specific behaviors in the Task dass and aUows easy gen-

eration of new task interfaces by ch'Ulging the type of Task object instantiated. In addition, isolating platfoml specific operations in class utilities allows the easy porting of
the Task and supporting classes to new platforms. This portability has been tested by
porting the display subsystem software from the current DEC 3000/400 AXP platform
(under OSF-l) to other platforms and operating systems. A port to a DECstation 5000
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(under VLTRIX) was accomplished by simpl y recompiling the source code. A port to
an IBM RS6000 (under A1X) required only a minor change in a reference to a system
library and was done in less than one day. Changes to the behavior of Ole user interface are easily accomplished by modifying only the Task object.
4 FUTURE WORK

Additional work related to this design will be the addition of a Task Editor class. It is
anticipated that this class will enable the construction of new subclasses of the Task
class by end-users themselves. Another modification will be the addition of classes
related to multi-media information presentation to support text and voice annotation of
images and appropriate modificati on to the task interface to allow access to these objects.

A current project is under consideration to deve lop a MIAS application module
providing radiological image access in the Emergency Department. It is clear that
image related task requirements will be significantly different, however most of
underling image management and communicati ons functions will be common to
existing system. This will allow rapid development of tlte display subsystems for
new application.
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Design and Implementation of a Telemedicine
Workstation Using a Relational Database
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Introducti on

Physicians are dependent upon visualizing patients orpaticnt specimens such
as biopsies or x-rays for diagnosis of disease. Pathology and radiology arc two
medical specialties in which imaging plays a central rolc. Static and dynamic
imaging represents ways to address the problem of di stribution of these specialty
services, and to provide primary diagnostic services to rural clinics [81 . The
following paragraphs discuss some tc lcmcdicine experiments and applications.
The concept of remote consultation and diagnosis is noL new to tclcmcdicinc
[6]. Medical diagnostic equipment produce digital image data from various sources
including ultra -sound, Plain film (x-ray), computer tomography , nuclear medicine
positron emissions tomography (PET), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRl).
Picture Archiving and Communications System (PACS) were developed to archive,
transmit, and display this kind of data [4] . PACS components include imaging
equipment, viewing workstation, and a high-speed digital network.
Another area oftelemedicine research is telepathology . Several experiments
have been conducted in telepathology using analog microwave and satellite systems
[9]. These systems transmitted live video images and voice over long distances via
the satellite links. NTSC television image resolution was used, and was deem to be
of acceptable quality for the purpose of pre-operative diagnosis. One example of a
le lepathology system is a remote control microscope that is controlled by a
workstation that is not at the same location [2] . The remotely located pathologist is
able to zoom, focu s, and pan the spec imen.
A static telepathology system can be thought of as a video-fax , where static
images arc captured with a frame grabber and stored in a local database. Later the
images can be transmitted non-realtime to a consultant. The static telepathology
system may be part of a local area network at an institution, but may rely on a pointto-point communication system to transmit data to an off-site location. An example
of a commercial telepathology system is the Roche Image Analysis System. The
Roche system is a PC based system that inc ludes a color video camera, a
microscope , and a high-speed modem to provide image capture, transmission, and
the remote consultation function PI- The Roche system using Microsoft Windows
operating sys tem with proprie tary software to process, and archive the image data.
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Objective
The objective of this project was to design, implement. and demonstrate a
PC based tcl cmcdicinc workstation with image archiving and point-la-point
communications system through the usc of integrated custom and commercial
applications. The telemcdicine workstation (TMWS) , should be applicable to several
diagnostic services such as teleradiology , telepathology , and teiemammography. In
this paper, the emphasis is on tclcpathology , and low resolution radiology . The
system will be have a graphical user interface CGUI) from which the uscr can select
a function for image entry, image display . database search, record maintenance, and
file transfer. Along with the image data will be the pertinent text data and a
comment field that can contain the physician's diagnosis. The potential of the
personal computer and commercial softwa re in telemedicine applications will be
investigated to determine its strengths and weaknesses in the telemedicine
environment.
Approach

The overall approach for this project was a software development cffort
using commercial software packages that integrate the sys tem components into a
multi-service telemedicine workstation. The system design is based upon past work
in teleradiology and telcpathology. The software for the PC bascd system used offthe-shelf programs where possible to provide an open system for future growth at a
lower cost. At the outset of the project, software packages where investigated for
their ability to handle image data, to be customized, and to operate in a integrated
environment. After the software was se lected, a top level design was generated
based upon information from user scenarios that spec ified the functional components
of the system. The system consists of four parts: the user-interface, the image
viewer, the database, and the communication application. All four will be contained
on a single personal computer. The foll owing paragraphs provide a functional
descriptions of each of the system components.
The user interface will use Microsoft Windows due to its ubiquitous nature,
familiarity to most computer users, and its ability to integrate separate application
into a compound application. The user interface is the main application from which
all system functions are controlled. A custom control is created for each system
function that when selected activates the function . A help utility is include to clarify
functions, and when necessary the format of user input.
The viewer application presents the image data to the user. The viewer
supports many image formats including GIF and Windows BM]> bitmap format.
Multiple image sizes arc supported in a viewing window through the usc of slide
controls for image panning.
The database stores both the image data and the text data. The database
functions searching, browsing, reporting, and data display are controlled by the user
interface. The database locks rec ords when in edit mode and posts the changes when
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the user is finished editing. The database can function as a stand alone system or
can be netwo rked based wi th data access righ ts and shared and pri va te data areas that
provide data sec urity .
The communication component will be a subfunction of the workstation
system. User initiated image transfer as we ll as un attended remote communication
functions will be provided.
A simple Email facility is included in the
communication function to allo w remote sites to leave reque sts when the
telemcdicinc system is unattended. Multiple level password access provides so me
system security. The communic at ion functi on support s common transfer protocol s,
and variable transfer rates with no loss of image data . Although network scenarios
wi ll be di sc ussed, for the demonstra ti on system com munications to remote
workstations will be point-to-point system performed via hi gh speed modems. In
addition, the data rates o f transfer protocols are tested and results presented.
Implementation of System Software

The foundati on for the project software is o ff- the-shelf or commercial
database and communication programs. Each were chosen based on past project
experience or reported features and performance . Of primary importance in the
se lection is the capability for inter-application communication a nd extensibility of
the base product.
Borland's Paradox for Windows is the Microsoft Windows version of the
successful DOS based program of th e same name. The inclusion of Binary Large
OBject (BLOB), Dynamic Data Exc hange (DOE), Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE) data typcs, and network support motivated thc selection. Paradox also
includes a ro bust object oriented programming environment that allows the
development of custom applications.
The co mmun ication package selec ted in Proeomm Plus for Windows (for
simplicity Procomm). Procomm suppo rt s thc DDE protocol that accepts remole
commands from anoth er application. Also, an appli ca tio n de velopment language
called Aspect permits the generation of user-friendly programs based on Procomm's
functi ons.
A fundamental design criteria of this project is to create a ima ge
manage ment system wi th extensive usc of off-the-shelf soft wa re . To achieve this
goal the integration of the system software components is essential. Windows has
two methods of application integration [4 ,5J . The first is Dynamic Data Exchange
(DOE), and the second is Object Linking and Embedding (OLE). OLE , sometimes
pronounced Olc', is a supcrset of DDE and was introduced in ve rsion 3. 1 of
Microsoft Windows. OLE and DDE function to manage linked or embedded da ta
objects between applications. Through the use of OLE and DOE , Windows
applications can be integrated to tak e advantage of th e re sources of each software
package .
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Results

The following paragraphs prescnt a summary of the resulting tclcmedicinc
system.
Tclcmcdicinc Selcction Scrcen

The Telemcdicinc selection screen allows the user a choice of selecting a
database for viewing or operation of the communication functions. Figure I shows
the selection screen with a graphical representation of a radiology and a pathology
image to highlight the purpose or the database application.
ImageBase Main Form
Figure 2 shows the main form. The main form is the first screen that the
use r encounters when starting the tclcmcdicinc application. From this sc reen the uscr
can view the image and text data , browse the database, and invoke several system
functions . These include data entry, find, printing of a pre-formatted report, the
image export function, image zoom, and the transfer function . The window
surrounding the form is in a Microsoft Windows standard format with sizing
controls, title bar on top, message bar on bottom, and a menu bar. The key feature s
of the rorm are the function buttons, drop-down menu bar, image field , data field ,
and the record control buttons. The image field has sliders, which are built-in
properties of a graphic field assigned during design, to allow panning of images too
large to fit in the viewing area. The data area presents a concise representation of
the accompany ing text. The comment field within the data area does word-wrap, and
has a scroll bar to accommodate text entries larger than the area shown.
The Transfer button initiates a dialog box that gives the users a choice of
initiating or hosting a communication session. Each button performs a DDE Execute
command that activates the communication application Procomm. It also, in the
same execute command, runs either the Call sc ript, or I-lost mode script in Procomm.
The Call facility provide automated connection to a remote workstation, and the Host
script allows unattended remote access from a remote workstation. These functions
are sufficiently automated to shield the user from the underlining connection and
data transfer functions.
As part of communication testing, a test was performed to determine the
transfer rate of the Kermit and Zmodem Protocols over normal condition telephone
lines. The test system consisted of two PC compatible computers using 14.4 kbps
modems. The sending computer was placed in Host mode, and the receiving
computer initiated all of the transfers maintaining a log of the transfer times and the
transfer rate in characters per second. The test data shows that Zmodcm protocol is
greater that two times faster than the Kermit protocol under the given test conditions.
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The main emphasis in the file transfer testing has been on using high-speed
modems with and without file and hardware compression. To understand the impact
of using a point-ta-point system it is useful to compare the resu ll s of the modem fi le
transfer times with that of an ethcmet file transfer. The follow ing data in Table 1

is an except of [10] which tested 14400bps modem and Ethernet transfers on a
patho logy images . Image file size used for comparison were chosen to span a range
The Ethernet transfer times arc
that include those tested in this project.
representat ive of the image storage and retrieva l of a network Paradox based
tclcmedicine workstation .

Table I Transmission Time of 14.4Kbps Modem and 10 Mbps Ethernet

Image Size in
Bytes

14400 bps
Transfer Time

10 Mbps Ethernet Transfer
Time

46584

3 1. 52 seconds

0.79 seconds

75072

48.67

1.17

138582

86.80

1.72

1926 18

11 9.64

2.35

3 19 104

194.62

3.93

360894

2 19.96

4.12

Summary and Conclusions
Th is project has demonstrated that PC compatible computers, and

applications based on commercial software can be used in te lemedicine.

The

demonstration was accomplished by realizing a graphical database and
communication systems using integrated off-the-shelf software. The Paradox
database ObjectPa l development language allows custom user intcrfaces to be created
that simplified the system intcrface. Microsoft's Windows environment integrates the
database functions with Procomm Plus , and the image viewer. The windows
environment and applications selected proved be extensible and nexiblc enough to
be of va lue in tclcmed ic ine applications.

Futu re Work
The ncxibi li ty of the Windows environment and Paradox provide wide
rangmg possibilities for enhancement of a PC based telemedicine system. The
fo llowing paragraphs wi ll discuss some possible scenarios.
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Multimedia Workstation

A PC multimedia work station will have a CD-ROM drive. and an audio
system in addition to the enhanced workstation characteristi cs di sc ussed previously .
The multimedia capabilities enable the database system through OLE to record and
play back a voice file stored in the database record. In addi tion , sho rt video samples
could be included as part of the record, or could be linked with data on a CD-ROM.
Integrating the multimedia features will provide an excellent instructional tool as
well as professional environment.
Intcgmtcd Remote Consultation

Using Windows object linking and embedding (OLE), a custom image
viewer could be linked to the database function. The image viewer would include
file transfer and remote consultation functions. The image viewer would become the
primary working arca for the operator. The database functi ons would be used only
for storing and manipulating the image data. The viewer functions could also
include image annotation for highlighting areas of interest on the subject image. The
video multimedia features could be used to record portions of the remote
consultation session for play back at a later time .
Implementation of Network Based System

The Paradox database includes function s for network support. A image
database system usi ng a local area network or a peer-to-peer network can be
implemented using demonstrated concepts presented in this project. The network
function can, as previously discussed, work with the poi nt-to-point system to connect
remote sites. A networked PC bascd system could also work with other imaging
systems as a supplement. Further research into the networking of a PC based system
could involve the Intcrnet fo r data transfer.
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The American Board of Radiology's Self-Evaluation
Workstation Project
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Boston , Massach usetts

C. Doug/as Maynard
Department of Radiology, Bowman-Gray School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC

I.

INTRODUCTION
For the past year, the Ameri can Board of Radiology (ABR) has been developing

a self-evaluation computer workstation for radiologists, for presentation of cases, ques-

tions related to the cases, and associated images. The motivation for this project has
been to explore its feasibility to meet future testing needs of the AER. such as certification for advanced qualification in certain subspecialty areas, and should it be required ,
recertification of practicing radiologists. A goal is to provide examination capabilities

at regional or local sites, in privacy. and with less subjectivity than current oral examinations. They may also be used as an adjunct to the oral examination.
The National Board of Medical Examiners [I] has explored computer-based examination for many years. Various medical specialty boards are now also doing so, most
of which use a case-based or problem-ori ented approac h to examination . Although until recently none of the programs had directly incorporated multimedia content with the
examination, several boards are now exploring this. Complementary projects aimed at
student education and CME using case-based problem solving paradigms have seen
considerable development [2-5J. A num ber of educational and testing activities have
used videodisc images, with and without computer control.
Features desired by the ABR were: (I) all-digital media for highest image resolution and flexible manipulation; (2) exam customization based on specialty areas and
experience level; (3) collection and analysis of data on usage; and (4) random selection
of questions. The workstation needed to demonstrate nexibility, user acceptab ility, and
ease of use. A request for proposals was issued by the ABR in 1992, and a contract
was given to the Dec ision Systems Group (DSG), Brigham and Women's Hospital , to
implement a prototype system with these features for evaluat io n by the ABR and by
practicing radiologists during 1993.

II.

METHODS

Im plementation of the works tation by th e DSG in volved two parallel activities
involving (a) content acquisition and (b) software development.
(a) The colltellt acquisitioll activity was concerned with database management,
and image digitization and processing. A database of cases, questions, and associated
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images was established. Content was acquired in the len radiologic areas evaluated by
the ABR, and in the area of radiation oncology. Questions were all designed to be of the
mult iple choice/single answer type. The database contained approximately 160 cases,
with images and questions (avcraging approximately 15 per area) provided by members
of the ABR. Content acq uisition involved the collaboration of radi ologists from around

the U.S. ror collection of static and dynamic images and question content.

Most images used in the project were scanned directly from first or second generation plain film s, using a Konica KFDR-S Laser Scanner, with an 85-1 70 11 step size
(dependi ng on image size) and 17011 aperture. Images were further processed with NIH
Image and Adobe PhotoS hop software packages. Image processing consisted of cropping. brightness and con trast adjustment, initial size determ ination, and artifact remov-

al. Some images were acquired directly in digital form. The final stage of processing
consisted of converting each image fro m TIFF to ZOOM format. ZOOM format images, which contain mulLiple resolutions in a single fil e, were created through the use

of a custom plug-in filter we developed for PhotoS hop, and are requi red fo r use with a
special imaging too l we have developed [6) that provides capabilities ror selecti ve and
global magnification, pann ing, brightness and co ntrast manipUlat ion, local "brightlighting", and image annotatio n.
Once images have been optimi zed for viewing, they are assembled into cases

with the aid of the DeSyGNER authoring system [7), a hypermedia presentation tool of
the Decision Systems Group, which supports manipu lation of images and managemen t
of multi -image screen panels.
(b) The software deve/opmelll activity consisted of providing mechanisms ror
displaying questions and images, based on user profiles and areas of interest, and of
accepting and trac king user responses. The image disp lay functions of the workstation
project were performed by the DeSyGNER tools, which support a variety of image
manipulation and viewing capabilities. The image display component of the workstation was integrated (through the use of messaging via AppleEvents) with a main contro l panel, which were written in Aldus SuperCard. SuperCard, en hanced through
XCMD extensions developed in C and Pascal, provided the main user interrace for the
workstation, and served as the database engine ror questi ons and reedback.

The workstation was implemented for the Macintosh computer, wi th the intended configuration being a Quad ra 800 (Apple Computer, Inc.), using a 20" hi gh resolution monitor and with a graphics card supporting 24-biL color and hardware acceleration.

The program was previewed by the ABR at its meeting in November, 1993. To
eval uate rad iologist case of usc and acceptance of a computer-based examinati on, the

program was made avai lable to attendees at the 1993 RSNA meeting, November 27
through December 3, 1993. This was carried out in the InfoRAD secti on of RSNA
during the 5- 112 days or the meeting.

Each user was asked to complete a short user profil e indicating (a) specialty areas
of interest, (b) practice setting, and (c) number of years of medical experience. Five
questions were then randomly selected by the program from the specialty areas selected,
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and the user was asked these questio ns sequentiall y. Brief feedback about the correct
answer LO each question was provided after the user's answer was given. Tracking data
on user performance per question were stored. Following the entire set of five questions by each user, a summary score was provided for all questions answered, and for

each specialty area included.
Arter completion of the questions, each user was also asked four survey questions, each on a 5-point scale (high to low): (a) extent of computer experience, (b) ease
of usc of program, (c) quality of images, and (d) appropriateness of questions.

III.

RESULTS

Features of the user interface, as shown in Fig. I, are: (a) a question and multiple choice answer area at the bottom, (b) a set of thumbnails indicating images available for the case, at the ri ght, and (c) a viewing area involving most of the screen, in
the upper left; in the latter area, full size images in multiple windowa, corresponding

La the thumbnail images. can be viewed and manipulated. Each image panel has a
variety of icon controls for rov ing magnification, zoom, pan, brightness/contrast man-

ipulation, and "brightlight".

ACCEPT

Fig. 1

STOP

An example of the user interface

We analyzed the user profiles, performance in the various specialty areas, and at-

titude surveys, from the data collected during the RSNA week. User profile and performance analyses reflect the 1,108 individuals who answered radiologic imaging ques-
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tions. Of these, 531 individuals completed the attitude survey at the end. Thus, survey results are based on this smaller sample.
Of 1108 users, 86% selected one primary specialty area, 6% selected two areas,
and 4% selected three areas, in which to be evaluated. The most frequently selected area
was Chest (by almost 25% of users), follo wed in decreasing frequency by mammography, neuroradiology, gastrointesti nal, cardiovascul ar, and musculoskeletal , and less
frequently by other areas. Years of medical experience were: 0-5 years 3 1% , 6-10 years
35%, 11-15 years 11 % ,16-20 years 10% , with smaller numbers in categories >20
years. Practice sellings were: pri vate 40% , academic 32% , resident 13% , fellow 8%
, medical student 4% , and other 3%.
The fo llowing questions were rated on a 5-point scale, from highest= I to lowest=5. Percent responses in each category are shown
Highesl
Response
I

Lowest
5

2

3

4

23
41
42
41

23
21
22
25

21
8
9
9

Category

Computer experience
Ease of use of program
Image quality
Question appropriateness

13
28
26
22

20
2
I
3

Most users found the program easy to use, regardless of prior computer experience, as shown in Fig. 2.
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D

0 -2 %

D. .

2 -4%

-_.
D
D

Low

Exp

••
•

4 -6%

6-8%

8 -1 0%

10-12%

> 12%

Ease of usc vs. prior computer experience

U sers w ith limited computer experience tcnded to limit their interaction to basic
operations of the program. As experience increased, more experimentation by the users
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was done, and users were more likely to try the various imaging controls, c.g., to

manipulate the brightness and contrast or use the zoom and pan controls. While the
use of these options was somewhat easier for the morc experienced users, it did not
appear that their availability impeded the less experienced users to a great extenl.
Another erosstabu lati on showed that the hi ghest num ber of users in all practice
settin gs reported moderate to low computer experience. As expected, a higher relative
percentage of those in academic practice settings reported greater computer experi ence
than those in private prac ti ce or other practice settings. Assessment of ease of use was

largely independent of prior med ical experi ence, pracitice selling, or age.
A Help menu and a posterboard sign desc ri bing program options and image manipulation controls were available at each workstation. Anecdotally, we noted that very
few indi viduals used either of these. Most were ab le to use the program readily foll owing a brief introducti on by the staff persons who were ava ilab le, whether the individuals
had prior computer experience or not. Considerable spontaneous, positive commentary

was received about the image quality and about availability of the tools for brightness
and contrast manipulation and zoom magnification. A helpful suggestion made by
several users was that radiologists be allowed to indicate arcas in which they wished to
be questioned separatel y from indicating their areas of specialization, since these do not
always correspond. Further, it was recommended that a category of clinical practice and
area for questioning called "General" be provided.
User perfonnancc was analyzed as a function of specialty area and overall. Questi ons in most subject areas had a wide spread of answers, suggesting that they were at

an appropriate level of difliculty, with the modal number correct being 3 questions out
of the 5 that were asked per user. Primary exceptions were in cardiovascular/interventional and radiation oncology, which appeared to have more difficult questions. Aver-

age time per question was I: 12 min ± 0:54, with a range of (0: 12 - 6:04).

IV.

DISCUSSION

Our overall conclusion fro m the RSNA evaluation was that the program was a
definite success. Over 1, 100 radio logists used the program during the week. Most
commen tary was hi ghl y fa vo rable. Many indi viduals expressed the desire (sometimes
coming back repeatedly to make the point) that a program in this form be made available for CME.
Specific conclusio ns were that: ( I) The program' s format, ease of use, and
image quality are hi ghl y acceptable to radio logists. (2) Desire fo r a program of thi s
type for CME is stro ng. The implication is that exami natio n in this format would also
be acceptable, especially if individuals have prior opportunity to use similar programs

for self-study. (3) The assessmen t identified several user interface and performance
improvements that can be made. These are all minor and easily accomplished.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. Introd ucti on of the program to radiol ogists at the RSNA
meeting was aided substantially through the excellent assistance and support of the

RSNA. The cooperati on of the members of the ABR in supplying cases and offering
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INTRODUCTION
Recent advanccs in computer graphics hardware now allow full-color image
processing to be performcd at the personal computer (PC) level. A PC-based image
processing technique has becn utilizcd to genera te full-color composites from
multiparameter MR images using the red-green-blue (RGB) color model 111. We
have applied a simi lar technique to MR images of a patient with glioblastoma
multiforme to generate composite images for tissue segmentation, and have correlated
the results with post-mortem pathologic findings.

METHODS
The patient in this study is a 48 year old female who was diagnosed with
glioblastoma multi forme involving the left posterior temporal lobe following a
craniotomy with tissue biopsy 22 months earlier. When she began to experience
worsening neurologic symptoms. the MR scan of the brain in this study was obtained.

The patienl expired thirteen days later. and an autopsy was performed the

ne~1

day.

MRlmaging:
This study was performed in accordance wilh Institutional Revicw Board
regulations for research protocols involving human subjects. Imaging was performed
on a 1.5-tesla General Elcctric Signa Advantage MR imager (General Electric,
Medical Systems Group. Milwaukee, WI) . Initially, transverse Tl-weighted, proton
density, and T2-weighted MR images werc acquired. Following the intravenous
administration of gadolinium, transverse Tl-weighted. proton density. and T2weighted MR images were obtained (Figure I).
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Color Image Processing alld Allalysis:
From the image data acquired, selected sets were transferred via diskelle to a
high performance PC with a 386 microprocessor and a 24-bit ATVista vidco graphics
adaptcr card (Truc Vision, Indianapclis. INJ. Imagc data filcs wcrc converted to
T ARGA format for display on a high-resolution Mitsubishi Diamond Scan color VGA
monitor (Mitsubishi Electric. Nagasaki, Japan).
Image analysis studies and
processing routines were performed using Image-Pro Color Image Processing System
Software Version 2.0 (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MO) and custom image
composition software.

Figure I. Gray scale MR images used to generate the full-color
compcsite in Figure 2.
Image processing routines included the creation of a subtraction image
depicting only gadolinium-enhanced tissues (Figure I, top right). This image was
generated by subtracting the pre-gadolinium T1-weighted image from the pcstgadolinium T1-weighted image. A contrast-enhanced proton density imagc was also
created (Figure I. bollom middle). Due to significant motion artifact. thc pregadolinium proton density and T2-weighted MR images were not used for compcsite
generation. For each component image within a multiparametcr set, color masks were

selected by assigning a percentage value for each respective RGB channel, with 0%
specifying no contribution (intensity level of 0) and 100% specifying full intensity
(intensity level of 255) for the color channel indicated. The color-maskcd MR images
were then arithmetically combincd using thc additive RGB color model to form single
color compcsite images with a full-color display palette of over 16.7 million pcssible
colors.
Color imagc analysis was perfonned using thc Image-Pro software to
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determine the mean and standard deviation values of each RGB channel in various
tissue regions of interest (ROls) from each composite in a five image SCI. These ROls
were compared using 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the mean R, G, or B channel
value plus or minus twice its standard deviation in order to assess for segmentation
based on separation of at least one color channel (no overlap of95% CI).

Autopsy and Histologic Slide Preparation:
Following removal of the gross brain and spinal cord, the brain was sliced
into horizontal sections at 5 to 6 nun intervals approximating the transverse MR
scanning plane. Tissue specimens were sampled from various brain sections, and
prepared for hemato"Jllin and eosin (H&E) staining using standard procedures.
Findings on gross anatomic and histopathologic examination of the specimens were
correlated with the MR findings.

RESULTS
MR Imaging and Pathologic Correlation:
Examination of gross brain sections revealed a large irregularly shaped mass
located in the deep left temporal lobe and extending around the left posterior horn of
the lateral ventricle. Comparison with the gadolinium-cnhanced MR images and the
corresponding color composites demonstrated good correlation with the grossly
visualized tumor extent as well as additional areas of enhanced tumor not visible in
the gross specimens. The original diagnosis of glioblastoma multiforme was
confirmed by examination of selected H&E-stained sections. Comparison of postmortem histologic tissue specimens with the composites confirmed the histology of
the various color-mapped tissues. A representative color composite appears in Figure
2.

Color Image Analysis:
From the five composites generated, color image analysis of RGB channel
data revealed separation of tissue ROls on at least one channel for most tissues tested
using a 95% CL These tissue ROJs included cerebrospinal fluid, gadoliniwllenhanced tumor, brain white malter, brain gray maller, llluscle, and subcutaneous fal.
Overlap of CIs did occur between some non-adjacent areas of white and gray mailer
within two of the five images tested.
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Figure 2. Muitiparameter full-color composite image demonstrating
areas of magenta-colored tumor enhancement. White mailer appears
a dark gray-brown, gray mailer appears a reddish brown, CSF is
blue-green, white mailer edema is a brownish blue-green, muscle is
brick-red, and subeutaneous fat is flesh-colorcd.

DISCUSSION
In multiparameter composites, each colored pixel is defined by three
coordinates within a cubic Cartesian coordinate system representation of the RGB
color model. This color cube possesses x, y, and z axes corresponding to integer R, B,
and G color channel values ranging from 0 to 255 . Will,in the RGB model, each
unique color can also be represented as a vector which takes its origin at the
coordinates 0,0,0 and terminates within the cube at its color-defining RGB
coordinates [2]. Since Iike-colored pixels will cluster within similar regions in color
space, any significant difference on anyone color channel will automatically segment
the mean vector representing a specific tissue ROI into a unique region within the
RGB color cube [3[ .
An advantage of the methods presented in this report is the simple arithmetic
approach used for tissue segmentalion. The basic addition of corresponding pixels
within color-masked image sets allows real-time automatic tissue segmentation to be
performed at the PC-level within a mailer of seconds for each composite generated.
Moreover, the inevitable introduction of faster, higher capacity microprocessors at the
PC-level will allow for an even greater expansion of the image processing capabilities
of these systems. including lower cost full-color three-dimensional medical imaging
applications currenlly performed almost exclusively with higher cost dedicated
systems.
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Since this method requires spatially aligned multiparameter MR image sets
for accurate composite pixel color assignments, patient movement both during and
between different pulse sequence acquisitions represents a potential problem for image
data accuracy. In addition, overlap of important tissue color assignments can occur
within a given image, although various statistical classification strategies can be
applied for segmenting pixels within overlapping ROIs (3) . However, it should be
noted that while color tissue maps ean differentially present the bulk tumor mass,
computer-defined edges do not necessarily represent definitive tumor borders as
histopathologic correlation of gadolinium-cnhanced MR images with brain biopsy
specimcns has revealed the presence of neoplastic cells in non-cnhancing areas of
surrounding edema (4) .
In this report, we have described the application of a PC-based full-color
composite display tcchnique to multiparameter gray scale MR images obtained from a
patient with glioblastoma multiforme. Color analysis of the RGB color channels of
tissue ROJs has demonstrated that this digital image processing technique can
differentially segment various anatomic and histologically-confirmed tissue types
within each composite into unique regions within the full-color spectrum. Based on
the results ach.ieved in this study, full-color composite display represents a viable
technique for achieving automatic tissue segmentation, and may be a feasible method
for summarizing the diverse tissue contrast information present within
multiparameter MR images.
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Data Transfer from a Radiology Information System to a
Personal Computer Network Using a Configurable Software
Multiplexer and HL-7 Protocols
MS. Frank, MD. , R. Berge, E.J. Stern, MD. and J.A. Johnson, MD.
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ABSTRACT
We investigate a method for increasing the utility of a radiology information system
(RIS) by connecting the RIS to a personal computer network and transferring
radiologic data to a more user-friendly, familiar computing environment. This is
accomplished with a configurable software multiplexer that receives HL-7 messages
from our RIS and routes them to different destinations based on information
included within each message.

INTRODUCTION
Many different approaches to connecting a RIS to other computer systems have
been used, and many problems have been encountered. l -S Most significantly, the
lack of a bidirectional interface has proven to be a major limitation.6 While the
HL-7 protocol7- 8 is not yet at the level of a standard which can be used to connect
two arbitrary computer systems without some software modification, it serves an
excellent basis on which to build an interface. Once the data have been moved to a
personal computing environment, users bave access to a broad range of software
tools to manage, process, and display the information for teaching, research, or
administrative purposes.

METHODS
We have developed a personal-computer local-area network which is linked to our
RIS . Our software continually transfers data -- including radiologic interpretations
and associated demographics -- in real time from the RIS to a file server on our
network which supports cross-platform access for Macintosh and IBM PCcompatible computers. Data are stored in a format compatible with inexpensive,
personal-computer database software. Thus, radiologists can use their preferred
hardware and software to search this information, extract data and store it locally for
research purposes, and share data on-line as they collaborate with other
investigators.
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Our RIS resides on a VAX mmlcomputer running the VMS operating system.
Although our RIS provides several protocols for importing or exporting data, there
are no software tools accompanying the RIS to facilitate the programmer's task of
implementing these protocols external to the RIS, especially with respect to quasi
real-time data exchange. We believe that a powerful software tool for this purpose
is essential for facilitating clinical research. Consequently, we have developed a
data-exchange tool which uses an HL-7 dialog between locally developed VMSbased software and our RIS . Our software, conceptually speaking, is a configurable
multiplexer. Via simple configuration variables, HL-7 messages that contain
information about finalized radiologic examinations are routed to specific
destinations on our LAN file server. The information transferred includes the text of
the radiologic repon. Up to 16 different destinations can be concurrently active.
We assign a destination based on the type of radiologic examination (i.e., exam
code) and the equipment used (i.e., resource) for the examination. Thus, reports for
all CT scans, ultrasound examinations, and MRI studies of the abdomen are routed
to one destination. Likewise for cross-sectional thoracic examinations, and for
interventional procedures, etc. Each destination, in the context of our file server's
environment, represents a continually updated file within a specific folder (if using a
Macintosh) or directory (if using IBM-compatible).
This software is self-sustained, running as a detached process on our V AX. There is
a straightforward method for configuring its behavior using DEC Command
Language (DCL) symbols. At any time, our end users can invoke a Foxpro
application (Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA) on their personal-computer platform to
impon the arrived messages into a clinical research database that is tailored to their
specific area of interest.

RESULTS
These capabilities facilitate any research which requires a tailored, retrospective
analysis of radiologic data. The need for ancillary personnel to perform paper-based
searches or redundant data entry is decreased. Radiologists and administrators also
have user-friendly access to information which might facilitate other projccts
dealing with education or analysis of clinical efficacy.
The wide applicability of this software meets the needs of several different
department sections (e.g., chest radiology, abdominal radiology, neuroradiology).
Each departmental section can work in their preferred computing environment
(IBM-PC or Macintosh), continually update their own research databases, and use
the same software for searching or manipulating the data.
Our software augments the data sharing features that are built into our RIS. No
customizations of the RIS are necessary. We use the HL-7 protocol for
communicating with the RIS. Thus, we anticipate no problems pertaining to
upward-compatibility during version upgrades.
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CONCLUSIONS
A software tool for transfer of data from a RIS to a personal computing environment
is a valuable asset. This is particularly true for academic institutions. The evergrowing power of personal computers, combined wirh inexpensive yet sophisticated
software for rhese machines, frequently provides a more useful merhod for
retrospective analysis of radiologic data rhan a proprietary RIS running on a
minicomputer. The RIS of rhe future will hopefully have more powerful options to
analyze radiologic data and provide easy merhods to transfer data to personal
computers.
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Integrated RIS: Clinical Data Viewed from Different
Perspectives
Patty R.B. Heemskerk-van Holtz, Jan Roorda and Albert R. Bakker
BAZIS Foundation, P.O. Box 901 , 2300 AX Leiden, The Netherlands

1. Introduction

Most present day Radiology Information Systems focus on the suppon of the daily
activities of radiodiagnostic depanments. Most RIS-ses though are deve loped as standalone depanmental systems, with limited communication with other information
systems in the hospital . This may result in data not being used to their full extent. or
multiple registrations of the same data. Funhermore, in the clinical process between
request and repon, much valuable data is registered in the RIS that could also be used
for managerial, educational and research purposes. Still most present day RIS-ses fail
to provide for these alternate views on clinical data.
BAZIS , the Central Development and Suppon Group HIS in the Netherlands has been
involved in the development of a RIS called RADI, which is presently in use in 35
hospitals in the Netherlands . RADI functions as an integral pan of the BAZIS
Hospital Information System. BAZIS has been developing and implementing its HIS
since 1972 and serves many Dutch hospitals, together over one third of the acute
hospital beds in the country [I] .
The strength of the BAZIS HIS lies in its philosophy of Integration: once-only
registration of the data at the time and place it is generated, and presentation of the
information when and where needed , in a lay-out suitable for the indivividual user.
This means that recorded data is available to be used for different purposes (e .g.
depanment management) . Also, there is quite some information to be shared between
the radiology depanment and other hospital depanments. As the RIS and the other
HIS subsystems can be both producers and requesters of data, integration of the RIS
with the HIS is considered essential. Similarly the integration of PACS with the RIS
and HIS is a topic of ongoing research and development. The latter will nOl be
discussed in this paper.
This paper wi ll first explain the basic functionality of the BAZIS RIS , focuss ing on
the integration of the RIS with the HIS . Nex t it will discuss two examples of how
clinical data of the RIS can be used for managerial , research and educational
purposes.
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2. Functions of a RIS integrated in a illS
The BAZIS radiology information system RADI consists of several mod ules to meet
the requirements of a complete RIS [21. The modules are designed as one integrated
whole but implementation can be stepwise and allows for a tailor made RIS:
- Nucleus

.
.

visit/request registration, printing of labels and worklists,
archiving and review of historical data and reports, nuclear
dosage registration, feeding of financial administration.
Appointments
scheduling, reviewing , changing, cancelling of appointments
File management
request and tracing of film folders, sending out reminders,
worklists and maintenance for the film archive department.
Patient tracking
following and directing the patients flow over the department
recording and managing radiology reports , communication of
Reporting
the reports to the referring specialist or GP
Speech recognition: allowing for direct dictation by the radiologist into the
computer by coupling with a speech recognition system
coding of radiodiagnostic findings, searching and reviewing
Diagnoses coding
for data related to certain findings
Management info
providing managerial views on operational data .

The basic idea of once.only recording ofpalient data in the HIS , which then becomes

available for users at other departments , allows for different views at the same data.
Examples of data shared between multiple use rs within the radiology and with other
hospital departments are personal patient data, insurance data. G P data. admission
data, appointment data, previous lab results . radiology reports and OR reports ,
diagnoses, etc. The application of the philosophy of integration in the BAZIS RADI
subsystem has lead to the following advantages 131:
Automatic tuning of the patient 's radiology appointments with other appoi ntments
of the patient e.g. at the outpatient clinics; possibility for requesting and scheduling
appointments by clinical departments.
Decentralized requesting of film folders and tracing of folders throughout the entire
hospital; printing of requests and reminders for film folders directly at the
department where the folder is currently located.
Automatic inclusion of data in the radiology reports, e.g. patient personal data,
requester data, examination data, etc.; immediate printing of repons at the
request ing department. immediate (electronic) communication of the repon to the

requesting GP.
Immediate on-line review of results and reports by authorized personnel from the
requesting depanments.
On-line review of the patient's medical data to support the radiologist in the

diagnostic process (e .g. pathology and lab results)

Financial administration and billing without the necessity of human interaction; one
uniform and integrated bill to the patient and/or insurance company .

One uniform environment for the user

lO

access all required data and functions.
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By recordi ng the data only-once and allowing for users LO view Lhis daLa from
different perspecLives. efficient and effecLive support is given to the daily, operaLional.

activities in the radiology department.
3. Using clinical data ror department management
A RIS does nOl have to be limiLed to daily aCLiviLies. AfLer all, the RIS contains a
greaL amounL of operational daLa Lhat can also be used for managerial purposes. MOSL
RIS Lherefore provide a (limiLed) seL of predefined reportS. However, ofLen small
variaLions in the reportS are desired, and users should have the possibiliLies to define
Lheir own repons [41. WiLh flexible and easy to use Lools , the operational daLa can be

transformed into valuable information and statistics on production. leadtimes. waiting
times , work load calculations. referral pauems , etc .
In RADI. a greaL varieLY of producLion and process data has been recorded during Lhe
clinical proces, like: personal paLient daLa, requesLer data, examinaLion data, reporting
daLa, procedural data, paLient Lracking daLa, personnel involved , eLC . These daLa Lhat
are normally sLored in the producLion daLa files are copied to a separate management
daLa file. Because of iLS SLructure this management data file allows for an easy and
fast access of the clinical data.
RADI then makes use of the general report generator of the BAZIS/HIS to perform
operations like selection , so rting and printing of data. It is easy to combine the
radiology data with data that is elsewhere recorded in the HIS like address of GP,
descrip tion of radiological procedure, etc. Finally the system allows for all kinds of

calculations like counting , percentages, cross tables and statistical operations.
To make life easier for the manager of the radiology department RAD I provides a set
of 27 predelined management queries. The manager can easily make adjustments to
the query definitions, based on the actual needs for info rmation of the department. It
is also possible for the manager to define his own reportS and queries from scratch.
To actually process the queries into a report. the system offers both a real-time (online) and a batch facility. For each query request RADI checks whether the use r is
authorized to process the query and to access the data used by the query.
When using the on-line facili ty , additional checks are done:
is it allowed to run the query on-line or are there any other restrictions , li ke a
query Lhat can only be processed during the more quiet moments of the day (eg.
before 10 am, during lunch break, after 4 pm).
will the query not exceed a preset value of allowed load for on-line queries.
Sti ll , most users find it suffices to have the queries processed during the night. It is
also possible to de fine an interval after which batch queries will be processed
automatically (eg. every week). To check whether a query will give the needed
information, the system has a facility to test the query on-line using a limited data set.
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Some examples of the reporlS that can be made:
number of examinations performed per room
age distribution of patients with a certain examination
distribUlion of visi ts over days of the week, and over the day for each weekday

variation in examination durations
actual workload calculations for cenain examinations (based on durations)
overview of number and types of combinations of examinations
patients without appointment during busiest hours of the day, so ned by requester
reponing leadtimes per radiologist (from end-of-exam 10 date/time-of-authorization)
punclUality of patients
average wa iting time for patients over the day
number of patients waiting 100 long, per room and day of the week.
PATIENTS WITH AN APPO INTMENT WAITING TOO LONG (> 15 MIN)
PER ROOM AND PER WEEKDAY
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Example of RADI query omput (based on 3 months production in a large
university hospital)

The BAZIS/HIS has only limited graphical and statistical possibilities in comparison
with the commercially avai lab le PC programs dedicated for this purpose. One might
consider to download the operational data to a PC and carry aU( the management
support functions on the PC. However these PC app lications are often less suitable
for processing very large databases (e.g . a large hospital may SlOre over I million
radiology visits) , and it is not possible to combine the data on the PC with other data
from the HIS (e.g. GP informat ion for queries on referral pauerns). Final ly PC' s
have limited faci lities for data management and access control. Therefore it was
dec ided 10 maintain the management data base and process the queries at the HIS. In
case there is a need for statis tical analysis or graphical presentation, the aggregated
results can automaticall y be transferred 10 a PC.
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Example of graphical output (based on 3 months production in a large
university hospital)

4. Using clinical data for research and education
Besides departmental management , also educational and research activities can be
supported. For this a RIS should contain indexes on the Teaching file and should
support multiple indexes to select and retrieve radiological diagnoses.
Radiologists make all kinds of notes and registrations with respect to the diagnostic
process and/or to support their research and educational activities. For this purpose
they maintain their own card-trays, notebooks, PC files, copies of photo ' s, etc. These
notes are poorely accessible because:
the notes lack a uniform coding (no coding scheme, different interpretations)
there is no case based index to the registration, the teaching file can only be
organized according to one index at a lime
the amount of time required for retrieval from manual registrations is prohibitive
there is no direct relationship with other data and reports in RADl / the HIS
only limited access is possible (authoring radiologist only , one person at a time).
In RADl it is possible to record up to five radiodiagnostic codes for each examination
procedure performed . For each procedure up to six additional indexes (characteristics)
can be recorded, e.g . teaching file subject, artefact, and radiologist. Also the degree
and source of the certainty can be recorded , together with a free text note, if desired .
Hospitals can define for themselves which coding scheme to use. In the Netherlands
there are several schemes in use, i.a. the ACR coding and an adaptation of the ACR
coding scheme by the Dutch Society of Radiologists . However within one hospital
RADI supports only the use of one single coding scheme.
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By fitting in the registration as , a logical step in the diagnostic process, it allows for
a fast and easy coding . The registration of the codes can be done by the typist
immediately after entering the repon; for this is it necessary for the radiologist to
speak the appropiate code into the audio-tape. The radiologist can also enter the code
himself by means of a separate coding function . Identification of patient and visit can
be done by means of reading the barcode ID on the X ray folder. RADI offers
suppon for entering the correct codes by showing for each coding character the next
possible code characters according to the coding hierarchy.
Finally the system provides an easy method for (on-line) retrieval of codes and
patients. The retrieval of codes can be done patient oriented (e.g. earlier diagnostic
findings for this patient) or otherwise. The following selection variables can be used
for retrieval : (group of) findings, (group of) examinations , techniques of
examinations, visiting date. requester, source of certainty, and characteristics, like
teaching file or artefact. This way the radiologist can easily retrieve similar cases
which can be of interest both for the diagnostic process itself and for eductional or
research purposes.
5. Conclusion
To offer optimal suppon of the activities at the radiology depanment, a RIS should
allow for multiple views on clinical data. By sharing both RIS and HIS clinical data
among multiple persons and depanments in the hospital , a more efficient and effective
suppon of the clinical process can be given. By using flexible and easy to use
retrieval facilities , the operationally recorded clinical data can become available to be
used for managerial , educational or research purposes. The philosophy of integration,
once-only registration of data which then becomes available for other users throughout
the hospital. is essential to achieve this.
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Development and Implementation of an Academic Nuclear
Medicine Information Management System and Clinical
Imaging Viewing Work Station Based on Personal
Computer Technology
Fabio Almeida, M.D. , Robert J. Lull, M.D.
Department of Nucfear Medicine, San Francisco General Hospital

Introduction
The availability of relatively inexpensive, high powered personal
computer (PC) technology and readily available database and software
development tools has made possible the crc.1tion of an all digital, fully
computerized nuclear medicine department. Our approach to the design and
implementation of an information management system, selection of PC hardware
and software as well as selection and utilization of an integrated picture archiving
and communication system (p ACS) is discussed. The current system has been in
place for over one and a half years and consists of multiple networked gamma
camera platforms which arc integrated with our information management system
(lMS) composed of relational controlled-vocabulary patient and study specific
databases, report generation tools, editing tools and report retrieval tools running
on networked IBM compatible 486 personal computers running the Microsoft
Workgroup for Windows 3. 11 grapllical interface. The PACS operates on an
Apple Macintosh platform directly networked into all of our gamma camera
computer systems as well as operating as a node of the IBM - PC network.
IMS Database
The IMS database was developed using Superbase 2.0 for Windows
(Software Publishing Corp. Santa Clara, Cal. This program was selected on the
basis of its many features which include: support of up to I billion records with
unlimited numbers of fields per record and up to 999 indexes, character field
lengths of up to 4000 with external text file support, multilevel password
protection, integrated local area networking, support for multiple PC standard
image formats and import / export support for DBF and SQL database files. In
addition, the program provides an object-oriented, event driven visual
programming environment which aided in the development of a graphical formbased interface to the database. With his development tool, the database interface
front end was designed such that information entry and vocabulary could be
completely controlled th rough point and click selection of lookup tables and
menus. By eliminating purcly free text entry in our database interface design, exact
information is consistently recorded into the database which has the advantage of
making futu re database qucries maximally efficient with no loss of relevant records
due to syntactical diffcrcnces or the use of synonymous terms or lexical variants
(Figure \a & I b).
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Figure lao Menu screen of the IMS study database.

Figure lb. Database study entry screen demonstrating an example of
one of the many pop-up lookup tables from which entries arc made.
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Figure Ic. Database menu screen demonstrating the user report retrieval
interface which includes listing of the patient names, identification
numbers, study date, type of study and the status of the report (complete or
not complete).

The IMS database is utilized in nearly all aspects of information flow in
our department. Front desk staff access the IMS database to schedule patient
procedures and log-in patients upon their arrival. Each patient study is given a
unique identification number which is then used for tracki ng and linking to all
subsequent related information. Technologists use the database to produce patient
procedure specific worksheets which are used to record study and quality assurance
information. They also have the ability to retrieve old patient study records for
information which may include special procedures and technical variations
required during the patient's previous visits (Figure Ic). Staff generate study
reports by selecting the patient study from the IMS database and interacting with a
template producing program which automatically generates a report in a standard
(off the shelf) full word-processing program (Microsoft Word for Windows 6.0)
which is then r""dy for additional edits, spell checking and merging representative
images. If the report is not directly entered by the staff, the same tools sets are used
by the transcriptionists to generate reports. With these tools, preliminary clinical
reports generated by residents can be generated in as little as 2 to 5 minutes and
immediately available to attending staff for review and finalization. Using dynamic
data exchange (DDE), a feature of many Microsoft Windows applications,
programmable background communications between the database, template
generating program and word processing program arc possible which then allows
sharing of information between applications, report text formatting and storage to
be completely automated. Using several application programs each specifically
designed for different tasks with DDE linking offers the advantage of seamless
interaction and has been key in insuring consistency in sequential fil e naming

conventions, network repository location and security of patient sensitive data. The
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IMS database additionally allows the staff to easily access current and previous
study results, record follow-up patient information and correlative study results,
generate reports and statistical information for research, resource utilization and
quality assurance.
Hardwarc and Nctwork
The major advantage in the use of PC technology has been the vast and
growing selection of high performance desktop computers and peripherals as well
as the significant purchase savings driven by a large scale marketplace. The
already wide and ever increasing distribution of these computers, corresponding
development tools and software has led to the accelerated discovery and
improvement in the technology.
Since both Macintosh PCs and IBM compatible personal computers
running Microsoft Windows software offer comparable easy to usc graphical user
interfaces and have the ability to be networked using several protocols
simultaneously, choosing a single PC platform was unnecessary. Selection was
made on the basis of optimal performance and tools available for the particular
platform designed for the desired specific task as well as for overall price. In this
manner, IBM compatible 486 PCs running Microsoft's Windows for Workgroups
3.11 were selected as the platform for the database, word processing program,
study report repository and overall office management tools. The PC network is
configured in distributed ethernet local area network as outlined in Figure 2.
Selection of a centralized image viewing workstation was guided by OUf
needs to view and archive studies acquired on gamma cameras from multiple
vendors including General Electric (GE), Trionix and Siemens Icon as well as our
desire to contain costs. After evaluating several vendors, we found the
DeltaManager image management software (Medimage Ann Arbor, MI) which
runs on the Apple Macintosh to be the most appropriate choice. Although the post
acquisition processing of this software is limited, we found image display
capabilities to be excellent. Single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) myocardial perfusion studies make up a significant portion of our
workload. Efficient display of these types of studies therefore played an major role
in our decision to use the DellaManager. We were initially and continue to be
impressed with the speed and flexibility of the program's tomographic display.
Unlike many other systems which create separate files for transaxial, sagital and
coronal datasets, the DellaManager system dynamically generates coronal and
sagital slices from the transaxial slices. This technique uses less overall computer
memory and enables very fast image manipulation such as three slice triangulation
and combination of datasets for slice to slice comparison (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Network diagram demonstrating the configuration of
the gamma cameras, central viewing workstation and PC LAN.
In our department, all clinical images are transferred for initial and final
analysis to the DeltaManager workstation after acquisition and processing on the
gamma camera computer systems. Networking to the gamma cameras is
accomplished via multiple simultaneously running network protocols. These
include Macintosh Opcn Systems Interconnection (MacOSI) for GE networking,
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) via TCP/IP for the Trionix and file sharing via Apple
File Protocol (AFP) for the Siemens Icon. The overall speed of file transfer is fairly
rapid with 2 megabytes of data transferring in approximately I to 2 minutes. The
workstation accesses two daisy chained small computer serial interface (SCSI) I
Gigabyte removable optical disk storage devices, each which has the ability to store
approximately 4 months of our department's imaging studies or over 3000
individual images per disk. Studies can be recalled directly from the optical disks
without the need to transfer the datasets back to the local hard drive on the
Deltamanager. Recall of previous studies for analysis or comparison is therefore
very rapid with disk access specds of approximately 30 to 50 msec. Patient study
location pointers to the optical disk library are maintained in the IMS database.
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Figure 3. Window from the DeitaManager displaying a post stress and resting
myocardial perfusion study in a three view (short axis, vertical long axis and

hori zontal long axis) comparison.
The Dclalamanagcr image viewing workstation also provides features
which allows for the generation of QuickTime movies for teaching file purposes as
well as clipping of selected representative images which can then be saved and
transferred to the IBM - PC network for inclusion in the clinical reports. Another
important feature of the Delatamanager system is remote access accomplished
through the use of portable Macintosh PowerBook color computers equipped with
high speed modems, Apple Remote Access (ARA) software for remote
communication and drive redirection as well as fully functional image viewing
software.
The development and implementation of the information management
and centralized clinical imaging viewing and archival systems based on personal
computer technology has been cost effective and well-received by both staff
physicians and technologists. By allowing rapid analysis of imaging studies
without the need to wait for film development as well as improving generation and
access to study reports, the overall impact of the computerized system has been to
substantially improve timeliness of study analysis and enhance report generation
speed and format. It has also served to facilitate the improved management of
patient follow-up, quality assura nce and resource utilization data in an effort to
strengthen management control for the containment of health care costs in an

academic nuclea r medicine department.

Radiotherapy Information Management System
Pavel V. Houdek, James G. Schwade, Ira M. Wolf, Vincent J. Pisciotta,
Xiaodong Wu, Jeffrey A. Fiedler, Joseph Y Ting, Arnold M. Markoe,
Alfred H. Brandon and Aaron H. Wolfson
Department of Radiation Oncology, Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center
University of Miami School of Medicine , Miami , FL

I.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of modem radiotherapy practice, including clinical ,
academic, and financial operations, as well as data transfer within a department and
with the outside world including, for example, private, federal and scientific entities
(referring physicians, tllird party payors, Medicare, RTOG , etc.) requires the
efficient management of large alllounts of information. WitllOut adequate automation,
it is difficult to accolllplish this task rapidly and accurately . We report here on tbe
design and implementation of a computer network system conceived expressly for
this purpose .
The system is a PC based Etl,ernet local area network that uses only
commercially available hardware and software such as DOS and Novell operating
systems. The network is modular and its composition can easi ly be modified to
accolllmodate the changing needs of dIe deparmlent. The network pemlits inmlediate

integration of different computers. as well as unification of software resources. In
addition to standard word processing, database, spreadsheet, and optical scanning
application programs. radiotherapy-specific software for infornlation management and
twnor registry are also vital components of the system. The network integrates the
bulk of radiotherapy hardware, including three computer-controlled accelerators, two
computer-controlled simulators. and a treatment planning facility. The network also
incorporates the majority of departmental operations in the clinical, research and

administrative areas.
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U.

METHODS

The system is built around two IBM 95XP 486 / 50 MHz file servers and
a 56 GByte optical/magnetic storage facility. The network includes eighty 286 - 486
/ 16 - 33 MHz personal computers (PCs) configured as workstations, print, FAX,
and transcription servers, twO optical scanning stations, and a multimedia
access/educational center. A schematic diagram of Ute system is shown in Figure I.
The core of the radiotherapy information management system consists of
three commercially available software products used in concert to foml a complete
electronic patient chart and radiotherapy infonllation analysis stmcture. A brief
overview of these three program packages is provided herein:
The IMPAC ACCESS patientltreaUllent data management software is a
primary component of the infoffilation management system. It is comprised of a suite
of modules ulat facilitate Ute following aspects of departmental operations:

· patiem registration
· patient consult, treatment and follow-up visit scheduling
· simulator/accelerator scheduling for regular periodic
quality assurance testing and preventive maintenance
· computer acquisition and storage of simulation fields
· dosimetric parameter input, including treatment field
monitor unils and secondary dose point ratios
· automated accelerator set·up and record-and-veri fy
· automatic charge capture
· complete billing services
· statistical analysis of patient demographic and treatment
infonllation for departmental planning purposes
· management / infon1l3tional repofting tools

for financial and accounting purposes
· staff quality control checklist
The IMS 2020 document archiving/re trieval system produced by Lanier
Worldwide Corporation is the second important constituent of Ute system, and is used
for digitization and storage of all paper documentation received from outside, as well
as utat ge nerated wiutin our deparUllent. The 56 Gbyte optical/magnetic storage
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facility used in conjunction wiut this software consists of a 50 platter CD jukebox
and six separate on-line optical drives. In addition to patient hardcopy infomlation
storage, utis system is used as a computer library to provide rapid , widespread access
to manuals, teclllllCal articles and other scanned paper documentation of interest to
departmental staff.
Finally, a computerized tumor registry based upon ONCOLOG software.
and tailored to radiotherapy-specific requirements is also available o n the network.
This program is used to record patient disease staging, treatment, complication and
response parameters to track patient disease-free and actuarial survi vals. All patients
have this iufonllation entered imo the computer, with additional data input depending
upon the patient 's medical history, disease site and staging and participation in
specific RTOG and in-house clinical study research protocols. A useful consequent
application of this database is, for example, the ge neration of data for Morbidity and
Mortality reports. or tracking any number of quality assurance and improvement
parameters required by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospital Operatio ns
(JCAHO) .
As in any modern computer-eq uipped medi cal facility , our department also
utilizes software to handle wordprocessing, database design. spreadsheet applications.
graphi cs producti on. computer-aided
communication links via the Internet.

Ill.

design.

electronic

mail

and

global

DISCUSSION
Staff input, acceptattce, co-operation and adequate initial training are

essential to the successful implementation of a radiotherapy illfonllation management
system and subsequent transition from a conventional paper-chart based practice to
completely compmer-based electronic infonnation management.
Once staff had become accustomed to and effi cient at using the system.
considerable benefits 10 patients and the department as a whole were realized . in
tenus of both cOllvenience and time-saving issues. For example, patient infonnation
may be accessed at any computer tennillal within the department , completely
eliminating the incidence of unavailable charts. The automatic accelerator set-up and
record-and-verify capabilities of the IMPAC ACCESS software pac kage allow our
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technologists to spend more of their time per treatment session ensuring accurate
patient positioning. and interacting more with patients, which helps reduce patient
apprehension, prevents treatment deli very errors and eliminates much of the time
otherwise expended record -keeping.
As with any composite system, seamless integrati on o f all components can

present diffi culties . Different user interfaces coupled with the necessit y of hav ing to
regularly enter and then ex it programs to access different applications can result in
barriers to effi cient system use. Additionall y. the integration of older hard ware can
also result in system perfonnance limitations . However, with appropriate matching

of hardware resources and indi vidual personnel functions, these problems can be
minimized.
The network described herein has been in operation fo r twO years and has
proven sufficient for departmental needs. The department sees approximately 1,000
new patients per year and encompasses a space roughl y 40,000 square fee t in area.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS
A PC based radioulerapy infomlation management system is cost effective.

In compariso n with established standards, it excels in both rapidity and accuracy of
data generation, processing, storage, and retrieval operations.
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A Modular Information System to Support Clinical and
Research Interests in a Breast Imaging Center
Daniel C. Sullivan, MO., Louis M Humphrey,
Phyllis J. Kornguth, MO., Ph.D. , William Banks and Minh DoVan
Department of Radiology, Duke Unive rsity Medical Center, Durham, NC

Introduction
ore tha n any othe r Radiology specialty. mammography has attracted national
The
challenge of provid ing hi gh quality heaIthca re whil e adhering to regula tions
makes ma mmography idea lly suited to automation . Co mputeri za tion of the work
flow in cl breast imaging center makes it possible to handl e large vo lumes of
patients efficiently. evaluate ou tco mes, document adhere nce to federa l, state and
JCAHO regulati ons (lud accommodate resea rch interests.

M attenti on a nd with it has co me increasing scrutiny and regu lati on.

Design Objectives

T

he overall goa l in compute ri zi ng the entire breast imag ing facility was to
increase the accuracy and co mpleteness of information from initial sc hed ulin g
to final reporting and patie nt follow-up. Routine operations in a breast imaging
center have become so co mpl ex that it is nearly impossible to max imi ze patient
th roughput , ma intain the accuracy of all data collected, and guarantee complia nce
with all regulations wilholltllsing a computer in so me capacity. In designing this
informa tion syste m, we tri ed to automate as much of the operation of the breast
imaging center as possible while striving to provide maxi mum flexibil ity.
Sevcral key objcctivcs influcnccd thc system design :
•

Direct data entry by a ll staff members. - We co nsidered direct data e ntry by
the users to be an importa nt method of reducing transcription errors and
ensuring data entry. To reduce dependence on paper in mana gement
operations we replaced most paper forms with a n equivale nt computerized
operation. For the system to work well, we believed it was necessary to have
the dat a ent ered by a ll starT members in rea l tim e. Accordingly, we stmctured
the system to allow easy input of a ll data.

•

System prompts for additional sequential actions. - Wc decided that the
syste m should be rcsponsible for helping use rs adhe re to certain ntles and
procedures. The progrllln does this by either modifyi ng c hoices (c nabling or
disabling options) or notifying the appropriate people of acti ons to be
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performed (e.g., rescheduling for additional exams or film requests). There
mc ma ny situations where certain conditions should tri gge r a response or
acti on. In a nOll-co mputerized e nvironment, the response occurs only if the
people involved recogni ze the conditions and they arc abl e to respond before
they forget or beco me di stracted. We also decided that the syste m would not
force a ny optional or required action if the use r did not desire it. In some
cases, however. the system requires actions before other functions become
avai lable, so fail ure to take an appropria te acti on co uld result in a n inability to
perform :l1lother aCl ion later. This inability to access a ce rtain fun cti on forces
sta lT me mbers to go back a nd co rrect or a mend the previously omitted steps if

they want the subsequent action to occur. Since it is often a combination of
actions th at leads to a desired result, this design co mpels sta lT members to
e nte r data a nd pe rfor m all acti ons at the appropriate times. The use of work
lists th ro ughout th e program e nsures that indi vidual tasks do not get
ove rl ooked .
•

Flexibility in configurati on. - The system needed to be broadly conlig urabl e
to perform correctly in di ffe rent sites and to respond to chan ges in clinical
practi ce or regul ati ons without requirin g additional programmin g. We took
ca re to e nsure that syste m flexibility did not comp ro mise accurat e capture of
import a nt or essent ial da ta. T his a llows the syste m to be as co mpre hensive as
possible with out being excessively restri cti ve.

•

Standa rd te rminology. - We designed the reporting module to follow the
lexicoll recommellded by the Breast Imagillg Report ill¥ alld Data Syste m
(B1RADS) of the ACR for as Illa ny cases as applicable. Since so me cases
ca ll 1I0t be illterpreted using the BIRADS lexicolI, the program allows illput as
free tex t whe n necessary.

•

Co mpre he nsive reporting capability. - Although aut omati on is most
importa nt for screening mamm ography. our objective was to design the
syste m to e ncompass all activities a nd all imaging procedures in a breast
imaging cent er.

System Overview

T

he mammog raphy system was developed to mimi c a nd replace Illost of the
ma nual opera tions that a re essenti al in a busy breast imaging facility. The
system reco rds informati on necessa ry for regula tory age ncies a nd resea rch . The
applica tion a nd database manage interrela tionships of the da ta whenever possible.
The system has a client/server architecture and uses a relational database e ngine
(Sybasc) as the database serve r. All da ta a re stored in a single da tabase accessible
from a variety of pla tfo rm s a nd phys ical locations over a n Ethernet network. A
deta iled desc ripti on of fea tures is beyo nd the scope of this pa per.
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We developed the sys te m as a number of inte racti ng modules. Each module
handles a group of related operations in the department. There arc 5 ge neral
modules:
I.
2.
3.

Schcduling
Patient Tracking
Recordi ng Medical History

4.

Exam Interpretation

5.

Sta ti stical Reporting

In add ition there arc several additional features supported separate ly that were
necessary or desired [or efficient operations:

6.
7.
8.
9.

Immediate transcription and generation of patient reports or
screening lellers (pri nting occurs after interpretation approval)
Reminder notices (based on information from sched uling)
Outside film tracking (tracking requests for ou tside films a nd
verifying their return)
Management reports for ge neral operati onal que ri es.

The schedulin g modul e is similar in
many respects to sc heduling programs in
any Radiology Informati on System. One
oC the major advantages oC this module is
the graphica l user interCllce that makes it
casy to picture the schedu le Cor any day
and easy to sc hedul e, resc hed ule or move
any appointment (Figure I).
The
program c rea tes a ' ~e h ed ulin g worklist"
for exa ms that need to be sc hedul ed or
rcscheduled.
Wh en the radiologist Figure I: Scheduling Screen
recolllllle nds a Collow-up appo intment,
Cor exa mple, it is added auto matica lly to this work list.
As appointme nts a re
scheduled, the program deletes patient na mes from thc work list. An offshoo t of
sc hed uling is the ability to se nd either reminder notices 10 sched ul ed patients or
noti ces requesting the m to call to
schedul e Callow-up exa ms.

Figure 2: Medical History Ent ry Screen

Patient tracking monitors palient fl ow
th ro ugh the breast inuiging section. As
patients a rrive in the depa rtme nt. the
receptionist marks th em in the systcm
as having arrived.
Si mil a r Ccatures
allow the section pe rsonnel to record
that the e,\:Cllll is in progress or
co mpl eted. In this module, the progra m
llssigns a requi sition number to t.he
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scheduled exam record to link Ute scheduled exam and performed exam.
The technologist uses the medical history module (Figure 2) to enter or verify the
history relevant to mammography.
She enters or updates all applicable
information concerning medications, previous bre.:1st-reiated procedures, present
physical findings or symptoms, and family history. This information is then
available to the radiologist during the interpretation of the exam (Figure 3). Once
the radiologist approves the interpretation of the mammogram, the program
prohibits any changes to the patient history linked to that exam.
We designed the exam interpretation module to be completed by the radiologist.
Using standard graphical lIser interfaces that allow maximum flexibility in
reporting techniques, Ute radiologist can choose descriptors from various lists for
findings and conclusions (Figure 4). The
system manager can configure the program
so that the radiologist could use a
keyboard, mouse, bar-code scanner, light
pen or touch-sensitive screen to enter
his/her report.
It takes a radiologist
approximately 5 to 10 seconds to enter and

approve a routine or normal casco
Mammograms with abnormalities require
15 to 90 seconds for result entry, depending
on the complexity of the case. Wherever
possible, the choices for findings and
Figure 3. Medical History Review
conclusions conform to the BIRADS
lexicon. Since the lexicon was designed primarily for screening mammography, it
does not cover all situations encountered in diagnostic mammography. Therefore,
we added several choices to the screens for diagnostic studies. In addition, users
can enter comments throughout all modules to handle situations that the
programmed choices do not cover.
The reporting module also allows
one to use standardized text for
normal mammograms (codes).
These make routine reporting
simple and quick.
System
managers can easily configure the
prepared text option, without
programming changes, to handle
simple cases other than normal
exams. A review of patient history
is possible at any phase of results
reporting. Upon report approval,
the system can automatically and
immediately produce repons to the Figure 4: Findings Screen (Reporting)
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clinician and letters to the patients.

Since the system requires immediate data input by all staff members, statistical
reporting is always available and clirrent. The data arc stored in a re lational
database, mak ing it available for review using a number of reportin g tools. T he
system has a numbe r of standard repons to handl e the presently identified
repo rting needs. Additi onal rcports ca n be customized to present the data
differently. Co mputerized forms for ent ering pathology resuits are provided.
Direct links to pathol ogy databases and/or tumor registri es acc possible. The
add ition of pathology results to the database makes it possible to assess
radi ologists ' acc uracy a nd oth er performance parameters.

Benefits of the System

T

hiS information system provides benefits related to seve ral functions of a
breast imag in g ce nt e r.

Clinical. The system eliminates redundant recording of demog raphi c and medi cal
history informati on. Once the information is ent ered it is available to all
users at all times. Users can update or correct the information annually or as
needed, but they need enter only changes or new data.
Anot.her benefit to patie nt s and staff is that the entered information should be
more accurate than in systems that rely on subseque nt tra nsc ripti on. Direct
input of a ll information, including exa m interpreta tion s, by the person
responsible for th e acc uracy of the data eliminates tran script ion errors and
provides immedi ate availability of the data to othe rs.
Consiste ncy in terminol ogy used for history-taking and exa m inte rpretation is
another benefit. O nly certain choices are available to th e tec hn ologists during
ve rifi cat ion and updlllin g of the history. Standardi zed markin g of findings
on a n anatomic diagram is another feature of th e syste m. The variability of
radiologists ' interp reta tion s has been a sig nifi ca nt proble m for ma ny referring
clinicians. Use of the BIRADS lexico n should result in more consistent
reporting of findings and co nclusions by leading the radio logist through the
interpretat ion process in an orderly, stepwise fashion.
Referring to
mclllllllograp hy, it has recen tly been stated that ''Sta nd a rdi zed te rmin ology
con tribut es to a n ord erly thought process leadi ng
to logical
recommendations. ,, 2
Final printed reports for referring phys icians arc ava ilab le imllled iately as
well as form letters for the patient s desc ribing the result s of th eir
mamm ogra ms in layman's terms.

Atlmillislralive. One of the principal benefits of the system is the ca pture and
orga ni za tion of data to co mply with state, federal, and JCAHO regulati ons.
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Direct cntI)1 of results into a computer system provides documentation of the
effort ex pended and the results obtained for each patient encounter. Overall,
direct entry of data by the personnel responsible should result in an effici ency
in operati ons. When the reporting module is used to enter all interp retatio n
results, the data collected can be pooled with other regional and nati onal data

to monitor local, regional and national trends and outcomes in a consistent
manner.
Edu catioJlal.

T he standardi zed format and terminology (lexicon) prov ide an
effective teaching tool for radiology residents and others learning
mammogmphic interpretation.

Research. The availability of accurate data in an accessible, long-term database
facilitates II va riety of research projects. For example, it makes possible the
incorporation and investigation of diagnostic aids such as Ileural netwo rks
that predict the probabi lity of malignancy for a give n findin g. Furthermore,
resea rch 0 11 outcomes or prac tice guidelines requires daLa collected in a
standardized fas hion over many yea rs.

Disadvantages

I

nitial di sadvantages of developing this system were the costs of hardware and
prog ramming time. There was also an unmeasurable cost in lost professiolUll
and staff lime from individuals who we re unfamiliar with using computers. The
aJUount of ongoing operational support needed from computer professionals is not
knowll.

A di sadva ntage from the radiologists' perspecti ve is the necessity to look at the
screen and away fro m the films to enter the interpretation. T his could be obviated
in the future by voice-act ivated commands.

Conclusion

T

his comprehensive information system fo r a breast imaging facility automates
all manual data reco rding and administrati ve functions, improves efficiency,
accuracy and completeness, and accmes benefit s to patients, support stc]ff,
referring physicians, rad iologist and administrators.
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Automated Computerized Equipment Assessment Program
William E. Steinburg, R. T (R) N.M. B.A. HSA
Department of Diagnostic Imaging , Caritas Health Group (Misericord ia site)
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

As the information age unfolds, North Americans increasingly

are coming under pressure to do what they are presently doing
in less time.

In other words, their time must be spent more

productively,
The ever-increasing time required to analyze complex equipment
tenders multiplies the demands on managers in areas, such as

Purchasing and Diagnostic Imaging .

While the use of tendering

for equipment purchases is common throughout North America,
a complete computer program to facilitate this process
previously has not been available.
ANDREA, designed to run on MS-DOS compatible microcomputers,
is a sophisticated computerized program for tendering simple
or complex equipment.
Developed by RAYDAC Enterprises Ltd.,
Spruce Grove, Alberta, ANDREA was site tested at Misericordia
Hospital, a member of the Caritas Health Group, and the Royal
Alexandra Hospital, both in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

The ANDREA program facilitates development of common bidding
instructions, options/accessories and technical specifications
for equipment.
This computerized method allows all vendors
to be treated equal during the technical and financial
evaluations of tender responses.
Originally designed for use in tendering Diagnostic Imaging
equipment, ANDREA has applications in other industries. When
a client wants to evaluate equipment specifications, the
software encompasses all phases of equipment acquisition
assessment. ANDREA provides an effective method for comparing
vendor
responses
by
assigning
relative
weights
to
specifications. Vendo r responses are automa tically displayed
in tables that include cost summaries, weight averaging,
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options and accessories. The resulting coat analysis reflects
true value to the client.

The
software
allows
its
users
to
create
technical
specifications with weighted value of importance and coding

methods that allow the client to identify if the vendors meet,
exceed or are non-compliant in their responses.

In addition to being unique and cost effective, ANDREA is user
friendly.
Proficiency with the system is usually achieved
within a matter of hours. Vendors do not need to purchase any

special

software

in

order

to

respond

to

tenders.

All

necessary software is provided on the vendor diskettes created

by the program.

The overall process is outlined in Figure I.

The client identifies and creates the list of vendors who will

be invited to bid on the proposed equipment.

As part of the

client's input, tender specifications are created including
bidder's instructions, technical specifications together with
options and accessories specifications. On completion of the
specifications, a vendor diskette is created and sent along

with a paper copy of the tender to the vendors for response.
ANDREA is then loaded by the vendors onto their personal
computers.

software

Some vendors have become so familiar with this

that

they

prefer

to

respond

directly

onto

the

diskette supplied without using the paper documentation.
(Some companies choose to use the paper tender documents to
fill in the responses and then transfer them to the diskette

when completed . )

The vendor may also print a paper copy of

responses for their permanent records.
On completion the vendor returns the tender to the client, in
this case, Diagnostic Imaging Service, on the date, time and
location specified.
On receipt of tender responses from
vendors, the client reviews and codes each response as,
"meets/exceeds;
needs
discussion;
or
does
not
meet
specifications."
This initial step should not exceed more
than 30 to 60 minutes per vendor. When the initial coding is
completed, by selecting reports, the evaluator can generate
a number of comparative analyses to use and discuss with the
client equipment team or committee.
Specifications identified as needing clarification with the
client equipment team or vendors can be identified by a
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numerical code assigned to identify further discuBsion, and
verified for final coding with the vendors during a vendor
presentation or aite visit.
SUMMARY

ANDREA allows

the vendors to be treated equal

during the

technical and financial evaluation of tender responses while
documenting their contractual obligations in a permanent
document. In addition, the program will create an electronic
or paper tender document customized to the client's own
specifications.
To date, over 10 million dollars have been tendered using this
software, including major equipment in computed Tomography,
Ultrasound, film processors, laser cameras, Nuclear Medicine
Gamma Cameras and Radiology equipment.

ANDREA runs on a personal computer (MSDOS) and is a program
onto its own.

This program does not require other software

to be purchased by the vendor, and offers the following to its
users:
significant time reduction for managers when evaluating
and purchasing equipment;
•

linkage with vendors by diskette or paper documents, or

both;
generation of a comprehensive report package, including
result tables comparing multiple companies at one time,
cost comparisons, technical weighting of specifications
and degree of vendor compliance;
the ability to edit, merge, clone and renumber all or
any part of an existing tender, and
generation of a full analysis spreadsheet of four bids

before the end of one working day.
Generally,
computerized
software
like ANDREA
professional managers and directors substantial
which can be directed to other need challenges.

can
save
man hours
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ANDREA SOFTWARE
VERSION 2.1
PROCESS
INPUT
CREATE TENDER SPECIFICATIONS

• Establish Table of Conte nts
• Technical Specifications
• Accessory & Option spec' 5

Aquisit ion

Decision

• Vendor Information

Site Visits

Technical Assessment
Clinical Asscssmclll

Techn ical Review
Copy Diskettes for Vendor
Distribution

By
Equipment Team

Vendors Load ANDREA In

Persona l Compu ter & Enter
Rcsponccs To Tender

Generate Comparilivc
Ana lysis Reports

(MSDOS)

Vendor Pri nts
Copy of Tender With

Tender

Their Responses

On Diskette

Responses Returned

Review & Code

Responses

This Software has been reported by others to cut 30% in production time and al
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Computer-Assisted Radiology: Research Support at the
Diagnostic Imaging Research Branch, National Cancer
Institute
Faina Shtern, Wendy R. Fredericks and Sandra Zink
Radiation Research Prog ram , Division of Cancer Treatment
Nationat Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland

Diagnostic hnaging Research Branch (DIRB) is the leading extramwal,
research-sponsoring organizational unit in imaging science at the National
Cancer Institute (NCI). As an extramwal part of NCI, DIRB has two
major responsibilities: 1) administration of investigator-initiated grants;
and 2) development of national policy in imaging science,
In Fiscal Year (FY) 1993, computer-assisted radiology (CAR) research
suppon comprised about $16.5 MIn, or 30.6% of the annual DIRB

budget (See Fig. I), Currently, DIRB annual CAR suppon is only
slightly smaller compared to Magnetic Resonance hnaging and
Spectroscopy, the largest area of research expenditures. Among the
CAR-supported research fields, the largest portion of funds is allocated to
image processing, computer-aided diagnosis and three-<limensional
imaging at 37.19%, closely followed by PACS-related technologies
(workstation and other hardware design, teleradiology, etc.) at 28,3%
and other digital imaging technologies at 23.57%. On the other hand,
knowledge-based system development comprises only 6.6% and
cognitive perception research 4.3% of the DIRB annual CAR-related
expenditures.
As policy makers, DIRB staff members have the responsibility to develop
new national and international research programs in imaging science.
Over the last several years, DIRB staff proposed and supponed several
CAR initiatives: 1) National Digital Mammography Development Group
(1,2); 2) Quantitation of Tumor Response to Treatment: a ThreeDimensional Approach (1 ,3); 3) Radiologic Diagnostic Oncology Group
V: Stereotactic Tissue Diagnosis in Non-Palpable Breast Cancer (4); 4)
Federal Technology Transfer Program in Digital Mammography (5.6);
and 5) Medical hnaging Databases (7,8). While the first two DIRB
programs were described at SCAR'92 (1), this paper will focus on the
recent NCI research initiatives proposed and funded since that time, their
background, rationale, goals and scope.
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1) Radiologic Diagnostic Oncology Group V: Stereotactic
Tissue Diagnosis in Non-Palpable Breast Cancer.
Background
The objective of the NCI initiative entitled "Radiologic Diagnostic
Oncology Group V: Stereotactic Tissue Diagnosis in Non-Palpable Breast
Cancer" is to facilitate development of an optimal clinical algorithm for
characterization of small subclinical breast cancers through a centrally
coordinated multi-<:enter cooperative clinical study.
The Radiologic Diagnostic Oncology Group (RDOO) was formed in
September, 1987, in response to a DIRB/NCI Request for Applications
(RFA). The RDOG objective is timely evaluation of current and
emerging imaging modalities in the management of patients with cancer.
The development of multi-institutional clinical trial groups allows for
rapid patient accrual within a short period of time. This in tum assures
rapid evaluation and optimization of imaging techniques for diagnosis,
staging and serial monitoring of cancer, with early dissemination to the
public of proven new methods.
Since the time of its establishment, RDOO clinical research has been
important for the development of optimal imaging algorithms for prostate
and lung cancer (RDOO I), pancreatic and colon cancer (RDOG 11),
musculoskeletal and head and neck cancer (RDOO III) and ovarian and
pediatric solid tumor imaging RDOG IV). Seven protocols are currently
underway in twenty three academic centers in this country.
RDOO has had significant impact on clinical research in Radiology. This
is the first time that multi-institutional clinical trials in diagnostic imaging
have been conducted in a centrally coordinated fashion with strict quality
control and analysis of cost-effectiveness. Ultimately, RDOO study
findings will be useful for design of therapeutic protocols, in formulating
clinical and reimbursement policy.
The specific focus of RDOO V is to study imaging-guided stereotactic
breast lesion biopsy as a minimally invasive alternative to an open
surgical biopsy. This RFA is based on the recommendations of the NCI
workshop organized by the Diagnostic Imaging Research Branch of the
Division of Cancer Treannent in collaboration with the Early Detection
Branch of the Division of Cancer Prevention and Control.
The majority of patients (about 80%) undergoing open surgical biopsy of
the breast lesions do not have cancer. Recently, .imaging-guided
stereotactic breast biopsy has emerged as a minimally invasive novel tool
with the potential to replace open surgical biopsy in a significant
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fraction of patients. There are two potential advantages of stereotactic
breast biopsies as compared to surgery: 1) minimization of tissue damage
(and thus improvement in cosmetic results); and 2) cost effectiveness. In
addition, recent reports indicate that stereotactic technique, which allows
for precise, quantitative, pinpoint locaIization of breast lesions, improves
diagnostic yield of conventional free-handed approaches to imagingguided biopsy of breast lesions; indeed, stereotactic methodology may
decrease the insufficient sample rate when fine needle biopsy is
performed (Schmidt R., University of Chicago, Presented at the NCI
Workshop, September 5, 1991).
Two approaches to imaging-guided stereotactic breast tissue diagnosis are
employed: 1) Stereotactic Fine Needle Aspiration (SFNA); and 2)
Stereotactic Core Needle Biopsy (SCNB). SFNA produces aspiration
cytology, while SCNB produces tissue samples comparable to open
surgery. The sensitivity of SFNA as compared to open surgery ranges
from 79 to 100% (depending on the center), while the insufficient sample
rate ranges from 0 to 25% (Schmidt R., University of Chicago, Presented
at the NCI Workshop, September 5,1991). The sensitivity for SCNB,
on the other hand, was reported at 95% compared to open surgical
biopsy-- with no insufficient samples (Parker et al. Radiology 1991;
180:403-407; Parkeret al. Radiology 1990; 176:741-747). SCNB and in
particular SFNA are less traumatic than open surgery, and the cost of
stereotactic tissue diagnosis is about 28 % of that for surgical procedures.

In summary, these preliminary clinical data indicate patient benefit and
cost-effectiveness of imaging-guided stereotactic breast biopsy as
compared to open surgical biopsy. However, indications for stereotactic
(SFNA vs SCNB) as compared to open surgical biopsy have not been
defined, and a number of questions remain to be addressed (e.g. false
negative rate--missed lesions, the quality of samples, etc.).
Research Goals
The goal of this RFA is to stimulate multi-center evaluation of imagingguided stereotactic breast lesion biopsy and its impact on patient
management and cost-effectiveness as compared to open surgical biopsy.
Major clinical questions can be answered by such a study: 1) what
specific stereotactic technique is most appropriate?; 2) can stereotactic
breast biopsy replace open surgery? and if yes, in what specific clinical
situations? in what percentage of patients?; 3) what gain in patient
management and healthcare costs can be achieved? In order to address
these questions, a centrally-coordinated, cooperative, multi-institutional
study, with consensus-based experimental design development and data
analysis was funded by NCI.
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2) Medical Imaging Databases
Background
The purpose of the NCI initiative entitled "Medical hnaging Databases" is
to facilitate research that will address new medical imaging database
designs that focus on non -textual paradigms. The goal of medical
imaging databases is to provide a means for organizing a large mass of
heterogeneous, changing, pictorial, and symbolic data into a structured
environment that can be synthesized, classified, and presented in an
organized efficient manner to facilitate optimal decision making in a health
care environment. A properly organized imaging database can
compensate for human memory limitations and provide an environment
for improved patient care, research, and education. Development of an
effective and useful medical imaging database must take place in an
interdisciplinary environment, using the medical knowledge from
radiologists, radiation and medical oncologists, neurologists and other
specialties in collaboration with the database research community and the
imaging expertise of the computer and Picture Archiving and
Communications System (PACS) sciences.
Today, medical imaging database management and searches are largely
performed by skilled human investigators. Although considerable
progress has been achieved in recent years in the development of new
strategies for rapid and efficient textual retrievals from text databases,
very little effon has gone into the development of techniques for nontextual searches. Similatly, since medical images are poorly incorporated
into the overall collection of data on cancer patients, there is very little
attempt to cohesively gather information from images of different patients
for correlation with other critical parameters of their disease. The wealth
of information that is potentially accessible, but not available through any
currently available technology, would contribute to new clinical
knowledge about disease progression, prognostic indicators for outcome
assessment in patients scheduled for treatment, and the ability to assess
outcome in patients who have undergone treatment.
Research Goals
Although much research has already been done in the development of
"next generation databases," more research is needed to address the
complex issues of developing the tools for medical imaging databases in a
clinical environment. The research goals of this Program Announcement
include the following:
1. Development of a descriptive language for medical images that
describes image features that define the oncologic content of images
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and develops a standardized vocabulary for the geometric description of
the images;
2. Development and implementation of advanced query languages that
use pictorial and symbolic-based object-oriented data modeling to support
complex non-textual queries;
3. Development of new database models that incorporate the following
features:

a index an imaging database using image features;
b. support spatial relations for queries that can detect change, such as by
shape and size, but are robust enough to adjust for deformations;
c. develop object-oriented solutions that can handle levels of uncertainty
in identifying objects with fuzzy boundaries;
d. support temporal relations that reflect both the history of the patient, as
is currently best known, as well as what was in the database at any given
point in time;
e. allow for the development of ad hoc and customized schema that
evolve as the user gathers new data and knowledge by navigating through
or perusing the database;
f. solve integrity problems, such as resolving a situation when two
databases contain contradictory information;
g. carry out search and analysis processes that are both accurate and
timely and allow for the interaction of a human investigator.
5. Development of tools that allow for the cohesive unification of data
and information from hospital information systems, radiological
information systems, image archives and imaging machines into one
system for incorporation into the electronic medical record for
incorporation into the electronic medical record.
Research and implementations of database systems must proceed in
interdisciplinary environments that successfully combine the expertise and
know ledge from the medical community with that of the database and
computer science disciplines.
This on-going Program Announcement is currently active.
3) Federal Technology Transfer Program in Digital
Mammography
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Background
The purpose of the NCI initiative "Federal Technology Transfer Program
in Digital Mammography" is to facilitate development of digital
mammography and related technologies, including but not limited to the
foUowing areas: 1) digital detectors and display systems; 2) novel
algorithms for image processing and computer-aided diagnosis; and 3)
novel high performance, low cost networks for telemammography. This
program was jointly developed with and would be co-sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA).
Digital mammography is one of the most promising novel technologies
for early detection of breast cancer. Digital images offer several potential
advantages in image quality compared to conventional film-based
systems, including improved image contrast and resolution at a lower
radiation dose, and offer the additional benefits of computerized image
enhancement and image analysis, computerized image archiving, and the
possibility of image transmission for analysis at a distant site
(teleradiology), which could bring world-class expertise to community
hospitals. A Program Announcement entitled "National Digital
Mammography Development Group" (PA-92-57, Nlli Guide for Grants
and Contracts, Volume 21, March 27, 1992) was approved by the
Division of Cancer Treatment's Board of Scientific Counselors and has
resulted in the funding by the NCI of a multi-disciplinary, international
group consisting of four academic centers and two industrial components
aimed at developing this technology. We are convinced that the
development of all aspects of this technology will result in better qUality
mammographic images, more reliable interpretation, and greater
dissemination of state-<>f-the-art screening to a greater proportion of the
U.S. population of women at risk, with a resultant significant probability
of saving lives. As the recent data indicate, digital mammography may be
of particular potential benefit in younger women with dense breast tissue.
Many of the tools of digital mammography, including digital detectors
and display systems for the generation of high-resolution, high-contrast,
large-field-of-view images and computer algorithms for image
enhancement and analysis have already been developed for space and
military applications. As a result of the Diagnostic Imaging Research
Branch's pursuit of the development of a Federal technology transfer
program in digital mammography, an inter-agency agreement between the
NCI and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was
formalized in March 1992. This resulted in the establishment of the NCI
- NASA Working Group in an effon to apply the latest technologic
advances in image acquisition,
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processing, and transmission to digital mammography. In July 1992, the
Working Group, in collaboration with academic experts from the
radiologic community, developed a program statement, which was
broadly disseminated to Federal and Federally-supported laboratories in
order to identify technologies critical for, and transferable to, digital
mammography. Forty three technologic proposals were received in
response to the program statement, and thirteen were selected by peer
review process for further evaluation at the May 1993 Digital
Mammography Technology Transfer Workshop held by the NCINASA Working Group. The conference faculty composed of industrial
and academic experts concluded that the proposed technologies may solve
some of the currently existing fundamental technologic difficulties
hindering the development of digital mammography as a practical tool.
Based on the recommendations of this Workshop, we proposed a jointly
sponsored NCI - NASA Program Announcement in order to suppon the
transfer of promising technologies to digital mammography.
Research Goals
The goals and scope of this joint NCI/NASA Program Announcement
may include but are not limited to the following:
1) Dual use technology suppon. Development, assessment and
implementation of dual-use technology, wherein the proposed technology
will contribute to digital mammography as well as to image generation,
processing and transmission, as required by NASA.
2) Technology transfer suppon. wherein medical imaging
academiclindusttial teams work cooperatively with a Federal Laboratory
and/or Federally-funded grantee or contractor to apply a Federally
developed or funded technology to digital mammography.
Examples of appropriate topics include (but are not limited to):
1) development and testing of digital displays for high resolution (e.g.
50-100 micrometers per pixel), high contrast (about 12-14 bits), large
field of view visualization (4K by 4K, or 2K by 2K with 4K by 4K
buffer) combined with practical rate of display and luminescence;
2) incorporation of the above described video display systems into the
development of computer workstations with practical user interfaces,
including multi-resolution, "region-of-interest" displays and "bright light"
display equivalents;
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3) development and implementation of novel x-ray detectors in prototype
digital mammographic systems;
4) development and testing of novel high perfonnance, low cost digital
networks for image transmission;
5) high speed image processing for pattern recognition or image
compression, testing of innovative computer algorithms for computeraided diagnosis and image processing using standardized and/or
pathologically confirmed manunographic image databases, image
compression algorithms that do not compromise data integrity;
It is expected that multi-disciplinary teams will be fonned, with
participation of clinical radiologists as potential end-users of the systems
developed, medical physicists who can define the technical requirements
of the proposed equipment, and scientists from Federally-supported
laboratories and industry who developed relevant imaging technologies
for applications which may be other than digital manunography (e.g.
military, space, entertainment, etc.). Participation of medical imaging
technology manufacturers in these projects will be encouraged in order to
stimulate early assessment of commercial viability and to facilitate
technology implementation (This Program Announcement is currently
active and open for applications).
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Mammography Quality Standards Act Implementation by the
Food and Drug Administration
Melvyn Greberman and Orhan H. Suleiman
Division of Mammography Quality and Radiation Programs, Center for Devices and
Radiological Health, Food and Drug Administration , Rockville, MD

I. INTRODUCTION
The Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA) of 1992 (Public Law
102-539) was passed by Congress to address concerns about the quality of
mammography in the United States (U.S.). The Secretary of Health and Human
Services delegated the responsibility of administering MQSA to the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) on June I, 1993. To operate lawfully after October
I, 1994, mammography facilities must be certified by FDA as meeting quality
standards established by the agency.
MQSA was enacted to provide national, uniform standards for equipment,
personnel. quality assurance and control, reporting, and recordkeeping. This
legislation applies to all facilities that provide mammography services in the U.S.
except those of the Department of Veterans Affairs (DV A). The DVA is,
however, working with FDA toward voluntary compliance with MQSA Standards.
The more than 12,500 facilities in the U.S. that produce, process andlor
interpret mammograms must meet the requirements of MQSA. The act covers
screening and diagnostic mammography. To be certified by FDA, mammography
facilities must be accredited by approved private non-profit or State agencies that
determine whether a facility meets the quality standards established by FDA .
11. INTERIM FINAL STANDARDS

To meet the legislatively mandated requirement of facility certification by
October 1,1994, FDA published in the "Federal Register" of December 21, 1993
(volume 58, number 243), interim final standards for mammography equipment,
personnel. and practices, including quality assurance. This document also includes

procedures for application to FDA for approval as an accreditation body and
requirements and responsibilities of such bodies.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR MAMMOGRAPHY FACILITIES
Clinical image review is an essential part oftbe facility accreditation process.

Accreditation body physician reviewers who meet FDA standards assess the
quality of images during initial and re-accreditations, and during audits to ensure

that high image quality is maintained. Also required are an annual facility physics
survey I consultation, and evaluation.

There are specific requirements for physicists who perform these functions at
mammography facilities as well as for interpreting physicians and mammography
technologists. There are requirements for initial and continuing education and
experience , and for li censure and certifying organizations. depending on the

profession of particular mammography personnel.
In addition to evaluati on by accreditation bodies at least once every three
years, the law requires that specially qualified Federal or State personnel inspect
facilities annually to ensure compliance with standards. FDA is conducting
comprehensive training and evaluation programs for inspectors to ensure that they
are knowledgeable with regard to MQSA; the mammography equipment,
personnel, and practices they must assess during facility vi sits; and ways to
improve mammography quality while minimi zing any disruption in the delivery

of high quality services. An important goal of FDA implementation ofMQSA is
to improve mammog raphy quality by helping facilities to meet standards and, in

so far as possible, not by shutting them down.

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCREDITATION BODIES
Eligible organizations and State agencies must demonstrate that they meet
standards established by FDA, including standards for clinical image review,
physics surveys, assessing and monitoring facility compliance with quality
standards, conflict of interest, investigation of complaints, and fees. The first
accreditation body approved by FDA is the American College of Radiology.
Approval became effecti ve in March, 1994.
Under the interim final rules, FDA will issue a certificate to a facility when
an approved accreditation body notifies FDA that the facility has been accredited
by it. This certificate is valid for up to three years . If a facility has applied for
accreditation to an approved accreditation body but the accreditation process will
not be completed by October I , 1994, FDA will issue a provisional certificate
provided that the accreditation body has determined that the application is
sufficiently complete for rev iew. The provisional certificate is valid for up to six
months. A 90 day ex tension is possible in certain extenuating circumstances if

inability of the facility to operate would have a significant adverse impact on the
availability of mammography services in a region.
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V. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
An important provision of MQSA is the establishment of the National
Mammography Quality Assurance Advisory Committee (NMQAAC). The
Advisory Committee is composed of 19 individuals whose clinical practice,
research specialization, or professional expertise includes a significant focus on
mammography. Recent meetings of the NMQAAC have focused on proposed
final standards that are expected to replace the interim final standards by tbe end
of 1994. In addition to advising FDA on standards for facilities and accreditation
bodies, the Advisory Committee is to advise the agency regarding sanctions for
noncompliance with standards, procedures for monitoring compliance, and
mechanisms to investigate consumer complaints.

The NMQAAC must also report on new developments in breast imaging and
determine whether there is a shortage of mammography facilities in rural or health
professional shortage areas and tbe effects of quality standards requirements on
access to services in such areas. The Advisory Committee must also determine
whether there will be a sufficient number of medical physicists to assure
compliance with quality standards after October, I, 1999, and determine costs and
benefits of compliance associated with certain legislative requirements.

VI. lNFORMA TION ON MQSA
Information packets on MQSA are available from FDA. A recent packet
includes a copy of the Mammography Quality Standards Act; the December 21,
1993, "Federal Register" containing the interim final standards; the FDA
newsletter "Mammography Matters," and additional current information. To
obtain these packets and be placed on the MQSA mailing list, call 301-443-4190
and follow the recorded prompts, indicating an interest in mammography standards
and leaving th e name and address where information should be sent.

Answers to specific questions on MQSA can be obtained by faxing them to
301-594-3306 or by writing to "Mammography Matters" at FDA/CDRH
(HFZ-240), 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

VU. SUMMARY
FDA will be regulating the practice of mammography under provisions of
MQSA. In particular, mammography faciliti es must be certified by FDA to
operate lawfully after October I, 1994. FDA will continue to work with the
National Mammography Quality Assurance Advisory Committee and with State
and Federal agencies, professional associations, mammography facilities, and
consumers to improve access to high quality mammography services throughout
the United States.
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IMAC Technology Assessment
Joseph N. Gitlin, M.D.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD

Ronald B. Schilling, Ph.D.
RBS Consulting Group, Los Altos Hills, CA

During the 1993 IMAC/CAR meeting heki in Berlin , the subject of IMAC
technology assessment received considerable attention . This included
presentations as well as panel discussions. This should come as no
surprise considering the state of thl' medical equipment industry.
The world market for medical equipment is at a crttical period in terms of
cost control. IMAC is relatively expensive and is not perceived to
generate revenue as does the modaltties of MAl , CT, etc. At the present
time IMAC technology is reaching fruttion and the IMAC participants are
becoming excited about tts potential. This scenario is demanding
answers regarding how the users can justify the purchase of IMAC
technology . Hence the need for technology assessment.
Many IMAC technology assessment discussions, such as the one in
Berlin, have taken place. It is hoped that the information generated on
this important subject would build over time, thereby refining the
message and principles. This process is difficu~ to cultivate since, more
often than not, each new discussion addresses the problem/opportunity
from within a different framework. Ttle reason for this is a lack of a general
framework.
The purpose of this article is to propose a general framework for
discussing IMAC technology assessment. It is important to treat the
framework as a "strawman." That is, as further investigation demonstrates
a need to modify the framework - let's do it. Only in this manner can the
framework build over time as important new inputs are incorporated. A
highly useful framework should not be constricting ; it should have the
ability to expand and grow. This process does not appear to require
rocket SCience, only common sense.
What are the dimensions to be considered in a framework for IMAC
technology assessment? Technology development certainly must be
one. This would include developments of technology over time, from
present technology to new technology.
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A second dimension should take into account the improvement in
infrastructure, or re- engineering of process. For re-engineering to
become a permanent part of the infrastructure ~ must convert to behavior
modification. This dimension therefore extends from present process or
essentially no re-engineering to behavior modification .
Based on the above four possibilities exist. They include: present
technology/present process , present technology/behavior modification,
new technology/present process and new technology/behavior
modification. We are now in a pos~ion to categorize each of the four
possibilities outlined above.
Present technology/present process - this category represents no
change from the present situation or "business as usual." This category
may be adequate for some ent~ies , but is certainly not the place to be in
preparing for the future.
Present technology/behavior modification - this category represents
doing the best you can do with what you have. During the Berlin meeting
this category was referred to as "the direction of Mayo." The Mayo
represents an excellent example of improving efficiency and effectivity by
re-engineering process to the point of achieving behavior modification.
The goal of the Mayo toward increased productivity, at any level of
technology, serves as a model.
It is possible to change technology from present technology to new
technology while maintaining the present process. This brings us to the
category of new technology/present process. This category repr esents
"low value." This is due to the fact that without changing process, the
addition of new technology falls far short of the productivity levels that
could be achieved with the new technology.
The final category is represented by new technology/behavior
modification. This is the place to be to achieve the ultimate in productivity
gain or bang-for-the-buck. The remainder of this paper will concentrate
on this category.
Before proceeding w~h a discussion of technology assessment, it is
necessary to consider the changing paradigm taking place in diagnostic
imaging. Until recently the business of ciiagnostic imaging has been
centered around the individual modalities. This is referred to as the
"modality paradigm." During the last few years more attention has been
paid to the concept of information flow on the network. This is referred to
as the "network" paradigm . The change from modality to network
paradigms has a significant impact on the way technology assessment is
treated.
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Within the category of new technology/behavior modification , it is
necessary to distinguish between modality and network paradigms. The
modality paradigm has been centered around "specification" based
technology assessment. The factors , or purchase criteria, that are used in
specification based technology assessment include:
- Technical Leadership
- Image Quality
- Throughput
- Lifecost
- Total Service
Specification based technology assessment focuses on technology
factors. This is necessary, but not sufficient. An appropriate framework for
technology assessment must be driven by clinical factors as well as
technical factors. "Outcomes" based tochnology assessment adequately
addresses the clinical requirements. The factors, or purchase criteria, that
are used in outcomes based technology assessment include:
- Technical Performance (diagnostic accuracy; sensitivity;
specificity)
- Diagnostic Impact
- Therapeutic Impact
- Patient Outcomes
- Cost Effectiveness
The category of new technology/behavior modification has been labeled
as the "u~imate in productivity gain." As noted above, within this category
it is necessary to measure productivity by using an outcomes based
technology assessment process .
Outcomes based technology assessment ties naturally to the network
paradigm. In the network paradigm information management is the central
point. Information management is required to adequately address patient
outcomes. Therefore the network paradigm and outcomes based
technology assessment become interchangeable.
The framework presented above for IMAC technology assessment is to
be considered a starting point. It embraces many of the ideas that were
presented at the 1993 IMAC/CAR meeting. It is hoped that this
framework can grow over time to serve tile changing needs for IMAC
technology assessment.
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Initial Experience with SIENET Soft-Copy Display in a
Clinical GI/GU Environment
Bruee L. MeClennan, MO. , Dennis M Balfe, MO. ,
David L. Melson, B.S. and G. James Blaine, D.Se.
Mallinckrodt Institute of Rad iology, St. Louis, MO

Wolfgang Rueger, Ph.D.
Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin , NJ

1. Introduction
As abdominal GI/GU radiology ex hibits a stron g dependence on multi-view studies for diagnosis and utili zes both fluoroscopy and projection radiography, it was targeted for potential improvements in image acqui sition and case management through

app lica tion of digital tec hno log ies. Renovation of the en tire GUGU facility was initiated in 1991 in anticipation of networked digital image acquisition and soft-copy interpretation. Four fluoroscopi c sites were equ ipped w ith Siemens Fluorospot-H

instruments and a Digiscan computed radiography (CR) system, consisting of photostimulable phosphor plates and a laser reader, was obtained. Integration of SIENET
PACS components with these modalites was initiated in August of 1993.
Gt:nituurinary (GU): The SIENET installation upgraded the Digiscan CR unit, in

service for all GU radiological procedures for over two years. Thus, the transition had
already been made from conventional film screen radiography to CR. Clinician and radiologist acceptance levels were hi gh regarding digital images printed in dual format.
Two dedicated GU radiographic rooms with tomographic capabi lities and one R&F

room with tomography occupied one-half of a floor dedicated to GI and GU imaging.
Gastrointestinal (GI): Three R&F rooms dedicated solely to GI imaging studies occupy the other half of the floor. One R&F room serves as a "permanent home" for endoscopic retrograde cholangiographic pancreatography (ERPC) procedures, since only
in-patients are serv iced o n the floor. The transition then was a gradual one from a conventional film based R&F approach to GI radiology to all-digital fluoroscopy and the

SIENET workstation for routine in-patient GI studies. Now, all decisions are made
based on soft-copy display regarding st udy quality, additional views, endpoints, and image selection for printing. Radiologists at the workstations contro l all aspects of the exam ination and its ultimate reco rding before the patient leaves the room utilizing the

SIENET system exclusively.
2. Configuration, Image Data Flow and Workload
The configurati on, fu lly operational since December 1993, is shown in Fig 2.1. Two
softcopy diagnostic interpretation workstations share the workload of 5 modalities. The

Diagnostic Reporting Console (DRC) and Diagnostic Viewing Console (DVC) are
equipped with 1.75 GB and 1.4 GB local image store, respectively. Both workstations
are equipped with high brightness Simomed-Monitors (up to 175 fL, 20" diagonal , dis-
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play matrix 1024x 1024). Images are stored short tenn at the workstations and on the
se rver (ISA- Image Store & Archive, 10 GigaByte capacity) and long term on an optical
disk jukebox (56 5-1/4" WORM capacity, 35 GigaBytes). Two laser cameras connect
to the network through appropriate interfaces (Camera Servers) to print all CR and flu-

oroscopic images during the initial phase of the project.
Digiscan 2H

Fluorospot H

Fluorospot H

Fluorospot H

Fluorospot H

D
FDDI

GI Reading Area

GU Reading Area

Et hernet

Laser Camera

Laser Camera
Server lb~dJ

Jukebox

Fig 2.1: Configuration.

The image data flow is shown in Fig 2.2. A CR image is transferred from the reader

to the GI workstation (DRC). The GI workstation processes the images in the background, by applying y-correction and spatial filtering. If the GU workstation (DVC) has
been identified as the target destination by the technologist, the image is forwarded automatically. Images may be forwarded from the DRC to the DVC either in the original
2K x 2K matrix or in a downsized I K x 1K matrix. Fluoroscopic images are sent directly to the appropriate workstation. Image archiving can be configured to take place
automatically, but currently takes place manually for selected images.

GI

CR-Reader

::::::::::::0

/

- hardcopy on/off

CR-image processing

ORC

Ethernet

l

Data entry:
- patient demographi cs
- orga n
- final destination

GU
Reading-WS

Reading-WS

Technologist's
Terminal

OYC

*
*

FOOl

Digital Archive

Laser Printer
Server Jukebox

Fig 2.2: CR-image mQllagemellt. ImQgejfow indicated by arrows.

*:::image
automatic
routing
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Table I shows the workl oad, based on a combination of sample measurements taken
in 1993 and 1994. Although GI/GU examinations consist of a mi xture of fluoroscopic

ex.!

ima!

imal

film!

day

ex.

fi lm

exam

Fluoro

18

20

6

3

CR

9
27

10

I

10

Totals

examsl
year
5,148

film!

MB!

MB!

GB!

year

ex.

day

yr.

17, 160

15

270

77

2,574

25,740

75

7,722

42,900

675

193

945

270

Table 1: Workload (1 Fluoro image = O.7SMB, 1 C R image = 7,SMB)
and radiographic images, th e breakdown of the workload is shown per modality for
comparison with the storage capacity necessary. Fluorospol images are 880 x 880 x I
Byte (256 gray scales), or 0.75 MB. CR images, for 14 " x 17" cassettes, are 2 144 x
1760 x 2 Bytes ( 10 bits, or 1024 gray scales), or 7.5 MB . The GI/GU facility is operati onal 5.5 days a week.
3. Timing Measurements
Fluorospot images are sent from the acquisition console to the workstation at the

rate of about 10 seconds per image. A series of 20 images requi res 3 minutes and 30
seconds.
Table 2 shows timin g meas ure ments for CR images. The SIENET Digisca n system

DigisCQfl CR Images

First
Image

Subsequent
Images

Stand-Alone
Digiscan

Cassette Insertion:

0:00

every 0: 15

0:00

Image on DRe:

2:45

every 1:30

-- --

Image Routed to CamSv:

3:20

every 1:30

----

Image Routed to DYC:

3:30

every 1:30

----

Hardcopy Processed:

7:15

every 1:45

3:00

Table 2: Digiscan Timing Measurements
is co nfi gured such that images flow from the reader to the technologist's terminal ,
where patient and image data is integrated, to the DRC, where the image data is processed usi ng an unsharp mask algorithm. From the DRC, the images are automatically
forwarded to the Camera Server and to the DYC viewing console.
In the stand-alone Digi scan CR syste m, images were forwarded directly to the
printer from the reader, and the hardcopy was available in approximately three minutes.
In the SIENET Digiscan system , images are available for viewing on the DRC in 2 minutes and 45 seco nd s and on the DYC in about 3 minutes and 30 seconds. Under peak
load, images flow through the system about every minute and a half except at the printing stage, where film s are produced at an average of one every I minute and 45 seconds.
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Archive retrieval times. summarized in Table 3, depend upon the location and modality of the image. The ISA stores both raw and processed CR data so that images can
be reprocessed if desired. From the high speed disks on the RAID array of the ISA, CR
images can be retrieved in about 37 seconds, and a typical F1uorospot study of 20 images can be recalled in less than one minute (2.75 seconds/image). From the jukebox, a
CR image takes two and one half minutes to retrieve, and an examination of 20 Fluarospots takes about o ne and one half minutes (7.5 seconds per image).
Il1Ia~g,s oil /SA

ImQr:.e.,'i QIl Juke.bQx

20 F1uorospot Images:

0:55 (2.75 sec/image)

1:30 (7.5 sec/image)

Single CR Image (15MB I ):

0:37

2:30

17.5 MB

r..IW

+ 7.5 f\.1B processed dat ..

Table 3: Archive Retrieval Timing from Workstation
4. System Strengths
/Ill age jlOIV:

The most important feat ure of the Digiscan for OU Radiology is its ability to route
"down-sized" images to the Dye viewing console. The CR reader acquires a nearly 2K
x 2K image matrix. consisting of 7.5 MH . The DRC "shrinks" the image to I K x I K
using an averaging algorithm before routing to the DYC. wherein display and processing procedures are dramatically improved. Although not studied , the degree to which
image quality is diminished due to down-sizing is relatively insignificant for OI/OU
contrast studies and is far outweighed by the greater increase in system viewing performance and case management.

Images which are avai lable from the ISA archive have greatly increased the accessibility and ease of retrieval of examinations. Images from previous weeks or months,
whic h normall y would have to be brought from the film library, can be obtained electronically withi n a few minutes. Often images from the same day are retrieved for review wi th clinicians after the hardcopies have lefl the floor.
Time and film can be saved by selective pri nting. Fluoroscopic exams (typicall y
consisting of 20 images or more) are often culled by the user to a subset of images
which tell the diagnostic story and do not include superfl uous or non-diagnostic views.
A variety of print formats exist (from I-an-I , 2-on-l , up to 25-on-l) which allow the
user to further reduce the total number offi lms produced without losing any images. Of
course. larger hard copy images are easier to interpret, but we have fou nd that the 4-onI, 6-on-l, and 9-on- 1 film formats provide the best balance between image size and film
reduction for 01 and OU fluoroscopic images. In our early experi ence it has been difficult to determine actual film saved to this point, but it is clear that the potential for significant savings exists and wi ll be fully realized in the near future .
Image Processillg alld Viewing:

The ability to set the parameters for CR image processing is extremely useful. The
inherent system default parameters for GI and GU images were not optimal for our
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camera/film combination. By altering the parameters which effectively control brightness, contrast, and edge-enhancement individually, the quality of tomographic and plain
CR images was markedly improved. Hardcopies are printed with two different algorithms, one which mimics a non-linear, "film look" (preferred by clinicians) and the
other a linear. edge enhanced view.
Gray scale inversion is another frequently used processing technique. The conspi-

cuity of structures can be improved if the image or contrast material is viewed as black
instead of white.
Although the user can easily alter the "display mode" (the way in which images are
presented on the monitors), a single mode works well for both GI and GU exams from
either modality. Both viewing stations have two monitors; the one on the left contains

25 small "token" views which display an overview of the exam. Clicking on a particular
token view displays that image in full view for interpretation on the right-hand monitor.

Although we initially used other displays, such as 4-on-1 on both monitors, we found
this mode to be easy to use and sufficient for all types of GI and GU exams.
5. Areas For Improvement
Variance betweell Hard alld Soft Copies:
The biggest problem to date has been the large discrepancy between the hard copy
(fi lm) and soft copy display. It has been very difficult to consistently achieve visual parity between the two techniques. Image quality on the monitor has been very consistent,
as the monitor is the only variable in the display chain. The hard copy, on the other hand,
has been subject to fluctuations in the laser camera and in the processor. Compounding
the issue is the fact that both camera and the film are products of different vendors and
do not easily calibrate correctly.
User Illteiface Refinements:
Areas where current improvement efforts are focused include peak load period
slowdowns. The system is slow to accommodate commands and responses when subject to peak loads. "Multi-tasking"--receiving, processing, printing, routing, and displaying images simultaneously--is expected to improve with software revisions and
further decline in production of hardcopies.
The "Workli st" is a window which contains the information about locally stored
patient studies and is the vehicle through which images are managed and displayed. In
general, there cou ld be more useful information immediately avai lable in the Worklist,
and certain image fi le operations are cumbersome (e.g. indi vidu al Digiscan images
must be "opened" and then "closed" before they can be "merged" with other images).
Although there has been very little down time due to equipment failure , the occasional need for re-starting application software or re-booting the host computers ex ists.
In the first three months of 1994, a total of 18 re-starts and re-boots were performed
(ave. of 1.5 per week). However, the system recovery is very robust as no images have
ever been lost.
Archiving:
The expense of optical disks has limited our ability to archive all examinations. We
currently only archive fluoroscopic exam ination s due to their smaller data size (0.75
MBlftuoro image vs 15 MB/CR image). A number of factors which will shortly come
into play shou ld allow us to archive all CR images as well. First, a loss- less compress ion
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algorithm on the ISA will reduce stored data by a 2-to-1 factor o nce released by the
manufacturer. Second, arch iving "down·sized" CR images. already smaller by a factor
of four, usin g the loss-less compression would effecti vely reduce Digiscan data size by
a fac tor of eig ht. Finally. arch ived CR data co uld be cut in half by saving onl y the processed image data if the conserved resources justified the loss of ability to reprocess
Digiscan images.
6. Summary
Our experi ence with an all-digital GIIGU department has been very encouraging
during the first fo ur months of its existence. Although film producti on certainly has not
ceased. the potential fo r fi lml ess operation exists. The major obstacle to a filml ess GIl
GU environment is the demand for a medical record--a film--by the referring phys icians
and community standards of practi ce. Access to additio nal soft-copy display resources
may mitigate this requirement. We will continue to explore the existing ways in which
the digital G1/GU department can save time and conserve film.

Experiences with the Implementation of a Speech
Recognition Radiology Reporting System for Use by
Residents in a Busy Emergency Room Setting
Jeffrey V Chapnick, MD., Evan M Kaminer, MD. , Tamar E.
Waldhouser, MP.A., L.L.B. and Albert F Keegan, MD.
Department of Radiology. NYU-Bellevue Medical Center, New York, NY

Speech recognition systems are rapidly es tablishing themselves as
useful tools for the rapid, efficient generation of radiology reports.
Ju s t as with any other type of sophisticated aud io-visua l
interactive device, these systems func tion best when they are used on
a regular, daily basis by a single, dedicated radiologist in a quiet,
co ntroll ed environment. Diametrically opposite to this ideal
system placement milieu is that of the busy urban emergency room
radiology department, in which multiple radiology residents each
rotate in to use the system on an average of once a week amid hectic,
noisy surroundings. However, this is precisely the env ironment
where the need for a speech recogn ition reporting radiology system
is mos t pressing. In order to bring these benefits to our very busy
emergency area, a number of factors had to be addressed:
• A large, ever-changing pool of periodic resident users of
the system, which had the potential to make training
difficult -- the residents varied widely with respect to
their individual sk ill and interest levels
• Noisy environment, which had the potential to
interfere with the voice-recognition function of the

system -- our emergency area can be a very loud and
hectic place at times
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•

Strc·.. sful, hectic 24 hour-a-day environment with many
distractions and interruptions

• The potential for a large amount of phYSical wear-andtear on the equipment, stemming from continuous
exten ded periods of use -- thi s placed an additional
stress on the system components
• Trepidation among the residents about learning to use
the system at the same time that they were about to
undertake a program of busy night call

Since the potential benefits of the system (instant production of
legible ty ped repor ts on a 24 hr X 365 d ay basis) far outweighed
these poss ible p rob J ~ ms, a number of spec ific measures were taken,
w hich included :
• Intensive, custom-tailored training and support of each
of the large pool of resident users of the system -- by
adapting the methods so as to suit the particular needs
of each resident, we were able to provid e each person
w ith w hatever levels of he lp and encouragement
he/she required
• The designation of one of the residents as a "superuser"
who was able to act as an additional resource for the
others -- the application of the "s uperuser" concept
served as a powerful tool for ga ining acceptance of and
fa ci lity w ith the system among the resid ents
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• The publication (by the "superuser") of a system
newsletter which served as a powerful morale-builder
and skill reinforcement tool -- this was one of the
met hods e mpl oyed to furth e r e nh a nce sys te m
embracement among the residents
• Modifi cation of the system to render its operation
simpl e r and more straightforward unde r hectic
conditions -- some operational elements were modified
to make the system easier to use in its ER surroundings
• Ready access to spare parts for the sys tem -- we set up
on-site " ockpiles of those items which we found to need
(w he n u se d in thi s e nv iro nm e nt ) fr e qu e nt
re pl acement / repair
• Physical redesign of the emergency radiology reading
area, along with the installation of extra
soundproofing material -- thi s helped to bring the
ambient noise down to more comfo rtable levels
These meas ures ha ve a llowed us to successfull y impl ement the
system in our emergency room radiology depa rtment, where we hav e
found it to be a very effective tool. The lessons whi ch we have
lea rned during the ER installation will g reatl y a id us in our planned
ex pansion of the system to other areas of the d epartment.

Preclinical Testing of a Cost-effective Digital Modality
Diagnostic Workstation
David Avrin, MO., Ph.D. , Mohan Ramaswamy, MO. ,
Katherine Andriole, Ph.D. , William Oil/on, MO. , H.K. Huang, D.Se.,
Ronald Arenson, MO. and Robert Barr, MO.
Laboratory for Radiolog ical Informatics, Department of Radiolog y
University of California at San Francisco

I. INTRODUCTION
Diagnostic workstation design remains a challenge in the widespread deployment of
PACS.(l) The single monitor working prototype of a diagnostic workstation for
digital modalities described previously has been expanded to three monitors.(2) The
hardware platform is a Macintosh Quadra 840A V with a Dome Hydra display system.
Monitor resolution is 1024x1280. The basic concept is to emulate a multi-panel
film alternator with relatively less expensive medium resolution monitors, backed by
abundant off-screen memory and an effective user interface. This enables the
radiologist to sec many images at once, at reduced resolution, but with instant
access to full resolution data. The full clinical system will have six or twelve
monitors.

Prior to placing this system in clinical operation, preclinical evaluation of this
design and implementation is being performed by Ule Neuroradiology staff. The
principle criteria are diagnostic accuracy. workplace efficiency and user-friendliness.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
TIle PC platform of UlC multimonitor prototype is a Quadra 840 A V, wiUI a
prototype Dome Hydra display system capable of driving three portrait monitors of
1024xl280 resolution. TIle Hydra has 32 megabytes of off-screen memory per
monitor. The monitors used are 23 inch diagonal Monitor Technology
(approximately Ule size of 14x 17 film).
Software implementation was performed with the Macintosh Operating System and
Toolbox, Think C wiUI Objects (Symantec Corporation), and the Dome Hydra
Display System Library.
TItis prototype diagnostic workstation is connected to the UCSF PACS system via
Ethernet using TCPIIP. All CT and MR studies are acquired by the PACS via the
DICOM standard and arc arcltived appropriately.

Diagnostic accuracy for gross discrepancies is being assessed by a controlled study of
comparative interpretati on of between 50 and 100 sequential current CT and MR
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studies rend froIU film ~Uld off the workstation monitors (soflcopy interpretation), in
order to obtain an initial evaluation of clinical acceptance. Only studies having no
prior comparisons will be used in this phase. to eliminate the variable of how
best to input and display prior studies available only on film .

In addition to diagnostic accuracy, workplace efficiency is essential to the c1inic.:'ll
acceptance of this project. TIlls is being assessed by recorded times of interpretation,
including the process of report dictation, sinlilar to prior workstation evaluations.
Of particular interest will be the contribution of the user interface, usc of the
workstation tools, and the melllOds of accessing the full resolution data. Subjective
evaluation of user fati gue will also be attempted.
III. RESULTS
Techrllcal results:
Once loaded into off·screen memory, the time to display a full resolution 512x512
image on mouse conulland is approximately 30 milliseconds using the Dome sytcm
configured as discribcd. Cine or page mode of up to 50 512x512x 12 bit images can
also be perfonned at up to IIlC same maximum frame rate. TIle loading of images
from loc.'Il workstation magnetic disk to the Hydra offscreen memory occurs at 4
seconds per 16 512x512 images, or 250 nlilliscconds per full resolution image. Full
bit depth is maintained.
TIle graphical user interface prototype is pronlising. Image control is largely via
1~1.l

pop-up menus. The workstation pop-up menus and controls are shown in

Table 1.

On tlus plalfoml, there is potential for contention or connict between interaction
with 1110 GUI and network communications. Analysis of this problem, and IIle role
of the Folder Manager(3) innllninlizing conJlict, will be presented at the conference.

Clinical Results:

TIle simulated c1inicc:i1 evaluation described above is in progress, aJld results wi11 be
presented at the conference.
IV.

DISCUSSION

This project tests at 1e.1S t three hypotheses:

1. Can a Macintosh or other personal computer system provide an adequate platfonn
for a diagnostic workstation that is accurate, efficient and user friendly ? (4)
2. WillI appropriately designed software, and 1110 usc of abundant, inexpensive off·
screen memory, can medium resolution monitors, which are much less expensive
tluUllheir high resolution counterparts, provide appropriate diagnostic accuracy?
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3. Can the Folder Manager protect the radiologist user from interference from
network conununication of studies to the workstation?

With the increasing power of personal computers there has been a convergence with
the capabilities of low-end workstations, in both performance and price. Why then,
since the basic computer represents only a small portion of the total system price,
should a clinical workstation be built upon this platfonn? The best answer is that
the Macintosh is commonplace in academic radiology deparUDents, and its GUI are
well known and unmatched for user-friendliness, even ill comparison to Windows and
X -Windows. In addition, ot the prescnt time, multi-monitor display drivers are not

economically available for workstations.

V. CONCLUSIONS
This project demonstrates that it is possible to build a powerful diagnostic
workstation for digital modalities on a PC platfonn (Macintosh), and that a multimonitor system that emulates film presentation, yet allows for newer methods of
image presentation such as page or cine mode, can be effectively performed with
medium resolution monitors. In the future, with increasing processor speed, more of
the specialized functions of the Dome system may be able to be perfonned in
memory .

The feasibility of creating a diagnostic workstation on the sarne order of cost of a
mechanical film alternator has been demonstrated. It also appears promising that,
with proper software, attention to the effectiviness of tl,e user interface, and
teclUlology such as the Dome Hydra system, that expensive 2K monitors may not be
necessary for accurate soft copy interpretation of cr, MR and ultrasOWld.
Further evaluation needs to be perfonned regarding network contention and
communication speed prior to placing this system in clinical service, due to the fact
that the Macintosh platfonn is not a true multitasking machine.
Pending tlle suecessful completion of this phase, including modifications based upon
the testing. a full six or twelve monitor diagnostic workstation will be constructed
with this architecture, and placed in clinical service for soft-copy interpretation.
Initial feedback regarding the user-friendliness of the GUI has been positive. If
successful, this project will mitigate one of the cost barriers to the deployment of
PACS.
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Table 1. Features of the Workstation Graphical User
Interface
Separate control display
Access: password protected
Local storage patient list: medical record#, name, age, sex
Sort: None currently
Selected patient: list of studies, dates and time, sequences
Format selection: 16 on I to 1 on 1
Mouse and popup menus:
left button: instant full resolution zoom x2
middle button: select slice click on/off (for subset editor)
right button: access toolkit popup menu at current mouse
location
window/level:
change settings
(nested to presets lung,bone, ST, brain)
restore default
apply to selected sections
appl y to sequence
access W/L tool (bar)
512x512 mode (4 on 1 display at full resolution)
stack( = cine or page model/tile switch
(Currently no mouse control of rate)
Output image
copy to clipboard
print image
send to personal Mac via network
subset edi tor
large arrow icons at bottom of display: next page/next image if cine
reports for prior studies available on WS (via HIS)
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Figure 2. Digital Modality Multi-Monitor Workstation Architecture

Digital Versus Analogical Images in Abdominal Radiology
Cruz Dfaz, M.A, Fraile Moreno E., Escribano Vera J. ,
Montero Rey, M.D., Rosendo Gonzalez A, Martel Villagran J.,
Martfnez Alvarez R. , Almena Amaro A , Martfn Santos J.
Department of Radiology, "Principe de Asturias" University Hospital,
University of Alcala de Henares, Madrid , Spain.

INTRODUCTION

The technological advances in digital radiology represents a great innovation in
the adquisition, viewing. tansmission and archiving of the images. The
implementation of digital systems [or conventional radiology allows digitization of
any image in a radiol ogical department. In such a way, it is possible a .full
employment of the image trrulsIlu ssion and archiving systems2 ,
We can rind ill the littcraturc lll<UlY reports about the different features of digital
image applied to conventi onal radiology of thorax, musculoskeletal system .Uld
pediatri cs 1.2.4, But few studies have dealt with digil:ll image rulCl plain abdomi nal
filmS . \Vc arc studying the usefulness of digital systems applied to normal and
pathological plain abdominal films . In thi s st udy we have evaluatcd comput cd
radiography,lascr film di gitizer and teleradiology.

PLAIN ABDOMINAL FILM ADQUISITION
33%

64%

DIGITAL IMAGE
(COMPUTED RADIOGRAPHY)
Bedside abdomen

7

Emergency abdomen
Pediatrics ~en

LASER FILM DIGITIZER

GELERADIOLO~
......
---LOCAL (Et hern et)

DISTANCE (Telephon)

Figure 1.- Pluin abdominal film adquisition. IMACS (Image
Archi"ing Co municati oll System). Dept. of Radiology.
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In our department, 33 % of plain abdominal examinations arc computed
radiographies (bedside abdomen, emergency exmninations and pediatrics) and 67% arc
conventional films (Figurc I).
\Vc have already noted some advantages of 111C computed radiography such as the
reduction of the radiation dose (Figufe 2). less number of repeated examinations due to
errors of the raciioiogiatl technique, the image can. be postproccsscd at the workstation ,
good quality of the images in the bedside abdomen, the images can be tclctransmittcd
and loaded in the PACS (Picture Archiving and COlllunication SYS(CI11)2.3,5, \Vc arc
trying to demo nstrate in tllis report that the analogical images from normal plain
abdominal films am be accurately digitized and lcielransmiued.

I 2
I 0

•

mGy

8
6
4
2
0

CXlNVENn ONAL

DIGITAL

Q:E

Figure 2.- Radiation d ose on the s urfac e in abdominal conventional and
computed rudiogruphy. European Co mmunity reference in AP abdominul
proycction: 10 mGy.

The aim of the present study is to evaluate the diagnostic reliability of normal plain
abdominal digital images , obtained by radiographic film digiti zation and
telctrallsmittcd with and without compression.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The quality cri teri a for radiologic..1.l images establi shed by the European C Olllullity
have been followed . And from a group of 200 examinations. 40 normal plain
abdominal radiographs were chosen by two radiologists.
The analogical images were processed by a laser film digiti zer system and tbey were
telctrallsmi ttcd via phone modem to a length of 11 km., by point to point line with
variable compression 3: I - 6: I , and without compression (Figure 3) . The digital
Illlages were di splcl)'ed in workstations of 1280 x 1024 x 8 bi lS. resoluti on
(TABLE I).
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Figure 3.- Telephone tclctrun s mission at the health area.

Four groups of abdominal images have been studied: conventional films, digitized
images and teletransmitted with and without compression images.Three radiologists
read the images individually in three different sessions everyone month.

TABLE 1.-

TECHNICAL C HARACTERISTI CS

Laser film digitizer
Laser SJX>I size
Matrix size
Spa tial resoluti on
Contrast resoluti on
O ptical density range
Scan time
Tclcradiology system

Telephonic commun ication modem
Distance
Compression rate
Time to tran s mi ssio n with compression
Time to tran s mi ssio n with ollt compress ion
Display workstation
Monitor sice
Resoluti on
Horizontal frequency
Vertical frequency
Memmo r)'
Access lime

135 m.
2048 x 2487
3584 pixels ! lin
12 bils
0-3 ,5
3 min .

19200 bauds
II Kms.

3: I - 6: I
4 min.
4 min. 5 sec.
19 "

1280 x 1024 x 8 bits
48.5 Hz
60 Hz
330 MG, 300 exams.
8 sec.
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Fourteen analomic..1.l fc.:1tures of the abdomen have been considered. These data
comprised fat plaines. gas pattern and bones (Figure 4).
The stati sti c..l.l analysis was done following the chi square test.

LIVER OUILINE
SPLEEN OUIUl'm
RIGI-IT KIDNEY
OurLINE
LEFT KIDNEY OlJrLINE
RIGI-IT PSOAS OUIU1\TE
LEFT PSOAS OUTLINE
RIGI-IT FLANK FAT
LEFT FLANK FAT
PELVIC FAT PLANES
GAS PATTERN

RIBS
LUMBOSACRAL SPINE
PELVIS
CALCIFICATIONS

Figure 4.-

Anatomical features considered on plain abdominal film.

RESULTS

Better visualization of gas pattern in all digital images and poorer identification
of flrulk fat onl y on tclctransmittcd pictures with compression (p < 0.005) have been
observed. For the rest of the abdominal stmclUres, the stati stical analysis did no t
show any signifi cant difference between allalogic.:l.l. digitized and teletnmsll1.itted
images (Figure 5).
The lost of information abollt the O,mk fat , observed in the teletransmitted images
with cOlnpression, was not present in the teletransmissioll not compressed. The limes
required for the tcletransmi ssioll in both modalities have not been significantl y
(tiffcrcnt.
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The changes on digitized image made at the workstation allow a better identification
of the anatomical structures studied, but these findings are not statistically
significant.

CALCIFICATIONS
PELVIS
SPINE
RIBS ARCH
GAS PA'rfERN

iI---.-.
j._._••___••__

P~

PELVIC FAT

LEFf FLANK FAT
RIGHT FLANK FA'f

1~:::::=::::;~

LEFI' PSOAS
RIGHI' PSOAS
LEFI' KIDNEY
RIGHf KIDNEY
SPLEEN
IJVER

o

3)

100

•

CONVENTIONAL

I'il 'rf WITH COMPRESSION

iii

DIGrrIZED

D

13)

'rf WITHOlJf COMPRESSION

Figure 5 .. Anatomica l features we ll displayed in normal abdo men.

CONCLUSIONS

1) 'nlC HonnaI abdominal digital images obtained by laser digitizer do nOlioosc any
significcUlt radiological illfonnati oll.
2) The abdominal digital images tcletransmitted do not loose significant
radiological information, with th e exception of the flank fat in the images
colllprcsscd.
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3) The anatomical stmctnrcs of the HonnaI plain abdominal examinations arc more
clearly observed in the digiti zed images after the changes made at the work stati on,

although these data arc no statistic..'llly signific.'1JlL
4) A fter these data. we consider the tcl ctransmission by telephone of great value both
for the communication of interest cases to other radiologi sts and for the long-distance
conlrol of routine cxmninations.
5) Considering these data and the features already observed in computed radiography,
we conclude that the digital image is morc useful than the analog ical one in plain

abdomina) radiography.
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Parameters Required to Evaluate a Filmless Imaging System
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Department of Radio logy, Baltimore VA Medical Center, Baltimore, MD
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Many members of the radiology community have been predicting the
imminent arrival of large scale Picture Archiving and Communications Systems
(P ACS) for at least a dozen years. It now appears that we will have to wait until
the 100th anniversary of the discovery of the x-ray in 1895 before even a handful
of radiology departments become filmless. The reasons for this arc numerous and
include the high cost of technology, lack of satisfactory workstations, delays in
developing and adopting interface standards, and the inertia which invariably
develops in any system which has been in use for several decades.
Despite this inertia, several radiology departments arc reporting plans to
include some form ofPACS in their medium and long range forecasts, or arc
actively shopping for components or large scale systems. During a session at the
1993 meeting of the RSNA, a majority of attendees indicated that they had plans to
implement some form ofPACS in their hospitals during the next ten years.
Factors promoting this optimism include significant improvements in
workstations, networks, more cost effective storage technology, the increasing need
to link hospitals to outpatient clinics and other medical centers, and perhaps most
significantly, the existence ofa small number ofPACS implementations.
The estimated cost to install PACS at all of the 170 VA hospitals is
approximately one billion dollars. The installation ofPACS in other large hospital
networks, academic facilities, and community hospitals during the next len to
fifteen years will cost many billions of dollars, even with the anticipated decreases
in the price of technology. With imaging equipment, a department was able to
justify the purchase of a new unit on the basis of perceived or proven clinical
value, needs of the community, or by demonstrating that the machine would
generate sufficient revenue to show a profit. With PACS, these justifications have
not been validated. For hospitals to justify a large investment in PACS, they will
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have to present empirical data which demonstrate that the PACS can be feasibly
and reliably implemented in a hospital setting and will result in significant benefits
(cost and quality) in the provision of patient care. To assist in the validation of
PACS, data from baseline studies are critically needed to evaluate the quality of
care, economic, political, social , and technological impacts of large-scale PAC
systems and their components. These data should assist other radiology and
hospital decision makers in deriding if and when to convert to digital imaging,
which areas of the hospital or department to change first, and how to distribute the
costs

~mong

radiology, other dep,ntments, and the hospitaL

The VA Baltimore Medical Center which opened in January 1993, has
installed a large scale PACS as well as a fully integrated Hospital Information
SystemlRadiology Information system. This includes a second separate integrated
global hospital PACS which accepts images from other areas of the hospital such
as pathology, dermatology, cardiology, GI endoscopy, bronchoscopy, and the
operating rooms. For Ille past six months, more than 95 percent of images read in
radiology and over 90 percent of images seen outside of radiology are viewed as
"soft-copy" using electronic imaging workstations.
Multiple methodologies were considered for baseline data collection to
measure the impact ofPACS prospectively. One was to compare selected
parameters in the new hospital after the PACS became operational with those in a
comparable VA facility that continues with a film based system. The advantage of
this approach is that a large amount of data can be collected in parallel in both
institutions. This approach will probably be used to some extent in our evalualion ~
however it is difficult to find a truly comparable hospital and supervise the
collection of data in a controlled fashion. The plan that we preferred was to
compare selected parameters within our new medical center before and after the
installation and routine use ofPACS. We chose to begin the collection of baseline
data approximately six months after the new medical center opened to allow the
staff to become accustomed to the new facility. We began collecting the " postPACS" data during a transition phase after approximately three months of
operation with digital workstations with film available but rarely utilized. The
next phase of data collection will be approximately six months later when softcopy operation (i.e. filmless radiology) is complete.
Because of the extent of the impact ofa large-scale PACS on
departmental and hospital functions , the parameters required to evaluate a filmlcss
imaging system must cover a wide spectrum. The parameters may be divided into
fOllr major areas of analysis: operational, technical , educational (including clinical
acceptance of the system), and patient care outcome studies.
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Operational Parameters

In addition to producing excellent image quality, a radiology department
must be able to acquire images ofa patient within a short period of time after an
examination is requested. These images must be readily available to radiologists
and clinicians who need to render opinions or make decisions based upon those

images. The department must also produce accurate reports that are available as
soon as possible after the examination has been performed and are readily
accessible.
Operational parameters measure throughput in the radiology department,
the throughput of patients in the remainder of the hospital, utilization of imaging
services, reliability of image retrieval, accessibility of images and reports and
resulting utilization of clinician ' s time, and requirements for personnel, space, and
supplies required for operation. These parameters are related to an assessment of
the economic implications ofPACS for an imaging department and hospital.
The productivity of radiologists can be measured as the time required to
interpret and report various types of imaging studies. This parameter depends
upon whether radiologists are required to "hang" their own films or whether a file
room clerk arranges them on an alternator, to what extent previous images are
routinely reviewed, how often prior reports are read, the extent to which a " hot
light" or workstation tools such as magnify and zoom are used, and the amount of
radiologist fatigue. Technologist productivity will be affected by the amount of
time required to print films or send images to PACS and by changes in the
percentage of repeat examinations performed due to unsatisfactory images.
Hospital throughput parameters include the average number of patients seen in the
emergency room and in the clinics per hour and the average length of stay.
Parameters such as length of stay vary considerably during the course of a year and
thus it will probably be difficult to measure small changes in these as a result of
PACS. Also, it is difficult to control for other factors such as the influence of
health care reform and changes in patient mix.
Utilization of imaging services can be measured by the volume of imaging
studies ordered per patie nt for inpatients and outpatients and the breakdown of
types of examinations requested. It is not clear whether the predicted increased

availability of services can be measured by the volume of imaging studies ordered
and the breakdown of types of examinations requested. It is not clear whether the
predicted increased availability of images with a PACS will increase or decrease
the number of studies ordered but this could have a major impact upon the decision
to convert to filmless imaging. Additionally, the number of times that each
radiology film or PACS image is retrieved should be measured
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The reliability of image retrieval includes the accessibility of images.
Thus important parameters to measure include the percentage of images requested
that can be retrieved, the average time to retrieve selected images, and the
percentage of imaging studies that are not interpreted by a radiologist within
certain periods of time or arc lost and arc never officially interpreted. The average
time fTom when an image is produced until it is dictated by a radiologist and the
average time from when an image is obtained until it is seen by the ordering
clinician should also be recorded and analyzed according to the type of
examination.

In addition to measuring the average amount of time required for a
c1inkian to retrieve an imaging study. the relative amount of time that a clinician
or medical team spends retrieving radiology images per day should be measured
since multiple images may be retrieved at one time increasing the efliciency of
retrieval of films. The relative amount of clinician time saved by PACS is a
critical parameter to measure when assessing the impact of filmless radiology.
Even small improvements would add up to potentially huge economic benefits of
PACS. This assumes that the time saved with PACS would result in increased
time for patient care, administrative responsibilities, or education.
The evaluation of the PACS must include an assessment of personnel,
space, equipment and supplies required with conventional versus filmless
operation. The largest increased expenses with PACS will be attributable to the
capital investment and depreciation of equipment and the service contracts
required for its maintenance. The additional expenses for personnel required to
manage and operate the equipment and the space required for the PACS computers
and other equipment and supplies (e.g. optical disks) should be offset by decreases
in personnel required for film management, significant decreases in space required
for storage of images, and major decreases in the cost of films and related supplies.
The measurement of these parameters has been well described in the literature.

Technical Parameters

Technical parameters should measure the performance of the hardware
and software of the PACS. Image quality and the enhancement and other
ergonomic features available, and frequency of their use at the workstation should
be compared with a conventional film-based environment. The performance of
hardware and software can be detennined relatively easily and includes
measurements of the time to retrieve the image from long and short term storage,
the time to display an image, and the time to perform image manipulation such as
rotation, magnification and area detennination. It also includes measurement of
monitor performance such as luminance, brightness uniformity, resolution,
linearity, etc.
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Physical image quality can be assessed in 11 number of ways. The conlrast
and spatial resolution that can be viewed at the workstation can be measured using
a phantom or test pattern. The differences in brightness of the monitors and a
conventional viewbox can be compared and the implications of different levels of
brightness for phys ical image quality and speed of image interpretatio n can be
evaluated.
The best way to measure di agnostic image quality is to perform
prospective ROC studies using specific modalities for specific disease entities to
compare the relative ability of soft-copy and hardcopy interpretation with respect
to confidence and accuracy of diagnosis.
The utilization of workstations throughout the hospital should be
measured to determine the number of images viewed per period of time, the hours
that the workstations arc used, and the functions used at the workstations. This
should help in the assessment of the network and computer requirements ofa
filmless radiology department and the tools that should be avai lable to users in a
main menu or in supplementary menus.
Educational Parameters
Assessment of the training process for PACS and clinical acceptance of
the technology (or lack thereol) is particul arly important to document becausc of
the large effort required to leach what represents a major change in the way in
which images are viewed and the options available for image manipulation. This
training process is particularly diffi cult in an academic medical center in which
there is a large turnover of physicians. Thus, onc of the most important
educational parameters is the amount of time necessary to formally train llsers of
the system and the amount of formal training versus proficiency with the system.
It is important to ack nowledge that a significant percentage of usc rs may
not undergo formailraining for a variety of reasons and thus their proficiency and
relative percentage in comparison to users that have been trained must be assessed.
Additionally it is important to assess the "learning curve" for both clinicians and
radiologi sts who usc the PACS.

The impact ofPACS on education in a hospital environment should also
be measured. One of the most interesting consequences of filmless radiology is the
potential for improved communication between radi ology and referring se rvices.
Ironically, accessibility of images and reports through PACS may decrease
personal contact with radiologists by reducing the number of visits by clinicians to
the rad iology departme nt. Thus it is important to measure the number of
consultatio ns by visits to radiology or by phone and the length of each
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consultation. These observations are not only important in education and patient
care, but may also have implications for the efficiency of physicians.
The role of an imaging department in education extends not only to
radiology personnel, but to referring clinicians, other hospital staff and to patients.
The extent to which PACS improves student, housestaJJ, radiologist, clinician, and
othcr hospital personnel education is a function which should also be assessed if
possible.
Outcome Studies
The most difficult and arguably the most important parameters to measure
in assessing a filmless radiology system are those having to do with patient care
outcomes. The outcome measurements that are most critical rcocct the role orthe
imaging department in patient care . The ultimate outcome measurement is the

overall quality of patient care and an evaluation of the role ofPACS in keeping
patients healthy and restoring those who are not to good health. Thus the ability to
examine patients in a timely manner, to reach an accurate, confident
interpretation, and to report the interpretation to the referring clinicians,
determines the effectiveness oFa PACS and the relative contribution it makes to an
imaging department.
Another role of the radiology department is to market the department to
referring clinicians. Thus it is important to measure satisfaction of the delivery of
imagi ng services as perceived by the referring physicians. The relative volume of
patients referred to the imaging department may indirectly reflect the perception of
the quality and importance of imaging services. The accuracy of image
interpretation as measured by correlation with pathology and surgical results and
long term follow~up are also important measurements in the assessment of
outcomes related to filmless imaging.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the evaluation of a filml css imaging system requires a
comprehensive approach which takes into consideration the many complex
responsibilities and functions of an imaging department. There have been few
detailed studies of large scalc or filmless PAC systems. The task is complex and
the very few large scale, fully operational PACS have existed for relati vely short
periods of time. It is important to emphasize that PACS represents a totally
different way of managing and presenting imagi ng studies. The relatively broad
spectrum o[types and degrees of improvements that PACS confers will vary
depending upon the operations of each imaging department, the geographic
location, the type of health care system under which it operates, and the hospital's
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general mission. Additionally, the savings that occur with a large scale PACS may
not necessarily be achieved at all with a smaller PACS or for a small section ofa
department that docs not allow universal access or docs not permit tme filmless
operation. For example, assessment of savings with an intensive care PACS
application may underestimate the cost savings that onc might achieve in the leU
with complete film less operation. An ideal assessment of the impact of PACS
should consider improvements that could be made to the management of a filmbased department without the usc ofPACS technology. The impact of PACS
should be evaluated at several levels including the section, department, hospital,
and perhaps most importantly, at the regional or large hospital network level.
Finally, it is li kely that well designed prospective studies of filml ess imaging wi ll
have a large influence on the acceptance and dissemination of PACS over the next
ten to twenty years.

SESSION 17

DICOM/LAN
Chair: Steven C. Horh

The DICOM 3.0 Standard and the Real World
Robert Hindel
R H Consulting, Orange, CT

The term "Real World" does not refer to the colloquial meaning of real
world as distinguished from the unreal world of science fiction or even of
an ideal world of romantic literature. It is a specific term illustrated on
page 8 of part 2 of the DICOM standard (1) . The illustration is copied
below

Local
Real World

Remote
Real World

Appl. Entity

DICOM
Figure 1

Interface

The "Real World" initiates an action which leads to a communication event
based on the DICOM standard. It is implied that the part of the "Real
World" which triggers this event is by itself not compatible with the
staodard. In terms of physical reality the part which is compatible is
obviously real and maybe combined with the part with is not compatible.
More specifically a workstation contains software which is compatible with
the standard and software which is not.

A more likely implementation connects a " Local Real World" to a "
Remote Real World" via two corresponding Application Entities
( AEs ).Such situation was demonstrated at he InfoRAD exhibit at the
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RSNA 1993 and before that in 1992. Some twenty companies produced
workstations called Demonstration Nodes ( DNs ) which were capable of
communicating with a test suite ( called Central Test Node or CTN )
according to the DICOM standard. All these DNs were part of a Real
World and could be inspected and operated.
The OSI model (2,3) which has served as the basis for both concept and
design of the DICOM standard describes how heterogenous systems could
communicate. The necessary subfunctions of such a communication were

defined as operations in seven layers. Implementation of this concept
results in a "Real Open System" which according to the ISO document is
sufficiently characterized by its behavior as an open system.
If we assume that the terminology of OSI can be applied to the world of
the DICOM standard then we can define a heterogenous world of medical
diagnostic systems and a homogeneous world of communicating nodes on a
DICOM network. Conformance to the standard is a prerequisite for such
communication. The situation can be depicted as follows

Sink

ON

Source

Real

ON
World

Die 0 M

Fig 2 DNs bridge the Real World to the DICOM world.
They are implemented as Network Interface Units (NIUs)
or gateways.
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The DNs are physically "real" but bridge logically the heterogeneous world
to the homogeneous world of DICOM. Such "bridging" implies both
translation of "information objects" and conversion or encoding. For

instance, original image data describing a round CT image must be
converted to the DICOM format (i.e. a rectangular image ).

The world of the RSNA demonstrations
The homogeneous world of the RSNA demonstrations bypassed the
conversion of real world data and formats. Images and other information
objects were pre-stored as conformant entities on the CTNs. Participating
companies demonstrated that they could write, in a short time and on
various platforms, software which produced DICOM conformant Protocol
Data Units ( PDUs ). These PDUs are the building blocks for the D1COM
network communication. The implementation of the DICOM
communication protocol and typical PDUs by several vendors on various
platforms was the "Real World" event. An • Open System" was thus
established. This, by itself, was a significant accomplishment and an
industry endorsement of the standard.
The next significant step, namely converting vendor specific image data
according to the D1COM definitions and moving such normalized data into
a DN equivalent equipment, is a vendor specific task. For that the DNs
which were demonstrated at the RSNA exhibit can serve as prototype. In
terms of "worlds" the vendor's modality as part of a heterogeneous world
requires a vendor specific bridge into a homogeneous DICOM world as
shown in Figure 2. Such step will, hopefully, be taken at the next RSNA
exhibit and become another significant endorsement by industry.
The RSNA D1COM demonstrations included a Central Test Node ( CTN )
which has evolved from the concept of a common testsuite for various
implementations of the DICOM standard. For operational reasons several
(physical) CTNs cooperated as one logical CTN in order to improve the
response. Obviously CTNs are not necessary for implementation of the
standard and will playa less significant role in the next demonstrations.
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The world of P ACS
PACS ( Picture Archiving and Communication System) or IMAC ( Image
Management and Communication) is a homogeneous world integrating
heterogenous systems such as modalities by various vendors. Its functions
and services go beyond the scope of DICOM. For instance a PACS
includes a Data Base Management ( DBM ) system which supplies not only
convenient and robust access to information but also Structured Query
Language ( SQL ) and generation of various reports and tables. DICOM
defines information ( "information objects" and "service classes" ) but does
not perform information management in the more specific sense of a
DBM.
PACS storage systems permit access to directories which contain allributes
useful for simple searches. A system user should not be forced to enter
detailed information for searches but should have the option of defining
ranges ( say of dates) and "wild cards" (i.e. undefined completion of
entries) etc. DICOM does not offer such tools. The "FIND" command
does not include a range of attribute values, although undefined allributes
could be considered "wild cards".
PACS also includes image processing workstations. Such workstations
provide useful services in the real world of radiology. Although the
standard Application Entities ( AEs ) of DICOM do not include commands
or service classes for such image processing, private AEs could be designed
for such purposes.

The real world of Internet
Internet is an Open System according to the OSI defmition. It permits
access to information and resources to a large variety of heterogeneous
systems. Internet E-mail communication was essential for an efficient

coordination of the InfoRAD DICOM demonstration proj ects in 1992 and
1993. Internet is now offering downloading of the demonstration software
developed by MIR and funded by RSNA. Furthermore "FinaIDrafts" of the
Dicom Standard are available on Internet.
DICOM 3.0 uses as one of the authorized communication "stacks" the
TCP l IP transport protocol i.e. the same protocol that Internet is using.
Therefore DICOM files as defined in part 10 of the standard could be sent
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via Internet like any other files. The File Transfer Protocol ( FTP ) of
Internet permits selection of mes from various directories. Such directories
are displayed on successful request for access via FTP. Without access to
directory downloading of Internet file transport would be very cumbersome.
Internet has used originally exclusively strings of numbers for identification
of addresses. But most users use now text strings organized by "domains" to

access the system. These text strings were initially translated by "Network
Information Centers" but are now translated by a "Domain Name System"
into an equivalent string of numbers (4,5) . DICOM does not officially
permit such replacement of the UID ( string of up to 64 numbers) by text
strings. It is conceivable, though, that every NIU in a PACS can convert
UID name strings into UID number strings.
Since ARPANET served as model for Internet as well as for the OSI
model it should not be surprising that DICOM and Internet can easily
communicate with each other. As a matter of fact, Wide-Area-Networking
( WAN) via Internet is fully compatible with DICOM.

The Global Real World
In a Global Real World as represented, for instance, by a radiology
department within a hospital complex various heterogeneous systems exist
next to each other. Human communication links them, translates and

converts meaning and negotiates discrepancies if needed. DICOM is
essentially a language for technical ( diagnostic) communication. Like
Esperanto it is an artificial language lacking historic resonances. The
definition of "Service Classes" will be a compromise by classes of users and
may not fit either one of them exactly. The homogeneous world of DICOM
connects to heterogeneous worlds and systems via gateways or NIUs or
DNs. There is no agreed upon good term for this important function.
Commercial products exist which connect on one side to a specific modality
and on the other side to a DICOM world, qualifying thus as NIUs. It is
even likely that some companies will continue marketing their own

diagnostic network, equipped, however, with a gateway to a DICOM
network.

All this does not diminish the significance of the accomplishment.
Much dedication and competence has been applied to the development of
the DICOM standard. It was a wise decision to use the TCP lIP layers and
to adopt the OSI terminology.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of a digital picture archi ving and communication system
(PACS) in a fully producti ve multivendor modality envi ronment is a technical and organizational challenge t ,2,3 In order to bridge lbe gap between lbe fonner situation
with non-interconnected image acquisition systems and the des ired comprehensive
PACS, lbe Zurich University Hospital follows a transition strategy WiUI ulfee steps: In
ajirst step a stlmdard inhouse image ftle fonnat (Papyrus)4 and a transmission meulod
(TCPIIP) were elected, and conversion routines were implemented for several modalities. The second step introduces DICOM5 objects into lbe existing TCPIIP and Papyrus environment by adding a communication module to ule existing archive server.
In step three DICOM communication modules will be introduced to every component
in lbe image network, namely lbe Radiology infonnation system (RlS) and lbe image
display workstations.
Papyrus is based on lbe ACR-NEMA6 standard and can serve as a DICOM offline data transfer and archiving file fonnal. In our proj ect, Ule Papyrus fonnat has been
chosen because of its close relationship WiU, DICOM. A Papyrus file essentially encapsulates DICOM infonnation objects. Therefore no infonnation necded for DICOM
gets lost by a Papyrus conversion. An archive consisting of Papyrus liles can hence be
integrated with emerging D1COM systems by means of a D1 COM file service
interface.
The ACR-NEMA D1COM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine)
standard allows lbe image object interchange among different computer systems over
standard networks. Tbe communication wilbin D1COM systems is based on well-defmed infonnation objects, exchanged by use of specific protocols. Each system provides a set of standard operations relating to an infonnation object class, and hence
can be considered as a service provider. The archive type of services for instance allows storage, querying and retrieval of infonnation objects WiUlout any restrictions to
their intenu'l1 representation.
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D.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Since 1993, the Dept. for Medical Radiology of Ule Zurich University Hospital
projects a comprebensive information system including a PACS and an RIS with image management capabilities. The RIS, a relational dak1base application, has been
successfully introduced in the beginning of 1994. -lbe new systems have to deal with a
con siderably heterogeneous environment. They have to be networked with computer

systems from different vendors, epochs, and operating systems. Eleven image acquisition modalities by four different vendors with divergent networking capabilities and
image transfer protocols have to be integrated into the PACS (Fig. 3).
Tbe currenUy introduced PACS is a ftrst step towards an increasingly digital radiology department. Its primary goals are the archiving of all the Nuclear Medicine
and PET images, the assessment of filmless reporting in Nuclear Medicine, and to
provide the infra-structure for PETfMRlCT image fusion studies.

Basic principles of the projected system
Keep it simple and open! 111e PACS sbould be an "open" and modular system
built with off-I he-shelf components. Modularity is achieved by exclusive use
of standard interfaces for image communication.
111e PACS will account for Ule current Sk'lIldardization efforts. Specifically it
will be able to incorporate systems conforming to the DICOM Sk'lIldard. Conversion from and reconversion to Ule proprietary image fonna ts in Ule modalities are required.

Papyrus Flies

Es....1: Papyrus network.

All image objects to be exchanged must be transformed into the elected
standard inhouse format (Papyrus). These files are transferred using standard network facilities.
At the destination, the Papyrus files are treated according to the intended purpose: They might

be stored in an archive, their contents might be viewed on an analysis workstation or imported
into a different modality . The RIS communicates with the archive subsystem by means of a
message handling system (MHS).
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The specific environments of the modalities are not replaced. The system is
designed to be a common platform for simple analysis and archival of radiological images.
• The installed RIS serves as the primary image management insta nce. This
approach avoids unnecessary data redundancy and reduces the functionality
and thus the complexity of the PACS archive service.
The PACS must integrate the modalities at a time before all the DICOM interfaces are available. It may even be possible that some modalities will never provide
such an interface. As a consequence the solution scheme shown in Fig. 1 has been
devised. Image movements are driven by tlle interfaced RlS, which also correlates patient, case, and examination information with image objects.
As a practical result of step one, iInages of five heterogeneous modalities can be
combined for image fusion and stored in a central or a distributed archive, depending
on organizational needs7 and the system capabilities. Fig. 3 represents the current state
of iInplementation.
The second step is to integrate DICOM modalities. This is achieved by adding a
communication module to tlle existing archive server (Fig. 2). We do not intend to develop DICOM interfaces for modalities.
N extGeneralion
Modalities & Appllcallons

.......-+---'!"""--- DleOM Obj"CI.--t---~r-~~

..Eist...2: Step 2,

Integration of DleOM modalities. As Papyrus does comply with the DICOM speci·
fications, emerging DleOM applications can be integrated in parallel to the existing conventional
Papyrus file transfer network by introducing an interfacing file service software. It encapsulates/extracts DleOM information Ob/"ects into/from files and communicates in a standard way
with D1COM network nodes. The R S provides the DleOM examination service for the new

nodes in the network. The message handling system is still needed for managing the Papyrus file
transfer.
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Currently implemented netv.lorking and conversion routines of the Zurich PACS project.

Modalities situated in the Institutes of Diagnostic Rad iology, Neuroradio!ogy, and Nuclear
Medicine are involved so far. Use of Papyrus as a departmentwidely uniform image file format.
Still missing, but urgently needed, is the Papyrus archive, and the interface to the RIS as the pri·

mary image management instance.
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Witil tile third step DICOM communication modules will be introduced to every
componem in tile image network, namely the RlS and the image processing workstations (Fig. 4).
He Service

Rle

Examination

Serv ic e

Service

...

.,

DICOM Information Objects
~

m.

Step 3, Plot of a 'pure" OICOM installation. Ultimate goal of the stepwise migration policy.

DISCUSSION

A problem which must be considered when implementing ImportlExport conversions is the potential loss of proprietary information. This is due to the fact that the
standard's infonnation model does not encompass every proprietary data attri bute.

Therefore primary image processing bas to be done in the original (proprietary)
modality environment. After tile pre-processed image objects bave been exported to
tile PACS environment, reporting is done by high quality viewing and simple image
processing.
In nuclear medicine data excbange is increasingly often done using In ter/ile
files. In the Current version, Imerfile's data model is quite different from DlCOM and
supports only nuclear medicine type of data. Modalities within the nuclear medicine
department might well communicate via Intertile files as a temporary solution. How-
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ever for image fusion, viewing and archiving in the described environment the Inlerfile files have to be converted into the Papyrus file format.

The migration towards an all DICOM PACS seems to be manageable, though in
a heterogeneous productive PACS environment tile question of system security and
the operational responsibility will remain crucial. A tight cooperation witll tile suppliers and a small but competent tearn of inhouse specialists will always be indispensable.
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Buying Imaging Products with a DICOM InterfaceMade Easy
Donald E. Van Syckle and Teresa Sippel-Schmidt
General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI

Charles R. Parisot
General Electric Medical Systems, Buc, France

I. INTRODUCTION
The ACR-NEMA DICOM Standard has been developed to faciliUlte the
interconnection of medical imaging equipment in a multi-vendor env ironm ent.
However, the DICOM Swndard offers cho ices wh ich nccd lo be matched for imaging
equipment to successfu ll y comm unica te. For example, a CT scanner, sending CT
images, wi ll not com municate with a workstation which receives onl y M"R images.

For these reasons, the DICOM Conformance Statement was developed as a means
for the purchaser of imaging eq uipment lO assess whether devices w ill interoperate.
A DICOM Conformance SLaLemcnt allows purchasers and vendors to determine
which options arc supported by a particular piece of equ ipment . I3y compar ing the
Conformance Sta temen ts from two different pieces of equipmclll a knowledgeablc
purchaser should be able to determine the features which will success full y
com municate. Following the above example, a CT scanner, sending CT images,
would be able comm unicate with the workstation which receives both CT and MR
images. This conclusion can be reached by reading the DICOM Confonllance
Statemenl.
The DICOM Standard requires that every product claiming con formance must have a
Conformance Statement available which follows the fram ework eswbl ishecl by Part 2
of the DICOM Standard. At first glance, a Conformance SWlemenL may look quite
imposing. As w ith any standard it includes unfamiliar terminology, such as
Presentation Context, Abstract SynUlxes, SOP classes, Transfer SynUl xes, etc.
However, w ith a few examples and minimum educa ti on these terms ca n bccome
quite easy to understand. GE is commit ted to open ly publish DICOM Conformance
Statements for its products which include DICOM functionality.
Thi s paper first provid cs a high level summary of th e appli cation features offered b y
DICOM. Secondly, it selects one of ulese fOlltures 10 illustrate that by reading two
DICOM Conformance Sk1temenl~, a purchaser is able to eas il y determine whether
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lWO devi ces can successfull y communicate. This can be ac hie ved wilho Ul in -deplh
knowledge o f the DICOM Slandard ilself. Although the lwo exa mples used arc a GE
CT HiSpeed Adva ntage RP scanner and a GE Advalllage Windows worksUllion, lhis
anal ys is process may be generalized for any lwO D1COM produclS.
II. SUMMARY O F D1 COM APPLICATION FEATURES

There arc c urreml y four key app lication femures specilied by DICOM. These
include:
. Network Image Tra nsfer

- On-line Imaging Stud y Managcmcill
- NC1\vork Print Management
- Open Media Inlerc hange
Network Image Transfer prov ides the ca pability for two devices to communi cate by
sending images, querying remote devices, and retri eving images. Thi s is comm onl y
performed between scanners, workstati ons, archives, etc.
O n-line Imagi ng Stu dy Management provi des im ag ing dev ices the network

capability to manage study, pmicnL, and rCSUI L'i informati oll (o neil ca lled i.I HI S/RI S
Interface). Some exam ples arc informing a scanner 1hm a stud y has been sc heduled,
downloading pmicnl demogra phic inrormati on to the scanller, uploading slIIdy
completed inrormati on to an image manager, and retrieval or reporLs.
Network Print Management provides th e capability to print images on a networked
camera. An example is mu lti ple scanners or worksta tions printing images on a single
shared camera.
Open Med ia Interc hange provides the capabi li ty to manuall y exchange images and
related information (e.g ., reporto;.; or rilming inrormation, etc.). D learv! standardi zes
a common file rorm at, a med ical directory, and selects a stil ndard physica l med ia.
Some examples arc the exchange or images ror a publica ti on Of mail ing 11 patient
imaging stu dy rOf remote consul tation.
Because Image Network Transfer is currently th e predominant cOllnec tivi ty fea tufe,
il will be used as the example lo demonsLIale th e CllSe of read ing DICOM
Conrorm ance SUliemen Ls.

III . EX AMPLE OF I MAGE NETWORK TRANSFE R
Network Image Transfer prov ides the capability to send images, qucry rcmOle
dev ices, and retri eve images. For two dev ices to achieve connectivity Lhey must
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support co mplementary network ing roles, user and provider. Fi gure I illustrat es
these respec tive roles of a scanner pushing images to a wo rk sta tion.

Pushing DICOM Images

•
Association Establishmen t:
-offer list 01 services (SOP Classes)
-offer data encoding options (Transfer Syntaxes)

...

Associ ation Accepted:
-agreed list of services and encoding

Store (send) Image #1
Image
#t

~

·

~ Store Image Response (success/la,lure)
~I-------~--~--~--------Store Image # ..
•

...

]

~

Image
#1

=:J
Figure 1: The Storage Service Class :
Principle of Operation

T he abil ity to send images in D ICOM is accompl ished lIsi ng the SlOragc Service

Class. The sender (o r Storage Service Class User) is the scanner, and the receiver (or
Storage Serv ice Class Pro vider) is lhe workstation. The scanne r Illllst first es tablish
an "assoc iation " with th e wo rk stat ion. Thi s handshake is lIsed to negotiate a
common se t of services. T he co ntenL of the offer (made by th e scanner in Figure I )
is ca lled a Proposed Presentation Con tex t. The response (made by th e works tati on)
is ca lled the Accep ted Presentation Context. Ass uming thallh c Storage Service
C1Hss has been agreed lO, th e scanner is now able to send images 10 the \Vork st~lli o n.

T he sam e two step approac h is shown in Figure 2. In thi s ex ample th e
Query/Retrieve and Stora ge Service C lasses have been negmiated, thu s providing th e
ability for th e work station to "pull " images from th e scanner.
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Pulling DICOM Images

..

Associat ion Establishment :
-offer list of services (SOP Classes)
·off er data encoding options (Transfer Syntaxes)

Association Accepted:
· agreed list of services and encoding

~

[

...

Query Request for St udies/Image s
Matching Responses for Query
Retrieve Request Studies/Images

~_..iiiiiiiiiioii~~
...

Store Images

•

Retri eve Response for Studies/Images

Figure 2: The Query/Retrieve Service Class
including the Storage Service Class
Two key concepts which form the hean of the DICOM Conformance SlaLCmcnt arc:

I.) The concerl of role for cac h nelwork Service Class suprOrle<l (Service Class
User, Service Class Provider, or both).
2.) The concept of Presentation Context which includes the list of e leillenwry
services (called Service Object Pair (SOP) Classes) that arc offered or accerled.

IV, DI CO M C ONFORM ANC E STATEMENT
To eva luate the connectivi ty between two dev ices their Conformance Statements
must be compared. The Conform ance StHtements contain many technical deta ils,
very im porli.lnt for insLallation, implcmCnlalion, elc. T he viLaI in fo rmation 10
determ ine connectivity is cont':lined in two Lab Jes, iJ Proposed Presentmi on Context
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list and an Accepted Prcscnlalioll COlllcx llisL Sec tions from two aC llml DI COM
Conformance Statements (GE CT Hi Speed Advantage RP scanner and a GE
Advantage \Vinclows worksta tion) arc used to ill ustrate th e evaluation or the Image

Network Transfer femure.
The GE CT HiSpced Advantage RP DICOM Conform ance Sta tement Presenwtion
Contex t Tnbl cs arc shown in Tables 1 and 2:

Table I:
Table 2.2. 1.2.1. 2 Sca nn er Proposed Presentation Contexts
Present.ation Contex t Tabl e

Abstract Syntax
Name

UID

CT Image Storage
SOP Class

1.2.840. 1(XlO8.
5. 1.4. 1. 1.2
Secondary Ca plure 1.2.840. 10008.
SOP Class
5. 1.4 .1.1.7
Stnnda lonc
1.2.840. 1(XIOS.
Overla v SOP Class 5. 1.4. 1.1.8

Tran srer Syntax
UID List

Rol e

Nam e

List
LitLie
1.2 .840. 10008. 1.2
Endi an
LitLie
1.2.840. 1(x)08. 1.2
Endian
Lillie
1.2.840. 1(XI08. 1.2

Ex l.
Ncgol.

SCU

None

SCU

No ne

SCU

None

Endian

Table 2:
Table 2.2. 1.3.1. 2 Scan ner Acce pt ed Prese ntation Con lr.xts
Presentati on Contex t T able

1.2.840. 10008.
1.1
1.2.840.1 0008.
5. 1.4 .1.2 .2. 1

Transrer Syntax
UID List
Name
List
LitLie
1.2.840. ICXIOS. I. 2
End ian
Lillie
1.2.840. 1(XIOS. I.2
Endi an

1.2.840. 1(XIOS.
5. 1.4. 1.2.2.2

1.2.S40. I(xIOR. I.2
Lillie
Endian

Abstrac t Synw x
Name
UID
Verification SOP
Class
Study Root Query /
Retrieve Info.
Model - FIND
SOP Class
Stud y Roo t Query /
Retrieve In fo.
Model- MOVE
SOP Class

Ro le

Ex l.
Negol.

SCP

No ne

SCP

None

SCP

No ne
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The OE Aclvanlagc \Vindows workstat ion DICOM Conrorm ancc Statement

Presentation Context wb lcs arc shown in Tables 3 and 4:

Tab le 3:
Tah le 2.2.1.2.1.2 \Vorkstation Proposed Prese ntatioll Co nte x ts
Presentation Context Tab le
Tran srcr SYIlUlX

Abstract SVllUiX
Name
UID

1.2.840. 10008.
5. 1.4 .1.1.2
1.2.840.1 (Xl08 .
5. 1.4. 1.1.4
Secondary Capture 1.2.840. IOOOR.
5.1.4.1.1.7
SOP Class
Study Root Query / 1.2.840. 10008.
Retrieve Inro.
5. 1.4. 1.2.2. 1
Model - FIND
SOP Class
Study Roo t Query / 1.2.840. 10008.
Retrieve Info.
5.1 .4. 1.2.2.2
Model - MOVE
SOP Class
CT Image SlOragc

SOP Class
MH Image Storage
SOP Class

Role

Ext.
Ncgot.

SCU

None

SCU

None

SCU

None

1.2.840. IOOOS. 1.2

SCU

None

Little
1.2.840. I rxl08. 1. 2
Endian

SCU

None

Name
UID Li st
List
Litt le
1.2.840. IOOOS. I.2
Endian
Litt le
1.2.840.1(XlOR. I.2
Enclian
Little
1.2.840. I(XlOS. I.2
Endia n

Little
Enclian

T a ble 4:
Tabl e 2.2. 1.3.1.2 \Vorkstat ioll An:cptccl Presentation Contex ts

Presentation Contex t Tabl e
Abs tract SVllUIX
Tntns!'c r SVllUiX
Role
Name
UID
Name
UID Li st
List
VcriricHli on SOP
1.2.840. IOOOS. Little
1.2.840. I rxlOS. I. 2 SCP
1.1
Enclian
Class
CT I mage 5 torage
1.2.840.10008. Little
1.2.840. I(XlOSI.2 SCP
SOP Class
5.1.4. 1. 1.2
Ellclian
MR Image Storage 1.2.840. 1000S . Litt le
1.2.840. HXlOS. I. 2 SC P
SOP Class
5. 1.4 .1.1 .4
Endian
Secondary Capilirc 1.2.840. 1000S . Little
1.2.840. 1000S.I.2 SC P
5. 1.4. 1.1.7
Enclian
SOP Class
Slanclalonc
1.2.840. 1rxl08 . Li llie
1.2.S40. I (XlOR . I.2 SCP
Overla v SOP Class 5. 1.4.1. 1. 8
Enclinn

Ex t.
Negot.
None
None
No ne
None
None
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Followi ng is an cx planmion of the term s used in th e abo ve tables:
. Presentation Contex t Table· The name of the tabl e which conveys th e list of
features (proposed and accepted) offered by a product.
- Abstract Syntax - The identif1cation of th e actual elementary DICOM fcature,
called a SOP Cla ss (e.g. CT Image Storage).
- Transfer SynUlx - The identification of the daUl encod ing (all devices arc required
to support the DICOM default of Little End ian). Th ere may be multiple T ran sfer
SynUlxes for each Abstract Syntax .
. Role - The identification of th e service rol e, user and/or prov ider, called a Service
Class User (SCU) and Service Class Provider (SCP).
- Extended NegoLiati on - All features support a default level oj' connec ti vity, thi s
fi eld allows for optional ex tensions to each feature, beyond th e default.
- UID - A globally unique number used to identify key parameters.
Figure 3 shows how the complementary Prcscnlntion Contex t tabl es arc compared
from the two Conformance Statemen1s:

GE CT HiSpeed Advantage RP DICOM Confonmmce Statement

GE Advantage Windows DICOM Confomlance Statement

Proposed
Prese ntation
Context
Table

Proposed
Prese nlali on
Context
Table

Accepted
Presentation
Context
Table

Accepled
Presentation
Contex t
Table
./

The two key parameters to compare afC the Abstnlcl Syntax or the Presentation
Contex t hem and Lhe Role (Service Class). For (h e AbSLraCl Synlax, the Name value
is informative onl y, the key is 10 compare the U lDs. Upon matching these U lDs, th e
nex t cruciat step is to compare Ihe Rol es for that Abstract Syntax. The Rol es must be
complementary (e.g. an SCU w ill not commun icate w ith anolher SCU). The
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Transfer Syntax is not im portant for connec tivity (s ince all prOducts must supportth c
default Littie Endian), however it can be used for optimi zati on (e.g. J PEG
compression). Extended Negoti ati on is si milar to th e Tran sfer Syntax in thaL a
default is alwa ys dcfincd for cach Abstract Syntax .
We can now evaluate the connec tivity scenario in Figure 1 to compare tJ1 C GE CT
HiSpecd Ad vantage RP scann er (SC U) se nding images to the GE Ad vantage
Window work stati on (SCP). By comparin g th e Abstract Synulx U lDs and Ro les in
T able 1 and T abl e 4 it can be easil y uClCnn incd Lilm th e scanner is able to send CT
anel Secondary Capture images and Standalone Overlay infonnmion to th e
workstation. The work stati on is also able to support MR images, but this fe mure will
be not be used when communicating between t.hi s scanner and workstmi on.

Evalua ting the connecti vi ty scenari o in Figure 2 (qucry and rctrieval o f images) ca n
al so be simpl y dete rmin ed. By comparing th e Abstract Syntax UIDs and Ro les in
Table 3 and T able 2 the work stati on is able to query Ihe scanner for database
informati on (c.g. Li st Selecl) and also retrieve images.

v. Summary
The DICOM Conformance Stalement was developed as a mean s for purc hasers and
vendors of imaging equipm ent to assess whether products will interopera te. Any
produc t whic h claims D1 COM co nformance is required to publis h a Co nformance
Slalemenl.
By understanding a few key lerm s and comparing lwO Conformance SlaLements a
purc haser can easil y delcrmine whethcr basic conncclivilY is achievablc.

A Multimedia Multipoint Communication System for Medical
Consultations
I.z. Papanikos, G. Anaslassopoulos, E. Karavalselou, M. Koukias and
D. Lymberopoulos
Wire Communication Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Patras, Patras 26 t 10, Greece
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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the emerg in g new technology of communication
networks and protoco ls has resulted in the development of distributed communication
systems, which are used mainl y for sharing and manipulation of multimedia
infornmtion among users distributed geographically. One of the most important
applications which have been developed recently, is the medical consultation
systems. These systems have been des igned in order to provide remote medical

services (e.g. diagnosis, training) to distant sites and Medical Health Centers.
Early implementation of such systems are the IRIS system developed in
Ottawa' , the NMIS in Boston', and the MICA project B-ISDN field trial developed
in North Carolina).
In this paper we present a MUltimedia MUltipoint COmmunication System
for medical consultations (MUMUCOS) which satisfy the characteristics and
requirements of the medical environment. The system provides:
a)

b)

c)

the capturing of medical images directly from various med ical modalities.

the creation and manipulation of medical multimedia databases which will
contain all the patient information (patient data, laboratory findings,
medical images, past diagnoses, e .t. c.).
a full-dupl ex multipoint co mmunication service among an arbitrary number
of users located on geographically di stributed sites and interconnected by

a variety of networks (such as widely connected LANs, X.2S, ISDN).
d)

the image processing, compression tools for the best manipulation of
medical images .

e)

a friendly Graphical User Interface designed specifically for consultation
purposes.

This paper is composed of four sec tions. In Section II the system
architecture, thus th e medical and co mmunication requirements imposed on the
system and the function s developed to acco mmodate these requirements, are
described. In Section III the proto type implementation of the system architecture is
presented. Finally some conclusions and plans for future work are given.
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II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
MUMUCOS supports its users wi th the ability to engange in consultation
at a distance and have sirnuilaneous viewi ng and manipulation of shared medica l
information. The informat ion generated in a medi cal environment is cons is ted of

multiple types'. such as patient data (name. address . blood type e. !. c.). imaging data
(modalities, image characteri sti cs, patient orientation e .t. c .). ex pert annotations (text,
voice, graphics) that accompany the imaging data. The above description serves to
point o ut the multimedia nature o f medical info rmati on.
In Figure I. the structual model of the system is presented. It is consisted

of a Graphical User Interface (GU I). a Multipoint Communication Agent (MCA).
a Medical Data Management Agent (MDMA) which consists of two modules: a
DataBase Manager (DBM) for the interaction with the database and an Image
Processing Tool Library (IPTL). The system is managed through a Management
Entity (ME) w hi ch is used fo r system debugging , e rror logg ing and other con trol
functio ns. Media dev ices o ther than standard I/O devices (screen, pointing devices)

are supported by a Media Devices Entity (MDE) which interacts with the GUlar
directly with the MCA.
A. Graphical User Interface (GUll
The GUI is specifically designed to acco modate the conferencing needs of
th e syste m users. The main characteristic of a conferenci ng user interface is the
shared space fo r medi cal data (image, tex t) representation . Users can access and

modify data presenled in the shared space. The modifications are simultaneously
viewed by all participants. in oder to fullfill the WISIWYS (What I See Is What You
See) principle. A private work ing space is availabl e where each user can process hi s
own info rmati on. A ll th e necess<lry co mmand s for the summoning and releas ing of
a conference are includ ed in th e Control Panel. The feedback of these commands are

displayed in the Status Panel. The Media Device Control Panel includes all the
nessecary co mmands for th e manipulation of th e confe rence media. The user
inte racts with th e sys tem through th e GUI. The user co mmands are interpreted by
the GUI to primitives wh ich are sent to various Agents and Entities.

B. Media Device Entity
This modul e includes all the media drivers required for the capturing and
di splaying of the various media information (loudspeakers, mi cropho nes, video
ca meras). Moreover, thi s entity supports low bit-rate coding tec hniques for bit rate
reduc ti o n purposes, filtering techniques (e .g. s il ence detecti o n for voice filtering).

C. Multipoint Communications Agent (MCA)
Conventional netwo rks support point-la-point co mmunicati o ns fo r a given
service. Conferencing sys tems however require multipoint connection s among endusers for the distribution of multimed ia information . The MCA provides serv ices for
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conference control and conference data distribution among the multipoint sites. In
Figure 2 we present the association between the end-users , MCA and the
communication network. In this paper the term call is used to desc ribe a logical
association between an arbitrary number of end-users exchanging multimedia
objects. The term co nnection is used to describe the logical association between an
arbitrary number of end-users for a given service. The term channel is used to
describe a point-la-point connec ti on. The MeA resides either at th e user equipment
or at the network nod es equipmen t. In the second case, only the Connection
Manager is required, the network node acts as a distributed bridge to provide
services to the attached users.
The MCA is consisted of two manage rs (Fig. 1):
a)
The Call Manager dealing wi th the co nference as a who le, making the
sematics and syntactic analysis of the user messages, keeping information
about various media supported by th e conference and media devi ces access
points and finally is respo nsible for ptotocol function processing and
b)
The COlllleCfi on Manager which is responsible for the connection
establish ment , data tranfering between communication chann els and media
devices, and multicasting operations.
The MCA provides a set of service functions for the co nference support.
These include opening and closing the conference, members' joining and leaving,
floor passing. etc. These functi ons are provided to the co nfe rence parti cipants
through th e MCA protocol. The conference co nvener sends a conference set-up
primitive to th e MCA. The primitive includes the co nvernre, a list of participants
to join the conference, a list of media to be used during the conference, the logical
topology of users sites (e.g. users th at are accessed through a bridge should be
known to the MCA as well as th e bridge's add ress) and the conference rul es (e.g.
floor holder modes, simultaneous opening of vari ous media devices, essential users
and media). The MCA Call Manager checks this primitive for semantic erro rs,
analyzes the call requirements and generates th e appropriate primitives to the MCA
Connection Manager to create a basic connection (logical path) among th e end-users,
to be used for th e exchange of control information. the MCA Connection Manager
establishes a channel with each user. Each channel is controlled by an appropriate
I/O Handler. Each I/O Handler is network specific, i. e. network-dependent software
is used for the implementation o f 1/0 Handlers. Every user responds with a positive
or negative acknowledge message. Each user' s ackow ledge message includes a list
of th e supported media to be used du ring th e conference. The Conn ection Manager
creat es a list of binded participants and supported media by each participant, and
returns it to th e Call Manager. If so me of the essential users cannot participate in
th e conference or so me o f th e essential media cannot be supported , the conference
is terminated. After the basic connecti on is establi shed, the MCA Call Manager
creates a connec ti on for every medium (voice, video) denoted on the initial call
setup primitive (the user can add additional media during the conference) . During
th e conference, data are exchanged through co rrespondin g conn ections (one
connecti on per medium). The Call Manager is aware of the end points of each media
device, wh ich are the known to th e Connection Manager w ithin each media setup
primitive. Therefore, samples of each medium are routed to th e co rresponding
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channel. In the destination, samples from "'Ich channel are routed to the
corresponding media device.

The convener is the first noor holder. The noor holder right can be passed
to the other participants according to the rules described in the Conference SetUp
user primitive. There are four modes for the passing of the noor holder right'.
Each user can jo in an o ngo ing conference and also can leave a conference

before it ends. The conference ends only when the noor holder issues a CallTerminate message, or after the last of essen ti al partic ipants leaves the conference.

Multipoint now cont rol is performed within the MCA Connection Manager
for each individual connecti o n. This results in th e limitation of the connec tion data
flow to the speed of the slowest channel. Synchronization functions of the exchanged
multimedia objects are also provided among end-users by means of the MeA

protocol.

D. Medical Data Management Agent (MDMA)
The M DMA takes control of the multimedia medical information
manipulation and presentat io n. It consists of two modules: a Database Manager

(DBM) for the interacti on with the medical Database and an Image Processing Tool
Library (IPTL) .
The DBM is responsibl e fo r archiv ing and reducing the exchanged data
during the confe rence in order to minimize the responce time o f the system. This
is achi eved by:
a)
archi vi ng each image in two types, original and token (co mpressed).

b)

c)

applying the appropriate compression

technique from

the Image

Compress ion Library on the image data , respecti vely to the image
characteri sti cs6 and
using short commands - messages to acti vate image process ing in remote
stati o ns.

Al so, the DBM has the abi lity to convert all the patient information data
and the correspond ing images to/from ACR-NEMA or PAPYROUS file format s
stored in the Database7 .
The IPTL co ntain s operators and too ls . The operators are basic image

processing algori thms activa ted by the tools which are di vided in groups
correspond in g to th e human o rgans and contain elements corrsponding to the
modalities. The image process ing o perators have been assosiated in different groups
depending to the ir functi o nalit y, such as contrast modification s, statistical
information , spatial transfo rmations, algebraic , logical, edge detecti o n, ROIs,
segmentatio n and filterin g operations . Most of th ese operators have been developted

by the RACE-TELEMED project'. Each operator can be called by several tools and
each too l can be call ed by more th an o ne modality. since some human organs are
examined by various modalities (e.g . lungs can be examined using the Gamma Ray

camera, CT and X-Ray). The IPTL offers powerful features for medical image
processing and anal ysis appl icati on. thus provi din g th e physicians with a means o f
analyzing and es timat in g medical images in o rder to accomp li sh thei r diagnosti c
procedures.
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Multimedia MlJplipoint Communication System
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Figure 2: Association between users, MeA and network

E. Management Ent ity
This entity manages th e co nference. It keeps the co nference history (list o f
participants, li st of media, subj ect, duration , convener, e. t.c). Moraver it is used for
conference control and debugging. An erroriog is used to register all the errors
(network and application) that occured during th e confe rence. An other operation is
using the entity as an electroni c organizer, making appointments and scheduling the
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next co nference to tak e place. Finally , this en tity is used for call redirection
whenever a participant has moved to another si te.

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype system has been implemented in the Wire Communications
Laboratory o f the University of Patras, using Sun SPARCstations. A confe rence was
held among an arbitrary number of participants, residing at the WCL and at the
Regional University Hospital of Patras. Medical personnel were able to summon
conferences, to create, view and manipulate medical multimedia documents, and to
participate in remote diagnosti cai procedures9 ,1O. Some of th e stati ons were used as
medi cal workstations whil e others stat ions were used as network bridges. This
prototype system has been tested under real conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new system for multimedia multipo int
co mmunications for med ical co nsultations. This sys tem provides its users with th e
ability to engage in a conference and supports functi ons for image handling, voice
handling , te lewriting and telepointing . It has been implemen ted in the WCL of the
University of Patras and has been tested under real conditi ons. Future work includes
the design and imple mentation of thi s system unde r broadband networks.
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Migrating a Network Towards a Switched Ethernet Over an
ATM Backbone
Minh ooVan, Geri Cox, Louis Humphrey and Or. Carl Ravin
Duke University Medical Center, Department of Radiology
Durham , NC 277t 0

Introduction
Traditioll:llIy, l;ugc Ethernet networks have bee n composed of several segments

interconnected through bridges and routers. Bridges are lIsed for isolation and a
router is used to connect the individual LANs. This is commonly referred to as a
segmented collapsed backbone network. While probably th e most popular network
layou t, it suffers from BlallYdrawbacks in leday's bandwidth hun gry e nvironment.
Medical imaging applications arc

VC I)'

demanding of network bandwidth and

throughput. An Asynchronous Transfcr Mode (ATM) local area nelwork has been
installed to satisfy this demand and to provide a foundation lor an imaging
network. Direct ATM connections operating}lI 155 Mbps will he lIsed for primary
image tra nsmission in rad iology and as a vc hicle for transmission of video and
voice. Our initial tests of co mmercially avai lab le ATM switches have allowed li S
to transfer image data without network limitatio ns.
To provide for future network growt h and scalability on our present Ethernet , we
are migrating fro m the prese nt segmcnted collapsed backbone to a switched
Et hernet over an ATM backbone. Ethe rnet switches isolate connections into

privale CSMNCD scgmenls similar in function 10 a bridgc, bul wilh much less
latency. ATM will provide Ihe high speed connection between Ihe swilching
engines. A routcr will still be lIsed to co mplement the network and provide a path
to the existing wide area network.
T his topology is very cost elTective since it docs not require new network cabling
or network adapte rs for Eth ernet and still provides for inc reased usable bandwidth
in a scalable architecture. By providing a very hi g h speed path betwee n the

Ethernet swilChcs, we will be able

10

supporl virtual LANs.

This will allow

allocation of private Et he rnet segments bctween hubs thus providing physically
di sparate users and workstati ons morc bandwidth and dramatically reduced
late ncy.

The Digit:ll Imaging Network
One of the primary reasons for install ing the ATM network is as the backbone for

Ihe radiology imaging nelwork . Cu rrently. Elhernel docs nOI provide sufficienl
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bandwidth for clinical applications involving the tranSl1l1SSlO1l of radiological
images. FDDI is a marked improvement, providing much higher bandwidth but
still as a shared media. In a model of a large clinical Picture Archival and
Communications System (PACS), ATM appears to be better equipped to handle
our image transmission needs. The emergence of ATM in the broadband area,
most notably the Information Highway, should pave the future for ATM in
Telemedicine.
The Department of Radiology at Duke Uni versity Medical Center installed three
SONET based ATM switches in January of 1994 as the first step towards our main

imaging network I. One switch was installed in our North Hospital, one in Ollr
South Hospital, and the third in the radiology research area. The switches arc
connected via multi-mode fiber Network Node Interfaces (NNI) operating at 155
Mbps. More NNI links will be installed as traffic patterns dictate.
A major advantage of the circuit-based ATM network over the slHlred-media
network is that tramc between two computers travels over a defined circuit as
opposed to being transmitted over a shared media (i.e .. Ethernet). Direct ATM
connections will be used for high performance inulging applications and will
provide dedicated bandwidth for the workstation or server. This wi II prevent
imaging traffic from congesting the Ethernet network and will also isolate
imaging traffic from other ATM workstations.
The imaging network wi ll consist of both ATM and Ethernet. Ethernet wi ll be

used mainly in the transmission of images from acquisition devices to storage
devices. ATM will be used for transmission of images from storage to display or
wherever performance is critical. It is important that ATM and Ethernet operate
as one homogenous network so that we preserve our current Ethernet connectivity
but still satisfy app licat ions which demand ATM speeds.
ATM Conn ections (pVCs and SVCs)

There are currently two methods of establishing an ATM connection, Permanent
Vinual Circuits (PVC) and Switch Vinua l Circuits (SVC). PVCs arc permanent
and must be manually constmctcd and removed. The standards on pyes have
been well lldopted and should provide current interoperability between different
ATM manufacturers (provided the rates are the same). SYCs arc established on a
need basis (much like making a phone call). The standards on SYCs are not as
well defined as PVCs. As such, interoperability with SVCs probably will not
happcn until later ill this ycar (or even next year). Our switch manufacturer
currently provides SVC support on their product line. Anyone interested in
purchasing ATM equipment tad,}), should familiari ze themselves with the
implications of SVC interoperability.
[P Over ATM

IThese are the Synoptics L:luiscd l ATM Switches
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There are several iss ues that arise when running IP over ATM. These issues arise
due to the difference in addressing in ATM and in the circuit-based connections.
The transmission ofIP datagrams using ATM cells is fairl y straightforward using
a common segmentation and reasse mbly (SAR) method. Address resolution in an
ATM lP environment is sl ightly more complex. Classical address resolution
(ARP) on an Ethernet network utili zes a special broadcast packet that asks for the
IF to MAC level address translation.
In a non-broadcast, non-multicast
environment, broadcasts will not occur. IIClassical IP and ARP over ATMIt [2}
requires a single ATM based server for resolving the ATMARP request (directed
ARP). Clients ou the ATM network must be configured with the ATM address of
the ATMARP Server. Clients will connect to the ATMARP Server using a pointto-point virtual co nn ec ti on. It is reasonable to assume that the current ATMARP
sc heme should evolve over time from this approach to a morc robust approach.
Routing IP in an ATM network ,also prese nt s so me curre nt challe nges. As
currently defi ned in 121. ATM rr sub nets are co nnected via an ATM router. This
rout er should suppon multiple Logical IP Subnets (LIS) and should provide all th e
routing with a si ngle phys ical ATM interface. The interested reader is directed to
121 for a more detail ed a nalysis of routing in an ATM environment.

TCP/IP Perfonnance over ATM
The performance ofTCP/lP over ATM is of great interest. Evellthough TCP/IP is
not the most effi cient prol ocol ror ATM. il will prob:Clbly be Ihe Illosl widely used.
Our tests of TCP/IP ove r ATM yielded some very satisfactory results with a few
small surprises.
Our test suit e cOllsisted of three ATM switches alld three Sparc 10 51s (uniprocessor). aile of th ese Sparc lOs is connected to the Ethernet Pon on one of the
switches. This Sparcstation downloads co nfigurati on information 10 the swi tches
all d co ntrols the signalillg (illcludin SVCs) ill th e ATM netwo rk. The ot her two
Sparc lOs have direct ATM
connections to the swi tc hes. 2 All
Throughput \/s Socket Bufilr S ize
the interfaces are fUllning at th e
10000
WOO
OC3C rate of 15 5 Mbps. One of
0000
the latter Sparcstatiolls a lso has
an Ethernet adapte r and IS
operating as a router to provide
con nec ti vity betwee n our ATM
a lld Ethernet networks. This will
be replaced in the future by (In
1000
OL-______________
______
Ethernet switc h whi ch has
16K
m
3
Ethernet and ATM co nnec ti ons.
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Figure I
2'lllc Sparcstations art! cquippcd with Synoptics SBUS ATM 1·lost Inkrl":lcc (SAI·II) adapters
3·llle Ethcmct·to-ATlvl switch is a Synopti cs EtherCcll

~
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As discussed in 131, the performance of TCP depends upon the product of the
transfer rate <lIld the round -trip delay. As this product increases, the buffer space
required must also increase. This became readily apparent during otlr initial tests
that showed TCP/LP performance in the 200-300 KEps range.
For high performance throughput, it is necessary to properly tunc the buITer sizes
at the end workstations. A graph of buffer size versus throughput is shown in Fig
I. Our highest throughput measurements were in the 10 MBps (80 Mbps) range
and were very co nsiste nt. T he tests werc performed using the publicly ava ilable
test tool IIcp as well as so me of our own in-house tools. Both tools produced
simi lar results.
Interestingly enou gh, the limi tation on throughput was not the ATM network.
The sam e tests nlll 011 only onc ma chine (i.c., loopback tests) produced similar
results (actually, the loopback performance was worse, probably due to two
processes nlllning on th e same machine). At the time the tests were nlll, both
pe rformance meters showcd CPU utilization at 100%. This dat a implies that the
limiting factor on throughp ut was the Iwo end workstations and not the ATM link.
We do not conclude that this is the limit on the throughput of these workstations.
With some more wo rk on enhan ced drivers and proper kerne l tuning, these
numbe rs should increase.
We were able to attain rates of 10 MEps using standard hardware and unmodifi ed
operating systems with our tes t programs which transmitted test data from one
machine to anot her. When these programs were modified slightly to transfer
images, a signifi ca nt pe rformance impact was noti ced. Our original test programs
(on th e receivi ng e nd ), read th e packets into th e sa me me mory locat ion. When a
modification was made so that packets were read into sequc ntial melllory locations
(as an image wou ld ex ist in memory), performance degraded to 5 MEps.
ObvioLisly, in this case, th e limiting factors are th e workstations. Once again, we
do not co nclud e tha t this is the limit on these workstations. Proper tllning of the
operati ng systems shou ld yield better results.
FTP and Rep performance were surprising at a n average of 300 K8ps. However,
whell we tested FTP alld RCP from a ramdisk to a ramdisk (ltmp may be used 011
Solaris with tll1 pfs), performance averaged 4 Maps. It is clear that proper tuning
(or possibly as patches) wi ll be necessa ry to attain high throu ghput rates.
Our initial tests of TCP/IP traffic over ATM at th e OC3C rates ( 155 Mbps) were
very promising. Wh ile wc achieved so me high throughput numbers, it was clear
that th e two endpoint co mputers were the influencing fact ors in the throughput
performance. The ATM switches were able to transmit data as fa st as the
co mputers cou ld place data onto the network. It has beco me obviolls to us that
increased TCP/IP performall ce over ATM wi ll be accomplished by faste r
processo rs, e nhanced drivers (i.e., multi-threaded), TePIIP stack op timi za tions,
and co rrect tUliing of the operating syste ms.
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It should be noted that there is talk in the ATM community about providing direct
access to the ATM laye r, an ATM API (applications programming interface). As
this becomes available, new, morc efficient protocols may emerge for tran sferri ng
data over ATM networks.

Switched Versus Segmented Collapsed Backbone
OUf seasoned network was the traditi onal seg mented collapsed backbone. From a
hi g h level view, thi s is a network composed of indi vidual segme nts. These
segments arc interconnec ted through the usc of bridges, which provide isolation
and routers, which provide the co nnectivity between separa te logical networks.

There

are

several

di sadva ntages to the
segme nted collapsed
backbone.
Packets

travelling

through

bridges expe rience a
certai n amount
of
latency due to storcand-forward
algorithms. The large
physical size of otlr
campus
creates
a
problem for users with
similar needs that are
remotely
placed.
Traffic from users
separated by large
distances
tends
to
travel through many
bridges or
routers
causing delays and
traffi c
across
the
network.
These
deficiencies lead to
inevitable reductions
in throughput.

-illllllllllliJ

To COIIII'''' !'klw"rk aro,,'
Infunnal;on Highway

Figure 2

Our new network archit ecture will solve ma ny of these problems. The switched
Ethernet approach a ll ows us to segment indi vidua l LANs that are co nnected
through the Ethernet-to-ATM switch. The Ethernet switch provides hi g h-speed
data switching on lip to twelve Ethernet segment s. Eac h of the twel ve segme nts
ha s a dedicated 10 Mbps bandwidth. The switch al so provides the Ethernet to
ATM conversion. The lise of ATM as a backbone provides hi g h s peed paths
between the Ethernet switchcs and al so allows Ule creatio n of virtliCi I LANs. One
possible applicalion for virtual LANS in our environmcnt would be to separate
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business users from imagi ng users.

The high speed backbone is necessary to

support the crea ti on of Ethernet segments th at span across switches. A routcr will

still be used to connect to the campus and wide area networks. A high level view
of this architecture is depi cted in Figure 2. This drawing is intended to depict the

separate Ethernet segments.
Performance Advantages of the Switched Network
Although a debatabl e topic, most network managers will agree th at Ethernet

performance generally suffers when the percentage utilization approaches 30%.
Although our current Radiology Ethernet does not suffer from this high
percentage uLili zatioll yet, we have noticed a marked increase recently, and most

notable, some very high peak rates (above 90%).

These peak rates have been

occurring morc freq uently as higher perfonmlIlcc worksta ti ons are added to th e

network and as tile transfer of radiological images bCCOlllCS lllorc prevalent .
Our new switched network will provide separate Ethernet segments so that traffic
on onc segment docs not interfere with traffic on another segment (although we
will have only one broadcast domain). This is logically si milar to segregating a

network utilizing bridges. however, the switched Ethernet approach allows us to
centrally manage the segments. Segments Illay also span across the ATM
switches. This allows ti S to place two users 0 11 the same segment even if they (lre
physically separated by a long distance.
Our current in vestment in Ethernet adclpters is secure and the performance of the
Ethernet network shou ld remain adequate which makes this architecture very cost
effecti ve. Ollr investment in cabling is also spared since the switching engines arc
located in the wiri ng closets with the Ethernet hubs. Workstations that require
increased bandwidth including fil e servers and imaging workstations will have
dedicated OC3C ( 155 Mbps) ATM co nnecti ons.

Conclusion
We have begun the migration from our segmented collapsed backbone to a
switched Et hernet ove r ATM. The netwo rk desig n presented here should provide

enough bandwidth and sca lability to meet our future needs as well as provide lhe
transfer rate necessary for medical imagi ng applicat ions. In addition, high
bandwidth connections to rcmotc fa cilities should prove feasib lc as the wide area
providers offer ATM connections. Our initial tests of the ATM switches showed
that high throug hput is achievable using TCP/IP.

Proper tuning of the end

workstations will be a major facto r in achieving this th roughput.
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Real-time Fluoroscopy and Ultrasound
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ABSTRACT: Radiology applications involving isochronous bandwidth and
high speed asynchronous connections have been frustrated by the lack of standardsbased implementations. With the emergence of Asynchronous Transntission Mode
(ATM), fiber distributed data interface (FDDJ, ANSI X3 .139), and switched IEEE
802.X Local Area Networks (LANS), many of these applications are now becoming possible. For example, one aspect of costly sub-system in digital radiology is
the disk sub-systems. If a network is deployed that has a bandwidth that exceeds the
backplane bandwidth of a workstation, possibilities exist for greatly reducing diagnostic workstation costs by distributing the costs of a single, high-performance,
disk su b-system over diskless, networked workstations. Furthennore, if a network
can provide between and 36 to 126 Megabits per second (Mbps) of isochronous
bandwidth, real time fluoroscopy and ultrasound become possible. Nonh Carolina
is installing a state-wide ATM network that will deliver OC-3c to 3700 sites. One
group of recipients is the hospitals throughout the state. With proper workstation
choices and high-performance ATM interface cards. real-time fluoroscopy and
ultrasound should be possible with off-the-shelf equipment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of the National Infonnation Infrastructure (NIl),
many states have launched programs to provide some degree of ATM service. The
state of Nonh Carolina aggressively seeks to provide equal access across the state
to its ATM service supplying OC-3c connections (155 Mbps) to 3700 sites[l] initially, nine ATM switches provide connections to 105 SilCS[2][3J that include 11 hos-

pitals. This prontises to provide high bandwidth to Nonh Carolina users at costs far
less thao today's DS3 (45 Mbps) costs.
For digital radiology to become econontically feasible, the network bandwidth and the workstation I/O bandwidth had to significantly increase. For
instance, real-time digital ultrasound was predicted when high-performance network and computer technologies became standardized and cost-effective.l4 ] These
technologies are available and real-time digital ultrasound is now possible. The
similarity of the digital streams of digital fluoroscopy and ultrasound makes di gital
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fluoroscopy possible.
Real-time ultrasound involved using either specialized analog connections[SJor attempting analysis with a lossy compression scheme. In the past, fluoroscopy generally remained analog. Full-motion digital ultrasound usually involved a
costly disk subsystem, a proprietary data network, and a computer operations specialist to handle the media and place studies on the appropriate file system or raw
I/O device.
The remainder of the paper deals with the computer protocols, workstations,
and the modality inputs used to implement real-time, digital tele-ultrasound and telefluoroscopy systems.
II.

COMPUTER PROTOCOLS

Campus area network backbones are being implemented with high-performance networks using FDDI and ATM technology. High-data-rate hubs are putting
new life into the legacy LANS. These bubs support IEEE 802.3 (CSMNCD or ethemet) and IEEE 802.5 (Token Ring) sometimes in a switched environment such
that a workstation essentially obtains the entire bandwidth of the legacy LAN.
Some hubs even support switched FDDI protocols. So bandwidths at or exceeding
100 Mbps are now available to a workstation at reasonable prices. Of these, ATM
technology is most interesting as it was designed to handle constant bit rate applications such as real-time voice and video, as well as data applications at bandwidths
up to OC-48 (2.54 Gigabits per second (Gbps)) although there are no inexpensive
workstation interface cards operating OC-48 data rates. It also allows isochronous
bandwidth to be guaranteed for full-motion video for the ultrasound and fluoroscopy. Teleconferencing, in general, is more tolerant of latency fluctuations, however, isochronous bandwidth is important to tele-ultrasound and tele-fluoroscopy as
all frames and their temporal sequence must be maintained for proper diagnosis.
This only addresses the data link Jayer protocols. At the transport layer (an
end-to-end protocol), packet-video protocols are still evolving. Of the emerging
packet-video protocols, The Xpress Transfer Protocol (XTP) seems to solve many
of the problems and has provided packet-video on FDDI networks[6][7J. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is also developing several draft protocols to
handle packet-video applications.[B][9][tOl(llJ It is important to use a standard for
the communication, othelWise interoperability once again, becomes a problem.
The major workstation vendors are very aware of these protocol activities
and their corporate laboratories are testing various draft protocols. This is to posture the company to be able to deliver the new multimedia protocols on their workstations when they become standard. This should reduce the ill effects of pointdesigns. It does irtitially mandate the selection of one computer manufacturer.
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III.

New Generation Workstations

Improvements to present generation of worksta tions have made it possible to
saturate FDDI networks. In years past, only expensive, high-end computers were
able to use the bandwidths delivered at the data-link layer. However, there is still
some operating system functions that impact the overall throughput of applications.
Computer system architectures are being refined to meet a perceived interest
in collaborative, remote work groups. Reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
architectures now have clock speeds exceeding 100 MHz. Workstations vendors
generally offer these processors in syrruneoic multiprocessor architectures which
can computationally equal the first CRAY computers. 1bis results in scalable systems where a processors may be targeted for specific functions or the user can let
the operating system seek its own optimizations.
Several workstation backplanes now deliver above 1.6 Gbps. Even if the
backplane was only 10% efficient, it could operate well at an OC-3 bandwidth (155
Mbps) which is more than enough for tele-ultrasound and tele-fluoroscopy. The
operating system easily manipulates data at even higher ra tes.
For instance, the new SGI Indy workstation, in a standard configuration, can
deliver more than 10 frames per second, uncompressed video sessions over A1M
networks where the frames are 64Ox480x8 bits. The new SUN. RS 6000 and DEC
workstations have the architectures to haodle similar data flows. Initially, the performaoce of these machines is limited by the interface cards. Because ATM is relatively new, few interface cards provide DMA access which is necessary to exploit
the full potential of these workstations. DMA cards are available for the high-end
SGI machines so that a full 30 frames per second cao be processed. Other workstation vendors should have similar offerings.
IV.

The Modality Input

Ultrasound uses a National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) signal
that is displayed on a CRT or sent to a VHS or super VHS output. Currently, extramural ultrasound interpretation is done by placing the srudy on a videotape and
sending the tape by courier or overnight-mail service to the radiologist. Fluoroscopy has a real-time or near real-time VHS output which usually produces a nonreal-time VHS tape for analysis. With ATM, this can be done in a more timely fashiOD.

With the new generation workstations and an ATM network virtual circuits
to provide isochronous data streams, it is now possible for a radiologist to provide
valuable feedback to the technologist during Gild examillatiol1. Because the information is digital, it is also possible to store key images in a PACS. The proposed
system is depicted in Figure 1. The workstation should have an VHS and SVHS
(for the video motion-based modalities) connection and an ATM adapter card. The
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SGI Indy is equipped with the VHS and SVHS connectors and Fore Systems currently makes the ATM adapter card. Because most workstation vendors are making
multimedia product lines, at least the VHS connection should be obtained for the
workstation.
Radiology
Technologist

VHS Output

Ultrasound or Auoroscopy
Modality

ATM

Switch

Figure 1 Tele-ultrasound and tele-f!ouroscopy
connectivity
In addition to the modality connection, the radiologist and technologist will
be able to have a teleconference session at the same time. More than likely, tltis will
be an audio-only session as the radiologist and technologist will be discussing the
modality protocols in real-time. Such feedback will ultimately improve diagnostic
capability and should decrease diagnostic time as the radiologist and technologist
will be able to focus attention key areas and functions at the time of the exam.
Because most new generation workstations are capable of teleconferencing,
a session could be opened between the radiologist and a primary-care physician
with teleconferencing capability. The results can be given to the physician within
minutes of the procedure. In addition, the important frames of the study can be
played back during the consultation, if that is necessary. In either case, there is
much greater potential for .radiologis t-physician interaction. If a WAN is set up, a
radiologist could be provided valuable diagnostic correlation information.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The new workstation and network environments provide a means of replacing frame-grabbed imaging systems with full-motion. uncompressed video with
key-image storage and retrieval as an option. These digital media workstations han-
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die all data audio, video, graphics, and standard data. Using available standards,
some anticipatory standards, and some point designs, they provide teleconferencing
and teleradiology video sequences. With these capabilities, a cost-effective system
can be fielded that can provide the radiology tecbnologists with feedback from radiologists that can be incorporated into the study in real-time. The new generation
workstations can now deliver ultrasound and fluoroscopy images from its souree, to
any site in an ATM network with an OC-3 connection. The remote site could be
intra-mural or extra-mural.
VI,
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Introduction:
Computed radiography (CR) is used more and more frequently instead of
conventional film-screen-systems. One major drawback of computed
radiography is a reduced spatial resolution (1,2). In skeletal radiology,
however, a high resolution is required to image small bone lesions, e.g. earl y

rheumatic disease can only be diagnosed, if subtle changes of the joints such as
loss of cortical white line and subchondral erosions are detected.

In direct magnification radiography (DIMA), using a very small focal spot size,
the source image distance is increased while the source object distance is

decreased. Thus a high spatial resolution is obtained (3,4,5) .
Purpose of our study was to increase spatial reso lution of computed

radiography by using it in combination with D1MA and to compare the
diagnostic performance of this technique with high resolution conventional
radiography in the evaluation of rheumatic joint lesions.
Material and Methods:
1. Subjects:
This prospective study was conducted between May 1992 and October 1993 . 76
patients (mean age 45 years) with signs of early rheumatic disease were
examined with both conventional and magnification radiography. Informed

consent was obtained from all patients. Regions radiographed with CR and
D1MA included hand (carpal region: 19 cases, metacarpo-phalangeal and
interphalangeal joints: 43 cases) and feet (18 cases). 80 corresponding
radiographs obtained with each technique were analyzed.
2. Imaging techniques:
2.1. Magnification radiography system:
The prototype (Microfox GIO, Feinfocus Medical Systems, Garbsen, Germany)
of a newly developed micro focal X-ray tube was used. This prototype was
microprocessor-controlled and performed at variable focal spot sizes between

20 and 130 I'm. Direct magnification radiography

up to 9 fold could be

achieved. The microfocal X-ray tube was demountable allowing easy
replacement of filament and target; a two-stage pump system produced the

operational vacuum (6).
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All patients were examined with a fi ve fold magnification, 50 kVp and a focal
spot size of 60 flm . A detector dose of 1.25 flGy was used. The radiation dose
was measured using a dosemeter (ionization chamber, Type 7733, PTW,
Freiburg, Germany). The exposure dose was 1.3 fo ld as compared to
conventional radiography and the average exposure time 0.71 s.

2.2. Computed radiography system:
As an imaging system computed radiography was used employing storage
phosphor technique (FCR-7000 storage phosphor unit, Fuji, Tokyo) . Cassette
size was 35x43 cm with a pixel length of 200 flm i.e. a matrix size of 1760x2140.
Therefore the theoretical limit of spatial resolution was 2.5 line pairs per
millimeter (lp/mm). X-ray adjusted images were obtained and additionally the
digital images were processed (AC-I, Fuji , Tokyo) using un sharp-mask
filtering to produce edge enhanced radiographs. Among several filtering
algorithms a program was chosen imaging bone structures with high contrast,
avoiding halo effects .

2.3. Conventional screen-film combination:
Using a conventional X-ray system patients were radiograpbed with a focal

spot size of 600 flm and 44 kVp. A mammographic high-resolution film-screensystem with a detector dose of 80 flGy was employed (film: MinRM , Kodak,
screen: MRM-I , Kodak, Rochester, NY). The spatial resolution achievable
with this film-screen-combination is 9 Ip/mm at 20% of the modulation
transfer function (MTF).
3. Image analysis:
All images were analyzed by five experienced radiologists. A total of 160
radiographs was analyzed by each of the five readers. A Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis (7) was performed. Each image was placed on a
separate sheet of film to permit treatment of each anatomic secti on as an
independent observation. To prevent learning bias all images were shown in
random order and not more tban 45 images per session were reviewed. Time in
between reading sessions was at least 96 hours. The five radiologists were

without knowledge of lesion location. Each was permitted to use a magnifying
glass and a bright light. Throughout the reading sessions, ambient light was
kept at a minimum, and no time constraints were used.

The readers were asked to state whether they were able to detect the presence
or absence of a lesion on each single image and to diagnose rheumatoid joint

disease. They then assigned one of 4 levels of confidence (I = definitely
negati ve, 2 = probably negative, 3 = probably positive, 4 = definitely positive).
Location had to be stated for each lesion, in case of discordance lesions were
rated as false positive. Pooled, averaged and individual reader data for a total
of 800 observations (400 per imaging modality) were analyzed. An expert's
panel (composed of a rheumatologist and a radiologist experienced in

rheumatology who analyzed the images, knowing the results of all clinical
investigations and the labarotory findings) and the patients' follow-up studies
were used as a reference.
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ROC curves were obtained by use of a maximum-likelihood curve-fitting
algorithm. Lesion detectability was estimated by the area under the ROC curve
(AUC).
In addition interobserver analysis was performed . During ROC-analysis all five
readers were also asked to evaluate the quality of anatomical structures, such

as the depiction of the joints, the trabecular bone pattern and the cortical white
line. These had to be graded according to a 4 level scale (excellent=4, good=3,
satisfactory=2, poor= I). Additionally they had to grade the quality of
pathological structures, such as soft tissue swelling, juxta-articular osteoporosis,
loss of cortical white line and erosions.

In both, ROC and interobserver analysis, the significance of differences
between observer performance with both modes was tested with Student
paired T test (8) for individual ROC areas and gradings in interobserver
analysis.

Results:
ROC-allalysis showed, that each of the five readers performed substantially
better with the magnification technique as compared to the conventional
technique. Using pooled data for all readers, direct comparison showed a
larger area under the curve (AUC) for magnification radiography (0.80) as
compared to conventional radiography (0.72) (Fig. I). This difference was
statistically significant at p < 0.02. Using magnification radiography both
pathological and non-pathological images were diagnosed with a higher degree
of confidence. Therefore detection of early rheumatoid lesions was improved

by magnification radiography.
Fig.l: ROC curves from pooled data for all of the five readers. ComparL\"on between
DIMA (AUC=O.BO) and conventional radiography (con v) (AUC=O.72) showing
significantly (p < 0.02) beller deleClion of rheumatoid joinllesions.
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Retrospectively several lesions , that were not diagnosed in conventional

radiography at first, could actually be seen knowing their location and
morphology, which was due to the superior contrast in the magnification
radiographs.
In illlerobserver analysis all of the anatomical structures evaluated (depiction of
joints, trabecular bone pattern and depiction of the cortical white line) and a
part of tbe pathological structures (soft tissue swelling, loss of cortical white

line and erosions) received better gradings with the CR/DIMA-technique as
compared to the conventional technique. Both average and all of the individual
scores were significantly higher (p<O.02) in magnification radiography.
Concerning juxta-articular

osteoporosis,

however,

the

score

was

not

significantly improVed.
Discussion:
Previous studies (3 ,9-12) have suggested, that the application of magnification
radiography in the diagnosis of early rheumatic disease may be superior to
conventional radiography. However, due to the limited life span of the
microfocal X-ray tubes, increased radiation dose and low performance in using
a small focal spot size magnification radiography is not established in clinical

routine (3,4,5,13). With new technical developments it was possible to design a
microprocessor controlled microfocal X-ray tube with long durability, designed
for up to 9 fold magnification in clinical routine use (6). In this study we had
the opportunity to te..<.;t the first prototype of the newly deve loped direct

magnification X-ray tube using CR.
There are four important advantages of computed radiography as compared to

conventional film-screen combinations (1,2,14,15):
1. Increased visualization of tissues of various density as a result of the wide
latitude of the detector system,
2. improVed image quality due to processing, such as unsharp mask filtering
and gray-scale image processing,
3. by using the automatic image processing capabilities repeats caused by
exposure error are eliminated and
4. digital communication and archiving is possible.
As discussed previously (14, 15,2) one potential disadvalllage of computed
radiography. however, is an inferior spatial resolution. The resolution of
computed radiography can be increased by using it in combination with

magnification. Previous studies (15,16) proved, that in more than fi ve fold
magnification radiography the overall

resolution

is determined by

the

geometrical setting (focal spot size) and not as much by the imaging system
(e.g . film-screen-system). Thus there are no significant differences in spatial
resolution between computed radiograpby and film-screen-systems.
The high contrast, which can be achieved by using image processing in
computed radiography has to be considered as a factor of improved image

quality, which may not only be the result of direct magnification radiography.
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Fig.2: 31-year-old caucasian male with swelling oj fingers and joints Jor 10 months.
Optically magnified conventional radiograph (left) and DIMA radiograph (right) oj the
middle phalanx. Periostitis wirh proliferations as a sign oj early psoriatic arthritis only
deteeled in edge-enhanced DIMA radiograph.

Since magnification radiography requires longer exposure times and there is no

significant reciprocity failure in CR as compared to film-screen-systems,
exposure dose can be reduced. Additionally kVp values were increased (50
kVp) and detector dose was reduced (1,25 I'Gy) to decrease radiation dose.
This resulted in an exposure dose which was 1.3 fold higher, as compared to
conventional radiography. The increased dose, however is acceptable since
clinically only hand and feet are radiographed with a small field of exposure.
Two disadvantages of magnification radiography, however, cannot be
overcome; these are the limited field of view (with 5 fold magnification and a

cassette size of 43 x 35 em the field size is 8.6 X 7cm) and the long exposure
times. Therefore, if a larger field of view is required, direct magnification
radiography can only be used with a r,educed magnification,. Moreover with 5

fold magnification this technique is merely an additional method in case of
equivocal findings in conventional radiography (e.g. early rheumatoid arthritis,
monitoring of disease progression),
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Because of long exposure times (hand and feet: 0,6 S, femur and hip joint: 3,0
s) so far only the extremeties can be examined, without motion artifacts (17).
In conclusion, our results show that magnification radiography used together
with computed radiography is superior to high resolution conventional
radiography in the detection of small erosive and proliferative bone lesions.
Thus one major disadvantage of CR can be overcome and the radiologic
evaluation of rheumatic, infectious and metabolic joint and bone disorders may
be improved.
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Image Optimization by Dynamic Range Control Processing
Masaaki Kobayashi
Fuji Medical Systems, U.S.A., Inc.

Introduction
Fuji Photo Fi lm Co ., Ltd . announced the concept of Computed
Radiography(CR} at the ICR held in Brussel in 1981 and introduced its first
generation product model, FCR101 in 1983 (1) . Since then , two types of
digital image processing have been widely used in a daily clinical routine :
contrast processing and spatial frequency processing (2) . With the
combination of these two types of image processing , one can enhance the
contrast and/or edges of the anatomy of interest. Furthermore , a wide visible
range for diagnosis is realized when the spatial frequency processing is
optimally combined with the contrast processing. These advantages seem to
have been well accepted clinically. However, as the use of the CR becomes
popular, it is becoming clear that there is a wider spectrum of clinical demands
for the digital enhancement. One typical example is a case where an observer
demands wide dynamic range, but not strong edge enhancement, for some
clinical reasons .
Against this background we have developed a new image processing
algorithm, dynamic range control processing(ORC} , which can control the
dynamic range of the CR image independently from the contrast and
frequency processing . Initial results indicate that this new processing
algorithm can provide wide visible range for diagnosis in most examinations.
In addition, We found that a careful optimization of the processing parameters
is a critical factor in achieving clinically useful enhancement. In this paper we
will discuss the basic principle of the ORC and several case studies for
optimizing the ORC parameters.

Basic principle :
A basic concept of ORC processing is using the digital unsharp mask
technique. After the unsharp mask signal is calculated from the original
signal, a necessary density range of the mask signal is extracted and
superimposed on the original data. This processing is described with a
following equation:

so = Sorg + f3 f(Sus)

( 1)
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where :
Sorg is an original image signal,
Sus is an unsharp mask signal,
10 is a look-up-table to extract a necessary denstty range from the unsharp
mask signal, and
~ is a weighting factor to add the exlracted unsharp mask signal on the
original signal.
Furthermore, the unsharp mask signal here is described by a following
equation :

Sus

(2)

where M is a kernel size.
One simple example of how equation(l) works on the image data is
summarized in Fig.-l . Fig .-l(a) shows an original signal in 10-bits gray scale.
In this case we take a step wedge as an example. Figure-l (b) shows a
smoothed signal after the unsharp mask processing . Fig .-l (c) and (e)
demonstrate two different types of look-up-tables, i.e.,
in the equation(l) .
The look-up-table shown in (c) extracts the lower optical density part of the
image pixel value which lie between 0-511 in the 10-bits image. Then this
extracted signal is added on the original signal shown in (a), yielding a
resultant signal(e). In this case, signal components in a low density range now
exhibit a higher density. The table shown in (d) extracts the higher optical
density part of the image; lie between 600-1023 in the1O-bits image. This
time the
has a negative value, so the extracted signal is subtracted from
the original signal, yielding the resultant signal (f). In this case, the signal
components in the high optical density range now exhibit a lower density.
The step wedge in Fig.-1 represents large structures such as the lung
fields, heart, and the mediastinum, while the minute signal variations over
each step denote finer structures such as lung vasculature or intervertebral
spaces in the mediastinum. If we use this analogy and again observe the
effect using the look-up-table in (cl. it is easily understood that this table can
be used to display both mediastinum and lung field simultaneously in a single
image without losing contrast on either structure . The effect of such ORe
processing is visually demonstrated in Fig .-2 using a chest image. Fig.-2(a) is
an original image of a typical chest examination. The Fig.-2(b) is a filter image,
which corresponds to I( Sus) in the equation(l) . On this image a lower
density range of the unsharp masked signal is extracted using the look-uptable shown in Fig.-l (c) . Finally this filter image is added on the original
image (a) with a weighting factor(~). The resulting image is shown in Fig .-2(c).

to

to

Parameters to control the ORe.
We use three parameters to control the behavior of ORe. Instead of
manipulating detailed parameters appearing in equations(1) and (2), we use
simplified parameter definitions. This is necessary because the ORe is being
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used in the daily clinical routine. Following is an explanation of these three
parameters.
1) DRN : This parameter controls the kernel size(M) in the equation(2) . We
prepare ten steps : 0 through 9. A smaller value for DRN means a larger
kernel size. A smaller
DRN value provides a less sharp filter image such as the one shown in Fig .2(b) . If the filter image is insufficiently blurred , it might contain singal
components corresponding to anatomy of major interests such as pulmonary
vessels and the final process,i.e. , the addition of the @er image on the
original image, may result in poor local contrast for an important anatomy.
Therefore, a DRN value which provides relatively large kernel size compared
to structures of interest is preferred.
2) DRT: This parameter defines a shape of the look-up-table, i.e., fO in
equation (1) . Eight types (A through H) are available. (Fig.-3) With A through
D, lower density regions are extracted. With other four types, higher density
regions are extracted. The DRT chosen should be appropriate for the
anatomical region over which the dynamic range needs to be controlled. For
example, to control the dynamic range of the mediastinum in chest images,
DRT of 8 is usually preferred .
3) DRE: This parameter is a weighting factor, i.e . ,~ in equation-(l). This
parameter can be changed over the range 0.0 through 2.0. A larger value
provides a greater density shift on the area extracted by the DRT.
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Fig.-1 Principle of DRe processing

Fig.-3 DRT parameter curves
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Result:
We applied ORC to several typical types of examinations and found
optimal parameter combinations.
1) Chest image.
In the case of the chest, the image display with a higher contrast is usually
preferred . However, an increase of the contrast immediately leads to the
saturation of the least dense region . More specifically, if we increase the
contrast for the lung, density in the mediastinum part will be easily lost. Such
a dilemma can be solved when we apply the ORC . Fig.-2 , which is already
used to explain the principle of the algorithm , shows the chest image
processed with ORC . The parameters are: ORN=2, ORT=B, ORE=O .6.
2) Breast image.
In the case of the mammography, a dense breast is a typical example for
ORC. Similar to the case of the chest, one prefers to use higher contrast to
visualize the breast. However, this leads to a loss of the information around
the skinline . In order to avoid such a dilemma, dynamic range of the higher
density regions can be controlled. Fig.-4(c) shows a breast image processed
with ORC. To control the highest density regions, the ORN=2 , ORT=F, and
ORE=O.6 values are used.
3) Extremity image.
With extremity images, it is preferable to display both bone and soft
tissue simultaneously with high contrast. One method to achieve this goal is
the use of edge enhancement combined with a contrast processing which
provides a rather lower contrast or wider latitude. However, strong edge
enhancement sometimes provokes a severe over/undershoot artifact around
a sharp edge such as on the artificial bone or metal. Using ORC, it is possible
to control the density range for the soft tissue without losing contrast . Fig .5(c) shows an ORC image processed with the ORN=2, ORT =F, ORE=O.6.

Conclusion:
We have developed dynamic range control processing(ORC) and
introduced three types of parameters to control its effect on the image. We
have demonstrated that an optimization of these parameters can provide
enhanced diagnostic quality on CR image.
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(a) Original image

(b) Filler image

(c) ORC image
Fig.-5 Example of ORC image (bone)

Adjustment of Dose to Required Image Quality Using
Signal-to-Noise Ratios
Fiebich M. , Bick

u., Link TM. , Meier N. and Peters p.E.

Institute of Clinical Radiology, Un iversity of Muenster
Albert-Schweitzer-Str. 33, D-48 129 Muenster, Germany

Purpose
Computed Radiography provides a wide dose ran ge. Exposures wit h low dose

result in noisy images with lower image quality. Th is increase in noise is the
limiting factor for further decrease in dose. The study intended to evaluate the
lowest acceptable dose in radiographs by simulating different expos ures by
artificially introducing noise.
Material and Methods
The system used for this study was a Computed Rad iography system (Digiscan,
Siemens based on FCR 7000, Fuji). The signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) for d ifferent

doses were measured using a homogeneous absorber. The distribution of the gray
values was analyzed and compared with the gaussian function .
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Hi stogram of gray values, measured with homogenous absorber and theoretical

calculated corresponding gaussian function .
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The sigma in this function was the standard deviation of the gray values, the
center was the mean gray va lue. For simplification the dose distribution was not
calculated, because for the applied small dose ranges the transformation can be
accepted as linear instead of logarithmic. The differences between the gaussian
function and the histogram for a matrix of 512 x 512 are small and allow the use
ofthe gaussian function to describe image noise (fig. I).

From the measurements of the SNR's the sigma values were calculated in terms
of absolute dose. This corresponds to the standard deviation of dose in
relationship to mean dose. Using these results, a function based on

SD(noise) = SQRT(A

* dose) + B

( I)

simulating quantum and system noise was fitted using the SPSS statistics
program. R squared for this fit was about 0.99. (fig. 2)
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Figure 2:

Standard deviation measurements as a function of mean dose. The curve
represents the fitted func tion .

For each pixel in the digital image the corresponding dose and standard deviation
was calculated and the same was done for the image, which shou ld be generated.
The calculation of the dose of one pixel was done using the formula:

Dose

= const / (S

factor

- 511
* exp 10( L factor * I 1024

))

(2)
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where the S factor is the intensifying factor, the L factor is the dose range taken
into account, both are printed on the film. I is the gray value measured at the
workstation and the constant is a function on kVp and screen type, but is about
1000.
Since the noise is gaussian and the descriptive parameters in the original and in
the image which should be calculated are known, it is possible to estimate the
sigma for the gaussian function of the additional noise. The sigmas can be
calculated using the formula:

222

(jeonv. = (jreal + (jarti.
(3)
where aconv. is the sigma for the convoluted gaussian function , areal is the sigma
for the noise in the real image and O"arti. is the sigma for the gaussian noise which
is artificially additionally introduced The difference between the convoluted
gaussian function and calculated function is very small (fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Difference between convoluted and theoretical gaussian function

These results were applied to clinical images. The new mean dose can be chosen
freely but must be lower than the applied dose of the original image. The program
for the generation of an artificial image was written in Fortran, CPU time for each
image is about 15 min on a MicroVax II.

To verify the theoretical derivation a chicken was exposed with di ffe rent doses.
Using the image obtained with the highest dose, the other dose values were
simulated. Figure 4 shows the original image Cal and an image calculated from
this one (b) simulating the same dose as used in (c).
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Figure 4:
(a) Image of a chicken obtained
with an exposure of the image
plate with 20 flG y (top left).
(b) Image simulating a dose of
1.3 flGy (bottom left). The
image noise was introduced
artificially.
(c) Image obtained with a dose of
1.3 I flGy at the image plate
(bottom right).

(a)

(b)

(e)
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The first clinical application is the possibility to reduce exposure images of infants
in hip dysplasia examinations. To these images noise was added digitally to
simulate different doses. In clinical routine the exposure of the image plate is
about 2.5 ~Gy comparable to a film screen system with a speed of 400. The doses
simu lated were 1.5 ~Gy, I ~Gy, 0.75 Gy, 0.5 ~Gy, 0.25 ~Gy, and 0.15 ~Gy . The
hard copies of the processed images were analyzed by four readers.

Results

The lowest dose accepted for measuring acetabular angles, Shenton's line and the
angle of the femoral neck varies between 0.5 ~G y and 1.0 ~Gy. These results
were subsequently chosen for clinical routine, thus the dose for the image plate is
now reduced from 2.5 ~Gy to 1.0 ~Gy. Due to the very short exposure times in
young infants, this could only be achieved by additional filtering.
However, the radiologists differ in their opinion of required image quality.

Conclusion

This experimental procedure can be used to minimize patient dose without any
extra exposures. It is transferable to all other digital examinations and easy to
perform with the software available. With this algorithm applied to other

exam inations a general reduction of dose in computed radiography is achievable.
However, there are some problems: the influence of scatter is not taken into
account in this study. This is very difficult to include, especially if an antiscatter
grid is used. Furthermore there are a few approximations in calculation of the

additional noise, resulting in slight differences from calculated and obtained

images of same dose.
The method of simulating different doses in Computed Radiography will be

evaluated furtheron., Analysis of the influence of scatter, different dose ranges
and convolution filters will be the next steps.
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ROC Evaluation of Computer vs Computed
Radiography (Film) Radiographs
Elizabeth A. Krupinski, Ph.D.
Department of Radiology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

The question of whether there are significant differences in
diagnostic accuracy between viewing conventional or computed
radiography (CR) film radiographs versus radiographic images
displayed on a CRT monitor must be addressed if the transition to
filmless (digital) radiology is to be successfully implemented in
the clinical environment. To this end, there have been a number of
studies which have compared observer performance using film
versus CRT displays. The results have, overall, been equivocal. 1 -3
Sometimes there are no significant differences between
performance with film vs CRT, sometimes film yields better
performance than CRT, and sometimes CRT viewing is better than
film. As workstation and monitor technology becomes more
sophisticated and refined , the differences in observer performance
between film and CRT viewing are becoming smaller. In some
cases, as with the MDIS system at Madigan Army Hospital, the
move has already been made to a totally digital radiology
department. 4 Questions still remain , however, as to whether all
types of studies (e.g., mammography) can be diagnosed accurately
using CRT monitors, and whether primary diagnoses can be
carried out using CRT monitors.
In addition to diagnostic accuracy, there are other factors
that must also be considered in evaluating the utility and
acceptability of converting the radiological viewing environment
from film to CRT. One important factor is time. Is the time to review
an image on a workstation CRT at least as short as the time it takes
to review a film image ? If not, then radiologists are not likely to
accept the slower method, especially in departments with high caseload traffic . Another important factor is image quality. Is the visual
quality and visibility of important diagnostic structures comparable
for CRT and film viewing? And in a broader sense, is the image
aesthetically pleasing to look at?5 If not, then diagnostic accuracy
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may be affected significantly. Finally, and more relevant to
workstation design, is the question of what types of image processing
or manipulation functions should be made available to the radiologist
for use on a workstation? Investigations into what the radiologist
needs and actually uses are quite important in this respect. If the
radiologist cannot deal with complicated menus and only uses a few
image processing functions, then systems should be designed to suit
their needs and improve the human-computer interface.

METHODS & MATERIALS: In the present investigation, the
suitability of using an image console monitor (FUJI HI-C500
workstation) for interpretation of adult portable chest radiographs
was evaluated using ROC analysis and subjective techniques. This
workstation was designed for viewing images processed by the Fuji
FCR AC-1 PLUS CR system. The console has a high-resolution 20inch horizontal monochrome CRT (1,024 x 1,538 pixels, 60-Hz
noninterlaced scanning). The system provides a number of onscreen image-processing (e.g., enlarge/zoom, edge enhance,
window/level) and image manipulation (e.g., rotate, flip)
functions.
Over a 3-month period, 80 adult portable CR chest
radiographs were selected from approximately 300 radiographs
of patients in the ICU at the University of Arizona Medical Center
(40 with subtle instances of subsegmental atelectasis (AT), 40
with a single subtle pneumothorax (PT)). Each radiograph was
interpreted by an experienced radiologist not participating in the
study, and diagnoses were confirmed by checking the original
diagnostic report. Image quality was also rated by the radiologist,
and only those images rated as excellent were included in the
study. The final test set consisted of the 80 CR film images and 80
soft-copy versions of the same 80 images stored on optical disks.
Six board certified radiologists read the 80 chest images,
once on the workstation display monitor and once on CR film, for
the presence/absence of a pneumothorax or atelectasis. Confidence
in these decisions was reported using a 6-level scale where 1 =
definitely no active disease (NAD) and 6 = lesion (AT or PT)
definitely present. Judgments of correct/incorrect positions of five
different tubes and lines (nasogastric, chest, endotracheal, SwanGanz, central line) were reported using a 5-level scale : 1 =
definitely OK, 2 = probably OK, 3 = probably not OK, 4 =
definitely not OK, 5 = cannot tell. Total viewing time was recorded
by videotaping the sessions.
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Throughout the experiment a counter-balanced design was
used for image presentation, and approximately 2 weeks intervened
between successive viewing sessions to offset any practice effects.
The presentation order during each session was randomized in a
different order for each observer. Practice sessions were also
given before each session to familiarize observers with the
workstation and the appearance of the images on the workstation. At
the end of the final session, the observers completed a subjective
evaluation of the workstation, rating the overall quality of the
images, the visibility of 10 specific diagnostic structures, and the
ease of interaction with the workstation.
RESULTS: A summary of the major results is presented in Table
1. Individual Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves
were generated, and area under the curve (Az) and standard
deviation values were computed using the decision confidence
ratings for the film and CRT conditions. To test for statistically
significant differences between the two viewing modes, a Student's
t-test for paired observations was employed. Separate analyses
were conducted for the AT and PT cases (each set with matched NAO
cases).
A statistically significant difference (p = .03) was found in
favor of CRT monitor reading for the detection of pneumothoraces
(CRT Az = 0.789 (SO = .07) vs Film Az = 0.706 (SO = .06)}.
Atelectasis detection was also higher with monitor reading (CRT Az
= 0.934 (SO = .03) vs Film Az = 0.903 (SO = .05)}, but the
difference did not reach statistical significance (p = .28). An
analysis of the percentage of true-positive (TP) and false-positive
(FP) reports revealed that overall the percentage of true-positive
reports was higher for CRT viewing (CRT = 75% vs Film = 72%),
and the percentage of false-positive reports was lower for CRT
viewing (CRT = 16% vs Film = 19%) than for film.
Tube/line position judgments were equivalent for both
modes. The data were analyzed by determining the percentage of
times each observer gave the same or different confidence rating
(how confident that tube/line position is correct/incorrect) for
the same image on the CRT and film. There was complete agreement
of reported confidence for 63.18% of the of the tubes/lines. The
percent increases to 85.66% if one considers only OK (ratings 1
and 2 combined) vs not OK (ratings 3 and 4 combined) judgments.
Total viewing time was about one minute longer per image
with the monitor than with film viewing (CRT = 99.82 sec vs
Film = 33.63 sec) . This difference was statistically significant
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when tested with a Student's t-test for paired observations (p =
.0001). This viewing time did not include the time it took to carry
out the command sequences and wait for the workstation to remove
an old image and bring up a new image, or the time to remove a
film image and put up a new one . On average , the between image
time was 13.7 sec (SO = 3.9) for the workstation vs 5.2 sec (SO
= 1.1) for film . The difference was statistically significant (p =
.002).
TABLE 1. Summary Results of CRT vs CR Film Viewing.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

MeanAz PT
MeanAz AT
Overall % TPs
Overall % FPs
Mean Viewing Time
Mean Between
Image Time

CRT
0.789 (SO
0.934 (SO
75%
16 %
99.82 sec

13.7 sec

= .07)
= .03)

CR FILM
0.706 (SO = .06)
0.903 (SO = .05)
72%
19%
33.63 sec

5.2 sec

Tube/Line Position Agreement = 85.66%
Image Processing Use: window/level = 97%
zoom = 37%

An analysis of the frequency of use of the image processing
functions available on the display monitor was also conducted.
Although a number of image processing functions were available,
the radiologists used only window/level (97% of the time) and
zoom (37% of the time) on a significant number of cases. The
other functions (e.g., gamma-correction, edge enhancement) were
used infrequently or not at all.
With respect to the subjective ratings of the workstation
given at the end of the final viewing session, the overall quality of
the CRT presented images was rated as being the same as or
somewhat better than film . The visibility of the various diagnostic
structures (e.g., tracheal air column , lung interstitium) was rated
on average as being the same as film. The visibility of tubes/lines
was rated as better than film. Overall, the workstation received
good ratings (i.e., the same as or better than film) for such factors
ass image quality and visibility of diagnostic structures; but was
rated poorly (i.e., worse than film) on "user friendliness" and
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ease of use. The amount of time it took to manipulate and diagnose
the images was also judged to be unacceptable for clinical use.
CONCLUSIONS: It was concluded that viewing CR images on a
workstation does not seem to affect diagnostic accuracy compared
to film viewing, and may in fact represent a significant
improvement especially for detection of pneumothorax. For both
pneumothorax and atelectasis Az detection performance was higher
for CRT viewing than for film. The analysis of percentage of trueand false-positive reports confirmed this result - the percentage
of true-positive reports was higher for CRT than for film and the
percentage of false-positive reports was lower. The ability to
judge the correct position of tubesllines was comparable or even
better for CRT and film reading. The fact that the visibility of
tubesllines was judged to be better for CRT than for film seems to
explain why this should be the case.
Although diagnostic accuracy was comparable for CRT and
film viewing, viewing time was not. On average it took one minute
longer per image for CRT viewing vs film viewing. This did not
include between image time, which was also significantly longer
for CRT vs film vieWing. The viewing time results indicate one of
the major problems with CRT viewing - it takes an unacceptable
amount of time to diagnose an image. Case-load throughput is
extremely important in most, if not all, radiology departments.
Any factor which slows down throughput time is generally
unacceptable, especially if it is related to the actual reading
process. An analysis of the videotapes of the CRT sessions indicated
that not only was the increase in time due to the fact that the
radiologists needed more time to manipulate the images (i.e., use
the image processing menus and wait for the results), they also
spent more time during the diagnostic decision process. Part of
this problem could be eliminated by developing preset image
processing defaults tailored to the individual radiologist. This
might help decrease viewing times to within acceptable levels, by
allowing the radiologist to concentrate more on the diagnostic tasks
and less on the image manipulation tasks .. More extensive
experience with CRT viewing systems in general may also
influence viewing times.
The use of presets for the image processing functions -is
also suggested by the results of the analysis which looked at the
use of the various image processing functions. Overall, the
radiologists mainly used the windowllevel function, and it seemed
to be used primarily for increasing the visibility of the
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tubes/lines. The zoom function was used in just a little over onethird of cases, and according to the radiologists it did not affect
their diagnostic decisions to a very large extent - it was merely a
confirmatory exercise. The results of this analysis suggest that
for most cases a simple menu which offers only window/level and
zoom capabilities would suffice. Other more elaborate image
processing functions (e.g., edge enhancement, gamma correction)
could be available for use, but they could be relegated to a
secondary menu to be accessed when desired. This would improve
significantly the "user friendliness" of the workstation
environment and possibly improve the ease with which
radiologists make the move from film to CRT viewing of
radiographic images.
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A Comparison of CCD-Based Intraoral Radiographic
Systems and Digitized Film-Based Radiographs
AI/an Farman, William Searfe, Mamoru Wakoh
Di vision of Radiol ogy and Imaging Sciences, School of Dentistry,
The University of Loui sville, Louisville, Kentucky 40292

CCD Dental Radiographic Systems allow the
immediate production of an image, potentially
expediting treatment such as endodontics and
dental implant placement procedures_ If the
exposure is incorrect for the patient, this is
seen immediately and can be adjusted before
further exposures are made. It means no darkroom,
no processors, no film for the practitioner to
purchase, and no processing solutions for her to
buy; additionally, there is no tracking of
contaminated film packets around the office to the
darkroom.
A variety of CCD-based intraoral
radiographic systems have been introduced for
teaching and research activities in the clinical
and laboratory areas of the Division of Radiology
and Imaging Sciences, university of Louisville
School of Dentistry . These systems are: RVG-S
(RadioVisioGraphy-S) and RVG-PCi (Trophy
Radiologie, Vincennes, France), Flash Dent (Villa
sistemi Medicali, Buccinasco, Italy), VIXA (Gendex
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin), and Sens-A-Ray
(Regam, Sundsvaal, Sweden). The specifications of
these systems, together with one .other not present
in our laboratory (CDR: Schick Technologies, Long
Island City, NY) are l i sted on the next page
(Table I). As of March, 1994 all of these systems
had gained FDA approval for use in clinical
&dentistry.
There are two major variants of CCD device
for intraoral radiography; namely, those that
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operate by "fluorescence" producing light
from incident x radiation using a
scintillation screen, and those that use
CCDs which are directly sensitive to x
TABLE 1: APPROVED CCD SYSTEMS FOR INTRAORAL
RADIOGRAPHY
SYSTEM

SENSITIVE
AREA (mm)

PIXEL PIXEL DYNAMIC OPTICS
MATRIX SIZE(Um) RANGE

RVG-S
275x182
RVG-PCi

480x380

60x60

8 bit

YES

Sens-A
-Ray

259x173

576x385

45x45

8 bit

NO

VIXA

240x180

384x288

63x63

8 bit

NO

Flash
240x200
Dent & 240x300

480x400

50x50
50x85

8 bit

YES

CDR

436x306
720x400
760x524

48x48
48x48
48x48

8 bit

NO

NjA
NjA
NjA

NjA
NjA
NjA

Analog
Analog
Analog

NO
NO
NO

209x147
346x192
365x252

FILM #0 350x220
#1 400x240
#2 410x310
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radiation. Those using fluorescence employ
optics to channel light to the CCD via an
optical couple (a fiber optic prism for the RVG
systems; a series of seven lenses for the
FlashDent). Such optical systems permit the
use of CCDs with a smaller surface area than
the required sensitive area as unlike x
radiation it is a simple matter to focus light.
Additionally, the use of optics allows the use
of CCDs that are more sensitive to radiation by
use of glass that is translucent to light but
resistant to the passage of x radiation (e.g.
the fiber optic prism for the RVG systems is
constructed from tapering tungsten glass
fibers.
The other three CCD devices which are
commercially available use "hardened" CCDs with
a surface area sufficient to receive the whole
image. The major advantage of these systems is
the direct response of the CCD to x rays
creating the latent image, rather than the use
of scintillator. This generally results in a
greater spacial resolution for the image,
however, it is accompanied by an increase in
the background haze or "noise . "
Direct emulsion film is used for
intraoral radiography. This is sold in various
sizes and speed groups. The most commonly used
radiographic film presently is speed group D
(e . g. Ultraspeed : Eastman Kodak, Rochester,
NY), but patient dose can be reduced by almost
50% by use of speed group E film (e.g.
Ektaspeed: Eastman Kodak). This film being
analog permits a continuous range of gray
shades. The spatial resolution is 12-14 lp/mm.
These radiographs can be digitized using a
flatbed scanner , (e.g. XRS Scanner: XRS
Corporation, Torrance, California) and various
dpi resolutions can be selected.
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Determination of the imaging
characteristics of the various modalities has
been carried out in a number of studies in our
laboratory. The investigations have included
perceptibility tests using a standard aluminum
test object and extracted teeth, linearity
evaluations, measurement of spatial resolution,
and determination of dose dynamics using a
beryllium windowed ionization chamber (PRM
Inc., Nashville, Tennessee). This paper
summarizes the key findings of these studies.
(1) DOSIMETRY: Dosimetric considerations
require both a maximum and minimum permissible
dose which permits the desired task to be
performed. This is dependent upon the use of
the enhancement capabilities of the system and
also upon the task being applied. Dosimetric
studies that restrict the evaluation to the
initial linear digital image and are dependent
on subjective rather than objective quality
criteria are flawed. For this reason two
specific tasks have been applied at out
institution; namely, perceptibility curve
determinations with aluminum test objects and
determination of the length of endodontic
instruments in root canals.
In the latter case it proved possible
with the RVG 32000 to effect dose reductions up
to 90% against E speed film and up to 94%
against D speed film in this task with the use
of contrast gradient enhancement (1). The newer
generation or RVG-S and RVG-PCi do not effect
such a magnitude in dose reduction as measured
by perceptibility tests. Visually equivalent
images could be achieved with exposures of 4255% less with the present generation of RVG as
compared to E speed film (2). Comparisons of
the RVG-S and the VIXA showed the VIXA (0.341.24 microGray) to have a dose dynamic of onefifth of that of the RVG-S (0.34-5.95
microGray), but to effect similar dose
reductions when compared to film (3).
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RESOLUTION: Resolution was measured using a
standard grid. For both 0 and E speed film the
resolution measured was 14 line pairs per
millimeter (lp/mm). The resolution measured for
the CCO based sensors was: Sens-A-Ray 10 lp/mm;
RVG-S 9 lp/mm; VIXA 8 lp/mm and FlashOent 4
lp/mm (3,4).
PERCEPTIBILITY: Using an aluminum test object
with the RVG 32000 it proved possible to detect
defects as small as 0.1 mm in 7.0 mm of
aluminum, and as small as 0.2 mm through up to
3.0 mm of radiopaque composite resin tooth
restorative material (5) or up to 0.3 mm of
steel orthodontic bands (6). Studies using
extracted teeth with simulated caries showed
that E-speed film and the RVG-S are similar in
the ability to display simulated caries in the
absence of orthodontic bands, with the VIXA
trailing in this ability due to a high level of
electronic noise. In the presence of
orthodontic bands, however, the RVG-S with
steep gradient enhancement and a shortened
contrast scale (the X-function) outperformed
all other modalities tested for detection of
simulated caries beneath the bands (7).
OIGITIZATION OF ANALOG RADIOGRAPHS: with the
EScan Dental Link Software (Santa Rosa,
California) combined with the XRS flatbed
scanner (Torrance, California) it is possible
to digitize analog film and to provide the same
digital image processing capabilities found
with CCO-based devices. The characteristics of
the scanned image depend upon the selected
scanning parameters such as the number of dots
per inch (dpi) spatial resolution, and the
dynamic range used.
DISCUSSION: CCO-based intraoral radiographic
devices provide no additional scales of gray
and a reduced resolution when compared to film
so why are they successful? The answer is
simple, the image is immediate and there are
many operative procedures in dentistry where
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this immediacy is a great advantage.
Additionally, more is not always better. The
question should not be what spatial resolution
can be achieved, but rather what is needed for
dental diagnos i s and treatment. It is unlikely
that a diffe r e nce of 100 micrometers would have
any clinical significance; hence, the CCO
devices are equal clinically with film
regarding spatial resolution. Concerning
contrast resolution, the CCO systems are all 8
bit restricting the gray levels to 256 of which
64 are usually displayed on the monitor. This
contrast resol ution appears to be suff icient
for detection o f dental lesions, and unlike
film i t is possible to effect contrast
stretching, wind owing and frequency
adjustments. The latter is possible with film,
but requires the extra step digiti zation. CCo
systems mean that it is also possible to
eliminate the darkroom, film supplies, and
processing solution purchases and disposal.
Finally, the sensor being thicker is not
subject to bendi ng which can effect distortion,
and is al s o much more comfortable for pati ents
when placed in the mouth.
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Integrating a Radiology Information System with a
Commercially-Available Computed Radiology Apparatus:
An Example of an Interactive Gateway
MS. Frank, MD. and Alan H. Rowberg, MD.
University of Washington School of Medicine, Harborview Medical Center, Seattle, WA

Raymond Tecotzky
Fuji Medical Systems U.S.A. , Inc., Stamford, CT

ABSTRACT
We have developed a method to automatically transfer patienlS' demographic data
from a Radiology Information System (RIS) into a computed radiography (CR)
system by using inexpensive personal computer hardware and software. An IBMcompatible personal computer (PC) was configured with inexpensive,
commercially-available programmable telecommunications software. This
interactive gateway eliminates the necd for redundant data entry (compared to
entering data once on the RIS and again on the standalone CR system), and thus also
decreases errors in the labeling of images.

INTRODUCTION
The need for rapid, convenient, and accurate transfer of demographic data within the
radiology department has been well documented,I-2 and the development of the RIS
has provided most departments with an excellent infrastructure for adding additional
capability. As picture archiving and communication systems were developed, the
need for appropriate interfaces was recognized early, and most systems have at least
some ability to receive information from the RIS.3. 11 Unfonunately, little has been
written about the need to interface a computed radiography device to a RIS .12.13
although a good method of transferring this information can do much to enhance
both patient care and department efficiency.
Although these techniques could also be applied to other devices such as CT and
MRI scanners, the large amount of additional data which must be entered before
initiating a scan makes the patient demographics a very small factor. With CR,
however, the patient demographics represent the majority of the information which
is entered, the number of examinations per day can be large, and thus an RIS
interface represenlS a substantial improvement in efficiency.
We have used computed radiography for all ponable images at our medical center
for five years,14 and have been forced to enter demographic information for each
patien~ and for each subsequent examination. Although we have had a Radiology
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Information System (RIS) installed for nine years, we have been unable to transfer
this demographic information from one computer system to another, due to the lack
of an appropriate provision for input on the computed radiography device. In late
1993, we purchased a replacement CR device, and were unable to find a vendor
which provided adequate interface to our RIS. Although an RIS interface computer
system is available from the vendor, there is no mechanism available for interfacing
to it without customization of our RIS.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
We use inexpensive personal computer (PC) software which can be programmed to
interface the two systems. This software transforms a personal computer into a
RIS-compatible terminal which communicates with the CR device and maintains a
local data base for periods when the RlS is inoperative. Connectivity with both the
RlS and the CR device is via serial (RS-232) methods. The PC-based software
supports parallel processing within the context of telecommunications. That is, one
or more simultaneous automated telecommunication sessions can be running. Each
session "owns" one serial port on the PC, and a program (script) can be executing
within each session. Intersession messages can be passed among two or more
simultaneously executing programs. In our implementation, there are two concurrent
sessions. One session (the terminal emulation session) is visible to the user, making
the PC appear to be an RlS terminal. The other session operates in the background,
communicating with the CR device.
The software recognizes when a patient's data is displayed on the screen. If the
appropriate "hot key" is struck, the patient's data is captured, formatted, and
(following confirmation by the user) instantly transferred to the CR device. At our
site, CR examinations are not scheduled on the RIS until after they are performed
(e.g., "post-scheduling"). When the technologist is ready to process the CR film, he
or she uses the PC to interact with the RIS and post-schedules the examination.
When the patient's data is displayed on the screcn, it is immediately transferred to
the CR device via the hot-key method. This provides the following benefits:
(1) eliminates redundant data entry, (2) data on the film exactly matches data in the
RlS, and (3) the examination identification number is transferred to the film
(a feature not available with the film-labeling device included by the vendor with
our CR system).
The CR device is an AC-2 computed radiography plate reader provided by Fuji
Medical Systems (Stamford, CT). Our RIS is IDXrad (IDX Inc, Burlington, VT).
Our interface is implemented on a 386-33MHz PC computer system running
MS-DOS 6.2. The computer contained two RS-232 communication ports. One is
connected to the RIS computer, and the other to the CR device. Crosstalk Mark IV
telecommunication software (Digital Communication Associates, Inc. (DCA)
Alpharetta, GA) includes a powerful programming language much like "C".
Programs written in this language provide appropriate data exchange between the
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RIS and the CR device. A local database of the most recent 150 patients is
maintained with Crosstalk. This allows us to continue to use the interface computer
during times when the RIS is not operational because previous demographic
information is locally available to the radiologic technologist. The technologist can
always enter demographic data into a "pop-up" form when the RIS in inoperative
and no prior data is locally available for a patient.

DISCUSSION
This method has both advantages and disadvantages. Crosstalk can emulate virtually
all industry-standard terminals. Thus, by modifying only a few lines of source code,
this system can be adapted to virtually any RIS which uses standard serial
communications, TCP/lP, IBM 3270, or LAT protocols. Once the system is
programmed to the recognize the germane screens of a particular RIS, it can be
installed in a few minutes. Because the keystrokes required to run the system are
very similar (if not identical) to those of dedicated RIS terminals, technologists
require very little training, although they must learn about the special key used to
invoke the transfer of information to the CR device. A disadvantage is that if the
RIS vendor substantially changes the appearance of screens which display a
patient's data, the Crosstalk software must also be modified to recognize this. In our
experience, this is a very uncommon occurrence.

As we began to use this system, we discovered an interesting anomaly. The CR
computer will not accept information until the CR plate is inserted into the reader,
and the door is closed. Any attempt to transmit information prematurely is answered
with a status message that the device is not ready. Thus, the technologist must either
insert the plate first or receive an error message on the screen. Although this aspect
of the CR device's protocol docs not pose a problem to system operation, it was an
unexpected discovery. The system has been easy to use and, thus far, reliable. The
amount of interaction required is less than with our previous CR configuration. The
accuracy of the demographic data printed on the film and stored in the digital CR
database is improved.
If the examination is already scheduled in the RIS, a bar-code reader can be used to
read the examination card which was printed after scheduling. This, and the current
time of day, automatically records the completion of the examination in the RIS and
transmits the full information set to the CR. The use of such a script makes the
system extremely fast and convenient in radiology departments which do
"preschedule " (rather than post-schedule) their examinations on the RIS, even if just
a few minutes before they are actually performed.
Although an interface between a RIS and a CR system is required for efficient work
flow in the radiology department, manufacturers have not provided adequate
capability for the vast majority of hospital environments. The large number of RIS
configurations makes the typical fixed-program interfaces unworkable for most sites.
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Our method, which uses a commercially available, programmable communications
producl, offers a straightforward way lO accomplish RIS-CR integration. The
program we have developed can be easily adapted lO accommodale updates lO our
RIS, and can also be adapted lO a differenl vendor's RIS. Informalion aboul lhe
availabililY of the scripling soflware is available from the aUlhors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Department of Radiology at the University of Florida has implemented
several Mini-PACS and local Teleradiology systems over the past five years. The
good news is that the users, physicians, technologists, and clerks, have become
comfortable with the systems and use them in their daily routine. The bad news is
that they have had a taste of the future and expect more functionality and higher
performance. Specifically, relrieval time from mass storage devices is too slow to be
used routinely when time is important, and multiple archives managed by diSlributed
heterogeneous databases do not have a common user interface and query language.
Physicians in referring clinics would like to see images attached to electronic
diagnostic reports, while Radiologists would like initial window and levels set on
images before first time viewing on workstations and need accurate and com plete
information about the patient and study in the PACS database.
In this paper, we present an analysis of the current systems along with the
design for the new integrated PACS incorporating each of our current systems with an
expansion path that will continue to offer high performance access to all radiology
images along with the infraslrUcture required for accurate and complete data storage.
II. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Figure I illuslrates the current PACS systems implemented at the University
of Florida. CT - MRI PACS uses a Kodak solution with shon term image storage on
magnetic disks on Mig3, the acquisition computer receiving images from CT and MR
equipment. Permanent storage is on an optical platter jukebox with a ITB yte +
capacity. Mig), the computer managing the archive, has 8.3GBytes of magnetic
"working store" for faster relrievals of recent studies. With an average acquisition rate
of 1.3GBytes I day from CT and MR, this should hold images for approximately six
days. However, since this space is also shared WiUl images retrieved from the jukebox
for comparison, requiring about one third of the space, and the disks arc purged at the
end of each day to make room for the next day's workload, only three days of current
studies on average are available for fast relrieval from magnetic disk. For example,
when the system is lightly loaded, it typically takes 40 minutes to move 40 MBytes
from the optical jukebox to a UNIX workstation and 7.5 minutes to move the same
40MBytes from the magnetic working store to the UNIX workstation. Under heavy
load, the performance degrades rapidly. CT and MRI studies arc routed to the
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approprialC workstation (neuroradiology, abdominal radiology, pediatric radiology, or
musculoskeletal radiology) and to the archive. All four destinations compete for
retrievals of old, comparison studies from the jukebox. Because all requests for
retrievals are queued in order of receipt, regardless of the location of the images,
requests for images from the working store can take as long to return as from the
jukebox if they follow jukebox retrieve requests. 1-7
CTiMR PACS

I
Radiology
Workstations
Nuclear Medicine
Diagnostic

Network
Hub

Teleradiology

Printers

Dupont
Laser
Film
Digitizer
ICU

Figure I: University of Rorida Mini-PACS
A nuclear medicine PACS was developed in-house based on Trionix
acquisition equipment. A 40 GByte magneto-optical jukebox and a 6 GBytc magnetic
working store archive images from six gamma cameras and serve the images to 8 Sun
SPARCstation workstations. With an average of 6: 1 compression, the magnetic store
can handle up to 15 months of studies while the jukebox is projected to hold 8 - 9
years. This division is filmless, although printing is available on color paper prinlCrs.
The database and archive serve only nuclear medicine requests and are only available
to nuclear medicine users. There are increasing requests for access to some of the
images by other divisions in radiology. For example, musc uloskeletal radiologists
would like to see nuclear medicine bone scans. Although we have implemented an
inlCrfiIe to ACR-NEMA vs. 2 inlCrface, it is not readily available for clinical use. 8
A Dupont based Clinical Review System (CRS) consisting of a digitizer and
five Intensive Care Unit (ICU) display stations has been in use for nearly six years to
send electronic versions of portable images to the ICUs while retaining the films in
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radiology for diagnostic interpretation. 9,lD Digitized images arc not archived. We
have implemented a Dupont - ACR-NEMA vs. 2 interface, but arc unwilling to begin
routing images to workstations in radiology and to an archive until we have solved the
image retrieval issue. We believe that portable images may not have to be printed and
that if we replace the digitizer with Computed Radiography (CR), that we can
eliminate film for this function while improving image quality for portables displayed
in ICU.II
Problems that are common among all three areas arc associated with data
entry on the acquisition consoles. When humans arc asked to enter a patient name
and medical record number, errors are bound to occur. Il is difficult to enforce a
standard way to enter a name with the choices of upper and lower case, comma,
spaces, middle initial or name, etc. Digits are easily transposed in a medical record
number. Acquisition consoles vary between vendors with different field s available for
data. In order to accurately rOUle images, we need to know a precise procedure
description and date of birth (pediatric vs. adult). In order to usc a preset window and
level so the physicians can sec a reasonable image when first viewing it, we need to
know the modality and a procedure descri ption. These problems can be solved by
using an RIS - PACS interface to either enter the information on the console or to
verify and complete the information after the study is done, before it's archived and
routed. 12
One of our requirements was to use as much of the ex isting hardware and
software as possible to contain costs. The integrated system was designed to provide
a more comprehensive infrastructure for expanding PACS. Built in modularity and
reusable software allows us to expand the system using the same basic functions for
all acquisition, routing, user interfaces, and archives.
III. INTEGRATED PACS
Figure 2 illustrates the overall design for the integrated solution which is
based on a central database and distributed archives. We investigated the potential of
a large central archive and found them to be either too slow with the contention we
expect from multiple sites, or too expensive. Smaller magneLO-optical jukeboxes
(-20OGBytes) are relatively inexpensive and can be placed logically close to the
primary users. In our organ system based department, neuro studies from the entire
department are read in the neuro reading room, orthopedic cases arc read in the
musculoskeletal reading room, etc. We have iden tified the need for six archives when
the time comes to convert to a totally di gital department, serving the areas of
musculoskeletal, chest, neuro, abdominal, mammography and nuclear medicine. The
chest archive will also hold pediatric studies and portables, the abdominal archive will
include visceral angiography and ultrasound, and the neuro archive will include neuro
angiography. Other studies that are nOl classified 10 one of the predefined archives
will be assigned to an archive according to where the diagnostic in terpretation takes
place.
Image flow is as follows. Images arc acquired and routed LO their destination
workstations or workstation server with enough magnetic storage for 3 days of current
and comparison studies. In addition, they are routed to their short term archive, a
magneto-optical jukebox, where they arc stored using loss less compression. The short
tenm archives are sized to supply a six month eapacity. Each acquisition computer has
enough magnetic disk to allow work to continue in the case of archive or network
downtime. Each magneto-optical jukebox has an 8 mm helical scan tape that backs up
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all studies chronologically as a full backup to be used in case of catastrophic failure.
Tape capacity is between 5GBytes and 25GBytes depending on data compressibility
with a tape cost of about $15.00 each. Tapes will be stored indefinitely.
Nuclear Medicine
Cluster

Display
Cluster

Network
Hub

Long-Term
Archive
Figure 2: New PACS architecture
When the short term archives reach a high percentage of their capacity,
images will be grouped by patient and will be moved to the long term store (current
optical jukebox), using lossy compression with which we are anticipating a 10: 1
compression ratio. Although the required volume will exceed the capacity of the
optical jukebox, it will be placed in a hospital computer room that is manned 24 hours
/ day with personnel who can load a disk on demand.
The central database is fully redundant on two computers located in different
buildings. One database is used routinely with the software switching to the other if
needed. Oracle was chosen for the Database Management System (DBMS). As an
image is acquired and routed through the system, each location is responsible for
updating the database with the image location. An image may exist in several places,
one or morc workstations, a short tcnn archive, and the long term archive, however,
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the location of the study is invisible to the user. A request for the image will result in
the image being moved from the fastest location. In the case of nuclear medicine
where studies are not stored in the DICOM format used in the rest of radiology, when
a study is requested, it is convened to DICOM as it is retrieved. Although it is
unlikely that radiology images will be needed in nuclear medicine, a conversion
program has been written for research use that can be adapted for clinical use if
required.
The RIS / PACS interface was developed through a cooperative effort
between Radiology and the Department of Information Services at Shands Hospital
who manage the RIS. An RS-232 interface was our only option. A server process
communicates over the RS-232 line to the RIS issuing queries and receiving
responses. Client software is atlached to acquisition computers that allows barcode
entry of accession numbers and management of the resulting data. Clients
communicate with the server over TCP/IP. 12 A technologist uses the barcode reader
to officially start the examination, then performs the examination as usual. When the
images are transferred to PACS, it is simple to match the resulting data to the images,
correcting the format of the name and adding the additional procedure information
needed for routing and display. All images are reported to the central database, and
routing is attempted, but if a study cannot be electronicall y matched to an RIS entry, it
is marked "unverified" until the system administrator or file room clerk can manually
matc h RIS data to the study. When acquisition manufacturers allow direct input of
data to the operator's console, we hope to use the barcode to enter all the required data
prior to beginning the study.
Since the RIS and PACS were developed independently, there are no
common keys that allow us to link images and reports. The RIS / PACS interface
provides us with the information needed to identify common keys for future
integration of images and reports.
The integrated PACS designed for the University of Florida is now being
implemented in-house using industry standards when possible. Oracle and SQL are
used to store archive information, Motif is used to develop user interfaces, and TCP/IP
or FDDI are used for network protocols. Images are stored in the ACR-NEMA or
DICOM image format. If a new RIS system is purchased, the only module of the
RIS/p ACS interface that will need to be replaced is the one betwecn the server and the
RIS system. Client and server software over TCP/IP will remain the same. Archives
ean be replicated and deployed where needed to optimize retrieval. We believe this
design is simple, inexpensive to build, and easy to maintain. It is essential that an
integrated, total PACS solution includes the infrastructure provided by the RIS /
PACS interface and a central database.
SUMMARY
After several years of working on PACS related issues solving individual
problems as required, we realize the need to integrate the current systems into a
single, comprehensive PACS. The users of the systems have requested a higher level
of performance and functionality with faster access to any digital image stored on an
archive. We also need to arc hive additional images, suc h as ICU portable
examinations, and present them on softcopy without printing film.
Until we can
provide a solid, reliable infrastructure and a fast archive solution, we cannot proceed
with expansion plans.
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Our solution is based on standard hardware and software, it incorporates
ex isting equipment, and is modular for easy maintenance and upgrades. The
distributed archives with a central database provides all users with images from any
location, while optimizing the speed of retrieval from the archive most likely used by
a workstation. The RIS I PACS interface provides us with accurate, complete
information needed to route images, preset windows and levels, validate patient
information, and provide the links necessary to integrate images and diagnostic
reports.
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INTRODUCTION
Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) have been
developed and implemented at a number of institutions in recent years. These
systems have received mixed acceptance by radiologists and other physicians
primarily due to the lack of "user-friendly" features at the physician's
workstation. A major cause of the poor user interface has been poorlydesigned software, often written by engineers with litUe clinical knowledge
and limited input from radiologists. These workstations often offer many
features that are rarely used, yet do not allow the physicians to perform their
tasks with ease or speed. A software package called the Folder Manager
(FM), which is designed to control a PACS, attempts to solve some of these
problems.
FM manages the acquisition, transmission, storage, and presentation
of sets of med ical images. It was first conceived and implemented at the
University of Pennsylvania 1 ,2,3 The earlier version provided for the
interface to the Radiology Information System (RIS) in order to receive basic
patient demographic data, and examination data from scheduling and
notification of exam completion. The primary reason for accessing exam
scheduling data was to provide for pre-fetching of previous images from the
archive for comparison purposes. This early FM also controlled the image
display sequence for digitized portable chest x-rays in the Medical Intensive
Care Unit (lCU). Pre-fetching and auto-sequencing were utilized in order to
speed physician intcraction with the workstation. 4,5

METHODS
The architecture of the second generation FM is a distributed
software suite with modules residing in computers at each network node6 ,7,8
The FM directs the actions of the PACS controller. The second generation
FM provides a variety of additional features including archive / platter
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management, network management, and display / server management In
addition to pre-fetching previously-stored images for comparison purposes,
the archive manager handles the disu-ibution of images on the optical storage
devices and on the network. Use of the platlers must be balanced to provide
optimal image rcad / write activity, minimal platter contention, and optimal
archiving. In the UCSF PACS, images from inpatients arc stored on magnetic
media and erasable optical media until afler discharge, when the images are
consolidated onto one WORM (write once read many) optical platler. For
outpatients, different agi ng criteria arc used based on examination type.
The pre-fetching and routing processes use a table of parameters
which can be modified by privileged users when appropriate. This table
provides the logic which determines the set of images to be sent and selects
the appropriate destination display or working storage (magnetic storage at the
central archive, at a display server which handles a group of workstations, or
on the workstation itself). A sample of the pre-fetching table is provided in
TABLE I.
TABLE I. LOGIC TABLE FOR PRE-FETCHING ALGORITHM

New Exam Type

Previous Exam Types

Ch 2 views

Abd, Ch CT, T sp

MRI Pelvis

MRI or CT Abd, Abd,
Pelv US, Hystero

Mammo

Br Bx Br US MRI

Max
Age
Limit
7

Max

No Special
Limit
Oldest
3

7

4

Life

3

Oldest

Tlte maximum age limit and number limits are in years preceding new
exam. Tlte previous exam types are in addition to the similar exam list in
IDXrad (IDX Corp., Burlington, VT). The term "oldest" in the special
column refers 10 lite addition of the oldest image / sequence available in
lite archive for tlte patielll similar to tlte new exam.
The network manager module works closely with the archive
manager in order to determine the appropriate destination for images based on
examination type, location acquired, and other special parameters (See
TABLE II). II also has the tasks of queuing images when workstations are not
available (i.e. network or computer fai lure), controlling the RIS interface,
determining the location of images in the distributed database, and routing
traffic in the network to minimize contention and provide for priority
handling.
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TABLE n. LOGIC TABLE FOR ROUTING ALGORITHM
Event
ExamComp
Admission
ExamComp
Exam Sched
Dictated

Exam Type
Ch
Ch
Ch CT,MR
Head , Spine
CT,MR
All

Condition

Hosp=MtZ

Destination
Chest High Res
M1CU
Chest Low Res
Ne uro MtZ

MD=Neurosurg

Neurosurg Office

Tech Mod = Port

The evenl Iype is delermined by IDXrad communicalion message. The
high-res workslation is 2K x 2K, 12 bits, while low·res is IK x I K, 12 bilS.
Admission for Ih e MICU means admission 10 Ih e unit, which could be a
transfer from anolher inpalient site. The Neuro MtZ worksliltion is in Ihe
Moffil/ Hospital, bUllhe images come from Ih e remole site al MI. Zion
Hospital. The previous comparison images are senllo Ihe dispilly when Ihe
new exam is sch eduled (links to Ihe pre-felch lable). Note that, in Ih e illst
example, images are nol senllo Ihe Neurosurgeon's office until after Ih ey
have been diclaled (verbal reporl available wilh images).
The display / server controller provides for the sequencing of images
based on examination type, comparison images available, physician
preferences, and workstation configuration. Selection of appropriate images
for comparison is also provided by the display controller. Pre-set window and
brightness levels are also established by this module (Sec TABLE 1II). Uscr
preferences are recorded in order to adjust the pre-sets of future images for
each physician. Coordination with consultation reports is another funcLion
provided. The digitized spoken dictation is provided with the associated
images until the preliminary report has been transcribed. The finalized ,
"signed" report replaces the preliminary report when available. Reports are
always presented with the images from the time of dictation .
The usc of automated sequencing with previous comparison images
and pre-set window and level facilitates the physician interaction with the
workstation by eliminati ng unnecessary manipulation. Simply by pressing the
mouse button for the "next image / next sequence", the physician can be
assured of viewing all appropriate images in a logical pre-defined order
without worrying about choosing images from directories or lists. By
avoiding changes in wi ndow and level except for unusual circumstances , the
physician saves considerable time as well as having increased confidence
because of more consistency in image presentation. Physician preferences,
established in the Physician Dictionary, determines user-based options such as
whether the workstation presents images in multi-image pcr screen format or
in large image with synchronized page-flip feature (similar anatomical
sections for two different sequences, each on one monitor with the ability to
move through the stacks of both scts in tandem .).
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TABLE III. LOGIC TABLE FOR IMAGE PRESENTATION
SEQUENCE WITH TWO MONITORS
Exam Type
Ch 2 views
ChCT
wCnlrst

Monitor 1
PA
PA
LAT

Win/Lev
Chi
Chi
Ch2

Monitor2
LAT
PA- I:n
LAT-\:n

Win/Lev
Ch2
Chi
Ch2

Seq-NC
Seq-C
Seq-NC
Seq-C
Seq-NC
Seq-C

Soft Tis
Soft Tis
Soft Tis
Soft Tis
Lung
Lung

Seq-NC
Seq-C
Seq-NC-I:n
Seq-C- I :n
Seq-NC- l :n
Seq-C-l:n

Lung
Lung
Soft Tis
Soft Tis
Lung
Lung

For each exam type, each fille in the above is taken sequential/y. This table
is specific for a two monitor workstation. Different tables exist for other
11 umbers of mOllitors based 011 the destination (ill the Routillg Table).
PA-l:1I mealls the sequellce of the most recent previous PA view through
the 11th oldest previous PA view. n is determined by the maximum lIumber
set ill the Pre-[etch Table. Each time the "Next image/sequence" bullon is
pressed by clickillg the mouse the next set/series of images appears all the
mOllitors. lfllze images are greater than what call be displayed at aile time,
the other images are queued or loaded into off-screen display memory for
scrollillg or paging. The operator can also go backwards step by step, or
jump to a mellu to customize the grouping.
Moving Oil to lite next exam or patient is also a simple mouse selection.
The WilldowlIevel seltillgs are established in another table for each
exam/view type/sequence. These values are modified by user preferellces
either ill the physician dictiollary or by allalysis of pallems of use.

SUMMARY
Advantages of the second generation folder manager include faster
image access at the workstation, reduced image manipulation by the
physician, reduced likelihood of missing image information, and improved
likelihood of having desired images on-line. The FM assures that available
reports are displayed with the images. The cost for PACS is reduced due to
the decreased need for high-speed networks, decreased storage requirements,
and fewer special workstations. Physician acceptance is improved because of
the automated display functions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We have installed a mini-PACS for the ultrasound department at the
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, West Los Angeles (A UCLA affiliated
hospital). The key component of this ultrasound mini-PACS is a medical
gateway providing acquisition service, network spoolling functions, and
patient management services. This is perfonmed with a commercial product
from AGFA: the MG1000. The MG1000 is a VME-based medical gateway that
supports on-line analog video acquisition, and digital image network
transmission capability. The MG1000 accepts low line analog video data, i.e.,
image sizes up to 880 pixels X 480 lines with 8 bits per pixel. The MG 1000 is
primarily used as a concentrator hub for acquisition in ultrasound
departmental networks.
In our department, three ultrasound rooms are connected via the
MG 1000 to an archiving and display station. The ultrasound rooms have the
following equipment: Toshiba SSA-270A, ATL UM9-HDI, and Acuson
XP128. Analog images are fonmalled into DICOM 3.0 compliant folders and
sent over ethernet to the archiving station (AS1000). The AS1000 is used
for archiving, review, and also for reprinting past studies. The ASI 000 has a
10 Gigabyte optical jukebox which is serially connected to the ASI 000.
We will report on : our clinical experience with this PACS and the
advantages of being able to use standard film sizes versus the small
ultrasound film sizes. The advantages of creating teaching files, being able to
retrieve image data for referring physicians, and having the capability of multirnodality review will also be discussed.
2. THE IMPAXTM

PRODUCT LINE

The initial design of our PACS is based on commercially available
components from AGFA (1, 2, 3, 4) . AGFA has a wide array of commercially
available PACS-subsystems. Their product line is called "IMPAXTM", and
consists of image acquisition units, image archive units, and image reviewing
stations. The product line includes: medical gateways (MG 1000), archive
stations (AS1000, AS3000) and review stations (RS1000) . These different
components will be reviewed.
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2.1 Medical Gateways
The MG 1000 supports up to 6 monochrome analog video
acquisitions, removable disk sUb-systems (for portable ultrasound exams),
and digital image-networking capability (5, 6, 7). The MG1000 only accepts
low-line analog video data i.e., image sizes up to 880 pixels by 484 lines with
8 bits per pixel (i.e . up to 0.426 MBy1e/image) . As a result, the MG1000 is
primarily used as a concentrator or hub for data acquisition in imaging
networks used in small departments, such as ultrasound. Each MG 1000 can
be configured in many ways to meet the specific requirements.
In addition to analog video capture, data can also be imported into
MG1000 via removable disk cartridges (used for portable ultrasounds) or, as
in the case at UCLA VA Wadsworth, via write-many-read-many (WMRM)
erasable disks. By teaming the digital storage path on one of the ultrasound
systems (the ATL UM9-HDI) onto optical disks and the digital print capabilities
of the MG1 000, via fiber optic links to the laser printer, ~ is possible to provide
a completely digital path for both soft and hard copy output devices.
The MG1000 is VME-based and has a two CPU architecture
controlling acquisition, network access and SCSI bus access . Still framed
images can be acquired at a sustained rate of approximately three seconds
per image for a fully loaded system. However, the 100 MB local hard disk has
a capacity to hold three hundred digitized video images, which is adequate
due to the multi-tasking systems approach taken in the MG1 000, i.e. printing
and network activity occur simultaneously. Both color and monochrome
image data may be acquired.
2.2 Archive Stations
Display, archival, and manipulation of image folders is reserved for
the workstation based AS1000 IMPAXTM products (AS refers to archive
station). Each archiving stations comes with a standard color monitor capable
of 1,280 x 1,024 x 8 bit display.
The AS1000 is a SUN Microsystems Corporation (SMC)
SPARCstation-2 computer with two 424 MB internal drive. The platforms
have 48 MB of RAM, two intemal hard drives, and a GX+ frame buffer capable
of supporting displays up to 1600 pixels by 1280 lines by 8 bits per pixel.
The internal hard disks provide very fast images for a period during which
maximum recall is performed, usually from 3 to 5 days.
Medium-term archiving is provided in a juke-box using erasable disks.
Each disk is reusable, i.e. WMRM, and after formatting can store 1 GB of data.
Ten to twenty such disks are loaded into a 10 or 20 GB multi-function optical
jukebox that is attached to the SCSI bus of the AS1000. A loss less
compression technique, using Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) coding, is currently
employed . With 3:1 loss less compression ratios, approximately 100,000
ultrasound images can be stored in the jukebox offering a 6 to 9 month
archiving capacity. Due to the overhead involved in compression / store and
retrieve / decompression cycles, access times average approximately four
seconds per image.
The AS1000 performs optical character recognition (OCR) on
incoming folders transmitted from the MG1000. Pre-defined regions of the
first image from the received folder are examined for patient demographic
information. These regions are defined in configuration files that are specific
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to each ultrasound acquisition device. Each region is evaluated for a string of
characters which is indentified by the changes in intensity (gray level) of the
characters with respect to the background. Characters are classified based
on the least Mean Square Error (lMSE) of heuristics extracted from the
observed characters and heuristics calculated from training data i.e. template
data. Usually, patient name, patient id and procedure are extracted from the
image to be used for data management on the AS1 000.
2.3 Review Stations
The review stations are based on SUN SPARC lX computers. The
RS1000 is a multi-modality review station which can be placed anywhere on
the network. It uses a standard color monitor with the option of dual monitors.
The review stations are used for reviewing patient exams from the electronic
archive of the optical jukebox. Images can be automatically transmitted from
an archive station to a review station at the time of patient scanning, which
means that the images are instantaneously ready to view at the desired
location. Exam folders may be printed by retransmitting the folder to a
medical gateway for print spooling. Or, they may be displayed for review and
window/level adjustments. Or, critical images of several exam folders may be
combined to form teaching folders, which in turn can be transmitted for
printing. Review stations provide the same functionality as the archive
stations aside from archive and data base management operations.
3.

UlTRASOUNP MINI-PACS ANALYSIS

3.1 Description of System
The initial configuration of the ultrasound mini-PACS at the VA
Medical Center, West los Angeles consists of an MG1000 medical gateway
and an AS1 000 archive and is shown in Fig 1.

I

MCL

Fig 1: Ultrasound mlnl-PACS at VAMC, West LA

At the VA Medical Center, the MG 1000 is configured as a universal
gateway providing acquisition services, network spooling functions, and print
management services. The archive contains a jukebox with 10 GByte
storage. A color monitor is used for display. A laser printer (MCl) and three
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ultrasound rooms are connected to the MG1000. The ultrasound equipment
used is: A TOSHIBA SSA-270A, a ATL UM9-HDI, and a ACUSON XP128.
The MG1000 acquires images of various sizes in order to maximize image
quality for both soft and hard copies. All ultrasound images are usually
digitized at 640 x 480 by 8 bits (0.293 MByteJimage), typical RS-170 signals.
However, video data from the ACUSON machine are digitized at 752 x 480 x
8 bits. Transmission to the AS 1000 is TCP/IP over ethernet. All image
folders are compliant with ACR-NEMA 2.0 and upgrade to the DICOM 3.0
standard is underway (8) .
Similar to most ultrasound departments, we used to use 8 x 10 inch single
emulsion CRT films with 6 images per film (9)Since implementing the miniPACS, we have switched to 14 x 17 inch laser-quality films with 15 images per
sheet (10). This greatly improves handling of the film by radiologists. The
new film format is more compatible with other films being used for comparison
studies, e.g. CT or MRI. Film storage has also become more convenient as
we no longer need special small ultrasound film jackets.
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3.2 Average Workload
Over the last nine months the average number of studies was 289
per month, with an average of 31 ± 19 images per study . The number of
studies per month over a nine month period was relatively constant (Figure 2)
as was the n~mber of Images per study (Figure 3). The amount of digital
storage required by these ultrasound studies is shown in Figure 4.
Aj:>proxlmately 80% of the optical disk storage in the jukebox (approx. 8
Gigabytes) was needed for a nine month period. The lesser amount of
storage needed in June reflects the fact that the system went into operation
in mid June.
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The presence of the MG1000 is tolally transparenl to the users. It
replaces manual labor (handling film) and automates the multiplexing and
filming of studies from different ultrasound rooms. Neither the technologisl
nor the radiologist are made aware of the PACS system, which is one of the
greatest features of the AGFA-IMPAX T>< implemenlation. The only change in
the operation of the ultrasound instruments is the replacement of Ihe normal
"print" button with a custom made conlrol to handle printing.
We also reviewed the retrieval rates with the mini-PACS and its
utilization. Over the last 9 months, approximately 104 exams out of the 2796
exams archived (3.72%) were retrieved and reprinted (11) . Reasons for
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retrieval included: lost films, requests for duplicate copies from referring
doctors, films for teaching files, or simply whenever reprinting appeared
easier than locating the original films.

4. COST IMPACT
Most interesting and important is the effect that the mini-PACS
system has had on the cost of operating the ultrasound department (10, 12,
13). By having this system available, we have eliminated the need for a half
time technologist (or a full-time film clerk). Prior to the PACS system, many
hours per day were spent in the dark room developing films, and handling the
films in between the different ultrasound rooms and the dark room.
There was however, also a negative cost impact. A review of the
cost of film and digital archiving over the last 9 months showed that by
switching from small film formats to large formats, the cost of film has
increased by 14% due mostly to the improvement in quality of film (laser
quality vs. CRT quality). The usage of an optical disk backup storage devices
added an additional 19% cost. This comes to a total of 33% increment in cost
for storing the digitized images. The daily increment in cost, and its change
over a 9 month period, are shown in Figure 5.

In order to evaluate the trade-off between reduction in labor cost, and
increase in hardware and image storage cost, we did the following simplistic
calculations. An approximate purchase price for the MG 1000 and AS 1000 of
$25,000 and $75,000 respectively (total of $100,000), and a $60,000 a year
salary for a highly qualified and trained ultrasound technologist are assumed.
Assuming a 100% savings in labor cost and an additional cost of $5081 month
in storage, the break even point is 24 months. This break even point is
somewhat artificial as it totally neglects the increased convenience and
operator friendliness and other benefits of the system.
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5. EFFECT ON DEPARTMENTAL OPERATION
The impact of the mini-PACS has been significant. Most importantly,
as stated above, it is transparent to the user. The large film format is
convenient and compatible with other film formats. We are now able to reprint
any ultrasound study upon request. It facilitates review of old studies without
needing to wa~ for retrieval studies from the file room. It allows annotation of
studies for research and teaching purposes and it potentially will allow
communication with all departments within the hospital.

6.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In conclusion this mini-PACS allowed a much better utilization of
personal resources in the ultrasound department. There is however a slight
increase in direct cost for storage. In the future it will allow full communication
with the full blown PACS system, and RIS/HIS systems (13).
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Technology evaluation typically includes estimates of safety, efficacy,
and cost [I]. Safety and cost will not be considered here. The main
issue is the definition and measurement of the efficacy of picture
archiving and co=unication systems (PACS).
Efficacy is formally defined as "the probability of benefit to individuals
in a defined population from a medical technology applied for a given
medical problem under ideal conditions of use"[2]. The term
effectiveness is applied when the conditions are not ideal and reflect
typical medical practice, Table 1 outlines a conceptual model for the
efficacy of diagnostic imaging presented by Fryback and Thornbury [3].
Table 1 A Hierarchical Model of Efficacy
Level

Eflicacy

I

Technical
Diagnostic Accuracy
Diagnostic Thinking
Therapeutic
Patient Outcome
Societal

2
3
4
5
6

Example
Resolution, grayscale range and linearity, noise
Sensitivity and specitivity, ROC parameter
Difference in pre to pastIeSt probabilities
Change in patient management
Improvement in condition of patient
Cost-benefit or Cost-effectiveness

The model is intended to be hierarchical. If an imaging modality is not
efficacious at the diagnostic accuracy level it will not be efficacious at
the levels above. In keeping with this concept, most studies of the
effectiveness of diagnostic imaging devices have used sensitivity and
specificity as measure of diagnostic accuracy [4]. The area under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, a measure of accuracy
that is free from bias due to decision criteria has been extensively used
to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy ofPACS image workstations [5-10].
Although measurements of diagnostic accuracy are necessary for
evaluating image workstations they are not sufficient for a complete
evaluation of a PACS because they overlook communication.
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Unlike cr or MRI, a PACS does not produce images of the body but
makes images available to physicians where and when they are needed.
Availability may have an effect on patient management Digital PACS
has been justified in two ways. First, cost containment is made possible
by replacing an antiquated and inefficient film-PACS. Second, images
are always available in the right place and at the right time. Neither of
these propositions has been tested rigorously but they suggest that a
PACS should be evaluated in terms ofthe cost and efficiency of image
information delivery and the effectiveness of patient care.
Ideally, the clinical effectiveness of PACS should be determined by
measuring the impact on clinical outcome at levelS in the hierarchy.
Measuring outcome is an admirable (and politically correct) goal but
when a digital communication system is substituted for an already
existing analog system the incremental change in most major outcomes
such as mortality, morbidity, or the quality of life is very small. Since
diagnostic accuracy alone is inadequate, the efficacy analysis must
proceed at a level where an improvement in the process of delivering
image information will improve medical management which, in turn,
will improve the clinical outcome. We have attempted to identify process
measures that can act as outcome surrogates.
A problem Oriented Model for Image Information Delivery
Image information is the useful data that is contained in images and in
the reports about those images. The model does not require that images
are physically moved from place to place just information about the
images. The model assumes that imaging examinations are obtained for
the purpose of solving clinical problems. The request for an imaging
exam sets in motion a series of events that are shown in Table 2.
Some of the events belong to the clinical unit and some of them belong
to radiology. Events such as viewing the exam by the clinical unit can
lead to a management decision without input from radiology and some
events such as issuing a report by radiology can go unnoticed in the
clinical unit. Information is exchanged between the clinical unit and
radiology during either direct or indirect encounters. The model
provides a framework for collecting data about the delivery of image
information. Of particular interest as a surrogates for clinical
outcome[lll is the time between requesting the examination and either
making a management decision or taking a clinical action.
The time from making the image information available by radiology until
it is accessed by the unit physicians is used as a figure-of-merit for the
communication efficiency of the PACS.
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Table 2. The Problem Oriented Model for Image Information Delivery
Clinical Unit Events

Clinical Unit- Radiology
Encounters
Radiology Events

Clinical Problem
Request Exam
View Exam
Review Repon

Display
Telephone
Repon
Consultation

Management Decision
(Clinical Action)

Perfonn Exam
Retrieve Old Exams
Interpret Exam
Issue Repon

Archive Exam

Efficiency is not the only component of diagnostic value. The efficient
delivery of inaccurate information does not constitute good patient care.
We are developing a mathematical model for diagnostic value [12] that
is based on the notion that an imaging examination is of value to the
physician because it aids in diagnostic decision making and medical
management. The actual value of an imaging examination depends upon
four factors: 1) the nature of the medical problem that triggered the
examination; 2) the timely availability of the image information; 3) the
probability of each of the four elementary diagnostic outcomes; 4) the
clinical impact of each of the four diagnostic outcomes. The model is
formalized in the following equation where for each diagnostic category
c there is a diagnostic value dv(c)
dv(c) =

1]

[p(TP)g(TP) + p(TN)g(TN) + p(FP)g(FP) + p(FN)g(FN) ](1)

and 11 is the efficiency of information delivery, p(1P) etc. are the joint
probabilities of each of the principal diagnostic decision outcomes and
g(TP) etc. are the impact of each diagnostic decision outcome on patient
management expressed as integer values (-1,0,+1).
The Medical Intensive Care Unit as a Test Site.
Since 1988, the Medical Intensive Care Unit (MlCU) of the Hospital of
the University of Pennsylvania has served as a clinical unit for
developing a digital-PACS with a soft copy workstation .and as a site
for testing hypotheses about the effect of digital-PACS on image
information communication and certain clinical actions [11 ,13].
The testing is done by making intensive measurements over 4 week
periods in either a Film-PACS or a Digital-PACSmode of operation.
After operating in one mode for a 4 week period the unit is switched
back to the other mode for an equal period of time.
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Six types of data are collected: 1) demographic and disease severity
data, 2) data about the delivery of image information to the MICU, 3)
data about the communication between radiologists and unit physicians,
4) cost data,S) data relating to the accuracy of image interpretation and
6) data related to patient outcome.
The demographic data such as age, sex, are downloaded from DECRad
- the radiology information system (RIS). The main sources of disease
severity data are the Apacheill score [14] and the Charleson score [15].
The data are collected by chart review. Three times a day (6 AM, 11
AM, 3 PM) a questionnaire is printed by DECRad for each of the chest
exams. One of the data coordinators uses the questionnaire to structure a
data collection interview with the unit physicians that were responsible
for obtaining the imaging examination. The interviews are conducted
weekdays at 8 AM, 1 PM and 3 PM and once on weekends. These data
include the reason for requesting the exam, details about the first
encounter with the image and the report, the type of consultation with
radiology, the clinical impression about the image findings, and any
clinical action decisions that resulted from obtaining the examination.
The clock times of the events such as looking at the images are only
approximated at the interview. The times are obtained from other
external sources. The time that an examination is scheduled is entered
into DECRad when the unit secretary calls radiology. The radiological
technologist enters into DECRad the time that the chest examination was
actually exposed. After the fIlms are processed they are placed on
multiviewers by fIle clerks and a barcode reader is used to indicate their
location and the time that they were displayed. These "DECRad times
are accessed and entered into the data base each day. Lapse-time
television cameras record the activity around the multi viewers. Each
day, a data coordinator reviews the videotape and determines the time
that the films were viewed by members of the MICU staff. The
workstation stores the name of the person who logs on and other data
about the viewing session. These data are stored in a relational database
(Sybase©) that can be queried through a spreadsheet (Excel©).
Problem Oriented Diagnostic Categories
The portable chest examinations are divided into those obtained
between 5:00 and 7:00 AM for the purpose of surveillance (routine) and
those obtained around the clock to solve specific problems as they arise
(non-routine). Data are collected on all of the chest images both routine
and non-routine that are made on a randomly selected cohort of 5
patients that are admitted to the MICU. Conclusions about the
examinations made on the cohort patients can be applied to the
population of patients admitted to the MICU. Data are also collected on
aU non-routine chest images obtained on all patients in the MICU.
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Conclusions about this subset of all of the images made in the MICU
only apply to the non-routine examinations. The subdivision of the
portable chest examinations made in the MICU into problem oriented
diagnostic categories is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Problem Oriented Diagnostic Categories
Diagnostic Calegory
Routine
Non-Routine
Tubes and Lines
Pulmonary and Pleural
Other

Task
Change in status.

Proportion
in Cohort

.58
.42

Check Position
Rule-out/Follow-up

Various

.17
.18
.07

Much of the value that radiologists add to imaging examinations comes
from their lack of clinical bias and their ability to approach images with
multiple tasks in mind. The fonner is important when there is
disagreement or uncertainty and the latter is important when some
unsuspected abnonnality is found. It has been argued [16] that the value
added by marginal events can be very important and it follows that such
events should not be neglected in the evaluation ofPACS. While
serendipitous findings add value to the examination, they are infrequent
and are likely to occur with equal frequency in both experimental
conditions.
Experience with Data Collection.
Our original studies [ II ,I3) used questionnaires for collecting data.
Because of a low return rate, a policy of paying $1.00 for each
completed questionnaire was instituted. This increased the flow but
many of the questionnaires were incomplete or seemed to be inaccurate.
A data coordinator was then employed to collect the questionnaires and
get complete data. This evolved into the current system of having a data
coordinator question the staff. The penalty for this approach is that it is
labor intensive. Data cannot be collected on all examinations all of the
time and sampling is necessary.
We also have found that people have difficulty estimating the time of
day accurately. (Sometimes, they enter times that will make them or
their service look good in the statistical reports). For this reason critical
events have been timed externally. For example, the time of viewing
films on the multiviewers is determined by using lapsed time recording
on television cameras and bar coding the panels of the multiviewer.
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We also have found that it is important to have a model for structuring
the data collection and the data base in advance of conducting the study.
This imposes discipline on the data collection process and allows the
institution of measures for data quality control.
Conclusion
Some of the principles that are guiding the evaluation of a hospital
PACS have been described. They include: 1) prospective evaluation,
2) comparison of "business as usual" and newly imposed operating
conditions (i.e. an experiment), 3) collection of data on a statistically
valid sample, 4) collection of data by direct observation as opposed to
using questionnaires or using secondary sources, 5) structuring the data
analysis in terms of a model.
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Introduction

Critical care networks are a significant part of the PACS-market. These networks address the known shortcomings of lost films and incorrect exposures.
Digital imaging networks, based on computed radiography, softcopy display,
and digital archiving, find their greatest benefit in the most sensitive areas of image acquisition and image management: The emergency room and the intensive care units.
We will report our experiences based on various clinical implementations.
The main parameters we will focus on are design considerations and cost effectiveness.
1. Image Management and Design Considerations
Fig 1.1 compares the image flow of a film based system with a digital imag-
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Radiology

Library

Review~==-

Wet-Reading

+

Critical Care Network

CR

,<=--.~"=... Review

_~i~,"" Reading

Reader

E~WS

'E~WS

Server Jukebox

Fig 1. 1: Image flow for critical care image distribution.
Above film based practice, below solution with imaging network.
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ing network. The weaknesses of the film based system are the time consuming
film transportation paths from ICU or ER to/from radiology and to/from the short
and long term film library. Thus, the images are very often not readily available
when needed or simply get lost in one of the departments. Retaking examinations because of improperly selected exposure parameters is quite common.
The ER and the ICUs typically contribute 30-50% to the total procedure volume
of a hospital, but create 50-70% of the problems in terms of lost or not readily
available films.
An efficient way to overcome these shortcomings is to switch to a film less
system, based on Computed Radiography (CR), image viewing workstations in
the effected departments, and a digital archive to store the images on a permanent medium like optical disks. Since CR has a vastly wider dynamic range
(1:10,000) as compared to film (1 :200), the respective retake rate is reduced significantly [1].
Fig 1.2 shows a generic network configuration. Images are brought into the
network through a CR-Reader, ideally located in the ICUs or ER, and forwarded
to the workstations. On the workstations, images will be kept on the local store
as long as the patient resides in the respective ward. Simultaneously, the images are routed automatically to the file server, where they are stored on magnetic
disk for fast retrieval. Images are stored on the file server for the length of the
patient's stay. Thereafter, the images are permanently stored on optical disks.
It is beneficial to link the imaging network to a radiology information system
(RIS). This way, patient information like demographics or reports can be made
available to the imaging network electronically.
Radiology

ICU#1

Reading-WS

ICU#2

ReviewWS

/---L..::::::;~~~~:::--:-::~

Data entry:
- patient demographics
- organ
- final destination
- hardcopy onioH

Ethemet or FOOl
Digital Archive

Laser Printer
Server Jukebox

* image
= automatic
routing

Fig 1.2: Configuration and image management. Image flow indicated by arrows.

For an efficient operation of the imaging network, all the information necessary for image management is entered at the technologist's terminal. Optionally,
some of the information can be pulled from the RIS directly or entered through
barcoding. As indicated in Fig 1.2, information management at the technologist's
terminal involves entry of patient demographics, organ information, steering the
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hardcopy output and navigating the images to the radiology workstation as well
as to the respective image review workstation on the ward.
Hardcopy printing is recommended at the initial stage of system implementation, until the personel feel comfortable with the operation of a filmless environment. For printing occasional hardcopies, the laser camera could be
replaced by a paper printer later on.
The image viewing workstations need to be equipped with high brightness
monitors both for radiology and the wards to provide sufficient contrast for radiographic images.
The need of 2kx2k displays for the radiology workstation is not yet proven. It
seems to be sufficient, using more cost effective 1kx1 k displays and magnifying
details by an electronic "magnifying glass" [3]. For the image review workstations on the wards, 2kx2k displays are not necessary, but brightness and contrast are an issue, especially if clinicians have to interpret images without the
benefit of radiology consultation. Organizing studies on the screen should be
supported by the system in a predefined way, programmable to the preferences
of the individual physician . This method of organizing studies should be user definable, e.g., to present the current study on the left screen and multiple previous
studies sequentially on the right screen, or vice versa . Organizing patient studies by ward helps to speed up the reading session.

2. Economical Considerations
The investment of implementing critical care networks has to be justified. As
the following paragraphs show, they help to streamline the operation of the organization , and are associated with significant cost savings [2]. In the following,
the effective film costs are calculated as a basis for the potential investment in
a critical care network. Two examples indicate that imaging networks have many
advantages over film based systems.
2.1 Effective Film Cost
Numerous factors have to be considered to evaluate the potential savings of
discontinuing film. These cost factors are listed below, described in terms of one
sheet of 14x17" film. The numbers represent an average from institutions with
100,000 to 200,000 procedures/year.
1. Film material cost =$1.84 for a 14x17 sheet of film, based on $12.20/m 2
2. Film processing = $0.62, based on chemicals and depreciation of equipment
3. Processing salary=$0.24 (personnel for darkroom, film handling etc.)
4. Film tracking=$0.34, based on 20% of films not available when needed
and therefore to be tracked by technicians and clerks.
5. Archiving space=$0.50, for short and long-term archiving
6. Archiving salary=$0.50, for library and film transportation personnel
7. Retake (CR-correctable) = $8.70 (cost of time and cost of processed film)
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~cost of time and cost of
processed film, varying with the number of film s/study.

8. Lost study = $60 for the lost reimbursement

Thus, adding items 1-3 above, the cost of a processed film is $2.70. Including
the items 4-6 results in $4.04, the cost of one film from exposure to the archive.
More over, retakes are necessary because of improperly selected exposure
parameters or misplaced film cassettes. Typical retake rates vary usually from 5
to 15%, depending on the ward in which the image has been taken. Lower values apply for ICUs, higher values for the Emergency Room, respectively.
Especially critical to the total fi lm cost are lost studies, since radiology will not
receive revenue . Lost study rates vary from 2-10%, lower values apply for the
emergency room, higher values for ICUs, respectively. In order to reduce the
lost study rate, a number of institutions use two films per exposure (double filming) . Thus, both referring physician and radiologist each get a hardcopy. Based
on the above parameters, the total cosUfilm is $6.97 for double filming (1 image/
study), assuming that the lost study rate drops to 0 accompanied by a 5% retake
rate at 2 filmslretake.
Cost/Film (14x17) in $
10 r------,-------.------,-----'T--~--,
", , ' " 1

"double filming"

1.
films/study

-

8 ~~~./--~--------~~~--~~------1--~_
..- - --

-

-

- ----

2

--

3 =:--:::::;J
4

I

Retakes: 0% (_),1 0% (- --)

4

$ 0.50 - Archiving Salary
$ 0.50 - Archiving Space
$ 0.34 - Filmtracking (20%)

2

$ 0.24 - Film Processing Salary
$ 0.62 - Chemicals + Equipment

$ 1.84 - Material

OL-~~~2-------L4------~6~-----L8------~10

Lost Study Rate in %
Fig 2 . 1: Effective film cost varying with retake and lost study rates per one sheet
of film. For comparison, cost of "double filming" per image is shown (2 films/exposure, 0 % lost studies, 0% film-tracking) . Cost per sheet of film drops with multiple image studies, because fixed cost are spread over more films.
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Fig 2.1 shows the different components of the effective film cost for different
rates of lost studies and retakes, as it relates to one sheet of film.
There are other issues which would increase the potential savings by replacing film with a digital imaging network:
- Time consumption for clinicians will be less, because they save the trip to
radiology to view the images.
- Since digital images are readily available for the clinician, the repetition rate
will decrease (5% estimated).
- A digital system shows much quicker response times; thus, the patient receives the proper diagnosis in a timely fashion which saves cost of additional expensive treatment.
- Simultaneous display for ER physician and radiologist reduces misdiagnosis and lowers the probability of malpractice lawsuits.
It will be left for further investigation, to quantify these cost savings components.
2.2 Break Even Analysis
The analysis assumes that the investment for the critical care network will be
paid fully at the start of the project. Thus, the following formulas apply:
1. Year:
V 1 = I HI - ( E - 0) ,

(1 )

where
V 1 = Value of investment at end of first year,
I = Investment,
r = Interest rate / year,
o = Operating cost / year,
E = Effective film cost / year, identical with savings / year.
2. Year:
(2)
V 2 = V 1 HV 1 -( E - 0)(1+i)+sl ,
where
V 2=Value of investment at end of second year,
i = Inflation rate / year,
s = Service cost rate / year related to investment; because of warranty,
there is no service charge in the first year.
Solving the difference equation (2) for Vn becomes
V ( n) = ( I _ E - O +
sl
r( r + 1)
r -1
where

n ;" 1 .

) ( 1H)n+E - 0 ( 1+i)n _ ~
r- 1

r

(3)
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The Break Even is given for V(n);O. Resolving (3) accordingly for li E becomes

(4)

Since OlE is usually much less than 1, li E depends basically on r, i and s.
2.3 Examples
The numerical examples are based on the following parameters:
Interest rate r;7%,
Inflation rate i;4%,
Service cost rate s;9%, applicable after first year,
Operating cost 040.45 to replace one single sheet of film,
Break Even; 3.5 years.
The operating cost of the digital system will cover the cost of consumables,
mainly optical disks. Assuming a 620MB optical disk is about $80 and can store
195 CR-images at 8MB each using lossless compressio n 2.5:1, the cost to reo
place one single sheet of film is $0.42.
lIE-ratio
3.5 ,--- - , - - - - , - - - - , - - - - , - - - - , - - - - - - - , $10
3 1-- - - t - - - - j - - - - t - - - - j - - - - :

~~

$8
$6
$4
$2

2.: r~~~~~:[~;~~::kE~f;e;c~ti:vteF- =fi-l:m~-c:o:S:tt/~s"h:e:e~t~J r
2.5

3

3.5

Break Even in years
Fig 2.2: liE-ratio (Investment/Effective Film Cost Ratio) in relation to the number
of years to break even. For example, to break even in 4 years, 2.75-times the
effective film cost per year could be invested in a digital system (Parameters
considered: interest 7%, inflation 4%, service 9%, operating cost $0.45 to replace one sheet of film by optical disks).
To get an estimate of the investment necessary to achieve a payback within
a certain time frame, the li E-ratio (Investment to Effective Film Cost) in relation
to the number of years to break even is shown in Fig 2.2 (4) . For example, to
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break even within 3.5 years and assuming E=$6.5 from Fig 2.1, the investment
1=2.5*E. Thus, per each film saved, 2.5*$6.5 = $16.25 could be invested.
In the fo llowing , we wil l consider two examples. The first illustrates implestudies/year
films/study
films/year
retake rate
lost study rate
effective fi lm cosVsheet (Fig 2.1)
effective fi lm cosVyear
I/E-ratio for 3.5 years (Fig 2.2 or (4) )
investment

leus
36,500

ER
48,666

1
36,500
5%
8%
$9.66
$352,590
2.536
$894, 168

3
146,000
10%
5%
$6.25
$912,500
2.468
$2,252,050

Table 1: Investment in critical care networks
menting a critical care network in the Ie Us. Assuming 6 leUs, a total of 66 beds,
with 1.5 studies per bed and per day will result in 100 studies/day.
The second example applies for an ER with 3 radiographic imaging rooms, producing 400 images/day, with 3 films/study resulting in 133 studies/day.
Both the Ie Us and the ER are operational 365 days/year.
ROI in $Million

Imaging networks, no fi lm
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Fig 2.3: Return of investment in either imaging network or film based system.
Ascending curves: Value of investment in critical care networks, filmless operation. Break Even within 3.5 years.
Descending curves: Costs of film based system, if critical care networks would not be implemented.
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The appropriate investment for the necessary equipment will be determined
to break even within 3.5 years. Table 1 summarizes the results, Fig 2.3 shows
the value of the respective investments over time.
Such investments cover multiple CRs, workstations for softcopy reading and
image review as well as a file server with optical disk jukeboxes. Significant
changes of the interest rate are only of moderate impact. The ascend of the
curves within the first year indicates that service charges do not apply for the
warranty period.
Most importantly, if the critical care networks would not be implemented, after
3.5 years the accumulated costs of the film based system would amount to more
than $1 M for the ICUs and more than $3M for the ER, respectively. Note that in
as little as 1.5 years, the value of the critical care networks already exceeds the
cumulated costs of the film based system.
Using the ER-network as an example, the value of the investment after 5
years exceeds $1 Million. Part of this money could be used to update the system
to the latest state of technology. Provided that the selected vendor offers a continous upgrade path, only a fraction of the initial investment has to be paid.
3. Conclusion
Critical care imaging networks based on computed radiography, imaging
workstations and digital archiving are the method of choice to address the shortcomings of film based systems in the ER and the ICUs. They help streamline
operations and make images reliably and instantly available wherever they are
needed. Thus, the quality of health care is improved considerably.
This study shows that the value of the necessary network investment ex·
ceeds the cost of the film based system in as little as 1.5 years. The network
pays for itself within 3.5 years.
Furthermore, critical care networks provide the seed for totally filmless operation and the infrastructure for expansion to teleradiology applications for remote diagnosis.
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EXPANDED ABSTRACT
Besides the obvious organizational advantages of the digital radiology department in
the larger acadentic institutions, there exists a significant untapped potential of this
new paradigm. The digital clinic."ll archive, with the appropriate network and
database design, can enhance tlle tcaching and research ntissions. (Ref 1)
At UCSF, this goal ass wnes an importance co-equal to that of the purely clinical
ntission. Two major objecti ve have been identified: (1 )The digital department is
enabling technology that automates and enhances tile use of images for research and
publication; (2)Jt also allows a major redesign of the teaching file concept. A
unifonn departmental approach . standardized across all sections. is being developed

for access to the clinical archive.
This presentation will describe tl,e team efforts of the Laboratory for Radiological
Informatics in these arenas. Currently, all CT, MR and CR are being aequired and
archived by our PACS . To rcalize the first objective, the departmental ethemet
which supports the desktop Maci ntoshes of the facl~ty and fellows has been
connected to the PACS via a Departmental Image File Server (Ref 2). A beta
version of the server and client (on the desktop Macs) software is currently being
tested (Ref 3). This enables access to the image ,md text information in the PACS.

Since the images coming across to the departmental teach..ing/research network are
converted to PICT2 format (Macintosh standard), all of the commercially available
desktop publishing tools can be utilized for image publication and slide making.
This potential will be rc."lli7..cd at tlle Macintosh PCs of faculty, fellows and residents.
The ultimate second objective is a "virtual" teaching file in which the actual images
of interest remain physic."llly in the clinical archive, but the pertinent clinical ,
radiological and pathologic.ll information, as well as pointers for archive access to
the images resides in a separate teaching file database. TIle realization of the virtnal
teaching file remains in the future for reasons of network contention and archive
aging. These issues will be explored and discussed. However. by moving images
from the clinical archive and database over a bridge to a physically distinct teaching
file archive and database, essentially the same end result can be achieved. This
project is currently in tlle plmming phase.
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Selection of the database engine is a key decision. The three major criteria arc:
(I) efficiency and user-friendliness on networked Macs; (2) ability to cross-platform
interrogate and transfer from the PACS database (Sybase on Sun); and (3) ability to
handle images as blobs (binary large objects). Commercial developments in the area
of object-oriented database systems are being closely monitored. At this time, the
two leading contenders for this application are Oracle (excellent cross-platfonn
capability), and 4D (probably the most popular database on the Mac platform). 4D
now has an add-on module for SQL queries to Sybase.
One of our concerns is the accwnulation of a complete and high quality departmentwide teaching file. Therefore, we have established the principle that access comes
with a concomitant responsibility: to provide appropriate clinical and patllOlogical
ioformation, as well as radiographic findings, for the teaching file archive database.
(See Table I) This is necessary to ensnre that the growing teaching file is useful to
a broad audience, rather than merely becoming an enlarging collection of random
images. Specific methods for implementing this principle arc being explored.
Browsing access to this sophisticated image database based upon descriptors of
radiographic findings, in addition to the traditional anatomic and pathologic keys, is
one of our specific goals, for research as well as education. This provides a richness
to the database by enabling, for example, a review of cases of different di sease
entities tl13t may have silnilar findings, or a review of the spectrum of findings for a
particular di s",'\Se entity. Automated text scanning of reports of exams selccted for
the teaching file for radiographic finding descriptors is also being investigated.
Finally, one of the most exciting potentials of this new approach is tllat the creation
of computer aided interactive instructional materials for radiology becomes readily
feasible. (Ref 4)
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Table 1.
DESIRABLE ELEMENTS OF A DIGITAL TEACHING
FILE DATABASE
1. The Digital TF DB must include image data, either directly as a blob
on the same storage device (magnetic), or by pointer reference to image
data on another storage device (magnetic or optical disk).
2. Demographic info should include:
Unit or Med Rec number
Pt name (optional) - confidentiality issue
Study #s (mXRad Accession is)
Dates of studies
Modality/technique i.e. MR w gad, sequence
3. History info
Text narrative

(This is a required element to move images)
4 . Radiographic Findings
Textual descriptive
Key word descri ptors
Third axis of ACR code - future
5. Differential diagnosis
Key words
Codes
Discussion - text
6. Diagnosis info:
Diagnosis (text)
Diagnosis (code-ACR or modified)
Dx proof - path, surgery, presumed
Supporting info
text of path or opnote
?slides, intra-operative photographs
7. Other
Who pulled the case (ID)
Must be able to add/combine studies from the same or different
modalities, as well as different patients, same diago nosis

The Electronic Textbook of Radiology: Access Methods
Eugene F Binet, MO., Jon H. Trueblood, Ph.D., Robert T. Macura, MO.,
PhD. , Katarzyna J. Macura, MO. , Ph.D. , Victor Taro, MO. ,
Claire L. Raeuber, PhD. , Brandon Morstad, MS.,
Ted Kingsbury IV, A.M, Kirah Van Sickle, MS. , Cliff Garzzillo
Departmenl of Radiology, Medical College of Georgia, Augusla, GA

The Department of Radiology at the Medical College of
Georgia is preparing an extensive on-line computer driven radiology
information system. The information data base is constructed so
that it can be used by radiologists, radiology residents, referring
physicians, and medical students. The relational data base is built
on a logical referencing system which relates text information,
radiology images, pathology images and illustrated drawings
(anatomic, pathology, technical, etc.). User retrieval of information
is provided by keyword entry, closest image match comparison
(case-based reasoning) or point-and-click pictorial selection (ACR
code). Content of the keyword text entries can best be described as
summary li sts of diagnostic decision support information.
Diagnosis entries are grouped into ten chapters: Brain and Skull
including Scalp; Face, Mastoids, Orbit and Neck; Spine, Spinal
Canal , Peripheral Nervous System; Skeletal System, Muscles, Soft
Tissue & Skin; Heart & Great Vessels Excluding CNS & Neck;
Lung, Mediastinum & Pleura; Gastrointestinal System ;
Genitourinary System & OB-GYN; Vascular & Lymph Systems;
and Breast.
These chapters include both pediatric and ad ult pathology.
There are four additional chapters on Physics, Drugs, Nuclear
Medicine and Radiobiology. The most direct method of information
retrieval is keyword entry. If the user desires informatio n about a
particular image, the closest matching series of images or patient
cases can be obtained by entry of minimal information about the case
or patient image in question. Once a similar patient image or case is
brought up, more specific diagnostic information can then be
retrieved by selecting a particular diagnosis from a "most probable"
diagnosis list provided to the user by the computer. A third alternate
retrieval process req uires the user to point and click on an ill ustration
of an anatomical site and then to select a pathology from prompting
pathology lists which are specific to that anatomical location. A
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schematic flow diagram of the methods for information retrieval is
portrayed in Figure I. Currently, text information exceeds eight
megabytes with more than twenty thousand keyword s and three
thousand images.

ELECTRONIC TEXTBOOK OF RADIOLOGY
ACCESS DIAGRAM
Keyword

...

"7

...
,.

Case/lmage
Description

,

Image & Text
Database

,.....

~

DDX
Image/Caption
Bibliography
Text Entries

Pictionary
following the
ACR-code
Figure I . The meth ods of accessing the text and image entries in
the Textbook are illustrated in this access diagram.

GLIOBLASTOMA MULTIFORME

QUIZ

• TYPE IN KEYWORD

• SELECT ACCESS METHOD

Figure 2. The user can select the method of access or entry to the
Textbook through this opening interface.
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Figure 5. Example of "Pictionary" textbook access method. If the
user selects the orbit, Figure 6 is obtained.

Click the area of the lesion location.

I

Figure 6. From this screen the user can select the major anatomical
sites typically articulated in diagnostic imaging. Site
selection will prompt the user with a probable pathology
listing similar to the ACR pathology code structure.
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Abstract
Medical training in radiology should be viewed as a continuum that
begins in medical school and proceeds throughout the years in practice.
Unfortunately, there are significant barriers to providing continuing
medical education. One key barrier is the phYSical separation between
the information source and the workplace. We describe the Virtual
Hospital. a med ica l digital library, created to provide a continuum of
information to be distributed to the point of use with tools found in the
publiC domain.

INTRODUCTION
Residency programs in radiology are strained by the volume of
information needed to train a radiologist. In addition, the database of
information required to remain current has increased and is constantl y
changing. How then does a radiologist maintain his or her skills
throughout a lifetime of practice and integrate new concepts into the
"old d atabase?" We think that a solution resides with a comb ination of
multimedia computers, wide area networks, and information developed
by academic radiology departments. The potential power of the
computer in medicine was recognized as early as 1970.1 However, a
cost-effective link between academic radiology departments and
practicing radiologists was not possible until the emergence of wide
area networks and inexpensive multimedia computers.
This combination of components creates what we call the
"ubiquitous organization" and wilt in our opinion, provide the
cornerstone of continuing medical education (CME) and distance
learning. A ubiquitous organization provides a digital representation of
key services usually associated with a physical facility. These services
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are continuously available at a distance, thereby extending the reach
and power of that organization.
An academic radiology department consists of
components that are similar to any large organization. There is a
physical facility, the people who work within the department,
and current information that is stored in various forms
(memory, books, films, teaching files, slid es, and electronic
databases). At the present time, radiologists must work at the
physical facility or travel to a national meeting in orde r to access
this information. Fortunately, most of these data can now be
represented digitally with multimedia computers. Text, highresolution color images, digital movies, and sound allow us to
understand complex concepts that have been difficult to convey
by word alone. Wide area networks allow us to transmit these
concepts beyond the phYSical boundaries of the department
library or teaching file to the workplace where they are
required. Thus, we create an organ ization that extends the use
of current information both within the department and outside,
allowing new skills to be acquired while remaining in a distant
community.
This "just in time learning" allows the practitioner in
the field to access information when it is need ed rathe r than
attempting to maintain the full database in memory. Delivery of
information, at the time of need, to practitioners in their offices
or hom es is efficient, and we think it represents the future of
CME. In order to move toward this new paradigm for learning
in radiology, we are creating the Virtual Hospital, which is a
continuously updated digital medical library stored on
comp uters and accessed through the Internet.
CONTENT WITHIN THE VIRTUAL HOSPITAL
The Virtual Hospital is being created w ith support from
the Department of Radiology within The University of Iowa
College of Medicine; the National Library of Medicine; Apple
Computer, Inc.; The University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics;
The University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics Hospital
Info rmation Systems; and the Hardin Health Sciences Library. It
will contain multimedia textbooks, multimedia teaching files,
current diagnostic and therapeu tic algorithms, patient
simulations, historical information, patient instructional data,
and an extensive collection of on-line CME materials.
Information for the Virtual Hospital is being ga thered from
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lectures, teaching conferences, and grand rounds in our health
sciences colleges.
COMPONENTS OF THE VIRTUAL HOSPITAL
•

Internet

The Internet is th e world wide "information
superhighway" of tOday 2 Initially created in 1969, its use was
restricted for many years to gove rnment and university
researchers. Currently, the Internet is undergoing a commercial
transformation w ith data traffic doubling every few months.
The key to its success has been an open hard ware and softwa re
architecture that is based on a robust communica tions pro tocol
called Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/ IP).
• World Wide Web (WWW)
WWW [European Pa rticle Physics Laboratory (CERN),
Geneva, Switzerland] is an Internet hypermedia client /se rver
database software technology that fac ilitates the organization
and acquisition of information stored on the Internet 2 A WWW
serve r compute r organizes information into a cohe rent network
knowledge structure or "web" and is based on a
communications protocol known as the Hype rtext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). Text files are stored in the Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) file format. In addition to containing text,
HTML fil es contain links to media that are retrieved from
distant computers by clicking on a linked underlined word or
picture icon (picon). Each lin k describes a WWW Uniform
Resource Locator (URL), which is a unique Internet address and
pointer to the related media.
Media in the WWW may be stored in a variety of
formats. Text is stored in the American Standard Code for
Information Interchange (ASCII) format, images in the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) and Graphics Interchange
Format (GIF) formats, aud io in the .au format, and video in the
QuickTime™ and Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
formats. WWW is a published and documented standard tllat is
available in the public domain for all major personal computers
and workstations.
• Mosaic
Mosaic [Nationa l Center fo r Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA), Champaign, IL] is an application that
serves as a WWW client and a Wide Area Information Server
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(WAIS) client. Public domain Mosaic clients have been created
for the Macintosh®, Microsoft Windows, and X-Windows
platforms.
• Networked Multimedia Textbook
A multimedia textbook (MMTB) is a software program
patterning its user interface after a printed textbook but
incorporating functions beyond those of printed text. These
capabilities include free text search and the ability to play v ideo
and audio clips.3,4 A networked MMTB (NetMMTB) is a
multimedia textbook stored on a server and distributed v ia a
wide area network. The NetMMTB is a modification to the user
interface of the WWW and allows the presen tat ion of the
inherently nonlinear information w ithin the WWW in a more
linear fashion .
• Wide Area Information Servers
WAIS is a client /server software technology that
indexes text on the Internet. Text files are retrievable v ia key
word or from free text using WAIS's powerful search engine 2
A WAIS server is a compu ter that contains and organi zes WArS
indices. Public domain WAIS clients exist for all major PCs and
workstations.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VIRTUAL HOSPITAL
The Virtual Hospital is accessed with the technologies
described above. The N etMMTB is the building block fo r most
of the content within the Virtual Hospital, with each NetMMTB
containing a variable number of HTML files. Our WWW server
is a Macintosh Apple Workgroup Server 9S® (Apple Computer
Inc., Cupertino, CAl running the UNIX operating system and
the Hypertext transfer Protocol Daemon (HTTPD) WWW server
software (NCSA). The text within each chap ter of a NetMMTB
is indexed using WAIS and is therefore retrievable from free
text or v ia key word.
The Virtual H ospital may be accessed from the home or
office or w ithin The University of Iowa Department of
Radiology v ia the Internet (see" Appendix: How to Access the
Virtual H ospital"). The appropriate Mosaic client allows for
cross platform distribution. The user begins by selecting the
Virtual H ospital WWW server and then browses its services,
selecting one, such as an MMTB on the diagnOSiS of p ulmonary
embolus. Once the MMTB is selected, the "Table of Contents"
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appears, showing the available chapters. The user then scrolls
through the chapter by clicking the scroll bar along the right
side of the screen. Links to associated media are indicated by
underlined words and picture icons (picons). Clicking on a link
displays media related to the text.
Patient simulations are drawn from real cases allowing
the user a more in-depth experience w ith the clinica l
presentation and workup. Chapters within a NetMMTB may
consist of medical information, indices, dictionaries, study
sheets, and questions and answers, etc. The user may take

multimedia notes by using a word processing program that
runs concurrently with Mosaic. Users may copy, paste, and save
any po rtion of a NetMMTB for their own future use and
reference. However, they are not aUowed to modify an original
NetMMTB.
CONCLUSION
Academic radiology departments have traditionally focused
their teaching on that period of time we ca ll the residency. H owever, to
be effecti ve radiologists we must be lifelong learners. Training should
be viewed as a continuum that starts in medical school and persists
throughout the years in practice. Currently, libraries of information are
separa ted from the workplace, which restricts their utility. The Virtual
Hospital was designed to lower the barrier to acquiring needed
information. As a ubiquitous organization, the Virtual Hospital w ill
allow radiologists in private practice and w ithin university
environments to continue their education supported by a familiar
database that provides both CME materials and helps witl1 decisionmaking at the view box.
APPENDIX: HOW TO ACCESS THE VIRTUAL HOSPITAL
1. You must have a TCP l IP connection to the Internet. This is

obtained by having a workstation wired directly into the
Internet or via a telephone line connection using the Seria l Line
Internet Protocol (SLIP), AppleTalk Remote Access Protocol
(ARAP), or Point to Point Protocol (PPP).
2. You must have a Macintosh, Microsoft Windows, or XWindows workstation and a Mosaic client for your workstation.
Mosaic clients can be obtained on the Internet via ftp from
ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu by looking in the di rectory IMosaic.
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3. Once you law1ch Mosaic, set its Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) to http://vh.radiology.uiowa.edu/ and you will be
connected to the Home Page of the Virtual Hospital.
4. To leam how to display images, video, and audio from the
Virtual Hospital. use your Mosaic client to connect to the
appropria te NCSA Mosaic Home Page for yo ur workstation.
This information should be located in the Mosaic's Navigation
menu.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Computer-aided instruction and reference systems that incorporate
multiple media formats have recently began to make inroads in radiology and other
medical specialties. l -4 The performance increases in desktop computing provide a
new and cost-effective interface to medical information in the form of text, images,
video, audio and animation. Multimedia application programs allow users to
access medical information in a non-linear fashion in one or more media formats.
Combined with powerful search tools and interactive feedback and testing, medical
multimedia is poised to move into the mainstream of medical education and

practice.
Multimedia textbook applications have been created for radiology
residency training and tested against the traditional lecture format. 2 Multimedia
applications as reference systems in radiology are not as common. The intent of
this research was to exploit the digital compuler as a reference source for radiologic
technologists in a clinical environment to augment, and in some cases supplant,
the need for hard copy reference material or supervisor intervention to answer
questions concerning patient positioning and technique for radiographic imaging

procedures.
The radiology depanment at the Medical University of South Carolina, a
tertiary care facility, employs a number of radiologic technologists on three shifts.
The population of radiation technologists often includes part-time employees,
recent graduates and students in training, who, particularly during the evening and
night shifts have more difficulty in locating answers to their positioning and
technique questions. To solve this problem, a multimedia support system for
radiologic technologists has been developed. Through a color, touch screen
interface, positioning and technique information is presented using text, graphics,
photographs, corresponding radiographs, video and audio. Video clips with audio
are used to dcmonSlrllte patient alignment for selected views. The design and
utility of the support system are the primary focuses of this research.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The multimedia suppon system was developed using SuperCanITM v1.6
(Silicon Beach Software, San Diego, CAl, a hypercard·like development
environment providing an object·oriented, event driven scripting language. Objecl!s
include buttons, text fields and graphics located on cards inside of windows (objects
in themselves). The capability of the scripting language was extended with custom
programs called external commands (XCMDs) and external functions (XFCNs) that
are accessed by the SuperCard™ application for video playback using QuickTime™
2.0 (Apple Computer, Cupertino, CAl.
SuperCard™ offers a highly intuitive programming environment for
developing multimedia applications that include text, color/gray scale images,
sound, video, graphics and animation. The color palette for images is limited to 8
bits (256 colors), however multiple color palettes can be used, one for each image
in the application. Although the video can be captured and replayed in 24 bit color
with QuickTime™ 2.0, the requirements of this application did not demand the use
of more than 8 bit color video at 15 frames per second (minimum).
The development hardware consisted of a Macintosh™ M68040 computer
(Apple Computer) with 8 megabytes RAM and a 200 Mb hard drive. A 640x480
pixel, 14 inch diagonal, color monitor (Apple Computer) was fitted with a pressure
sensitive touch screen overlay and controller (Troll Technology, Valencia, CAl to
eliminate the need for a keyboard and a separate point and click input device. The
touch screen interface allows the system to be mounted in the wall of the
radiographic room without the need for a desktop computing area. Radiographs
were digitized on a LurnisysTM DIS 100 (Lumisys, Mountain View, CAl and
reformatted to 176x176 pixels by 8 bit planes using NIH Image v1.43 (NIH,
Bethesda, MD). Photographs were digitized on a common fIat bed scanner, and
video was imponed through a digitized board (VideoSpigot™ by SuperMac,
Sunnyvale, CAl. Soundtracks (II MHz, mono) were digitized with a
MacRecorder™ (Faralon, Emeryville, CAl, and QuickTime™ movies were
generated from video and audio tracks using Adobe Premiere™ (Adobe Systems,
Mountain View, CAl.
The development environment does not limit the design of the user
interface to one particular metaphor. In this application, the interface design was
based on a frame metaphor. Each visible window never partially overlaps another
window to avoid cropping background windows and is presented on the screen not
unlike frames on a wall. The contents of a frame can change and a frame can be
completely contained in another frame. Figure I shows a sample screen in the
application that uses the frame design. The idea is to reduce the cluttered look of a
floating windowed environment and to provide fixed and therefore predictable
locations for commonly referenced data. Other instructional systems for radiology
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have been developed using a texlbook metaphor to support novice users familiar
with a lextbook formal thal includes chaplers, a table of contents and index.2-4
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FIGURE 1. A screen showing the frame laYOUl for the mandible series.
The screen is Figure 1 is divided into three primary frames under the
screen tille bar. The frames are (1) a text field (upper left) used for detailed
explanations, (2) another text field (lower left) for technique information, and (3) a
large image frame thal contains four fTame quadrants within the primary frame.
Control bUltons are localed below the image area The text and technique
information for a particular view can be obtained by selecting (touching) one of the
available views. The active view is highlighted by a change in frame color. The
corresponding radiograph for a particular view can be retrieved by selecting the
photograph. The displayed radiograph fills the image area, temporari1y replacing
the four quadrants. The user can relurn to the photograph by touching the
radiograph. A video icon on a photograph or radiograph indicates that a video
segment is available for a particular view and can be aecessed by the icon button.
At any time, even during a video playback, the user can backup, or select another
button or view.
BUltons are provided for navigational control using the control panel
interface below the image area. Pull·down and pop-up menus were not used
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beeause they are difficult to access via the touch screen given the pixel size (4.4
mm/pixel) and the menu bar font size (12 point).
Additionally, the screen design criteria included maximizing the screen
content with the most relevant information, moving less needed/relevant
information to another button access, and minimizing the number of touches
necessary to access the most needed information. A multi way tree structure
underlies the connections between screens (cards) and information accessible within
a screen. The main menu branches directly to one of the radiographic procedures
screens. Alternate views for some procedures as well as landmark information are
provided as a selection off of a procedures screen, adding one more level to the
information structure. Threads for movement in the reverse direction are available
for single step backups to previous screens.
In the prototype version under test, four radiographic procedures have been
included in the application. The procedures: C-spine, lumbar spine, abdomen and
mandible, were chosen on the basis of performance difficulty or lack of
performance frequency. The system is currently under test to determine the
effectiveness of a multimcdia support system for radiologic technologists on (l)
the number of retakes due to mispositioning, (2) the retake frequency due to
incorrect technique, (3) tum-around time, and (4) the frequency of system access by
procedure for the four radiographic series under test Data is being collected through
a survey mechanism and through electronic data collection by the multimedia
application and by the scheduling program used by the radiology department.

IlL DISCUSSION
A multimedia application was developed to bring positioning and
technique information directly into the radiographic room for nearly instant access
by radiologic technologists. The low-cost microcomputer application was designed
using the multiway tree structure model with a shallow search tree depth and using
a screen design of non-partially overlapping windows (frame metaphor).
The system is currently under test to determine the effectiveness of a
multimedia support system for radiologic technologists on (l) the number of
retakes due to mispositioning, (2) tile retake frequency due to incorrect technique,
(3) turn-around time , and (4) the frequency of system access by procedure for the
four radiographic series under test
The future of communication formats in medicine will inevitably include
multimedia applications. As the screen design metaphors are perfected and perhaps
standardized and as users become accustomed to a graphical user interface, the toylike connotation of these applications will wane. The efficiency of immediate
access to larger and larger repositories of knowledge may be the next revolution in
medical training and practice, particularly in radiology.
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Introduction:

Tradilionally, instruction of gastroenterology diseases includes visual materials of
radiology, endoscopy and pathology. A student or facully who wishes to review case
materials must identify which cases to review from a catalog listing, review the patient
histories in Medical Records, review the radiology and endoscopy images in Radiology,
and review the pathology slides in Pathology. Time is spent in physically moving
arollnd to the above sites, and ca~e materials many times cannot be located. EITeetive
teaching of gast roenterology was enhanced by compiling all case materials into a single
computerized mullimedia database wi th mulliple acccss sites via an optic fiber local
area network with workstations convenient to studcnts and facully. Users may access
other computerized databases interfaced to the nct, c.g. laboratory resulls, medical
rccords, journals on line, as they work through the cases. This database of
ga~trocntcrology mullimedia case materials is also appropriate to be used for board
examinat ion review, for facully composing lectu re materials, and for faculty and
consultants locating past ca~es andlor materials as reference and comparison.
II Backb'l'Ound:
Teaching medical students and residents traditionally is by lectures, reading materials
and patient exposure during the third and fourth years of medical school, and by
"apprenticeship" during internship and rcsidency. The student analyzes cases under
supervision of an expert. The expert guides the student in learning to elicit data from
the patient, to evaluate data from other sources (e.g., pathology, radiology) and to match
assim ilated data in terms of diagnostic image patterns'. Physicians learn to rccognize
relevant data and imagcs and then search their memory to match them with a diagnosis
pattern previously learned. Expertise in medical prdctice is the resull of years of
experience in matching patient history, physical examinations, laboratory, pathology
and radiology input'. A hypothcsis for a diagnosis is formed, the hypothesis is tested
with all available data. If the patient has features that match a diagnosis, the diagnosis
stands'. The practice of medicine is essentially a cognitive problem-solving and image
comparison activity'" Medical knowledge is expanding, but time for learning remains
constant In view of the educational volume overload and static st udent learning time,
traditional pedagogical methods may no longer be the most appropriate form for
imparting medical knowledge. Computing and information technology can be used to
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support improved melhods of leaching and more effeclive and efficienl usc of time in
medical educalion,,7 .
There are two major lypeS of compulcr inslruclional approaches. One is Ihe inlelligenl
IUloring system (ITS) which is knowledge centered and which leads the user through
selecled silualions. The logic is Ihat Ihe user learns by repealed aclivilies, The Olher
Iype is compuler-assisled inslruction (CAl) which is interactive ceniered wilh user input
delermining branching'.
A poll of firsl year medical sludents who volunteered to work wilh the compulerized
sessions indicaled thai sludenls preferred learning wilh the method of compulerized
lechnology over Ihe method of lectures and slides"". Addilional applications utilized
computerized sessions and videodisk directed toward instruction of first year gross
analomy and general palhology"'''. Ii was noted Ihal Ihe lechnology was ideal for
individualized instruction to a single sludent, was an efficienl use of student's limited
time, was ideal for independent review, and was a way to assure learning
experienccs ll .
Recenl sludies based upon improved compuler leehnology and authoring sollware find
Ihal sludents who ulili zed compulerized sessions performed significantly beller Ihan
sludents who covered Ihe same malerial in leclure"'''. Senior medical sludents who
used IUlorials in pharmacokinelics, Ihe core of clinical pharmacology and Iherapeutics,
scored 35% hi gher than sludents who did nol I'. Siudents reported eleclively spending
more time in learning wilh computers versus learning with text materials because
working wilh compulers was a more enjoyable process .
CAl is ideally sui led 10 medical educalion of gaslrointestinal diseases because
diagnostic abililies in this arca require visual evaluation.
This paper describes development of an optic fiber LAN-distributed database of
gastrointestinal disease cases for the purposes of mainlaining a single reference for all
gaslroinlestinal case malerials, enhancing exisling leaching, for supporting retrieval of
clinical materials by facuily for use in leaching, seminars, for board examination review,
and for a refercnce for praclicing physicians 10 use in diagnoslic comparison,
III. Materials Used:
Hardware: Development and testing of the muilimedia teaching file user interface was
on IBM PS/2 model M57SLC personal computers wilh 486SX microprocessors,
microchannel archilectu re, and XGA2 capability. Each had 212 megabytes of hard disk
space, 16 megabytes of random access memo!)" an Actionmedia DVI card for full
motion video, an Audio Capture and Playback Adapter (ACPA), as well as a fiberoptic
distributed dat a interface (FOOl) card to allow access to the fiberoptic network. An
IBM model 9515 XGA monilor was used for display. Medical image slides were
digitized with a Kodak RFS 2035 slide scanner attached to a Future Domain SCSI 1·lost
Adapter MCS-700SVP installed in an IBM PS/2 Model 95,486 compuler with 16
megabytes of random access memo!), and I gigabyte of hard disk space, The fiberoptic
net configuration consisted ofa Novell server (IBM Model 95 MCA), a DB2/2 database
host (IBM Model 95 MCA with muiliple gigabyte drives), and workstations (IBM 57
SLCs). The net backbone consisted of optic fiber, shielded twisted copper pair wiring,
and two IBM 8240 concentralors with copper and fiber panels in each.
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Software: Novell 3.11 was the network software. IBM's Network Transport Services
(NTS/2) and Netware Client for OS/2 supported the client/server topology for the
DB2/2 database. OS/2 2.1 was used as the operating system on the DB2I2 server and
the workstations.
The relational database for storing information for the medical
images and their associated audio and video files was DB2/2 1.0 for OS/2. The user
interface and case material interactivity were written in IBM's Builder/2. C/C++ Tools
were used for programming dynamic linked libraries (DLLs) and for creating OS/2
presentation manager menus and dialog boxes. Aldus Photostyler 2.0 with Kodak Color
Corrector was used to operate the slide scanner.

IV. Methods and Results:
User friendliness and quick access to all images, audio files, video clips, and text files of
each medical case were the major requirements in development of the multimedia
database and in design of the user interface for accessing the database. Faculty from
the departments of radiology, pathology, medicine and biomedical engineering (medical
informatics) designed the interface on paper according to their anticipated needs.
Images were scanned at a resolution of 1000 dpi (dots per inch) and 24 bit color in
Targa format (I·GA) and saved on the database server. TGA images were converted to
the IBM AVC digital format ( _1M) with a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels and 8 bit
color and were also stored on the database server. The basic authoring tool used for
developing the user interface (Builder/2) only supported 8 bit color. Using Builder/2,
_1M formatted images are displayed much faster than are TGA formattcd images. The
original TGA, higher resolution images were archived for faculty to use in 35mm slide
creations and also for later use when manipulation of higher resolution images of 24 bit
color becomes more feasible and economical. Time for scanning varied depending
upon whether the scanned image required editing or not. Problems were encountered
with the Aldus driver for the Kodak scanner. After saving one image, the software
would not allow scanning a second image. Kodak was apprised of the analysis and
testing and sent a 1W AIN driver which correctcd the bug.
DB2I2 and all image, audio, text, and video files were stored on a host on the fiberoptic
network.
Along with each image, organizational (or archiving and retrieval)
information was also stored, e.g., case number, diagnosis, symptoms, organs involved,
age and sex of the patient, and type of image (radiology, pathology, or endoscopy). The
images and information associated with each case were collected from 35mm slides and
from direct inputs from the departments of pathology, radiology and medicine. DB2I2
allowed users from separate workstations to access the infomlation simultaneously.
Personal computers connected to the fiberoptic network were workstations able to
access the digitized gastrointestinal case files. Workstations were used by medical
students, residents, and physicians. Developing/analyser workstations were located in
the radiology department, in the pathology department, and the hospital clinical
laboratory conference room which is used for lecture presentations.
An icon associated with the gastrointestinal teaching files allows the user to begin the
gastroenterology cases program from the OS/2 desktop. The user is prompted to enter
his or her name and password. Distinction of faculty or student was programmed into
the user interface via a login name and password requirement to access the database.
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Students are allowed to search and view cases. Faculty have additional privileges, such
as being able to mark selected cases for later use in presentations and lectures, exporting
files, and adding or editing comments to the cases.
AIler login, the user progresses to an OS/2 presentation manager notebook of a series of
pages wi th listboxes containing the possible search parameters (Fig. I). Pages are
organized by general categories available in the database, e.g., diagnosis, symptoms,
and organs involved. Listboxes allow the user to scroll through items.
OS/2
presentation manager menus and panels were incorporated into the Builder!2 program
by compiling them as dynamically linked libraries with the C Compiler in IBM C/C++
Tools. Listboxes were used because they were deemed to be intuitive to use, i.e. they
make it possible for the user to search cases by simply pointing with the mouse and
clicking. Also, keyboard entry and related typing errors and misspellings are avoided,
making a successful database search more likely. Once the entry of search parameters
is completed, all the search parameters selected by the user are passed to the Builder/2
program, which in tum cmbeds these parameters within SQL (structured query
language) statements and initiates a database search.
AIler having successfully completed a search, cases are displayed on the screen one at a
time (Fig. 2). 111e user may Ilip through the cases ordered by ascending case numbers.
Each case has associated with it two lines of text at the top of the screen; the first line is
the diagnosis and case number, and the second line is an abbrev iated case history. The
viewer may hide or show these parameters for self testing purposes. Immediately below
the diagnosis and history all images associated with that case are shown in reduced
size. Each image can be viewed in full screen size by clicking on the reduced size
image. Images related to audio files or video clips are indicated with a smal l
megaphone or camera icon being imposed on the image. C licking upon the icon
commences playing of the associated file, .e.g. barium swallow or oral description of a
microscopy slide. The main screen was purposely kept simple and allows only a
minimal number of options. such as exit, begin a new search, view comments for this
case, export marked file, or display help. Every screen and menu provides help for the
user. Help menus were designed with the OS/2 Prese ntation Manager Infonnation
Presentation Facility (!PI') which is the intuitive interface used throughout the OS/2
operating system for displ aying help menus.
Currently the database contains a minimal number of cases for development and testing
purposes since evolution of the user interface is still in progress. Eventually, the
database is expected to hold over 1,000 cases.
V. Discussion:
User comments indicate that the described user interface provides an easy to use point
and click environment, which enables the medical student, resident, or physician to
search a database for gastroenterology cases of specific interest. The program provides
quick and efficient viewing of the multimedia files associated with the selected cases.
Digital storage of the files eliminates the past problem of misplaced andlor lost
materials. A single, centralized database with easy access is efficient and avoid~ time
consuming process of physically moving between locations of radiology, pathology and
medical records. A database of case materials on the fiberoptic network provides fast
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and convenient access by faculty and makes the process of duplicating or collecting
the files more efficient.
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The Visible Human Project-The Role of Radiology
Victor M. Spitzer, Ann L. Scherzinger, Paul Russ, David Rubenstein,
Jack Simon and David G. Whitlock
Departments of Radiology and Cellular and Structural Biology
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO

l. INTRODUCTION
Thc concept of the Visible Human, as a three dimensional image database
derived from serial sections and defining the entire human body, was developed by the
National Library of Medicine (NLM) in the late 1980s with the vision that the Library

would someday manage digital images in a fashion similar to its management of the
biomedical literature today.

The digiti za tion of an entire cadaver in computer

accessible format was a respo nse to the many concurrent efforts in laboratories

throu ghout the world to computerize isolated small regions of the human body to
facilitate human morphological modeling, computer interactive teaching and
simulations. At the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center this regional
approach resulted in The Video 3D Atlas of Human Anatomy in Cross Section, a
videodisk based at las of photographic and computer generated ort hogonal cross
section s through th e head and neck and articulations of the lower extremity.

Early d isc ussions, at the NLM, of the image management and distribution of
the Visible Human included an assumption of high speed networks such that image
database retri eval might be as simple and as desktop oriented as an electronic literature

search of (he NLM's archives today. With the development and implementation of the
"Information Superhi ghway" of the 1990s it appears that access to these large image
archives over the network may indeed be feasible in the near future. In 1989 the NLM
Planning Panel on Electronic Image Libraries recommended the NLM undertake the
Visible Human Project as a lirst effort in the area of digital image database creation,
manageme nt and distribution. At that time the Visible Human was described as a
collection of digitized photographic images of cryosections, CT and MR images of
complete cadavers. It was realized at the time that management of thi s data might take
many [onns with regard to classification , indexi ng and cross referencing. Therefore, as

part of the Projec t the image database wou ld someday be segmented and c1assilied for
more functional access. The Project was split into multiple phases for image
generation and ana lysis. In August 1991 a contract was established with the
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center for Phase 1 of the Visible Human
Project, to generate the three dimensional database of images defining the Visible

Human. The project contract called for the location of the best candidate cadavers,
both male and female, between the ages of 21 and 60 years. The desired cadavers
would be less than six feel tall , of normal weight for height and demonstrate no signs
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of disfiguring surgery, trauma or pathology. More specifically, the design of the
project called for thc acquisition of three male and three female cadavers. The three
cadavers were to be physically inspected and imaged through the whole body with AP
radiographs, MR and CT in order to demonstrate their condition. The Visible Human
male and female cadavers were then to be chosen from the six candidates

by a panel

selected by the NLM. The selection panel was composed of radiologists, anatomists
and digital imagers. The selection of the Visible Human male, by this panel, was
made on September 2, 1993. The cryosectioning of the complete male cadaver was
completed in May, 1994. The female cadaver was selected on March 21 , 1994 and the
cryosectioning will be completed in the summer of 1994. For both the male and
female specimens. photographic images are recorded at I mm increments as original
exposures on 35 n1ln (Ektar 25) and 70 mm (Ektachrome 100) film.
II. RADIOLOGICAL METHODS

Radiological imaging has been used in this project as a means of validating
the quality of the candidate cadavers, defining cadaver landmarks for cryosectioning and
as an integral pan of the database itself. The Visible Human Project originally
required only head and neck MRI but with an increasing clinical interest in MRI of the
trunk during 1991 and 1992, the project was expanded to include MR images of the
whole body. This large increase in the number of images was partially offset by the
introduction of faster imaging sequences. Another major change in the original
protocol involved the acquisition of high resolution CT images to be incorporated into
the database. According to the original design, CT images were to be obtained at I
em intervals to demonstrate the internal anatomy to the selection committee. After
selection of the Visible Human (from the three candidates) CT images were to be
obtained at I mm increments through the entire frozen body. These frozen state CT
images were determined from earlier cadavers to be of such low contrast in the soft
tissue regions that the protocol was modified to obtain as much data as possible in the
fresh state. The amount of fres h data obtained is limited primarily by the condition of
the cadaver when it is received at our institution and the availability of the clinical
imaging units.
It was anticipated from the beginning that the location of an excellent cadaver would
be difficult. Consequently, major efforts from the State Anatomical Boards of
Colorado, Texas and Maryland all contributed to the pool of candid ale cadavers to
choose from. Upon initial acquisition of a possible candidate cadaver for this project a
thorough physical inspection and medical record search was undertaken to identify any
surgery , trauma, pathology or abnormal morphology. If the specimen passed this
preliminary inspection then AP radiographs were obtained over the entire body to
reveal pathology or abnormal anatomy, metal implants or fragments and the presence
or degree of dental metalwork. With the demonstration of normal radiographic
anatomy the cadaver was then imaged with MR. Since the clinical MR signal
degrades with both time after death and decreasing temperature it was crucial to obtain
the MR images in a timel y fashion. MR images of the Visible Human male were all
acquired within 24 hours after death. A light embalming solution of 1% fonnalin was
used prior to !\'1RI in order to stabi lize the specimen for MR imaging. which is done
at room temperature and requires about six hours to complete. No tissue shrinkage of
the brain or lungs was noted in lest specimens as a result of this light fixation and
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MR signal changes from the embalming solution were minimal compared to the

degradalion in signal with post mortcm elapsed time. Plastic tubes, filled with copper
sulfate, were attached to the skin of the cadaver from head to foot to provide visible
fiducial markers on MR!, CT and cryosection images. The fiducial tubes was designed
to aid three dimensional reconstruction s and inlermodalily registration s of the image
databases. Transverse and sagittal images were obtained from the head in a standard

head coil. The remainder of the body was imaged us ing a whole body coil and
prot ocols for coronal imaging. A total of 1,038 images were obtained , each in a

matri x o f 256 x 256 pixels. All MR images we re acquired on a 1.5T GE Signa MR
imaging unit using both T 1 weighted and T2 weighted spin echo protocols. Thi s sel
o f MR images was prese nted to the selecti on panel and subsequently incorporated as
part of th e digital da tabase desc ribin g the Visible Human. When MR images failed to
reveal any disqualifying conditions, the cadaver was prepared for CT scanning the
[ollow ing night and cooled by storage in a 38 degree cooler.

The cadaver was

posi ti oned in a woodcn box taking care to establish bilateral sy mmetry for the head,
ax ial sy mmetry of th e body and as close to normal as possible. This usuall y
consisted o f an effort to depress thc pectoral girdle, dorsiflex the feet as much as
possible and ex tend the fi ngers to a position as close to the anatomical position as

poss ible. Splints, casts and other positio nin g dev ices were not used as they would
need to be re moved before freezi ng for cryosecti on ing and thereby allow positional
changes. To hold the cadaver in this position and to keep it in th e same position
during the cryosect ioning, the body was immobili zed with Alpha Cradle, a foaming

age nt commonly used in rad iat ion therapy. A stric t anatomical position could not be
maintained with th e arm s because of the size res triction s on the CT scanner.
Consequently, th e hands were placed over the pel vic area and the arms pulled as tightly
to the body as poss ible. CT images of the fresh, cooled speci men were acquired

(w ithin 48 hours post mortem) on aGE HiSpeed scanner at I mm intervals throughout
the head and neck, at 3 mm through the trunk and on 5 mm centers through most of
th e lower ex tremit y. Subseq uent to CT imaging, th e cadaver was frozen in the
wooden box, in the samc position and orientation as during the CT scanning. After
th e V isible Human - male was selec tcd the cadaver was rescanned in the frozen state at
I 111111 intervals throughout the entire body. Size limits of the cryosec tioning sys tem
required that the cadaver be sec ti oned into four blocks. Because a 3-4 mm secti on of
ti ssue is lost from the saw kerf when sectioning the cadaver into four blocks, it was
i111portant to defin e appropriate planes for these cuts that would minimize the loss of
anatomical data. Scout views were used to mark the cadaver in the mid-sagittal plane
on the anterior surface at three points where the cadaver would later be cut into four

blocks for cryosec tio nin g. These marks were defined by the laser positioning light of
the CT scanner at locations that would limit all spec imen block sizes to be less than
14" x 22.5" x 20.2".

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The radio logical and cryoscc tion imagin g of th e male cadaver has been

completed. Over 1,750 di gi tal CT (5 12 x 5 12 matri ces) images of the frozen cadaver
and correlated color photographs of planar anatomy have been obtained. An additional
692 axial CT images of th e fresh male cadaver provide hi gher contrast soft tissue.
1,038 MRI images 1'1'0 111 the same cadaver, but in a different orientation, and a set of

15 AP convcn tio nal rad iographs complete the Visible Human male database. The CT
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scans of the fresh cadaver provide an excellent database for reconstruction and volume
rendering of the head and neck area. The I mm sections through the frozen cadaver

provide for an excellent reco nstruction of the skeletal detail for the whole body. The
MR images provide additional detail of the soft tissue.
Cryoscclion photographs and the corresponding CT images are shown in
Figure 1. The color an atomical images of the leg and foot were cropped from a high
resolution image (2K x 2K pi xels x 42 bits) of the entire field of view of the Visible
Human male. The fi eld of view for the male specimen was set to the maximum
transverse cross sectional dimension for the entire male body. Therefore. these images
from the leg and fOOL are contained in a bounding matrix of approximately 512 x 5 J2
pixels.

The color information was first linearly compressed to 24 bits and then

combined to an 8 bit greylevel image.

The CT image has been windowed for

optimum exposure of the so ft ti ssue.

Onhogonal reconstruction s (coronal) from the transverse CT images proved
to be useful during the cryosectioning to indicate the location and extent of gas filled
volumes within the cadaver. These spaces were filled , in some instances, with a blue
colored liquid to delineate their extent and simplify the definition of these cavities for
image segmentation. Similar processes and data are anticipated for the Visible Human
female.
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Neural networks provide a powerful method of approaching problems that
require pallern recognition 1·11. Their use is already becoming widespread in
medical applications I 2 12 .. Unlike symbolic artificial intelligence methods
developed for rule-based expert systems, neural networks require no explicit
preprogrammed rules. Instead, the network is trained using one of several
algorithms, such as back propagation, and the network fonnulates its own

implicit, behavior-based rules. Essentiall y, the network has the ability to
"learn" from its mistakes, to generalize based on the data it has received, and to
refonnulate its own structure within certain limitations dictated by its
architecture. As a resuit, no specific algorithm is developed during the
training of a neural network. In this study, we evaluated the ability of a neural
network to diagnose focal lesions of bone on plain radiographs.
Methods and Materials
We reviewed the plain radiographs of focal bone lesio ns catalogued in the
teaching file of a tertiary medical center. CT, MRI and other modalities were
not used. Cases were excluded from the study when radiographs were
technically inadequate to dctcnnine lesion detail. Each case was reviewed by
two musculoskeletal radiologists in tandem and entered into a computer
database for network analysis.
Information was coded according to three basic types of information:
demographic. gross anatomic and structural data. In those cases where the
patient's age was unknown, the average age for like cases was used. The
position of the lesion was categorized according to the bone involved and the
location of the lesion within the bone. Twenty-two structural characteristics
were analysed and encoded for each case to define the radiographic appearance of
the lesion for the network. Data that could not be evaluated on the available
images was entered as unknown. Each outcome was translated to a separate
binary field and transferred to the neural network.

In this work, we used a feedforward neural network design. Processing units
were connected to each other with numeric weights representing connection
strengths. The units were organized into a sequence of layers with each unit in
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a layer being fu ll y connected to all units in every preceding layer. We used a
training algorithm called the "conjugate-gradient method" since it is
quadratically convergent and behaves at least as well as backpropagation in
tough regions of the error space. In practice, it has proven faster for equivalent
problems than ordinary back-propagation t3

We used a cross-validation technique to train the network 14. We di vided the
709 cases randoml y into four groups of approx imately equal size. In each run
a different group to wh ich the network had never been exposed during the
training phase. was used for testing. The results reported for a each case arc
for the run when it was in the test set. The remaining three groups were used
for training the network. This method reduced any bias introduced by
overtraining. For each collection of training data, we used singular value
decomposition (SVD) to further process the inputs t5. This transformed them
into a space in which the input units are aligned orthogonally. We have
shown th at SVD processing of inputs speeds up training, can identify unused
or redundant data, and is required for network convergence in many cases 16.

For the task described in this paper, SVD helped on all three counts.
The output layer of the network is organi zed as a collection of units in which
the first unit designates malignancy and the second unit designates
non-malignancy. The remaini ng units are each affi liated with a particular
pathologic diagnosis. Ideall y, the network would produce a maximum
activation in one of the first two units (mali gnancy and non-malignancy) and
in one of the diagnostic units, with all remaining units minimally acti vated.
In practice. the network never achieves this perfect state even for cases used
durin g training since training is usuall y stopped at approximately 80% correct
to maximize its ability to generalize to test cases.
To interp ret the output of the network, the cosine of the angle formed by the
output vector and each idealized vector is computed using an inner product.
We call this number the confidence level. The greater the cosine, the more
si milar the OUlput of the network is to the idealized vector representing that
diagn osis. This provides a complete linear orderin g of all diagnoses with
respect to each case and is used to provide a differential diagnosis from the
network.

We created a diagnostic index (Dl) to measure the network's success for each
lesion type tested that is calculated as follows:

DI = 1-( IPD xPID)
NPD
where IPD is the number of incorrect and unique pathologic diagnoses the
network selected for a particular pathologic type; NPD is the number of cases
coded for that pathologic diagnosis and PID is the fraction of incorrect
di agnoses for that pathologic diagnosis. IPD+NPD gives the number of
incorrect pathologic diagnoses for a particul ar type of lesion, adjusted for the
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frequency with which the lesion is represented. PID adjusts the equation for
the network's ability to correctly diagnose a given pathological type of lesion.
While the confidence level is a measure of the strength of the network's
choice, the DI measures the actual performance of the network.
Results
709 solitary bone lesions. including 43 separate diagnostic categories. were

entered into the database (Table I). We evaluated several network designs
including ones with hidden layers and ones without hidden layers. The
network which showed the best performance had no hidden layers and was
structured as 95-0-45. This is the network we discuss. The network was first
trai ned to evaluate the likelihood that a lesion was beni gn or malignant (Table
2). Overall , the network was acc urate 85.3% of the time in distinguishing
benign from malignant lesions. It correctly identified 163 of 217 (75. I %)
lesions as malignant lesions and 442 of 492 (89.1 %) as benign.
The network was also trained to give a diagnosis of pathol ogic lesion type and
a differential list of up to nine possible diagnoses. The network correctly
identified 397 (56.0%) of the test lesions as its first choice. It included the
correct diagnosis 7 I .8% of the time in a differential list of three lesions. With
a differential of five possible choices, the correct diagnosis was included 8 I .0%
of the time. With a nine-lesion differential list the network included the
correct diagnosis in the list 87.3% of the time.
We examined the consis tency of the diffe rential diagnosis li sts generated by the

network. With a differential list of 5 possible diagnoses, the network was
consistent in selecting exclusively benign or malignant diagnoses in 58 I of
709 (81.9%) possible lists. The consistency within differential lists was
89.0% and 66.1 % for benign and malignant lesions respectively although not
necessarily specific for the correct category of lesion. Hence, although 89.0%
of the benign lesion differential li sts were co nsistent w ithin themselves, the
correct diagnos is was not necessari ly a benign lesio n.

The network's di agnosti c performance for each pathologic di agnosis with at
least three cases is given in Table I. The diagnostic index for medullary
osteosarcoma is 0.96, suggesting excellent performance. This primarily relates
to the 72% of the lesions that the network correctly diagnosed. However, it
incorrectly placed the remain ing 28% of the medullary osteosarcomas (n=22)
into 12 different diagnostic categories, ni ne of which were beni gn. Similar
observations apply to other categories, including enchondroma, Ewing's
sarcoma, osteoid osteoma, un icameral bone cy st and giant cell tumor.
We reviewed the top three incorrect diagnoses for each lesion type where there
were greater than two lesio ns in the diagnostic category. For each lesion type
the incorrect diag noses are generally o nes that may have a similar radiographic

appearance to the true diagnosis and might be included on a typical diFferential
list for that lesio n. The overall average of the confidence leve ls the ne twork

assigned to the correct diagnosis (0.88) did not differ greatly from the average
of the confidence le ve ls it ass igned to the first three incorrec t diag noses: 0.90,

0.85 and 0.84.
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TABLE 1 DIAGNOSTIC INDEX AND AVERAGE NETWORK
CONFIDENCE LEVEL BY LESION TYPE
Avernge
Diagnostic
Diagnosi s
Total
% Correct
# of
Diagnoses Confid!nce
Ind!x
(0-1)
Level
Cases
(0-1)
c hordoma
OSleOSa rCoITl.'l, Paroslcai
OSleoc hondroma
Ene hondroma
Giani Cell Tumor

Osteosarcoma

3
6
~
j)

49
78
44
9

Ewing's Sarcoma
Chondrosa rcoma.
Peripheral

Nonossifying Fibroma

}I

Unicameral Bone Cyst

«J

Chondroma, Paroslcai
Osteoid 0 51COI1l.'l

12
JJ
16
3
2l
41
5
21
'51

Hemangioma
Lipoma
Chondroblasloma
Fibrous Dysplasia

Osteoma
Brodie 's Abscess

Chondrosarcoma.

)(D

)(D

<»

0K7

lill
lID
lID

092

72
68

093
0<»
OBI!
0<»
OBI!

44

Q78

Q<»

58
55
61
61

Q<»
092

093

81
73

rm

Q%
Q%

U95

Q92
Q92
Q91
Q91

093

61

092
092
mI

61

Q87

OBI!

54

Q84

QlI;

(i)

091

6J

QB9

29

OBI!

Q84
Q83

36

QlI;

Q19

QB9

Q76
Q73
Q73
Q';I)
Q61

Medullary
Eosinophilic G ranuloma

26

J}

Osteoblastoma
Aneurysll\a! Bone Cyst
Lymphoma

13

31
13
II

095

T/

UIQ

33
33
25

OBI!
0B5

32

Chondromyxoid Fibroma

Osteosarcoma, Pcriosteal
Hemangioc ndolhc liom.'l.
Desmoplastic Abram.1
O ssify ing Fibroma

Malignant Fibrous
HistiocylOllln
Angiosarcoma
Brown Tumor
Fibrosa rcOlll.'l

9
15
3
3
4
3
10
5
6
7

0
10

QB9

092
Q';I)

Q56
Q56

Q44
Q33
Q28

Q81

Q20

0
0
0

QI7
QI4

TABLE 2
Neural Network Prediction of Lesion Aggressiveness
Versus Pathological Diagnosis
Neural Network
Prediction
Pathologic
Diagnosis

Benign
Malignant

Total

Benign

Malisnant

Total

442

50

492

54

496

163

217

213

709
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Digital Bone Structure Analysis
N. Meier, H.A. Brinkhaus and P. E. Peters
Institute of Clinical Radiology, Westfalische Wilhelms-University, Munster, Germany

P. Brinkmann
Institute of Experimental Biomechanics, Westfalische Wilhelms-University, Munster, Genmany

Abstract: A fundamental question concerning osteoporotic bone is the in vivo
evaluation of fracture load (maximum pressure load before fracture). Methods
analysing the trabecular structure of bone rather than measuring only its mean mineral
density are more successful describing bone structure and strength. It is necessary to
develop methods that are sensitive to both, bone structure changes and at the same
time correlate with bone strength. In this study the theoreticall y calculated values of
different structure ana lysis methods arc compared to the measured fracture load of
human cadaver vertebrae. The bone specimen used were vertebrae of the thoracico-

lumbar spine. A combined thresholding and structure recognition algorithm was used
to iso late the relevant data in the CT slices. The segmented structures were then
analysed by ca lculating the fractal dimension, a grad ient histogram, a ratio of

spongiosa and thrcsholded trabecular volume, and a gradient variance distribution.
Two methods showed a particularly good correlation with fracture load: the ratio of
spongiosa and thrcsholdcd trabecular area, and the valu e at 112 maximum of the
gradient variance distribution .
Introduction: Structure anal ysis of digital data will be a powerful tool in medicine.
As medical imaging goes toward high contrast and high spatial resolution, more data
can be used for the analysis of even smaller structures. In the past emphasis in digital
image processing focused on noise reduction, edge enhancement, unsharp masking,
etc. , interpretation and reporting remained unchanged. In the future more attention
will be drawn to the development of structure analysis methods which give rise to
new useful information for reporting with no additiona l exposures necessary.
Method: The digital data was taken from CT showing axial views of human cadaver
vertebrae. The X-ray intensity in one direction at one detector is given by

(I)
where 10 is the intensity of the unattenunated beam, J..l is the absorption coefficient,
and d~ is a path increment in the corresponding direction of the beam and detector.
The measured inten sity I is therefore a function of the detector 11 and projection angle
<p. These intensities cannot be used for medical porposes, however, since they do not
resemble any living stru cture, whereas a twodimensiona l representation of the
unknown function J..l shows a close correlation to anatomica l structures. J..l has to be
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calculated from th e raw data P(11) (called projections) given by the logarithmic
equation

p (1]) = In
~

10
I( cp, 1])

= f!ld~

(2)

The superpositioning of all such projections leads to a pointproject-ion function which
in the idea l case is a function of distance r from the center only. A real distribution of
!L-numbers can be obtained by simpl y weighing each point projection function !L(r)
with I lr , given by the convolution:

JI(r) = ff!l(~)-I
r 'ld2 ~
r-L

(3)

where y is a constant of dimension I/em. Equation 3 can be solved using fourier
transfonnations of this equation using filterfunctions in the frequency domain
(4)

Success of any further image analysis depends on the choice of filter function H(u) .

Since filters are not disclosed to the user} 14 convolution filter types and sizes were
compared, by evaluating image quality produced with these filters. The dependence
of the structure analysis methods on the type of filter chosen is beeing investigated
ri ght now. For re asons of compatibility all slices were ca lculated w ith a filter
routinely used in the evaluation of quantitati ve CT having moderate smoothing and
edge enhancement characteristics. Apart from the type of reconstruction filter used,

Plexi tube 150mm
human
thoracicolumbar spine

(lhl1-15)

Plexi lube
filled with
solution

Cruln-13en",nl referen ce

ph antom (O,5 0,100,200mg/ml
calcium hydroxy-apatite )
Figure I: Experimental setup for scanning images used in thi s study. (3D CT-Rcconstruction)
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the spatia l resolution depends on the
number of projections availab le for
reconstruction. The scan time was therefore
chosen 7.6 sec to yield the highest possible
number of proj ec ti ons. The upper limi t
tube current and hi gh tension was chosen
for best contrast resolution in this in vitro
investigaion. The scanner was se t to body
mode, 120 kY high tens ion, 175 rnA
current, and 7.6 sec scan time (Doseindex
CTDI was 0.91 mGyllOOmAs in center
position). The image was a 512x512 pixel
Figure 2: Actual CT-imagc of the experimen- squ are matrix 1.5 mm thick (volume
tal setup . The vertebra is shown close to the elements = voxels). This voxe l matrix
bottom plate. The small dots inside the tube shows a 200mm field of vie w, having a
are clements for fixing the spinal co lumn
maximum theoretical spatial resolution of
39 1 I.un. The experimental setup is shown
in figure 1. One of the ori gi nal images
obtained in this way is shown in figure 2.

--

I
Figure 3: Experimental setup for measuring
the calibrated pressure !acad. Top and
bottom Vertebrae arc fi xed in bone cement.

Calibrated nressure load : The calibrated
press ure load was meas ured in a biomechanica I device. The experimental setup is
sho wn in figure 3. T he press ure was
applied in cranio-ca udal direction with 1
kN/sec and a maximum load of I OkN. The
fracture load was reached when the simultaniously recorded press ure - deformation
curve markedly deviated fro m the smooth
steady curve, i.e. the relati ve deformation
-load ratio increased.

BMD: The standard bone mineral density (BMD) was measured in quantitative CT
(QCT). The correlation of BMD and experimental fractu re load served as a standard
for comparison of the structure analysis methods investigated. The correlation coefficient of BMD with maximum pressure load (mpl) is r2=0.31 (fig. 9) for the investigated 2 1 vertebrae of which 15 were male and 6 female aged from 18 to 72 years.
Structure analysis methods: First the trabecular structures must be found and
seperated from the rest of the image. In this study this is automatically done by a
maximum intensity algorithm in the twodimensional plane of the image using the
Hounsfield numbers. Co ntours are found and automatically marked in the image.
Everything outside the bone is se t to zero. The bone must lie entirely inside the field
of view, otherwise "outside" is not defined. In open structures, as in the case of
vessels entering the bone in the slice reg ion, small parts of the "inside" are removed
up to where trabecular structures close the gaps. In the next step the co rtical bone is
parts of the l1 insidc l1 arc removed up to where trabecu lar structures close the gaps.
Nex t the cortical bone is removed from the image. In this step hyperdense metastases
are also removed because the segmentaion algorithm sees th em as belonging to
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cortical bonc. Hypodcnse metastases are
not removed and will ha ve to be
considered se peratel y in the analysis
methods. The result of a segmented
trabecular structure making up a vertebal
body is shown in figure 4. All followi ng
analysis methods operate on this data set.
1. Fractal dimensio1l
Fractal dimension is taken from chaos
~~::~:~:~~~li~~~~'~'~~:I~·~ l~~o~;d theory. It was lIsed to describe complex
right pedicles is removed. This
even if behavior of complex chaotic motion in so
osteoplastic or osteoblastic metastases are called Poincare maps. Since the strength of
present in the examined vertebrae, because bone is related to the complexity of the
supporting trabecu lar structures, the fractal
they will also be removed.
dimension is in theory related to maximum
pressure load the bone is able to withstand. This method only works if all particles arc
isolated and their borders marked in the image. In this case the encountered noise
made marking these structures a lottery, the outcome depending on where the
algorithm started isolating the structures. lfno marking was applied the fractal dimension gave only information about the roughness of the surrounding cortical bone.

2. Gradient histogram
The gradient histogram shows the frequency of intensi ty gradients between
neighbouring voxels. The difference in houns field units (J-IU) to the six next
neighbours (horizontally, diagonall y, and
vertically) was projected in 200 intervals I
J-IU wide each. The histograms showed a
~.
maximum at very small differences and
~
falls off to zero within a few chanels. A
.w "\.
simi lar beha v ior was found in all
'\
ve rtebrae. The idea was to extend the
calculation to neighbours further apart and
to determine the va riance between the
•,
'00
"
different gradient histograms. This method
Figure 5: Gradient histogram. Peak value 630 de ve loped into the ca lc ul ation of a
gradient variance di stribution descri bed in
and half width half maximum is 20 HU.
part 4 of this section .

.

"
"

3. Ratio ofspongiosa to thresholded trabecular volume
The thresholding technique is attractive due to its simplicity. The Hounsfield units
obtained are transformed into calciumhydroxy apatite concentrations by linear
regression using the concentration s known from th e Cann-Genant phantom

conc.= a(k flobj'"

-

fl II ,0 ) + b

(5)

flH ,O

where k is a constant evaluated to normali ze the expression in pare nteses to - 1000
for J-lair , and J-lmo is the absorption coefficient for water, the constants a and bare
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Figure 6: Correlation of trabecular bone
contcnt (in % of total area) wit h maximum
ca librated pressure load . Correlation ~=O.85
Har

calculated by linear regress ion from the
four known concentrations found in the
image. Then the concentrations calculated
by equation 5 are dcvidcd with a tlue sholding interval starting at 125 mglml and
ending at 400 mglml into two groups. The
number of image voxels falling into each
grou p are counted and yield the
thresholded trabecular area ratio (ttar),
which in turn is directly related to the
relative content of trabecular bone in the
vertebral body.

=-~v..:o",x:.:e.::1s:....:.:in:....:.:th.::e=-r:.:a"n"g"e=-.::I2=:5=---..:4.:0.:0.::m",g,,-,-'.:.m:.::.1
tOlal number of voxels

(6)

The dimensionless ratio HaT correlates very good w ith the experimentally detennincd
mpl sustained by the vertebrae (fig. 6). The other advantage of this method is its
simplicity, once general thresholding values have been chosen. The val ues given here
(125 to 400 mglml) have worked well with this sample of vertebrae. This thresholding
range is updated constantly as more vertebrae are scanned, and might be subject to
change with a larger or different sample. The algorithm already contains parameters
such as area and BMO, they need not be measured and calculated seperately.

4. Gradient variance distribution
The gradient variance distribution calculated across the segmented trabecular area, is
shown in figure 7. It is related to the size
of the particles found in the image just like
X(I « '1
""
the fractal dimension , however, it is not
,
necessary to detect and mark every edge.
For a given partition of the image into n
./
subdivisions a pyramidal sq uare averaging
..-r-'
'00
algorith m determines the average
/""
calciumhydroxyapatite concentration for
,1('
w
'00
•
each subdivisio n. The first step is a
subdi v is ion into one sq uare (=no
Fil!ure 7: Gradient variance di stribution
subdivision) resulting in the calculation
corresponding to the BMD of the vertebra
with a variance of zero. As the number of
subdivisions is increased , the square s
become smaller and eventually reach the
size of one voxe l. For every subdivision n,
a variance of the average co ncentrations is
determined. The variance va lues are
Figure 8: Corraltion of gradi ent variance and smoothed with a median filter and plotted
den sity area product with maximum pressure in a diagram variance vs. 11 (fig. 7). The
distributions start out with a steep rising
load. Correlation ,.2=0.74
linear part (n about 5 to 10), then changes
into a slower but roughl y constant rise. The value n for which the curve reaches 112 of
the BMD calculated in the first step is correlated to maximum press ure load (mpl) for
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this vertebra. The (squared) correlation coefficient for the 21 investigated vertebral
specimen was r2 =0.74 (fig. B) with values of n between 10 and 30. In principle all
values in the slower rising region can be used for correlation with maximum pressure
load (mpl), a connection wiU, the BMD, however, yields best correlations with mp!.
The peak value reached for largc n (n> I 00) differs somewhat for different vertebrae,
but does by itself not correlate to bone strength. This corresponds to the behaviour of
the width at half peak value found in the analysis of the gradient histograms (see part
2 of this section).
Discussion: The BMD is an easy parameter to measure in vivo and gives good
agreement with bone strength if the size (or volume) of the vertebrae and the
structural patterns are also taken into account. The bone mineral density has been
clinicall y accepted as a helpfu l parameter for reporting, even though correlation to
actual bone strength measured in the biomechanical device is poor (fig. 9) . Structure
parameters discussed in the previous section (i .c. thresholded trabecular area ratio and
gradient variance distribution) make use of
the powerful combination of BMD, area
CInit'«}
and
structural patterns found in the image.
•

-- ---

c.~.~.<

__".....
•

..-.

•

However, in vitro results have to be

clinicall y tested. To major aspects have to
be investigated before clinical test can be
• •
prepared: I . How do these methods
behave, if image quality deteriorates? This
,
,
,
•
will be the case when X-ray dose is
•
"
reduced to in vivo acceptable levels.
Figure 9: Correlation of BMD with maxi- 2. How sensitive are the methods to
mum pressure load. Correlation coerticient
positioning errors? The scan will have to
r2~O.3 1.
be set close to the bottom endplates of the
vertebrae without actually touching them.
Studies looking into these questions will give answers in the ncar futurc.
With the predictive power of the thresholded trabecular arca ratio, morc precise
rcports may be given, with no need for additional patient exposures or increased
evaluation efforts. The consideration of structural patterns found in the image may
give earlier indications of bone composition changes, than BMD measurements alone.
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Image Quality Evaluation Using Phantoms:
Detection Versus Discrimination Tasks
Michael P. Eckert and Dev P. Chakraborty
Department of Radiology, Hospital of the University of Pennsylva nia
3400 Spruce St. , Philadelphia, PA 19104

Introduction
The ACR accreditation phantom 1 contains three types of targets: fibrils,
nodules, and microcalcifications. The objects within each type are designed with
progressively lower contrasts and an evaluation typically consists of counting the
total number of objects visual ized. For example, at least 4 fibril s, 3 groups of
microcalcifications and 3 nodules must be seen in order to pass the standard ACR
evaluation. This evaluation method is basically a detectioll task and, if the steps in
contrast employed in the phantom design are too course, subtle changes in image
quality could be undetectable. Alternatively, one might compare the visibility of a
given structure to that in a reference image. If the observer is more sensitive to
contrast changes in this discrimination task than in the detection task, a superior
test wou ld result.
The aim of this paper is to investigate whether these two techniques,
detection and discrimination tasks, can be used to detect subtle changes in image
quality. In order to use a detection task for judging fine changes in image quality,
one must use structures with contrast near the visibility threshold. The kYp and
mAs can be selected so as to create a 'just visible' structure. All future images
should be obtained at the same kVp and mAs setting. This will maximize the
chance of seeing any deficits in contrast if these structures fall below the 'just
visible' contrast threshold. Of course, this requires that the image be viewed under
the same conditions each time, i.e. carefully controlling the ambient light level and
screening the light box so that the image is viewed under nearly constant
conditions each time . In a discrimination task, image quality is measured by
comparing high contrast structures in an image to those in a reference image.
Again, both images should be taken with the same kYp and mAs. If reasonably
large deficits in contrast occur, then these can be identified by comparing the
structures in the two images.
Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. Since the detection
task requires that a structure be near the visibility threshold, the combination of a

fibril, nodule, and microcalcification may not all be equally as sensitive to
reductions in contrast, i.e., if fibril 4 is closest to the visibility threshold, then
deficits in quality wi ll most likely be identified by differences in the number of
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visible fibers rather than the other structure types. The advantage of this approach
is that it is not biased by irrelevant differences between the images, such as minor
differences of optical density: two images may have different optical densities but
judged to be of the same quality if the selected structures are visible. The
discrimination task has the advantage that three comparisons can be made between
images: the high contrast fiber, microcalcification group, and nodule, and a quality
metric based on the combination of the three judgments since all judgments will be
highly sensitive. On the other hand, a discrimination task may be biased by any
differences between the images such as a difference in optical density. For
example, we have found a slight preference towards brighter images (lower optical
density), biasing judgments of contrast.

Methods
Contrast Threshold Experiments
The images for the observer experiments were displayed on an Image
Systems MPL21 MAX 21" portrait monitor using a DOME board. The DOME
board has a 16 bit/pixel memory buffer and 8 bit/pixel display memory. Before

each experimental run, the gamma function on the monitor was measured, and the
LUT between the buffer memory and display memory set so as to maintain the
greatest possible stability in the displayed image between trials. At the
background luminance around which the experiments were conducted (40 cd/m2l,

the monitor had luminance steps which provided a minimum contrast resolution on
the monitor of 1.2%.
Two noise fields were displayed in square 7.5 cm blocks, one above the
other on the display, and separated by I cm. One field contained the stimulus and
noise, the other only noise. The blocks were surround by a background of constant
luminance (40 cd/m2). The trials were not timed and no feedback was provided.
The contrast of the signal was varied during the trials and the observer was asked
to choose the block which contained the signal. The frequency-of-success data for
the two observers were fit to a Wei bull function 2 from which contrast thresholds
were estimated. Contrast thresholds were defined as the point at which 92.5% of
the trials were successful. Each threshold was estimated using a total of at least
300 trials per observer. The observer was allowed to fTeely move his head and
viewing position and to take as much time as he wished to make a decision on each
trial.
The stimulus in the experiments consisted of simulated nodules and
microcalcification groups embedded in gaussian distributed white noise. Each
structure was created using the fonnula:
L(x,y)

~

Lavc( I + C)S(x,y) + N(x,y)

(I)

where Lave is the average luminance of the background, C is the contrast, S(x,Y) is
the simulated nodule or microcalcification group and N(x,y) is gaussian distributed
white noise with a standard deviation of 4 cd/m 2. This provided a noise contrast
level of 0.1 in units of luminance standard deviation/ background luminance. We
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used this noise level because this was the approximate noise contrast for an x-ray
of the ACR phantom taken between 22 and 35 kVp when displayed on a light box.
Nodules were simulated using a mesa function) which provided a good fit to the
luminance profile of the nodules on the phantom images. Contrast threshold
experiments were performed with a nodule width of 0.375 em (size of nodule #3
on an ACR phantom image), and contrast discrimination experiments were

performed with a nodule of width 0.7 em (size of nodule il ion an ACR phantom
image). The caleification groups were simulated with small gaussians in the same
configuration as on an ACR phantom image. Both caleification group I and
calcification group three were simulated with a gaussian of the same size (width =
0.05 em). Different sizes were not used since this was th e smallest size image
which could be effectively shown on the monitor.
Experiment I was designed to estimate the contrast thresholds for a low
contrast nodule and microcalcification group under conditions which mimic those
in which the ACR phantom image is scored. Microcaleification group #3 and
nodule #3 were simulated because these are the structures which determine
whether an image of th e ACR phantom will pass or fail according to th e ACR

criteria.
Experiment 2 was designed to test the contrast discrimination of a high
contrast structure in each group. We elected to simulate microcaleification group
# I and nodule II I, because these have the highest contrast (see Figure I) and the
largest s ize. The nodule trials consisted of discriminating between a nodule with
contrast of 0.25 and a nodule of higher contrast. The trials with the
microcalcification group used a contrast of 0.8 and higher.

Image measurements
A set of six images of the ACR phantom were acquired with a dedicated
mammography machine (Senographe 600T, Kodak Min-R cassettes and Dupont
Microvision film) . Two im ages each, at kVp of22, 28, and 35 were taken. All
images were phototimed to achieve near constant optical density. The images were
then digitized at 12 bits per pixel for computer analysis using a laser digitizer
(Lumysis LUMISCAN 100). The resulting grey levels, rang ing from 0 to 3000,
are linearly related to th e optical density of the film in each 50x50 micron region.
(nominally, Optical Density = gray levelll 000).
Pixel regions contain ing calcification group 1,2, 3 and 4, and nodule 1, 2,

3, and 4 were extracted from each of th e images (a hi gher number refers to a lower
contrast structure). The average pixel value was computed over the central 50%
of each structure, and over a region surrounding the structure. The pixel values

provided an optical density measure which could be transformed to luminance by
assuming that the image is displayed on a light box. Thus, grey levels are
transfonned to luminance values by:
L = LoIO(-gIIlOOO)

(2)

where gl is the estimated average grey level and La the luminance of an arbitrary
light box. The contrast of each structure can then be computed as
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(3)

where Lc is the luminance in the center of the structure and Lb is the luminance of
the background. The contrast estimates for the nodules were obtained by
transforming the pixel values to luminance (Equation 2) and then using Equation 3
to estimate luminance contTast. The contrasts for the microcalcification groups
were obtained by averaging the contrasts of each of the 6 individual specks in each
microcalcification group.
We also estimated th e noise level in regions surrounding each of the
structures. The noise standard deviation was estimated by averaging the standard
deviations of 120 samples of in lOx I 0 pixel blocks, each separated by 5 pixels.

Results
Observer Experiments
In the first experiment, contrast thresholds were estimated for a simulation
of nodule #3 and microcalcification group #3. The contrast thresholds for
observer I (PO) was 3.1 % and 13.47%, for the nodule and microcalcification
group, respectively. For observer 2 (MPE), the contrast thresholds were 3.8 1%
and 16.1 %, for the nodule and microcalcification group, respectively.
In the second experiment, contrast discrimination thresholds were
estimated for sim ul ations of nodule # 1 and microcalcification group # 1. The
contrast discrimination thresholds for observer I (PO) was 2.64 % and 6.54 % for
the nodule and microcalcification group, and for observer 2 3.0 % and 10.0% for
the nodule and microcalcification group, respectively.
Image measurements: Contrast and noise measurements on the
phantom images
Figure I illustrates the contrast of the nodules and microcalcification
groups in each of the six images. The contrast, averaged over the six images. was
7.5% for nodule #3, 5.7% for nodule #4, 32.8% for microcalcification group #3,
and 13.5% for microcalcification group #4.
The noise level for each of the six images in units of contrast (luminance
standard deviation/ background luminance) was: 22 kYp: 0.047 and 0.054, 28
kYp: 0.058 and 0.057, and 35 kYp: 0.0536 and 0.0618.

Discussion
The average contrast threshold of the two observers for nodule #3 was
3.1 %. The measured contrasts of nodule #3 on the six images ranged between
5.4% to 8.6% (see Figure I), all significantly above observer threshold. The fact
that nodule #3 is significantly above threshold over a broad range of imaging
conditions is probably why the ACR requires that not only this nodule be seen, but
also that a 'circumscribed area in the center of the nodule' be visible.
Consequently, using a detection criteria for nodule #3 as a measure of image
quality is basically useless, at least over the range of image quality in this study. It
might be more reasonab le to use the detection of nodule #4 to judge image quality.
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Figure L Contrast of nodu le 1,2,3 and 4 and the contrast of microcalcification
group I ,2, 3, and 4. A lso disp layed on the image is the average contrast
thresho lds (nodule 3 and microcalcification 3) and contrast discr iminations (nodule
I and calcification I) for the observers.
From Figure I, one might be tempted to infer that even nodule #4 is above
threshold because the contrast of this structure was above 3.5% for all of the

images. However, the observer experiments were only conducted with a stimu lus
the size of nodu le #3. Nod ul e #4 is of significantly smaller size, and so the
observer contrast thresho ld for this structure w ill be sl ightly larger. These results
are in agreement with a parallel study4, conducted under completely different
conditions, in which 28 images of the ACR phantom were read by eight observers
(the six images in this paper were taken from that study). The number of visible
nodules, averaged across all eight observers, was above three for the lowest
contrast images (kYp = 35), and above 4 for the two best images (kYp = 22).
The average contrast thresho ld of the two observers for microcalcification
group #3 was 14.8%. The contrast of calcification group #3 for the six images in
this study ranged between 24% - 38% (see Figure I). Thus, as is the case for the
nodules, th is microca lcification group wi ll be visib le in all the images. Indeed, in
the study cited above4 , th e average number of micro calcification groups seen was
between 3 and 4 for this set of the images.
The average contrast discrimination thresholds of nodule # I for the two
observers was 2. 82% . This threshold level is plotted in Figure I, and can be
compared to the difference in contrast levels for the six images. Based on this
contrast discrimination leve l, both of the images taken at 22 kYp shou ld be easily
discriminab le from those taken at 35 kYp, and one of the images taken at 22 kYp
(the one w ith the highest contrast) should be discriminab le from both images taken
at 28 kYp. And both images taken at 35 kYp can be easily identified as hav ing
lower contrast than the other images. A similar prediction ho lds true for the
microcalcifications. The average contrast discrimination thresholds of the
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observers for group I was 8%. This discrimination threshold provides the abi lity
to differentiate the same set of images as with the nodules.
One implication of the results seems to be that the discrimination task

may, in fact, be a much morc sensitive test for judging image quality than the
detection task. The reason is rather straightforward. The upper and lower
contrasts for nodu le # I was 34% and 20% for this set of images. The difference of
these contrasts is 4.9 contrast discrimination thresholds, suggesting that some of
the images wi ll be quite easil y discriminable. On the other hand, the upper and
lower contrasts for nodule #3, was 8.6% and 5.4%, a range of only 1.1 contrast
thresholds. This means that the contrasts of nodule #3 are much cioser together,
making it more difficult to discriminate between images in this set.
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Quantitative versus Subjective Evaluation of Phantom
Images in Mammography
Dev P Chakraborty and Michael P Eckert
Department of Radiology, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
3400 Spruce St. , Philadelphia, PA 19104

Introduction
An x-ray phantom contains structures, called largets, intended to mimic clinically
relevant features found in x-ray images. They are widely used in quality control of

x-ray imaging systems and, in particular, in the American College of Radiology
(ACR) accreditation program 1,2 each mammographic facility submits an image of
a standardized phantom as part of the accreditation process. The ACR
mammographic accreditation phantom (RMI-156, RMI = Radiation Measurements
Inc.) contains three classes of targets called fibrils, microca/cijications and
nodules, after features bearing the same names seen in clinical mammograms.
Within each class there are several targets of progressively smaller visibilities. In
the ACR phantom eva luation the number oftargds seen in each class is reported
by 3 readers. In order for the institution to pass the phantom image quality

evaluation each reader must visualize 4 fibrils, 3 microcalcifications, and 3
nodules.
In this study we sought to determine how sensitive readers are to subtle changes in

phantom image quality, and if improvements are possible using quantitative
analysis of the images. Since the ACR phantom evaluation is subjective, the
readers may have difficulty maintaining a precise criteria for declaring a target
visible. The between-reader variability may also present problems (one reader
may see 4.0 microcaIcifications where another will see 3.5). The computerized
evaluation investigated in this study is promising as it is objective and does not

suffer from criterion drift and between-reader variability3, .
In the following sections we describe the phantom, the images and the digitization .
Several quantitative image quality measures are described. These were app lied to
the nodule and microcalcification targets on 29 images of the ACR phantom

encompassing a wide range of image quality. Also presented are results of
subjective scoring of these images by 8 observers who read the images in a
standardized manner. A method of predicting the observer scores from the

computer measures is described. We conclude with a comparison of the errors in
the two types of measurements.
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Methods
Phantom: The phantom used in this study was the ACR Mammography
Accreditation Phantom. This phantom consists of a removable wax insert in a
Lucite holder which provides additional scattering material to more closely match
the attenuation of the breast. Imbedded in the wax insert are the target structures
consisting of 6 fibrils (F I, F2, F3 , F4, FS, F6), S groups of microcalcifications
(M I, M2, M3, M4, MS), each group containing 6 specks (we distinguish between a
microca/cijicalion group and the 6 specks comprising that group), and S nodular
nodules (NI , N2, N3, N4, NS). In our labeling convention MI is the most visible
microcalcification group and M5 is the least visible one, with a similar convention

for the other target structures.
Images: Twenty nine (29) images of the phantom, referred to as lesl images, were
acquired phototimed with a dedi cated mammography machine. In order to obtain
a wide range of image quality the kVp, scatter blocks, and grid/no-grid conditions
were all varied. An additional image used in the analysis was that of the wax
insert, referred to as the insert image, produced with a non-screen exposure under
high contrast conditions.

Digitization: All images were digitized at 50 micron spot size, 50 micron pixel
size and 12 bits per pixel with a laser digitizer (Lumisys LUMISCAN 100). Care

was taken to ensure that the images were oriented in the same manner when
digitized so that minimal rotations (typically less than 2 degrees) were
subsequently necessary to align them. All digitization s were archived on optical
disks using a 1GB per platter optical drive system. Images were analyzed using a

high resolution display station consisting of2 DOME Imaging Systems MD Series
boards, each with 20 MB image memories and 1200 x 1600 x 8 bit display
memories, 2 Image Systems 24" portrait monitors and an Intel 486-S0M Hz based
personal computer.
Computer Measures: The computer measures investigated fell into two classes:
nodule measures and microcalcificalion measures. The nodule measures were

pixel value, contrast and noise. The pixel value was defined as th e average pixel
value of the nodule surround. The nodule contrast was defined as the difference
between the average pixel value of the nodule and the surround. The nodule noise
was defined as the standard deviation of the surround pixel values.
Due to the small size of the specks (even the largest M I specks only occupied
about a 4x4 pixel region at SO micron resolution), the nodule measures could not
be reliably applied to the specks. The approach we took was to develop correlation
coefficient based measures (briefly correlation measures) for these smaller
structures. We extracted a small region surrounding a speck from the insert image
and used this as a template to guide a search algorithm to locate the corresponding

speck in the test image. The degree of matching was measured by th e correlation
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coefficient between corresponding pixels from test and insert images. The
alignment procedure consisted of testing the correlat ion coefficient for a max im um
after app lying geometrical transformations to bri ng the test image into registration
with the insert image.

Once registration was achieved, various image quality measures were calculated
from the pixel values of the insert and test images. The maximum correlation
coefficient was one such measure. It describes the matching between the speck
density distribution on the test image and that on the insert image (r ~ I if the
matching is perfect). In add ition we calcul ated the fo llowing measures: speck
contrast and speck noise. The pixel va lues in the test and insert images we re fitted
to a straight li ne. The speck contrast was defined as the slope of th is line . The
noise ofthe pixe l va lues abo ut this straigh t line was defined as the speck no ise.
These measures are illustrated in the Figure below which shows a plot of the pixe l
values from the 22 kYp image versus from the insert image for the central speck of
M I. The slope of the straight li ne is the contrast measure (0.54 in this case).
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O bserve r Expe r iments: Each observer read the 33 test images, consisting of29
distinct x-ray images of the ACR phantom and 4 repeats, in a standardized manner
wh ich closely fo llowed that used by the ACR readers. T he net score was obtained
by adding the individual scores. For example, if 4 fibrils, 3.5 microcalcifications
and 3.5 nodules were seen, the net score was 11.0.

Predicting Observer Rati ngs fro m the Quantitative Measurements: We
needed a predictive mode l so that we cou ld relate computer measures to subjective
measures. This relationship wo uld allow us to convert errors in the computer
measures into equ iva lent errors in the subjective measures. The simplest mode l
that we can conceive is a linear model, and so we used linear regression analys is S
with the computer measures serving as the independent variables and the observer
score as the dependent variable. Specifically, this ana lys is models the observer
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measure for the ith image, Vi, in terms of the computer measures Xij Gth computer
measure for th e ith image) by

y,

= ~).tXij .

Error Analysis: The method used was adapted from that developed by Swets and
Pickett in the context of signal detection theory6. This anal ys is of variance
method separates the observer variance into three independent components. The
first component, case sampling variance, corresponds to random fluctuation s of
image quality between images obtained at identical x-ray techniques. The second
component, between reader variance, measures the inherent variability of different
readers reading the same image. The final component, within reader variance,
measures the variability in the response of the same reader reading the same image,
i.e., it quantifies the reader's inconsistency. Denoting these by the subscripts cs, br
and wr respectively, we have for th e net variance of a single observer

cr

2

2

2

2

+ cr hr + cr wr '
where" I " emphasizes that the variance estimate applies to I observer. I f the
responses are ave raged over several observers (the ACR emp loys 3) the variance
of the average observer rating is smaller as th e between reader and within reader
variations are averaged out. For N observers the expression for the variance is
(I)

= (J C.I'

cr 2 (N)

=

cr 2 +

cr

2
hr

C.\'

+ cr 2wr

N

The error analysis consisted of obtaining estimates for each one of the variance
components entering Eq. 2. The 29 distinct images shown included some obtained
at identical x-ray techniques (case samples). From these readings we obtained an

estimate of th e case sampling plus the within reader variance,

,

,

cr;s + cr~I'r'

Similarly, from re-readings by a reader of the same image on multiple occasions
we obtained the within reader variance cr ;', . Finally, from the readin gs by the

different observers of the same image we obtained the br+wr variance, cr~r

+ cr~I'r'

These estimates were used to solve for the three variance components of the

observer.
The variance of the computer estimates were obtained in an analogous manner.
The different case samples were digitized and analyzed to yield the cs+wr

component of the variance. The case sampling component is due to the Poisson
statistical variation of the images, and processing and x-ray technique variations.
The within reader component is due to positioning variations of the image relative
to the digital matrix and interpolation errors. By definition, the computer has no
between read er component of variability. Therefore, for the computer measure we
have
2

cr (X . .l~
I)

2
2
cr c.,. (X .. )+ cr w, (X .. )
I)

lj
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The variance estimates of the computer measures can be used to calculate the error
in th e predicted observer res ponse using

a 2(1;)

= "b2
L... j a 2(Xij )
Results

It was found that the subjective measures could be well predicted (correlation ~
0.98) by the quantitat ive measures (see Figure below). For this predictive model a
combination ofN3-contrast, MI-correlation and MI-noise meas ures were used.
We also found that the quantitative measures were less variable than the subjective
measures (the variance is smaller by about a factor of 10). Results of the error

a;', ~ 0.166, a~, ~ 0.738.
variance estimate for a single reader a;.<+h,."" (I) ~
analysis are

a;.,.

~ 0. 106,

These yie lded for the net

1.0 I . The corresponding
computer measure variance estimate was 0.043 . The net variance estimate for the

a;. .

average of three reader
h, ..., (3) ~ 0.408, which is about a factor of 10 larger
than the computer measure. The standard errors (i.e., square root of the variance)
are shown in the Figure below.
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Discussion
We found that there is considerable measuremen t precision to be gained, almost a
factor of 10, by performing computerized analys is of mammography ACR images.
Using more readers would only partially solve the problem with th e subjective
readings because of the case sam pling variability, which can only be reduced by
employing more images.
Note that the nod ule measures make no allowance for (I) uncertainty in the precise
location of the center of the nodule and (2) structured noise in the phantom . As
th ese measures were applied to relatively large structures the first limitation is
insignificant (the locating uncertainty, of the order ofa pixel, is much smaller than
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the radius of th e NI nodule, about 100 pixels). The second limitation is also less
significant for the uniform background ACR phantom (although there is some Heel
effect variation) but it does mean that the nodule measures are not app licable to
phantoms (such as the RMI 165) which have a structured background. The

correlation measures, on the other hand, have a more general applicability. There
is a suggestion that improved phantom-clinical predictive ability might be obtained
by using an anthropomorphic phantom 7 The correlation measure is readily
adaptable to such phantoms and work is underway, some reported in an
accompanying paper in these proceedings, to further develop the measurement
methodology described here.
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ABSTRACT

Registration of three-dimensional medical images is important for
correlation of images from different modalities and to be ab le to follow progression
or regression of disease. In this paper, we investigate the use of artificial neural
networks (ANN) in registering simulated 3 dimensional images. Corresponding
fiducial points on the original and translated, rotated and scaled images were used to
train backpropagation neural networks with 0 or 1 hidden layer to map between the
coordinate spaces. A separate set of points were used to test the neural network
mapping between the coordinate spaces. The mean distance error with 5 fiducial
points and no error in locating the fiducial point was 0.69 pixels and decreased to
0.07 pixels with 10 fiducials . When a random error of plus or minus 10 pixels was
added to the fiducial points the mean distance error was 13.5 pixels for 10 fiducials
and 5.70 pixels for 50 fiducials. Back propagation networks with 0 or 1 hidden
layers accurately map between coordinate spaces which arc rotated, translated, and
linearly scaled in 3 dimensions.
INTRODUCTION

Registration of 3-dimensional images is important for comparison of
different imaging modalities and to evaluate changes over serial imaging studies.
Accurate 3-D registration allows quantitative evaluations over time and correlation of
multiple imaging modalities] 1,2]. Registration and segmentation techniques can
quantitate and determine progression of disease for clinical trials and for clinical

assessment of individual patients. Artificial neural networks can perfoml complex
multivariable mappings with accuracy similar to traditional methods and may be less
sensitive to noise than other methods[3] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Simulated three-dimensional images were constructed then rotated,
translated, and distorted in three dimensions. The coordinate system was rotated in
the x, y, and z axes. Translations
in the x, y, and z axes were also
I
I
done. Finally, a linear
./
transfonnation or warping was
applied along any or all axes.
Figure 1 shows one such warping
function above the x and y axes.
This type of warping function
simulates different scales along
any axis. If a linear warping
function is assumed, the x, y, and
z positions in the transfonned
coordinate space is a linear
I
function of the x, y, and z
o
200
coordinates in the original
Original
coordinate space. This type of
Fib'llre 1 Linear X, Y, and Z
mapping should be well modeled
warping function
by a 0 hidden layer back
propagation network. The effect of noise in the fiducial coordinate spaces could
affect the network structure that would best model the transfonnation. This type of
rigid body transfonnation is the most commonly-assumed transfonnation in 3D
medical imaging (4).
The original and transfonned data was used to train and test the accuracy of
a back propagation network, functional link network, and a counter propagation
network in mapping between the coordinates spaces. Three to 50 fiducial points
from the test images were used to train the networks. The accuracy of the networks
was tested on a separate set of points. The effect of noise in selecting the position of
the fiducial points was also simulated. The ANN were constructed using
Neuralworks (Neural Ware, Pittsburg PAl. This neural network development
package works on PC and SUN systems as well as several others. The simulated
images were constructed using MathCad (Math Soft Buffalo NY). The images were
made with several spheres of different size, location and shade.
Back propagation networks with 0 and I hidden layers were tested. Linear
and sigmoid activation functions were also tested. The inputs were the x, y, and z
coordinates of the original fiducial points. The outputs are the x, y and z coordinates
of the corresponding points in the transfonned coordinate space. The back
propagation neural network was trained with sets of 50, 10,5 and 3 fiducial points
with and without random noise of various magnitude added to the fiducials of both
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coordinate spaces. Separate test sets of coordinate points were used to test the neural
network.

RESULTS
Table 1 Mean error of distance of network coordinate space mapping of test set
with rotation, translation, and linear warping
Network Type
Backprop Backprop
Backprop
Mean
Backprop
no hidden 1 hidden
no hidden
1 hidden
error of
layers
layer
layers
layer
distance
linear
linear
sigmoid
sigmoid
in
activation activation activation
activation training
function
function
function
function
set
50 fiducials
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.27
0
no noise
sd 0.03
sd 0.03
sd 0.03
sd 0.22
10 fiducials
0
0.07
no noise
sd 0.03
5 fiducials
0.69
0
no noise
sd 0.39
3 fiducials
0
100.4
no noise
sd 34.06
50 fiducials
1.99
1.79
1.9
sd 0.76
+ 2 pixels
sd 0.80
sd 0.6
3.05
5 fiducials
4.24
1.9
+- 2 pixels
sd 2.15
sd 1.15
sd 0.6
50 fiducials
5.70
5.10
3.32
4.80
9.8
+- 10 pixels sd 2.45
sd 1.93
sd 1.67
sd 2.40
sd 2.9
10 fiducials
13.5
9.8
+- 10 pixels sd 6. 11
sd 2.9
5 fiducials
21.5
21.5
9.8
sd 8.57
+- 10 pixels sd 8.50
sd 2.9
..
TralDIDg
set

As can be seen from the above table, back propagation networks with linear
or sigmoid activation functions and 0 or 1 hidden layer map between coordinate
spaces which are rotated, translated, and linearly warped or scaled with an accuracy
of less than I pixel. The mapping accuracy is reduced when noise is added to the
fiducial points. Larger numbers of fiducial points increase the accuracy of the
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network prediction to a level as accurate or more accurate than picking individual
fiducial points.

13

Ib

Original Image

Transformed Image

rotated

original
Ib
ANN Registered Image

recon
Figure 1 shows original, transformed and reconstructed images. The areas
of mismatch are caused by partial volume averaging and interpolation errors. The
large pixel size used to construct these images contributed to both of these errors.
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CONCLUSION
Artificial neural networks are a method which can be used to map from one
three-dimensional space to another three-dimensional space. These simulations
demonstrate that with appropriate fiducial points backpropagation networks with no
hidden layers and a linear activation can have an accuracy ofless than 1 pixel with
only a few fiducial points if there is a linear mapping between coordinate spaces.
When noise is added to the location of the fiducial points, the accuracy decreases but
with moderate (50) numbers of fiducial points back propagation networks can
achieve an accuracy the same as or better than individual fiducial points. A sigmoid
activation function with no hidden layers may perform slightly better when there is
moderate noise.
Back propagation networks accurately map between coordinate spaces
which are rotated, translated, and linearly scaled in 3 dimensions.. A comparable
point based image registration method developed by A.C. Evans et al using a linear
least-squares technique showed an approximate 2.5-3.5mm 3-D error with simulated
points with 5mm random noise in identification of 16 fiducial points [6). While
their error measurements arc not directly comparable the 3-D error using ANN
appears of similar magnitude.
The disadvantage to the ANN technique lies in identifying the multiple
points which represent the same locations in both image or physical spaces. Further
research is necessary to determine if there are artificial neural network techniques
which would not require the identification of these fiducial points in the two
coordinate spaces. Simply identifying groups of points, curves or surfaces that
correspond in the two coordinate spaces may be an alternate approach.
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Interactive Control of Excitation for Real Time Magnetic
Resonance Imaging
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I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in the design of magnetic resonance studies (e.g. Paully 1989)
have created a demand for a faster, more powerful prescription control.
In particular, response modulated excitation (RME) defines a relaxivitycorrected specified volume in a single RF / gradient waveform pair in 3
milliseconds (Pearlman 1994). This has numerous real-time imaging
applications, including continual imaging of locations (M-mode), velocity
vectors (V-mode) and derived parameters such as blood pressure (Pmode) (Pearlman 1990, 1992, 1994). A striking new application is very
small field of view imaging (65 micron resolution) inside large targets,
without aliasing, saturation, or oversampling. In response to the demand
for adaptive design created by these real-time capabilities, we have
implemented a new level of control for NMR investigation - one that
takes fundamental design descriptions as graphic input and
a utomatically applies physics models dealing with spatial frequency
trajectories to design and implement the pulse program in seconds on a
Sparc 2 (Sun Microsystems, Inc., Mountain View, CAl.
The usual design of NMR studies selects a model based on spatial
frequency coverage of the target to be imaged (k-space trajectory), then a
pulse program is coded by a physicist, and a few parameters are
available for final adjustments. Our design takes model selection (ktrajectory and desired magnetization pattern) as input, and the pulse
program is generated and compiled automatically. This makes
fundamental redesign of the NMR study interactive, using a graphical
interface.
II. METHODS

We implemented control of real time excitation in software on a Unix
platform using a prototype echo-planar MR scanner (Si emans AG,
Erlangen, Germany). The software is divided into three modules: (1) an
input module which allows the user to specify the magnetization profile
and k-space trajectory, (2) a calculation module which calculates the
appropriate pulse sequence parameters (RF and gradient waveforms),
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and (3) an output module which automatically creates a working pulse
sequence in which the desired profile is excited.

Input module
The user interface for the input module is a Sun XWindow, as shown in
Figure 1. The module allows input of the following user-defined
parameters:
• Magnetization prescription, i.e .. the beam diameter, position, shape,
and profile. For specification of the size and position, there is an
optional graphical interface which allows the user to position and
enlarge the beam by manipulation with the mouse. This more easily
allows placement of the beam on a structure of interest, since it can be
positioned relative to a scout image.
• Gradient trajectory's scale and path.
• T2 relaxivity of the area to be imaged, to allow for relaxivity correction
in the RF waveforms.
• Excitation duration.
After making selections with the user interface, all the remaining tasks
are completed automatically by the software.

Calculation module
The calculation module consists of several components. First, given the
path and scale of the gradient trajectory defined by the user, the
calculation module first calculates the corresponding k-space trajectory by
the integral:
Mxy

= f B(t)exp(ikx -

t / T2)dt

A useful trajectory for such an excitation is the rectilinear echo-planar
trajectory, with continuous sinusoidal variation in one direction (Kx ) and
short blips in the other (Ky ), as illustrated in Figure 2. This strategy
limits spatial aliasing to the Ky direction, where it is isolated and
removed by an analog filter. Both spiral and rectilinear trajectories are
supported by the software, with the choice of "half fourier" excitation
available for the rectilinear trajectory.
Given the shape and size of the prescription as defined by the user, the
calculation module then determines the RF waveform that will perform
the excitation. The result is RF(k), the RF energy as a function of kspace. For a square profile, as in Figure 1, this would be a 2dimensional sinc. For incorporation into the pulse sequence, this RF(k)
must be converted to a time series, RF(t). The software now uses the
calculated k-space trajectory, and RF(k) is evaluated at the k-space
points on the trajectory, as illustrated in Figure 3. Since each point
along the trajectory corresponds a single instant in time, the evaluation
gives the RF as a function oftime.
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A. Input Module Dialog

B. Graphic Controller

C. Scout Image

D. RME Image

Figure 1. Input module controls. (A) The dialog with which the u ser
enter s the RME prescription parameters. (B) The graphics controller
window, which provides th e user with feedback on the size, sh a pe,
a nd position of the prescription . (e) The scout image used for
positioning of the beam. (D) The final RME image, which matches the
prescribed excitation.

WIW-.
X Gradient Trajectory

X K-spa ce Trajectory

.- ~
Y Gradient Trajectory

Y K-space Trajectory

Figure 2. Rectilin ear k-space
trajectory formation .
The
sinusoidal X gradient trajectory
produces a sinu soidal trajectory
in k-space, while the train of Y
gradient impulses produces
steps in k-space. Together, the
X and Y trajectories provide a 2D rectilin ear coverage of Kspace.
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RF(k)

RF(t)

Figure 3. Time-based RF
profile formation.
The 2-D
k-space sinc function is
converted into an RF time
series bases on the kspace trajectory.

A "real world" k-space trajectory has some regions ofk-space covered very
sparsely, and other more densely, depending on the size of the gradients
and on the speed at which k-space is covered. The deposition of the RF
energy in k-space is governed by this adequacy of coverage. The
calculation module accounts for this by calculating the Jacobian for the
change in parametric variable from k-space to time.
Since the NMR signal decays exponentially with time constant T2, a
profile created with long excitation time ignoring relaxivity will be
distorted. The calculation module corrects for this T2 relaxivity, resulting
in significantly better profiles.
Even after the prescription shape and size have been calculated, the
beam may be repositioned. The calculation module determines phase
roll in the RF that moves the beam appropriately and modifies the RF
phase accordingly. For example, a flat phase leaves the beam centered
while a phase rolling in tandem with one component of the k-trajectory
moves the beam in the direction ofthat component.
Additionally, the calculation module displays a simulation of any desired
profile, to facilitate the user's choice of parameters. To perform this
simulation, the software regrids the RF time series onto a discrete kspace array. This array is then Fourier transformed and deconvolved to
yield a simulated image, simultaneous with acquiring a real image.

Output module
Once the gradient and RF waveforms have been calculated , a pulse
sequence is automatically edited to incorporate the changes and produce
the desired magnetization profile. The output submodule calculates the
appropriate refocusing lobes for the given k-space trajectory, allows
visual computer-assisted pulse sequence editing, and precalculates
effects for flow and other compensations.

IlL RESULTS
We have tested our RME control by performing interactive modification of
graphic prescriptions in small field of view (Fay) imaging. Figure 4
shows the results of interactive prescription changes for imaging a small
central region inside a resolution water phantom.
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Gradient
Trajectory·
RF Beam·

spiral

rectilinear

spiral

gaussian

gaussian

square

Image A.

Image B.

Image

c.

Figure 4. RME images of a resolution water phantom collected using
different RF and gradient parameters, with a beam diameter of 25
mm. (A) Centered circular beam with gaussian profile; spiral gradient
trajectory. (B) Centered circular beam with gaussian profile;
rectilinear gradient trajectory. (C) Square beam with flat top; spiral
gradient trajectory. The change from A to B and from B to C each
required a rewriting of the pulse sequence, activated by simple
graphics window prescriptions.
Normally, restriction of read-out to an a rea smaller than excitation
results in aliasing of exels outside of the FOV into the FOV, as shown in
Figure 5b. Restriction of the extent of excitation using RME, however,
yield s images with no such distortion, as shown in Figure 5c. Also
apparent is an improvement in image quality using RME.

IV. DISCUSSION
Previous workers have developed control systems for some of the
parameters involved in magnetic resonance imaging. Riederer (1984)
developed an interface control for progressive update angiograph y.
Pearlman (1990) previously developed an interface control program that
allowed the user to direct a real time motion (M-mode) MRI examination.
Hardy (1990) developed a graphics oriented user interface for cardiac
examination. In the current study we have taken a user-supplied
magnetization prescription and created from it a magnetization profile
for real time MRI. Implementation of dynamic control of excitation has
allowed us to limit excitation to prescribed 3-D regions using an
interactive, graphical interface. This permits rapid exploration of
fundamental pulse sequence design changes, such as specification of the
k-trajectory and 2-D delimiting of the target zone.
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Image B. Conventional sca n with FOV '" 25 mm.

IlMgo C. RME scan with FOV = 25 mm.

Figure 5. Images of a pair of kiwi fruit (A) obtained using small field
of view conventional spin-echo imaging (B) versus RME imaging (C).
The RME image not only shows an absence of aliasing artifact, but
also demonstrates excellent image quality.
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Virtual Reality Imaging of Human Anatomy
David J. Vining, MD. , Roger Y. Shifrin, MD. , Kun Uu, B.S. and
Edward K. Grishaw, MD.
Department of Radiology, Bowman Gray School of Medicine
Medical Center Boulevard, Winston-Salem , NC 27157- 1088

Anwar R. Padhani, MD.
Department of Radiology, Guys Hospital , London, England

I. ABSTRACT

We have applied virtual reality technology to medical imaging.
Digital images acquired with helical computed tomography (CT) are
used to create three-dimensional (3D) simulations of human
anatomy. A patient is scanned using a GE HiSpeed Advantage CT
scanner, image data is transferred to a Silicon Graphics Crimson
VGXT computer workstation, and a "virtual patient" is generated
using a customized version of IRIS Explorer'" software. Unlike
conventional 3D medical imaging which usually provides only an
external view of an object, our technique allows a physician to "fly"
inside a hollow organ (airway, bowel, blood vessel) to examine
internal detail.
II, INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality imaging is an emerging technology that promises
to revolutionize medical imaging. Although it has been popularized
in the public press as futuristic, virtual reality is currently used at
our institution. As applied to medicine, the term "virtual reality" is
perhaps a misnomer since actual patient data is used to construct the
simulations. The term interactive 3D more accurately describes the
technique but fails to capture the public's attention.
Virtual reality is the next evolutionary step in 3D imaging.'
Two key ingredients have made virtual reality imaging possible in
medicine: (I) realtime 3D rendering and (2) acquisition of
anatomical volumes. Interactive 3D rendering is produced on
specialized graphics workstations that are capable of rendering at
rates faster than can be detected by the human eye. Virtual reality
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surpasses conventional 3D medical imaging by allowing a physician
to "get inside" the anatomy and explore it in a manner with which
they are more familiar.
Cross-sectional imaging modalities such as spiral/helical CT,
MRI, ultrasound, SPECT, and PET have created volume datasets
which are necessary for creating these simulations. During the past
decade, most 3D medical imaging was centered on neuroimaging
and orthopedics: The reason for this is that the extremities and the
head did not move with respiration. Helical/spiral CT has made 3D
reconstruction in the thorax and the abdomen feasible by producing
continuous volumes of data during single breath holds, thus
eliminating respiratory motion artifact. Three-dimensional MRI and
ultrasound hold promise for the future but are not readily available
today. Nuclear medicine modalities including SPECT and PET
lack spatial resolution but may find their niche in image fusion with
CT and MRI.
Rather than approaching virtual reality as a technology looking
for an application, we have defined real medical problems that
benefit from the application of this technology. At our institution,
we have concentrated on three clinical areas: (I) the
tracheobronchial tree, (2) the gastrointestinal tract, and (3) the
vascular system. Our virtual reality techniques could be applied
easily to other anatomical regions .

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virtual reality imaging consists of the following four steps:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Image acquisition
Volume formation
Image segmentation
Realtime 3D rendering

Image acquisition is performed using a GE HiSpeed Advantage
Helical CT scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) . For
optimal simulations, helical CT scanning protocols are configured to
the anatomical region of interest. For example in the vascular
system, a bolus intravenous injection of iodinated contrast material
(Isovue-370, Squibb Diagnostics, Princeton, NJ) is administered to
opacify the vessels. Helical CT is performed during a single breath
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hold acquisition using 5 mm x-ray beam collimation at 2: 1 pitch.
Images are retrospectively reconstructed at 1 mm intervals; as a
result, isocubic voxels are produced by interpolating directly from
the raw CT dataset. Similar protocols are applied to the
tracheobronchial tree and to the gastrointestinal tract although in the
latter case the bowel is distended with air.
Digital CT images are transferred from the CT scanner to a
Crimson graphics workstation (Silicon Graphics, Inc., Mountain
View, CA) via a fiberoptic network using file transfer protocols
(FTP). Volume formation is simply the stacking of a series of
digital images in computer memory. A typical CT exam through
the abdomen might consist of up to four hundred 0.5 megabyte
images. Currently it is not possible to generate realtime renderings
with this amount of data. Therefore, we crop the x, y, z
dimensions of the dataset and scale each 16 bit pixel to 8 bits. We
use volumetric rendering software (VoxeIView, VitalImages,
Fairfield, IA) to edit the volume and to map the pixel values.
Future development of parallel processing systems will make it
possible to work directly with the original datasets .
Image segmentation and virtual reality simulation are performed
using a general purpose volume visualization program, IRIS
Explorerru (Silicon Graphics Inc., Mountain View, CA).2
Explorer's segmentation scheme uses a simple thresholding method
and a "marching cubes" algorithm to form an isosurface (a surface
of equal voxel value) for an organ of interest.' It is easy to extract
the air-filled lumen of the airways from the thorax where the
contrast difference between air and surrounding soft tissue is on the
order of 1000: 1, but it is much more difficult to extract lymph
nodes from surrounding mediastinal tissues where the contrast
difference is less than 2: 1. Development of edge detection and
region growing methods may solve this problem.
Explorer uses a surface rendering technique to visualize and
manipulate the 3D data. Explorer's renderer has an unique feature
that gives a user (physician) the ability to "fly" through the volumeof-{!ata. This technique allows a physician to examine CT data in a
way never before imagined. The direction and speed of flight are
controlled with a mouse device. "Flying through the anatomy" is
analogous to traveling through the human body in a tiny spaceship.
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III. RESULTS
It is difficult to experience virtual reality within the printed
format of this book since it relies upon visual feedback during the
motion sequences. However, the following cases give a glimpse of
what can be achieved. A note should be made that these images are
black and white whereas the original color images add realism to
the simulations.
The first case shows an airway from an external perspective
demonstrating the trachea, aortic arch, and superior vena cava (Fig.
IA). The image sequence illustrates a flight into the trachea (Fig.
IB) and right mainstem bronchus (Fig. IC).
The second case is an example of the colon. The colon is
viewed from an external perspective revealing a catheter inserted
into the rectum (Fig. 2A). Subsequent images detail a flight into
the catheter (Fig. 2B) and through the rectum (Fig. 2C).
IV. CONCLUSION

We are using virtual reality technology in daily clinical practice.
Virtual reality promises to revolutionize medical imaging by
allowing physicians to analyze volumetric data (CT, MRI, US,
SPECT, PET) in a more intuitive and thorough manner. Advances
in parallel computer processing and improved image segmentation
techniques will promote the success of virtual reality imaging.
V. REFERENCES
I. Mogal J. Virtual reality a primer. In: Gambelin A-M, ed.
IRIS Universe. Mountain View, CA: Silicon Graphics, Inc.,
Summer 1993, pp 22-24.
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Graphics, 21(4)[July]:163-169, 1987.
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Combined Approach: An Invariant Decision Tree Classifier
(DTC) Using the MT Transform
A. Abo-Zaid
Army Technical Research Center, EI-Gabal , EI-Ahamar, Maar City, Cairo, Egypt

A. EI-Mahdy and M. Sliem
Zafazig University, Banha Branch , Faculty of Engineering, Shoubra, Cairo, Egypt

A. Attia
Faculty of Electronic Engineering , Menofia University, Menofia, Egypt

ABSTRACT

The MT-transfonn has the advantages of having unifonn amplitude
bounds, high speed and a simple hardware realization. Thus when a
conventional classifier is used with an MT-feature vector, the
classification process represents a computational load. In addition,
these conventional classifiers suffer from many other drawbacks. In
this paper, we describe the use of the MT -feature vector with the
decision tree classifier (DTC), thus the recognition is invariant and the
process is fast and simple. This is a combined approach, i.e., the
process combines feature extraction, feature selection, and
classification. In addition, experimental results show that a higher
classification rate has been achieved with less than 20 percent from
the feature vector.
Translation invariant transfonns (fIT) are a valuable tool for feature
extraction in pattern recognition. These transfonns can characterize
objects independent of their positions and orientation. The family of
these transfonns is infinite. Since this family is infinite a "best"
transfonn could conceivably be selected for each different
applications where an emphasis may be placed on specific properties
such as speed, hardware realizations and/or memory requirements. It
has been shown that the MT-transfonn has the advantage over any
member in the translation invariant transfonn family of having a
unifonn amplitude bounds. In addition to its speed, its hardware
realization is simple. The recognition of an unknown sample with ndimensional feature vector is achieved by comparing the transfonn
output of this feature vector with that of the model. This can be done
by using the nearest mean classifier (in real-time pattern recognition).
Thus, much of the gain one has achieved by using the MT-transfonn
is lost due to the comparing process of the classifier. Moreover, these
conventional classifiers suffer from the following drawbacks:
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1) Only one possible combination of the pattern features is used in
the classification
2) Each data sample has to be tested against all classes, which leads
to a relative degree of inefficiency
3) The set of pattern features used in classification is not necessarily
the optimum for all classes.
On the other hand, decision tree classifiers are characterized by the
fact that an unknown sample can be classified into a class using one or
several decision functions in a successive manner This will lead to
the following advantages:
1) A feature is calculated only when it is required for classification
2) Because the features are used conditionally, a feature which is
unimportant, except for special cases, does not impact the efficiency
and accuracy of decision in other cases.
In this paper, the output of the MT-transform, which is invariant under
object rotation, tran slation, and scaling, is used with DTC rather than
nearest mean classifier. This is a combined approach including feature
extraction, feature selection and classification. We show the DTC
obtained for classification of 4-class real world problem and compare
the classification rates obtained from using the DTC against using the
nearest mean classifier. This comparison shows that with only less
than 20 perecnt of the feature vector we got a better classification rate
in addition to speed and simplicity.

Computerized Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of
the Conductive System of Heart
Wu 80, Zhu Qingyu, Huang Jing, et at.
Department of Pathology, Jinling Hospital , Nanjing 210002, P.R . China

The conductiove tissue of heart is the center of its electro-physiological activities and is also important to the surgical correction of congenital
hea rt malformations and acquired heart diseases. But the conductive tissue
is so small that it is easily injured during operation. We used computer
graphic techniques to model the three-dimensional reconstruction of the
sino-atrial node and atrio-vertricular node of the normal heart as the first
step.
The series of histological sections of the human S-A node were obtained by cutting them perpendicularly to the terminal crest, 71 of the
1245 sections were stained with phosphotungtic acid hematoxylin
(PTAH); the series sections of A-V node were cut perpendicularly to the
plane of atr io-ventricular septem, and 90 of 2190 sections were stained
with PT AH. By division, interpolation, and generating shaded-surface
display, we made a color 3-D model of the A-V node and the S-A node.
Working procedure of reconstruction
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The results are satisfactory as the modes are very similar to the natural sample, the modes can be rotated Dr sectioned anywhere, and we can
also show one or several parts of the models.

Models of the three-dimensional appearance of the human conductive
system are usually not made because they are too time-consuming and
cosltly. In this study, we present a new method to show the conductive
system which is embedded in the muscle of the heart, and this study establish the basis of continuing the works all. congenita l heart disease.

Nonlinear Modulation Transfer Functions
R. Niemeier, R. Braunschweig, J. Bauer and CD. Claussen
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Eberhard-Karls-University Tubingen , Germany

I. Introduction:
How can it be that an exposure that is ideal for conventional x rays is not
ideal if the image is viewed on a monitor after digitization? If the digitization works better for lower exposure rates can a reduction in radiation dose be
possible? What is the influence of filtering algorithms? The problem of answering these questions is reflected in the problem of understanding the physical
characteristics of medical imaging systems.
Modulation transfer functions (MTF) are a powerful tool for the physical
description of the image quality for medical imaging systems. Especially for the
case of negligible image noise the image quality can in many cases be completely
described using the MTF .
In the commonly used mathematical description of MTFs and their basic
properties there are two main assumptions: Linearity and Spatial invariance.
It is well known, that in real systems these conditions are often not valid. If
the spatial invariance condition is not fulfilled the MTF becomes a multidimensional scalar function. For the description of nonlinearity of the photographic
process there exists heuristic stage models. However a mathematical description
of the nonlinearity in imaging systems is missing.
Digital imaging systems however uses nonlinearity as basic properties of the
imaging functions:
• look up tables are general nonlinear pixel to pixel modifications
• filters are nonlinear modifications where the modification of a pixel depends on the pixel more or less close to it.

Thus for the understanding of the properties and the capabilities of digital
imaging systems a mathematical description of nonlinear modulation transfer
functions is necessary.
II. Introducing nonlinearity into the mathematical description:
Commonly used properties of MTFs like that a sine wave pattern transforms
itself into a sine wave pattern or that the MTF of chained imaging system is the
product of the MTFs of its chain components, or the formulae from Coltmann
are only valid for linear imaging systems.
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To see how a sine wave pattern transforms by an imaging systems with slight
nonlinearity, which i.c. may be a usefull description for the low density range
for photographic film screen systems, we introduce a nonlinear term of second
order:

A sinusoidal object density distribution g(x) can be described as:

g(x)

= 1 + kosin(21rllx)

(1)

In a linear system a single "line" of object intensity g(x) and width tJ.x will
be imaged to a point x' in the vicinity of x with the image intensity

g(x)L(x' - x)tJ.x
Wh ere L(x' - x) is the even (we assume spatial invariance) normalized line
function of the system. Supposing that the system possesses a slight nonlinearity

that does not affect the shape of a line image, than the image intensity of the
line may be described as:

(g(x)
where

0'

+ atg(x)')L(x' - x)tJ.x

is a small constant parameter.

The total image b(x') is then the integration over all line images:

b(x')

=

1:

(g(x)

+ atl(x)) L(x' -

x)dx

Introducing g(x) from equation (1) the calculation leads to

= (1 + at) + ko(q, + 2at)sin(21Tllx) + atk5{l + 1}nlsin'(21TIIX))
foL(x)
ocos, (21TIIX). Both modwith 1}1 = I f
L(x)e'-'''I and 1},,1 = 1 b(x')

OO

- 00

ification factors

7J1! 1)nl

.,

-00

are in the range between 0 and 1.

III. Discussion:
The term linear in ko shows that the quotient of the image contrast a nd
the object contrast can now have values greater than 1. This is a theoretical
background that nonlinearity can even be an advantage for saving underexposed
images. The term of second order in ko shows that higher frequencies terms
appear in nonlinear systems. The image of a sine wave pattern is no longer a sine
wave pattern of same frequencYI except if L(x) is the b-function (::::} Tlnl = 0) .
The remaining term O'k5 recommends the use of a negative 0' for optimizing
systems for low contrast imaging (negative curvature of the grey value look
up table function) I and a positive 0' for optimizing systems for high contrast
imaging.

Scanning Resolution for Slide Making
Louis J. Jacques, M.D.
Department of Radiology, St. Elizabeth Hospital Medical Center,
Youngstown , OH 44501-1790

Purpose: To determine an optimal scanning resolution to be used with the
Polaroid CI5000S.
Methods and Materials: 15 ASMPTE test patterns were laser printed to a
14 x 17 inch film. The test pattern was scanned using a Umax UC840
scanner (800 dpi) with a transparency adapter (firmware ver. 1.4, Twain
driver ver. 1.03) . The I x 1.5 aspect ratio, as found on 35 mm slides, was
maintained with all images scanned at 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400
dots per inch (dpi) without software enhancement or correction. Image sizes
I x 1.5 inches , 2 x 3 inches, 4 x 6 inches and 5.5 x 8.25 inches were
obtained. The images were TIF and BMP types. The TIF images were
printed to the slide maker through PC DOS using ImagePrint software
version 1.41. The TIF and BMP images were printed through Windows
using Freelance ver. 2.1, for comparison of the resolution by the two
software systems and image types . The slides were then projected in an
auditorium on a 12 x 12 foot screen. Four experienced radiology residents
not involved with the project were asked to score all images , determine
resolution by comparing line pairs and then select the best of the 84 images.
Results: The DOS and windows results were similar. There was no
difference in the windows TIF and BMP formats. The test pattern showed
improvement up to 400 dpi on the I x 1.5 inch image, 350 dpi on the 2 x 3
inch, 250 dpi on the 4 x 6 inch and 200 dpi on the 6 x 9 inch scanned image
sizes.
Conclusion: There is no advantage in scanning images for slide making
above 250 dpi unless the image sizes are small at which time 400 dpi will
show improvement.
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Control of Patient Exposure in Computed Radiography
M. Fiebich and U. Bick
Institute of Clinical Radiology / Oir.: Prof. P.E. Peters
Albert-Schweitzer-Str. 33, 0-48129 Muenster, Germany

Purpose

Using a computed radiography (CR) system in intensive care units, it is important
to have a mechanism to control patient doses retrospectively. This special need is
caused by the absence of phototiming, difficult exposure conditions and the prob-

lem to get information about the dose used for this image. In conventional radiography over- and underexposures are directly vis ible. CR behaves differently. Underexposure results in increasing image noisc, overexposure turns out in increased

image quality. For this reason it is necessary to control exposure dose to stop a
possible migration to higher doses. In conventional film screen systems the user is
'punished' by an unusable image due to overexposure, in CR he is 'rewarded' by
better image quality. Most of the CR systems have no direct access to the app lied
dose for the radiologists. Th is concludes in a demand for a mechan ism to contro l
app lied exposure dose using CR-syste ms for intensive care units.
Material and Methods
In paediatric intensive care unit a CR system (Digiscan, Siemens) wais used in the
last four years. Out of the image data and the relationship between dose and gray
va lue it is possible to calculate the dose at the image plate using the fonnula:

Dose = canst / (S factor

- 511
* exp 10( L factor * I 1024

))

(I)

where the S factor is the intensifying factor, the L factor is the dose range taken
into account, both are printed on the film. I is the gray value measured at the workstation and th e constant depends on kYp and screen type, but is about 1000.
This method to detennine applied dose gives a tool for compariso n and control.
Patient doses were calculated for five different time intervalls and compared with
values for film-screen combinations. The dose was measured in the right and left
lung field as mean of a region of interest. Art ificial structures as cath eters and clips
etc. were excluded. The region of interest is in a similar position as the right field
of the phototimer.
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Results
The fi rst va lue was measured for a conventional film screen system with a speed of
250. The mean va lue for the dose reaching the screen in the region of the right lung
is about 7.6 flGy co rrespond ing to a mean optical density of 1.5. Introducing CR,
th e first three months (digil ) gives a mean va lue of about 6.2 flGy. In th e second
three months (di gi2) mean dose increased to a value of about 11 . 1 flG y, caused by
better image quali ty using higher doses. Th is result causes a decrease of dose to a
va lue of7.6 Gy (di g i3). Then a 0.2 mm Cu fil ter was installed, giving a red ucti on
of th e dose to 3. 1 flGy (dig i4). One year later th ere was no significant di fference in
dose (di gi5) (fi gure I). It is necessary to use fo rmul a (I) to calcul ate the dose, th e
use o f the S factor only will lead to errors. For man y samples th e results are similar,
but some of them are quite different. This is caused by variations of the reading
algo rithm of th e CR system.

dose at screen IIlGYI

12
10

8
6
4

2

O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fi g. I : Mean dose fo r different im aging systems and time intervall s. Before th e CR-systcl11
was in stalled, mean dose was determined (conv). After th e in stallation fi ve different tim e
intcfv all s were analyzed to gel the appli ed dose, rcspecti vc\y.

Conclusion
Us ing a CR system it is possible to evaluate patient doses retrospecti ve ly. This
procedure can be applied for optimization of patient dose. Due to the absence of a
control mechanism for over- and underexposure it is necessary to check applied
dose in intensive care units regularl y. The method presented herein resolves this
problem.
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Noninvasive In Vivo Detection of Early Atheroma Changes
Within Human Arteries
Justin O. Pearlman, Leo L.Z Cheng and Michael Chuang
Department of Radiology, Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA 02215

Introduction

This abstract describes magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) of
atheromatous lipid mixtures and ill vivo spectra obtained by localized (Icc
volume) MRS from carotid arteries in human volunteers.
Atherosclerosis, normally undetectable until its advanced stages, is
responsible for upwards of 550,000 deaths per alllllllll in the United States.
We seek to improve early detection and treatment of atherosclerosis. These
stages are marked by a small accumulation of atheroma lipid, a liquidcrystalline mixture [lJ inside the wall of stressed arteries. It is known that
atherosclerosis ha s distinctive signatures in MRS [2] However, a major

difficulty with noninvasive MRS of human arteries is distinguishing signal
from atheroma within the walls from surrounding perivascular fat, a normal
tissue with similar chemical characteristics and spectrum.
Methods
Proton spectra from fresh human plaques, obtained post-arterectomy,
were analyzed at 361.1 MHz and 37°C; synthetic chemical analogs were
analyzed at 360.2 MHz over temperatures ranging from 23°C to 65°C in 3°C
increments. A Bruker AM360 magnet (Billerica, MA) was employed . Magicangle spinning (MAS) technique at 10kHz was used to reinstall the
broadened MRS signatures from samples in solid-like s tates.
III vivo spectroscopy was performed on a Siemens 1.5T echo planar whole
body scanner (Siemens Medical Systems). A double-CHESS water supression
sequence was used to visualize the ill vivo spectra. We developed GUI
software (InSpect"M) on a Sun SPARCstation (Mountain View, CAl for
analYSis and display of MRS data and to determine the fractional amount of
atheroma lipid present in mixed atheroma-fat samples. InSpect provides
interactive mathematica l modeling, graphing and statistical tools.
Results and Discussion
Spectra from human plaque (figure 1a) and synthetic atheroma analogs
(16.5% palmitic, 45.1 % oleic, 38.4% linoleic cholesteryl ester with varying
amounts of triolein), shown in figure 1b, indicate transitions between solidlike and liquid-like states. Note in figure 1b that the major T2 step change
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occurs at lower temperature with increasing triolein concentration. This may
indica te that triglycerides play a role in regulation of physical-state
changes for atheron1atous lipid mixtures.
Figure 2 shows in vivo 1H localized spectra obtained a t the carotid
bifurcation from a volunteer w ith high blood-cholesterol levels. Although
resonances are slightly broader than those obtained from synthetic mixture,
the essential MRS signatures can be detected. Localized in vivo MRS of
atherosclerosis is in its early stages and is the s ubj ect of o n-going
in ves tiga tion.
We ha ve shown that 1H spec troscopy is effecti ve for s tud ying the
physical s tate of a therosclerotic lipid mixtures, and that MAS IH wi ll
reinstall high resolution to the spectra of solid-like s tates, allowing s tud y
of the structures of lipid mixtures most relevant to deposition. With wa ter
supression techniques it is possible to obtain in vivo magnetic resonance
spectra for study of atherosclerosis.
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Figure 1a. (left) Spectrum from human atherosclerotic plaque. lb. (right)
Spectra from synthetic analog; F,G,H and J represent 4.4, 7.9, 9.5 and 10.8%
triolein as percentage of total cholesteryl esters.

Figure 2. In vivo 1H
spectra. Trace A:
STEAM-localized
spectrum without wa te r

supression, B: doubleCHESS water
supression, C: synthetic
mixture.
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Labeling of MR Brain Images Using a Boolean
Neural Network
Xiaohong Li, Shirish Bhide and M.R. Kabuka
Center for Medical Imaging & Medical Informatics
1251 Memorial Dr., Rm. #406, Miami, FL 33146

ABSTRACT

The labeling of tissues in MR brain images is an important stage in the
potential automatic analysis of these images. This labeling can yield valuable
information concerning structure and pathology, detect abnormalities and can
facilitate an imaging-based diagnosis. In this paper, a method for MR brain
image labeling using a Constraint SatisfYing Boolean Neural Network
(CSBNN) is described. The experimental results on MR brain images show
that the CSBNN can perform the MR image labeling much faster than
traditional methods and other neural networks. Since the Boolean Neural
Network (BNN) provides immunity to noise, robustness and is easy to
implement compared to other networks used for the same purpose, this method
offers a feasible alternative to existing techniques for medical image labeling.
I. INTRODUCfION
MR image labeling is acknowledged as an important process in the
potential automatic analysis of these images. This labeling can yield valuable
information concerning structure and pathology, detect abnormalities and can
facilitate an imaging-based diarosis. During the past years, a host of labeling
strategies have been proposed.
The analysis of medical images is a high-level vision process. It is based
on image-based knowledge representation and manipulation. The goal of our
labeling method is to assign a set of labels to a number of segmented regions
within a MR brain image. It is assumed that this labeling procedure operates on
a segmented MR brain image of a known structure.
Recently some methods of image labeling using neural networks have
been proposed 2 This is because the traditional methods for image labeling are
too slow. Due to parallel processing, neural networks are faster than traditional
methods. In this paper, we will present a novel method for image labeling
using a BNN3,4 The advantages of BNN include a single training sweep.
guaranteed convergence and simple neuron architecture. Since the BNN
provides immunity to noise, robustness and is easy to implement compared to
other networks used for the same purpose, this method offers a fast, feasible
and reliable alternative to existing techniques for medical image labeling.
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND ITS FORMULATION USING A BNN
The image labeling problem can be stated as follows:
Assuming that an image is segmented into n regions. let R ~ { fJ . r2 •...•
rn } denote Ibe set of regions in that image. Let L ~ { II. 12 •...• 1m} denote Ibe
m labels of Ibe regions in Ibe image. where m.sn. The image labeling problem
involves Ibe consistent assignment of Ibe labels to tbe different regions in Ibe
image.
An exhaustive enumeration of Ibe unconstrained labeling of Ibese regions
yields mn possibilities. This number can be very large if n orland m are large.
This problem is a constraint satisfaction problem and has been identified to be
NP-complete. A consistent labeling is possible after the satisfaction of Ibe
constraints. The constraints involved are :
I. Single Label Constraint: Each region has exactly ODe label.
2. Region Adjacency Constraints : Some regions in Ibe segmented image
maybe adjacent to each olber. In that case. two regions that are adjacent
cannot have same labels.
3. Label Adjacency Constraints: Two labels may be known to be adjacent to
each olber.
4. Region Property Constraints : These consist of known facts and relations
concerning image features like pixel intensity and region membership.
region location. shape and volumetric properties. etc.
The image labeling problem can be mapped to the domain of Ibe BNN.
The resulting network is called Ibe Constraint Satisfying Boolean Neural
Network (CSBNN). The CSBNN consists of a CSBNN neuron array. a Control
Logic Block and a Label and Region Property Constraint Checker (LRPCC). In
Ibe CSBNN neuron array shown in Fig. I. each neuron represents Ibe pairwise
combination of a region and a label. Thus. for an-region. m-label problem.
Ibere will be a total of n x m neurons in Ibe neuron array. The neuron array
enforces Ibe single label and region adjacency constraints. The label adjacency
constraints and Ibe region property constraints are enforced using Ibe LRPCC.
The procedure for solving Ibe labeling problem wilb a CSBNN is as follows:
I. Construct Ibe network as shown in Fig. I. Set Ibe horizontal weights as -I
to satisfy Ibe single label constraint. Set Ibe vertical weights to -I for
adjacent regions and 0 for non-adjacent regions. The ROAs of all neurons
are set to 0 and tbresholds are set to I.
2. Input a random initial state to Ibe neuron array.
3. Generate Ibe corresponding output oflbe neuron array.
4. The output of Ibe neuron array is passed to Ibe LRPCC which enforces Ibe
region property constraints and label adjacency constraints.
If !be LRPCC signals a consistent state Iben Ibat state represents Ibe
desired labeling and Ibe procedure terminates.
Else Ibe Control Logic Block uses a shift technique to generate Ibe next
state to be input to Ibe neuron array oflbe network. Go to step 3.
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RESULTS
The above network was simulated with different MR brain images. The
simulations converged to valid labeling in a fraction of a second. The CSBNN
was used on the MR brain image (Fig. 2) to label it. The labeling results are
shown in Fig. 3.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Labeling of MR brain images has been successfully accomplished using
the CSBNN architecture. The results are available in a fraction of a second.
Since the BNN provides immunity to noise. robustness and is easy to
implement compared to other networks used for the same purpose, this method
offers a fast, feasible and reliable alternative to existing techniques for medical
image labeling.
REFERENCES
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Fig. I : CSBNN neuron array showing the horizontal and vertical
interconnections

Fig. 2 : Original MR brain image.

Fig. 3 : Labeled MR brain image

Automated Speech Recognition Based Radiology Reporting
for the Large Teaching Hospital: A Wish List
Evan M Kaminer, MD., Jeffrey V Chapnick, MD.
Tamar E. Waldhauser, MP.A. , L.L.B. and Albert F Keegan, MD.
Department of Radiology, NYU·Bellevue Medical Center, New York, NY

While Auto mated Speech Recognition (ASR) radiology reporting is
ga ining w id e r accep tance amo ng gove rnment and co mmu nity
hos pita l ba sed prac ti ces, its penetra tio n into la rge teac hin g
hospitals ha s been sig nificantly s lower. Altho ug h econo mi c facto rs
are ex pec ted to dri ve la rge ins tit utio ns towa rd s ASR based
repo rting, a number of software adva nces a re needed to meet the
unique d e mand s of these instituti o ns. The facto rs tha t ma ke
teaching hospital based rad iology departments unique includ e:
• They genera lly tend to have a large pool of hig hl y subspecialized
a ttending radi ologis ts.
• Most subspecia lists tend to read w ithin their s ubs pecia lty, w ith
occasional cross read ing.
• There is an ever changing pool of residents requiring observa tion
and rev iew.
• They tend to be geographica lly spread o ut over multiple w ings,
floors and build ings.
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In ord er to incre~ se ASR acce ptance in la rge teaching hospitals, we
ha ve co mpiled a "wish list" of desirab le fea tures :
• Users should be ab le to modify porti ons of their personal
knowledge base (KB) whil e continuing to use a centralized ,
sta nd ardi zed version. This can be achieved by inco rporating
o bject oriented technology, such as inheritance and
polymorphism.
• Knowledge base design should allow users to choose among var ious
sub-bases for each subspecialty . For exa mple, a chest
radio logist migh t want to use a rudimentary bone rad iology
KB.
• Spec ia l fea tures are needed to allow observation and review of
resident reporting. Sites shou ld ha ve the o ption to store
reports locally w ithin the dictation system fo r later rev iew.
• To fa cili ta te acceptance and training, management fea tures should
be crea ted to a llow adv isors to view how each ind ivid ual
user, or gro up of users, works w ith in the system. This can
make dynamic training, recommendati ons and system

modi fica ti ons possible.
• The geographic needs of the la rge teaching hosp ita l sho uld be
addressed . Networking technology w ill a llow any
authorized user to access a single persona l KB and voice
profi le rega rdless of hi s/her loca tion within the
tiepa rtmen t.
Since its introduct ion in the m id-1980's, a uto mated s peec h
recognition ba sed Radio logy reporting has seen tremendous growth.
As medicine fa ces new challenges, we are confident that softwa re
vendors w ill continue to make the ad va nces in techno logy necessa ry
to increase producti vity wh ile decreasing costs. This in turn wil l
help to bring the many benefits of ASR reporting to large teaching
hos pita ls.

HIS, RIS and Modality Integration in
Osaka University Hospital
Hiroshi Kondoh, Yoshiharu Sukenobu, Michihiro Sasagaki,
Yoshinobu Mori, Hironobu Nakamura, Kiyonari Inamura and
Takahiro Kozuka
Department of Radiology , Osaka University Medical School , Osaka, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION
Osaka University hospital moved to the new building and opened in
September 1993. We named the new hospital "Intelligent hospital". We think the
information system will effcctively operate the nows of materials and informations
of patients and workers and will give us a comfortable circumstances.
Radiology Information System and PACS are the parts of this information system.
But PACS is not installed yet, we will install the PACS step by step after our RIS
functioned completely.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our hospital is a university hospital and works as a central hospital in
Osaka area in Japan. Our hospital has 1,100 beds and over 2000 hospital staffs are
working. Average number of outpatients is 2500.
We investigated the now of radiological examination orders, X-ray films,
and diagnostic reports in the present film-based system, and estimated the volume of
them at each step of the now. After that, with these volume in the film-based
system, we estimated the data volume in digital PACS which would satisfy the
requirements for our new hospital.

3. RESULTS
RIS contained the following systems.
I) Order entry system for radiological examination
The radiological examination order consisted of various data. The basic
information is input by the clerks. The patient state informations are input by
physicians or nurses at every occasions. The examination order infonnation must be

input by the physician. In our system physician must input clinical history,
diagnosis and purpose of the examination.
2) Scheduling system of radiological examination
We prepared three types of scheduling systcm. I) Emergent examination
order is sent from HIS to RIS directly. 2) In the open reservation system, physician
can selcct the vacant examination time. The examination order and date are
transferred to RIS at same time. 3) In the closed reservation system, physician input
only the order and the order is transferred to RIS. Radiologist reads the order and
selects the adequate time and examination room. That information returns to HIS
and the physician can see it.
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3) Radiological examination assiSlant system
We made several assistant system for examination. When the patient come
to our office, the clerk inpulS patient's ID by the card reader. System shows the
examination name, room and time of the patient. The clerk checks the time and the
room of examination and explains it to the patient. System make receipt No.
automatically. System displays the patient receipt number at the entrance of
examination room to inform the correct examination room to patienlS. We select the
patient from the list of waiting patienlS on the terminal of each examination room.
And we can see examination name, purpose, clinical Diagnosis, history and the
patient state also. And we can see the reporlS of previous examinations. After the
end of examination, we input the number of films and drugs intO the terminal of
RIS. These data are transferred to HIS and the calculation will have finished when
the patient goes to the accounting section.
4) RIS-FCR-Controller Connection
We made the new system at plain radiography section. We connected RIS,
FCR and X-ray controller. After we select a patient from the list of waiting patients
on the RIS terminal. RIS send the order data to FCR terminal. It has a table listed
exposure condition for each examination. So it sends the preset exposure condition
to the coniioller and scanning and processing condition to the FCR scanner. We can
change the exposure condition afterwards. After exposure the actual exposure
condition are lIansferred to RIS terminal and stored with examination data.
5) RIS-Handy terminal Integration
We made another new system for the portable exposure system . We set 2
FCR scanners in the wards and connected to the laser printer in the radiology
depanment by the optical fiber network. In the radiology department, we transferred
the portable examination order from the RIS terminal to the handy terminal.
Technician goes to the ward, exposes and let the handy terminal read the bar code of
the imaging plate in order to match the image and examination order. Afterwards the
handy terminal is set to the scanner in the ward and scans the imaging plates. The
image data with examination order from the handy terminal are transferred to the
laser printer in the radiology depariinent.
6) Reporting system
Our hospital opened in September the 1st this year. In these 2 months we
input 7101 reporlS to RIS terminal. Our reporting system has 2 types of assistant
system. One is to make sentences by selecting the words. The other is to select the
patterns of sentences. And we have 2 types of storing. Temporally storing is storing
only in the RIS and report are not transferred to HIS. It is useful to train residents to
make reporlS.
4_ CONCLUSIONS
Six months after opening, the reduced numbers of staffs are taking more
examinations than the previous hospital. We think the introduction of RIS was
effective.

Three Dimensional Dissection View of the Urinary Bladder
Tatsuo Higashi, Junji Vena, /shtiaq Kasem and Hiromu Nishitani
Department of Radiology, Tokushima University, School of Medicine, Tokushima, Japan

Objective
The objective of this study was to visualize pathologies of the urinary
bladder and their extension 3-dirnensionally and compare its advantage
as a diagnostic tool with existing modalities.

Methods
Nine cases of urinary bladder cancer were scanned during a single
breath-holding period with a Toshiba Helical CT scanner(TCT900S/Super HELIX). All cases were scanned in the prone position
except for two cases which were scanned in both supine and prone
position. Urinary bladder were evacuated their contents and then filled
with air before scanning. The acquisition consisted of about 30
contiguous 360-degree tube rotation. Collimation was set at 2mm, and
the table speed at 2mm/sec. Examinations were performed with 120kV
and, 150mA or 200mA. Interpolation was made from the data of 180degree tube rotation. Multiple axial images were reconstructed at 0.5mm or I-mm increments and transferred to a SUN Workstation
through an ethemet network for three dimensional reconstruction of
images using a software named Xtension from C-max. Multiple pairs
of half cut sections were made by making a longitudinal or a horizontal
incision on one wall and pulling apart the flaps to reveal the interior for
better visual perception. The quality of the reconstructed images
depended on the dexterity of selecting the appropriate threshold levels
of the tissue desired to be viewed. Initially we adopted the conventional
values that were hard coded in the software by he manufacturer. But
since we were interested in viewing the minute lesions of soft tissue
growth we experimented on different threshold levels. We calculated
the values of the threshold of the CT images using a densitometer and
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applied them directly on to the 3D images. From here we obtained the
spacing of the threshold of the different tissues. Next by altering the
values depending on the region of interest an optimum data of the tissue
threshold was sele.cted for the experiment. Since we focused on the
urinary bladder we subtracted the adjoining organs as much as possible
by changing the selected threshold to some extent, but took care not to
diminish the visualization of the ROI.

Discussion
Longitudinal or horizontal cut sections of the urinary bladder were
made as in a simulated surgical cut and the interior morphology was
displayed along with the pathology. The 3D lesion could detect the
severity and extension of the pathology on the visceral mucosa. The
color hues created using the tissue classification module in the 3D could
differentiate minute changes in the lesion from that of the normal
mucosa suggesting the extent of the pathology. The margins of the
lesion and the elevations made within it could be identified. It was
difficult to determine the lesion margins in the case of the diffuse
superficial tumor but was very distinct in the elevated tumors. The
margins indicate only the circumferential extension of the lesion on the
inner surface of the bladder. But to know the depth of the invasion the
3D images have to be correlated with axial CT sections. Depending on
the cut section and patient position the urethral orifice and trigone could
be seen in most of the cases, but it was not possible to see the opening
of the ureters in any of the reconstructed images directly. But by
identifying the trigone an approximation of the position of the ureteral
openings could be made.
Conclusion
Horizontal cut section and the prone position of the patient offers
better chances to see the urethral orifice. The detailed outline from the
3D profile, the minu te distinction between abnormal and normal tissue
and 3D dissection views were an added advantage over the existing
procedures found in present modalities.

Networking and Image Processing at the Biomedical
Imaging Center, University of Tennessee Medical Center
Hedley W Bond and Gary T. Smith
Biomedical Imaging Center, Department of Radiology
Unive rsity of Tennessee Medical Center, Knoxville, TN

The Biomedical Imaging Center (BIC) of the University of Tennessee Medical Center at Knoxville provides support for the digital imaging facilities of the
Department of Radiology. BIC comprises PET (positron Emission Tomography),
MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), CT (Computed Tomography), Nuclear Medicine and an Image Processing Laboratory (!PL).
The PET Center houses two CTI/Siemens (Knoxville, TN) ECAT positron
tomography scanners, a IS-slice ECAT 931 controlled by a DEC micro-VAX" computer (Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard MA) and a 47-slice ECPJ' EXACT Model
921 controlled by a Sun !PX (Sun Microsystems Inc, Mountain View CAl workstation. The computers in PET are conneeted by optical fiber (Sun) or Ethernet
(micro VAX) to other machines in BIC.
The MRI facility houses two Elscint (Haifa, Israel) 2 Tesla GYREX MRI
scanners controlled by PDP 11/84 computers that are connected by Ethernet to the
BIC network. CT images are produced on three machines, - a GE (General Electric,
Milwaukee WI) HiLight Advantage, a GE HiSpeed Advantage and a GE 9800. The
three CT uni ts are connected with Ethernet to a remote display console and to the
main BIC network.
Nuclear Medicine houses nine cameras interconnected with Ethernet (using
unshielded twisted pair wiring) and joined to the Image Processing Laboratory with
optical fiber. There are four Adac/Pegasys SPECT units (Adac Laboratories, Milpitas
CAl controlled by Sun workstations, three LFOV cameras driven by PDPII computers and a SFOV mobile unit controlled by an 80386 unit A MITA PC (Adac Labs.)
transfers images from the SFOV camera, and CENTOR software from Adac is used
to transfer images from the PDPII units to the Sun workstations. In tllis manner
images can be viewed at any Pegasys workstation in Nuclear Medicine and in the

IPL.
The Image Processing Laboratory supports post-processing of biomedical
images. The lab houses a Sun 4/690MP file server, two additional Sun workstations as
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well as a Macintosh (Apple Com pUler Inc., Cupertino CAl and lhree personal
compulers. Additional Sun workstalions, personal computer and Macs are housed in
adjacenl offices, and all inlerconnecled by optical fiber (Suns) or Elhemel (Macinlosh, PC). The IPL machines communicale via optical fiber wilh lhe Universily of
Tennessee al Knoxville campus and lhence to wide area nelworks. In lhe IPL we are
able 10 obtain and display images from each of lhe four modalities - CT, PET, MR and
SPECT.
Current projeclS in the IPL include:
-Three dimensional rendering and display of images using Analyze and IDL
software. Three dimensional rendering, utilizing bolh surface and transparency
views, has been used particularly wilh PET neurology sludies. Soflware has
been wrillen to combine lWO separate renderings into one image set
-Coregistration of anatomic (CT and MR) images wilh functional (PET and
SPECn images. Some work has been done with registration of PET and MRI
scans of heads and we are now working wilh pelvic registration 10 supplemenl

ovarian cancer studies.
-Developmenl of a standard file formal for working wilh images from any
modalily. Images will be converted to and from lhis formal for any of lhe four
modalities. All utilities for rendering, coregistration, ele. will be rewrillen 10
work wilh this image formal
-Development of appropriate utilities and database lools 10 support fasl and efficient archiving and retrieval of clinical images, wilh optional compression of
dynamic images. We are currently concentrating on PET bUl may extend lhe
work to orner areas.

-Upgrading nelworking 10 permil efficient file transfer as needed while keeping
nelwork traffic 10 a minimum. We also need to combine Ihe hospital's IPX (Novell) nelwork wilh Ihe BIC nelwork (TCP/IP) so Ihal users are able to view
images and simultaneously access Ihe department's scheduling syslem and lhe
hospital's Patient Care System database.

Walk Through MRI Technique

C. Saccavini and R. Giacomich
Image Science Laboratory. Department of Physics, Unive rsity of Tri este, Trieste, Italy

L. Bacarini
Department of Radiology and Medical Imaging Hospital of Treviso, Italy

Introduction
This work has been developed from our experince in using CAl (Computer-aided
Instruction) to teach new technique for radiologist [I] . Our assumption is that the user
knows little or nothing about how MRI works, and we present an overview, basic
physics principles, and how clinical MRI is carried out [2]. The purpouse of our project
is to develop an interactive hypermedia radiologic teaching tool capable of effectively
integrating clinical information into a concise program.

Materials and Methods
The computer configuration used for "Walk through MRI" includes a Macintosh IIci
(Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA)with 8 megabytes of random accessmemory (RAM)
and an 80-megabytes internal disk. The Macintosh software used to design the program
comes under two categories: multimedia software, image processing software. The first
one is SuperCard 1.6 (Silicon Beach Software, San Diego CAl, an interactive
hypermedia program which is user-friendly, allowing programming through scripts for
the nonexpert user [3). SuperCard integrates graphics (images), sound, video, and text.
To tranfer MRI images to within the SuperCard program we use a CCD scanner
(Umax), with subsequent image manipUlation within Adobe Photoshop 2.5 (Adobe
Systems, Mountain View, CAl. The Informatics laboratory of the Treviso
Radiographe. School has been used to make the concerned personnel executed the
training; the Laboratory is equipped with four Macintosh LC with 4 MB of RAM and
an 80-megabytes internal disk, and one Macintosh IIfx with 16 MB of RAM and an
160-megabytes internal disk.
The program "Walk through MRI" consists of four parts: the general principles, the
device, the pulse sequences, and clinical cases. In the general principles the MRI
technique is deseribed both in its general aspects and in its physical aspects. The
physical part has been carefully made highly didactic, and to do so are used all the
instruments offered by the multimedia program such as graphics, flow carts,
animations. The aim of the part referred to the device is to offer a method of learning
all procedures without using any operation manual. In the third part the pulse sequences
have been accurately described because of their fundamental role in forming the MR
images. To understand this part beller, it has been supplemented with a wide survey of
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images. Finally, the last
part is mainly dedicated to
radiologists, while the
chapter is accompanied by
a series of easy exercises.
Each section of the
program is equipped with
10
•• ':' . ': '. ':'. ' :' •• : '.':'.':'.':"': ''':''':''':'' ' : ''': '
tests to check the learner
:;·j·:·l·:·j·:·j·:·j·:·li Comm SD t5 Il';'~': .~: 1:1:j:j:j:J:j:!:j:l:j:!:j:j:j:l:j:!:j:i:j:i:j:i:j:!:j:I: level
of knowledge. The
sel f-assessment (4) is made
as follows: the learner
answers a series of
ques tions which are
automatically evaluated.
At the end of the test,
according to the answers, a
.+:·l·:·l·:·~·:·j·:·l·:+:·l·:+H·:+
comment card (figure I) is
Figure 1: comment card of sclf-cVllultion
given to judge the level of
knowledge and, if it is
necessary, to suggest how fill up the gaps. On the above mentioned card the comment
is integrated by a graphic carrying the user's last ten results and the marks in
hundredths. If the knowledge has to be improved some buttons appear and, if they are
clicked on, they send back to the section containing the matter to study in detail.
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Results and Conclusions
The programme helps the user use correctly and in a shon time the machine. It can be
considered to be an immediate reference to any difficulty besides. It is imponant to
underline that it is an open programme where every change concerning our machine
(MR 2200 by GEPIN-Rome-ltaly) can be entered.
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Walk Through Computed Radiography (CR) Technique
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L. Bacarini
Department of Radiology and Medical Imaging Hospital of Treviso, Italy

In troduction
The four-year daily use of CR has proved that the impact of such technique may be
traumatic if effective strategies are not studied to bring up to·date both physicians and
radiographers. The three-year experience in using computer assisted education (CAE) in
the Radiographers School of Treviso General Hospital [I] has suggested the idea of
carrying out a multimedia program that supply the necessary informations to use CR
correctly, and that ,meets the following fundamental requirements: it has to be easy to
use, to be interactive, to enable leamers to train autonomously [2].

Materials and Methods
The program SuperCard 1.6 (Silicon Beach Software, San Diego CAl has been chosen
as personal software toolkit to perform the project. Infact it offers a wide range of
opportunities to manipulate radiographic images and it helps carry out applications of
easy use, thanks to the available powerful editing environment which make it suitable
to develop multimedia programs.
The program "Walk through CR" can run on any Macintosh computer (Apple
Computer, Cupertino, CAl with at least 8 megabytes of random access memory
(RAM), an 80-megabytes internal disk, a 13-inch RGB monitor, and with a graphic
card which allow to visualise at least 256 colours or grey levels. To digitalize the
radiographic images has been used a CCD scanner (UMAX) with a spatial resolution
up to 1200 dpi. The Informatics laboratory of the Treviso Radiographer School has
been used to make the concerned personnel executed the training; the Laboratory is
equipped with four Macintosh LC with 4 MB of RAM and an 80-megabytes internal
disk, and one Macintosh IIfx with 16 MB of RAM and an I60-megabytes internal disk.
The program "Walk through CR" consists of four parts: the general principles, the
device, the image reading, and the image enhancement. In the general principles the CR
technique is described both in its general aspects and in its physical aspects. The
physical part has been carefully made highly didactic, and to do so arc used all the
instruments offered by the multimedia program such as graphics, flow carts,
animations. The aim of the part referred to the device is to offer a method of learning
all procedures without using any operation manual. In the third part the image reading
algorithms (EDR) have been accurately described because of their fundamental role in
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forming the CR digital images. To under stand this part beller, it has been
supplemented with a wide survey of images referred to reading errors. Finally, the last
part is mainly dedicated to radiologists, for whom the fundamental principles of image
enhancement are described,
while the chapter is
accompanied by a series of
easy exercises. Each
section of the program is
equipped with tests to
check the learner level of
knowledge. The selfassessment [3] is made as
follows: the learner
answers a series of
questions which are
automatically evaluated.
At the end of the test,
according to the answers, a
comment card (figure 1) is
given to judge the level of
Figure 1: canmc:nt card of self-evaluation
knowledge and, if it is
necessary, to suggest how
fill up the gaps. On the above mentioned card the comment is integrated by a graphic
carrying the user's last ten results and the marks in hundredths. If the knowledge has to
be improved some buttons appear and, if they are clicked on, they send back to the
section containing the matter to study in detail.

Results and Conclusions
Thanks to this program we have enable all the personnel of the department to use CR
correctly. In fact more than 95% of the traditional radiodiagnostic examinations are
performed with this technique. Under the operation point of view the radiographers have
become more responsible and less material is wasted mainly because exams are not
frequently repeat thanks to the capabilities of the image enhancement. Moreover
patients are less exposed to radiations (it is necessary only about 50% of the exposure
of the conventional screen-film radiography). Under the strictly medical point of view
the possibility of postprocessing has made radiological semeiotics more deeply
assessable and diagnostics reliability is remarkably increased.
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Dual Energy Subtraction with Single Exposure by CR
L. Bacarini, G.F. Granieri and La Torre E.
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Introduction
By energy subtraction is meant a radiographic technique in which the x-ray dual energy
use allows to discriminate among objects that have different atomic numbers. The basis
of the single-shot dual-energy subtraction, which is the technique we use, is dependent
on the possibility of obtaining an energy separation of the heterocromatic spectrum
produced by a x-ray generator. The computed radiography (CR) is technologically
suitable for this kind of investigation. Under a diagnostic point of view energy
subtraction is used whenever it is necessary to remove the superimposition between
different absorption structures.

Materials and Methods
The two different energy images are stored on a system formed by two IPs (Imaging
Plate: photostim ulable phosphor detector used in CR) between which a 0.5 mm copper
(Cu) fIlter is pul The two IPs and the filter are contained in a radiographic cassette; on
the side towards the x-ray source the cassette has two markers that are needed to help
automatic superimposition during subtraction processing of the two different energy
images. The superimposition of the images, their reading and subtraction process are
performed by a CR unit (TCR 3030A, Toshiba, Japan). The images obtained with this
technique, one in which there are only soft tissues, and the other only bone structures,
are not always satisfactory both because the subtraction is seldom completed and
because they arc quite noisily.
For the above mentioned reasons the technique has been modified and a prefilter of
gadolinium (Gd) has been added at the window of the x-ray source, while the Cu filter
between the two IPs has been substituted with a tin (Sn) one. The purpose of the Gd
prefIlter is to obtain a correct energy separation of the heterocromatic x-ray beam, while
the discontinuity of the Gd absorption spectrum (called k-edge point) is correlated to the
relative position of the barium k-edge point (barium is the higher Z atom of the active
component of the IP screen). As a consequence there will be a kind of window with xrays of quite monocromatic. The substitution of the Cu filter with a Sn filter, whose kedge energy is higher, is the consequence of the energy characteristics of the Gd
prefiltered beam.
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Conclusion
The use of energy subtraction technique opens a wide field of semeiologic acquisitions
which cannot be obtained in traditional radiodiagnostics. Undoubtedly image
diagnostics will revalue the influence of traditional techniques that are easy to do, of the
use of non extremely sophisticated equipment, of the wide range of opportunities
offered to radiographers, while the relationship between cost and benefit is quite
satisfactory .
However the negative aspects must not be left out: the quality of images is the major
problem. The Gd prefilter and Sn filter have improved the quality of images, but they
have only partly solved the problems. As a matter of fact one of the most important
cause of image quality deterioration is the noise that reduces, and sometimes even
abolishes. the perceptibility of the image information. One can intervene both on the
prefiltering. for which the present solution is the best, and on the subtraction algorithm
which, as it is today conceived, is quite rough and responsible for the noise that could
be called "elaboration noise".
A satisfactory solution has not been found yet, and the attempts to get to, follow
different trends: a) an analytical way that is the research of valid mathematical functions
to correlate the two images to subtract; b) a way that utilises the results of the research
into artificial intelligence that are called neural networks; c) the use of fractal
techniques.
The results so far obtained in pulmonary pathology are satisfactory and even if they
will to have to improve they will justify the routine use of the technique whenever
possible.
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Quality Controls by Computed Radiography (CR)
L. Bacarini
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In troduction
The quality control, in Diagnostic Radiology, has to be intended as a periodical check
of the steadiness of x-ray machine standards. It has a very important meaning in
medical imaging, considering it both as a control of the steadiness of the x-ray machine
performances with high technology and as a control of the realibity of the results, in
other words of the quality of diagnostic images.
Quality controls are, by definition, "non destructive" controls. In medical imaging there
are, nowadays, two possible methods to follow. The first one is the use of dedicated
phantoms, densitometrical measurements and measurements of the radiation emitted by
ionisation chambers; the other one can use the possibilities offered by the recent CR
technologies [1].
This paper is dedicated to the usc of CR in the field of quality controls.

Materials and methods
CR unit: TCR 3030,\ (Toshiba): He-Ne laser reader able to scan with 0.1 mm pitch,
with a 10 bit ana logic digital converter (ADC). Photostimulable phosphor detectors,
called Imaging Plate (IP) (Fuji): BaFBr: Eu'· crystals dispersed in a binder and coated
on the support, size 35 x 35 cm, able to store the radiant image for a certain period of
time. Processin g Workstation TOF 20A (Toshiba): made up of M68030
microprocessor able to display on a high resolution monitor (2048 lines) and to
process the digital images read by the CR unit. Selling phantoms: Step aluminium
wedge (15 steps), perspcx block 10 x 10 x 4 cm, lead cube 5 x 5 x 5 mm . Controlled
devices: x-ray source, anti-scattered grid, linear tomograph.
The phantom radiant image is stored in the IP as a latent image (electrons trapped in
the F-Centers), and then it is read by the Digital Readout System. The image data is
transferred as a digital image (characterised by an array of 1770 x 1770 pixels with
1024 grey levels) to the processing workstation. Our altention is addressed to the
quality control of the x-ray source (radiation field , exposure parameters), to the antiscalter grid (absorption efficiency of scalter radiation, both in quality terms and in
quantity terms, abnormal movements of the grids) and to the synchronism of the
tomographic technique. X-ray source quality controls have been effected using an
aluminium step wedge, exposing it to a x-ray beam and varying the exposure
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parameters one by one, in order to calculate each parameter (rnA, ms and kVp) [2]. The
radiation field measurements have been executed exposing the IP directly and then
calculating the densitometric profiles. To check the grids we have used a perspex block
in order to obtain a great deal of scatter
radiation. As far as the quality
•
measurement is concerned the x-ray
beam has been narrowly collimated,
which has made us quite precisely
evaluate the spatial efficiency of the
reduction of scatter radiation by means
of the grid. As far as the quantity
n.
measurement is concerned we have put
beam stop (lead cube size 5 x 5 x 5
• amm)
into the collimated x-ray beam
[3]. Its function is to SlOp the primary
radiation to be able to calculate the
scatter radiation only. The
characteristics of the tomographic
technique have been checked by an IP
exposed to the linear tomographic
movement without phantoms. Then
'"
the obtained image has been analysed
by
means of densilOmetric profiles.
b

...

...

...

Figure 1: in figure 1. you can noLice I sinusoid.llrend
of lhe densitometric profile of I moving grid whose
movement was altered because of !he releasc of ached
pin. In figure Ib you can see the profile of the ume
moving grid after the TCp;i ir of the failure.

Results

The results referred to the three
examined devices are separately
analysed.
X-ray source: The densitometric profile of the radiation field image has enabled us to
evaluate the radiation emission uniformity and to identify the heel effect. The exposure
parameters have been measured by histograms from which we were able to verify the
linear response both of the circuits and of the exposure timers.
Anti-scattered grid: The densitometric profile has been made use of as an evaluation
index of the artefacts due to the use of the grid (figure I). The histogram, calculated in
the area under the beam stop, quantifies the grid efficiency, while the direct evaluation
of the perspex phanlOm proves the grid spatial efficiency.
Tomography: As an example we have analysed the linear tomography, but the same
method can be used for all the other tomography conventional techniques. The
densilOmetric profile enables lo precisely define the relationship between the
tomographic device movement and the length and uniformity of the x-ray source.
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Digitized Film Radiography and Teleradiology versus Plain
Film Radiography: Study of Skeletal Fractures
Martel J. , Jimenez, M.D., Fernandez, M.I., Aguado F., Izquierdo C.,
Del Amo B., Martin Santos J. , Cardenas, J.L.
Hospital Universitario "Principe de Asturias", Alcala de Henares, Madrid , Spain.

L- Introduction

Conversion from conventional radiography systems 10 digital imaging
and transmission of these images has several major advantages. These
procedures provide improvement in image processing, storage, retrieval and
display. Teleradiology make possible the interpretation of radiographic images
from rural areas, subspecialty consulting, back up and ilS use in emergency
departmenlS.
Skeletal radiography accounlS for a large fraction of the total number
of plain film examinations but there is only limited experience in skeletal
applications of these techniques 1-3,5.
We want to assess the diagnostic accuracy of digitized film radiography (DFR)
and digital teleradiology ( DT ) for detecting bone fractures.
2,-Methods and Materials
Case selection,- 290 single radiographs from 124 patienlS with and 49
without bone fractures were collected over a 3-month period, The patienlS ranged
from 2 years to 83 years in age (mean, 27.9 year ), Radiographs chosen
represented a wide variety of bone fractures. 34 of them were classified as
subtle fractures. Clinical data, additional imaging modalities, follow-up
examinations, and the consensus of three non observers (two radiologislS and
one orthopedic surgeon) were used 10 confirm the diagnosis.
The Teleradiology System,- The 290 radiographic examinations
were laser- digitized at a spot size of 135~, a contrast resolution of 12
bilS, and a spatial resolution of 2,88 line pairs per millimeter ( Dis-lOOO,
Lumysis Inc,), The digitized images were transmitted via standard telephone line
between our hospital and "Virgen del Val" hospital, which were located ten
kilometers apart The telephone line has a transmission rate of 19200 bytes
of information per second, Data compression techniques were used to improve
image transfer rate. Factors of three and six provide transmission times
ranged from 45 seconds 10 4 minutes and 20 seconds (mean, 2'25").
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Both, digitized images and transmitted images were viewed on a
12S0x1024xS bits monitor with image manipulation functions (magnification,
brightness-contrast, inverse imaging).
I nterpr etation.- The conventional radiography, the digitized film
radiography and the digital teleradiology images were reviewed by three experienced
radiologists (one of them has a special dedication to skeletal radiology). Each
radiologist waited twelve weeks between reading original radiographs, digitized
images and transmitted images. Clinical information was avoided.
Data Ana lysis.- Receiver operating charac teristic ( ROC) analysis was
performed. To calculate the statistical significance between the ROC curves,
we used a z-scored test of the difference between the areas under the ROC
curves.

3 .. R esnits

DIgitized
W
96.1
93.5
92.4
95 .1

Convenuonal
W
SEw
96. 1
0.019
94.5
0 .019
94.S
0.019
95. 1
O.OIJ

Reader I
Reader 2
Reader 3
Mean

SEw
0.021
0.QJ5
0.D25
0.013

Transmitted
SEw
W
0.QJ5
97.2
93.S
0.020
93.0
0.019
94.6
0.01 I

No significant differences were fo und nor among readers nor between the
techniques for detection of bone fracture.
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4:~CQnclusiQD

DFR and DT could play an important role in the management of patients
with bone fractures, General advantages of these techniques are :
- Interpretation of radiographic images from people who reside in healthundeserved rural areas,
- Images are quickly available in the emergency rooms,
- Transmitted images can be used in treatment planning. definitive diagnosis.
subspeciality consulting and back up,
- Potential operational improvements are offered by digital radiology,
- Teleradiology unit can be connected to PACS,
Further studies are necessary in order to determinate whether DFR and DT
might be applicable for special fracture screening (i,e, subtle fracturcs4 • cervical
spine fractures 6 )
s.~
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Digital Images of Normal Chest: Computed Radiography,
Digitized Film Screen and Teleradiology versus
Conventional Image
M.D. Montero Rey, C. Alvarez Sanz, F Aguado Bustos,
M.A. Cruz Diaz, E. Fraile Moreno, J. Escribano Vera,
J. Martin Santos,
Department of Radiology, Hospital University "Principe de Asturias",
Alcala de Henares, Madrid, Spain

I - INTRODUCTlON,With the advent of computed radiographic system, there is a need to
determine the diagnostic quality of digital images as compared to traditional analog
film.
Chest radiographs constitute 40% of conventional radiographs in most
departments, and require high spatial resolution and contrast sensitivity across a wide
dynamic range to the diagnosis of the chest disease.
The screen film chest radiography has a high sensitivity, about of 95% ,
and is at the moment, despite an increasing availability of more sophisticated crosssectional imaging techniques ,the better technique to chest studies because of its
simplicity, effectiveness and wide availability. However, on screen --film chest, the
mediastinum is an area of low optical density that is often inadequately visualized.
There are several forms of digital imaging which potential advantages
include dose reduction, electronic image transfer and archive, image manipulation,
wide dynamic range and high potential contrast resolution. The virtual elimination
of exposure errors ought to help improve every day chest imaging.
However there is relatively little experience utilizing digital imaging
techniques for conventional radiography.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we evaluate two types of
digital systems: storage phosphor and film -- digitized and we compare both with
conventional film screcn. Second, we evaluate the chest radiography before and after
of its teletansmission.
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2 - MATERIAL AND METHODS.One hundred patients with normal chest radiography were selected from a
population of outpatients. Fifty radiographs were obtained with computed
radiography, and other fifty with conventional system. The fifty normal chest
radiography obtained with conventional system, were digitized and after
teletransmitted by standar telephone line.
The computed radiographs were obtained with a Philips Computer
Radiography (p.C.R.) . The casseues used for chest examinations were of 35x43 cm
and the image was evaluated in hard copy of 21.5x 17.5 cm with two images: one
was simulating a conventional film screen and one was contrast enhanced using
unsharp masking. The spatial resolution was 2.5 pI / mm .
To obtained the digitized film a laser film digitizer was used with size
matrix: 2048x2048 , spatial resolution : 3584 pixels /line and contrast resolution:
12 bits.
Teletransmission was made with a teleradiology system
trelephone line, with 5 km between both places.

by standar

The digitized and teletransmilled images were displayed on the high
resolution monitors.
Four sets of 50 posteroanterior chest radiographs each one, conventional,
Computed Radiography (C.R.), digitized and teletransmitted film, were interpreted by
three radiologists. A study questionnaire listed fourteen anatomical thoracic
structures, located in mediastinum,lung and thoracic wall. Each reader was asked to
decide if each structure was present or absent. C.R. and conventional images, were
evaluated in hard copy and conventional film respectively. Digitized and transmitted
images, were evaluated in video display. The readers were permited lO manipulate any
of the video controls ( window width, zoom ... )
A lOtal of 8.400 observations was made. The data from four sets of images
were analizated with the Chi-Square analysis, with a confidence level of 95-99 % (
p< 0.05 - p< 0.001 )
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3 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .An ideal image receptor for chest radiography should be highly sensitive to
radiation ( speed) and respond to a wide range of exposures ( wide latitude) . Even
though conventional screen-film systems provide excellent spatial resolution and
sensitivity, the requirement of wide latitude can not be met without sacrifice of
contrast. Conventional chest radiography is also limitted by sCalter, particularly
in the mediastinum. Research in digital radiography of the chest has been proceeding
on several fronts during the past few years, and there is a good evidence that some
limitations of screen-film radiography can be eradicated or at leas t diminished by
digital techniques.
We found considerable improvement, with difference statistically
significative. in the visibility of normal anatomical structures in mediastinum ,
retrocardiac area and ribs, both C.R. and digitized and teletransmiucd films.
Results such as these in dig itized and teletransmilled film, raise questions
regarding the possible contribution to diagnostic accuracy of interactive video
manipulation.
Although the transmitted image was of lower quality than digitized image,
it was, in general beller than conventional image.
In our opinion, all chest images obtained with digital systems, are in
genctral , similars than conventional film, and beller than it, for mediastinal
slnlctures, retrocardiac area and ribs visualization.

S.-CONCLUSION .Digital systems is an alternative approach that provides the optional
benefits of digital radiography such as consistent image quality, image processing,
and digital archive. However, is of particular imporlance, the issue of cost and must
be considered when evaluating options.

Radiology Computer Management Systems: A British
Experience
Mr. PG. Willets, Divisional Manager Radiology and
Mr. D. Gallagher, Superintendent Radiographer
South Tees Acute Hospitals NHS Trust, Cleveland, England

1 Introduction
South Tees Acute Hospitals NHS Trust is one of the largest Trusts in the
UK. Serving the population of Teesside and East Cleveland on the NorthEast coast of England it provides a number of Regional and Sub-Regional
specialties and prides itself on providing a high quality service at the
leading edge of healthcare.
The Division of Radiology has Departments on six hospital sites
geographically separated by upto twenty miles. These range from single
rooms in the four Community Hospitals to the larger Middlesbrough
General and South Cleveland Hospitals, the lalter housing state-of-the-art
CT and MRI.
164,000 examinations are undertaken annually using the most
comprehensive range of imaging equipment in the North Regional Health
Authority.

2 The System
2.1 Application Software All of the Departments use the "Radwise"
Computer Radiology Management System .
2.2 Hardware The system operates on an IBM RS6000 using RISC 6000
system. The operating system is AIX, an IBM UNIX derivitive. The
system has 55 terminals/PCs, 7 laser printers and 11 dot matrix
printers. This was chosen as it is multitasking , multiuser environment
and ideally suited to the needs of the Department.
2.3 Network The system is linked Trustwide on a Case 6000 LAN and DX
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WAN network. Within the main sites the link is fibreoptic with a
Mercury link between sites.
Radwise is a comprehensive system encompassing several modules
including appointments, patient registration, archiving of radiologists'
reports, film tracing and adhoc enquiry.
Installation began in July 1992 with all sites being active by March
1993. By April 1994 the first financial year of data was recorded and
it is on the experience of this year that this presentation is based.

3 Applications
3.1 Contracting The system has been used to monitor activity against
contracts. In the reformed NHS where General Practitioners in
primary care are encouraged to manage their own budgets it is critical
that the activity of individual practices and clinicians is recorded
accurately and essential that this data may be quickly retrieved and
manipulated . With its user-friendly and extremely flexible adhoc
enquiry facility Radwise has provided a powerful tool to enable such
detailed monitoring.
3.2 Internal Service Agreements Within the Trust the system has been
used to help establish agreed levels of service between Radiology
and other specialties such as Medicine and Surgery. It now has a
major role to play in the monitoring of activity at specialty, subspecialty and ward and/or consultant levels.
3.3 Audit It is proving an invaluable tool for clinical audit. For example , it
is used to collect data to measure the effectiveness of radiographers
in marking abnormalities on radiographs in the Accident and
Emergency Department - the "Red Dot" system.

4 Demographic Data and Radiology Records
On an operational level the system allows access to patient's reports,
appointment diaries and demographic information from any terminal in
any Department, greatly enhancing the ability of all staff to answer patient
related queries.

5 Direct Links to other Systems
Links to the Accid ent and Emergency Department and Patient
Administration System to transfer demographic information provide the
dual benefits of increasing speed of data input and avoiding the necessity
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for patients to repeat this information.

6 Future Development
6.1 GP Access A modem link facility allows General Practitioners in the
community to access the Trusts network. GPs can then gain access to
the Radiology system initially to read Radiology reports and view
patient appointments.
6.2 Single Site Planning - Centralisation of Services The Trust is
currently planning for a single-site hospital to provide unrivalled
health care facilities by expanding the South Cleveland site
to accommdate that work carried out at MGH and NRI. Radwise is
proving an invaluable tool in the task of calculating the size of the
Radiology Department in this exciting venture. As momentum
increases towards to the Single Site, the advantages of the computer
system to aid strategic planning are becoming increasingly apparent.

7 Conclusion
Having used the system for over eighteeen months we feel it has become
indispensable. We are still on a leaming curve. The systems' flexibility
and our desire for continual development of it as we meet the challenges
of the changing healthcare environment, suggest that the learning
process is far from complete.

RADIMAM.AD: An Ergonomic Software Package for
Archiving and Digital Treatment of Breast X-Rays in
High Resolution
Pablo Garcia-Rodriguez, Lorenzo G6mez, A. Casas, J.M. L6pez,
E. Cernadas and C.G. Veiga
Laboratorio de Imagen Digital, Dplo. de Electr6nica y Computaci6n,
Facullad de Fisica, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, Spain

Juan J. Vidal
Dpto. de Radiologia, Facultad de Medicina and Hospital General de Galicia
Universidad de Santiago de Composlela, Spain

L INTRODUCTION
Conventional film-based mammography or xeroradiography is, and will
probably be for some time, the only imaging technique capable of detecting
clinically occult breast cancer, (3), etc. Due to the lack of the human eye to obtain
all the information presents in a X-ray film, the low contrast of the mammographic
image and the fact that 8n improvement on the qua lity of the image would
correspond with impro vements in diagnostic and detection of breast enneer, two
spec ific systems for archiving and digital treatment of breast X-ray s have been
implemented. These kinds of systems have more advantages over conventional film
rudiogruphy in image archiving, transmission, processing and display, (I), (2), etc.
There are some disadvantages for the se systems. For in stance, digital X-ray systems
require complicated hardware. Furthermore, for the radiologist, these system s arc
unfamiliar and more complex . To overcome thi s, a software package has been
developed to be as ergonomic as possible , making it easy to usc after a short period
of learning assuming no prior knowledge of computing.

n. HARDWARE
'rhe package has been carried out on two PC-based general purpose digital
image processors, to which adequate peripherals ha ve been added to simplify X-ray
handling. The spatial resolution for the first system (Microm-Kontron IMCG_ IO) is
5 12x512 pixels with 8 bits of depth, which is found satisfactory for improve many
radiological signs. The second system (Microm-Kontron IMCG_500) has a spatial
resolution of 1024, 1024 pixels with 8 bits of depth, which is found very satisfactory
if the X-ray input devices are of adequate precision, but it is possible to upgrade to
2048,2048 pixels of 8 bits or more.

m.

DESCRIPI1.0N OF THE SOFfWARE PACKAGE
On the control monitor several screens with windows and pull-down menus
with different options ha ve been deve loped (fig. I ). There are three basic operating
modules with submodules. They arc the Input/Output module, whic h includes
sUboptions with capture/recovery and digital output/archiving (these including
independent screens for patients data); Radiological Signs (this block contains
mammographic processing techniques , both classical and of very recent conception
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(4), whose aim is to enhance the informati on in the mammogram); and Utilities
(under this heading several utilities fall such as pseudocoiors, labell ing,
measurements, etc).
Furthermore, in the lower part of the sc reen (fig.l ). there arc three basic
functions, zoom, false-color and inversion, which appear on the right hand side. In
the left hand side is where each of ten mammograms, which can be displayed on the
TV monitor, are selected.
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Fig.l.- A Window of abc RADlMAMAD
The area between the upper and lower parts of the screen has been used to
give information about the use of the option selected as we ll as the names of the
patients corresponding to the fi ve mammograms selected. In this arca the different
windows of the options of the upper menu are superimposed.
All the information required to use the system is provided at the appropriate
time . Also, a mouse is possible to use to simplify its operati on for the radiologist.
In this way the doctor is there to diagnose and would not need to spend lots of
hislher time consulting instruction manuals.
REFERENCES
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Digital Imaging of the Breast
M T Nelson, MO., EL. Elvecrog, MO., MG. Lechner, MO. ,
J.L. Halverson, MO.
Park Nicollet Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN 55415

Purpose:
A new CCD (Charge Couple Device)
camera has been used to digitize breast
images for both stereotactic biopsy and also
diagnostic workup of microcalcifications and
breast masses.
The CCD camera is based on
1024 x 1024 pixel format full frame, front
illuminated an directly coupled to an x-ray
intensi£ying screen via a 2-inch £iber optic

reducer.
The CCD is cooled to -10°C and is
digitized in slow scan, double sampling mode
at 500k pixels per second with 12 bit contrast
resolution.
X-ray images acquired with the
system are processed and displayed on a high
resolution monitor within 20 seconds after
x-ray

exposure~

Materials, Methods, Procedures:
100 women who
underwent additional workup for mammographic
abnormalities were also worked up with (DSMM)
Digital Spot Magnification Mammography.
A
panel of three mammographers interpreted the
results.
Using the digital exams, would you
interpret microcalcifications and soft tissue
masses as benign,

malignant or indeterminate.

If indeterminate, would you observe (6 months)
or biopsy the lesions.
Pathology correlat~on
is compared with these results.
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Results:
DSMM (Digital Spot Magnification
Mammography) - the advantages of this technique are £ast, real - time £ilmless imaging
with better detectability of low contrast
lesions and micracalcifications.
The patient
dose is decreased.
Examples of breast phantom
as well as breast pathology will be presented
using the DSMM technique .
Conclusion:
DSMM shortens stereotactic biopsy
time by 50/. and also may have a role in the
diagnostic workup of breast masses and microcalcifications.

Experiences in Use of a Departmental Information System
(Pacs/Ris) in Radiology, Assistance & Education Management
Antonio Orlacchio, Domenico Lupoi, Raimondo Chiusano and
Giovanni Simonetti
Institute of Radiology, Unive rsity ''Tor Vergata" - S. Eugenio Hospital, Rome, Italy

Fabrizio Cantoni, Gi6 Dal Negro and Nicola Zuccato
Sanitaria Scaligera S.pA - Verona 1 3M Italy - Milano, Italy

INTRODUCTION
The worst problems that plague Italian diagnostic imaging departments,
even those wilh a well -organized storage system, consist on troublesome loss of
lime for retrieval of past rad iograms ad sometimes their loss '. The great quantity of
paperwork and the need for fast retrieval of the same image from differe nt places
have brought the need for co mputer-based Picture Archival and Communication
Systems (PACS)2-3. "Text-based" patient care (as patient reception and record
keeping, examination reporting,typing and checking) is another source of problem4.
LineaFILE, created by Sanitaria Scaligera SpA (Verona-Italy) and developed with
th e help of Radiologi cal Department of "Tor Vergata" University (Rome-Italy), is

an information system conceived to join a Radiological Information System with
those of a departmental PACS. Its installation in our department also achieved the
goal to reunite the two branches of Imaging Diagnostics, located in two separate
buildings, into a single Information Network.

ADVANTAGES
[nstallation of the LineaFILE PACSIRIS resulted in overall productivity
e nhancement throughout all the structure:
A) GENERAL MANAGEMENT
- Computer-assisted patien t reception and automatic examination booking.
- Daily workload planning, divided by section
- Fast a nd easy reportin g (free text , decision-tree and voice-sampling)
B) DATAARCH1VAL
- Alphanumeric Data - Patient folder,Examination folder, report
- Digital storage of cl in ical data and medical images (radiograms and di gitized
film)
C) INTERCOMMUNlCAT[ON
- Inter - LAN and remote text/voice mail
- Remote trasmi ss ion of medical images (teleconference)

- Teleconsulting
D) RESEARCH & EDUCATION
- Patient Data/Examination Data search by keyword
- Statistical studies (no time lim it on alphanumeric data ; 2-year tim e limit for

images)
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second ; however, the practical transfer rate is much lower, about 3 Mb/s - sufficient
anyway for OUf needs, since a typical image gets transferred along the net in little

more than half a second. Installation of a fiber-optic backbone in the near future is
expected to close the gap between tearical and practical transfer rate. Installation of
a half-mile-long, high-speed, low anenualion trunk line connected La signal
amplifiers and reconditioners allowed us to reunite our two departmens under a
single net, extending well over the specification limits for EtherNet - total network
extension is now little more than two kilometers - about a mile and a half. Data
transmitted on the network arc infonnation packages whose alphanumeric part gets
stored on the 2 Gb disk array , while image data is stored on the HP Jukeboxes. Online image capacity is about 320.000 images, or about two years' worth of images.
The system, however, keeps track of the physical volume on which each image is
stored, asking for off-line volumes to be put online if requested. Search time is
under a second, for a database which, at the time of this writing, included more than
25.000 patient records and 40.000 examination records.
Actual data storage is expected to be enough to keep online tcn years'

worth of patient data. The entire Local Area Network already has remote-link
capability, and will allow data to bc exchanged through analog modems or via
ISDN gateway.
Slides production for educational purposes has been significantly speeded
up by connecting a Polaroid CI-5000S Film Recorder to one of the image
consulting nodes, enabling this node to produce high-quality true-color slides with
4096x4096 resolution, getting images and patient data directly from the
information network.

FUTURE UPGRADES
New perspective are:A) Remote Teleconferencing; b) Built-In Speech
Recognition; c) Operating Room Connection; d) Hospital Information System.
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- Production of 35mm dia film
- Separate educational databases for keeping data about the most interesting clinical
cases
Such a versatile and sophisticated system allows all activities in our
departments: assistential, administrative and research; cautions have been taken to

avoid the possibility that a system breakdown could stop work in a department
until a specialized tcchinician put the system back on-line. However in OUf two
years experience the system didn ' t develop unsoluble problems for our personnel
thank to the possibility to update system management software and solve problems
remotely, from computer to computer, reducing machine down times and avoiding
the need for most technical assistance calls. The main obstacle we met was our
personnel inadeguade computer competence, this caused as a large percentage of
problems during initial system start-up. However, we tried to overcome this

difficulties by instructing personnel step by step, starting with their specific
competencies and adding general computer technology tips, until reaching full
working autonomy5 The most useful single feature of the system is without doubt
the automated reporting system, i.e. the option of determinining pathologies using
a preset but modifiable decision tree. Linking preset - but still modifiablephraseology to each single pathology reduces reporting time to near-zero while
labelling univocally each pathology, allowing fast and complete statistical
searches.Report text is produced during pathology definition using a few clicks of
the mouse, so the typists' task becomes that of simply completing and formatting
the text. Images may also be marked during examination, for fast retrieval of
relevant cases.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system we are experimenting includes, as of today:

·9 Image Acquisition Nodes, connected to CT, DSA, ultrasound and Color-Doppler
for acquiring image data directly from the imaging modalities;
·2 Film Scanning Nodes, connected to 4096x4096, 12-bit X-Ray film scanners,
for the purpose of digiti zing standard x-ray film;
·4 Reporting nodes, for image reporting;

·3 Consulting Nodes, for image display, study, and processing;
·2 stations for alpha-numeric data input and exam booking & scheduling;
·2 stations for 35mm hard-copy to product slides.
A new connection, by ISDN link, with a remote station located in
Department of Radiology of "Fatebenefratelli" - Isola Tiberina Hospital.
Radiologist of both hospitals can be consulted easily and quickly by trasmission of
images between two locations6. Beside these, the network includes a direct
connection to the Laser Imager, three shared printers (laser and ink-jet) and two
servers, dedicated respectively to network management, with a 2-Gigabytes (Gb)
RAID disk and backup I mirroring software and hardware, and to the management of
the Optical Library, where all images get stored on twin HP17l8 Magneto-optical
Jukeboxes, for a total capacity of 20 Gb. All the stations are connected thru an
Ethernet backbone, using EtherTalk (© Apple Computers, Inc) software protocols.
This configuration allows for a teorical transfer rate of 10 Megabits (Mb) per

Subtraction of Pre- and Post-Gadolinium Enhanced MR
Images in the Evaluation of Osteomyelitis
J.M. Lewin, PB. Gunther, PO. Russ and R.F. Kilcoyne
Department of Radiology, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO

Differentiating frank osteomyelitis from overlying
cellulitis can be difficult. Various imaging techniques have
been proposed, the most promising being indium-labeled
white blood cell scintigraphy and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). Gadolinium-enhanced MRI has been
proposed as a sensitive method for the detection of
osteomyelitis (1). Combining this with fat-suppression
techniques has enhanced the visibility of lesions (2).
Questions still arise, however, when making side-by-side
readings of pre- and post-gadolinium-enhanced images.
Subtleties of marrow invasion by infection may be difficult
to distinguish from overlying soft tissue edema.
Pre- and post-contrast infection subtraction studies have
been proposed as a means of making more accurate
assessment of tumor invasion in the bone (3). We
independently made the same supposition regarding the
value of subtraction in aiding the visualization of infection
in bone. More recently, a color-addition method for creating
a color map of contrast enhancement on MR images was
published (4). In order to compare the value of both
subtraction and color-addition in the diagnosis of
osteomyelitis, we set up the following experiment:
Cases of suspected osteomyelitis were imaged on a 1.5
Tesla MR scanner. Fat suppressed Tl-weighted spin-echo
images were obtained before and after the administration of
gadolinium-DTPA. Eighty representative images from eight
patients were transferred to an independent workstation
where digital subtraction and color-addition were
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performed using custom software. Two radiologists
experienced in interpreting musculoskeletal MR images
were asked to evaluate the pre- and post-contrast images in
a side-by-side fashion at the workstation. Using a five level
scoring system (definitely no enhancement, probably no
enhancement, indeterminate, probable enhancement,
definite enhancement), each radiologist evaluated pre- and
post-contrast Tl-weighted fat saturated pairs of images for
enhancement of soft tissues and bone marrow. The
evaluations were then repeated using only the subtracted
images and, finally, the color-addition images.
As compared to side-by-side evaluation of these 80
comparison slices, subtraction increased diagnostic
confidence for at least one of the observers of soft tissue
enhancement in 25 slices and of bone marrow
enhancement in 23 slices. For the color-addition method,
observer confidence was increased in 28 and 21 slices in the
evaluation of soft tissue enhancement and bone marrow
enhancement, respectivelY.
We conclude that, although substraction or coloraddition processing improved observer confidence in some
cases, in most cases there was no improvement. Factors
that hindered the success of the processing techniques
included patient motion, inhomogeneous and inconsistent
fat-suppression, and technologist-related misregistration of
pre- and post-contrast slices.
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Computer Based Monitoring System for Monitoring Physics
Related Measurements in a Large Diagnostic Facility
Mahadevappa Mahesh, Ph.D., Kimmet B. Workman, B.S.E.E. and
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The Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Sciences,
The Johns Hopkins Hospi tal, Baltimore, MD

Introduction
The utilization of modern computing and networking capabilities to
monitor the performance of x-ray systems on a regular basis is
beneficial in terms of good patient care. In a large diagnostic facility
such as The Johns Hopkins Hospital where there are more than 100
of these units, follow-up on each of these tube on a periodic basis is
an enormous task. A computer system is currently being developed,
to provide easy access to physics related measurements. The system
will have various users such as technologists, service engineers
medical physicists, area supervisors and managers. Whenever an xray machine undergoes service or preventive maintenance,
measurements for testing exposure reproducibility, kYp calibration,
half-value layer, entrance skin exposure and other related data will be
entered into the system. These data can then be easily accessed
through the network by authorized users.
System Design
The system was designed to track any type of physics related
measurement performed on the x-ray equipment. In addition to
annual inspections performed for complying with the state and federal
regulations, periodic measurements are done after preventive
maintenance and after service performed on x-ray equipment. The
system software will enhance the accessibility to the recorded data.
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The physical organization of the radiology department at The Johns
Hopkins Hospital is very complex. The imaging equipment is
distributed throughout the inpatient and outpatient facilities of the
hospital in
several sub-divisions such as general radiology,
neuroradiology, pediatric radiology, and cardiac catheterization
laboratories. Currently each of the locations is linked through the
radiology network. The equipment service software is on the same
network . After each preventive maintenance or service activity, a
Quality Assurance technologist from the Physics and Engineering
Services group performs QA tests and reports the data at terminals
on the network. This enables the medical physicist, the area
supervisor and the manager to monitor the performance of the
equipment.
Hardware and Software
The hardware consists of NetFrame 400 super server running Novell
3.11 (Novell Network System, Novell Inc., Utah). The network is
installed and supporting all of our equipment service activities and
applications. The network stations have varying components ranging
from IBM PC model 5150's (the originals) through 66 MHz 80486
(Gateway 2000 4DX2-66V) and Pentium (Gateway P5-60) systems.
The software for the database was developed in Clipper, versions
Summer 87 to 5.02B, using the program editor (PE.EXE) which is
part of WordPerfect Office for DOS . The network library is NetLib
from Pinnacle Publishing, Inc. and the communications library is
CommTools, also from Pinnacle Publishing, Inc.
Conclusions
The basic design of the software allows tracking of measurements
done on all types of x-ray equipment.
This software is
complementary to the existing equipment service activity reporting
software running on the same network. The utilization of the system
is in a relatively early stage. Additional applications of the software
are being investigated which will be reported at future meetings.

National Teleradiology System
Thorgeir Pa/sson
Department 01 Phys ics and Medical Engineering, Univers ity Hos pital 01 Iceland
Reykjavik, Iceland

Asmundur Brekkan
Department 01 Radiology, Univers ity Hospital of Iceland, Reykjavik, Icela nd

Health care system and Teleradiology
The Icelandic health care system is based upon primary health care centers and
general family practitioners. These institutions are linked to hospitals of various
levels but four hospitals and one private institution provide radiology service. The
University Hospital and the Directorate General of Health (part of Ministry of
Health) have developed a plan to established a Teleradiology service to the remote
hospitals, which have no permanent radiological service, and also to some primary
health care centers. At least 5 institutions will be connected this year and another 10
next year. The purpose is to provide specialist service to clinicians in remote health
care institutions using one coherent country-wide network.
These institutions are chosen according to extent of their service and examinations
and geographical location. The University Hospital and one remote hospital (in
Akureyri) will act as receivers and in fact any institution can be connected for this
service.
This plan is a result of a Teleradiology project that has been in operation for the last
two years.

Communication Technology
Public communication system will be used and communication media that are
suitable for each location according to speed and cost. Mainly it will be chosen
between two methods according to data flow and load :
1. Network using TCP/IP protocol providing Ethernet connection between
institutions with present transfer speed of 64 kb/s to 2 Mb/s.
2. Modem connection, leased lines and dial-up connection. Speed up to 28.8 kb/s.
These connections will be transparent to the user.
Other types of methods like ISDN are prepared for 1995.

Image Quality
Most of the institutions can be expected to perform all general X-ray examinations
and therefore film scanning equipment has to be prepared for that. 1t has been found
adequate to digitize film with 2000 X 2000 X 12 bits 1.2 However bearing in mind
that laser film hard-copier go to 4000 X 5000 X 12 bits, then it may be expected that
film digitizers for X-ray films may need to have resolution in the extent of 4000
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pixels and 12 bits grey scale. This applies especially if digital Teleradiology is going
to be utilised both as a diagnostic and as a consulting tool and totally replacing the
film'.
It is our conclusion that no compromise can be made in terms of image quality in the
film digitization. Since film scanners commercially available were found to be
insuffcient even for small hospitals when considering the price versus image quality,
it was decided to design a film scanner with high image quality and a more
affordable price. This has been a joint project with the University of Iceland and a
local company, both which have considerable experience with CCD cameras. This is
done to provide better service to the hospitals and being able to respond better to
changing technology. In the film scanner under development, image quality can go
up to SOOO X 6000 X 12 bits, but lower resolution can be chosen mainly to
compromise data amount to existing computer and communication technology. Scan
time will be in the medium range, < 1 min.
To ensure high data throughput on the network, various image compression methods
are being utilized.

Standard data format
Available data formats are used according to standards in medical imaging, like
DICOM and Papyrus, and common in computer graphics, like TIFF. This to ensure
that institutions can use different viewing software and also that images can be sent
or received from elsewhere for further consultations.

Telemedicine service
Each sending hospital will have simple software for image viewing and transfer (inhouse designed). The receiving hospital can use divers software (like OSIRIS)
provided that it can accept standard image format.
The receiving station in the University Hospital is connected to the hospital network
so images can be sent to clinicians, after radiologist review, providing better service
to remote hospitals by direct contact with the specialist.
This National Teleradiology network provides arrangement for other forms of
Telemedicine service which are under development and is being formulated as a
National Healthnet.
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L- INTRODUCTION
Unsharp masking technique , wide ly used for image edges enhancement, consists in
simulating a high-pass filter by subtracting to the original image a smoothed
version. It is a standard feature of many modem digital rudiography apparatuses, and
in this context is particularly useful for clinical interpretation of breast radiographs .
Although recent impro vements have reduced the noise problem inherent in the
enhancement of high frequencies, and allow se lective edge enhancement and greatcr
contrast (I), the mask parameters have in all cases been dctcnnined by trial and error
using subjective criteria andlor subsequent R.O.C. va lidation. In thi s communication
we report steps towards the objective calcu1n.tion of optima l parameters ensuring
maximum edge enhancement and dynamic range while retaining low-frequency
image structure and minimiz ing noisc.
ll. THE GENERALIZED UNSHARP MASKING FILTER
Thc standard unsharp ma sking fi lter effects the transfonnation
Iocrr(x, z) = Ka Ii (x, z)

-

K, ISl (x, z)

[ 1]

where Ii and l OUT are respectively the input and output images, 1' 1 is the smoothed
image and ko and k] are real constants.
This filter can be generalized to invol ve a finite number of smoothing images:
N

Iocrr(X, z ) = KaIi (x, z)

-

} ' KiISi (x , z )

t=f

[2]

In this paper, as in pre vious work(l), we limit our attention to the case N=2. The
smoothed images arc obtained by convo lution of the input image with the masking
function h;(p,q) , where h; is a simple two-dimensional square pulse masks of the
form
hi (p, q)

={~

Ipl <~i

Y

Iql< ~i

otherwise

i= 1,2 and Li is a real co nstant.
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lU.- CALCULUS OF THE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCfION
To calculate de m.Ll'. of the filter we tran slate to the fourier domain

[4]
where

h(x, z ) = k o& (p-x, q-z) - k ,h, (p-x, q-z)
- k2h2 (p-x, q-z)

[ 5]

and results
.

L1

.

L1

Sln-u Sln-v
2
2
IH ( u, v) 1= k o-4k,
u
. L2
Sl n - u
-4 k 2
2
u

[6 ]

v

IV.- CONDITIONS ON THE PARAMETERS 1<, AND I;
The parameter ko is fixed equal to unity by imposing the condition that , in
order to Hvoid loss of dynamic range and distortion , the gain of th e filter should be
unity at frequencie s above c ut-off. The values of the Lj must be found empirically
(though not necessarily by trial and error), because they depend on the de sired
cut-off frequencie s, i.e. on whether the edges to be enhanced are coarse or fine ,
wh ich ones may be le ss than the maximum spacial frequenc y of the original image ,
the breast mammography in our case ~ specifically, since the cUl-offs for this purpose
be taken as the first zeros of the sinc functions in equation[61 , their relationship with

the L; is given by
2mt
Li

i=1,2

nEI

[ 7]

Once the Lj ha ve been dec ided on, the va lues o f the kj arc constrained by
impo sing the condition that , since the unsharp masking filter is a fonn of high-pass
filter, the ga in of the filter should be zero for a constant signal :

[8]
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Introduction
The Nordic countries are sparsely populated, yet they have good governmental
and communal health care systems. They have developed modern telecommunication
networks both on national and international levels.
The academic hospitals in the Nordic countries have established comprehensive
knowledge and experience in the various fields of medicine. Because level and range
of expertise can vary between institutions, situation comes up where specialists in
one institution want to discuss and get consultation on a clinical case or a single
examination. These institutions can also consult and give necessary specialist service
to smaller and remote health care institutions.

There are over 18 major University hospitals in the 5 Nordic countries and the
number of academic institutions can be estimated to be double that figure . By
connecting all those institution together by communication network, a
comprehensive service can be established with better exchange of clinical
information. Such an arrangement may be called Telemedicine service.

Model for consultation network
Considerable experience has been gained in Teleradiology, one form of Telemedicine service, in the Nordic countries. The need for effective data transmission
systems in modern medicine calls for easy access to open systems. The possibility
and the feasibility of using a world widespread computer network system, called
Internet, for Telemedicine purposes between the Nordic countries is being
investigated. The Nordic part of Internet is called NORDUnet (NORDic University
Network) .. The Nordic consultation network can provide a general system in which
all major institutions can be connected and thereby providing quick and more cost
effective service which will strengthen the expertise on all levels, especially in the
smaller institutions.
A Teleradiology consultation system has been tested between the University
Hospital of Iceland and Oulu University Central Hospital in Oulu, Finland, using
Internet. The departments of radiology have connected their computer networks to
Internet and arc testing automated image transfer to and from the Internet gateway.
These institutions with the University ofTromso, Norway, have in a recent study
sent a number of radiological cases to test the feasibility of this service.
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On using open network
Because this network is very open, personal information as text has to encrypted
but not the images. This applies both to requests and reports.
Hospital networks needs to be protected from intruders. User access from
NORDUnet to hospital network will be restricted by use of secure gateways. Further
limitation of access is to have Teleradiology workstations not connected to hospital
network and transfer data instead on a high capacity medium, like optical disks.
Because public telecommunication system is used, the transfer speed can vary.
Presently most links are running at 64 kb/s or higher. But low speed links also
exists. Improvement will gradually remove these limitations. Our experience
suggest that 64 kb/s can be sufficient for batch mode transmission.

Functional considerations
Openness is a large issue and the use of general or standardized file format for
medical images is important. The use the DICOM standard and the PAPYRUS file
format (University Hospital in Geneva) is under testing. ASCII is used for text
files. To ensure high data throughput, data compression is necessary. In our project
both lossless and lossy methods have been tested. We have used the standard JPEG
compression with compression rate of 10: 1 both in tomograms (MRI and CT) and
also cconventional X-rays without visible loss in image quality.

Conclusion
The need for effective data transmission systems in modern medicine calls for easy
access to open systems. The NORDUnet (and its parent, Internet) can provide easy
and cost effective transmission between high-speed local or proprietary networks.
The use of NORDUnet for Teleradiological purposes is being further investigated so
permanent service can be established.
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Demonstrations

Anatomical Modeling from CT Scan Data
Scott Metzger and John C. Noel
Zmode Corporation, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Overview
There are four basic steps in generating a physical model from CT data. The first
step is the CT scan. There are various protocols required to facilitate the best data

acquisition for the model. The second step is delineating a subset of the CT data
which will descri be the model itself. This step is referred to as segmentation of the
data. The data is then translated the into a rapid prototyping format and fabricated.
Data Acquisition
The data for the model can come from a wide variety of CT scanners. For the
best results strict protocols must be followed to ensure the best possible data to work
with . A key procedure in these protocols is the use of a plastic rod attached to the
patient. This rod is included in the scan to ensure that the patient has not moved
during the exam and also ensures proper calibration.
Segmentation
Some traditional approaches to anatomical modeling involve digitally tracing
contours off the screen rather than use the actual CT values. These traced contours

are really an interpretation of the CT data just as medical illustrations are. This
phase is much less subjective when powerful segmentation tool s are used to
delineate the data. With segmentation tools such as thresholding and standard
deviations, a technician identifies the three dimensional reg ion of data to describe

the model. This is done slice by slice through the whole CT exam after which the
slices are reconstructed into a three dimensional object. The reconstruction step also

interpolates between the slices. This interpolation "fills in the gaps" between the
slices which will ultimately produce a smoother model. Otherwise, the model
would have a not iceable "stair step" effect whi ch is not represen tative of the true
anatomy it is describing . Past alternatives have involved smoothing th e models by
hand . Segmentation is one of the most important steps because thi s is where th e

data which defines the model.
Data Translation
For the model to be fabricated , the machine which processes the mode l must be
able to interpret the 3D CT data. What we are translating the data from is re ferred
to as raster data. Raster data can represent a picture such as a photograph or in thi s
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case a CT scan. This raster data is translated to point and vector data. Point and

vector data has been used to represent engineering prototypes using Computer Aided
Design (CAD) from simple parts to complex assemblies. This translation is the last
step to bring the technology of CT scans to the power of rapid prototyping which, to
this point has only been available to the engineering community. This translation
process has been entirely automated.

Rapid Prototyping Techniques
Since the inception of computer milling. th e Computer Aided Manufacturing

(CAM) industry has come out with many techniques to produce models. These
Variou$ rapid prototyping
techniques are referred to as Rapid Prototyping.
technologies evolved to facilitate rapid, accurate reproductions of CAD drawings into

a physical 3 dimensional model usually made of a plastic. Over the last three years,
we have researched many of the rapid prototyping technologies to find one best suited
for reproducing human anatomy which greatly differs from the typical CAD drawing.
We believe this technology to be that of Solid Ground Forming(SGF) . The SGF
process has the greatest accuracy espec ially when representing inte rnal features such

as the foraminal canals in bone.
The Solid Ground Forming Process
This process manufactures the models in layers. Each slice is prepared in a series
of steps. First a layer of photo-polymer is spread on the base of the table on which
the model is grown. The photo-polymer starts out in a liquid state and is hardened or
cured by a specific spectrum of light.
Once the polymer is spread on the model building table a photographic mask is
produced. This mask is made on a pane of glass with the underside of the glass
coated with mylar. The mylar allows the plate to be electrostatically charged . This
charge is applied to the glass plate in a similar manner that a laser printer applies

toner. Once the plate has been charged, a toner is applied to the glass and sticks only
to the charged portion of the surface. Now the photographic mask has been
produced.
This glass plate is now moved over the base of the modeling table where the
photo-polymer has been applied. When the plate is in position an intense ultra-violet
light is cast down through the mask onto the photo-polymer whi~h instantly hardens.
The light is turned off and the table now moves out from under the mask to a
vacuum nozzle which removes the uncured liquid polymer that was shielded by the

mask. At this point a thin layer of hardened polymer remains showing a "positive"
of the first slice of the model.
The modeling table is now moved to a liquid wax applicator which backfills the
whole region filling in the areas where the uncured polymer once was. The wax is
then hardened with a cooling plate. Once coo led, the wax and cured polymer are
milled down approximately two thousandths of an inch which levels out the who le

layer.
The table is lowered slightly and the whole process is repeated, beginning with the
applicati on o f the liquid photo-polymer. The wax serves as a supporting structure
until the mode l is completed, after which the wax is washed away with warm water.

An Interactive Computer Program on the Principles of
Nuclear Radiation to Facilitate Student Learni ng and
Self-Evaluation

G. Passmore, C. Eubig, K. Ji, KL Van Sickle and T.L. Wilson
Medical College of Georgia, Augusta. GA

This interactive program's two- fold purpose is to
teach t he basic principles of radiation and the interactions of radiation with matter . The first learning
module concentrates on the fundamental principles of
radiation physics, using the concept of energy conservat i on as the conceptual link. Objectives of the first
learning module include developing a working knowledge
of radiation, and atomic and nuclear composition in terms
of energy, stability, and decay . Additional objectives
inc l ude u t ilizing the units of activity and the parameters
of the exponential decay relationship.

Learning module two moves the student beyond the
genera l ized decay processes and into the specific modes
of decay and the interactions of these emissions with
matter, while maintaining the underlying concept of
energy conservation. Objectives of the second learning
module include describing and predicting the modes of
radioactive decay, decay schemes , and emission energies
utilizing nuclear terminology . Futher objectives include
describing the effects of the interaction of particulate
and photon radiation wi t h matter and using the paramete r s
of the exponential attenuation relationship in a healthphysics oriented laboratory simulation . Also the basic
principles of radioisotope generators, cyclotrons, and

particle accelerators are discussed and treated as graphically based simulations.
Each of the interactive learning modules in this
pr ogram utilize a pretest , stated learning objectives , an
interactive informational component, hands - on laboratory
simulations , a summation, and a post - test .

Test questions

focus on the student ' s factual recall, interpretive analyses, and problem solving abi l ities.
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The authoring sys tem for the Macintosh known as
Authoware (TM) is used to allow for a sophisticated interactive testing of s tudents. The exhibit is presented on
a Macintosh Centris (TM) computer. The ab ility of the
computer simulation to bring abstract concepts to a
concreate level greatly facilitates learning . Further
adva nt ages of compu ter based instruction a r e in its
s uita bility for indiv idualized study , its int e ractive
na ture allowing for immediate feedback, a nd its ability
t o administratively document te st results.

Total Quality Management with Portable Computer
Databases
J.N. Suojanen and E.B. Longmaid
Department of Radiological Sciences, New England Deaconess Hospital
185 Pilgrim Road, Boston , MA 02215

PURPOSE: The Joint Committee for the Accreditation of Hospitals and Care
Organizations (JCAHO) requires continuous monitoring of patient care in order to
detect deficiencies and improve quality. Certainly within a Radiology Department
this involves documenting results and complications of invasive procedures, noting
the agreements and disagreements on double readings of studies or on comparisons
of imaging study interpretations with pathologic and clinical diagnoses, as well as
recording the results of research protocols which may affect patient care. Tracking
and recording these data can be time consuming. Recently, a'd vances in
semiconductor design have resu lted in the development of powerful lightweight
pocket-sized computers which could allow a radiologist to enter information at the
"point-of-care" thus simplifying data collection [1-3]. This study was undertaken to
determine if simple databases on a palmtop PC or personal digital assistant (PDA)
could successfully monitor various quality assurance and quality improvement
activities within a section of an academic radiology practice.
METHODS: A Hewlett-Packard 95LX™ with a proprietary database program and
Lotus 123 T M (v 2.2) was used to collect and sort patient data within the
Neuroradiology section for 18 months; an Apple Newton Message Pad™ was
used for 3 months. Pertinent data on patients undergoing invasive procedures,
presented in conferences, or enrolled in research protocols were tracked. Double
readings of imaging procedures, and pathologic correlations with imaging
interpretations were similarly followed. The data from the procedures were
correlated with patient billing data to determine if any records were lost or not
recorded.
RESULTS: The portable computerized database permitted easy "point of care" data
entrY. Cross-checking with patient billing for procedures performed revealed no
loss of patient data (216 total cases). All data were readily retrievable and downloaded to desk top PC's for permanent storage, statistical analysis , and preparation
of reports for departmental review.
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CONCLUSION: Pocket-sized computers offer an easy and accurate method for
recording and monitoring total quality assurance and improvement activities within
a radiology department[2]. With further technical advancements, these computers
should offer means to make billing and scheduling more efficient as well.
REFERENCES:
I.
Cordell WH, Peak DE. The palmtop computer: medicine's new "peripheral
brain". M.D. Computing 1992;9(4):264-268.
2.
Kurland R, Woodruff W, Sedor-Edmeads M. MRI statistics and case
retrieval with a PC database. In: Brody WR, Johnston OS, eds. Computer
applications to assist radiology. Symposia Foundation, 1992: 259-264.
3.
Rootenberg JD. Computer-based patient records: the next generation of
medicine? Journal of the American Medical Association 1992;267(1): 168-169.

Computer Segmentation of Complex 3D Structures for
Holographic Visualization
Justin D. Pearlman and Michael Chuang
Department of Radiology, Beth Israel Hospital , Boston, MA 02215
Raymond A. Schulz and Gary Geil
Voxel Corporation, Laguna Hills, CA 92653

Introduction
Three-d imen sional vis ualization of complicated s tructures can aid in
medical diagnosis, teaching and explanations to pa tients. Magnetic
reso nance imaging (MRI) allows non-invasive imaging of complicated
s tructures. H owever, s imple, intuitive presentation of MR d ata ca n be
difficult due to the vast amount of information tha t is gained from a
comprehensive session using fast imaging methods such as turboFLASH or
ech o-plana r imagin g. (Sim il ar difficu lties can arise with o the r fas t
ima ging me thods.) We have selected the human coronary a rteries as
examples of complicated s tructures with fine d etail tha t are well-presented
as (3~) holograms.
Methods
Stacks of contiguous thin cross-sectional slices covering the entire hearts
of normal volunteers were acquired on a Siemens 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner
(Sie mens Med ica l Systems, Erlangen, Germany) us ing a seg mented
turbo FLASH sequence. Imaging parameters were: TR=1 30ms, TE=7ms,
THK=3mm, FOV=300mm, Matri x=1 30x256. Each individual image was
ob tained wi th ECG-trigger on a single breath-hold, over 13 heartbea ts. No
contras t agents were employed.
Images were transferred from the MRl scanner to a SPARC workstation
(Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CAl for processing by CUBET>'softwa re
(Unified Medica l Systems, Brookline, MA) which identified and removed
blood pools from each image. Such bloodpools tend to obscure arteries in
typical maxin,um intensity projections (MlPs). Segm entation was performed
automatically, requiring only two m ouse-button clicks for user input. The
firs t click defined the statistically op timal border between "object" and
background, the second selected the object. (Segmentation can be propagated
th roughout the s tack for convenience, while allowin g the user to m ake
fr a m e-by- fr am e updates if d esire d . Additionally, im ages ca n be
reregistered in-s tack in the event of patient motion be tween acquisitions.)
This processing resulted in visualization of the 3D coronary tree, including
distal branches of the rig ht and left system s n o t prev io us ly seen by
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noninvasive methods. Stacks consisted of approximately 50 images, with
the exact number depending on subject size.
Segmented image stacks were converted to volumetric holograms by the
Voxel Corporation (Laguna Hills, CAl. These films provide full threedimensional depth cues when viewed on a Voxel holographic lightbox. In
lieu of holographic presentation, not possible here, figure 1 is an example of
how computer processing is applied to reveal right coronary artery (RCA)
from a series of six views in which RCA is partially obscured.

'A; .

,,:{iJ:

Figure I . Original

are

top two rows,

is shown

boltom left, where much of the RCA is obscured by overlying bloodpool.
Boltom right is selective MIP showing significantly greater portion of RCA
after removal of obscuring bJoodpools by computer processing.
Discussion
Imaging modalities such as MRl and CT can produce overwhelming amounts
of output. Presenting information from such a wealth of data in a simple and
clear way is challenging. Voxel volumetric holograms allow natural
viewing of complex structures in apparent 3~. In the example applica tion of
visualizing human coronary arteries, MRI by itself allows views not
obtainable by x-ray angiography. The addition of automated segmentation
and holographic display allows pos t-imaging viewing of the coronaries
from multiple orientations in addition to that from which the MRIs were
originally obtained. Physicians viewing the holograms have reported that
re lative to a co llec tion of ordinary "flat" films, holographic display
substantially decreases the amount of effort required to visua lize complex
three-dimensional structures, helping them make more comprehensive
diagnoses.

Development of an Image Display and Analysis Workstation
in a Visual Basic Programming Environment
Michael J. Gelfand, M.D.
Department of Radiology, Children·s Hospital Medical Center and
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH

A versatile medical image display program was developed in the Visual
Basic! programming environment. Visual Basic is an easy to use objectoriented programming environment for Windows! programming
environment. As in other object-oriented programming environments, a
variety of controls are provided. Interactions of a pointing device within
the area of the screen occupied by a control activate program subroutines
associated that control. In addition, a wide variety of specialized controls
and tools are available from third party vendors. One of these,
VisionTools2 , was used in the development of this application.
The display software includes the following features:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Add-on modules for filtering of imported image formats.
Static display of I to 30 sequential images.
Paired displays of 2 to 6 sequential or tomographic images.
Single and dual simultaneous cine loop viewing .
Pop-up magnification and scrolling of images .
Individual scaling of single images or simultaneous scaling of all
displayed images.
(6) Display of images in one or more color palettes.
(7) Extraction of quantitative image data from user-defined regions of
interest (ROI), including ratios normalized for ROI area.

Examples of applications of the program to nuclear medicine and MR
data will be demonstrated . Acceptable performance is possible using a
486SX25 processor.
The availabil ity of an easy to use and easy to program graphical-userinterface allows the programmer of moderate sophistication to produce
general purpose or customized image display software.
'Windows, Visual Basic, "'Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA.
'VisionTool s, "'Evergreen Technologies , Castine, ME.
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Digital Instructor of Chest Radiograph Interpretation for
Non-specialists
Ryutaro Kakinuma, Hironobu Ohomatsu, Yutaka Nishiwaki
Department of Respiratory Disease, National Cancer Center Hospital East
Kashiwa-shi, Chiba, Japan

Noriyuki Moriyama
Department of Radiolog y, National Cancer Center Hospital East
Kashiwa-shi, Chiba, Japan

I.

INTRODUCTION
Frontal chest radiographs are essential gateway to every pulmonary disease.

However, the interpretation of frontal chest radiographs is not easy for novices and

for clinicians who are neither radiologists nor chest physicians. The weaknesses of
their interpretation are as follows: the lack of knowledge abo ut normal
roentgenological anatomy of the chest, the lack of anatomic-radiologic correlati ons,

and the lack of perception of silhouette sign and increased density sign among the
continuous gray tone of the chest radiograph, especially in the lung field overlapp ing
the mediastinum and the diaphragm. The purpose of this educational system is to
enable novices and non-specialists to improve their ability to detect abnormalities in
frontal chest radiographs morc readily .

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The chosen chest rad iographs of this system arc as follows: I) Lung cancer,
pnuemoina and so on, behind the heart and the diaphragm for the study of the
increased density sign. 2) Swelling of lymph nodes or inflammation for the stud y of
the silhouette sign of the medias tinal pleural lines, e.g., the paraaortie line, the
paratrachealline and the azygoesophageal recess line. Most of the chest radi ographs
chosen would look nannal to novices but not to radiologists and chest physicians.

The hardware consists of a Macintosh Qadra 800 computer (Apple
Computer Inc. Cupertino, CAl with 16 megabytes of random access memory ; an
internal 1.4-megabyte, 3.5-in. floppy drive; an intern al 230-megabyte hard disk, a
magneto-optical disk unit NWP559 (Sony Inc. Tokyo, Japan ) with 594-megabyte,
5.25-i n. disk, and Truvel TZ-3X scanner (Truvel Inc. Los Angels, CAl. Chest
radiographs and chest CT data were digitized by a Truvel TZ-3X scanner on the
condition of 8-bit, 278 ~m pixel size. The software are Digital Darkroom (S ilicon
Beach Software, San Diego, CAl, Spyglass Transform (Spyglass Inc. Champaign,
11.), and SuperCard (Silicon Beach Software, San Diego, CAl. Digital images of
chest radiographs and chest CT data were processed by Digital Darkroom and
Spyglass Transform and displayed by SuperCard on a l3-in. monitor in 256 colors.
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III.

RESULTS

This system consists of interpretation module and explanation module.
First, in the interpretaion module, novices can learn weak points of their
interpretaion. Second, in the explanation module, they can learn interactive case

presentations and explanations by hint images and by image processing data.
In the explanation module, when you want to start case studies, you select
one image from "Image Index." Then. a frontal ehest radiograph of the seleeted ease
is displayed on the screen. This corresponds to "Case Presentation" in the flow
chart. You can point out an abnormal shadow in the frontal chest radiograph by
hand-shaped cursor interacti vely. That is, if you can identify an abnormal shadow
eorreetly, a " right message" whieh explains the findings of abnormal shadow will
appear on the sereen and you will proceed to "Explanation Images." However, if
you point out other area except an abnonnal shadow, a "wrong message" which
tells you that the pointed area is not the abnormal shadow and recommends you to
check other areas will appear. And, if you can not detect an abnonnal shadow
finally, you will proeeed to "Hint Images." In the hint images, you can learn
fundamental roentgenological anatomy in a chest radiograph of a nonnal individual
step by step. After learning the fundamental anatomy, you ean retry to identify an
abnormal shadow of the ease compared with the ehest radiograph of a normal
individual. "Explanation Images" are rad iographs of lateral view, conventional
tomography or computed tomography whieh explain the abnormal shadow more
preeisely. Summary eontains diagnosis and key findings of frontal chest radiograph
of the case. "Review Images" are inversion images, edge detection images, and
pseudocolor images of the case. Using edge detection algorithm, you can recognize
the silhouette sign as the disappearance of edge line more easily. And presenting
different kind of image proeessi ng images by turns, you ean feedbaek the features
of increased density sign to continuous gray tone in the conventional frontal chest
radiographs more easily. After learning "Review Images," you will proceed "Raw
Images." "Raw Images" i.e., original digital images which are not processed,
are displayed for the final step of feedbaek to eonventional ehest radiographs.
In "Fundamental Concepts" you can reconfirm the fundamental concepts of
findings of the ease. These process are one set of data for a ease study. At last,
you decide whether you continue to study more cases or not.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The authors think this system is useful for novices, because they can learn
the interpretation of frontal chest radiographs interaetively, step by step, and more
eertainly by using image processing data.

Magnetic Resonance Multimedia Educational Software Tools
Debra Rundle, M.S.BE , Felix Wehrli, Ph.D. and Hsiao-Wen Chung
University of Pennsylvania Medical Center, Department of Radiology, Philadelphia, PA

Introduction
The field of magnetic resonance imaging (MR!) is Ule most cosUy and
technically demanding subspecialty in radiology today. Traditional educational
methods, such as lectures and text hooks, are severely limited in their capacity to
maintain and stimulate allention, illustrate three dimensional or time-varying
function s, and provide a full range of clinical images related to the phenomenon
discussed. Although traditional methods have proven useful for most medical
education, they are less effective for radiological leaming, which is derived from
pictoral subj ect matler almost exclusively. Over the pas t five years, the
University of Pennsylvania Medical Center radiology department has
successfu lly developed interactive MRl educational software, based on the
Macintosh personal computer (PC) platform. By appl ying recent advances in
personal computer technology, these interactive MR educational programs and
their associated images have been be stored on inexpensive CD-ROM media.
The CD-ROM storage medium is both high-capacity and low-cost. Recent
advances in multimedia auUloring systems now permit radiology educational
materials to be played back on either IBM or Macintosh low cost PC platforms.
The demonstration will cover radiology-specific issues regarding the selection of
mul timedia authoring system and large-capacity storage options.
Demonstration
In preparation for the implementation of a radiology educational program,
selection of a suitable multimedia authoring system is crucial for the program's
success. Radiologic images present specific problems for the program designer.
The images must be of exceptionally bigh quality because radiologists, who wi ll
be viewing these images, are sensitive to image quality because their purpose is
to distinguish findings and construct diagnoses from the images. MR images are
digital by nature and have fairly low image resolution, at 256 or 512 pixels
square, as compared to other digital radiographic techniques, at 1024 pixels
square. Hence MR images are easily displayed on the personal computer by
using commercially available multimedia authoring systems. A second
consideration in the selection of an authoring system is textual material. If
images are to be presented accompanied by a paragraph or case report description,
a simple mu ltimedia app lication, sucb as SuperCard®, HyperCard®, Apple
Media Tool®, or Director®, wo uld suffice. If a complex series of questions,
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student uacking, or hypertext linking is involved, an advanced tex tual auulOring
system, such as Auillorware® or "electronic book" applications which can
perform hyper-linking, would be more desirable. Moving images, such as
cardiac cines and dynamic MR contrast uacking seq uences, present special
considerations. One display option is QuickTime® playback, which is available
on eilller IBM or Macintosh platforms,. This data fonnat was created by Apple
Computer and consists of a functional tool set Illat can be imbedded in Ille
commercial auilloring systems by a programmer, alternatively it may be
implemented directly into some programs by Ule end of tile year. Development
costs can be halved by using a platfonn-independent auilloring system, such as
Director®. This system allows for an application to be developed on a
Macintosh computer and run on an IBM computer in its original executable
format willlout programming changes.
As a multimedia project progresses, tile de veloper will experience a need for large
capacity, inexpensive storage devices. The impetus for Illis need is for backing
up and disUibuting Ille large programs, which can often exceed 15 megabytes in
size. Large-capacity magnetic storage devices can read and write to removable
cartridges, allowing Ule drive to become infinitely expandable. Traditionally
magnetic media has been Ille most expensive, costing $1 per megabyte.
Magnetic optical media is slightly less expensive and costs 36¢ per megabyte.
Write-once and read-many storage options, such as CD-ROM, are significantl y
less expensive. Recordable CD-ROM is priced at 0.038¢ per megabyte but Ille
initial cost of Ille drive is on Ille order of $3,500. The absolute minimum-cost
storage medium to date is a manufactured CD-ROM, priced at 0.003¢ per
megabyte. However Ille requisite number of copies exceeds 200 at tllat price.
Hence write-once CD-ROM is a recent technological development tllat provides
an inexpensive alternative to read-write magnetic media.
Conclusion
Careful assessment should be made on Ule part of tile educational software
developer in selecting multimedia auilloring tools. Considerations should be
made by determining Ille image quality and resolution, textual content, question
formatting, animated seq uences, and computers on which Ille multimedia
software will be played back. Large-capacity media selection is also crucial to
Ille success of a radiology educational program. Read-write removable media is
cost-effective for backup purposes, recordable CD-ROM technology is suitable
for small volume replication, and manufactured CD-ROM technology is most
suitable for larger volume replication exceeding 200 copies.
SuperCard® is a registered uademark of Allegiant Technologies, Inc.
HyperCard®, Apple Media TooI®, and QuickTime® are registered trademarks of
Apple Computer, Inc. Director® and Auillorware® are registered uademarks of
Macromedia, Inc.

Personal Computer Based Radiology Teaching Image
Data Base
Chris Sistrom, M.D. and Spencer Gay, M.D.
Department of Radiology, University of Virginia Health Sciences Center
Charlottesville, VA 22908

INTRODUCTION
We will demonstrate our personal computer based system for keeping a radiology
teaching image data base. There have been many efforts to design computer based
teaching systems for radiology. Often these arc written using sophisticated authoring
software and although they function well have the disadvantage of being hard for
users other than the original authors to add their own case material. We tried to
design a system that combines easily available and relatively inexpensive hardware
with a simple software package. This will allow many academic departments and
individual radiologists to build and maintain a teaching file of high quality images.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Our system is centered around an IBM compatible personal computer with a 486
DX2/50 processor, 20 MB. of memory, and a 350 MB. hard disk drive (Gateway
2000, Souix City, SD 57049). The image acquisition and display hardware consists
of a frame grabber board (PC-Vision-plus, Imaging Technology, Bedford, MA
01730), a monochrome CCD television camera (pulnix America, Sunnyvale, CA
94086), a high quality television monitor, and an optical disk drive (pinnacle Micro,
Irvine, CA 92718). A camera stand (we had one built in the department) completes
the system. The entire setup can be purchased for under 15,000.00. Images are
stored at 512 by 480 spatial resolution with 8 bits (256 shades) of contrast
resolution. The optical disks hold about 2500 images (256 K bytes each) on each
of two sides of a removable disk. The disks arc emsable, can be rewritten up to I
million times, last for 30 years, and are nearly as fast as modem hard disk drives
(19 ms. access time and 2 MB/sec data transfer rate). One case's images (up to 9)
can be retrieved and displayed in under 2 seconds.

SOFTWARE
The data base portion of the program was written using the Clipper
Compiler, Version 5.0 (Computer Associates, Islandia, NY 11788). This uses a
standard ".DBF" type data base to store demographic information about each ease,
the American College of Radio logy (ACR) code, textual diagnosis, and a comment.
In addition the chief complaint, modalities represented, date of entry, and the
contributors initials arc stored. Sumdard database functions such as new case entry,
search and list cases on various parameters, edit, and delete cases are implemented.
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We have incorporated software released by the ACR into the system to allow
generating ACR codes using English language menus for case entry and searching.
The program was optimized for speed and a multiple parameter search of our 6700
case teaChing file takes less than 2 seconds. This program has been in development
and continuous use at the Universi ty of Virginia for 6 years to catalogue the
radiology department's teaching file.
The image manipulation software was written in Turbo C++ Version 2.0
(Borland International, ScotlS Vally, CA 95067). This module provides low level
functions to operate the frame grabber board to perform image acquisition,
averaging, storage, retrieval and display. To enter images for a case the user is
shown the OUlput of the television camera in real time on the image monitor
(separate from the computer screen). Once the image is centered and focused it is
"grabbed" in 1/30 of a second. The user can then add some annolation text and the
image is then stored to the optical disk in less than one second. Up to 9 images are
allowed per case. Images can be deleted and added at any time. To obviate any
degradation of the images produced by noise in the television signal from the
camera an averagi ng function can be used during acquisition. this lakes about 5
seconds and averages the input up to 8 times which cleans up the noise without any
loss of image clarity or gray scale resolution.
To display a case one seleelS it from the text-bases dala base using various
search strategies (e.g. all renal tumors).While individual cases are displayed the
image display routines can be automatically evoked with a single command. The
images for the case in question are displayed un the auxiliary monitor in miniatw-e

format in less than 2 seconds. Individual images can be seleeted and are displayed
at full resolution in less than .5 seconds. Users can then quickly page through the
available images while keeping the text portion of the case reeord on the computer
screen for side by side revicw.

RESULTS
Using our system one can enter a case with up to nine images in less than
5 minutes. The advanlage of the television camera{frmne grabber combination is in
the great speed wi th which images can be composed and captured. The speed of
display and the quality of images during case review are exceptional. By using a
disk caching system (built in to the MS-DOS operating system) the user can switch
between up to 9 full resolution images for each case virtually inslanlaneously. The
digital storage of averaged images taken from an industrial quality television camera
provides for very high quali ty resullS when compared with laser disk technology.
CONCLUSION
Our system for keeping a dala base of radiology teaching images is
inexpensive (hardware less than 15,000.00, software virtually free from us at less
than 75.00) . Image quality surpasses that of laser disk technology in the same way
that audio CD improves over reeords or lapes. We tried to make the program work
as fast as possible and to have a large storage capacity. The amazing optical disk
drives from Pinnacle provide for both these requiremenlS.

Interactive Computer Control of the "Video 3D Atlas of
Human Anatomy-"The Lower Extremity" as a Teaching Aid
Ann L. Scherzinger, Victor M. Spitzer, Ray Kilcoyne, Helen Pelster,
Charles Rush, Karl Reinig and David G. Whitlock
Departments of Radiology and Cellular and Structural Biology
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO

Computer assisted instruction (CAl) methods have become quite popular in
the medical profession, where the hours available for continuin g education arc limited

(1-3). In Radiology, a specific interest is the "re-Iearning" of anatomy as new and
more detailed imagery becomes avai lable. CAl of anatomical s tructures allows
interactive correlation of anatomical data and medical images.

One particular

adva ntage of CAl is the ability to add additional image types and upgrade image
quality in instructional programs as techniques develop and improve. A primary goal

of this project is to develop a computer based program that will provide the radiologist
the opportunity to study the muscles and bones of the knee and their attachments in an
interactive fas hion, all ow in g direct compari son of anatomy and imaging in mUltiple

planes.
The instructional program operates on the Macintosh platform and was
developed using Aldus SuperCard (Silicon Beach Software) au thoring too ls. The
demonstration set up includes a Macintosh Quadra with a 16 inch monitor, alllached
to a video disc player with a 12 inch monitor. The video disc player must have an
RS-232 serial interface.
Upon initiation, the user is presented with three study choices: a guided tour
through all modules, a study module on knee anatomy, and a selection of radiology
case presentations. The guided tour presents a general outline of the use and intent of
each of the subsequent modules. The tour can be in stigated from this main menu or

selected parts entered when the user asks for help within another module. The primary
window for all stud y modules (Fig. I ) co ntains an image display window and a series

of buttons which specificall y control the module being used. For the case history
module illustrated in Figure I, radiological images are presented in the primary image
window. For the anatomy module, the primary image window presents a 3D rendered
image of the anatomy. The display of specific cross sectional images can be selec ted

from the 3D rendered image. Text describing the image in the primary image display
window is presented in the upper left portion of the primary window. As button
options are selected, additional w indows are opened to provide the information
requested. Quizes and references follow each of the anatomical cases. The user can
choose the lype of image(s) to be presented in the quiz: anatom ical, 3D or
rad iological. A ny or all can be presented initially or added as the user requires
additional information.
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Pes anserlnus syndrome
The tendons

at the gracilis (G),

sartorls (ST) and semimembranosus (SM) have a common
insertion on the medial
proximal tiba. A bursitis may

develop.

Additional Radiology
( X-Ray )(
Select
videodisc

..
image

CT

1(

MR

Videodisc
Scroll

1
Normal
Radiology
Main Menu

Figure 1. Case history instructional screen

Anatomy
3D Movie

B
..

All anatomical images arc obtained from the Video 3D Atlas of Human
Anatomy, The Lower Extremity (4). This resource is a video disc based reference atlas
of cross sectional anatomy obtained from frozen sections of normal cadaver specimens.
It includes 187 axial, 190 coronal and 181 sagittal images of the knee joint. The
anatomical slices were sec tioned in the axial plane at O.Sml11 intervals at using a

cryomocratomc. Sections were filmed. digitized, reg istered and computer rcfommted in
the coronal and sagi tai planes. Registration and reformating was performed on a Pixar

(Century Computing) computer using native software. These orthogonal images are
stored on the video disc along with labeled diagrams and correl ated MRI images.
Volumetric and surface ren derings from radiol ogy studi es and from the videodisc

anatomy are presented as Quicktime (Apple Inc.) movies edited usi ng Adobe Premier.
Segmentation of the anatomical images prior to rendering was done in our lab using

IDL (RSI, Boulder, CO) and C programming languages on the Pixar computer.
Additional illuslration s were done with A ldu s Freehand. MR I an d CT images are

obtained directly, via ethernet, from aGE 1.5T Signa MRI scanner, GE High Speed
CT scanner or GE High Light CT scan ner.

All th ese images are windowed using

IDL for the Macintosh and stored as Macintosh PICT Iiles. Tex t li les are developed
using any word processor and are stored as ASCn text files.
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Using thi s approach, we were able to success fully incorporate a variety of

images to illustrate the gross anatomy of the knee. The high density of anatomical
slices on the videodisc and the ir availability in all three orthogonal planes provides an
appropriate reference image for common radiology planes. Because of the modular
des ign, radiol ogical material ca n be readily updated by replacing the ex isting image
file s or by adding new ones and incorporated them as choices on the supcrcard menu
screen s. Text fil es can also be altered and/or tailored for the level of the audience.

Further enhancements of the program may incl ude mi gration of the image database to
CD ROM. The CD ROM technology is begi nnin g to suppo rt the data trans fer rates
required to present full mOlio n video available from the video disc, and wo uld allow
presentation of the anatomical images in higher than video resolution directly onto the
co mputer screen.
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An Automated System to Monitor Imaging Equipment
Service and Billing Information
Kimmet B. Workman, B.S.E.E. and I. Michael Harris, B.S.E.E.
The Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radio logical Sciences,
The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD

In the Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and
Radiological Science at the Johns Hopkins Hospital we have been
using a computer based system to track equipment service
information since 1986. Between 1986 and 1992 the information
available for monitoring outside service led to a savings of over
$750,000.
During this time three things occurred that changed our needs
for detailed equipment service information. First, the size of our
department has more than doubled . We now have over one hundred
x-ray tubes, five MR scanners, six CT scanners, more than twenty
ultrasound scanners and over 40 radiographic film processors.
Second, state and federal regulatory bodies, as well as the JCAHO,
are requiring more and more information about maintenance and QA
testing of the equipment. Third and most important from a financial
point of view, we are now utilizing a third party payer to reduce our
maintenance cost. Like any other insurance organization, they
require thorough documentation before paying the invoices from
service vendors.
In this same period we identified weaknesses that made the
initial computer based system difficult to use. Although we could use
the system on our network, we had to be very careful about who
could do what and where. On more than one occasion the system
appeared to delete all of the data from the monthly data file .
Fortunately we found ways to recover all of the information.
Furthermore, if we input data from more than one network
workstation there was a good chance that one service request entry
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would overwrite another.
There was no way to modifY the system. We were unable to
change the list that held the information about the companies we
dealt with or the list that held information about our service
technicians and we had trouble adding new capabilities to the system.
If we had a work order that one of our technicians reponded
to and later found the he would need vendor assistance, we had to
generate a separate work order to account for that assistance. The
structure of the data file was such that it could only handle inside or
outside service information, not both. This meant that in some cases
we had to keep track of two work orders for one problem
These observations led to the development of a new system
that overcame the weaknesses and added many new features .
Development of the new system started in 1988 and is ongoing. The
new system which was installed May I, 1993 uses a standardized file
format common to more than one commercially available package,
and lends itself nicely to data manipulation and extraction by those
packages or programs written in the C programming language, or
Prolog.
The new system is written to operate in a network
environment, and allows information to be entered and viewed from
anywhere in our department without the danger of data collisions. It
also allows the area supervisors to track the status of equipment
service being performed in their areas. This lessens the work load for
the Physics and Engineering staff. The work orders are initiated in
the section where the equipment failure occurred, and are printed at
that location instead of being delivered by Physics and Engineering
personnel.
At this time we are adding new functions to the system.
These include an extension to handle x-ray equipment QA and
radiographic file processor QA information. After that we intend to
add the ability to contact staff via our pagers automatically when a
new work order is initiated.

RADPATH: An Update of Computer Aided
Radiologic-Pathologic Correlation Software
Michael P. McDermott, MO. , Charles S. White, MO., Michaell.
Rothman, MO. , Philip A. Templeton, MO. , Robert M Allman, MO.,
Seena C. Aisner, MO. and Robert Ord, D.D.S.
University of Maryland Medical System. Baltimore. MD

RADPATH IS a M(lcintosh based teaching
environment which utilizes diagnostic Images
combined with pathologic correlation and textual
information to enhance learni ng of the clinical and
imaging features of disease processes.
A Macintosh computer based program created with
Macromind Director, RADPATH uses a case study
tutorial approach to guide the user through textual (lnd
visual information of disease processes in a userfriendly environment. Mediastinal masses and parotid
masses will serve as the pilot topics for demonstration.
The viewing of pathologic gross and microscopic
specimens offers actual correlation and potential
explanation for image characteristics and patterns
generated by multimodality diagnostic imaging
devices.
The user-friendly interactive format of
RADPATH demonstrates the effectiveness of computer
based instruction, providing the user with easy access
to an integrated resource of text with diagnostic and
pathologic images of mediastinal and parotid masses.
RADPATH offers the opportunity for rapid and
comprehensive understanding of medical disease
processes by integrating diagnostic and pathologic
images in a computer based teaching environment.
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DICOM 3.0 Implementation Tutorial
An Interactive Windows 3.1 Program
Robert Hindel
R H Consulting, Orange, CT

The network implementation of DICOM 3.0 according to part 8.0 of the
standard requires generation of Protocol Data Units ( PDUs ). There are
essentially two groups:
PDUs which are related to the network association and
PDUs which contain commands and information objects
The first group requests establishment of an association, acknowledges such
an association, rejects establishment for various listed reasons, releases
association, reports such a release or aborts an association.

The other group ( type 4 ) carries the message, which is subdivided into
commands and information objects with associated attributes. Depending
on the application which is defined by SOPs ( Service Class·Object Pairs)
this content of the message will vary.
The demonstration software illustrates content and coding of various
PDUs. Within PDUs there are information elements which are predefined
for a global network or system as, for instance, Unique Identifiers ( UIDs
). Other information elements are case dependent, but can be transferred
from other sources such as a RIS or HIS. Still others are case dependent
but must be entered at the time of the encounter, for instance, time and
date of an examination, name of the reporting radiologists etc. Still other
information elements can be put into templates for specific sites such as
cr, MR or other modalities. The program highlights such categories of
information elements.

Coding is illustrated for typical applications such as reporting or archiving
images. The coding instructions of the DICOM standard arc listed in part 5
and arc based on the ISO documents 8859, 646 and others. Generally the
coding pattern of earlier versions of the standard ( ACR·NEMA Standard
1.0 and 2.0 ) is retained: the "Tag" of DICOM 3.0 is composed of the
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group number and the element number of version 2.0. The Tag is followed
by a value length indicator and by the coded value entry. Part 5 of the
standard contains detailed instructions for encoding date, time, UIDs text
strings and binary strings, etc. For encoding binary values the Transfer
Syntax specifies either "Little Endian" or "Big Endian". The distinction is
that "Little Endian" encoding orders the bytes of a composite binary
number with the least significant first and the most significant last, while
"Bid Endian" encoding reverses the ordering sequence.

Pull-down-lists illustrate enumerated values as, for instance, data types
commands, message control headers etc. Operators of the program can
transfer listed choices into the table of information objects or type in new
values.

Progress In Healthcare Informatics: Challenges
of Telematics
R. Mattheus
European Standardization Committee 251 / 4
c/o Laarbeeklaan 101, 1090 Brussels, Belgium

1 Healthcare th e information age
In recent
year's
information
processing
systems
and
software architecture 's rely more and more on message
exchange between different processe s.
This evolution is driven by two main factors:

- Tile growing need for information and info rmation
exchange.
In view of this there is a need for reliable and efficient
message exchange mechanisms , which offer a consistent
interface to u se r.
- Growing user requirement s.
Growing u ser requirements has l ead to an explosive growth
in complexity, as a result of which an
information
processing ta s k can no longer be carried out by a monolithic
system, each carrying out a specific task but by di s tributed
system eventually across a network .

Several advanced computerised patient record systems
have been successfully installed in hospitals and ambulatory
care settings but f e w have been widely replicated and no
common a rchite cture is agreed until now. There are, severa l
st udi es that show the electronic patient records can lead to
better quality and more efficient patient care management
(e .g., fewer lab te s ts, shorter length s of stay).
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It is esse ntial
that a new application
of
tecbnology eitber improves the qu a lity of bealtb care,
increases tbe efficiency of providing care, or decrease cost.
Tbe high performance information higb way should take thi s
and otber issue like standardisation into
an
accepted
common framework.
Several initiatives of the CEUI are
contribution to this framework.
Advanced Informatics in
Medicine (AIM) , Standardisation initiatives CEN 251 / 4
Medical Imaging and M ulti-M edia, TEN-IBC (Trans European
Networks - Integrated Broadband Communication) and other

actions are driving towards a common concept.
2

Medjcal Informatjcs - Teiemaljcs

Medical Informati cs is a well know domain
applying
informatics tools towards the automatisation of the medical
processes.
Recently we start getting more focused towards
tciemalic s,
a
combination
of
informatics
and
telecommunication.
More efforts s bould be made towards the
u ser community including all actors, making tbem aware of
tbi s shift and of the imp ac t tb ese medical telematics
infra st ructure s can have in the bealth-care world. Tbis going
from equal medicin e, towards cost reduction and more
advanced technolo gies . The new research programs , projects
and standardisation act ivities need to be syncbronised witb
tbis approach.
3 The Brussels Initj atiye

Tbe objective for the MID-SIM2 non-profit company is to
dev e lop regional information infrastructure in health-care
witb tbe Brussels region as pilot area.
This is one of tbe
first exam ples of the c r eatio n of a health care infostructure .
This
infostructure
includes
as
well
tbe
telematic s
infrastructure as the related s tandard sand other components
in order to create an infrastructure which is open to
additiona l
partici pants .
Tbis creates
an
intermediate
organisation

in

between

the

users

of tbe medical

services

tCommission of the European Union.
2Medische Informatie Dienst - Service d'Information Medical ( Healthcare Telematics
Institute)
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(medical actors and individuals) the suppliers of medical
services and the suppliers of telecommunication networks
and services (operators) (Fig I.).
A partnership
structure is imbedded with
a
balanced
representation of the medical sector, the telematics sector
and
the
government
(economy
and
health-care).
The
participation of the medical sector which after all the key
user (next to the individual citizen in the context of
prevention programmes or home care policies) is considered
as being of prime importance for all other parties involved.
The open structure of the interdisciplinary co-operation
model of MID-SIM allows in a flexible
way
further
expertise as well at the national or

C

NETWOR0

Figure 1.
Expertise and integration domain MID-SIM V.Z . W.
The Health care infostructurc

The MID-SIM project is an initiative of Horizon-21 Medical
Services N. V.
with
the assistance of Technopol
VZW.
Technopol's mission is to stimulate economic development in
the Brussels region.
Two of the four policy lines of
Technopol are the development of the potential on health-care
know-how
and
the
development
of
an
advanced
telecommunication infrastructure. The MID-SIM project is as
such supporting both policies. In addition the MID-SIM
project has been proposed and accepted as a pilot project for
the research projects which are preparing the fourth framework
programme of the European Union with respect to the usage of
telematics services in health-care. It does fit in this context
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in the strategic guideline described by the CEU in the "White
Book" of Delors "Growth, Competitiveness, Employment, the
challenges and the way forward into the 21 St. Century".
3 1 Services and jnfrastructure

The MID-SIM
concept
covers
the
total
portfolio
of
telematics services within the medical sector
access to
information
services
(data,
text,
images, ... ),
telecommunication
services
(electronic
mail,
structured
messages.
interactive
video
communication ,
.. r )
The
objective of MID-SIM is to implement as well the required
infrastructure as the supporting organisation. This includes
the telecommunication infrastructure but also the education,
support and administration, promotion, standardisation and
legislation.
3.2

Definition of an interdisciplinary organisation model

Definition of a consensus model between the medical sector,
the public sector, the government and the telematics sector.
This covers primarily the set-up of national co - ordination
body for the development and implementation of pilot
projects with following objectives
synchronisation of the various actors within the medical
sector with respect to the introduction of tclematics
services within the sector on all levels (bome~carc. first,
second and third lcvelO and for all actors.
act a forum in discussions with medical sector policy
makers, public s ector and social security with respect to :
synchroni s ation of legislation and procedures on
the usage of tclematics services in health-care
definition of the impact of the usc of telematics on the
medical
action s
and
the
possible
consequences
for
tarification (e . g . payment of second expert involvement)
definition of policy towards ethical and privacy issues
of the use of telematics in health-care .
synchronisation and negotiation with the Telecom sector
with
respect
to
the
validation
of
the
technical
architecture and related standards.
ongoing
synchronisation
with
the
European
and
international activities in this field
set-up
of educ a tional
services
for
different
actors
involved.
to support a policy of quality improvement and where
possible
also
a more
cost-effective
application
of
telematics in health-care.
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4 The Roadmap for Standardization in Medical
int e rnational appraoch

Ima2iD2"

An

The standardisation work related towards medical imaging
and multi-media is influents by several strategies (Table I).
Several steps are defined for the evolution and integration
of medical imaging standardisation, where the WG4 is
mainly performing an integration task. (Fig 2).
Integration of DICOM V3.0 into the CEN TC 251 strategy
Imaging
for
the European
Standardisation of Medical
Communication. Inter-relation goals are to:
Establish joint ownership of DICOM with
ACR-NEMA by Mid 1994.
Revise the MEDIC OM Architecture document to
inco orate DICOM V3.0.
Information Model (CEN TC 251 )
and its mapping to Communiculion Objects (IT&

Me(licom Step 3:

.

~ . 19p5-98

. ','"

n

.

if IPI-IIF broadly accep,led by, IT industry )

.t1k,

Medicom Step 2: (mid 1995)
Image Object

Medicom Step 1 - 1994

Medicom Step 4
Long Term
(1998: if Step 3
succefull )

Descriptive

IPI-IIF
Medical
Profiles

DreOM 3.0
Image Object

r. !Slalion

Pixel
only

Communications
Service Boundary
(e.g CMJSlDlMSE)

Comrnunicatioru
Service Classes

D,..

DlCOM
Encoded

IPI·nF
Medical

Full
Integration

Profiles

MuJU-MedJa

Pixel

Image Objects

only

Addenda

IPI - PIKS/lmage Proces~1ng Kernel

Multi-Media Integration IT&T

Figure 2.
The Roadmap for Standardiza tion in Medical Imaging:
An international appraoch.
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A next step is develop jointly with EWOS EG MED and
ACR-NEMA one or more Medical Profiles of IPI-IIF which
s upport the image pixel and directly related pixel attributes
defined by by ISO I IPI-IIF.
Fit into the CEN TC 251 Model and objects
Fit the European requirements
Look towards the standardisation from the application
domain point if view which results in the use of more
IT&T s tand ards.
More effo rts should be u se d to
ensure that this approacb will also be used on
international bases.
One Standard
Table I: CEN TC 251 14 Strategy

5 . Multi-Media

E l ec tr o nic Medical Record

Tbe electronic medical record i s tbe compilation
of
individual patient data tbat needs an
agreed
syntax,
semantics, format and transmission protocols to make
certain tbat tb e r eceive r of the information understands the
message in tbe same way it was meant by the sender.
The
medical record consists out of different data-types: going
from written documents and data , towards images, video and
signals; typical multi-media information.
It is in th e intere st of tbe u se rs all over Europe, as
well as in US A a nd Japan , to move forward and create more
commonly sbared and more univer sa l content and context for
the records in order to bring the existing elements in
conformity witb future needs for the international medical
community. A glue , integrating the different components is
needed in short time .
6

Integrated BrQadband CommunicalioD

Advances in communications have been one of the major
driving forces of socio-eco nomic progres s in recent years.
Electronic communications offers also the potential for
addressing the challenges in society of environment and
geographic disadvantages.
The next-gen eratio n communication s protocol must
provide sufficient ga in s to ju st ify tbe tremendous co s t
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required to evolve the communications infrastructure. It
must be capable of handling multimedia communications
between users, between users and machines, and between
machines.
In the quest for a next-generation protocol to
provide broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) , the standards bodies
considered many options: fast circuit, burst, synchronous
transfer mode, and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM). The
promise of ATM has created the first situation in the hightech industry where all players are backing the same
networking protocol.
Recent publications identifies some of the huge
changes in cost that are likely to occur in communications
over the next decade. It
provides information about how
investments by corporations and public institutions, such as
hospital centres, are taking advantage of new , broadband
technologies. It is clear from these new uses that the
greatest economic benefits from future communications will
come from investments in high-bandwidth infrastructure,
particularly since it offers much greater benefits to users.
While this essay has not addressed the issue of prices for
these new services, the dramatic decline in prices illustrated
by previous research that is reviewed here suggests that
pricing for higher bandwidth services will not be much more
expensive than narrowband services by the late 1990s.

7, The European

effoqs

The European sponsored (CEC IAIM ) project European
Integrated PACS (EurIPACS) is playing an important role
in this work.
A Picture Archiving and Communication
System, supported by a multi-media medical image database, will be integrated with all other components of a
Hospital Information System (HIS) , resulting in a second
generation distributed PACS architecture test bed in 95.
A focus is given towards "Integrated".
Integrated in a hospital environment stressing the
need for having clinical useful systems.
Integrated with the other information systems; the
departmental systems.
Integrated by means of standards and coordination
with CEN TC 251.
which

The EurIPACS project can be seen as an infrastructure
will give us certain functionality, which you can
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extend when needed.
Basic functionality like image
management , storage and archiving are implemented. Other
projects like Computer Vision in Radiology (COVIRA) ,
Software for Multimodality Images and Education (SAMMIE)
and Multi-Media Interaction with Radiology Data-Bases
(MILORD) are key projects in the imaging line.
High
performance Information Infrastructure in Medicine (HIM)
an
other
CEC
project
for
the
definition
of
trail
specifications regarding health care for Trans European
Networks using Integrated Broadband Communication started
in Dec 93. The European Standardization institute CEN TC
251 "Medical Informatics" has besides several other action
points, focused on interoperability and messaging in the
imaging and multi-media, and is close working with ANSI
on several issues .
Summary

Doctors who want to make the most of computers to treat
patients
are
being
thwarted
by
systems
that
can ' t
communicate with each other.
More efficient management
and processing of the information,
allowing
efficient
sharing of information across the health-care environment,
needs a common information infrastructure.
Several
components of thi s infostructure can be worked on, on
international basi s.
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Papers not received in time for publication
SESSION 4
Application of a Microcomputer-Based Diagnosis System Improves
Diagnostic Accuracy and Reduces Costs of Dynamic MR Mammography
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SESSION 9.
Speech Recognition for Radiologic Reports : An 18 Month
Clinical Experience
Harold N. Walgren, Luke Air Force Base, AZ

SESSION 15
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THE LEGAL DEnA TE
Digital diagnostic image management and communication raises a Dumber of legal
questions, from data protection issues, security ,md integrity considerations to the debate
about the legal status of digital documents. We are thus dealing with a very wide range
of legal doctrine and arguments. The methodology adopted in this study was first to
identify those areas of activities in digital image management and communication which
raise some legal considerations. Subsequently, the existing law was exantined for
answers and guidance in relation to these previously identified legal questions. This
resulted in two possible situations: either the existing law addresses the issue in
questio.Q. or th~ law is silent on that point which effectively means a legal vacuum that
needs to be dealt with. In the latter case it is useful to draw analogies with other sectors
which deal with digital data and documents (eg. EDl), so as to seek guidance on how to
resolve any legal problems.
Several functions are embedded in image management and cooununication systems
(IMACS). In a typical scenario personal medical data is collected from the Radiological
Information System (RIS), possibly also from the Hospital Information System (HIS),
and matched with the images acquired through the appropriate modality. The medical
specialist views and processes the images and makes a selection which, accompartied by
the radiological report, becomes a part of the patient file which is usually stored in the
short term storage and later transferred to a long-term archive. In addition to tltis basic
scenario there is the possibility of transmitting the images to another location,
including outside the hospital (although tltis may already have happened during the
process described above). Furthermore, images may be subject to a wide variety of
'manipulations' at any stage before long term archiving.
The underlying legal problem is the intangibility of digital data. Electronically
generated data may be altered or destroyed without trace as though it has never existed.
In other words, digital data is inherently volitile and can thus be considered as
unreliable. From a legal point of view there are a series of misgivings as to the data's
legal acceptability. These may be pre-emptied by creating a legal framework that
recognises tltis sort of data. Fundamental to such a framework are a series of definitions
of some of the basic concepts in digital imaging, as well as mandatory procedures which
create data security as well as transparency on any steps taken in IMACS.

THE ISSUES
Let us consider some of the legaJ concepts at issue in digital image management and
communication:

I. Data Protection
To the extent that personal medical data is collected, processed and stored the rules of
data protecrion legif/atiolLf and practices must be observed so as to safeguard the
patiem's privacy and guarantee medical cOl!/idellliality to which all medical
professionals are bound through a series of legal and quasi legal provisions.

In the data protection legislations of most European Union Member states medical data
is classed as particularly sensitive data and therefore needs to be protected through
appropriate safeguards [I]. In the digital imaging environment this is particularly
important since, for effective use, IMACS need to be integrated with other information
systems such as HIS and RIS. The information generated by the totality of these
systems offers a very cOOlplete profile of any patient. Thus, the danger that the
patient's right to privacy and medical confidentiality may be jeopardised is potentially
very high if appropriate data protection Oleasures are not adopted. There is thus the need
to adopt a dynamic data protection and security policy which is specific to the digital
imaging environment, identifying potential threats and harms to data protection and
medical confidentiality and formuiating approPriate remedies.
1.1. Data Protection Principles:
The basic data protection principles stipulate that data may only be:
- obtained and processed fairly and lawfully;
- stored for specific and legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible
with those purposes;
- adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they
are stored;
- accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date;
- preserved in a form which permits identification of the data subjects for no
longer than is required for the purposes for which those data are stored [2].
1.2. Security:
Furthermore, approPriate security Oleasures OlUst be taken so as to protect the data frOOl
accidental or unauthorised destruction or accidental loss as well as against unauthorised
access, alteration or dissemination [3]. Security measures must be of such a nature as
to allow for maximum protection of the data without obstmcting the necessary
availability of the data for effective and efficient health care. Furthermore, when
devising such measures a balance must be observed between legal (regulatory) and
technical solutions, customs and practices.

In digital imaging the security requirement is relevant on several levels:
1.2.1. Overall system security with approPriate back-ups and fail-safe mechanisms
must safeguard the integrity of the data against destruction, alteration or loss due to a
system failure or at least minimise the effects of such a fuiIure . TIlls is particularly
important in view of the integration of mUltiple modality and systems (ie. a bug in the
modality may infiltrate and cause damage in IMCS). Furthermore, automatic log-files

protocoiling any alterations to the data, provides a certain transparency which helps to
establish data accuracy and completeness and thus ensures its quality.
1.2.2. Access security is essential. in particular iftbere is to be potential acccess
integration between IMACS and other systems such as HIS. The right of access is a
right to use data for different purposes, sucb as to read, edit, add, communicate. copy or
del"te data and files. Thus, the right of access is not a blanket rigbt. Instead it must be
sekctive. defined in detail and according to differing authorisation levels. With the aim
of obtaining maximum access security each access right should he:
- linked to the person seeking access and to hislher function,

- limited as to the purpose for wbich the data is used,
- limited in time.
1.2.3. Security is an essential element in transmission alld communication. Data
mu!'>t he safeguarded, on the one hand. against 'Wilful or accidental interception which
would jeopardise the patient's privacy and potentially the integrity of the data.
Encryption is a possible solution whereby it would be sufficient to encrypt the data
which links a set of images to a par1icular person, such as identifiers in form of name or

identification numbers. Encryption of the actual image is likely to be unnecessary,
unl!!ss data subject related comments are included on tbe actual image. On the other
hand. and related to the first point, is the matter of safeguarding the integrity of the data
wht:ther ir may be subject to alteration or destru~tion due to a technical failure or
f(}lIowing interception or interference. In view of the intangible nature of electronically

generated data, it is essential tbat every image hilS been authenticated (eg. digital
signature) whicb would subsequently allow for the detection of any alteration to the
image. In this way there is evidence of tbe actual image sent and received which may be
vital wben trying to establish liability in cases of diagnosis made from a distance.
1.3. Data Suhject:
Data protection law usually provides the data subject with a number of rigbts sucb as
the knowledge of tbe existence of the automated file, its purpose, its content, the
identity of its controller, as well as a right to rectification and erasure of data which may
have been processed contrary to the basic data protection principles as laid down in
domestic and international legislation [4]. The health care sector is often considered as
an exception to the duty of disclosure to the data subject. The medical specialist is
given a discretion bow mucb to disclose to the patient. As far as the right to erasure
and rectification is concerned we may be faced in digital imaging witb the impossibility
to comply I since in the case of most long-term archives it is impossible to single out
certain elements of a patient file and erase or alter them.
1.4. Transborder Data Flows:
As far as personal data crossing national borders is concerned, this may only be
probibited on data protection grounds if tbe importing country does not bave equivalent
data protection measures to the state exporting the data [5). In the European Union two
Member states still lack data protection law, namely Greece and Italy. Transmission of
personal data, including identifyable images may thus not be undertaken witb either of
tbese states.

2. Legal Recogniti(m of Digital Images
Considerable uncertainty surrounds the legal recognition of digital images and digital
files in general.

As "utlined ahove the intangihle and thus volitile nature of the electronically generated
data means that such data is inherently unreliable. This is problematic from a legal
point of view and it is thus essential to render such data legaUy acceptable which can be
achieved through two means.

2.1. Reliability:
The data in question must be generated in the most secure and reliable circumstances.
Thus data protection and security measures are also relevant for making a system and its
data reliable by creating maximum security and transparency. In other words, the more
secure und reliabl ~ a system gen~ting el~trunic data can ~ cOlJsiuered, the lllore
acceptable its data will be for legal purposes.
2.2. u,~al Relevance:
Legal recobTflition of electronic data requires definitions reJating to the moment of when
an image becomes legaUy relevant. These definilions are to form the basis of an
appropriate legal framework. In the digital imaging environment there is the need to
define what an image is. when it comes into e>.istence and when it becomes legally
relevant. It can be argued that technically an image comes into existence when its
header is defined. This image may. however. become legally relevant at some other
point. depending on the legal concept that is involved.
2.2.1. First of all, in daw protectioll tenos [6]. an image is 'personal data' as soon as
it can be related to identified and identifiable data subjects. Thus. for data protection
purposes an image becomes legally relevant once personal patient data is included in the
header. and from that moment the image is subject to the applicahle national and
international data protection principles and rules.
2.2.2. For the purposes of the patient file as a legal documem the images become
legally relevant once they have been used for diagnosis and validated by the medical
specialist. Thus these images constitute the basis for the established diagnosis. and
since they become an integral part of the patient file (also in legal terms) they may no
longer be altered irreversibly.
2.2.3. Digital images may further be legally relevant as evidellCe in a court oflaw in
the course of litigation. But today it can still be said that there is considerable
uncertainty as to the admissibility of digital files as evidence in court and as to the
evidential weight such evidence may represent.
2.2.4. Lastly. digital images may be legally required as part of specific procedures of
organisations such as social security or health care administrations who may. for
example. require paper documents or handsigned reports as part of their eligibiliry
procedure. In other words, the 'form' (ie. the digital form) of such images is not
recognised as answering the legal requirements of some specific procedures.

T

CQ~CLUSIQNS

We have seen that digita l images may he legally relevant in different types of situations,
but since the law does not specifically address and recognise digital images, there is
considerable uncertainty as to whether such images will be legally valid and whether
they wilt be given the necessary and appropriate legal and evidential weight. It is
essential that this legal vacuum should be filled since it potentially undermines. the
entire use of digital images.

Furthermore, the discussion above has shown that appropriate data protection measures
need to be taken , not only to comply with existing legislation but also so that digital
data may be generated in highly secure and reliable environmentso The more reliable
the data, the more ready the jUdiciary to recognise it for legal purposeso

It has become obvious from thi s brief outline that the legal perspective of IMACS is
one that must not be neglectedo Although there bas been as yet no major litigation on
the matter. it is essential to address and resolve these issues as soon as possible. Any
technological progress must be accompanied by the appropriate legal considerationso
The lawyer's role in this matter is not to bamper scientific advance by having to impose
nom18tive rules retroactively, but rather to accompany it and facilitate its realisationo

NOTES
[I JSee Article 6 of the COl/cil of Europe Convelllion N°I OS for the Protection of
IlltiividlUlls with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, on which most
European data protection legislations are modelled;
[2J See Article 5 of the Coucil of Europe Convelltion N°IOSfor the Protection of
Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Persollal DaJa
[3] See Article 7 of the Coucil ofEurope Convemion N°IOBfor rhe Protectioll of
Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal DaJa
[4J See Article 8 of the Coucil ofEurope Convemion N°IOSfor the Protection of
Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing ofPersonal DaJa
[5] See Article 12 of the Coucil of Europe Convention N° lOS for the Protecrion of
buJividuals with Regard ro Automatic Processing ofPersonal Data
[6J See the definition of personal data in Article 2a of the Coucil of Europe Convention
N° lOS for the Protecrion of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of
Personal Data

* The subject of this paper is at the heart of the LEGIS Proj~t. which is ~ subproj~t of
EurlPACS, carried out by the interdisciplinary Resc=h UnIt on Infonn8tton Secunty
(VoUoB.) and financed through the AIM Program of the Commission of the EW"Opean Union

